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INTRODUCTION. 

Tue Irregular Greek Verb, though all acknowledge its im- 
portance and difficulties, has been hitherto confessedly neg- 
lected. On this point both our Lexicons and Grammars are 
particularly defective and unsatisfactory. In their excuse how- 
ever it may be fairly alleged, that no work can do justice to so 
extensive a subject, unless it be confined to the examination of 
that subject only. I have been frequently struck with the 
truth and the force of these considerations when consulting-the 
second volume of Buttmann’s.large Greek Grammar (Ausfiihr- 
liche Sprachlehre), which is dedicated to the examination of the 
Irregular Verbs, and contains a very extensive catalogue of 
them. In that catalogue I found all the prominent irregu- 
larities of the Greek Verb so fully and fundamentally inves- 
tigated, that I was convinced a translation of it would prove a 
most valuable assistant to every lover and student of Greek 
literature, whether he should be satisfied with a mere superficial 
knowledge of this part of the language, or might wish to see it 
traced and explained with the deepest and soundest criticism : 
and as the catalogue constitutes a distinct part of the original 
Grammar, there was little difficulty in forming it into a se- 
parate work. 

In this Catalogue Buttmann professes to have two objects in 
view: first, to enumerate all the primitive’ verbs, whether re- 
gular or irregular, which are in general use, particularly in 
prose, specifying in each the actual usage of the best writers: 
secondly, to give a list of all verbs, and all forms of verbs, 

which are anomalous or irregular. On the former of these 
points little need be said: in some respects its importance is not 
at all inferior to the latter, particularly for the composition of 
Greek prose; but in extent it is comparatively inconsiderable. 
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iv INTRODUCTION. 

The regular verbs occurring in this Catalogue are so few 
(almost every Greek verb having an irregularity in some part 
of its formation), that their occasional appearance does not alter 
the general character of the work; and I have therefore given 
it a title corresponding with its great leading object, which is, 
to examine and explain those verbs (with their tenses and 
persons) which are properly irregular. If it be asked what 
verbs Buttmann considers to be properly irregular, I answer in 
his own words, those which do not follow some general analogy. 
In accordance with this idea, he has omitted in his Catalogue 
one numerous class of verbs ending in -4fw, -itw, -alvw, -vvm, 
-etw, -dw, -%w, and -éw, because they are derived from other 

words (not verbs) according to a fixed analogy, because they 
are all formed in the same simple way, have all a perfect active 
in -xa, and are invariably defective in the aor. 2. active and 
passive. For the same reason he has excluded those also which 
are formed in -w with the preceding syllable of the radical word 
strengthened; consequently those ending in -aipw, -Adw, -1rw, 
-rrw, and -cow.* Where, however, we find a verb with either 
of the above terminations not derived from a noun or other 
word, but only a lengthened form of some simple stem or root, 
it is manifestly a deviation from general analogy ; and as an aor. 
2. may be formed from the original root,—e. g. in éditalve, 
aor. 2. 7AiTov; in xtuméw, aor. 2. (from KTYIIQ) éxrumov,—such 

verbs have a place in the following Catalogue; as have also all 
those ending in -évw, that termination being invariably of the 
same kind. Within these and the like restrictions. almost every 
irregular verbal form occurring in any known writer will be 
found, either expressly mentioned or sufficiently referred to in 

the present work, 
In the prosecution of Buttmann’s first object, all verbs, 

whether regular or irregular, which are common in the best 
prose writers, are distinguished in this Catalogue by a larger 
type, so that the pure Attic usage of each verb is seen at one 
view. But any point requiring a more’ minute disquisition, 
any thing which seldom occurs in prose, which belongs to the 

* OF these GAAdeow only has an aor. 2. consequently is placed in the following 
catalogue as an exception to a general analogy. 
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language of poetry or to the dialects, is added in a smaller 
character and in a separate paragraph. Those verbs also whose 
whole usage brings them under this second class are inserted in 
the same smaller type. : 

All themes and forms not actually occurring in any known 
writer, but which must be supposed in order to class with pre- 
cision different verbs according to their respective families, are 
distinguished by capital letters, that the eye may not become 
accustomed to such unusual forms by seeing them printed in 
the common character. And, to spare the ear as much as pos- 
sible the formation of these verbal stems into a present in -w, 
they are generally distinguished merely thus, ‘AA-, AHB-, &c. 
If a theme however occurs but once in any genuine remains of 
antiquity, it appears in the Catalogue in the common character. 
At the same time it must be understood, that such an appear- 
ance does not necessarily prove the actual occurrence of the first 
person singular of the present. If there be found in actual 
usage any person of the present, or even of the imperfect (at 
least in most cases), it is considered quite sufficient to war- 
rant this grammatical use of the whole or any part of the 
present tense. 

The object of this Catalogue requires, strictly speaking, that 
the usage of every verb inserted in it should be given, wherever 
it does not follow of itself, at full length. As yet however this 

has been done very imperfectly ; and it must therefore be pre- 
mised, that wherever in the present work no future, aorist or 
perfect is expressly mentioned, the common fut. active, the aor. 
1. or the perf. 1. (as the regular formation of the verb), is pre- 
sumed to be in use, at least there is nothing to prove that it is 
not so. But as soon as, instead of either of the above, an aor. 

2., or a perf. 2., or a fut. middle occurs, such tense is added by 

name. The word “Mrpp.” standing alone, means that the 
middle voice of that verb is in use. The expression “ Att. 
redupl.” shows that the perfect has the Attic reduplication. 
Where it is said that “ the pass. takes o,” it is to be understood 
as referring to the perf. and aor. 1. passive; this expression is 
however used only where that circumstance does not follow of 
itself. The frequent references to Buttmann’s Lexilogus are to 

the English translation published in 1836. 
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The deponents are generally noticed as such, although properly 
speaking that point comes within the province of the Lexicon. 
When however they take in the aorist the middle form, they 
belong to this Catalogue, and the anomaly is marked by “ Depon. 
midd. ;” whilst “‘ Depon. pass.” added wherever the meaning ap- 
pears to require the remark, shows that the verb still adheres to 
the passive formation. 

Single forms occurring in any writer are generally referred 
back to the first person singular of the indicative of the particu- 
lar tense. Occasionally, however, a person of the plural, a con- 
junctive, or a participle, is quoted alone; and this is done in 
many of the Epic.and rarer forms for the sake of greater ac- 
curacy and certainty; because it does not necessarily follow 
from the occurrence of any certain form, that the first person 
singular of the indicative of that tense must have been in use. 
And in general it is much more advantageous to the student, 
who has made a little progress in the language, that some forms 
actually occurring should be laid before him, which he under- 
stands grammatically, and which he may remember to have met 
with in the course of his reading, than that he should find one 
indicative grammatically framed, without being able to see to 
what forms of known and actual occurrence it is intended to 
lead him. 

Whatever meaning — active, passive or middle, transitive or 

intransitive —is given to the present, the same is supposed to 
belong to every succeeding tense not expressly marked with a 
different meaning. If, for instance, under BotAouas we find the 
fut. Bovayoowas from the middle, and the aor. 26ova7$yv from the 

passive, this’ shows that these are the only two forms which 
occur in the sense of the present BovAouas, and consequently 
that there is no instance of an aorist 260vAncamyy, or of a future 

Bovandjcowces. 

The insertion, in their alphabetical places, of supposed verbal 
stems or roots, is intended less for the accommodation of the 

student, than to complete the plan of the work: and this may 
be said not only of those which must necessarily be supposed in 
every methodical treatise of this kind, as AHB- for ajWouc, 

- 2AaGov, but of many which are merely apparent, i.e. where a 
change, for which there is no foundation in the regular in- 
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flexion, but which has been effected by the operation of syncope 
or metathesis, is referred back to a root formed by that same 
figure; e. g. KMA~ relates to Képva. 

As long as a form shall occur in any of the genuine remains . 
of ancient Greek literature which is not to be found classed or 
explained in this Catalogue, it will not have attained that com- 

pleteness which ought to be its aim. On the other hand, 
whatever occasional information may be gathered from dialects 
not used by any authors extant, belongs to the plan of this work 
no further than as it may elucidate the connection between forms 
and dialects. 

The attempt, however, to make this Catalogue etymologically 
complete might, in some particular cases, produce confusion ; as, 
for instance, when certain verbs, springing from the same stem 
or root with different yet cognate meanings, are placed together 
as belonging to one and the same verb. In such cases it is 
rather the province of grammar to keep separate what usage has 
already separated. Thus it is certain that yaorxw, yaouc, 
xavidve are etymologically the same, and yet each must be 
preserved distinct from the others, to render the explanation of 
each the more clear and intelligible; xiv must be confined to 
the sense of containing, x2cacbas to that of yielding, and xaveiv 
to that of standing open; in order that, where it is not suffi- 

ciently clear from the context which of these different senses a 
form has, we may not be led to give it a meaning which does 
not belong to it. 

I have extracted most of the preceding remarks and directions 
from Buttmann’s Grammar, in which they form a kind of in- 

troductory chapter to his Catalogue of Verbs: to these I have 
prefixed a few observations explanatory of the work, and of my 

object in undertaking it; thus making them perform the double 
office of introduction and preface. 

Of the work itself, I need only add, that, like the Lexilogus, 
of which I offered to the public a translation about two years 
ago, it is a most extraordinary specimen of Buttmann’s extensive 
research, and deep yet sound criticism. In some instances, 
indeed, he has only sketched an outline of the inflexions of a 
verb, which Passow in his Greek and German Lexicon has filled - 
up. In these cases, or wherever else I found that the latter had 
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added any valuable information, I have availed myself of it, 

and, where it was possible, have attached the name of the 
author. Whenghowever, that could not be so easily done, from 

the shortness of the quotation, or from its breaking into the - 
middle of a paragraph, I have merely inserted it within brackets. 
Beside a few occasional remarks, entirely explanatory, and 

always distinguished by “ Ed.,” I have myself added nothing: 
it would have been indeed the height of presumption in me to 
imagine that I could improve, by adding to or taking away from, 
a subject which has been handied in so masterly a manner by 

Buttmann and Passow. 

J. R. FISHLAKE. 

LirtLte Curverer, Nov. 1837. 
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IRREGULAR VERBS. 

A. 

"Adw, I harm, lead into error. Of this verb Homer has the 3. pres, 

pass. dd@rac*, the aor. 1. act. daca, cont. doa (Od. X, 61.), and of the 
pass. and midd. ade0nv, dacduny, doacba. Both alphas are common. 

Verbal adj. aardéc, whence with @ priv. adaroc (_ _= _) inviolable. 
Immediately from daw comes the subst. arn with a long ; and from 

this latter, but with a short+, come two new forms, viz. 1.) draw syno- 
nymous with daw, found only in the pres, and imperf. pass. ; dropat, 
I suffer harm, used by the Attic poets: 2.) aréw, with intrans. mean- 

ing, found only in Il. v, 332. and Herodot. 7, 223. in the particip. 
dréovra, dréovrec, senseless, desperate. 

It may perhaps be thought that AQ is the original form of this verb, 

and daw, ddow a resolution of it: but general analogy is contrary to 
the idea of a resolution, unless where there has been previously a con- 
traction. As little disposed am I to consider draw the original, and 
that the r was dropped afterwards. The true original form is AFAQ, 
as is evident from the Pindaric atara (Pyth. 2, 28.), and the Laconian 
da€axroc (Hesych.) for ddaroc. On the other hand the meaning of to 
satiate is classed under dw, because in that meaning the double a is 
rare and even suspicious. ‘This is the only way of marking clearly the 
distinction between the two Homeric epithets daaroc (daw) inviolable, 
and droc (dw) insatiable, 

“AAQ, I satiate. See "Aw. 

"Ayaanawt, I deck, adorn: fut. ayérad; aor. Aynra, 

[* used in an active sense; but see Soph. Aj.269.and Eurip. Suppl. 182. The 
Lexilog. p. 8. and note.— Ep.] former is decisive in favour of the length 

[+ I find the a in &rdw marked long _ of the a, in the latter it is uncertain. — Ep.] 
both in Maltby’s Lex. Prosod. and in Pas- [+ The active does not occur in Homer, 
sow’s Gr. and Germ. Lex. I know of only Hesiod, or Herodotus. Pindar is theearliest “ 
two passages where the word occurs, viz, _- writer in which it is found. —Ep,] 

B 
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ayyros (Eurip. Med. 1027. Lex. Seguer. p.328.)—Midd. 
ayanrropas, I pride myself on, delight in: the aor. of this 

voice is nowhere found. 

“Ayapot, I admire: Depon. Pres. and imperf. like 
iorapou, Od. f,168.; fut. midd. ayéoopos ; aor. yyarbny, 

Eurip. Here. F. 845. Epist. 3, 8., part. ayac$els; Epic 
jyacapyy, but found also in Demosth. pro Cor. 59. and 

Aristid., and in Il. y, 181. yydoeoaro. 

This family of verbs has in the Ionic dialect the collateral sense of 
to envy, to be indignant; but in the pres. it is only in the form dydopat 
in the Epic poets (Hes. $. 619. dyapevoc, Od. e, 119. 122. jydacbe) ; 
dyaiopa: has it in Ionic prose also. The other tenses have both 
meanings in common, e. g. Il. p, 71. aydaocaro, he envied; Od. a, 71. 

ayacarro, they admired. 
“Ayapac is used by all writers in a good sense. The above induc- 

tion appears sufficient to confine dyépuac to the other meaning ; to 

which one passage only, Od. 7, 203., seems at first sight to be an ex- 
ception. But aydac$a in'that passage would be utterly superfluous, 
if we understand it in the sense of merely admiring (Ovre Savpafeuy 
mepwmovoy or aydacba). Hence I think that the idea of admiration 
is heightened to the collateral idea of envy, i. e. Ulysses represents the 
excessive admiration of his son as bordering on envy or jealousy. 

"Ayy2arw, Tannounce : fut. dyyea®; aor. 1. Hyysiaa. 
— Mipp. 

Besides the aor. 1. we find not unfrequently both in act. and pass. 

the aor. 2. also; this tense however is not free from suspicion, as it de- 
pends ona single letter. Thus in Eurip: Androm. 1242. (amayyéXy), in 
Iph. A. 353. (Oupyyedorv), and in Thue. 8, 86. (arfyyedorv) both the 

sense and the manuscripts are decidedly in favour of restoring the pres. 
and imperf. ; and a little further on in the same chapter of Thucydides 
the aor. 1. amhyyerey is actually restored to the text from the best 

manuscripts. The same has been done in Xen. Anab, 3, 4, 14, where, con- 

trary to Xenophon’s usage, raphyyede formerly stood. But in Lycurg. 
18. p. 150, 8. and 87. p. 158, 26. the manuscripts offer no alternative for 
aniyyerey, eEhyyedre, but the imperfect, which does not suit the con- 

text *: and so in Plat. Meno 2. arayyéAwpev, though otherwise weakly 

* Bekker has however, following the  ciously than at 15. p. 149, 32. of the same 
majority of his manuscripts, placed it in work, where he has adopted from one ma- 
the text at the former of these passages; nuscript the imperfect in the place of 
in which I think he has acted less judi-  dajyyedor, whisk is evidently incorrect. 
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supported, may be defended by the sense against the present, which is 
found in a great majority of the manuscripts. In Soph. CEd. T.955. the 
reading ayyedGy is from Triclinius only; the Codd. and the old editions 
have dyyedwy, which the glosses in the Cod. Lips. explain to be the 
aorist (see Hermann*), a tense much more natural in that passage than 
the future. Compare also the various reading dyyéAwpev in Eurip. Or. 

1539. (1533. Matth.) and my note on Demosth. Mid. 11, 2. Least of 
all should I have thought of altering taphyyede+ in the Ionic writer 
Herodotus, 9, 53., where Schweighiuser has adopted from the single 

Florentine manuscript an imperfect for which there are no grounds in 
the context. The aor. 2. pass. occurs in Eurip. Iph. T. 932. (#yyéAnc) 
without any various reading, although jy yéAOnct would be admissible. 
In Zl. V. H. 9, 2. occurs denyyédn.;: In Plut. Galb. 25. arnyyéAn. — 

In cireiy and éveyxeiv the two aorists are so easily confounded, that 
great caution appears to me advisable in this verb also. Nor is it 
unworthy of consideration, that a form which undoubtedly existed 
(for this I think is proved by the number of instances adduced), 
should never have been branded as objectionable by any Atticist. | 

"Ayelpw, I collect together ; Att. redupl._—Mipp. 
Of the aor. 2. midd. the Epic language has dyépovro, dyepéoOat, 

and the syncopated part. dypéyuevoc.—Compare ’Eyeipw. 
From jyepé0ouat an Epic sister-form of the perf. and imperf. midd. 

come #yepé0ovrar, —ovro; to which we may without doubt refer the 

reading of Aristarchus jyepéeo0ar, Il. x, 127. instead of the common 

reading iyepteoOar.— Compare nepéOovrae under Aipw. 
We may certainly feel some hesitation in explaining ayépoyro II. £, 

94. to be an aorist, and #yeipovro 3, 52. an imperfect, as there is no 
appearance of any thing in operation but Epic prosody, and Epic indi- 

stinctness between imperfect and aorist. But if the grammarian isnot to 
be deterred in a similar case from distinguishing at Il. B, 106. 171. Zde- 
wev and Xeire (at least according to form) as aor. and imperf., as little 

must we hesitate here. And when at Il. B, 52. we read rol 0 jyyelpovro 

par dea, and at Od. £, 248. Yowic & éowyeiparo adc, we have a similar 
identity of sense, while the tenses are unquestionably different. We 
must also recollect, that not only the accents, but even the very turns 

of thought, adapt themselves to the metre. At Il. B, 52. fryetpovro at 

the side of éxfpvacor is a very natural imperfect, and at v.94. dyépovro, 

* [Hermann says this aor. is never used tain Buttmann must have confounded this 

in tragedy—perhaps never at all by the —_ with some other passage. } 

older writers. On referring to the passage t [Yet Schweighauser has retained 

in question in Sophocles, the sense so amhyryyedov in Herodot. 4, 153.] 

plainly requires the future, that I feel cer- ¢ [Dindorf reads yyyéAOns.] 

B 2 
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it is true, stands in the midst of imperfects. But when it is said oi 0” 
dyépovro. Terphxe: 0 dyoph, it is quite as natural to render it, “ And 
now they were assembled [not assembling]: the crowd heaved rest- 
lessly.” Besides, as dypéuevoc (by syncope for dyepduevoc) is un- 

doubtedly an aor. particip. assembled, so dyépovro must in every in- 
stance be considered an aorist also. Nor is there anything in Od. £, 

385. to prevent our accenting, with Barnes and Porson, dyepéoOas, as 

this form is in all its relations a common aor. 2. (compare d)uréa0ar), 

and the silent traditionary accent on an infinitive occurring but once 

can be of no authority. —Compare “Eypeo@a. 
"“Aynua. See ‘Hyéopuar 

"Ayvoew, I am ignorant of: fut. ayvojoopa1, but also 

ayvoyow, Demosth. c. Zenoth. p. 885. Conon. p. 1266. 

Theocrin. p. 133'7. whence the passive sense of &yvojreoGas 

in Demosth. pro Cor. p. 310. is less surprising. [ Vid. 
Hemsterh. ad Thom. Mag. in v. ] 

’"Ayvwoocaoxe Od. W, 95. has a various reading dyvwaceoke as old as 
itself. These iteratives are sometimes formed from the aorists, some- 

times from the imperfect; thus érurrov becomes rimreckor ; Ervupa— 

ruacKoy ; EXttov—Dimeokov: and there are a few which take in the 

Epic poets a instead of « after the characteristic of the present, as 
plirrackoy, kpvrrackoy, in which case they correspond in meaning with 
those formed from the aorists. Now there is nothing in the sense of 

Od. , 95. to induce us to prefer either form. If we take dyvwaceoxe, 
it must be from the imperf. of dyyacow: if we decide in favour of the 
aorist, nothing appears more natural than dyvwoaoke for dyvohoacke, 
as Homer uses elsewhere the verb dyvoéw only, and this explanation. is 
supported by the d\Adyvwoac of Herodot. 1, 85. 

"Ayvupt, I break (trans.): fut. d&w*; the past tenses 
nave the syllabic augment: aor. act. Za (Il. y, 270. contr. 
7§a, Il. J, 392. Od. 7, 539.), aor. pass. 2ayyy with a long: 
the perf. 2. Z¢ya (Sappho), Ion. @yya, has the passive or 
intransitive sense, J am broken t.—Mupp. 

The a in this verb is originally long, as shown particularly in its de- 
rivatives ’ayh, dayfjc, which are connected with éayny in the same way 

as tAnyh is with éxAhyny, and évirh with évévizov. Hence the a of the 

* Formed according to the general rule + As the perf. 2. generally gives the 
of verbs in ut from the obsolete &yw, like preference to the intrans. sense, we find 
AEIKO, delxvuyu, deltw, &e. ; In a great number even of transitive verbs 
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root is long in the aor. 2. pass. édynv, as we see from some passages of 

the Attics (Brunck on Aristoph. Ach. $28.), and from II. d, 558. But 

it is also found in Epic poetry short ; although, by the disappearance of 

the digamma, which belonged originally to this verb, as will be seen 
below, we cannot now ascertain in some passages the true Homeric 
form of this tense. See Heyne on Il. y, 367., who tries to establish 
and not without probability, the digamma and the long a uniformly. 

In the latter poets, as Theocr. 22, 190. it is most certainly short. 
Compare zAfrrw, of which the aor. 2. pass. retains its original length, 
but shortens the syllable when used in one particular sense. 

The digamma, whence the irregular augment comes, is proved beyond 
a doubt to have originally belonged to this verb by the Hesiodic form 
kavatae (€, 664. 691.), which can be explained in no other way. That 
is to say, FAZ/AI became in composition KAFFAZAI, as Baw ca€- 
€a\XAw. This spiritus, thus doubled and united by the metre, was of 
necessity retained here, while the digamma disappeared every where 
else. But by the intimate affinity, and in some respect identity, of 
the sounds U and V, Y and F, it passed over into v, and consequently 

with the a into the diphthong av. See the same process in evader, 
under ‘Avdavw. 

This makes the occurrence of #&e for gage twice in Homer (II. , 392. 

Od. 7, 539.) the more remarkable. In the same way Hippocrates has 
karjéa (Epidem. 5, 13.); but as he writes the substantives also carnéce, 
karnypa (De Artic. 16. 17. De Fract. 16. 28.), it would appear that in 
the Ionic dialect the whole formation, with the exception of the pres. 
and aor. 2. pass., had the 7 in the root: in Homer on the other hand, 

who elsewhere invariably uses aga, and, dropping the augment, dZav7o 
Il. Z, 40. 7, 371. (see below the same form under ’Ayw), 7a can be only 

the augment. If however we compare dry, which comes from AFATA, 
we shall be the less surprised at 7a as a contraction from EFAZA. 

It is far more astonishing to find that in this verb the augment is 
_ carried on even to forms in which it is naturally inadmissible, and that 
this takes place in very old writers. Thus Hippocrates has very com- 

monly kareayi}, kareayetc, as for instance in De Artic. 35. bis. Vectiar. 

this form only with the immediate mean- See also Khdoua Kéenda, malvoua bé- 
ing, which in almost all cases is of anin- pnva, ofyw dvolyoua dvépya, SAAvpat 
transitive nature: thus— bAwra, melOouct mémoda, whyvumar mé- 

dyvupt—tyvupa, I break (intrans.); mya, phyvumau epwya, ofjwoua o€onra, 
perf. aya, I am broken. Thkopa Térnka, palvoua mépnva, pOel- 

dalw—Sdatoua and d¢5ya, I burn (in- popou &pOopa, yiryvouc yéyova. Compare 
trans.). also déproua, pelpouat, and mpo6éSovda 

eyelpw— eyelpouat, I wake (intrans.); under BovAouat. From this its connexion 
eypiyyopa, I am on the watch. with passive or middle forms arose the 
2amw—Amouat, and godma, I hope. improper appellation of the perfect midd. 

B 
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1. 2.— Apollon. Rh. 4, 1686. has éeayeioa, which metrical passage, in 
a poet of some antiquity and a learned grammarian, is of great weight. 
The passages quoted from the Attic writers must be left for future 
criticism: Plat. Gorg. p. 469. e., see-Heind. and Bekker; Lysias c. 
Sim. p. 99. xcareayeic, according to Bekker’s MSS. xarayeic; ib. 

p- 100, 5. caredZayrec without any various reading. 

In the other verbs which have this kind of augment, and which were 
in common use quite as much as the above, this irregularity is not found 
until a very late era; for instance, atewoBévroc in Peeanius 9., eLewoere 

in Theod. Prodr. p. 17., éwyncapévny in an inscription of a still later 

time in Chishull’s preface to his Travels, p. 6: and this gives additional 
importance to the antiquity of the examples from &yvvu, in which verb 

thisirregularity was probably introduced andsanctioned by usage earlier 
than it was in others, in order to avoid confusion with é&yw and drrw. 

Of the latter forms adoow and xaraoow for ayvup, Schneider in his 
Lexicon quotes the Schol. Hom., Celsus ap. Orig. 7. p. 368., Hesych. 
v. dyvuroy and évuj\a, Artemid. seepe; and from Asop. August. F. 3. 

55. and 213. the form xcaredoow. 
*"Ayvwoacke . 

Arion} See ’Ayvoéw. 

’"Ayvwoceoke 
"Ayoprtw. See Eimer. 

’"Aypéw, I take: imperat. aypet, aypeire, used often in Homer as 
common interjectional particles, like age in Latin and tevez in French. 
The rest of the verb disappeared before aipéw, leaving some derivatives. 
One instance of the indic. remains in a fragment of Archil. in Br. Anal. 
1,41. For a more detailed account see Buttm. Lexilog. p. 20, &e. 

“Ayxo, I choke, transitive. Midd. intransitive. 

“Aye, I lead: fut. aw; takes in the aor. 2. the redu- 
plication, jyaeyov, ayayeiv* ; perf. yxa, common form 
ayjoyat; aor. 1. act. 4§a, imperat. dere, Hom.; aor. 1. 

* Thus we find in prose the similar 
form ijveykov, éveykeiv (see pépw); and 
the following poetic aorists: #papov, conj. 
dpdpn, &c.; see APO. fkaxov, andxwr, 
&e.; see AXQ. Hradov, amdpwy; see 
anapioxw. &Aadcov (Hom. for #dadkov), 
GAaAdkeiv, &c.; see GAéEw. Spope, 3. pers. 
—see dpyvuut (perf. dpwpa). evévirroy ( évé- 
vimtov); see evinrw. If we compare 
these forms with iryayov, A€Aaboy, mé- 
mAnyov, we shall see that they are un- 
doubted aorists, notwithstanding all which 
has been said to the contrary. 

+ With &yhoxa we may class some 
other anomalous forms which change their 
vowel to o in both perfects: pwya (perf. 
intransit.) from vu, mértoKa from 
ahtoag mintw. etw0a for «ia from %w. 

pro plusq. perf. pass. for jpto or Hepto, 
from atpw ope éwka, apéwka, Dare 
(whence in N. T. dpéovrm) for eixa, . 
apeixa,, abetvrat, from abinu. edhdoKa, 
and in Hom. pass. éd7d0uo1, from uw. 

évivoxa from ENEKQ. And the very 
defective Epic perfects tvwya, dvjvoba, 
évivoba. 
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midd. 7§apyv, seldom in the Attic, but its compounds 
frequent in Herodotus: perf. pass, jyp01.—Mrpp. 

For a full account of ayhoya see Buttm. Lexilog. pp. 116.139. The 
use of this form in the letter of Philip and in the resolution of the 
people in Demosth. pro Cor. p. 238. 249., in Lysias ap. Phrynich. 
p- 121. and in Aristot. GEcon. 1, 7. shows that it was an old and fa- 

miliar form, which, being in no respect worse than édfjdoxa, recom- 

mended itself for use instead of the indistinct ja, as édfd0xa took the 

place of jjxa.* The Attic writers, however, preferred the shorter form. 

See zpojjxa in Reisken’s Ind. ad Demosth. ovvijyac in Xen. Mem. 4, 

2, 8. note. In general the perfect was avoided as much as possible ; 

and hence the later grammarians sometimes marked j}xa as obsolete, 
sometimes rejected ayhoya as bad Attic. See Dorv. ad Charit. p. 481. 

(494.) Lob. ad Phryn. p. 121. 
An aor. 1. ja, déac was also in use, but rejected by the Attics. It 

is found however in zpoojéay, Thue. 2, 97., in a&&a, Antiph. 5, 46. 

p- 134. in rove guvyadac xaraéayrec, Xen. Hell. 2, 2, 20. (12.), in jéar, 

déac, Batrachom. 115. 119., in &fac0e, aéavro, Il. $, 505. 545. with 

many other passages which need the examination of the critic. See 
Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 287.735. In Aristoph. Ran. 468. arjéac is from 
amrarrw; hence the latest editors have distinguished it by the: : seedicow. 

The Epie imperat. déere, like txecov, ébhoero, déLeo, dpaeo, deiceo, 

is one of those aor. 2. which take the characteristic o of the aor. 1. 
but are commonly mistaken for anomalous derivatives of the fut. 1. 
Homer uses it instead of ayayere, which would not be admissible in 

the hexameter ; dyaye he does use at Il. w, 337. With this form we 

may join aééper, Il. w, 663. as inf. aor. for aga: or ayayeir. 
*ATEOMAI. The reading ayedpuevory in Herodot. 3, 14. might be 

adopted without hesitation, if Scheefer’s opinion, that this too is cor- 
rupted from ayiwedpevor, were not still more probable. See also fyéopac. 

"Adjoa, to feel dislike. Of this verb Homer has in the Odyssey 

the formns adfoecevy and aédnkdrec, which are generally connected with 

ro dooce, Il. \, 88.; and as this last has the first syllable short, but the 
two others have it always long, they are written, according to the exam- 
ple of some of the grammarians, dddhoeev, ad0dnkdrec. See this point 
discussed in Lexilog. p. 22.: see also doa, to satiate, under “Aw, 

"Adw (old and poet. xzidwt), Ising : fut. doonou, dsiconet, 

[* *Hxais theregularly formed perfectof “Acoum is properly Attic (see Markl. 
%3w ; but there is no trace of its having Eurip. Suppl. 932. Branck. Aristoph. 
been ever in use.— Ep.] Vesp. 1228. Fr. 1294.), but is found in 

+ [Homer always uses deldw, deloouat. Hom. Hymn. 5, 2. Less pure is the fu. 
B 4 
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The future midd. is Attic (Aristoph.); see Piers. ad Mer. p. 38.: 
deiow, Gow, is in other dialects, Theogn. 4. Theocr. 7, 72.78. The 

imperative deicco is one of those aor. 2. which take the characteristic 
o of the aor. 1. See above aéere, under “Ayw. 

Hermann has very properly defended deieeo in the 17th Hom. 
Hymn against deideo (in Hymn 20., where deideo stands without any 
known various reading, it must remain); for deidopac as active is an 

unheard-of form. Now as the aor. midd. of defdw and dw is equally 
unknown, this defoeo may be an imperative formed from the future 
deicoua. But there are as little grounds in common usage for the 
Epic aorist é€4oero as for the one in question ; and as that stands in 
the same relation to ny and Bjoopa (tenses in common use) as deiceo 
does to jjoa and aoopai, it appears that the aor. midd. of some verbs, 

aswell as the fut. midd., had in the old language a purely active 
meaning. See also Lexilog. p. 226. note. 

"AA-. See Avdave. 
*Acidw. See “Adw. . 

*Acipw. See Aipw. 
’Adiw. See Avsw, 

“Amn. See “Aw. 

Aidéouou, I feel shame: fut. aidécopor; perf. wderpou ; 
aor. 1. pass. 7déo6yv; aor. 1. midd. ydecauyv. The aor. 
pass. and midd, have the same meaning ; but in the Attic 
language aidécacbos refers to the person who has com- 
mitted a shameful action with the meaning of to pardon. 
[See Demosth. Aristocr. 72. | 

An old poetical form of the present is atdouac *, from which arose 
the one in common use. It never has the augment: aidero. Of the 
fut. aidjoopa for aidécopa see the note to Mayopar 

Aivéw t, I praise: fut. aivécwt; aor. vveca; perf. act. 
yvexa; perf. pass. yvypo4; aor. 1. pass. yvébyv. Also aivyow, 
yvyou, in the Epic poets and Pindar. 

Aiviooopot, I speak enigmatically: Depon. midd. 

dow, but found sometimes in the Attics, 
as in Eurip. Herc. F.681. Dor. 400, The- 
ocrit. 1,145. ’Aeiow is used by the non- 
Attic poets, and is found in Hom. Epig. 
14, 1. attributed by Pollux to Hesiod. — 
Passow. | 

* [Homer uses in the present both 

afSouat and aidéouat, but forms all his 
tenses from the latter, which is also the 
prevailing form in prose.— Passow.] 

+ [In good prose writers we seldom if 
ever find aivéw, always émawéw,— Pas- 
sow.] . 

t See note under Aéw, I bind. 
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Aivupa, I take. Only pres. and imperf.: without augment there- 

fore, aivvro. [Hom. and Hes.] 

Aipéw, I take: fut. aipyow; perf. #pnxa, lon. apaipyxe ; 
perf. pass. Henpo, Ion. dpatpnwos; aor. 1. pass. ypedny * 
fut. pass. aipebyjoouos; aor. act. ciroy, éasiv, from “EAQ, 

— Mipp.—Verbal adj. aiperos, -2og. Compare ‘Arioxopas. 

A less frequent future is £\@; thus we find wepehd, Aristoph. Equ. 

290., xa0edez, Antiphil. Epig. 15., adedovpar, Com. ap. Antiattic, Se- 

guer. p. 80, 12., and occasional examples down to the latest writers. 

The aor. 1. jjpnoa too is found in the common language ; ‘and even 

in Aristoph. Thesm. 760. we have ééyphoaro, which cannot be rejected 

as a false reading. See Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 716. 
_ The Ionians have a peculiar reduplication for the perfect, dpaipnxa, 
dpaipnpac with the spir. lenis, the usual form in Ionic prose for the 
common nenka, fipnuat. Compare ddadtcrnpar from ddvu«réw, ada-, 

Anpac from dAdopar, dxkaynpac for dkhyepar, and éhyAiypat from EXicow. 

Eida, ar, and eipa from etpiocw, forms occurring in the later 
' writers, as the Alexandrine, the Orphic poems, &c., are regulaggor. 1. 

by virtue of the characteristic ; but as only the aor. 2. of thesé’verbs, 

eidoy, evpovy, was in common use elsewhere, it is plain that these 

are instances of the change of termination from the aor. 2. to the aor. 

1. which took place in some unformed dialects. Other terminations 
beside the 1. pers. sing., as for instance the 2. pers. in ac, the infin. 

in a, the part. in ac, are seldom found, but in their place the regular 

terminations of the aor. 2.+ Hence it is clear that the indiscri- 
minate use of eizoy and eiza, of ijveycoy and jveyca, in the oldest 

and best writers, arises from the same change: all which tends to 
prove the original identity of the two aorists. — In the aor. 2. midd. 
cikapny, -w, -aTo, -avro, &C., in sipdunr, &e., in ératpacba for -éo0ar, 

‘in the Dor. yevdpevoc, and in dcgparro for éadpovro, Herodot. 1, 80, 
26., we have the same mixture of termination ; of this the later writers 

furnish most frequent instances, but the older Ion. dialect is not with- 
out them. On these two forms, and the 2. pers. efAw, see Lobeck ad 
Phryn. p. 139. 183. The Homeric yéyvro will be found in its alpha- 
betical place. 

Alpw (Att. and poet. aeizw, I raise) is formed regularly 

* See note under Aéw, I bind, ’  chius. In the above examples we must 
+ Nota few instances of the others are _ not overlook one thing, that only the ter- 

however to be found in the dialects; minations of the aor. 1. are adopted ; the 
&péeAcu, Inser. ap. Chishull, p.138.1.5.— formation of the root remains the same, 
éx6dAo. in Maittaire from a Byzantine otherwise it would be dpetAa, éx@jAa. 
writer, and the part. a@ydyas in Hesy- 
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according to the rules of verbs having as their characteristic 
one of the liquids a, », », p.—Mipp. Compare “Apyupcu. 

The Attics were enabled to use the a of the fut. long because depo 

is contracted from defpw. As the same’ thing is expressly mentioned 
by one of the grammarians with regard to gaivyw gard, there is no 
doubt of it in the present instance, although most of the cases that 
occur are still under the consideration of the critic. In many pas- 
sages, where for instance the text has the present of aipw or aipéw, all 

becomes correct by adopting some form of ’ap6: and in Eurip. Iph. 
T. 117. the emendation of dpotpey is indeed confirmed by all the 
manuscripts.* In ischyl. Pers.797. dpotpey is likewise the old 
and acknowledged reading: and in Eurip. Heracl. 393. apé, in Iph. 
A. 125. érapei, and in Tro. 1148. dpotpev are, according to this ana- 
logy, placed beyond a doubt both by the sense and context.¢ This 
however need not make us doubt the correctness of the form apo with 
.ashort; as in Soph. Aj. 75. apeic and in Cid. Col. 460. apeioGe, stand 
in the lambic place. : 

The aor. 2. active is never used in any of its forms; but in the 

middle, Homer has the aor. 1. in the augmented indicative only (jpa- 
peOa, jiparo), and without the augment the aor. 2. dpduny; in all the 
other moods the aor. 2. only, dpwyac (a short), dpotuny, apéoOa. The 

Tragedians were able to use the same moods when the metre allowed 
it (e. g. in Soph. El. 34. apoiuny), otherwise they have always the aor. 
1. of which the a is long. 

For &wpro see note on dyhoxa under “Ayw, and Lexilog. p. 
135. &c. 
"HepéOovrat, -ovro, for aeipovra, comes from the Epic jepéOopat, 

lengthened from de/poya:, with the quantity of the root changed. 
Compare 7yepé9opsar under ’Ayeipw. 

And lastly by resolution into -éw comes the form aipetpevoe for 
aipdépevoc in Hes. ¢ 474., where however it has been hitherto obscured 
by a mistaken reading in almost all the manuscripts of [drow épev- 
pevoy, and still more by the present (drov aipevpevovr. The poet 

is speaking of the vessels being all full, and he then says, kaé ce 
Zocra I'nOhoew Bidrov aipebuevoy Evdov édyroe, i. e. “ when thou takest 

from the stores which are therein :” this is the only natural construc- 
tion of aipeobar. But aipedpevor stands for aipdpevor, as is sufficiently - 

* The sense of this passage has however 
been obscured by all the editors before 
Seidler, by misunderstanding the con- 

struction of uéy—dé. 
+ Porson (on Eurip. Med. 848.) first in- 

slight mistake he thought to be able to 
form aip® also from dip@, in order to ap- 
proach nearer to the text as handed down : 
and thus this barbaric form actually crept 
into some later editions. Elmsley (on 

troduced this spondaic future, but by a , Eurip. Heracl. 323.) corrected it. 
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certain by comparing it with both the earlier and later Ionisms miéZevy, 
muelevpevoc, muvevpevoc, &c. And this, which is the only true reading, 

is actually preserved in the Etym. M., but in an article disfigured by 
mistakes.* 

Aicbdvouc, I perceive: Depon. midd. Imperf. yobave- 
pay; fut. aicdyooucs; aor. yodeuyv.t [Later writers have 

also a passive form aic$yfjver, as the LXX.] 

AioSoua also must have been in use, as some grammarians have 
wished to distinguish it from aicOdvopa ; see Lex. Seguer. pp. 183. 216. 
359.: and in Plat. Rep. 10. p.608, a. Bekker has adopted from the 
manuscripts aic@dueba instead of aicOwpueba, which does not suit the 
passage. See also Isocr. Nicocl. p. 28. Steph. according to Bekker’s 
reading; Fronto, Epist. ad Mare. 1, 8, 4. where see the Add. 

*Aicow (in Hom. a depon. pass. also), I rush, hasten. 
In the Attics a dissyllable, and even in the Tragedians 
doow or drow, commonly &rrw or &rrw, and so also %&e, 
a&a1, with and without the iota. t 

-From the subst. dixec we may conclude that the « in the complete form 
is long by nature, and therefore the infin. aor. must be accented éizar. 

The pretended syncopated form ovvatkrny in Hes. a, 189. must 

now yield to the true form ovyaitydny, as Gaisford reads it. 

Aicyive, I make ashamed, treat in a shameful manner : 

* This is the article Aipetuevoy ;. for so 
it is now written, and the spiritus is re- 
peated several times, until the grammarian 
quotes the form again 5 and then, as well 
as in the verse of Hesiod which is sub- 
joined, it is expressly written aipeduevor. 
But the beginning of the article, until we 
come to one grand mistake, is quite cor- 
rect in the old Venetian editions, of which 

I will here transcribe the whole: Ai ped- 
pevov, alpovra, AapSdvoyta Tapa Td aipa@ 
7) onuaivoy Td Aapdvw, KaTa mAEova- 

~ opdv aip@, aipotduat, aipovpevovs kai 
Tpomf AloAiwKh aipeduevov. ‘Halodos, &ce. 
In Sylburg’s edition the first word and 
the three which follow wAcovacudy have 
the aspirate; whence arose the unin- 
telligible sentence, alp@....KaTda mAeova- 
opdv aip@, which Sylburg himself con- 
fessed he did not understand. It must be 
alpw....KaT& mAcovacudy aip@, and the 
pleonasm consists in the circumflex, i. e. 
in the € concealed under it, from which 

now comes aipoduevoy or aipetuevov. 
Whether the reading of the Hesiodic ma- 
nuscripts from which Grevius quotes be 
aipeduevov, or whether it be aipeduevor, 
which he rejected without mentioning it, 
is uncertain. 

+ Verbs of three or more syllables in 
dyw and some in alyw come from a re- 
dical form without the alpha, which sup- 
plies it with some tenses as formed from 
éw: thus afm and abtdvw; Bractdvw, 
aor. @6Aaorov, fut. BAaorhow: see also 
Guaptdvew, dricbdvw, aicOdvoua, &e.— 
aApdvw and GAgalve; a&Artalyw, HAcrov, 
dAiThow; épvbalyw, kepdalyw, dogpaivouat. 

¢ Most probably the iota subscript in 
the Attic forms may be ascribed to the 
accuracy of the grammarians. See Hemst. 
ad Plut. 733. Valck. ad Phoeniss. 1388, 
and compare the various readings of the 
passages there mentioned. In pronun- 
ciation it was naturally distinguished by 
lengthening the a, 
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pass. I am dshamed ; perf. pass. noyxvppor*, part. yoxup- 
pévog, Il. «, 180. with a genuine various reading yo yupévog. 

Airéw, I ask.—Munpp. 
Airscouas, I accuse: Depon. midd. 

*Atw, I hear. Used only in pres. and imperf. 
Verbs beginning with a, av, and o, followed by a vowel, have no 

augment, as diw, dnp, andiZopar: abaivw, oidw, oiaxiZw, oiwvilopar : 

but the a if short becomes long, therefore “aiov, &c. Olouaand detdw 

are exceptions ; as is also érfioa (from ératw, Herodot. 3,29. Heind. 
Plat. Hipp. Maj. p. 289. E.), Herodot. 9, 93. Apoll. Rhod. 1, 1023. 2, 
195. with the augment and « short. 

[Passow in his Lexicon marks diw —~—, and says that in Hom. the 
first syllable is short whenever the third is Jong. In the Tragedians 

it is common, Seidl. Eurip. Tro. 156. The iota is much oftener short 
than long, Heyne II. 0, 252. Spohn Hes. ¢, 215.] 

’AxaxiZw, transit. [grieve, vex any one. The theme AXQ gives the fol- 
lowing forms: jjxaxov, axaxeiv}, from which is formed the present in com- 
mon use. From the same aor. as a new theme} came the fut. dxayyow, 
Hymn. Mere. 286., and again an aor. 1. dxaynee, Il. p, 223. — Midd. axo- 
pacor ayvupa, I grieve (myself); aor. hxaxdopev. Perf. pass. (Lam grieved) 
axhxepwa§, axnxépevoc, Il. o, 29., and transposing the quantity, acayn- 

prar, axayhpevoc, Il. 7, 312., infin. dxaxnoOa. *Axnxédaraz, Il. p» 637. 

is most probably a corruption of axnxéarat, which is a various reading, 

is regular, and supported by dxayeiaro, Il. u. 179. (while for the 6 there 

are no grounds whatever).— To the same intransitive meaning of the 
middle *belongs also the part. pres. act. axéwv, -ovea, grieving, la- 
menting. 

’"Axaypévoc, sharpened, pointed. Hom.—If this perf. part. pass. (the 

only part of the verb which occurs) be compared with the substantive 
ah and axwkh, a point, it leads us to.a verb AKQ (aeuo), because the 

* Before the termination wa of the perf. tense, were taken very naturally new 
forms, pass. the v undergoes three changes : 

1. Into w in Foxvppor; in e&fpapuae 
(énpalyw), Athen. 3. p. 80., and in oé- 
oypa (olvw), ceciupévos, Inscr. Chish. 
p- 130. 

2. Generally into o, as in wépacpa, 
peplacpat, meudavopor, &e. 

3. The v is rejected and the vowel re- 
mains long, terpaxumévos, Aristot. H. A. 
4, 9. This takes place very rarely. 

+ See note on ayayety under *Ayw. 
+ From the aor. 2, act., as beinga most 

necessary and consequently a most ancient 

Thus from ebpoyv, éruxov, infin. 
ebpeiv, Tuxelv, were formed ceiphaw, Tv- 
xhow, not from eipéw, ruxéw, which were 
never in existence. 

§ The perfect passive, as well as the 
other perfects, is intimately connected with 
the present; and as the terminations are 
similar in the infinitive and participle, this 
affinity can only be shown by adopting the 
accent of the present; thus éAjAaua, 

eAfAauevos; aphpeuat, apypeuevos, and 
many others, 
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x of the perf. act. before the » is not changed into y. 
stead of in the second syllable see below, note*. 

For the a in- 

"Axéouos, I heal, cure: Dep. midd. Fut. axéroucs; the 
perf. takes the «. [The act. is found once in Hippocr. Loc. 
in Homin. c. 5. The aor. pass. &xer6yjvar has a pass. sense 
in Pausan. 2, 27, 3. ’Axempevog is a false reading for 

axeromevoc, from axelouo:, Epic sister-form of éxéouo1, Od. 

&, 383. Il. x, 29.—Passow. ] 
’"Axhoecev. See Kfdw. 

"Axotw, I heart: fut. midd. axotoouar; perf. Att. 

axyxoa, Dor. axovxa, later 7xovxa ; plusq. perf. yxzxoev. 

The pass. takes «, and the perf. pass. is formed without re- 
duplication, jxovrpoar, yxodo dy. 

"Axpocouos, I hear: Depon. midd. ‘The fut. is axpod- 

Toe, not -7couo, an exception to the general rule. Of 
this verb the 2. pers. dxpodoas, yxpotoo, for axpod, 7xpow, — 

was also in use among the Attics: the former occurs in 
Lex. Seguer. p.'77, 22., and the latter at p. 98. is quoted 
from Antiphanes. See Piers. ad Moer. p.16. Lex. Seguer. 
p- 18, 10. 

"Arnaratw, I shout: fut. -Ew, &e. 
’AXadkeiv. See ’Arétw. 

"Adadv«rnpa. See ’Adukréw. 

"Arcowcs, I wander: Depon. pass. [Imperf. yaar ; 
aor. 7A7dyy, poet. a&a7dyv.—Passow. | 

The Epic form a\dAnpat, ddarAnoas, ddadfpevoc, with the meaning 

of a present, is supposed to be a form in px, according to*the analogy 
of dnpar, déZnuac: but there are no grounds for such an idea; for the 

accent of the present in these forms is no proof, being found also in 

such undoubted perfects as axjyeuar, €XjAapar, and others (see note 

on a&khyxepac under "Axayifw); and the meaning of the present is so 

* In forming the Attic reduplication 
the temp. augm, of the second syllable 
is sometimes neglected; for instance in 
dxaxpepos, GAdAnmat, GAaAvKTHUAL, aKd~ 
xnuat, apalpnna, épalpnuat. 

+ [No pure Attic writer has the fut. act. 
dxovow, Schef. Greg. p, 1063. It first 

occurs three times in Lycophr., then in the 
LXX and the N. T., and more frequently 
in later writers, as Dion. Hal., Lucian 

Navig. 11. Jacobs’ Anth. Poet. vol.i. p.1., 
vol. 3. pp. 552. 580. 1024. and particularly 
Schef. Appar. Demosth. vol. 2. p. 232.— 
Passow. 
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similar to that of the perfect, that usage is constantly confounding 
them. See Buttm. Lexilog. pp. 112. and 202. note. 

’"ANdaivw*, I make large and strong. The present is found in the 

later Epic poets, as Nicand. Alex. 402. Homer has Save, Od. o, 70. 

w, 768. where, particularly in the second passage, it appears to be com- 
pletely an aorist. At Il. y, 599. stands the intransitive 4\d#oKxwt, to 

grow, increase. Other forms are not found in the older poets; Schneider 

in the Supplement to his Lexicon has collected those which occur in the 
later {; among them is the intransitive 4\dopac in Nicander, for which 
undoubtedly he had an older precedent: compare d\Oopat, adOaivw. 
From this came the verbal adj. a4Aréc, whence in Homer &vaXrog, insa- 

tiable, literally whom nothing fills and nourishes, Od. p, 228. 0, 113. 363. 

’Arzibw, LI anoint: [fut. -bw, aor. Arena; aor. pass. 
jacibdyy; aor. 2. conjunct. eEaroy, Plat. Phadr. p. 258, 
B. as restored by Bekker from the best Manuscripts. Midd. 
darswbapyy, a&rshbacbar, a&rcrbapévoc, Hom. The perf. 
Gaopa, the Att. aaxaida (Demosth. in Callipp.29.), and 

the pass. aA7Asoos were in post- Homeric use.—Passow ]. 

In the Attic reduplication adelgw, like dxovw, takes a short vowel in 

the third syllable, even shortening the vowel of the root: ddelgu, 

adfjripa, adpryuparc; axovw, axjxoa. There occurs also frequently 
aAndrerrrat; but whether this be a correct form, or a false reading for 

Gdnrurrae or HAErTTat, is uncertain. 

"Angcgw, I ward off, and in the midd. J ward off from 
myself: fut. act. drcEjow, fut. midd. drcEyoroucr; aor. 

midd. 7acEapyy, drzEacbou, drcEawevos, as from AAEKQ, — 

See Schneid. on Xenoph. Anab. 1,3,6. From the aor. 1. act., formed 

according to the analogy of the future, come the Homeric aXeéqoecey 
and dzakejoayu. There are no grounds in Pind. Ol. 13, 12. fora 

present ddeéeiv. The pres. &dé£ouar, which sounds so like a future, 

* [Akin to tAw, &Adw, 4Adw, &pdw, alo. 
— Passow.] 

+ One can hardly help suspecting that 
this, by a very common mistake, is cor- 
rupted from GAdiconw: but the great 
unanimity of authorities forbids it. [Pas- 
sow marks @Adicxw in his Lexicon as 
very doubtful. Schneider gives a transi- 
tive sense of GAShoKw from Schef. Theocr. 
17, 78.] 

$ PAvaadfoxovres, Apollon. Rhod. 3, 
1363. *AAdhoKovea, Eratosthenes, where 

Scaliger reads @Adickovom. AASioKw, 
Suid. ’AAdalvovo1, Nicand. Al. 402. °Ev- 
addduevov, Nicand. Al. 532. °Evadd7- 
vaca, transit. 409. ’AAdhoacKkey, from 

&rdéw, Orph. Lith, 364. *AAddvnTa, 
Quint. Sm. 9, 473. where Rhodomannus 
reads &ASaivnra:, "AASuvouévous, Suid. — 
Schneid. Suppl.] 
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and is thought suspicious (see Schneid.) in Xenophon, appears certain 
in Sophocl. Gid. T. 171. and particularly 539. 

The Poets have in the active the aorist #j\adxor, ddadkeiv, ddadkor*, 

with the reduplication+ from AAKQ, whence aAxrfp and adxKabeuw. 

Hence (according to the note on dkayeiv, axay/(Zw) came a new future 
adXadkjow. 

A present a\éxw appears to have been actually used by the epigram- 
matic poet Diodorus (Epig.1. Anthol. 6, 245.), although it is only as a 
conjecture instead of the &déyore of the manuscript. Still, however, the 
early existence of this theme would not even then be proved, as these 
later poets occasionally made a form from analogy. But this adécw 
bears the same relation to the forms which we have seen above from 
the root AAK-, as dpéyw does to dpyuid, opyf : see also Buttm. Lexilog. 

p. 132. From the aorist of this verb a\éa: was formed the present in 

common use &¢éw, which then took again its own proper inflexion . 

&XeEhow. In the same way the similar verb aéiw, avéw, arose from the 

root AEI— AYT--, which beside that has produced only the Latin verb. 

*"Argwt, I bruise or stamp to pieces, grind: fut. éréca, 

Att. &a&; imperf. 7aovv; perf. act. Att. dajarexa; perf. 
pass. dayareopos [altered by Bekker in Thucyd. 4, 26. to 
aajreyat, but still an undoubted form in Amphis ap. 
Athen. 14. p. 462, A. and in Herodot. '7, 23. — Passow. ] 

The later writers used in the present #A7$w, which how- 
ever was still an ancient form. See Piers. ad Moer. p. 17. 
Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 151. 

"Adéopat or adevopar, I avoid: Depon. midd. An active ddéw is 
doubtful. From this present we find a\<dpac for -otpar, Theogn. 575. 

&Xevpevoc, Simon de Mul. 61. ddéovro, adéorro, Hom. ddevdpuevoc, Hes. 

e, 533. bradeveo, ib. 758. The aorist is the aor. 1. without o: adéacba 
and dAcvacba, AAEvaTO, ddéatTo, ddevapevoc, &c. The conjunctive 

therefore is as to form undecided between the pres. and aor. At Od. é, 

400. ddeverar is the conjunctive shortened according to the custom of 

* "AdaAdyv is, as far as I know, always 
correctly written thus, and with the infin. 
dAadnew will therefore prove #AaAkov, 
#AaAxoyr to be undoubted aorists ; although 
the only Homeric passage of this indica- 
tive (Il. y, 185.) requires the imperfect. 
But then in Hes, 8, 527. it is as plainly an 
aorist. This single exception in Hom. may 
quite as likely arise from a false reading 
having crept in during the transmission of 

those very ancient poems, as from an in- 
distinctness of tense: and as dudvor is 2 
various reading for &AdAKo: at Il. @, 138. 
539.,so0 may &uvve have been the true 
reading in Il, y, 185. 

+ See note on #yayov under *Ayw. And 
Buttm. Lexilog. pp. 132, 548. 

¢ [Its root seems to be akin to &w, 
ddal, ovAal, mola, molere: Buttm, Lexilog. 
p- 259. . 
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the Epic poets*; and at w, 29. the same form standing instead of the 
future may serve for the pres. indic. as well as the conjunctive. 

In the Attic poetry occurs also an act. d\evw with the regular aorist 
(ij\evoa) adedoa. Its exact causative meaning, as deduced from that of 

adevopar, is to snatch away, protect ; and in this sense it is quoted from 

Sophocles in Lex. Seguer. 6. p. 383, 4. (aAebow, duddéw). In AEschyl. 
Sept. 141. also nothing is wanting to &\evoor but to supply fac: while 
ib. 88. and Suppl. 544. have the accus. of the evil to be warded off’; and 
at Prom. 567. with deve either sense is admissible. 

An Epic present is a\celvw}+, but with the meaning of the middle 
adéouat. Compare épecivw. 

*AXijvay, adjpeva. See Edo. : 

“AdOopar, to heal, i. e. become healed [there is no known instance of 

the pres. act. or pass.— Passow. ]: imperf. pass. &Oero, Il. «, 417.; fut. 
aOhoopar, Il. n, 405., but in this latter passage there are doubts both of 

the sense and reading: see Heyne. To this intransitive sense was added 
a causative one, J heal, i.e. J cure, which assumed different forms; 

aOaivw, &Oicxw Or adOjoxw, dOdcow or adOEcowt, whence the fut. 

ad0éEw, &c.; which forms are found in the Ionic prose of Hippocrates 
and others, but still need the help of the critic. See Foés. dic. Hippoer. 

’"Adivdw. See Kudéivdw. 

‘Anloxopos, IT am taken: imperf. 7jawxouny. Of this 

verb. the active is not in use, but its place is supplied by 
aipetv, of which again &rioxoy.ou is used as the passive, and 
always in the same or a cognate sense. It forms its other 

tenses from ‘AAOQl (compare a&ubaricxw), and with the 
additional irregularity, that aorist and perfect have the 
passive sense in the active form§: aor. 7Awy (Herodot. 3, 
15. Xen. Anab. 4, 4, 21.), Att. éarwy||, with a long; the 
other moods with @ short, as opt. &aroiyy (11. x, 253.), and 
Ion, aawyv (Hom. sepe), conj. 4a, ds, &c., infin, craven, 

* The Epics frequently shorten on ac- 
count of the metre the long vowel of the 
conjunctive, changing w and 7 back again 
into o and €; instances may be found in 
Il. 8. 440. &, 87. v, 173. Od. a, 41. 5, 672. 
K, 355. 

_ + [It is generally used with an accus. 
but also with infin. Il. ¢, 167. v. 356.— 
In Apoll. Rh. 3, 650. ap Grcelvew is 
intransit. to retire. —Schneid. and Pas- 
sow. | 

¢ [We find aa@icxw twice in Hippocr. 
7, 563. D. *AA@doow, Areteus p. 61. B. 

Suvar0doow, Hippocr. p. 758. “AAPéoow 
Aret. 3. 13. “AA@égera:, Aret. p. 42. C. 
“ANOetis, Aret. 2, 1. and a various reading 
in Hippoer. 758. E.— Schneider. ] 
§ Thus the perfects @aya, epwya,- I 

am broken, torn ; in.later writers réxAnya, 
I am struck; in Hom. rerevxés ; and in 
the Lat. vapulo. See note p. 5. 

|| See note under Tiyvaéonw. 
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part. &rotg; Perf. éarwxa with a short [the usual form in 
Thucyd. and Demosth.]; Jon. and Att. jawxa. The fut. 
is from the middle voice, érwconc:, —See “Avarioxw. 

The augment of é4\wy deserves particular attention. It is not 
merely the syllabic augment before the vowel of the root ; but, as this 

vowel is long in é4\wy while it is short in dkdva, &c., the length of 

the a must be looked pon as a parallel case to the w in éwpwr. Be- 
sides, in #jAwy the regular augment is as old as the other, and as early 
as Homer (Od. x, 230.) and Herodotus (7, 175. #jAwoav); while é4dwr 
is properly the Attic form. In the perfect this is reversed ; #AwKa is a 
strict Atticism, and é4\wxa the common form. See Dawes’s Misc. 

p- 315. and Piers. ad Moer. p. 178. But this é4dw«a is distinguished 
from éddwy by the quantity of the a, the reason of which it is difficult 
to ascertain.* Compare édpaxa and note under ‘Opdw. 

Homer has once (Il. ¢, 487.) the long a in a form which has not the 
augment, the part. dAdvre, which appears to be the original quantity : 
compare avaXickw. 

"Aduraivw, to commit a fault, sin against: fut. ddurhow ; aor. act, 

jduroyv +, aor. mid. ddurdunv. The act. and mid. have the same 

meaning. [Homer uses only the above two aorists. ] 
The Epic language has also a participle used like an adjective, 

adirhpevoc ¢ in an act. sense, sinning, Od. 6, 807, Hes. a,91.§ This 

form may be considered as a shortened perf. (for #Aurnpévoc), or a syn- 

copated aorist (like BAhpevoc): as regards its active sense we may 
compare it with the similar passive part. reguypévoc, ddXdpevoc. 

* These, like many other irregular forms, 
had originally the digamma, and were 
therefore "E-f AAQN FE-FAAQKA, ’E-FES 

SATO FE-FESTO. But when the digamma 
was changed to the aspirate, they took 
the augment according to the analogy of 
other aspirated verbs, consequently ¢-dAwy, 
whence fAwv, as fipuofoy was formed 
from apudw. 

+ See note on AivOdvopa, 
¢ [Passow calls it a part. pres. from an 

obsolete verb GAirnut, GAiTnman. | 
§ I hope to defend dAthuevoy Ev- 

puo@ja in this second passage against 
éArthuepov, which has been taken from 
the Scholium of Tzetzes and the Etym. 
Mag. v. 7Artéuevos. See Hermann. in Add. 
ad Greg. Cor. p. 879. The reading of the 
text has been always so generally pre- 
ferred, that the emendation can be offered 
as nothing more than a various reading. 

But considered accurately I cannot ac- 
knowledge it to besuch. The utmost wecan 
draw from the Schol. of Tzetzes is thatsome 
old grammarians thought there was mean- 
ing enough in the common reading dA 
Thuevoy to explain it as synonymous with 
hAtrounvov, which Homer ‘uses with refe- 
rence to the same Eurystheus (but not as 
an epithet),so that dArréunvos or dAurh- 
pevos might be each formed from phy ac- 
cording to the difference of the rhythm. 
Let any one read now the gloss in the 
Etym. M. and he will see at once that the 
statement there given is the same, and that 

GAiThuepos is an error of transcription ; 
for in the whole passage nothing is men- 
tioned but the derivation from ujy, where- 
as if the etymologist had really used the 
other word, he must have given his rea- 
sons for it. 
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*"AXNiw. See Kudévdw. 

"AAK-, Gdadkeiv. See ’Adé~w. 

"Anrrdcow, -rrw, I change. [ Aor. 1. pass. jarcydry, 
always in Herodot., frequently in the Traged., sometimes 
in Aristoph.] Aor. 2. 7aA&cyyy, common in Attic prose. 

"Anrropot, I leap. Usage seems balanced between the 
two aorists, 7Adpyy, dracbas (with « long), and 7rcuyy, 
aréobo1 (with « short); but the forms 7aaro, drAdmevos and 
ciAccba1, ddorro, appear to have the preference. * 

The Epic language has the syncopated aorist, which takes the lenis, 
and from which come the 2. and 3. pers. dAco, aXro; part. ddrpevoc, 

éradpevoc, and émiddApevoc.t The long a of the indicative of this 

form, which is shown by the circumflex, is an augment after the 

Doric manner; whence éra\ro not éradro. The conjunct. which 

does not admit of such a syncope, is the conjunct. of the regular aor. 
2. &dyrat, and this shortened (according to note on ’Adégopac) be- 

comes &Xerar, which some of the grammarians have likewise written 
with the lenis, but on false grounds.t 

’"Aroaw, I thrash: fut. &drojow, and in the older Attics 

-aow. ‘The greater number of examples are in -yow: see 

* See Fisch. ad Well. iii. a. p. 29. On 
the 2. pers. #Aw and frou see Erf. ad Ged. 
Tyr. 1310. where Hermann how reads the 
imperf., which is very harsh in that pas- 
sage. 

+ The Grammarians accounted for this 
lenis by the consonant following the A; 
see Lex. de Spirit. p.210. Valck. Their 
tule, like every thing similar, is bad: but 
when we consider that the same takes 
place in the metathesis Guapreiv, #u6po- 
Tov, aSpord¢w, we see at once, without 
following the process throughout, that 
such changes had an influence on the 
‘aspirate ; other changes of the same na- 
ture, though the reverse of the above (i. e. 
from the lenis to the aspirate), we may see 
in pw, apudw, in dpw, dpudw, &e.: see 

' Buttm. Lexil. p.300. No one with com- 
mon sense will suppose that a gramma- 
tical eaprice can have produced this old 
and fixed tradition. 

¢ While the orthography of Aro has 
been handed down invariably the same, 
that of &nro has been uncertain from 

the oldest times, as is clear from the 
Scholia on the Homeric passages (II. A, 
192. ». 536.) and the copies of the Gram- 
marians. In this however it is to be 
observed, that those who wrote &Anra: de- 
rived the word, inverting the usual way, 
from GAjva; although they could not 
decide between the two spiritus; see 
Schol. on both the above passages : —but 
those who classed the word with &AAeo@a, 
did not change the aspirate ; see Eustath. 
and Schol. Min. ad A, 192. Now as the 
grounds for the spiritus of dATo, which 
were touched on in the last note, cannot 
(look at them in what light we will) be ap- 
plicable to aAnra:, so neither is there any 
thing throughout to direct us to &nra 
with the lenis; and analogy therefore re- 
quires us to write &Anrat, and to join it to 
the regular aor. 2., which had as good a 
title, through that GAro, to be admitted 
into the Epic language, as &pero (to which 
belongs dpyra:) has through @pro. Beside 
the above, Homer has also once the aor. 1. 
éonaaro, Il. w, 438. 
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Valck. ad Ammon. 1, 4. p. 21. s. Lex. Seguer. p. 379, 
compared with p. 16. p. 270, 27. and Thom. Mag. in voe. 
[Att. drcaw; Poet. arc1aw.—Passow. ] 
‘AAOQ. See ‘AXioxopar and ’Avadiokrw. 

*Adv«réw and (Il. «, 94.) &daddernpar, J am uneasy, full of anxiety. 
Beside Homer, Hippocrates, according to Erotian, used this present 
(compare Foes. Oec. Hipp. v. advZer); and ddvxraivw (Etym. M.), 
aéduxrafw (Herodot. 9, 70.) are analogous sister-forms. We abandon 
therefore all analogy when we attempt to make a\adixcrnua a present ; 

while as perf. pass. it can still have the sense of the present increased 
in force ; compare keyapnuat, rérvypat, dedaxpupévoc ; see also note on 

*Akxaypévoc.— Quintus Sm. 14, 24. has also &\dAv«ro, which, if we 

may trust to a form of such a poet, is a nearer approach to the original 
theme. This verb must not however be classed with ddtvocw, ardiéo, 

but rather with &\dw and ddvoow, which also mean a confusion and 

uneasiness of mind. 
’"Adtoxw, I avoid: fut. advgw, &c. [Homer generally uses the fut. 

and aor. 1. #Avéa; in Hes. Fr .22. we find ddvéiev; the midd. occurs 

only in Hes. ¢, 365. — Passow.] 

This verb is evidently formed from d\evouac: the « therefore is not 
a radical letter with o inserted, as in Adoxw, rirvoKw ; but it is the 

appendant verbal form in -oxw (as in ¢accw, &c.) which in its inflexion 
rejects the o, as in duddcKw. 

The lengthened form dAvoxafw * is a frequentative like gurraZeuv, 
ioriZev. But this idea does not suit the aorist d\tocace, which has 
been the general reading of Od. x, 330.; and Wolf was therefore right 
in adopting (from the Lex. of Apollon. and the Harl. MS.) the 
reading d\voxave; for the context requires the imperfect, and 
d\voxdvw is lengthened in a perfectly analogical manner without any 
change of meaning. 

"Aavw, I am beside myselft, has only the pres, and 

imperf. 

* [Homer uses the pres. and imperf., 
which thus supply the place of those 
tenses in dAdonw. — Passow. ] 

+ The only meaning of this verb is to 
be beside oneself — either with grief or joy ; 
those who give it the sense of adAaodae 
are in error: in the two passages quoted 
by Schneider in his Lexicon (Il. , 12. 
Apoll. Rh. 4, 1289.) as instances of this 

meaning, there is a verb of such a sense 
(Swederne, Epriovres), but &Advew re- 
fers only to distraction of mind.— On the 
doubtful aspirate, GAvew, GAdvew, see 
Lex. Seguer, 6. p. 380. [Passow calls 
advew the Attic form, but says that the 
latter Atticists kept to the older form dave, 
Locella Xen, Eph. p. 172.] 

Cc 2 
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This verb must not be confounded with the former one, as its 

meaning is always decidedly different. But the Homeric present 

ddvocw (Il. x, 70.) appears to belong to it, although with some de- 
viation or additional force of meaning. 

"Adoavw or ddgaivw, I find, obtain. It forms its tenses from Ggw 

(see note on AisOdvopac) ; thus aor. 2. #Agor, dAdo, Hom. [ Passow 

has both adgaivw and dd¢ayw as presents, and cites in proof of the 
latter Eurip. Med. 301., the only passage of the Tragedians in which 

it is found; adding, on the authority of Elmsley, that it is more fre- 

quent in the Comedians. The Grammarians have also algdfw, 
adoaiw, adpaw, arpew, adow, Dor. ddrpaddw. | 

‘Apopravw, Terr: fut. dpapticopos; perf. yndpryxa ; 

aor. qpaproy, infin. apapreiv; [the fut. act. apapricw is 

found only in the Alexandrians ; the aor. 1. 7apry0e only 

in later writers, Lobeck. Phryn. p. '732.—Passow. ] 

For jpaproyv the Epic language has often #jpEporor, axhpporor, 

formed by transposition, by the change of a to o, and the necessary 
insertion of 8. See Buttm. Lexilogus, p. 82. &c. On the change of 

the spiritus compare the note on “AXro. 

"Apaw, (mow and) collect together, bind up in sheaves. 
— Mipp. 

The first a is long (Il. o, 551. Hes. ¢, 390.) and short (Il. y, 359. 

Hes. ¢, 763.) ; but the augment is always regular, jjwy, &c. [ Accord- 
ing to Passow the first a in Hom. is long in the act. and short in the 

’ midd., while in later writers, as in Theocr. 10, 7. 10, 16. 11, 73. it is 

common. } 

"Aubaicxw, I have an abortion, miscarry : fut. (formed 
from the less frequent apbacw) aubamorw; aor.1.7u.6race; 

perf. jpsrwxa. 

Euripides, among the older writers, has the pres. du6Adéw in -Androm. 
356.; and from this passage, viewed on one side of the question only, 

ei ov maida gappakevoney Kal vndvy eLapbdovper, we abr Eyer, 

arose the supposition that éfay6dw had a causative meaning with 
reference to the female, to cause to miscarry. But if we compare to- 
gether the different passages of the simple and compound verb, the 
result is such a variety of relations, that a distinction so decided as the 
above disappears at once. The most common meaning is that where 

the female about to bring forth is the subject, as Plat. Theet. p. 150. e 
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ae Odyrec dé (metaphorically transferred to scholars) é&fp6dwoay dra 
rovnpay ovvovoiay. In Al. V.H. 13, 6, 3. Bovrspevar apbdOoa, wishing 
to miscarry. In Plut. Lycurg. 3. ov« én deiv apbdoKxoveay airy — 
kwovvevery. But one who helps or injures may also be the subject, and 
then the production is generally the object expressed. In Plut. Arat. 32. 
metaphorically spoken of the fruits of the field, caprove arapEXiloxecy. 
In Ail. ap. Suid. v. éjpldwoer : i éXaic eEhwEXwro airH. In Aristoph. 

Nub. 137. é&jpbd\wxac (jpiv) dpovrida, and immediately afterwards 70 

éEnuldwpévor ; again in Plat. Theset. 149. d. du€dloxecy and aubdioxovory 

seem to have the midwives as their subject. And so in the passage of 
Euripides the phrase éay€Xovy rv vndvy is very intelligible, particu- 
larly as a poetical expression, without its following as a necessary con- 

sequence that é£aulXody yuvaica had been also made use of. However, 
in all the passages quoted above, and also in the common meaning ¢o 

have an abortion, the verb may. be considered as a causative, if we 

imagine to ourselves an immediative sense, to miscarry, whose subject 
shall not be the mother, but the child; and as such we actually find 

an aor. 2. (or by syncope) in Suid. v.” Hybdw with a fragment of lian, 
éEjplXw F Evvoa rH dvociy * ; which again is strongly confirmed by 

Pollux, in whose collection of the terms relating to this subject (II, 

c. 2.), instead of the untenable dubdtvar, du€Adoar, we must read from 
the manuscripts du6AGvat, dubdooa. 

"Ausibw, I exchange.—Mivpv. [The act. is seldom 
used by Homer, more frequently by the Attic writers. —. 
Passow. | 

"Apréxw and ’Aprisyvotpa. See under "Exw. 
*"Aurhaxioxw, I commit a fault, err: fut. dyrdaxhow; aor. 2. ijp- 

mXakov, aurdaxeiv.t The Doric dialect has au6daxioxw, &e. tf 

"Apivw, I ward off. The perf. is wanting both in the 

* Under *Effusdwoev we find, it is 
true, these same words with the form 
e&huSrwto; but beside that the plu- 
perf. does not suit the context when com- 
pleted as it is under “Hu6Aw, even this 
very “Hw6Aw speaks plainly in favour 
of the amended é&fu6A. 

+ Verbs in é# sometimes have a present 
in wx, although their tenses are formed 
from the infin. of the aor. 2. in ei, as 
cipickw, GumAakioxw, amapiokw, emav- 
plokomat. 

¢ The present in ixw occursin Theagenes 
ap. Stob. Serm. 1. Schow. p. 22., where this 

editor has corrupted the old reading to au- 
mAaxéovtt, Gaisford has given the whole 
paragraph from his manuscripts with dp- 
6Aakioxy (for so he reads it), three times ; 
but in the first-quoted passage éumdaxt- 
oxovtt, The form &u6Aaxety is also in 
Archilochus, 30, As to the other forms, 
éurraceiy and some that come from it, 
found in the Tragedians with the first 
syllable short, are now written in such pas- 
sages &@mAakety &c., in some measure 
from the representations of the old Gram- 
marians. See Erf. ad Soph. Cid. T. 474, 
ed. min, Matth. ad Eur, Iph. A. 124. 

co 3 
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act. and pass.— Mipp.— Apivaboy, apovadey, apovaboinny, - 

are formed from d&pvva4w, a lengthened form of apive, 
like dswxdbewv, eipydbesy. 

On these forms Elmsley (ad Eurip. Med. 186.) was the first to 
observe that the pres. indic. in -d0ev never occurs; but he was hasty in 
adding that they are always aorists, and must therefore be accented in 

the infin. -civ. It is true that the examples quoted by him of dpurvabew 
have the momentary meaning of the aorist ; but d.w«d0ev, Plat. Eu- 
thyphr. p. 15. d. and éd.@«cabec, Gorg. p. 483. a. are quite as plainly in 
duration the pres. or imperfect. This particular formation belongs 
therefore to those cases in which the preterit was not clearly separated 

into imperfect and aorist, and which consequently in this relation take 
a direction according to the nature of the verb; as for instance the 
idea of é:wKevy contains the duration in itself. *— More certain is it, that 

éoxeOoy is always an aorist, and the same as éoyoy; and the accen- 

tuation of the infinitive of this verb cy<6ety is confirmed by the Homeric 
oxe0éev. But I do not. therefore think we are justified in writing 
oxe0av, oxe0dvrec, Pind. Pyth. 6,19. Soph. El. 744.; nay répywy (see 

observations on this verb im its place) ought to check such an arbitrary 
proceeding, and teach us not to hazard a decision on these traditionary 
points. See Elms]. ad Eurip. Heracl.272. Herm. ad Soph. El. 744. 

"Apoeévvupe [and duguevvdw: fut. dugiécw, Att. duds ; aor. Hudgleca, 

Poet. apgicoa.— Midd. ayugrévvvpar, aor. jygeecapny, whence 8, plur. 

aptéoavro, Il., and imperat. apgiéoacbe, Od.; perf. pass. ijudieopar, 
less frequently ayqueipat. In prose the compound is more used than 
the simple.—Passow.] See “Evvupu. 

"Apdicbyréw, I am of a different opinion, dispute. 
[ Herodot. 4, 14.: imperf. 7.diobyrouy; aor. jpdiobyryca, 

Demosth.— Passow. ] 
As apgcobnrety is compounded of augic and Baivw, qugicbhrovr, 

* Elmsley quotes, as an authority of the 
old Grammarians in favour of the aorist, the 
single gloss of Photius, judvaboy, Huv- 
vav; while he passes over in silence the 
great number of instances in all glosso- 
graphers of such forms explained to be 
pres. and imperf. But even if all these 
forms were really aorists, the accentuation 
of civ, év must be a doubtful point, unless 
there be a precedent for itin the old Gram- 
marians, as these aorists form a very pe- 
culiar analogy, which we are not justified 

in joining with the aor.2. merely on ac- 
count of the termination in ov. As to that 
part of Elmsley’s observation that the 
pres. indic. of these forms was not in use, 
the non-occurrence of those in particular, 
when the others are so frequent, is cer- 
tainly of great weight; for of the other 
forms in @w the pres, indic. is found 
pretty frequently, for instance of reAd0w, 
the a of which belongs to the root, meAd- 
Geis, -Oet, in Eurip. Rhes. 557. Aristopb. 
Ran. 1265. Thesm, 58. 
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-noa, -nka are regular formations; but the custom generally observed in 

compounds with ai caused quite early a false separation in the word> 
whence a&pdec€jrovy, and with double augment jjugeobjrovy. Whether 
apdecbqrovy actually occurs I know not, but #peobhrovy has been uni- 

formly restored to the text of Plato by Bekker from the best manuscripts, 
and in the Etym. Mag. p. 94, 37. it is quoted from Plato, though al- 
tered by Sylburg without authority. And further, in the passage quoted 

there from Andocides de Myster. p. 4, 38. ypeoEhrovr is the undoubted 
reading ; for the whole context shows that it was so in both passages, 
as also Fischer ad Well. ii. p. 296. has observed, only that he, taking 

the words of the Grammarians still more literally, reads augec€jrovr. 

"Avaivonot, I refuse: [imperf, jvosvepny, Poet. avasmvouny, 
and in later authors like Agathias frequently dvyvonny. — 
Passow. | aor. yvyvdpny, dvyvacdos, conjunct. avyvyras. 

_ This is a verb in aéyw formed from the negation dy (see Buttm. Lexil. 

p-118.); its aorist is therefore quite regular, like é\upnvauny. The 
other tenses are not in use; for in Il. +, 510. Theocr. 25, 6., where 

avyvyra is quoted as a perfect, it is the aor. conjunct. 

"Avarloxw, I employ, expend, consume: imperf. avyru- 

oxov, The older form dvaacw is found in Thucyd. and the 
dramatic poets : imperf. without augm. dvaarouv, Thucyd. 
8,45. The other tenses are formed entirely according to 
the old form, as fut. dvarawcw, while the aor. and perf. 
have sometimes the augment, sometimes not; thus the 
Att. aor. is dvaawoa, without augm. (Herm. Soph. Aj. 
1028.),'in the non-Attic writers sometimes avjAwoa, 
sometimes 7yarawoa; in the same way the Att. perf. is 
avarawxa, the non-Att. dvyAwxe and yvdawxa, Valck. ad 

Pheen. 591.* Perf. pass. dvairwpas, aor. pass. avarwdyy 
and a&vnrwbyy. ‘The pres. cvaacw is rare. 

This verb is distinguished from édéocopa by the second a being in- 
variably long.+ And thence arises also the uncertainty of the augment, 

tity of the root. The active form of * In Aschin. c, Timarch, p.8.9. dvd- : « 
GAGvat, éarwkévat, shows for instance Awoe, avnAwkads, have a various reading, 

but one of no great authority. 
+ Notwithstanding this distinction, the 

similarity of meaning in GAloKxerOcu sumi, 
and avaAloxeww conswmere, and the rela- 
tion of the aorists prove the actual iden- 

that the passive sense gave a neuter idea, 
as in the similar case of vapulare ; and so 
the relation which the aor. 1. in dvaA@oat 
bears to the above is causative, according 

to the leading analogy which I have drawn 

co 4 
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as the long a was sometimes read without any (see “Adjaar). Which of 
the two forms was pure old Attic has been always a disputed point 
among the Atticists themselves, and one not easily to be decided ; al- 
though among modern critics 4va\- was long the favourite. See Thom. 

Mag. with Hemsterh. note; Moeris. p.25. Valck. ad Pheen. 591. Fischer 
ad Well. iii p. 33. sqq. On the other side see Elmsl. and Herm. ad 

Soph. Aj. 1049. (1028.). In Isocrates Coray uniformly wrote, contrary 
to the preponderating authority of the manuscripts, a4va\-; and Bek- 
ker, following the Codex on which he places most reliance, has uni- 

formly restored dynd\-. For #vaXwea in this semi-compound form 

there appears to be no authority whatever; but carnvddweer in Isocr. 

Euag. 22. (Bekker, 73.), and carnvadwpéva, Nicocl. 9. (Bekker, py ee 

are,established firmly by the same manuscript. 

"Avayalouosr. See Xaonas. 
‘Avoavw, I please: imperf. éavdavov, Herodot. 9, 5., éhvdavoy and 

jivoavoy in Homer: aor. éadov, Herodot. 1, 151. 4, 145. 153.*, etador, 

Hom. and &éov, Poet.; infin. adciv, &c., all with a short; fut. adjo, 

Herodot. 5, 39.; perf. ada.+ A passive voice does not occur; but 
in the Doric dialect is found a synonymous middle a&ééo0a: in Fragm. 

Pythagor. p. 749. Gale. [We find also &vdaverar, Archias Epig. 16. 
— This verb is mostly Ion. and Poet.— Passow. | 

The Homeric aor. evadoy is to be explained by the digamma 
E-FAAON é-aéov gadov. But F might be doubled on account of the 
metre. EFFAAON, and, as it could not therefore entirely disappear 

from the verse, it passed over into the cognate v, evadoy as in cavatace 
under “Ayvupu.t 

The double augment é4ydavoy follows the analogy of éwpwy and éadwr, 

and therefore undoubtedly there were grounds for it in the old language, 
though hardly in the Homeric, in which the aor. was EF AAON, EAAON, 

AAON. This was caused by the uncertainty of tradition in the old 
times of those dialectic forms ; and from the same cause arose the con- 
fusion of éavéave and fjvdave in Herodotus. The pure Homeric forms, 

as soon as the digamma disappeared, were without doubt éavdavey, 
and, where j#vdave now stands, &véave; while that of Herodotus was 

jjvdavoy, according to the analogy of wpwyr. 

We have merely to add that this verb, which is used only in the 

out in my Grammar; that is to say, to the 
analogy of d0w, gdvca, Stow, —duv, S€- 
duxa, dicoua, belongs, ‘“AAOQ (I take), 
avadéw, avddAwoa, avartdoow, — Eddrwr, Ed- 
Awka, GAdcopat. 

to tense, quantity, and accent, I can come 
to no decision. 

¢ The idea of this form signifying 
well-pleased, is not to be entertained for a 
moment, as the above analogy proves. 

* In these three passages incorrectly 
quoted as a perfect by Fischer, 3. p.21. 

+ Mn eade, Theocr, 27, 22. suspected as 

Had this been the case, we must have met 
with such expressions as dev ed, eb yap 
adev, 
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dialects and poets, is properly the same as #dw (compare AarvOave, 
AHO), and distinguished from it by nothing more than a slight devi- 

ation of meaning and a difference of construction. 
*Avéoer [3 sing. fut. of avinu, Od. o, 265. ; avecay, 3. plur. aor. 2., 

Il. @, 537; advécapu, opt. aor. 1. act., Il. , 209.— Passow.]. These Epic 

forms compounded with avd, and which, if we judge by their meaning, 
can be joined only with avin, have this peculiarity, that they take e 
instead of y in the future, with which they unite the regular formation 

of the aor. 1. in oa instead of ca. This form however appears to be 

used only where the preposition has the meaning of again, back, as to 
bring back, send back ; while at Il. 3, 276. & 362. avhoe, avijixey have 

merely the sense of ¢o excite. [Avéoarrec, Il. v,657., is called by the 

best of the old Grammarians the part. aor. 1. act. of avé{w, although 

both in form and meaning it belongs to the above.— Passow. ] 
"Avnvoba, I press forward: a perfect with the sense of a present, 

the third person of which was also used as an aorist.* For its theme 
we must take ANOQ or ANEOQ, a detailed account of which see in 

Buttm. Lexil. pp. 110. 133. &e. 

"Auda, I grieve or vex any one : fut. dvidow, Lon. -yoo. 
Passive with fut. midd. Z grieve or vex (myself). [ Auadaro, 
3. plur. opt. pres. pass. in Herodot. 4, 130. This form is 
more frequent in prose than dew. In Homer the « is 
always long, in later writers short also. The a of the pe- 
nult. in pres. is always short, in fut. &c. always long; whence 
by the Ionic writers it was changed to 7.— Passow. ] 

*Avoiyw. See Oiyw. 

"Avraw, I meet. In prose its compounds only are used, 
particularly aravraw, aravrycopas (Xen. Hell. 1, 6, 3.), 

amyytnon, &c. 
For the Homeric jjvreov we must not suppose any form in éw + : like 

pevoiveor, opoxdeor, it is lonic for ijyraov. — Of the barytone form in» 
w we find only the passive avropas, ijyrero, with the same meaning 
as ayrdw, but with no other tenses. 

* Thus yéywva, I call, 3. pers. yéyo- 
ve(v), hecalls, Od. ¢. 294., whence a new 
form in oy gives a 3. pers. éyéywve(v), 
which, by dropping the augment, becomes 
again yéywre(v); see Ll. &, 469. w, 703. 
Herein it is very conceivable that the mean- 
ing of this form fluctuates between the 
imperf. and aorist. Of this kind we have 
in Homer the following : 

defdte pres. Od. , 306, — imperf. Il. «. 34, 
dywye pres. Il. w, 90.—aor. Od. €, 276. 
ee pres. Od. p, 270.—imperf. I]. a, 

266. 
evhvobe pres. Od. &, 365.—imperf. Il. B, 

209. 
t [Passow however has évréw, Ion. for 

aT dw. | 
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"Aviw, Att. avirw*, I complete: fut. avicw, &c. The 

pass. takes o«. —Mrpp.—[ The « and v are always short. 
— Passow. ] j 

A more restricted Atticism was dviw with the aspirate, cafavvw. 
See Piers. ad Moer. v. ijvvoca. Lex. Seguer. p. 14. Hesych. v. xafa- 

vooac. 

Theocritus, 7, 10. has a syncopated form (or, which comes to the 

same, one formed from dyvpe), dvipec, imperf. act., and at 2, 92. dviro, 

imperf. pass. or midd. To the same formation belongs also the opt. 
pass. dvvro, on which see the following. 

"Avw, an older form of dyiw: used only in pres. and imperf. avec, 

Plat. Cratyl. p.415. a. jvov, Od. y, 496. dvovroc, Aristoph. Vesp. 

369. dvopa, I draw to a close, Il. x, 251. Aischyl. Choeph. 788- 

(795.) Valck. Herodot. 7, 20. ijvero, Herodot. 8, 71. 

This verb, with regard to quantity, is a solitary exception to the 

general rule, having its a uniformly long. Hence épyov dyvoiro, Od. a, 

473. must be left as an instance of Epic uncertainty : compare dyudw. 
But the opinion of Barnes is more probable, that the various reading 

dyiro is the true reading, as optat. of dvvja: (see the preceding), like 
daéviro, Il. w, 665. from daivvpac: compare Od. x, 373. dviccecOac 
rade Epya. 

"Avwya, I command ; an old perfect, but which never has the aug- 

ment of the perfect. Of the sing. are found only the 2. and 3. pers.; of 
the plur. only the 1. pers. with syncope, avwypev, Hymn. Apoll. 528. — 
Pluperf. with the force of an imperf. (jvmyewv) hvoyea, 3. pers. irwyet 
— To the perf. belong, according to the general analogy of perfects, 
other moods, as dvwyy, avwyore ; infin. avwyépuer for dvwyévar, and the 
imperat. dvwye, Eurip. Or. 119. Callim. Fr. 440. But the more com- 

mon imperat. is dvwy 61, formed from dvwypev, as xéxpayOc from éxé- 
kpaypev ; and again, by asimilar formation, from avwyere (Od. y, 132.) 
and dvwyérw (Od. 8, 195.) came, by imitating the passive termina- 
tion, avwx_ (Hom.) and Eurip. and dva Ow (Hom.).+ 

The sense of the present introduced also the inflexion of a present ; 

thus Homer and Herodotus (7, 104.) have 3. sing pres. dywye, and 
Homer (Il. 6, 287.) has avwyeroy as indicative. Again ijywyoy (Il. «, 
578.) or &vwyor (Il. ¢, 805. Od. 1, 331.) is imperf. or rather aor., of 

* *Avitrw (like dpiw, apitw) is the 
common form in the older Attics, so that 
for this dialect we may form dytro, 
avicw. But as dvtw, dvicw, was the 
usual formation in the oldest Epic, as well 
as afterwards in the common language of 
the day, we had better take this as the 
leading form, and the other as a sister- 

form used only in pres. and imperf., just 
as yAt¢w and yAvrtw. On these verbs, 
as well as on the false way of writing them 
in-drTw, see Koen. et Schef. ad Greg. Cor. 
in Att. 26., Hemst. ad Plut, 607., and the 

notes to Thom. Mag. 
+ See éyphryope 

Evyelpw. 
and note under 
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which the 3. pers. #ywye stands full and complete in the Hymn. Cer. 

298. and Hes. «, 68.: elsewhere it is always without an augment, con- 
sequently like the present (or perfect) dvwyev or advwye, Herodot. 3, 
81. To these were added a fut. dyw®Ew and aor. jvwéa, Od. x, 404. 

x, 531. Hes. a, 479. ; 

It were unnecessary to suppose a theme advwyéw, from which to 
form the 3. sing. perf. jyv@yer; for this belongs to #vwyea: but at Il. 
n, 394. we read also the 3. pl. yjvwyeov. This form however certainly 

crept into the text after the digamma, which followed in eimeiy, had 

ceased to be perceived; whence Bentley proposed the simple altera- 
tion to ijvwyor.* 

A striking want of symmetry, and at the same time an uncertainty, 

but probably not attributable to the old poet, arises from the usage 
of the third person as it now exists in his writings. For we find not 
only asa pres. sometimes dywye(v) from dywya, sometimes avwyee 
(il. %, 439. », 74.) from a theme in w, but also as a preterit either 

avwye(v) from ijywyor, or avwye (Il. 8, 280. , 301.) for jvwyer from 
To reduce all this to uniformity and rule would be perhaps 

now impossible without some very arbitrary proceeding. At the same 
time there are strong grounds for suspecting dyvwyeu as a pres. to be 

not Homeric, as it stands (without any reason for it) in the same ex- 
pression and the same part of the metre as dywyer, e. g. Supdc avwyer, 

Il. &, 195. Supoe avdyer, x, 142., and in every instance it can be 
changed for dywyeyv, which has the oldest and surest analogy in its 
favour, and which in many cases is the reading of the manuscripts in- 
stead of the other, for instance in Il. 0, 180. o, 176.+ 

Among the singularities of this verb we would call attention to its 
striking analogy with oiéa. Both unite the sense of the present with 
the form of the perfect ; neither of them has the augment, dvwya, -ac, 
-e, like vida, -ac, -e ; the 1. plur. dvwyperv answers to ide, and in the 

imperat. dvwy6t, -Oe, -Ow, answer to toh, tore, torw, only changing the 

7 into @ in the latter. The pluperf. with the force of an imperf. is 
(jvoyer) hvoyea, 3. sing. Hvoye, avwye, answering to oe, noea, 

oe. All these are original forms; the transitions to the pres. and 

imperf. (a4vwyec; imperf. ijywyor, dvwyor ; ivwyev, avwyer, &c.) are of 

later usage. “Avwya is therefore without doubt in sense as well as form 

t 

HVW YEA. 

* But whoever examines the whole 
context of that passage will perhaps agree 
with ine in thinking it still more probable 
that 7jv@yer, supported by the same di- 
gamma, was copied from v. 386, and used 

again here (v. 394.) where Priam’s words 
are repeated from y. 375. 

+ There would then remain of the 

pres. in w nothing in Homer but the 
above-mentioned dvdéyerov, which again 
is very suspicious, as it is scarcely to be 
supposed that a writer who did not make 
use of &ywyas should have used dvo- 
yarov. 
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an old perfect like oiéa, although it may be impossible to disentangle 
it etymologically from the present, and discover from which sense of 

the present it comes. See Buttm. Lexil. p. 135. 
See ’Avrdw. 

"Aravpdw. See AYP-. 
"Aradgioxw, I deceive: fut. aragpjow; aor. iyragoy, arageivy* ; conj. 

aragw, &c.: the middle has the active sense, as in the opt. aor. 
aragoro, Od. Y, 216. These aorists are reduplications from ‘A®Q, 

whence &¢f and a&zropa, properly to handle, stroke down, caress, palpo. 

From these aorists was formed the present aragioxw (Od. d, 217. Hes. 
S, 536.), as evpioxw from evdpor, ebpeiv ; see note on “Aprdaxkioxw: but 

of a new formation arising out of the same aorist (according to the 
rule laid down in a note on ’AxaxiZw) nothing has been preserved 
except the aor. 1. élardgnoevy, Hymn. Apoll. 376. All the rest dis- 

appeared before the new verb araraw, &rarhow, #rarnoa, which are 

now the only forms in Homer. + 

> 

Arayrdaw. 

"Amoraiw, I enjoy: [fut. droxadow in Dion. Hal. and 

Lucian, but more generally] a&rovadcoopor, Xen.; aor. 1. 
améravoa, and aor. 2. aréaavoy, Thucyd. and Xen.: but 
in later writers these aor. took, in addition to the syllabic, 

the temporal augment, thus d&r7jravoy, dryravoat, Isocr. 
ad Demon. c. 3. A¢lian. V. H. 12, 25. Alciphr. 3, 53. It 

is true that Herodian in Hermann, p. 315., disapproves of 
these latter aorists ; but when we see the other forms which 
that writer objects to, it only shows that these were very 
‘old and in common‘use. [An aor. midd. dreravodpny 
nowhere occurs. ‘The perfects are formed regularly, and 
are in Attic usage. A simple Aadw is not found; and 
probably éxoratw comes from the same root as rAapbdve, 
Aabetv.— Passow. | , 

See Xp7. ; 
See AYP-. 

"Awoypn. 

"Arovpac. 

* As these are aor., not imperf., the 
. eorrect accentuation of the part. is da- 
ody (not drdpwy) as we find it in Hymn. 
Ven. 38. Eurip. Ion. 705. ; and other pas- 
sages ought to be corrected according to 
these. As to the reduplication see note 
on dyayety under “Ayo. 

+ Nothing however is more probable 

than that these forms expelled at some 
later wera the old and genuine drapjow, 
dmdpnoev. Homer certainly had only 
the subst. @rdrn, which was formed by 
itself from ‘ASQ, apdw (see Buttm. Lexil. 
p- 117.), and from which again came the 

_ new verb dwdrGy used in prose. 
t See note under BovAouat. 
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“Arrow *, in both its senses, J set fire to and I fasten, is 
regular. From ay we see that its characteristic letter is 
. Its second meaning is the causative one of to hold firm, 
which is the proper sense of the middle &rropou (Il. 3, 67.), 
and from which came the common meaning, fo touch. 

‘Edg6n, or é490n (for the aspirate is doubtful), which occurs twice 
in Homer, viz. Il. v, 543. &, 419., appears to belong to this verb; for if 

we compare at II. 8, 15. n, 402. ¢, 513. the perf. é¢imrac (necessity, 

evil, death) is fixed upon, we must then take for éri—éa@6n in both 

passages the physical meaning of inflicta est, was struck upon. But 
there are objections to this sense ; and a very strong one as regards the 
form is this, that the separate augment ea is found in those verbs only 
which had the digamma, of which there is nowhere any trace in dzrw, 
dxroua. This form requires therefore a further examination. [It is 
fully examined in Buttm. Lexil. p. 242—246. ] 

"Apoouos, I pray, curse. The first a in the Epics is 
long, in the Attics short. t— Depon. midd. 

There is one instance, Od. x, 322., of an act. infin. a4phpevat, which, 

as thé context requires a past tense, like Od. 6, 378. and &; 134., must 

be an aorist. And the only way in which I can arrive at such a one 
is by supposing an old depon. pass. from the simple root (“apopac), of 

which there remains nothing but this solitary instance of the aor. 2. 
pass. dpijvac (with long vowel like éaynv) for dphoacba; just as 
Homer uses elsewhere both the aor. pass. and aor. midd. of other 

deponents, of aidéopac for instance.— Apnpévoc is a very different word : 
see it in its alphabetical place. , 

*Apapioxw, I fit. The simple theme APQ is one of the most fruitful 

of the Greek radical verbs: from it are derived immediately the fol- 
lowing, —apéoxw, apraw, apriw, aptw, aipw, adppdfw, apyupa. The 

pres. dpw never occurs. Its meaning is both transit. and intransit. 
according to which the tenses may thus be divided :— 

* [From an obsolete root &mw, an- 
swering to the old Latin apo, whence 
apiscor, capio, capto, and apto. Some 
(but without any grounds) consider dr, 
I set fire to, a different word from 
drrw I fasten, deriving it from atw.— 
Passow. | 

+ The same holds gaod of the subst. 

apd. 
is observed between ap with a long, 

But in Homer a regular distinction | 

meaning a prayer or curse (as at Il. 0, 
598. Od. p, 496.), and &pf with a short, 
in the sense of evil, destruction (as at II. 

pb, 334.). We must however remark that 
a third Homeric form épein, harsh words, 
threatening (II. p, 431.) has a short. [Pas- 
sow makes the above difference depend not 
on the meaning but on the position of the 
word in the verse; viz. in the arsis long, 
in the thesis short. ] 
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1. Transit.—Act. fut. apd, Ion. apow; aor. 1. jipoa, Ion. dpoa, 
infin. dpoa part. dpoac, Hom. More used than the aor. 1. is the aor. 2. 

ipapov*, Ion. dpapoy (~~~), infin. dpapeiy, part. dpapwy, Hom. passim ; 

and from this aor. 2., which in Hom. is twice intransit. also, comes 

the transit. pres. dpapioxw (see note on dy7daxioxw), which we see in 
the imperf. apdpioxey, Od. &, 23.—Pass. perf. aphpeuar to which may 
be joined both in formation and sense the new pres. dpéoxw; aor. 1. 
Hp8nv, of which Homer has only 3. plur. ap0ev for fjpOncay, Il. x, 211. 

Of the midd. we find the aor. 1. part. dpodpevoc, Hes. a, 320. 
2. Intransit.— This sense, as arising from the continuity of action 

represented by the perfect, belongs to that tense almost exclusively ; 
dpapat, (~~), Ion. and Ep. a&pypat, part apapwe, Ion. and Ep. apy- 

pwc, fem. apapvia, but in the Epics apapvia§, with the second syllable 

short ; pluperf. jpapery (a), Ion. and Ep. aphpecy or iphpew. The perf. 

has generally the sense of a present, the pluperf. that of an imperfect. 
But beside the perfect we have also two instances of the aor. 2 witli an 
intransit. meaning, viz. Od. 6, 777. ijpapey hyiv, was pleasing to us; 

and Il. x, 214., where we find both the meanings of this form within a 

line of each other, ‘Qe dre rotxov avijp apapy—'Qe apapoy xépvbec. In 

both passages we must not overlook the momentary sense of the aorist ; 
in the former passage, “the proposal which was pleasing to us all,” 
that is to say, recommended itself at the time of consultation: and in 

the latter it is a mere repetition of a&p0ev which is in the preceding line, 

and which would have been literally repeated but for the intentional 
repetition of we apapy—c dpapoy; consequently the sense is, “so the 
helmets fitted themselves to each other” (compare II. p, 105. oi & éei 
&AHAove Apapoy) ; and the description then follows correctly in the 
imperf. dome ap’ donid’ Epedev, &e. 

“Appevoc, fitting, suited, is a syncopated aor. 2. midd., used as an ad- 

jective, exactly like the part. dpnp#c, Hom.—And in the same way as 
dppevoc and ap$ev with a passive formation had an intransitive or re- 

flective meaning, there was also a perfect aphpepar (like axhyeuae and 

* Formed with the reduplication; see 
note on &yaryety under “Ayw. 

+ The temporal augm. of the second 
syllable is sometimes omitted. In the 
poetical verb &papa however, which, from 
the mere formation of the perf. 2. and 
without any regard to the augment, ought 
to have the 7 in its middle syllable, and 
is therefore written in Ionic poetry &pnpa, 
the ain the Attic form is only a conse- 
quence of the p ge (compare the 
termination pa of the 1. declension, the 
contractions like G@pyvpa, the future in 

-pacw), and the augment is therefore no 
so much omitted as invisible. 

$ At Od. ¢€, 248, we find &pnpev trans- 
itive, but from the Scholia it is evidently 
a false reading for &paocev. 
§ The lengthened vowel of the perf. 2. 

may be shortened again, of which we 
have examples in the Epic participles 
ceoapvia, meuaxvia, TeOadvia, etc., where 
the @ is restored in place of the 7. In 
Hes. 3, 607. &papviay is undoubtedly false 
for &pnpviar. 
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dpmpepac), of which we find the part. apnpéuevoc* with the accent 
hrown back on the antepenult. according to the note on akhyepac 
under ’AcayiZw. The same perf. as a midd. with transit. meaning 
occurs in Hes, ¢, 429. rpocapiperat. + 

For the aor. part. dpnpapevoc see the last note. 
The Greek verb, like the German fiigen [to fit, and not unlike the 

English to fit and to be fitting], makes a metaphorical transition to 
the mind, with the meaning of ¢o be pleasing. Thus Od. 6, 777. 6 3) 
kal maou évt gpeciv ijpapey huiv. Soph. El. 147. éué...apape ppévac. 

Il. a, 136. dpoavrec xara Supdv, where we must understand éué ro 

yépq, and compare it with topaouy cipooy dimayrac (rove c&upopéac ) Od. 

f, 353. and ijpape Supoy édwdy, €, 95. It is clear therefore that apécka, 
apéow, which is used in the same sense, comes from this APQ with 

the inflexion -éow. 

"Apdw, I water: fut. dgow, &c. It has no perf., and in 

the passive neither perf. nor aor. For its meaning see 
Buttm. Lexil. p. 157. 

"Apéocxw, I please (compare ‘Apaploxw): fut. aperw 

[midd. apérouc, Poet. apéooopos; aor. 1. qpeoa, midd. 

jperdpev, Poet. dpecoa, apecodpny; aor. pass. ypéodyy |] ; 

perf. jpecpos.— Mipp. 

Sextus (adv. Gr. 10, 266.) quotes the perf. act. dpfpexa as in com- 

mon use. 

"Apnpévoc, hurt, iyured: a solitary part. perf. with a long, Od. 4 
403. 0, 53, &c. [The ancients explained it by BeCXappévoc. 

* This participle occurs three times in 
Apollon. Rh. 1,787.3, 833. 4,677. where 
Brunck changed it into an aor. épypd- 
pevos, which was a reading of the first pas- 
sage in some manuscripts. Now from &pn- 
pa it may be allowable to derive a pres. 
Gphpowat; but for an aor. 1. formed 
again from this pres. or immediately from 
the perf. I know neither proof nor autho- 
rity ; for 1 do not reckon as such Quintus 
Sm., who has this dpnpduevos frequently, 
and read it so in Apollonius. In the first 
of the three passages quoted above the 

- aor. 1. would be unnatural. 
+ The word however is suspicious in 

this passage. That is to say, its con- 
struction there depends on ed7’ dy, and it 
is therefore conjunct. for mpooaphpera. 

It is of 

But in such a context as “ after he... has 
fitted together,” the perf. of the conjunct. 
is in Greek contrary to all analogy, and 
only the conjunct. aor. (ed7 &v...apdpn) 
is admissible. In this case adphperau 
must therefore be the conjunct. of apnpd- 
env; which Brunck indeed thought he 
had found in Apollonius, though he had 
not only no grounds for it, but the sense 
was intransitive. If we look for an aor. 
which might supply the place of dpdpn 
in the metre, a comparison of dpoduevos 
in Hes. Seut. 320. used likewise of fitting 
a piece of workmanship, will furnish us with 
&ponta, &poerat. Perhaps therefore the 
old reading was mpbs &p &poeta ioro- 
Goji. Some Codd. of Lanzi have mpoca. 
phoera, 
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doubtful origin : the derivation from apdw, dpdopua is very uncertain, 
but its connexion with dpaidc¢ undoubted.— Passow. | 

*Aptoraw, -jow, &e. Of this verb we find two remarkable forms 

used in familiar Attic quoted from some lost comedies by Athenzeus 

(10. p.423.), qpioraper, jprordvas, and from deurvety two, dedetrvaper, 

dedeervdvat, which appear to have been formed similarly because they 
were words of similar meaning; for the a in éedecrvavac cannot be 

regularly derived from deurvéw, dedeervnxévar.. See Mus. Antiq. Stud. 
I. p. 249. 

"Apxéw, I suffice: fut. apxécw, &c. The passive, which 
has the same meaning as the active, takes o. 

‘Apporrw, and dpp.dte, to fit: fut. appdrw, &c.-— Mipp. 

Many verbs with oo or rr have for their characteristic letter a labial 
instead of a palatic, which in most of them can only be known by their 
taking in the inflexion a single o instead of the &, y, «, x of the other 

verbs in gow. The principal verbs of this kind in prose are zX\doow, 
racow, Tricow, épéoow, Jpacow,/srirrw, and appudrrw, for which last dppogw 

is also used. In poetry copicow, ipacow, and Niccopa. To these we may 
add two which partake of both characteristics, viz. vacow, fut. vaéw, &e.; 

but perf. pass. vévacpac; verbal adj. vaorédc,—and adioow, an Epic 

word of which Homer has the fut. a@véerv, but in the aor. figuca, &e. 

"A pvéonou, I deny: depon. pass. with fut. midd. apyjoopos 

(Eurip. Ion. 1026.), and aor. pass. &pvy$%var; the aor. 
midd, d&pyjcacbos is generally Poet. but occurs also in 
Herodot. 3, 1. Auschin. Ctesiph. 81. 

"Apyupou, I acquire, gain by my exertions, a lengthened 
form of aipw, as rragvupos is of mraipw: it is a defective. 
deponent, used only in the pres. and imperf., and takes its 

other tenses from alpopcu, fut. &potjuos: compare II. 5,446. 
with o, 121., and x, 160. with 4, 124. 

"Apcw, I plow: fut. apeow, &c.; but, contrary to — 
analogy*, it takes no o in the passive. It has the Att. 
reduplication. ‘The Ionic perf. pass is &pypoyou, part. 
apypo.evoc, Hom. and Herodot. ‘The Ionic. inf. pres. is 
Apwpevas, Aporevonst, OF Apou[revort, Hes. e, 22.t 

* Verbs which do not lengthen their dytw, -icw,—‘yvopat; -ondw, -dow— 
vowel in the future take a o in their €omacua. 
perf. passive; as, reAcw, éow—rerérAcopuat ; + The text and many MSS. have dpdp- 
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‘Apragw, I carry off by violence: fut. Att. prac, 

Xen. Mag. Eq. 4, 17., also fut. midd. apm ee ope, Xen. 

Cyr. 7, 2,5. Aristoph. Pac. 1120. ; aor. 1. act. jpraca, 
aor. 1. pass. jpracdyy. Also in common use, but later 
than the former, a fut. dpmaSw. aor. 1. act. jpraga, aor. 2. 

pass. yjrcdyyv. Homer has both formations. 
A form dprdpevoc (according to the analogy of obrdpevoc, xripevoc, 

&e.) is found in the later poets, as in Nonnus and the Anthologia 

(Cod. Vat. pp. 462. 516.). 

"Apraw, I hang, fasten on: fut. dgrycw, &c.— Mipp. 
"Apiw, Att. éptrw, I draw or dip up: fut. dpiow, &c. 

See note under ’Aviw. ‘The pass. takes o—Muipp. The 
v is always short. 

"Apoyo, Iam the first, take the lead, command. ‘The 
midd. has the same meaning; but in the Attics (with the 
exception of Soph. El. 522.) that voice alone has the sense 
of to begin. ‘The act. is common in Homer, Hesiod, 
Herodotus, and Pindar. 

APQ. See Apapicxw. 

"Acdonas, I feel disgust or dislike: generally a depon. 
pass. [The aor. 1. pass. don$jvos occurs in Herodot. 3, 
41., the aor. 1. midd. dcacbas dpéva in Theogn. 567. | 
The act. doaw is more rare, Theogn. 593., Bekker. Galen. 
ap. Foes. in voc. “Acodopos, Hippocr. 

"Acragopo, I greet: fut. doraconas, &c. — Depon. 

midd. 

Abddw, I speak: fut.-how, Att.-dow. The tenses principally in use 
are the imperf. 3. pers. nvda as aorist, and the aor. 1. atdjoa:, Pindar. 

Now fever, many have also dpéueva, which 
was the only reading of the Scholiasts, 
who merely recommend its being read and 
written in the former way. This dpd- 
Mevor is by syncope for dpoueva, and 
may be therefore classed with @wevac 
and ¢ipiwevot. But a great number of 
the MSS. have according to Lanzi dpdé- 
fevot, and it was and still is a question 

for the critic in what way the oldest wri- 

ting APOMENAI is to be read. 
surely the same criticism, which in Homer 
from kadéw, KaAéow, wrote KaAdnuevat, 
could not in Hesiod from dpdw, dpdcw, 
write dpdueva or dpdupevor. The read- 
ing dpéuevat, which undoubtedly came 
from some old critic, deserves therefore, on 
account of its analogy with those Homeric 
forms, our maturest consideration. 
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(Ol. 2, 166.) uses aiddopa as a depon. midd., as does Soph. Aj. 772. 
Phil. 130. 852. 

As the Doric dialect is not used by Herodotus, atdagacbar, nidaéaro 
in Ionic prose must be formed from a pres. avdaZouat. The act. abdasw, 

-aéw, occurs in Lycophr. 892. - 

Ad&e, and atEavw, I increase, add to: fut. atéjoo, 
&c.: see note under Ajodcvoucs. Pass. with fut. midd. J 
increase, grow. [ Passow says the act. has a transit. sense, 
but in the Poets frequently intransit. Musgr. Soph. Cid. 
T. 1085. Erf. and in N.T. e. g. Luc. i. 80. ‘The fut. 
midd. has a pass. meaning. ‘The regular fut. act. avgav® 
is found only in the LXX.] 

In the Epic language the sound of this avéw is aéw; but it occurs 
only in the pres. and imperf. See ‘Adééw, toward the end. 

AYP-. To this root, with the original idea of to take, belong two 

compounds * : — 
1. dwavpdw, I take away. Of this verb we find only the imperf. 

(with the meaning of an aorist) drnipwy, drnipac, dxnipa, all three 
in Homer; and (from a theme AYPQ) an aor. 1. midd. drnvparo, Od. 

6, 646., but with a various reading drnipa. Connected by meaning 
with the above forms are also the participles aor. 1. act. drovpac, and 
midd. with a passive sense drovpdpyevoc (Hes. a, 173.), by a change 
of vowel which never occurs elsewhere. + 

2, éravploxopat, I reap advantage or disadvantage 
from, enjoy ; depon. midd.: fut. éraupyoopes, Il. f, 353. ; 
aor. act. érytpov, Dor. ératigov, Pind. P. 3, 65. [of this 

aor. Homer has only 3. pers. conjunc. éradpy, Il. a, 391. 
y, 649. and infin. éraupeiv, eravpéuev, Il. a, 573. o, 302. 

Od. p, 81.]; aor. midd. érnupéuyy, Eurip. Hel. 476. [of 
this aor. Homer has only the 2. pers. conjunct. éradpya, 
exavpy, Il. o, 17. Od. o, 107. and 3. plur. exavpwvras, Il, 

a, 410. ]; infin. éravpéo6ou, Kurip. Iph. T.529. and in non- 
Attic writers éraipacbo:t, Hippoe. Jusjur.3. and elsewhere. 

* See both examined more at length in plocovow), from a verb, which does not 
Buttm. Lexil. p. 144. &e. occur again in Homer, d@opi(w; under 

+ IfLamright in my conjecture (Lexil. which some of the Grammarians, contrary 
p- 145. &c.), we may add a future also in to all analogy, place also the acknowledged 
the various reading dmovpjoovow (Il x, form drovpas. 
489. where the common reading is dov- ¢ See last paragraph under Aipéw, 
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The infin. pres. éravploxecOac (Il. v, 733.) oceurs frequently in 
Hippocr. The pres. éravpoya, which was supposed for some other 
purpose (whence the accentuation ératpeoa), does not occur; 
éravpwua is conjunct. aor. The pres. act. éravpioxw is found only in 

Theogn. 115.: no pres. éravpdw or éxatpw exists. Hesiod, ¢, 417. has 
éravpet from éxravpéw. The active forms are found only in the Epic 
and Lyric poets; the midd. passed over to the usage of the Attics 

also. 
Compare the different tenses of this verb and its meaning with the 

verb ebpioxw, which differs from it only in the diphthong, as evxopac 

and aiyéw. 
Aiw, I call out, sound aloud. This present occurs only as a dissyl- 

lable; but the other tenses (asif formed from diw) are fut. diiow, aor. 

jjioa, infin. dicat, with v long. From the subst. dir#, a ery, comes in 

the Epic and Tragic poets a new pres. diréw, also with long v. 
Aiw, I kindle; Att. atw; avo, Od. «, 490. Adnrac takes fire, 

Arat. 1035. (Diose. 333.) Thence in prose 

’Evataw, IT kindle. Herodot.'7,231. Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 22. 

The pass. probably takes the o, whence @vavop.«.—MIpp. 
*"Evavedpevos, Atlian. 

This compound has, I believe, no augment; a point however not 
proved by the instance from Herodot. 7, 231. ovre oi wip ovdele Evave. 

This verb is incorrectly supposed to be the same as aiw, or aiw, I 
roast, but which in the common language was ctw: see this verb. 

Akin to aiw is avaivw*, J dry; and therefore this third aiw must be 
considered as a separate verb from the two others. 

’"Agaw or agaw, I handle: apéwyra, ll. £, 322.; but in the later Ionic 

writers dpdoow, as we find the part. pres. dpaccovea, and the aor. 1. 
3. pers. jgace, imperat. ddacoy, Herodot. 3, 69. A pres. dgaccdw, 

and some other forms which have not yet been examined critically, 
occur in Foes. GEc. Hippoer. in voc.—Compare ’Aradgickw. 

"Agicow, I draw off liquor, e.: fut. dgigw; aor. 1. ijpvoa, Od. 4 

165., poet. also aguvoca; aor. midd. 7pvoapyny, Od. n, 286. For the 

rule of formation see ’Appdérrw. 

"AxSouc1, Tam loaded, metaph. vexed : pass. without any 
act. in use ; generally with fut. midd. éy8éoou01, Aristoph. 

* Verbs beginning with a, av, o1, fol- short becomes long, as “diov, abaivero, 
lowed by a vowel, do not take the aug-  oidnifev, &c.—By énapavdvOnv, (Ari- 
ment; as dlw, &nu, dndigoum, aiaivw,  stoph. Ran. 1089.), we see that adalyw in 
oidw, olaxitw, oiwvigoua:: but the a if the Attic pronunciation had the aspirate, 

D2 
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Nub. 865, 1432. Av. 84., but sometimes ay6joouc1; aor. 
1. 4x4ér6yv (Od. 0, 457.), whence also the pass. fut. 

avferbyjoouo: see Piers. ad Moer. p. 21. 

AXQ, dyéw. See Axayifw. 

“Aw. This theme appears under four different meanings : — 
1. I blow. 3. pers. imperf. dev, Apollon. Rh. 1, 605. But the 

pres. dy is more usual, of which 3. sing. ayo. Hes. e, 514., infin. 

dijvat, dhpevar, part. deic, dévroc; imperf. 3. sing. an, Od. pu, 325, but 

at e, 478. 7, 440. we find dide. Midd. anpa, dhpevoc; 3. sing. im- 

perf. ayrov. In the dual pres. ayroy (Il. «, 5.) and the infin. pres. we 
find the » retained, contrary to the analogy of riOnu. This passive 
form has the active sense except at Od. Z, 131. where it means fo be 

blown through. 
In the Etym. M. is quoted 3. pl. devor, and the explanation of its 

being /Zolic for deio: is proved by reference to Hes. $, 875. Much 
the same is said by the Schol. Il. «, 526., in Heyne vol. 5. p. 712. 

“AdAar Gevor was therefore an old-established reading there (see the 
various readings), and devo. without doubt a genuine form. 

2. I sleep: aor. deca, contr. doa, Od. 7, 342. 7, 367. [This verb 
is the root of aw, iatw, dwréw.— Passow. | 

3. I satiate. From the pres. come the following infin. act. "apevac 
(Il. ¢, 70.), contr. from déueva for dew ; 3. pres. pass. drai (Hesych.), 
and by resolution dara, Hes. a. 101., where it stands as a future. * 

Fut. dow, aor. doa, infin. doar; with the midd. doecOat, doacba; al- 

though the active form also occurs in the intransitive or middle sense, 
I am satiated, like the above-mentioned dpevac and doa, Il. 0, 317. 
W, 157. &c. Verbal adj. dréc, and with a priv: daroc, contr. arog, in- 
satiable. On these forms see Buttm. Lexil. p. 2. 

By old grammatical tradition the conjunct. edpev or éwpey (II. 7, 
402.) is attached to this verb, consequently it is for Gwpev or oper: 
see Etym. M. v. ayy, and Buttm. Lexil. p. 26. 

There are no grounds for adopting the radical AA- as is generally 
done; on which, and on the relations of this verb to adjoa, see Buttm. 

Lexil. p. 22. &c. 
4. Ihurt; aor. 1. doa. See Adw. 
“Awpro. See Aipw, 

* There are sufficient grounds for this _he has enlarged on the probability of the 
future, but some doubts about the reso- ara of Hesych. being taken from this 
lution: see Buttm, Lexil. p, 142. where _ passage, 
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B. 

Baw, I speak: fut. Bdéw ; and 3. sing. perf. pass. BeEaxrar, Od. 9, 
408. 

Baive, Igo: fut. Pyooucs, Dor. Paceinos; perf. Bébyxn 

(whence the syncopated forms Pebdac, Pe6ior); infin, 
PeCcinev, part. Bebaws, Be6avia, contr. Be6ws, Pebidoa, 

Pe6ec, which forms are rare except in the poets: Homer 
has the Epic Be6aaou, part. Be6ias, Pebcivia, infin. Beauv. 
‘The aor. 2, 26yy* is like Zoryy, therefore Z6yp<v, &c., im- 

perat. 279, conjunct. B®, optat. Bainy, infin. Pijvc, part, 

Bas, Pa&oa, Pav. [ Homer has also Baryy (a) for e6yrny ; 

and in 3, plur. Bay and ay for 26yoav.t Aor. midd. 
e6yoero, more rarely 26ycaT0.| Some compounds have 

also a passive, e. g. rapabaivw, mapabebapos, mapebabyy. 

Verbal adj. Bards. 

The pluperf. Ge€jxev has in Homer almost always the sense of 

went, for which as imperf. the plainest passages are II. ¢, 313. 495. 
513. x, 751. Od. p, 26. : while at Od. v, 164. it must be understood as 

an aorist; and the only clear instance of its pluperfect sense is in the 
expression diddade BeEjxer, Od. y, 410. Z,11. Compare Heyne ad II. 

8, 492. 

In addition to the perf. pass. rapa€ébayar we must mention rapa- 
€¢€acpa in the spurious oration of Demosth. De Feed. Alex. p. 214. 
extr., and in later writers Bjow, éEnoa, in a causative sense and also 

in the common language; e. g. érv€hoev, Lucian Dial. Mort. 6, 4. 
On the unusual particip. pres. of Saw we have only to say, that it 

occurs in anapestic verse in Cratinus (xpo€éyrec), and in a causative 

sense in the Doric treaty in Thucyd. 5, 77. (ée€évrac). 
The 2. pers. imperat. of the aor. 2. was also shortened by the Attics 

in the compounds (as in torn, dvaora)Kkara€a, Aristoph. Vesp. 979. 
mpo6a, Acharn. 262. 

The Epic forms (Gé€aa) BeCawe, BeCavia, and the 3. plur. BeEdace 
are formed from the perfect by omitting the x, as in cecagnéc, reriqoc, 

Kexapnwc, Bebapnwe, TeTAnwC, TETTNwWC, TETUNwC, KEKunwc: this must 

therefore have been a rule in the lonic language, as it is not done on 

* See note under fvyveck. + For the short ain Bday and @€ay see 
Atipdoxw toward the end and note. 

Do 
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account of the metre: and in the cases of SéEnxa, Eornxa, épuxa, the 
vowel is also shortened. These and other abbreviated forms of this verb 
(Bébdper for Be€d-apev, infin. BeCdvac with a short for BeEa-évar, &e.) 
are seldom found except in the dialects and poets. The conjunct. 
Bebdou, part. BeEdoa, occurs in Plat. Pheedr. p. 252. (éu€ebdor) 254. ; 
the infin. cvp€cCava, arobeEdva, are found in Herodot. 3, 146. 5, 86. 

In the aor. 2. Homer has some forms with a instead of 7 short, 

Barny for é6jrny, ixépCacayr for irepéEnoay; with these we may com- 

pare many other words in which the Ionians changed the n into short 
a, as rapn* for rypa, apgicbaréw, augobdcin, for —nréw, —noia, and 

pepaxvia from péunca. On the other hand Pare in Aschyl. Suppl- 
206. in the iambics is one of the solitary instances of a Doricism+ in 
the Tragic language. In Theocr. 15, 22. Bapec for Bopey is an un- 
usual Doricism. The 1. sing. aor. 2. conjunct. Géw and eiw for Bo, 
and 3. ate Bhy for By, &c., are Ionic and Epic resolutions, like oreiw, 

ornnes ornnroy, &e., Seiw, Seiwper, &e., dapelw, &e. 

Besides the fut. midd. the Epics have also the aor. midd. in the same 

sense, but varying in form, é6fcaro and é€joerot, imper. ércEjaeo. 

Of these the second would appear to be the only correct form in 
Homer, according to a note in Buttm. Lexil. p. 226. ; the first might 

have been used in a causative sense for ¢€ncey, but for this I find no 

other authority in Homer than ava€nodpevor, Od. 0, 474. 

See the form Béopar, Betouar, in its place. 
This verb has in the Ionic dialect and the Poets the causative sense 

also I cause to go, i.e. bring, carry, remove, a meaning which other- 

wise belongs to B.6agw. The fut. act. and the aor. 1. are the only 
tenses which have this meaning; but in the compounds it appears to 
belong also to the aor. 1. midd., as v@ dva€nodpevor, taking us into his 

vessel, Od. 0, 475. Of other forms I know of only two instances, éxt- 

Ejroy, Od. wv, 52., and carabaiver, Pind. Pyth. 8, 111.: for Baivw réda 

and such kind of expressions (see Seidler on Eurip. El. 94.) appear to 

me only a liberty taken with the syntax, in which the Greek poets 
occasionally indulged themselves, and no change of meaning in the 
verb Baivw. The Epic sister-form Bacxw has also both senses ; 
Baow’ 10, go; éxibacképev, to bring into, Il. B, 234. 

The Epic language has also the form B.€dw, BiEnu, which it uses 
in the sense of J stride, of which however we have only the pres. 
(.€g (Hymn. Mere. 225.), and the part. Pior, Gidea (Il. y, 22. 

* See Heraclid. ap. Eust. Il.a,24.p.22,  Tragedians ’A@dva, rodayés, kuvaryds, and * 
14. Od. wu, 89. p. 478, 12. Basil. sometimes vads, the Doric gen. of vais. 

+ We always find for instance in the ¢ See éducero toward the end of Ada. 
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Od. d, 539.), BrEde (II. n, 213.). [To these Passow adds é6/€acxe, Ion. 
imperf. Hymn. Apoll. 133.] Nowif we take this as a present instead 
of Baivw, the whole verb corresponds exactly in formation with torn, 

and both have the fut. and aor. 1. in the causative sense. 

Baarrw, I throw: fut. 2ar~®, and sometimes (but not in 

the early writers) Barxryow, Aristoph. Vesp. 222. 1482. 
with the aor. 1. 26aaayou; the usual aorist is the aor. 2. 
e6arov, midd. é6arcuny; perf. Bé6anxa, perf. pass. Bé6r7- 
peas *, Epic Be6oaypous also; aor. 1. pass. 26a7byv.— Mipp. 

BadXéevy is an Ionic resolution of (ade; thus we find trepEad- 

Age, cupEaddedpevoc, Herodot. 

From a syncopated aor.+ €€\nv come the Epie forms éupbAArny 
(Od. ¢, 15.), EvuEAqpevac infin. for —jvar, (Il. ¢, 578.); pass. €EAnro, 

&e., PrAo0a, ArAHpevoc; conjunct. Brera for PAAnra, Od. p, 472. ; 

optat. Greiuny, Grctof, &c.; and a future BA#copar, Il. v, 335. 

All these forms, beginning with the perfect Gé€dn«a, arise from the 
metathesis of BAA to BAA§; nor is it any objection to this that the 
optat. has the diphthong «, as we see the same change from the vowel 

of the root.a in other cases, for instance in a precisely similar one 
under ripaAnpc and in ypf (xpdw). Besides in the verb before us the 

old original form was BEA (by metath. BAE), as shown in the deriva- 
tive Pédoc, and more particularly in the verbal adjective Bedérne in 
éxarnGedérnc. Compare répyw rape, tpérw rpatw, and cKéddw. 

From the same old stem or root too, by that change of vowel which 
-is the most usual, come the verbal substantive /dXoc, and the common 

Epic perf. pass. Be6dAn pat 

Barre, I dip: fut. Pabw; perf. pass. Bébaymar; aor. 
2. pass. e6adyy. ‘The characteristic letter is >. 

* We know that in general there is no 
conjunct. or optat. of the perf. pass., partly 
from the difficulty of forming them, partly 
from their being seldom wanted, but 

. that they are made up of the participle 
and a tense of eiva:r. There are cases 
however where, for the sake of greater 
expression, of clearness, or of conciseness, 
such moods are formed. Thus dia6e- 
6Anobe, Andocid. p. 22, 41. éerérunobor, 
Plat. Rep. 7. p. 564. ¢. Compare Téuvw. 

+ See note under Tryvécnw. 
¢ The various reading BAfjo arises from 

a twofold opinion of the old Grammarians ; 

e6Ahunv, optat. BAjuny or BAciuny; but 
the connexion of these passive with the 
corresponding active aorists, as shown in 
a note near the end of I'vyvdécorw, and the 
prevailing form of the optative o@elny, 
Bainv, yvotny, are decisive in favour of 
Breto. Compare mAcluny under MMip- 
TALL. 

§ As in Svhokw, Savodua, avov, 
Tédvnka (AN, ONA): in SIpdéoKw, Io- 
potuat, €0opov (OOP, OPO): in PAdcKe, 
MoAviua, Fuorov, pméuSrwka (MOA, 
MAO). 

Dp 4 
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Bapuvw, I load, takes in the pass. the perf. of the otherwise non- 
Attic Bapéw, BeCapnpat, I am loaded, Plat. Symp. 203. b., for which 

Homer uses intransitively the act. BeGapndra, BeCapndrec*: see the 
article on Baivw, paragraph 6. 

Bacragw, I bear or carry: fut. Bacracw, &c.; but in 

the pass. it changes its formation, and makes the aor. 1. 
elacraydyy. Compare diorago, worato. 

BAQ, BiEnu. See Baivw. 

a -b-obs Béopar, or Belowar, 2. pers. Bén, an Epic future, I shall live, which 
. 0-’& there are quite as strong grounds for our explaining to be a real but 
soe: 
D-b ley 

irregular future (like ziowa: or like xéw, xeiw), as there are for our 
calling it a conjunctive, for Béwpya, used like a future. A more im- 

portant question is, whether it belongs to an old verb BEIQ, whence 

Bioc and (dw: or whether the passive of Baivw took in more ancient 
usage the sense of J walk, i. e. live, in which case Befouac will corre- 

spond with the active Betw for Bé. This investigation will therefore 
prevent the necessity of altering, as Wolf has done, the traditionary 
form (iopecOa (Hymn. Apoll. 528.) to Bedpeoba. 

BiaSouot, I force: depon. midd., from which however 
is not only formed with a passive meaning the aor. pass. 
26:a04yy, as in many similar verbst ; but the other tenses 

(for instance the pres. and imperf. frequently, and the 
perf. perhaps always) are used passively. 

The active is sometimes used by the poets, as Od. p, 297. Alczus 

ap. Anecd. Bekk. p. 86. For the passive use of SraZoua see the pas- 
sages of Thucyd. in Popp. Prolegg, 1. p. 184. and those of Xenoph. in 

Sturz. Lexicon. See also Hymn. Cer. 68. Soph. Ant. 66. 
The Ionians have the form in —dopac; e. g. in Herodot. Bracbat, 

Brarat, Bopevoc ; imperat. Bid; aor. 1. éEmoaro; and also as pass. 
BinOeic. Homer has Sebinxer actively. 

Bibdw, BiEnu. See Baivw. 

Biép@oxw, I eat. From this synonyme of the verb éo6sw 

* See Gray. ad Lucian. Solcec. 7. Tho. 
M. v. Bapdvew, where the intrans. Be6d- 

pnka is given as the genuine Attic form, 
and the rhetorician Aristides quoted in 
confirmation of it, but his words appear 
to be an intentional imitation of Homer. 
With respect however to the authority 
quoted above from Plato for Be6dpnuat it 

has been observed, and not without reason, 
that the words in that passage sound very 
poetical. ; 

+ There are many deponents of which 
the poets use an active form with the same 
meaning, as Bid(w for BidCoum, dwpéw 
for dwpéouor, unxavdw for unxavdoponr. 
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was formed in the Attic and common language neither 
future nor aorist. In the active voice the only tense in 
use was the perfect, in the passive all the tenses, e6pwxa, 
Re6pwp.os, e6pwdyy. * 

The future midd. Bpwcopac was used only by the later writers; see 
Lobeck. ad Phryn. p. 347. The future pass. BeEpwoopat occurs in Od. 
f, 203. The Epic language had also a syncopated aor.t é€pwy, 
Hymn. Apoll. 127. From the perf. part. BeCpwxwe was formed by 
syncope PeCpwe, BeEpGroct, Soph. Antig. 1010. 

The Homeric form fe€pwGore, Il. 6, 35. is not a perf. but comes 
from a poetic pres. BeCpwOw, I feed upon, devour, in which the stem 
or root BPOQ is formed in -6a, like cvaw xcvf0w, ddéw, ddfOw, and the 
reduplication prefixed to increase the force of the word, as in rerpaivw 
from rpdw, rirpdw and rerpepaivw from rpéw. 

We find some forms from €peéa ; viz. carabpwiaca, Apollon. Rh. 2. 
271., xarabpwiee, Dionys. Perieg. 604. But in these passages the 
Harpies are described as swallowing a whole meal at once, and the 
sea-monsters as devouring whole ships with their crews; while all the 
forms which come from BPOQ have simply the sense of eating up 
with mastication, and, where they are used metaphorically, of the 
consumption or waste of property. Hence Struven’s emendation 

carabpdbaca, carabpdéece, in the Supplement to Schneider’s Lexicon 
is very probable (see under BPOX-); particularly as Dionysius had 
undoubtedly in his mind the cara€pdéeey of Od. 0, 222. For as all 
the Homeric forms with o are used to express the swallowing or 
gulping down of fluids, they were the more calculated for the above 
sense, as we see from the analogy of caramceiv.§ 

Bisw, I live, is but little used by the Attics in the pres. 
and imperf.; these they borrow from @, which again does 

not often occur in its other tenses. We find then in 

common use the fut. Pidconos; aor. 1. 26iwon rare; aor. 
2. 26iwy ||, optat. iwyy (not -ofyv), conjunct. Bid, ce, &, &c., 

-* On the analogy of this verb with some 
others by metathesis of the stem or root 
BOP, BPO, see note under BdAAw, and 
Buttm. Lexil. p. 84, 

+ See note under I'vyvécxw. 
.t Like lato, perf. mwémrwxa, part. 
mentwxos, by syncope merrés and tre- 
TTEOS. 

§ There is one other instance, viz. Ka- 

7éEpwtey in Schol. Pind. Ol. 1, 38., of the 
eating up of the shoulder of Pelops. It is 
difficult to say whether this should be 
suffered to remain as the incorrect form 
of a faulty writer, or altered to xaré- 
6pvéev, upon a supposition that it was 
copied from an older narrative of the 
story. 

|| See note under I'vyvécre. 
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infin. Pidves, part. Bsodg; perf. BeCiwxa, and perf. pass. in 

the expression Be6iwras por. 

The pres. (dw, which is very common in Lucian (see Reitz. Ind.) 
and others, occurs but rarely in the older writers; we do meet with 
Trav doedyac Puovvrwy, Aischin. 1, 5. p. 1. Gnr@v Bwiy, Eurip. Fr. 
Archel. 30. From the time of Aristotle it is found more frequently. In 

Herodotus 2, 177. the MIDDLE has the sense of J subsist upon, vietum 
habeo ; and in Aristotle’s Ethics 10, 10. p. 105. f. Duv. (10, 9. Wil- 
kinson) the more expressive meaning of J lead a certain kind of life. 

[The fut. act. Bwow is used by Diog. Laert.— Passow. | 
Somewhat more singular is the very common use of the infin. aor. 2. 

Budvac (besides its own natural usage) for the infin. pres., i. e. for 

Pwr or Gav. Thus ére yap vb poe aica Bova, Od. §, 359., avayxn 

éyévero avT@ pera THY Kpiovy TpLaKoYTa Huepac Buovar, Xen. Mem. 4, 8, 2., 

mac Tépuxe ; OetvOc Eyer, KakHe Grwvar, Aschin. Ctes. p. 97, 33. And 
this usage may perhaps extend to the other moods; as the optat. in 

Plat. Gorg. p. 513. extr. oxerréoy riv’ Gy rpéroy rovroy oy pédder xpdvov 

BrOvar we aprora uwn. 

I find but one instance of the aor. 1. in the pure Attic times, viz. in 

Xen. CEc. 4, 18. ei ébiwoer, if he had lived. But in the participle this 
tense (Gwoac, Hippocr. Coac. vol. 1. p. 559.) appears to have taken 
the place of the cases of Bove, (-dvroc, &c.) which never occur: thus 

we find uve, Plat. Pheed. p. 95. e. and oi dsiwe Bidcarvrec, p. 113. d. 
In the older language the aor. 1. had probably, according to the 
analogy of tornoa, e€noa, &c., the causative sense of J make to live, 

preserve life, and, to express that meaning, a present BiwoKw, ac- 

cording to the analogy of peOvoxw, xurioxw. This supposition is con- 
firmed by the pres. BwoxecOa, to be brought to life, revive, Aristot. 
Meteor. 1. c. 14.; and the aor. 1. (though in the middle voice like 

z€noaro, éorhoaro) does actually occur in this sense at Od. $, 468, od 
yap p é€weoao, thou hast preserved my life. 

Bidpecba, Hymn. Apoll. 528. Wolf has altered to BeduecOa. See 
under Béopau 

The compound of this verb with ava has only the aor. 
caveblwy, civabi@vas to express the intransitive sense of [ 
revive; the causative meaning, J resuscitate, is expressed 
by the aor. 1. midd. dvebswodpyy, Plat. Phed. p. 89. b. 

Hence the pres. avabsicxonot, being both passive and 
middle, has both senses ; as passive, J am brought to live 
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again, I revive, avabimoxecbas, -orro, ibid. 72. c. d.; as 

middle, J bring to life again, resuscitate, oi ... dvabiw- 

oxomevor av, Crito p. 48. c. 

The active voice in this causative sense, dva€iwoxw, is found in 

Schol. Eurip. Alcest. init.*, and ave€iwoa in Paleeph. 41. 

Apollon. Rh. 1, 685. has Boceo@e for Pidcecbe, an absorption of 
the iota which takes place also in cwr@yv for ow7gy, and perhaps in 
mérwka also. 

Baarro, IT hurt, harm: fut. Pracbe; aor. 1. Z6rnba; 
fut. midd. in passive sense Bac bouos, Thucyd. 6, 64. ; 
perf. pass. S26rauuort; aor. 1. pass. e6rabdyy, Thucyd. 4. 
73. Antiph. p.61., but more generally aor. 2. pass. 26ra6yy. 
The characteristic of this verb is therefore f. 

From the aor. 2. arose a new present GAdbw, of which we find only 

the 3. sing. bAad€erac in Homer.—Compare dpiqw for dpiara, crevayw 

for orevalw. 

Baacravo, I germinate: fut. Pracrice ; perf. 262a- 

oryxat, Kur. Iph. A.594.; aor. 2. 26aacrov, see note 
under Aicbavopas. 

The aor. 1. é&e€Xdornoe occurs in Hippocr. De Alim. 1. and in the 
later writers, for instance Aret. 6, 3. In Aischyl. Cho. 585. we read 
BXacrotn, which, if the reading be good in other respects, must un- 

doubtedly be accented (Adorove, which brings it into analogy with 
avéw and aicopa: compare also dapbave. 

_ Baéra, I see: fut. Paebo, &c. The aor. 2. pass. is ir- 

regular.§ This verb is not found in Homer. 
Bairre, I take the bees from the hive : fut. Baicw, Ion. 

Baiccw: see ‘Apusrrw. Of this verb I have never found 

* Perhaps from Pherecydes, who is men- 
tioned there, and from whom the story is 
quoted in Schol. Pind. P. 3, 96. with the 
expression dva6.ovv émole:. 

+ See following note under BAacrdve, 
¢ All verbs beginning with yy, and 

some with 7A, BA, take in the perfect, in- 

stead of the reduplication, the syllabic 
augment ¢. Of verbs beginning with a, 
the only one which I find with the redu- 
plication is BAdwrw, Be6Aapwor; and of 

those beginning with yA, yAdvew is doubt- 
ful; for we have éfeyAvupévos, Plat. 
Rep. 10, p. 616. d. AréyAurra, Athen. 
3. p. 93. ce. AtayeyAuumévos, Azlian. V. 
H. 3, 45 

§ Some verbs, whose radical vowel is 
e, do not change their vowel in forming 
the aor. 2. pass.: thus from pAéyw, BAéra, 
A€yw, we find épréyny, and the participles 
Breneis, ovAdeyels ; compare also Aéma, 
TAEKW, Weyw. 
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an instance of the present with oo, probably because it was 
originally a pure Attic word. See Buttm. Lexil. pp. 84.189. 

BA-. See Badrw. 
Biwoxw, I go. This verb comes by metathesis from the root MOA— 

(see BadAw with note, and Buttm. Lexil. pp. 84. 189.), whence the 
fut. porotpar; aor. Eporor, porety, porwy ; perf. péuEdAwxa. Of these 

tenses Homer uses the aor. and perf., the Tragedians the future, 

/Eschyl. Prom. 694. Soph. Géd. C. 1742. 
That Bdwocw is the real present to those tenses we have proofs 

enough in the indexes of Homer, Aristophanes, and Euripides. 
Wherever the present podéw occurs it is suspicious: see Schefer on 
Soph. C&d. C. 1742. 

Boaw, I cry out: Attic fut. Pojoronos. 
The Ionians always contract the on of this verb to w, making in 

the fut. Bocopar, and throw back the accent, as aor. 1. Z6woa.* The 

same takes place in voéw. For that this is the correct explanation of 
these verbs may be learnt from comparing them with /w6eiv for 
Bondeiv, dyd@Kovra for dydonxovra, &c. The throwing back of the 
accent takes place in other similar cases. In the passive voice Boaw 
inserts the o in the aor. 1. of this contraction, but not in the perfect ; 
Bebwpévoc, EaoOny, Herodot. 3, 39. 6, 131. 

BOA-. See Baddw and BovAopar. 

Booxw, I feed (in its active sense): fut. Borxjowt, 
according to which the other tenses are formed.— Mripp. 
I feed (in its intransit. sense). 

Boviaouos, I wish: depon. pass. ; with fut. midd. Bovary- 
copou (see note under Bécxw); perf. pass. PeCotrypou ; aor. 

1. Hovrrdyy, also Att. 7Govrrdyy.t 

* We find also in Aristoph. Pac. 1154. imperf. and aor. by the addition of the 
Bécaro; and in the Etym. M. vévwra is 
quoted from a satirical piece of Sophocles. 

+ Of all the changes which take place 
in forming the different presents of verbs, 
the easiest is that of w into éw, as flmrw 
and furréw, kiw and kvéw, yauéw from 
TAMQ. Hence as often as the regular in- 
flexion of a verb presented any difficulty, 
sounded badly, or caused obscurity, it was 
inflected as if the present had been in éw. 

t+ In the three verbs BovAowa, Sv- 
vowat, and méAAw, the Attics very com- 
monly increase the syllabic augm. of the 

temp. augm., and use both edvvduny and 
Hovvduny, edvvAOnv and d-, eSovdAero 
and 78-, €6ovaAn@ny and 76-, ZueAAov and 
fu-. The aor. €uéAAnoa, which is found 
only in the sense of delaying, has never this 
augment. Nor is it confined to the Attics, 
but occurs in the Epic and Ionic dialects ; 
see Hes. 3, 478, 888. Herodot.1, 10. It 
does not however preponderate until the 
times of the later Attics, as it is never 
found in the Tragedians, and but little in 
the older prose or Aristophanes. Compare 
Poppo on Thucyd. vol. 1. p. 225. 
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Homer has also a perf. Gé€ovda in the compound zpoEébovra, TI 
prefer: see note under “Ayvupu. On the form Sdropar, BdreoOar, which 
occurs twice in Homer, see Buttm. Lexil. p. 196. 

BO-. See Bodw. 

Beato, more commonly Braocw, -rrw, I boil (in its 

intrans. sense), I ferment, I throw up (as the sea does), I 
winnow: fut. Bodow; aor. 1. z6paca. The passive has 
again frequently the intrans. sense. 

Some wish to confine the sense of boiling and fermenting to the 
pres. SpdZw, but all the different meanings run too much into each 
other for this to hold good: Sparrw appears to be the Attic form 
for all. See Ruhnk. Tim. p. 64. Stephan. Thesaurus and Schneider’s 
Lexicon * with the Supplement and the compounds with dvd, azo, 
and éé. 

Bpaxeiy, Epayoy, an Epic aor. with the meaning of ¢o rattle, to 
crack, to roar (as the sea or a wounded combatant is said to do). 

Bpizw and Ppénouou, fremo, I roar (as the sea or 
thunder does), J resound. Used only in pres. and imperf. 

Beéxo, I wet: fut. Bpégw, &c. Pass. J am wet, Boexo- 
peeves moog Tov oudadrdy, Xenoph. It has the aor. 1. 

e6péy9yy, and the aor. 2. e6payyy. 

Pindar has the perf. pass. Be€peypévoc, Ol. 6.62.— The doubtful 

* [I compile from that untranslated 
Lexicon the following : 

Intrans.—to boil up, foam, ferment ; Tow 
mérov Aaumpas Bpdfovros, Heliod. p. 
193. where Jacobs conjectures Bpud(ov- 
Tos. Olvos Bpd (wv, fermenting, Alex. 
Aphrod. Probl. p. 282. Bpd¢av vdos, a 
turbulent spirit. It also expresses the 
roaring of the bear, Pollux 5, 58. Its com- 

- pound is used for the rushing forth of fire, 
ToAAH mupds e&é6pace (aAn, Apollod. 
1,6. 
"Trans. — to throw up with violence (as 

boiling water or a tempestuous sea does), 
cite Bpdoonta: mdupuptos dpvoryetés, 
Oppian. Hal. 1,779. *Ooréa Bé6pacra 
map’ ij6v, Antip. Thess. Epig. 61. “E6pa- 
oey és nidva, Laur. Tull. Epig.2. Ta pév 
Bparev Hada vydds mvevuura, Ni- 
cand. Al. 25. Ta & dOpda vede Bpdo- 
oats,ib. 137, In the same sense is used 

the compound éfe€pdccovro, of vessels 
cast on shore, Herodot. 7, 188. Again 
éautoy eté6pace, ALlian. H. A. 6, 15. 
Also} to throw up and shake corn in order 
to winnow it, Ruhnk. Tim. p. 64. Mécxos 
SnaAjs xiow Bpdrre:, sucks by pushing 
and shaking the teat, Meand. Al. 359, 
Lycophr. 461. And in the passive, Bpac- 
odpevos imd yéAwtos, shaking with 
laughter, Lucian 5, p. 213. Anecd. Bekk. 
1,66. The passive voice has also the in- 
trans. sense in SdAacoa mveduati Bpac- 
couévn, Leonid. Tar. 57. Apoll. Rhod. 2, 
323. dor Bpacoduevos, Greg. Naz. 
Carm. 20, 4. But the compound dyva- 
6pdrrw has an active sense, to boil up, 

kpéa, Aristoph. Batr. 510. Pac. 1197. 
Ach. 1005. ’Avd8pacov imoxalwy, Di- 
oscor.; and so has the other compound 6 
gpdpvy— aluaros Spdu6ovs exSpdocerat, 
Hippocr. 531, 20.— Ep. ] 
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perf, BéEpoxa or PéEpiya see under Bpvxdoua; as also the root 
BPOX-, below. 

Bpifw, I slumber : fut. Bpi~w (never Spiow) ; aor. 1. tEpéa, Eurip. 
Rhes. 825., infin. Spiga, part. awoPpibac, Od. 1,151. p, 7. The pres. 
is found in II. 6, 223. Hesychius has BproBeic. 

Beibo, I am heavy: fut. Bpicw; aor. 1. 26pio0, infin. 
Ppiocs. 

The Poets have also GpiPowa and PébpiOa, both with the same 
meaning as the pres. active. 

BPO-. See SrEpickw. 
BPOX-: astem or root from which we find only some forms of the 

aor. 1. act. and aor. 2. pass. in the Epics with the meaning of to suck 
in, to swallow up, carabpoéeev, dvabpogeer, avabpoxéy (swallowed up 

again), Od. 5, 222. p,240. », 586. See BiEpooxw; and dvabébpoya 

under Bpvydopar. These forms are also treated of more at length in 
Buttm. Lexil. p. 200, &c. 

Bpvcw.and Bptyw * are generally distinguished by the former mean- 

ing to bite, feed on, the latter to gnash the teeth ; but the distinction is 
not sufficiently certain: see Buttm. on Soph. Phil.’745. and compare 
péyxw and péyxw. Of these two verbs no other tenses are found + 
except that Hesychius has Spiga, daxeiv. [In Buttm. Lexil. p. 203. 

will be found a detailed account of these verbs as well as Schneider’s 
articles (translated from his Lexicon) on Bpixw, Bpixw, ava€pvye, 
Apvxdopay and opvw, apiopat. | 

Bpixoeoua:, I roar; depon. pass. ; with fut. midd. and 
aor. pass. but we sometimes find also the aor. midd., Plat. 
Phed. p.117.d. BpuvyySelc, Soph. Cid. T. 1265. 

Of the more simple form the perf. Gé€pvya with the sense of a pres. 
is used by the poets: for that this tense belongs here, and not to Spvyw, 
frendeo, is proved in Buttm. Lexil. p.200. &c. Compare the similar 
forms of pvedopar and pnkdopac. 

A very difficult form occurs in Il. p, 54. Gu avabeEpvyey vowp. 
The short v in this perf. is contrary to the general analogy of the per- 
fect 2., in which all the vowels except o are long. This form also is 

* [According to Moeris Bpixw wasthe 77. Bpdxov ordua, Nicand. and aor. 2. 
common form, Bpixw the Attic: in oppo- 
sition to which see Herm. Soph. Phil. 735. 
— Passow.] 

+ [Yet I findin Passow’s Lexicon, under 
Bptxw, GAL BpvxOels, Phil, Thes. Epig. 

&6pixe, Epigr. Adesp. 418.— under Bpi- 
xw the perf. Bé€puxe, BeSprxds, plu- 
perf. e6e6pixe.. In addition to which 
the aor. 1. pute, Eryci. Epig. 2. Bptias, 
Diodor. 16.— Ep. ] 5 
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treated of fully in Buttm. Lexil. p. 200., and the alternative left of con- 

sidering it either a mere onomatopeeia JéEpiye, it spouts forth, or an 
anomalous change of vowel dva€ébpixe for dvabéCpoye (itself an old 
reading) from dva€péxevv, which also may mean éo spout forth. 

Beto, I am full, appears only in the pres. and imperf. 

["Epvoc a&y@ci Bpve, Il. p, 56. With gen. Soph. Cid. C.16. But it 

has also a transit. sense, ydpirec poda Ppiovo.w, produce in plenty, 

Anacr. 37, 2. — Passow. ] 

Bovéw, I stop up, makes fut. Bice, aor. 1. 26vee with v 
long; but the passive takes the o. 

The pres. Gvw was not used by the Attics. In Aristot. H. A. 9, 37, 
8. Schneider’s Codd. have Buvotewv, and in Aristoph. Pac. 645. the 
general reading of the text éGiovy is now from the best sources cor- 
rected to é6uvovy. Herodot. 2, 96. has duabiveras, and 4, 71. duabv- 

véovra. Compare xivéw, and dvvw, évdvvéover, under Avo. 

r. 

Tapéw, I marry, i.e. take a wife, forms from TAMQ a 
future of similar sound with the present ; thus, Ion. fut. 
vyapew, (Il. 1, 391.) Att. fut. yond (Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 12.) 

aor. 2yypuo, infin. yipal, part. yypas ; perf. yeyauyxa, &c. 

— Pass. I am married, i. e. taken to wife (eyapyhyv).— 
Mipp. I marry, i. e. take a husband. 

The fut. yapjow and aor. 1. éyaunoa belong to the later writers. 
The older future (from TAMQ) was yapéow*, fut. midd. yapéoopar, 
whence yapéooerar II. 1, 394., which however has in that passage the 
causative meaning fogive a woman in marriage, in which sense Me- 

nander used also the aor. 1. éyapnoa: see Schol. Ven. ad II. «, 394. Lo- 

beck ad Phryn. p. 742. Meineke Menand. Fr. 303. p. 274. Buttm. in 
Friedem. and Seeb. Mise. Crit. 2, 4. p.7712. Compare also Reisig De 
ay Partic. p.127. The yapebecioa of Theocr. 8, 91., for the aor. 1. 
part. pass. yapnOeioa, is grounded on the old future yapéow. 

Tavupa, Iam glad: depon. Beside the pres. and imperf. it has a 
fut. yavtoeoouac [used only by the Epics and Anacr. 8. and formed 

* See note under Aéw, I bind. [But ever this form occurs there are reasons for 
Passow gives it as his opinion that wher- _ suspecting it to be spurious. ] 
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from an obsolete verb yaviw, which occurs only in the perf. pass. yeya- 
vopévoc. — Passow.] consequently it does not follow the general ana- 

logy of verbs in vuju.* 
TA-. See PEN-. 
Téywva, a perf. 2. with the meaning of a present}, J call aloud: 

infin. yeywvéper (for -évac); part. yeywrwc ; conjunct. yeyovw (Soph. 
(Ed. C. 213.) ; imperat. yéywve, used by the Tragedians. The 3. sing. 
perf. 2. yéywve is in Homer both pres. and aor. (see “Avfvo8a and 
note). The other tenses are inflected as from a pres. in -éw, formed 
from the above perf. 2., as the infin. pres. yeywvety (Il. p, 337. Eurip. 
Hippol. 586.), and the imperf. éyeywvevy (Od. 1, 47, &c.). Hence then 
the 3. sing. éyeywve is to be elassed with these, although it may with 
the same sense be the pluperf. also. The fut. yeywvhow is used by 
Euripides ; the aor. yeywvqoa by- schyl. Prom. 989., and the verbal 
adj. yeywrnréoy by Pind. Ol. 2,10. Even Xen. Ven. 6, 24. has the 
imperat. yeywveirw. And lastly was formed a pres. yeywvioxw, used 

by the Tragedians and also by Thucyd. 7, 76. 

Teaco, I laugh, with fut. midd. yerdcoouos, more rarely 

yeraow, Monk Eurip. Alc. 158. Popp. Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 16. 
Bornem. Xen. Conviv. 1.16. ‘The a is short in the in- 
flexion. The pass. takes o. ’ 

The regular aor. 1. is éyé\doa, Poet. éyé\acoa: but as the Dories 
form all verbs in -Zw with a fut. in -Ew, we have the Dor. fut. yeddéo 
and the Dor. aor. éyé\aga. 

The regular contr. part. is yehoy, plur. yeA@yrec, but in some con- 

tracted verbs the w is resolved into wo: which takes place only where 
a syllable long by position follows the w, or it has the « subscript, in 
which latter case w is resolved into wa; e. g. Eworrec, Emo, for 

HEavrec, HEgye (from -dovrec, donc), and for yeh@vrec may stand ac- 

cording to the metre yeddwyrec or yehworrec, Od. o, 40. 110. 

* There are three verbs which do not 
follow the general analogy of verbs in 
vu, Viz. dviw, Taviw, ydvusat, all three 
with v short. 

+ See Buttm. Lexil. p. 202. note. 
¢ At Od. v, 347. 390. we find however 

another form, yeAolwy for éyéAwy, and 
the part. yeAolwyres, although in both 
passages the text is uncertain, from there 
being various readings without the di- 
phthong. In itself it is very conceivable 
that, as the resolution of ow is by far the 

most usual, and the most common mode of 
lengthening a syllable was by changing it 
into ot, like dAolaw, iryvolnoev, so yeAdwv 
became ‘yeAofwy whenever the verse re- 
quired it (Eust. ad v. 347.). . But in that 
case we must read yeAolwyres at Od. o, 
110. also, where there is no such various 
reading. We are led to view the word 
however in another light by the meaning of 
yerorjoaca at Hymn. Ven. 49. where the 
context points not to mere laughing, but 
rather requires laughing and joking, (ye- 
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TEN-. ‘This stem or root, which answers to the Lat. 
verb. gigno, genui, unites in Greek the causative meaning 
to beget, with the immediate or intransitive to be born, to 

become. ‘The forms are mixed together anomalously, Of 
the active voice the perf. 2. yéyova is the only tense in 
use ; all the others, in both meanings, belong exclusively 
to the middle. The whole may be classed from usage 
under the following two presents : — 
1. yelvowas has the proper and simple sense of to be 
born ; its present, which belongs to the Epic poets only, 
is used in both meanings, to be born (Il. x, 71.), and to 
beget (Od. v, 202. where we have yelveos the 2. sing. 
conj. aor. 1, midd. for yelvyas). The aor. 1. midd. 
éyewauyy, infin. yelvardes, is transitive, to beget, bring 
Jorth, and belongs to both prose and poetry. 

2. yiyvoucs, old and Attic; in the common language 
yivowot, with s long; fut. yevjoouas; aor. 2yevouny ; perf. 

yeyévnpat, or in the active form perf. 2. yéyova.* All these 
forms are without exception intransitive, not only in their 
proper meaning, to be born, but also in the general sense 
to become, fieri, and in which they are most commonly 

used. ‘To these we may add the meaning of to be, as 
eyvevouny and yéyova serve at the same time for preterites 
of the verb ciui.t Not unfrequently however the perf. 
yéyova may be also taken as a present, J am; yet so that 
the meaning always comprehends the more exact idea of © 
I have been, I have been born.t Compare réduxa. 

Aoinouca elev); therefore yeAowdy from 
yéAowov. And this meaning is most suited 
to Od. v, 390., where-the suitors get ready 
for their banquet ‘yeAolwyres, laughing 
and joking ; which therefore, according to 
this second analogy, must be written ye- 
Ao@yres. On the other hand at o, 110. 
(yeAwdrres) we want nothing more than 
simple laughing ; and so at v, 347. instead 
of yeAolwy we must restore the old read- 
ing yeAdwy for éyéAwr. 

* For an account of the meaning of this 
form see note under *“Ayvumt. 

+ Instances of this use of yéyova are, 
of mdvres Baotrets yeydvact, who have 
all been kings, Plat. Alcib, I. 41. c. p. 
124. ed &pa tis yéyovey épacrhs... ovK, 
hpdcOn, ib. 55. a. p. 131. 

¢ For instance, in Plat. Phed. p. 76. ¢. 
ad oF tvOpwra yeydvamev, since we are 
men, i. e. have been born men. Hence 
éticovra ern yéyova, I am sixty years 
old, i.e. have been born sixty years. 
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With these we may join the verb yevyaw, which takes 
entirely the causative meaning to beget, as well as its more 
general sense to produce ; while the above-mentioned aor. 
éyewapyy is used only with the strict and simple idea of 
begetting and birth, and for that sense is the higher and 
better expression. 

From the root 'EN- arise in strictness of analogy no other presents 
than yelvoua, like retvw from TEN-, and yiyvopas like pévw, piprw. 
The form yivoyzac might, indeed, as e and « were in very ancient times 
almost the same, be reckoned identical with ye/voua ; but the analogy 
of y.vwoxw shows that it arose in the course of pronunciation from 
yiyvopa. That grammatical.decision appears therefore to have been 
correct, according to which the old Epic poets admitted those two forms 
only, and used yeévoua, on account of the established usage of yetva- 
oOat, in the sense of being born, yiyvoja in that of to become. With re- 
gard to Attic usage, the Atticists decide between yiyvopa yryvwoka, 
or yivopac* y.vwocw, in favour of the former orthography ; see Valck..- 
ad Phoen. 1396.; but we learn from Athenian inscriptions that the 

other mode of writing these verbs was likewise an old and Attic usage. 
In the Doric dialect the verb yiyveofa was a depon. pass., therefore 

éyevnOnv was used for éyevduny; see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 108. and 

Archyt. ap. Gal. p. 674. (yeva0ijperv); and thence it came into the 
common language of the later writers. But the future yevnOnoecba 
(occurring twice in Plat. Parmen. p. 141. e.) presents difficulties of 
another kind: see Heind. 

Callimachus (in Cer. 58.) uses yefvaro in the exact sense of 
éyévero, facta est. With this I join the particip. yevapevoc, which 
Archimedes has frequently, p. 48, 28. 35. 38. p. 127, 23. The form 

which Callimachus uses is therefore nothing more than an Epic lengthen- 
ing of yévaro, and the same kind of formation as cikapny, evparo, &e. 

The aor. éyevro, yévrot, by syncope for éyévero, is used by Hesiod, 
Pindar, and other poets. Theognis, 640., has éréyevro. 

For yéyova we find a poetical form (yéyaa) plur. yéyapev—yeyaa- 

* [Tivoua was unknown not only to 
Homer but also to the Tragedians. — Pas- 
sow. ] 

+ These passive aor. are formed from 
the simple present of the verb; and when 
that pres, is the one in common use, they 
are distinguished from the imperf. and the 
moods of the pres. merely by this syncope. 
Hence they are exactly like the perfect 

and pluperfect pass. of those verbs, but 
without the reduplication ; and may there- 
fore be compared, but must not be con- 
founded, with them. In meaning, whether 
active, passive, or middle, they follow 
their pres. in was; and they belong only 
to the oldest period of the language, 
e. g.— 
déxoum — eedeyunv, e5é5eto, &e., Se- 
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ow; infin. yeyduev (for -dvac); part. Ep. yeyawe, yeyadroc* (for 
-adroc), yeyavia, Att. yeywc, -Goa, -wc. See BéEaa, &c., under Baivw. 

With these are united three other forms: 1.) yeyaare, Batrach. 143. 

Hom. Epigr. ult. for yeyaare, on account of the metre, perhaps formed 
according to a false analogy from yeydaaor: see Buttm. Lexil. p. 142. — 
2.) éxyeydovrar, they will be born, Hymn. Ven. 198., a future which 

bears the same relation to yéyaa as reOvfZopar does to ré0vnxa, is used 
like the latter as a simple but express future, and formed without the 
@ like riouat, doua, and the Epic futures in -dw for -vcw, viz. gpvovar 

Il. A, 454., ravdover Od. ¢, 174, &e. — 3.) Dor. infin. yeydwe (for 
-évat), Pind. Ol. 6, 83., which supposes the existence of the more com- 
plete perfect yéynca (as BéEnxa, BéEaa) of which Hesychius quotes 
the conjunct. yeydaxw. 

Tévro, he took, an old verb in Homer, of which we find only this one 

form. It appears to be a dialect of éXero, as xévro for «éXero is quoted 
from Aleman by Eust. ad I1.:, 756, 32. Rom. (658, 29. Bas.). The y in- 

stead of the aspirate is preserved in many glosses of Hesychius and others. 

Tew, I cause to taste, give to taste: Midd. J taste, 

enjoy: Perf. pass. yéyevpycs, Eurip. Hipp. 663.: aor. 1. pass. 
probably with « ; for though we find yetpe, we say also 
yevotéoy, yevorixos, &c.; and some verbs have the o in 
the aor. pass. although they have none in the perf., as 
Tratw, Téravpos, eravodny; pyaw, wéuvywo, éuyynobyy, &e. 

In Theocrit. 14, 51. we meet with a singular form yevpeba, which 
unless forced can only be called a perfect without the reduplication : 

and as there are few or no undisputed instances of the reduplication 
(i. e. the real syllabic reduplication) being omitted in the pure times 
of the language, this form arose most probably from the faulty lan- 

guage of common life ; as the similar one éAecrro, Apoll. Rhod. 1, 45. 

and 824. (which can be nothing but a pluperf.) is perhaps to be 
ascribed to an inaccurate imitation of the old Epic language. 

I'nbéw, I am glad, fut. ynOhow, &c. The perf. yéynOa is the same as 

the present, only in more common use, and that not merely in Homer 

(who always has the former, never the latter), but in prose also (Plato). 

3éx0oa1—aorist syncop. (23¢yunv) ego,  bpOat, particip. Spuevos, imperat. dpco: 
ZZexro, infin. 5éx0a, imperat. dé£o. and some others, as €yevro, evKTo, GATo, 

pbyvyms, MITA — (éutyunv) wlkro. erérucro, ixpevos, Upuevos, ; 
Aéyopou— eréyunv, A€ko, A€uro, Aé- * The Epics allowed themselves the li- 

Oat. berty of pronouncing the accented o in the 
mrddrw — (emddunv) TAATO. oblique cases of the part. perf. long, as Te- 
Bpvums, OPX—puny, pro, infinit.  tpry@ras for -dras. 

E2 
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There is no authority for a present y/0w*; consequently none for 
yn0e, a various reading of ynOci at Il. &, 140.; on the other hand we 

have éyn@eov in Hom., ya0evor in Theocr. Wesee the same in pryéw 
tpprya, dovréw dédovra, of which no pres. in-w is in use. Yet Eusta- 

thius quotes ynOdpuevoc, which is found also in the later Epies+ who 
probably had some older precedent for it: this however proves 
nothing in favour of the active form having been used ; compare &xéw 

dxopat, épéw Epopar, Kupéw KUpopar. 

Typaw and yypacxw, I grow old. fut. yypacoport: it 

is inflected regularly according to the first form ; only the 
Attics have in the infin. aor. beside yypéoa: a syncopated 
form yypdvos§, preferred by the Atticists. 

This infin. either comes from an aor.2. or is formed by syncope 
similarly to didpdoxw, tdpay, dpdvar; therefore éyypay, -ac, -a, &e., 

ynpavat, &c. In the older language this was undoubtedly the only 
aorist ; hence also in the Epics the part. ynpde (Il. p, 197.), ynpav- 
tecow (Hes. «, 188.): and certainly the 3. pers. éyjpa (Il. p, 197.), 
and xareynpa (Herodot. 6, 72.), are not imperf, but this same aorist ; 
for in both passages the sense requires, to make it complete, that “he 

did grow old in it:” whilst in Herodot. 2, 146. xareynpacay may quite 
as well be the 3. plur, of éynpay. The long a|| in éynpa and ynpavar 

answers to that in édpay, and corresponds as in all @ such aorists with 
the vowel of the perfect.—A particip. in ec, évroc, consequently as 
coming from a sister-form in éw, is quoted in the Etym. M. from the 
later Ionic poetry of Xenophanes. Compare the note on Iléuxpnp. 

The aor. 1. éynpaca occurs in schyl. Suppl..901. in a causative 
sense, to make a person grow old ; while the infin. ynpdcac is used in 
Xen. Mem. 3, 12, 8. as intransitive. According. to Passow there are 

doubts of the reading in schylus; but even supposing it to be true, 
there are many instances of the aor. 1. having a causative sense, while 

* [Passow has the form yw as a pres. 
not in use, from which he deduces the 

perf. yéyn@a.] 
+ [The earliest writer in which it occurs 

is Quintus Smyrn. — Passow.] 
$+ In Simonid. 1. (Gnom. Brunck.) 

the active form ‘ynpacoéuey occurs, in 
which the double o at all events is false : 
but it is possible that the true reading there 
was ynpackéuev: Otte yap éAmid exet 
ynpacképuev, obte Saveio bat. 
§ See note under Ivyvéckw, 

|| It is true that the only historical evi- 
dences in favour of this quantity are the 
circumflex on ynpava: in correct editions 
(see Oud. ad Tho. M. in v.), and the ain 
both the iambic verses quoted by Pierson 
ad Moer. in v. falling in the place where a 
long syllable is admissible: but the above 
analogy makes it certain. 

GQ Thus Bé@nxa nv, exrdna exrav 
cra, dédpaxa edpav: POdyw is the only 
exception, which see. 
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the pres. was intransitive, and vice versa: for instance, peOiw, I am 
drunk, thyOw, I am full ; aor. éuédvea, I have intoxicated, txdnoa, 

I have filled; thus also vatw and zvacca, xiw and %cvoa; and in- 

stances of the opposite kind we have in rpépw, I nourish, érpagor, 

Lam well fed, fat ; orvyéw, torvia; dpapicxw, hpoa; dpyuju, dpoa, &e. 

— With regard to the reading of the infin. ynpdcac in Xen. Mem. 
[both Moeris and Tho. M. prefer ynpadva:, and] certainly nothing was 

easier than the change of this latter word to the common form, as in 
Herodot. 7, 114. ynoacay might have been easily corrupted to the 
present reading ynpdcacay. See a similar case in the aor. of didpdckw. 

Tiyvopat, yivoua. See TEN-. 

Tiyvwoxw, old and Attic, in the common language yi- 
yvorxw (compare yiyvonos); Iknow: fut. yvooouas 3 aor. 
eyvey (plur. Zyvwpev), imperat. yvOb:, yrora, &c.; optat. 

yvoiny, infin. yre@vos (Epic yy@pevos) ; part. yvovg* ; perf. 
eyvoxa; perf. pass. éyvwopor; aor. 1. pass. eyyvwobny, 
infin, yrwo$ijvor, part. yywobeic. Verbal adj. yywords, old 
form yywrds, yyworéos. 

The w in yvwy, corresponding with the vowel of the perfect (accord- 
ing to the preceding note), continues through the aorist with the excep- 

tion of the optat. and participle. Indeed yvoiny is become the established 
reading even in Homer, where however we find éAgny (see ‘ANioxopac). 
Hence ovyyvyn in the old Atticism, Aisch. Suppl. 230., deserves our 
attention. In the later Attics this is again found: see Lobeck ad 
Phryn. p. 347.—The 3. plur. éyvwy for éyvwoay is (if the reading be 
correct) an exception: for when the syllable -cay is abbreviated to y, 
the vowel preceding is always shortened ; thus Bay for é€noay is short, 
tdpay for tdpacay (see Ardpaokw), Edvy for édvoay. In Pind. Pyth. 9, 
137. Isthm. 2, 35. éyywy stands without any various reading ; but as the 

diipdonw, d€5pana — pay, * Many verbs have a syncopated aorist eSpauer, 
which must be either compared with the 
aor. 2. or reckoned as such. The Ist pers. 
of this aor. always ends in v, and the vowel 
preceding it is (with the single exception ~ 
of p@dyw) the same as that of the perfect ; 
thus it corresponds exactly with the aor. 
2. of verbs in pe in all its moods and its 
participle: thus — 

ohivvyt, SBE, %r6nua — ea6nv, eo6n- 
bev, o67va, o6elnv. 

Baivw, BAQ, Béenna— env, eenuer, 
Bijva, Balny, Bas. 

Spavat, Spatny, Spas. 
kreivor, ExtaKka — Exrav, xrdpev, kTdvas, 

krainv, xrds. 
yyvaéokw, eyvwxa— eyvwy, &e. 

Other instances equally or even more 
complete may be seen under aAfcxoua, 
BiSpéoxw, Bidw, Siw, wéToua, oKéArw, 
Trivat, podvw, and diw; while single 
torms of this aorist will be found under 
BddAAw, ynpdoKkw, KAdw, odTdw, TmAéw, 
wThoow; and some imperatives, as B70, 
dpahi, yuo, d00:; plur. Byte, ddre, &c. 

E 3 
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syllable is long in both cases by position, we cannot in either of these 

instances attain perfect certainty from the metre. [ Passow however, 
in his Lexicon, quotes at once Zyvoy as from Pindar, without stating 

whether on any authority.] In Aischyl. Pers. 18. @€uy is by its posi- 
tion in the anapeestic metre long. See Lachm. de Chor. Syst. p. 28.— 
The occurrence of the passive aor. opt. cvyyvoiro*, and of the active 

~ aor. cvyyv@n, both in the same passage of Aischylus (230, 231.), and 
in the same active sense, is very singular. 

The compound dvayryvwoxw has, beside its common meanings, the 

sense of to persuade, particularly in the Ionic writers (see Hemst. ad 
Tho. M. in v. and Koen. Greg. p. 503.); and in this alone, as being a 
causative meaning, do we find the aor. 1. dvéyywoa, Herodot. 1, 68. 

87. and in many other passages of this author. 

Tatoo, more rarely yavrrw, Eurip. Troad. 1306. On 
the augment of the perf. see note under Baacrave. 

In this verb, as in ¢piyw dpvoow (Theocr.), in dpérw dpéxrw (Mosch. ) 

&c., the former, which is the more simple present, is the more usual, 
while the latter, which is the more forcible one, was indeed formed, 

but not in general use. 

Todw and yodopa, I bewail. Epic infin. yohpeva, for your, Il. &, 50.; 
aor. éyooy, Il. Z, 500. [which Passow calls an imperf.]. 

Tpadw, I write—Minv. The aor. 2. pass. éypadyy is 
formed, not regularly from the aor. 2. act., but from the 

imperf. Zypachoy, as erpicyy (with « short) from érpi6oy, 
dpiyyvai from 2poyov; in all which the rule of the aor. 

2. is preserved, that the long vowel becomes short. 

Beside the perf. yéypaga there was also in use yeypdpnca (see Ar- 
chim. De Spiral. Prom. extr.) which, when occurring in the common 
language of the time, is gensured by the Grammarians: see Phot. v. 

* With the syncopated act. aor. de- 
scribed in the last note may be classed a 
passive aor, in unv, go, To, &c., corre- 
sponding therefore with the regular aor, 2. 
midd., in which however three things may 
be remarked ; 1.that most of the instances 
of this aor. have a completely passive 
sense; 2. that they follow the vowel of the 
perfect passive; 3. that they belong only 
to the language of the older poets. Some 
of them do indeed serve as passive to 
the above-mentioned active aorists, for in- 

stance, e6Anunv optat. BAciuny—from 
e6Anv (EvpSANTHV): see BaAAw. 

exTdunv, KTdcCa, Krd&pevos —from 
_&ktav: see Krelvw. 

See also odtduevos, and KAdé with the 
old particip. cAduevos, 

+ The quotation of the aor. 2. in this 

sense by some of the Grammarians (see 
tlemst. Hesych. Erot. Galen.) arises from 
false readings in Herodot. and Hippocr. — 
See Steph. Rec. Voc. Herod. in v. and 
Fees. Gc. Hippocr. in v. 
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rervxnka, who quotes it from Theopompus, Herodian ap. Herm. p. 317. 
Lob. ad Phryn. p. 764.* 

Tpnyopéw. See ’Eyeipw. 
TON-. See Téywva. 

ae 

AA-, AAI-. The verbs belonging to these roots have four leading 

senses ; to divide, to give to eat, to burn, to teach. 

1. daiw, J divide, has in this form and meaning the pres. and imperf. 
only, and is exclusively poetical. To the same sense belong, from 

the root AA-, the fut. dadcopas, the aor, édacduny with a short, 
both used iz prose as well as verse, and the perf. dédacpuar with a pas- 
sive meaning, J am divided (Il. a, 125. Herodot. 2, 84.), of which the 

3. pl. on account of the sound follows again the root AAI-, dedalara:, 
Od. a, 23. The analogy t of patopa pacacba, vaiw vacacba, shows 

that the Lexicons have no occasion to bring forward a pres. AAZOMAI 

from which to form ddcopar, &c. This pres. is nowhere found, but 
another poetical one does occur, daréopat (see it in its place), which 
bears the same relation to those forms as waréouar does to racacba. 

2. daivupn, I receive at my table, give to eat. Mipp. daivupat, I eat at 

tableas a guest, feast on (daira, xpéa, &c. ), forms according to theanalogy 
of all verbs in vupe its tenses from daéw, which however in the pres. 

never has this meaning. Therefore fut. act. daiow, aor. 1. gdacca (He- 
rodot. 1, 162.), fut. midd. datcopuar, aor. 1. édarodpny, &c. As to whether 

we may add édaieOnv also see note on Aatfw.— The Ionics, without any 

contraction, omit the o in the second pers. sing.; thus imperf. daivvof, 
imperat. papvao, pao, Séo, &e. [ Callimachus has daviw, —--—.—Passow. | 

3. daiw, I burn, set fire to.§ Mupp. I burn, am on fire. [Of the 
act. the pres. and imperf. only are in use.— Passow.] Of the midd. we 
find the pres. and imperf., the aor. 2. édaduny, whence 3. sing. con- 

junct. danrat, Hom. The perf. and pluperf. dédnal|, ededperv, Poet. 

* The two passages from Demosth. c. 
Dionysod. pp. 1291. 1293. are quoted er- 
roneously, as they come from the verb 
Tapacuvyypapey, to act contrary to agree- 

ment. 
+ The verbal termination of afw for dw 

in the Epic language is not, like «fw for 
éw, a mere help to the metre; for dw is 

seldom used without the contraction, and 
the a might be long of itself: but alw, 
like d¢w and dvvupt, is a mode of strength- 
ening in the pres. the a which is short in 
the inflexion : beside the above-mentioned 

see palowat, Gryalouat, ArAaloua, Kxepalw, 
kedalw, oxeddvvyus, and in prose xvalw, 
Wale. 

¢ This form occurs indeed only in II. #, 
63. Aalyv’ éxwy, where there is a various 

reading Aatvuo’: but it is one so little 
worthy of credit, that it is justly disre- 
garded: compare évavo. 

§ The intrans. sense, to blaze, has been 
given to the active voice from a misinter- 
pretation of Il. e, 4.and 7. Compare Il. 
5, 206, 227. 

|| See note under “Ayvuus. 
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dedhery, belong to the intrans. meaning of the middle, with the sense 

of the pres. and imperf. The future, which is nowhere found, appears, 

according to the analogy of caiw, to have been datvow, whence dedav- 
pévoc, burnt, in Simonid. ap. Etym. M. v. davw, and (by a very good 

emendation) in Callim. Epig. 54. (28.) 
4. AA-, with the ideas of to teach and learn. To the former be- 

longs the aor. 2. act., of which dae occurs in Theocr. 24, 27. Apollon. 

4, 989., and the same form with the reduplication dédae is found ocea- 
sionally in the Odyssey.* The perf. has the sense of éo learn, of which 
Homer has only the particip. dedawe (one who has learnt), other writers 
have deddacu.+ To this we may add the aor. pass. édany (I was taught, 
I learned) ; from which comes, according to the note under ‘Axayilw, a 

new formation dajcopat, dedanca or Sedanpar (J have learnt). Another 

Homeric form deddacba, to try and learn, inquire into, examine (Od. 7, 

316.), can only be a pres. in -dopac formed from dédaa (just as from 
yéyaa comes yeydorvra, only that this occurs as a future); excepting 

which we find no other trace of the present of this merely poetical 
verb ; though it is the stem from which branches the common verb 

ddaoxw, having its own proper inflexion: see below. 

The Epic future djw (dhec, Shomer, Shere) belongs to this stem or 

root AAQ, J learnt, consequently has the meaning J shall learn, find 
out, and comes undoubtedly from the future daéw by contraction of the 

two first vowels, as the similar Epic future cefw or xéw is formed from 
keéw§: see Keipar 

Aailw, I divide, cut in two, kill: fut. datéw, &e. 

In Eurip. Heracl. 914. stands deg gdoy! copa daicbeic, whilst every- 
where besides, even in the Tragedians, we find daiyeic, dattac, &e. 

Elmsley reads, to answer with the verse in the antistrophe, daoOeic, 

thinking to form it from daéiw, I burn, but which appears to me con- 
trary to the above analogy. Nor are there any grounds for forming dac- 

o0eic from caifw, as there was nothing to hinder the use of daryOete, like 

dedavypévoc in Pind. Pyth. 8, 125. (see Hermann and Boeckh on that 
passage). If then we read daoGeic, I can place it only under daé- 
vupac; and I see no reason why the language of Lyric poetry might 
not have formed from the transitive sense of this middle voice, ¢o eat, 

consume, an aor. passive, was consumed. 

* This last is generally but erroneously ¢ According to the Etym. M. v. dfA0s, 
given to S¢da0 with the other meaning. Aleaus had a pres. 5éw, I find; which 
That it was the old aor. is shown by the coincides with our adoption of dd. 
gloss in Hesych, Aédaov- ebay, €dt- § Anexactly similar contraction we find 
dakav, in one of the declensions of nouns, viz. 

+ See for this formation Bé6aa, &c., KActo, omni, for KAcea, onéei. 
under Batvw, 
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See Aépw. 

Aaxvo, I bite: from AHKQ come the fut. dy§oucu, 
perf. dédnya, &c.; aor. Zaxov*, infin. dax<iv. [In the 
passive the perf. dédyyya1 is the tense most in use. — 
Passow. ] 

Aaxpiw, I weep, has no passive: but the perf. pass. d<- 
ddxpdy.ct takes the idea of Jam weeping, Iam in tears, Il. 
m,'7., dedaxpuvras, (the eyes or cheeks) are suffused with 
tears, Il. v, 204. 7,491. ; part. dedaxpupnévos, weeping, in 

tears, Plut. Paul. Aumil. 10. See the note on [leduypévoc. 
See Aguw. 

Aaipw, 

Aapalw, dapaw, daprvaw. 

Aaphavw, I sleep: fut. daphjoonar; perf. dedapdnxe 

aor. 2. 2ap$ov. See note under Aicddvoucu. 
The Poets transpose the letters of the aorist, making édpafor. 
We find also in the shape of an aor. pass. cxaradap$évra, Aristoph. 

Plut. 300., and caradapOépuev (which however depends entirely on the 

accent), Thesm. 794. Again xarédpaGev for -noav, Apollon. Rh. 2, 

1229. We may suppose these forms (as Bekker does in his criticism 
on Wolf’s Homer) to have taken a passive shape merely from mistaking 
the @. But as they occur principally in the compound with carat, 

the aor. of which certainly has in itself something of a passive nature, 
as in German ich habe geschlafen, and ich bin eingeschlafen, in English 

T have been asleep, and I was fallen asleep ; 1 would rather suppose 
this to be the true reason: and careddpOny will then be the perfectly 
regular form of the aor. 2. pass.; and thus the traditionary reading 

karadpade (Od. «, 471.) appears to me unobjectionable, i. e. I believe 
it to have been the reading in the time of the Attiest. 

In Aristoph. Nub. 38. the Scholiast quotes caraddpOerv, instead of 
-ciy, as the Attic mode of writing. I would observe that the aorist 
certainly does not appear to suit that passage, which requires the idea 
of duration ; whence also ri is added. The natural idea of a person 

disturbed in his sleep is not, ‘let me fall asleep a little,’ but ‘let me 

* In forming a new present v is some- 
times inserted before the termination; as 
Sdevw, aor. aKkov: compare Kduvw, 

' -Téuvo, 
+ Little importance ean be attached to 

quotations like eddp0y and édpdé@y in He- 
sychius; and drodap0évra, quoted from a 
Comic writer in Lex. Seguer. p. 349., will, 

as to meaning, stand pretty much on the 
same ground as the compounds of «ard. 

¢ 1 think that the account which I have - 
given above is one which may fairly stand 
valid as long as no historical grounds can 
be adduced to the contrary, and notwith- 
standing the mere unsupported objection 
of Porson on the passage of Plutus. 
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sleep a little.” KaraddpQev may therefore very possibly be an Attic 

sister-form of karadapOavw, like aiofouat or avéw. 

Aaréopat, depon., used only in pres. and imperf., while the other 
tenses are taken from Aaiw, No. 1., which see. Hesiod «, 795. has 

the aor. 1. infin. of this verb without the o, daréacOar, like adéacOat, 

adXevac0a, from ddéopat. 

Aégarau, it appears, occurs only once, Od. ¢, 242. déaro. But to this 

verb belongs also the aor. with its vowel changed dodecaro, conj. 

dodocerac (for -nrac). In that passage of the Odyssey the common 
reading was ddaro, but the unanimous consent of Grammarians and 

manuscripts has now restored déaro. Both forms however indisputably 
belong to each other, as e—o is a common change of vowel. Apollo- 
nius uses the 3. optat. act. dodcca and dodecaro personally, and writes 

also dodZetv, -eo8ac; as he, with the majority of the Grammarians, 

derived the Homeric verb from do, doubt, and understood it in the 
sense of to conjecture, reflect. But in the Homerie passages either 
there is no doubt, or, if there is one, it lies in the former part of the 

sentence ; and déarat, dodocaro, answer exactly to the verb éddxeu, edokev. 

See a full account of these forms in Buttm. Lexil. p. 212., &c. 

Asdiccouas. -rrowot, I affright: depon. midd. [ Poet. 
for deidiccona:; but the part. aor. midd. dediEamevog is 
found in Demosth. de Fals. Leg. 291.—Passow. ] 

In Homer we have dewdiooopa frequently, and in a transitive sense ; 

but once it occurs intransitively, to be afraid, Il. B, 190. The verb 

comes from deioa, dédca, detdca. Another form is ded/cxopar (see Piers. 
ad Moer. p.119.), which must not however be confounded with the 

Homeric dedéoxopat, dedioxopar, on which see the note to Acixyupu. 
Aci. See Aéw. 

Acidw. See Asioa 

Asixvups, and dexviw, I show: fut. delEw ; aor. 1. ea. 
The Ionians spoke all the forms which came from the simple root 

with ¢ only; as, dé£w, dea, amedédexro, Herodot. 3, 88., aaedéxOn, id. 7, 

154.* That is to say, all these forms preserve their original length 
by position, like éZwy, xpésowv. Compare also zeikw. 

The midd. de‘xvvpac has in the Epies (Il. «, 196. Hymn. Ap. 11.) the 
additional meaning of to salute, welcome, drink to.+ Consequently to 

* Though many passages still have Compare Koen. Greg. Cor. in Ton. 36. 
deitat, at least among the various readings, Schweigh. Lex. Herodot. in defxv. and dmo- 
and even taken from good manuscripts,  Selxv, 
this ought not to militate against the cor- + [In this sense Homer uses only the 
rectness of restoring Seta universally. perf. and pluperf.— Passow.] 
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it belongs the perf. deédeypat, which has the same meaning, and is 
used as a present: 3. plur. dewWéyaras, 3. sing. pluperf. (as imperf.) 
deidexro. The syllable of reduplication dec is found here, merely be- 
cause dec is also the syllable of the stem or root, as in detoat. * 

Acrvéw, -how, &e. On the Att. perf. dédeurva, infin. dedeervavar, 

see ’Aptordw. 

Agioos, to fear: aor. 1. %eoa; fut. deloouos [the act. 

fut. defow is found only in Aristid. 2. p. 168.— Passow. ]. 
Homer has the present deidw, but only in its first person : 
instead of it we find the perfect (with the meaning of the 
present), with two forms in use, déd0sxa and d2d10, the 

choice of which depended on the one or the other sound- 
ing more agreeably to the ear.t Of déd:a and its pluper- 
fect the plural takes the syncope; thus dédiuev, dédure, for 
dsdiapev, -re; and pluperf. edédimev, edddire, edédiocay, for 
ededleimev, -Te, ededseray ; imperat. 020104. 

The infin. is not formed according to this analogy, but remains de- 
dévac; the Epics however form it in -ipev, decdépev (see below) ; com- 
pare the same formation in the pres. of eiy., I go.—In the indicative 
the unsyncopated forms, as dediapey, and particularly édedéeoay, be- 

long to the later writers: whence however they have frequently been 

transferred to the copies and editions of Attic authors. See Lobeck 

ad Phryn. p. 180. 
In Homer the 6 is always doubled after the augment or the prepo- 

sition in composition, as Eddeue, wepiddeiaac. Now as this verb, with 
its compounds and derivatives, very frequently makes the preceding 

* That is to say, many bring the form 
delSexro under déxouat, by which they 
hope to deduce the meaning of to receive, 
welcome, with greater facility. But the 
above forms ought not to be separated 
from the present defxvuywat, which occurs 
in a synilar sense, nor from its sister-form 
deuavacba; and to these again belong 
the synonymous presents Sedloxomat, de- 
dickoua ; whence also Apollonius 1, 558. 
might say dedfcxero marpt in the com- 
mon sense of édefxvve. The original idea 
is indisputably the stretching out and 
offering of the hand, the cup, &c., with 
which that of pointing with the finger, or 
showing, corresponds very well. 

+ The form Seéivia deserves our at- 
tention, which the Antiatticist, p. 90, 1. 
quotes from the Comie writer Eubulus, 
and which Bekker from evident traces in 
the manuscripts has restored to the text of 
Plat. Phedr. p. 254. extr. But the form 
of the optative 5¢5:¢in, which that eritic 
hes adopted from nearly the same manu- 
scripts, at p. 251. a. of the same work, I 
cannot admit. If the optative be there 
indispensable, analogy requires ded:0fn, 
like mepevyoin, €Andvdoin, edndoxoln, 
merooin. But the syntax of the com- 
mon reading, ef wi) Sedier (imperf.) ... Svar 
&y ...appears to me admissible. 
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short syllable in the csesura of the old hexameter long (e. g. Il. A, LO. 

, 387.); and the é of its stem or root is scarcely ever* preceded by 
a short syllable, it is clear that there must have been something pe- 
culiar in the old pronunciation of this verb to have produced such a 
general coincidence: and Dawes with great probability suspects this 
to have been the digamma after the 6 (dw), to supply the place of 
which the 0 was afterwards doubled. See Dawes, Mise. Crit. pp. 165. 

_ 168. and Buttm. Lexil. pp. 355. 375. 
The Epics pronounced (with the diphthong) deédocca, detdva, éde- 

diuev, the reason of which was, as in deédexro under deixvupu, that the 

diphthong was in the stem or root.+ Now as the fem. particip. of 

deidta could not be admitted into a hexameter, Apollonius Rh. 
(3, 753.) has, and undoubtedly not without a precedent from some 
older poet, dedvia.t There arose also a regular present de/dw, which 
however is found only in its first person.§ 

On the 3. pers. of the perf. deidte used as imperf. see “Avjvoba and 
note. Acdoixw is a Doric pres. formed from the perf. in Theoer. 15, 

58., like éorhxw in the Ionic epigram of Posidippus ap. Athen. 10. 
p- 417, e. 

Aégdorca is formed from the theme AEIQ, with the change of vowel 
usual in the perf. 2.; and déé.a is shortened from it, as wegvacr is from 

wépuca, touev from oiéa. But that theme also was.still in existence in 

* The only exceptions to an immense - 
number of instances are drodeloare, Od. 
B, 66. *aderhs, Il. n, 117. dédiacw, Ll. w, 
663., the last of which, as being taken 

from , is of no weight. . 
+ And thus it includes Setoa:, accord- 

ing to the statement here given of it. 
But when we consider the peculiarity of 
this verb, as noticed above, according to 

which the 5 in its stem or root was ori- 
ginally equivalent to dw, it follows that in 
Homer’s pronunciation the first syllable of 
both 5éd0xca and 56:0 must have been 
also long by position. After the disap- 
pearance of the digamma the syllable de 
discharged the same office in these forms 
as the double 6 did in dee. This is 
the most accurate and detailed account 
which I van give of these perfects. 

¢ This form is a clear proof how firmly 
the length of the augment-syllable had 
established itself in the old Epic ; other- 
wise they would have said 5¢d.via, the 
sound of which could have been no ob- 
jection to those who used wequvia. The 
form S¢5iaczy in Il. w, 663. has been al- 

ready touched on in the last note but one. 
§ In the epigram of Antagoras, Cod. 

Vat. p. 379. n. 147. (in Brunck, Simonid. 
62.) we ought undoubtedly to read deldire 
instead of d¢efSere, Compare the various 
readings Seidiuey, dSedéuev, Od. 1, 274. 
As the verse can in every instance dispense 
with the form deldw, the poets appear to 
have been swayed in their preference of 
that or deldia by merely metrical reasons. 
Compare II.«, 39. with ¢, 536.—On deldo 
we have only further to observe that in 
many Lexicons [Schneider’s and Passow’s 
for instance] it serves as the theme for 
the whole verb: but our statement must 
have made it sufficiently clear that it ori- 
ginally took its rise from Sefd:a, And it 
is equally clear from the above-mentioned 
Seidvia (as a substitute for which deldovca 
must have been at once apparent), and 
from Sediacw in so old a poet as the 
author of Il. » must at all.events have 
been, and who would therefore certainly 
have used defSove1, that this present was 
unknown to those old writers further than 
in its first person. 
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the Epic language in this its shortened form, whence Homer has more 
than once the imperf. dée (edie), e. g. Il. A, 556. p, 666. * 

This Epic déw contained also the idea of to fly, run, dior Il. x, 251. 
Hence the causative idea of to frighten away ; but this is expressed in 
Homer, contrary to the analogy of other writers, by the passive form 
dicoOar, Siwpar, &e. (Il. p, 276. yn, 197.) But there must have been 

also an active transitive dén pet, pretty nearly corresponding in mean- 
ing with this, from which two Homeric forms come: 1. évdéecar, they 

urged (the dogs) on, Il. o, 584. 2. dievrar, pass. or midd. with a 
neuter sense, they run, Il. ~, 475. Hence the infin. déeoOac may be- 
long to both forms and both meanings, as in II. , 276. and 304. 

In Aischyl. Pers. 697, 698. (in both which verses the present reading 
is doar, a theme formed without any authority,) the old editions and 
the majority of the manuscripts have defoua, contrary to the metre. 
But three manuscripts, according to Hermann, give dtouac; which 

must therefore be the true reading concealed under the above cor- 

ruption ; and what in Homer is expressed by d/w is thus represented 

in Aschylus by déouar, which with dédva has in its favour the analogy 
- of kpdopac xéxnda, EXwopae Eodra, and the like. 

AEK-. See Acécvupe and Aéyopar. 

» Aéuw, I build, and midd. démopac: aor. 1. edeywa; midd. édequapny ; - 

perf. 1. déduncat, perf. 2. dédoua, perf. pass. dédunpat. 
The pres. and imperf. are rare even in the poets. The pres. is 

found only in the part. déuovra, Hymn. Merc. 188. ; the imperf. déuor 
in Od. ¥, 192.; but the aor. act. and midd. occur in the Ionic writers, 
and later in common prose. The perf. pass. is used by Herodot. 7, 
200. The form de(youer, Il. n, 337. is the conjunct. aor. 1. act. 
shortened from defuwper. 

Of the sister-form§ douéw we find principally the aor. and perf., but 
their usage is also limited ; see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 587. sqq. The 
common language used oixodopéw, e. g. pxoddpunce reixoc, and the like. 

* Nay the theme exists unshortened, 
but in a poem which can hardly be quoted 
with such a view as this, in Orph. de 
Lapid, 335. deéuev, where however Her- 
mann has adopted (I see no reason why) 
Tyrwhitt’s correction Sedéuer. See the 
preceding note. 

+ The pretended verb Sinu, said to 
have the same meaning as Sialyw, to 
water, and which is so described in Schnei- 

der’s Lexicon, is erroneous. All the forms 
of that kind belong to d:fqur: see Riemer’s 
Lex. and Lobeck ad Phryn. p.27. [Passow 
places the different forms diels, d:éuevos, 

&e., under Sinus, which he says is con- 
tracted from Sitnus 

¢ It may be doubted whether this perf. 
be formed by metathesis like Bé€Anna 
(see BdAAw and note), or by a mere syn- 
cope: on the former hypothesis it will 
run thus, déuw (AEM, AME) dédunka; 
by the latter, like véuw vevéunna, Séuw 
(Sed€unna) S€5unna. 

§ Many dissyllabic barytone verbs, whica 
have € in the syllable of the stem or root, 
make sister-forms by changing the € to o, 
and taking the termination éw ; as, pépw go- 
péw, Tpéuw Tpomew, PéCoucr poSdopa, &c. 
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The same stem or radical word Aéyw has also the meaning of to tame 
in the following forms ; perf. dééunxa; perf. pass. dédunpac; aor. 1. pass. 
édunOny, part. junbeic; aor. 2. Z6aunry*, part. dapelc. Besides these was 

formed the present in the following manner: 1. dayalw and dapdw. 
2. by the insertion of the syllable va, daurnuc and dapvaw.t Of these 
dapalw has become the usual form in prose as well as verse, and is in- 
flected regularly through all its tenses like the derivative verbs in af: 
dapaw, as a present, is the Epic sister-form of dayalw (like avrudw for 
avriafw), Il. a, 61.; but its forms are at the same time the Ionic and 

Attic future of dapaZw; e. g. dapag, Il. x, 271. dapdworr, Il. f, 368.5 

Mupp. dapalecOar, dapaoacba, Eurip. Hom. &c. dauvac8a, Hom. Hes. 

 Aépxopat, or perf. with the meaning of the pres. dédopca, (see Buttm. 
Lexil. p. 202. note,) I see, look. Aor. by transposition édpaxoyv, which 
act. form is used particularly by the Epics; the other poets use the 
two aorists belonging to the deponent dépxopat, viz. éd€oyxOnvy Soph. 

Aj. 425. and édpaxny, Pind. On the short a in édpaxoy see Iép6w. 
There are no grounds for a pres. act. dépcw. The perf. dédopxa has 

in Pindar (Ol. 1, 153. &c.) a pass. or intrans. meaning also, géyyoe, 

paog dédopke, ts seen, shines. 

Aéow, I skin, I beat, is inflected regularly according to 

the rules of verbs whose characteristic letter is one of the 

four liquids, 4, », v, p. Thus it has no fut. 1. but a fut. 

2. dep ; its aor. 1. is not formed in ca, but in a, as Beige; 

its perfect 1. is (with the change of ¢ to a, like reipa, 
wep, mémapxa,) dédapxe and its perf. 2. déd0pa. In the 

pass. it has a fut. 2. dapyoouou, and an aor. 2, eéapyy. § 
An Attic sister-form of the present is daipw, [whence the infin. aor. 

djpas, | Aristoph. Nub. 442. Av. 365. See Heind. ad Plat. Euthyd. 35. 
Passow mentions also a later Ionic pres. defpw, as probably formed 

from the aor. édespa. Verbal adj. dapréc, Ep. dpardc. 
~ 

* Beside these two synonymous aorists vnut, mitynut, and oxlSynut, from weddw, 
there has been quoted a syncop. aor, METAM, SKEAAQ, These derivatives 
€5unro; the only authority for which is occur mostly in the dialects and poets. 
Antim. Fragm, 19. ap. Pausan. 8. p. 651.; + Thus we have as futures reAéet, Il. 3, 
where however the reading yy’ é6un@ is 415. reAci, Plat. Protag. p. 311. b, caret, 
false. The manuscripts have 8’ @un@ Xen. Symp. 1, 15. «adcioGe, Demosth. 

contrary to the context. But Schellenberg Lept. 5. «opéets, Il. v, 831. These futures 
saw that the true reading is,“Os fa tér’ in éw~—w, and dw—wo, with a similarly 
"Abpdory tpitdry dé5un8 bn? Svante. sounding present, are not very numerous, 

t Like wepydw mépynut from mepdw; Compare eAdatvw and mepdw. 
and with the change of € into t, kipydw  § The aor. 1. also did however exist ; 
klpynut from xepdw (xepdyvuut), mid- see SapGels in Lex. Seguer. 2. p. 89, 5. 
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Aciw, I wet, is inflected regularly. The Epic devopa: see under Aéw, 

I am wanting. 

Azyouas, Ionic (but not Epic) déxoue, I receive ; 

depon. midd.: fut. déFoue1, also dedéEoues, Il.; aor. 1. 
adeFcuyv.— Pass. perf. dédeyn01; pluperf. 2dedéypyy ; aor. 
edéyOny, part. deybels (in a pass. sense), taken. 

The perf. dédeypac has in the Epics another peculiar sense of a pre- 
sent, J wait, e. g. dedeypévoc eiodxev EXOne, Il. x, 62. Also, I receive, par- 

ticularly of one who stands to receive an attack, or waits for game ; e. g. 

dedeypévoc év mpodoxyary, Il. 6,107. Imperat. dédeZo, Il. ¢, 228. v, 377., 

to which belongs with a similar active sense the fut. dedéZouaz, II. €, 238. 
But de(deypar, I welcome, similar as that idea may seem to be to the 

above meaning, belongs to defcyvju, as we have shown under that verb. 
The syncop. aor. (édéypnyv) edexro, déyOar, imperat. déo, has been 

mentioned before in a note under the root TEN-. According to the 
analogy there laid down it has the sense of an aorist, and therefore 

means received, exactly synonymous with édefaunv; compare II. o, 88. 
with a, 596. It happens however that the 1. sing. ééypnv does not 
occur in this meaning but only with that of an imperf., I was waiting 

for, expecting (e. g. Od. « 513.), and in the same way the particip. 
déypevoc, morwéypevoc has only the sense of waiting, expecting (e. g. 
Il. 4, 191. », 415.), that is to say, the sense of the perf. dédeypac as 
given in the last paragraph ; in which therefore these forms differ from 
the analogy of the syncopated forms laid down in the above-mentioned . 

note under TEN-. But since at Il. p, 147. déyarar, which is not a 
historical form, is used in speaking of the waiting for an attack, con- 

sequently in the exact meaning of dedéyara:, it is clear that the perf. 
dédeypac in this its peculiar sense (as a present), which sense the pre- 
sent déxopac never has, was able to throw off the reduplication, —a 
rare occurrence, of which we find but two or three instances, and those 

in the later writers * ; we must therefore lay down for déyoyac in the 
old Epic writers a twofold usage: viz. — 

déxopar, J receive ; syne. aor. (édéypny) edexro, &e., received. 

dédeypac or déypac (whence déyxarac) I wait for, expect; plupe f. 
(with the force of an imperf.), édedéypny or édéypny, part. dedeypevoc 

or déypevoc. 

From the form décoyac would come (see the 2d note under Aguw +) 

* See Teva. might be formed Soxéouet, from which 
+ That is to say, according to the ana- = would come regularly Sedoxnuevos. 

logy laid down in that note, from 5éxouat 
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also the Epic perf. de€ocnpévoc, Il. 0, 730. Hes. a, 214, in the sense 

of the above-mentioned dedeypévoc. We find in Apollon. Lex. 
dedoknpévoc* ékdexdpevoc, émernpoy: which is therefore to be distin- 

guished from the Attic deddcnuac under doxéw. 

Aéo, I bind: fut. djow; aor. 1. you; perf. d2dexa*; 

perf. pass. déeu01; aor. 1. pass. 226y».—Muipp. The fut. 
3. (or paulo-post fut.) d<d7jcon01 generally supplies in Attic 
writers the place of the non-Attic fut. 1. pass. de6joouc, 

which however is occasionally found, e.g. Demosth. c. 
Timocr. 126. 131. 190.— Dissyllable contracted verbs do 
not in general take the contraction, except in «: thus we 
have rpst, wveiv, but rpgomev, rvzovor, &c.: déw, I find, is 

however an exception ; for we find +6 dodv, ra dodvrs, Plat. 
Cratyl. (4) avadév, Aristoph. Plut. 589. dsadoduor, &c. ; 
in which respect it differs from dé, Tam in want of, which 
makes 7d déov, déou.01, and even sometimes déeras. 

On the above-mentioned usage of the future see Moeris and Thom, 
Mag. in v. Wewill only remark that it is not to be considered as an 
aberration of the pronunciation from é to 6, for the future 3. is used in 
some other verbs in the same way: see particularly Turpdoxw. 

Instead of dé the older Ionic and Attic language had a present of 
a more distinct and intelligible sound, didn; e. g. imperf. didn, Il. d, 
105.; duWévrwy, Od. p, 54. according to the reading of Aristarchus; 
dwdéacr, Xenoph. Anab. 5, 8, 24. as taken from the most credible 

sources. See Porson ad Schol. Od. /. e. 

Ago, Tam in want of, L fail: fut. dejow ; aor. déyra, 
for which Homer has once djeev, I]. ©, 100. This verb is 

generally impersonal ; d<i, 2¢ 2s wanting, it is necessary, 
(2 faut), conjunct. 6éy (contr. 64), optat. d401, infin. deiy, 

part. dgov, Att. deiv; imperf. 2a; fut. deyoe; aor. 1. 
edénoe. Pass. déouc1 (as depon. J am in want of), dy or 
det, Oetrou, &c. ; fut. midd. deyoouor; aor. 1. pass. exbyy. 
This voice is never impersonal. 

~ 

* This verb, like aivéw, aipéw, woféw, aor. 1., but others with ¢, viz. its perfects 
and many others, inflects some of its and aor. passive. 
tenses regularly with 7, e. g. its future and 
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This verb, with respect to its contraction, differs from the preceding 
merely in the forms which in deity, to bind, are contracted to ov.* But 
the contraction also to «, which is regularly found in all verbs of this 
kind, was partly omitted in the one before us; for instance in the 2. 

pers. sing. (which is of rare occurrence) rocovrov déetc, Isocr. Busir. 5. 
p- 222.; and Xenophon uses déerat, déeoOar, perhaps always, as it is still 
preserved in many passages. fT 

The conjunctive of the impersonal is frequently found in verse as 
a monosyllable, because according to some déy, though written as 
two syllables, was pronounced as one. See Meineke on Menand. Fr. 
Inc. 28. and 39., and a fragment of Philetzerus ap. Athen. 10. p. 416. f. 
But there is an old precept, well deserving attention, according to 
which dei and similar monosyllables are said to have had at the samé@ 
time the force of conjunctive as well as of indicative. See Reisig on 

Aristoph. I. p. 44. 

The Grammarians mention as a contraction of a peculiar kind the 
neut. part. of the two verbs deiy, to be in want of, and doxciy; that is 

to say, for déov (which is otherwise never contracted) dety, and for 
doxéov doxety, the same in sound as their infinitives, and which they 

* Compare the preceding verb, par- p.431.) at a time when certainly every 
ticularly toward the end of the first para- one pronounced Seio@a:, is a single af- 
graph. fected imitation of Xenophon. Among the 

+ AéeoOa:, Mem. 1, 6,10. Anab. 7,7, instances of similar resolution in other 
31. ; déera, Anab. 7, 4, 8.; 5¢erat and verbs mentioned by Lobeck ad Phryn. 
mpoodéera three times in Mem. 3, 6,13. _ p. 220. sqq. are only two from pure writers 
14.; éS¢ero, Hell. 6,1, 18. In some of of mAciv, which may be seen under that 

these passages no manuscript canbe quoted verb. These make it probable that the 
against this reading, in others very few; _Ionicism was still familiar enough in those 
notwithstanding which, the common form _ short verbs, to cause it to be preferred in 
has been of fate introduced by the editors _ the case before us. 
into all; while in another passage (Mem. ¢ Dobree (on Aristoph. Plut. 216.) re- 
4,8, 11.) this wasdone long ago, although jects much too disdainfully this precept 
the old editions and four manuscripts have given in the Hort. Adon. 187. b., for the 
mpoodéerat. Eight passages in a single — truth of which I certainly cannot answer, 
author, while not one is quoted from any —_ but which is undoubtedly taken from one of 
of the older writers, are sufficient to war- _ the older Atticists: for this writer quotes 
rant our attributing with certainty, to this (exactly as Phrynichus often does, e. g. 
author at least, an Ionicism, of which the pp. 70, 84. 120. 250. Lob.) the pjropes, 
existence is very probable at that era of that is to say the later ones, as using the 
the Atticism and in that particular verb; common form. If now we compare dnAde 
while we can see no reason for this form,  4nAoz, we have an analogy for dén Set. 

which was unknown to the other Attics, The passages quoted by Reisig from 
having been foisted into this one writer Aristophanes Plut.216. Ran. 265., where 
by copyists or grammarians, In addi- the reading in many, and those the best 
tion to this we have the gloss of the An- manuscripts, is xy Se?, “and even if it: 

tiatticist in Bekker, p. 94. “Edéero avtt must be,” give the above-mentioned pre- 
tov édeiro, which merely proves the great cept great weight. Still this usage, if I 
probability of what was most probable have stated it correctly, cannot be the 
before. ‘Ihe only usage of later writers same as a similar one in Kejuat, as wh 
and Grammarians (see Schefer ad Greg.  S:dicexuar does not arise from contraction. 

F 
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even call Attic forms. See Greg. Cor. in Att. 72. with the notes. 
Apollon. de Adv. p. 542, 33., and the Exe. Paris. at the end of Scheefer’s 
Gregorius, p. 678. Phavor. vv. deity and w\civ. But there are no in- 
stances quite free from doubt; which warrants our suspecting that the 

existence of these forms arose entirely from the syntax of the sentences 
being mistaken, and that the forms are really infinitives standing el- 

liptically or used as substantives. * 
Homer has this verb with the stem or root AEY— instead of AE- 

very frequently as a passive devopa, édedero, devjoopa, and once as 
active édevnoev, Od. t, 540., both voices in the sense of to be wanting ; 

so that the poet, in speaking of a momentary event, appears to have used 

the aor. act. instead of the common prose form denOjva. In the midst 

of this great unanimity of meaning in the root AEY-, we find two pas- 
sages which are very striking: 1. Il. «, 337. which has the impersonal 
det, whereas in all the other passages ypy is used in a similar sense; 2. 
Od. o, 100. éueio & Edneev in the sense of the above-mentioned édev- 
noev, where the common form édéycev therefore is shortened in a way 

which we meet with nowhere else. + 

* In the first place, it is very remarkable 
that the Lexicons of Atticists and rheto- 
ricians which have come down to us, and 
which do not overlook the comparative 
adeiv for mAgov, have not the two forms 
in question: beside which, some of the 
manuscripts, even that of Gregory, mention 
only wAciv, and have not the addition of 
detv dvt) Tod S5éov: while Soxeiy depends 
entirely on the most uncertain authorities, 
Phavorinus and the above-mentioned Exc. 
Paris. Hence it is highly probable that 
some of the very late Grammarians were 
the first to make use of the well-known 
case of the comparative Aci for mAéor, 
in order to understand Set and Soxety in 
certain phrases as participles. Whence 
under the word Ae in the Etym. M. 
we find after that explanation the fol- 
lowing, 4) amd rod déew, Sev. The gloss 
itself may be compared with those on 
Aciy @70nv and Activ in Hesychius. And 
how suitable the article is to the infinitive 
7d dev, Td Séov, in the latter Lexico- 
grapher, is clear. Under these circum- 
stances the example from Lysias c. Al- 
cib. 1. p. 140. 12. (the only one which has 
been hitherto adduced) is of no weight, as 
the passage is otherwise corrupted, and 
those manuscripts which are well known 
have only 5e?, while det as well as Séov 
is an arbitrary correction: one of these 
we must choose, and our choice will of 

course be regulated by a consideration 
of -all that has been brought forward. As 
to doxetv, I have no doubt that it depends 
entirely on a comparison of the expression 
éuol Soxety with éxelym Soxodv: but this 
comparison is most uncertain; for the 
meaning of the latter is, “ since it seems 
good and pleasing to him,” that of the 
former ‘as it appears to me,” which in 
Herodotus is evidently an infinitive, uot 
doxéeww (see Herm. ad Vig." not. 204.). 
We have now therefore to consider the 
contraction as stripped of all analogy ; for 
mAéiv, if that be the only instance, is suf- 
ficiently explained as shortened from 
mAciov, which in a phrase of daily oc- 
currence like wActov 7) pupiot, is very 
conceivable. But in mAciov the pure 
sound of the stem or root is et, which in 
déov or Soxéoy is unheard of even in the 
Tonic dialect. Further, the name KaAet- 
o6éyns, which the Grammarians introduce 
also in the comparison, is compounded not 
of KAeo- but of KAeer-, from KAéos, as 
épelvouos from Spos ; and, not to omit any 
thing bearing on the question, the name 
NelAews is not from NedAews, but a dia- 
lect from the old name NyAevs, the head 
of the family of that old colonist. 

+ If criticism were not bound to con- 
sider as sacred whatsoever the old rha- 
psodists and critics have handed down as 
the text of those primeval monuments of 
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AHK-. See Adxvw. 
Anjnw. See AA- 4. 

Aiairaw, I arbitrate: pass. with fut. midd. J live in a 
certain way, lead a certain kind of life. The only ir- 
regularity in the formation of this verb is in the augment, 
as it makes sometimes edsairyoa, sometimes dmryca, and 
has even the double augment xarediyryoa. Compare the 
following. 

A:dxovéw (and didxoveonas depon. midd.), J serve. 
Like the preceding verb its irregularity consists in the 
augment: thus 2saxdvyoa and dinxdvyca, Sediaxdvyxe and 

dedinndyynxa. | 
On the derivation of this word, which is indisputably not compounded 

of did, see Buttm. Lexil. p. 231. 

Aidacxw, I teach, loses the « in the formation; thus 

fut. daEw; aor. 1. edideSa; perf. dedidaya; perf. pass. 
infin. dedidayGou, Il. a, 831. &.— Minn. 

It comes from AAQ, and is exactly like a\doxw, which may be com- 
pared with it. In the poets we meet with another future didackyow, 
e. g. in Hes. e, 64. Hymn. Cer. 144. 

Aidnpu. See Aéw, I bind. je 

Adpicxw, I run away, generally occurs in composition 
with aro, 2&, or dia: fut. dpdoouos; perf. d2dpax0; all 
with «long; hence Ion. didpyoxw, dpjoropor, &c.— Aor. 2. 

eddy, -g, -a, -auev, -aTe, Epaoay and tpdv; conjunct. 
Op@, -dic, -&, &c.; optat. dpalyv; imperat. dpdé4; infin. 
Opdives ; part. dpas, Spcvrog (not dpavrog); Ion. edpqy, ~iya, 

&c.: but dpainy, decg retain the a, according to the analogy 
of Zoryy. ; 

\ 

antiquity, it would be easy to alter the 
one passage to xph, and the other to €ued 

also we may find it easier to explain how 
déecOai, &c., remained longer than others 

¥ edéncev. If however the Homeric forma-~ 
tion devfow be compared with the com- 
mon defow, there will be great probability 
in the conjecture of some moderns, that 

this verb had originally a digamma, which 
in some cases produced the diphthong ev, 
as in e¥adey; while in others it was en- 
tirely omitted, as in defow, fadev, Hence 

in a state of resolution; and, to: bring 
mAéex within the same analogy, we may 
adduce the formation @rAevoa. But the 
steps by which we advance here are not so 
sure as in e¥adey and kavdtas: we will 
therefore content ourselves with merely 
pointing out the probability. 

F 2 
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The form drodidpava: in Thucyd. 4, 46., which would come from 
dédpnyt, Bekker has now amended (from the reading of several manu- 

scripts) to drodpadva:; but in Dio Chrysost. to. 1. p. 52. we read dvayxn 
puceiy, abroy Kal drodiwpavac* Sédecv, which might very well have been 

grounded on such a precedent as the above passage of Thucydides. 
The aor. 1. é0paea, which is the regular aorist of dpaw, J do, was 

also that of dupaoxw in the common dialect, and after the time of 
Aristotle in the written language; here and there it is found also in 

some copies of the earlier authors. + 
The formation of the aor. 2. in av, &c., detailed above not only arises 

completely from the analogy laid down in the note under ['vyvécxw, 

but is also expressly given in the same way by Phrynichus in the Appar. 

Sophist. p. 11. Two instances of the 1. sing. occur also in Lex. Seguer. 

6. p-419, 31. The quantity of the a is evident from the Ionicism édpny, 

and from the following conclusion of an anapeestic verse of Aristoph. in 

Herodian (Piers. p. 465.), det|po & ay ob« | axédpalyev: with which we 
may join the unquestionable amendment of Reiske in Eurip. Heracl. 
14. é£édpapev for ééédpapov. Compare I'ypaéva. But that the ain the 
3. plur. pay should be short, is only according to the general rule of 

the aor. 2. of verbs in yu, with which this aorist corresponds. t We have 
only to add one remark, that according to the grammarians Phrynichus 

and Herodian, this form must have been used by the Attics also; Thu- 
cydides and Xenophon however have only the regular azédpacar. 

Aidwm, I give: fut. dow; aor. 1. zdwxa§; perf. dédwxa; aor. 2. 

édwy; perf. pass. dédouac; aor. midd. éddunr. 

Homer has in the pres. 2. and 3. sing. didozc, dud07, as formed from 

diddw, II. 1, 164. 519., which forms occur also in Herodot. and Hippoer. 

But ofdo.e8a, or rather d.d0te6a, is found only in Homer, e. g. Il. 7, 270. 

The following forms are also Homeric only ; the imperat. pres. didw6e 
(Od. y, 380.), the infin. pres. didodvar (Il. w, 425.), the fut. ddace, de- 

* The circumflex need not excite our 
suspicion against this form; not only be- 
cause we find it so often erroneously 
placed over the termination in dva:, but 
because the radical long a in this verb 
might certainly produce a present in Gm, 
Gat. 

+ Thus it is easy to conceive that do- 
dpdoas and -doaca, wherever they are 
now met with in Attic writers, are cor- 
Tuptions of amrodpds and -doa. See Bek- 
ker on Andoe, Myst. 125. Lys. ¢. Andoc. 
28. and compare I'npdw. 

¢ Thus the Dorics and Epics use éev, 
tardy, ov, eduv, for Wecav, eorycar, 

&c. The same takes place in other anoma- 
lous aorists, as €rAdv, Bday, for érAncar, 
€6noav, Hom. 

§ This irregular aorist in -xa is princi- 
pally used in the sing. in good writers : 
in the plur., particularly in 1. and 2. pers., 
the Attics generally preferred the aor. 2. 
There are neither moods nor participles of 
the form in -xca, except the participle of 
the middle, which however with its indi- 
cative belongs to the Ion. and Dor. dia- 
lects. Except this indic. and particip. the 
other moods of the middle are never met 
with. In Attic prose we find, of the mid- 
dle, the aor. 2. only. 
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dwooper (Od. v, 358. w, 314.), and the aor. 2. ddoxor for edwy (Hom.).* 
— The imperat. pres. dédor, as from dédoqus, is an unusual Doricism for 
d/dov, in Pind. Ol. 1, 136. The infin. pres. d:dér+ (Theoer. 29, 9.) is 

also Doric. Instead of éd/docay, the Dorics and Epics used éd.dor, didor, 
Hymn. Cer. 328.437. On the unusual accentuation of the conjunct. 
pass. dédwrac and the opt. pass. axddo.wro, which look like Atticisms 
(Fischer quotes some instances from Ionic writers), see the second 

paragraph under Avvapat 
The form 660, and Yére from riOny, are never used. The former 

was once the reading in Nicand. Th. 562., but is now rejected by the 
discovery of better manuscripts. Ago is 3. sing. of the conjunct. for 
09, as iorhor is for iorn. As the conjunctive arises from contraction, 

it is again resolved by the Ionics; thus for dude, 06, dc, &c., they 

use dudHw, dow, donc, ddwper, Sonre, &c.: and in this resolved form 

the Epics shorten the vowel, thus dopey for dowper, &e. 
Aifnpua, I seek, an Ionic depon. midd. according to the formation in 

pu, but retaining the 7 in the passive: thus diZnpa, edéZnro, édéZnvro, 

difnoba, SiZhpevoc, Herodot.; déZnar, Od. dr, 100.; iv déZn, Callim. 

Epig. 11. The shortened forms déZear (Theoer. 25, 37.) and déZeo (in 

a hexameter in Etym. M. v. dcedyaivery) are perfectly regular. But 
the forms of the proper theme in -ouact are also frequently found. 

In Herodotus however those in -erat, -ero, -ePar, are now, according 

to the manuscripts, universally changed into those with n: and in 
Callim. Epig. 17., where hitherto has stood éiZovrar, Jacobs has 

adopted from the Vatican manuscript (vii, 459.) dé@nvras, so that the 

other formation in general, at least in the older writers, may be 

doubted.§ Fut. dc¢4o0pas, Od. =, 239.; aor. 1. pig ott épewur dr, 

Heraclit. ap. Plut. adv. Colot. 20. p. 1118. 
The verb 8iZw, which occurs in Il. z, 713. and in an oracle in 

Herodot. 1,65. with the meaning of to doubt, is supposed to be the 
same stem or family as diZnpaz Compare ’Eéédiey preserved in 
Suidas from some lost writer. 

Ackciy, infin. to tuor, I threw; a defective poet. aorist [found in 

the lyric and tragic poets, with no other tenses except the aor. 1. gd:ée 
in Simthias Br. Anal. 1, 208. In Lycophr. 531. is rdnpa Xaupnpor 

duxwr. | 

* On this iterative see S¥cxev toward occurrence of Sigoum. But édf¢ero in 
the end of Avo. Moschus 2, 28, stands undisputed, as it does 

+ See Mus, Ant. Stud. 1. p. 242. sqq. in the following fragment, perhaps of Cal- 
t In Brunck’s Anal. 3,216. is di¢ouévn. _—_limachus, in Suid. v. &ykos ; wooo) 5 avea- 
§ In Apollon. 1, 1208. the reading 5i- Ociv “Aynos és Stuxdpnvor ediCero: not 

_ Gero xpnvalns has been preferred perhaps to mention (see Ind. Ges.) the Orphic 
a little too hastily, on account of the rare —_ poems. 

F 3 
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Aisrafw, I doubt (like Barrafw and vordfw), seems 
to partake of the two formations of verbs in -Ze ; its future 
is ordow, and though I know of no examples of the for- 
mation in -Ew, ~yna1, &c., yet the verbal substantive is 

dioraypos, and still we find dicracis. 

Arbaéw, I thirst; fut. debjce ; infin. delay never dubav. 
Aiw. See Acicat. 

Aiwxw, I pursue, has the fut. ds@Eo in Xen. Cyr. 6, 3, 
13. Anab, 1, 4, 8. and Demosth. p. 989. ; but the general 
Attic fut. is ds@ouc,. Aristoph. Equ. 368. Elmsl. Ach. 
278. Plat. Theat. p.168.a. On edimxaboy, diwnctbes, 

from diwxabw, see "Apdtyw and note. 
AME-. See Aéguw 

Aodocaro, dédara. See Agarat. 

Aoxéw, I seem, appear ; also I think : it forms its tenses 
from AOKQ, as fut. d6fw, aor. 1. d0€a ; but takes its perf. 
from the passive dédoypo1, I have seemed. 

The regular formation doxhow, aor. 1. ééxcnoa, belongs to the poets. 

Thus dedéxnuac in Pind. Nem. 5, 36. Eurip. Med. 761. Aristoph. 

Vesp. 726. (also Herodot. 7, 16, 3.) must be distinguished from the 
Epic dedoxnuévoc under Aéyopat. 

For a full account of the supposed neut. part. doxety for doxoty, see 
Aéw, I am in want of, with note. ; 

Aouréw, I sound heavily, I fall: fut. dovrhew ; perf. dédoura; aor. 1. 

édournoa and (Il. A, 45.) éydotrnoa from a stem or root TAOYII-, 

which appears to bear the same relation to dovréw as xruwéw does to 
TUTTw. * 

Apdcow, Att. dparrw, I seize, grasp; but the middle 

is more usual in the same sense. 

Hence the 2. pers. perf. pass. dédpaéa: is used in Eurip. Tro. 745. as 

a middle. [So also dedpaypévoc, Il. v, 393. Soph. Antig. 235.— 
Passow. | 

* I suppose for instance that yéovr- and hence that doumeiy came to signify 
and xrvm- are essentially the same ono- the falling of such a body, térrew the 
matopceia for the sound proceeding from a__ beating it, 
heavy body, whether striking or struck ; 
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Avéw, I do, is inflected regularly with « long; hence 
the perf. 6232¢a is common to this verb and to didpacxw. 

Beside d¢épapac we find dédpacuar; see Thucyd. 3, 54. Hence the 
verbal adj. dpacrée, dpacréoc. 

[Apwouu is an Epic form produced from the optat. pres. act. dpope 

(Od. o, 317.), and the only instance in Homer of this verb in its simple 
form ; it was most frequent in the Doric dialect, in which it was used 

like the Attic zparrw, AY. Poet. 3, 6.— Passow. | 

Agérw, I pluck, is inflected regularly; thus fut. dove, 
&c. The midd. is frequent: [aina deévacdos is an un- 
usual expression in Adschyl. Sept. 720. Verbal adj. 
dperréc. — Passow. | 

In Pind. Pyth. 4, 234. dparwyv isthe particip. of the aor. 2.,and perhaps 

the only part of that tense to be met with; but such solitary forms are 
not unusual in this aorist. Apérrw is less common than dpérw; we 

find it in Moschus 2, 69. The middle dpérroua is of more frequent 
occurrence; dpexropévay, Anal. 1. p. 241. No. 81. Compare T'Addw. 

Apizxrw, I tear the flesh, scratch, is inflected regularly : fut. dpibe ; 
perf. dédpupa; perf. pass. dédpuppac; aor. 1. midd. dpvpapevoc, Od. f, 

153. 

That azrodpiga in II. w, 21. cannot be an aorist, as some have ex- 

plained it to be, is evident from the construction of the sentence. It 

must therefore be the pres. optat. of a sister-form dazodpigw; and we 
know that it is not unusual for the more simple form of a verb to 
have been retained in the poets only, or formed by them on account 
of the metre, while the other passed into general use. * 

Atvapou, I can, forms the pres. and imperf. like forapos; 
depon. with fut. midd. duvjcouo1; aor. 1. pass. 2duvydyyt, 
jduv7idyyv, or 2duvacbyy, which last form (more Ionic than the 
others) never takes the augment ; aor. 1. midd. eduvyoduny, 

Hom. ; perf. deddvyyat. Verbal adj. duvards, possible. 
In the passive of all verbs in pu there are instances in the common 

language of a formation in the conjunctive and optative moods, by 

which they assimilate, sometimes in sound but always in accent, to 

the common conjugation. Instances in riOeyas, torapat, didopae may 

* Thus BAdSerat in Hom. for BAdrre, + On the double augment see BotAoua 
Alroua in the Hom. Hymns for Afoooua:, and note. 
orevdxw Epic for orevdtw. 

F 4 
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be seen under their respective verbs: in the present case we have as 
proparoxytons, the optat. dvva:ro and the conjunct. dbvwpar (Ion.), 
dvrvnat, dbyvnrac*, which have undoubtedly been introduced into Homer 

from the common language. 
The shortening of the 2. pers. sing. -acae by the Attics into -¢ does 

not apply to this verb, which took rather the Ionic form dtvyt (lon. 
dbveac) and was used thus by the Tragedians (Eurip. Hee. 253. 
Androm. 238. Soph. Phil. 798. ed. Buttm. with the notes). In prose 
dvvaca only was in use. But in the imperf. the Attics preferred even 

in prose the form édvvw, }dvvw, to that in -aco. Moeris, p. 182. Xen. 

Anab. 7, 5, 5. 
Of the three forms of the aor. 1. pass. €OvvaeOny is the only one 

in Homer: it is preferred by Herodotus (see Wessel. on 7, 105.), and 
is frequent in Xenophon. The Attics prefer the double augment 
yovvapny, hovvhiOny ; the former occurs also in Herodot. 1,10. But 

in Thucyd. and Xenoph. the simple augment is the more common. 
Homer generally uses the aor. midd. duvqearo. 

Avw. Of this verb some tenses have the immediate 

meaning to go into, and others the causative meaning fo 
put into, envelope in ; while in all essential points it follows 
the examples of foryps and $ée, and the analogies laid 
down in sect. 113. of my Grammar.t ‘The pres. act. dda, 
xaradiw, &c., has the causative meaning to envelope in, to 

sink anything, and retains it in the fut. and aor. 1. act. 
duow, 20cn. Pass. 204%» with v short.§ The Minn. 
Ovopa, ducopos, eduodpyy has therefore the meaning to 

wrap one’s self wp in, which then very naturally makes a 
transition to the intransitive or immediate sense, to go 

into, go under, sink under. ~But this again takes a 

* Notwithstanding dévaua as a pro- 
paroxyton is the only form in use, accord- 
ing to which we find dévna (Il. ¢, 229.) 
accented in the same way, yet the Ionians 
admit the resolution and write Suvémuar ; 

-e, g. in Herodot. 4, 97. Compare ’Ezt- 
oT apa. 

+ [Yet Passow says that 5dvn is in good 
writers conjunctive only, though it does 
occur in Eurip. Hec. 257., and that the 
Att. and Dor. is dévg, Schef, Soph. Phil. 
798.] 

¢ [That is, of Buttmann’s large detailed 
Grammar (Ausfiihrliche Sprachlehre), of 
which this Catalogue forms part of the 
second volume. The section referred to, 
consisting of twelve pages, is of course 
too long to be inserted here, and to make 
extracts or an abridgement would be most 
unsatisfactory. — Ep. 

§ Like ¢€Av@nv, érd@nv, and the perf, 
pass. AéAvucu, although from Atw, dtw, 
Ste, fut. -tow, &c., all with v long. See 
Aéw, I bind, with note ; also Telvw. 
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transitive meaning, e.g. to put on (a garment). All these 
meanings belonging to the immediate sense join with the 
middle voice the active perf. déduxa and the aor. 2. 2ddv. * 
In addition to the above confes a new active form dvve, 
which properly speaking is synonymous with the middle 
dvowat, as Zduy is with the midd. Zducduyy; yet so that in 

certain constructions and in the compounds these active 
forms are preferred. 

Such is the foundation of the usage in this verb: the modifications 
arising out of the various deviations of its sense, particularly in the 
compounds, belong to the lexicons and lexicographers. 

The aor. 2. of this verb éduy, like guy, retains the v long through all 
the persons (duper, &c.); but the 3. plur. édvy, shortened by the Epic 
and Doric writers for édveay, has the v short according to the regular 
analogy. See édpay, &c., under Avdpdoxw with note. Of the conjunctive 
and optative moods we must however make particular mention. To 
form a conjunct. according to the analogy of éorny, or, is not pos- 

sible, but it may follow that of the resolved form oréw or oreiw, orhne : 

and thus we find a conj. déw, dine, dby, from édvy, not only in Homer 

(e. g. Il. p, 186. +, 604. A, 194.), but even in Attic prose, éreday 6 HALE 

dun, Plato Cratyl. 64. p. 413. b.; which forms therefore must not be 

derived from the present dvw, nor must we attribute to this latter an 
immediate sense. Of the optat dvnv+ (v for v:) I can produce but 
one example, viz. éxdtpert for éxdvinuer (like orainv—oraipey) in 

Il. x, 99. But according to Bekker’s observation, the construction in 

Od. 1, 377. o, 348. v, 286. requires the optative, and consequently in 

those passages instead of din we must write dun. 

The Epic dvoxey, Il. $, 271. is the 3. sing. aor. 2. act. for Zdv, and 
formed according to the regular analogy of iteratives, like ordoxoy, 
ddoxor, &e., consequently it means, he drew back each time. 

The Epic sister-forms of the aor. 1. midd. éddcero§, imperat. dicco 
(like é€jcero, imperat. Bijoeo), are some among many instances of the 
aor. 1. taking the termination of the aor.2., or, which is the same 

thing, the aor. 2. taking the characteristic o of the aor. 1., of which 

* For an account of this aorist see note 
under I'vyvéonw ; and for its meaning see 
note under Tedxw. 

+ Compare inv, p- 261. 
¢ See Buttm, Lexil. p. 425. and note. 
§ Amidst the uncertainty which prevails 

in Homer’s text between édtcaro and -ero, 
it is very probable that the form in -aro 

crept into it from common analogy, and 
that the true reading in the Epic poets is 
always e@foero, edUcero. At the same 
time it is possible that usage might have 
attached a distinct meaning to each form, 
and that Homer might have said in every 
instance Sbcero Susdov, diceto HhéAws, 
&e., but dicaro Tedxea, xiTava, &e. 
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the most complete instance is the well-known aor. érecoy, receiv, &e. 

See Buttm. Lexil. p. 226. note. - The Epic participle dvcdpevoc, 
used in the sense of a present in Od. a, 24. Hes. «, 382., is certainly 

not a future; and as it does not, describe one in particular, but the 

general setting of some of the heavenly bodies, it may be explained as 
coming from the common expression dvcero & édu0c. 

Later writers form dvvw an aor. 1., at least in the participle, Alou 

dvvayroc, pera tpvov dbvayra, AEl. V. H. 4, 1, 1. Paus. 2,11. Hero- 

dotus inflects the form dvvw, as he does many other barytones*, as if 

it were a pres. in -ew; thus 3, 98. évduvéover, they put on. 

E. 

‘Eag6n. See Azrw. 

"Edo, I permit, &c. : fut. zac; but in the augment it 

changes the « not into y, but into et, e. g. imperf. eloy ; 
aor. 1. elaca, &c. 

The Ionics leave out the augment ; thus imperf. wy for ciwy, [Zaca 

for ciaca, Hom. who has also a pres. cidw, cid, Il. 6, 55. The fut. 

mid. A aks $81 passive sense, Thucyd. 1, 142.— Passow. ] 

"Eyyvaw, I give as a pledge; Mivv. I pledge myself. 
This verb is inflected regularly, but is uncertain in its 
augment : thus we have in general use the imperf. 7yydey, 
and the aor. 1. yyyiyou, yet the perf. is equally common as 
éyyeyonxa ; and again we find without any augment at all 
eyyunoaro, éyyunxast, &c. 

"Eysipw, I waken (any one) : fut. éyep® ; aor. 1. Hyerpe ; 
perf. with Attic redupl. éyyyepxa ; perf. pass. eyiyeppas. 
Mipp. I waken (myself) ; to which we must add the syn- 
copated aor. 7ypouyy. 

* Thus we find cupSardcduevos, birep- 
6arrcew, epplmreov, meleduevos, He- 
rodot. 

+ The following verbs do the same: éxw, 
Epmw and épridw, €rAkw, e0i(w, éEAloow, 
éoridw, rw and éroum, épydCouat. 

t See Reisk. Ind.in Iseum. It is re- 
markable too that the aor. 1. éveyytnoa, 

eveyyunoduny occurs frequently : see Bu- 
deus, p. 76, 77. Stephan. Thesaur. and 

Lucian. Lexic. v. eveyyvgv. Budeus 
explains this to be merely the augment ; 
which is singular, as analogy would re- 
quire éveydnoa. Others place it as with- 
out the augment under eveyyugy. I 
consider it to be an anomaly in the aug- 
mentation ; and that daily pronunciation, 
deceived by ear and sense, strayed from 
éveyinoa into the double compound évey- 

yonoa. 
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This aorist has been mistaken by the Grammarians, at least the later 

ones, who, as we see in Thom. Mag., supposed a present éypouat. Such 
a one however is never met with, and the remaining forms are in every 
instance plainly aorists, e. g. Zypero 0 é& tmvov, Il. B, 41. Kav Eypy 
peonpbpivoc, ovdric o° aroxXeioe, Aristoph. Vesp. 774. In the same 

way the infin. also expresses universally the moment of waking ; and 
hence it was a very easy step to substitute the accentuation of éypé- 
c0a, and ascribe éypeoOa to the above-mentioned mistake of the 

Grammarians. But in a form which has always remained in the 

common language, and of which the infin. for instance occurs fre- 

quently (Od. v, 124. Apollon. Rh. 4, 1352. Lucian Dial. Mar. 14, 2.), 

more than usual circumspection is necessary. Ina similar case under 
aysipw, where dyépovro, &yepéoOar occurred only in the old Epic lan- 

guage, and the latter but once, grammatical decision was necessary, 

and the perfectly regular aorist form required the accent agreeably to 
_ the general rule. Here on the contrary it is possible that the form 
being altered by syncope had caused a deviation from analogy even in 

the earlier times, an instance of which we shall see in the unquestion- 

able and very similar aorist €feo0ac under “Iw. Compare also [lépywr. 

The perf. 2. éypyyopa, 

whose anomalous reduplication was probably caused by the 
sound of zypouxy, “yperbou, belongs, like that aorist, to the 
immediate meaning, and expresses the being in a certain 

state or situation, J am watching.* ‘The pluperf. éypyye- 
pe has the force of an imperfect. 

That no other part of the verb but this perfect (with the force of a 
present) occurs in the Attic writers, with the meaning of to watch, 
has been sufficiently proved by Fischer (iii. p.65.), by Porson, by 
Schneider on Xenoph. Anab. 4, 6, 22., and by Lobeck ad Phryn. 

p- 119. From it however arose in the common language a present 

éypnyopéw, and in the writers of the N. T. ypnyopéw. But we find as 

early as Homer (Od. v, 6.) a participle éypyyopdwy, as if from an in- 
dicative in 6, dc, G+ 

In Homer we have further, in the place of the 2. plur. éypnydpare, a 
form more convenient for the metre with a passive termination, é yp 7- 
yop0et; and to this we may join the corresponding infinitive éyp7- 

* See note under “Ayvum. although we find just before as a present, 
+ The participle éypyyopotca in Hip- eyptyyopev. 

pocr. de Insomn, 1. is therefore defensible, ¢ In the same way from dvéyere, dvw- 
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yop0at We find also in the same poet a very peculiar deviation in 
the active form of the 3. plur. (likewise with the 0), éypnyép0accv.* 

"Edw. See ’Ecbiv. 
‘Edotpar. See “IZ. 

"“EZopa. See “Ifu. 

"E§2aw and 32a, L wish, am willing: fut. erjow and 

Yeajow ; but aor. 1. 7Oéayoa; imperf. 74erov ; and perf. 

#§éanxa in good prose writers ; r<4éayxa is an Alexandrine 
perf. ; see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 332. 

[These two verbs are the same in meaning, and differ only in form : 
Sédw is not found in any Epic poet before the Alexandrine era, é0é\w 
on the other hand never occurs in the iambic trimeter of Attic tragedy: 
the latter is the regular form in Attic prose, although the former is 

occasionally met with in the best writers, in such a combination as ei 
Séderc, Lobeck ad Phryn. p.’7. Hence the Attics naturally preferred 

the imperf. #0eXoy and the aor. 1. 40éAnoa, in which the augment comes 

regularly from é0é\w ; consequently these forms are not to be compared 
with 7EovdAHOnv, HovvAOny, jpeddrov. On the difference of meaning be- 

tween Bovoua and é0éd\w see Buttm. Lexil. p. 194. &c.— Passow. ] 

"E6ifw, I accustom, is regularly inflected; e. g. fut. 
thicw, Att. -i%, Xen. Cyr. 3, 3, 53.; but it takes e for its 

augment, like ¢¢w, which see with its note. Compare also 
the following. 

*E$w. From this old present (of which we now find no 
remains in the Epic writers except the participle 24wy, being 
accustomed to) comes the very common perfect elw$a, J am 
accustomed to. ‘The other tenses are furnished by the pas- 
sive of 26ifw, of which the perf. pass. e/4:op04 is nearly the 
same as clwba. 

yérw, came tvwx8e, avdxOw; and this 
seems the most natural way of accounting 
for the Epic wémoc@e (see mdoxw), viz. 
nérovoa, wemdvOate, wéroobe, See under 
“Avwya. 

* These forms do indeed appear in their 
external relations like a series of anoma- 
lies ; but I think I can point out a general 
regularity running through the whole. 
The transition of éypnyépare to the pas- 
sive form éypfryop8e was justified by the 
neuter meaning of é¢ypfryopa, which suited 

the perf. pass. quite as well as the perf. 
active, just as in avégya and dvéewyuat: 
but this passive might, according to the 
analogy of &wpro (Hopro), retain the o; 
and thus éypiyopyat, -opO_e, -dp0a are 
regular, That the active form éypnyép- 
Oact arose again from this éypfryopbe, 
might have been only an appearance, but 
devoid of truth. As from ayelpw came aye- 
pé0w, so from éyelpw might come éyepébw 
and éyép@w; of which latter theme the 
regular perf. 2. would be éyphyopéa. 
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The perf. ciwa* is a lengthening of the stem or radical form, ex- 
actly as we see from cidw, joey, dn, the lengthened form jeldn. The 

object in the formation of this perfect was to preserve both the augment 
and the change of vowel; it was therefore properly <io#a: hence 
arose, by transposing the quantities, the Ionic ¢w@a in Herodotus, and 
thence again came the common ¢iw#a. The Doric writers had another 

formation, similar to the perf. 1. but with the change of vowel, €0wxa. 
See Buttm. Lexil. p. 138. ’“Ew@ee (like drozee) is according to the 
regular Ionic formation a pluperfect, and so.it is used in Herodot. 4, 
127.; but both are used also as perfects, the former in 2, 68. the 
latter in 3,37. It has been wished to do away this irregularity by 
substituting in these cases the regular perfect in ¢; but as we find also 
in Herodot. tee, évelyee, and &pXee, it appears to me most probable 
that the Ionics, accustomed to insert their « not according to well-known 
analogies, but from a dark and uncertain feeling, lengthened the his- 

toric forms ile, elye, dpde, as well as these two perfects, contrary to 

true analogy. Compare "Eyw. 
Eidw, idw, video, an obsolete verb, whose place has been supplied by 

épaw : the tenses formed from it compose two distinct families, of which 

one has the meaning of ¢o see, the other exclusively the meaning of do 
know.+ 

1. ¢o see: the only tense which retains this meaning is the aor. 2. 
eldov, and Epic without the augment ‘tor; infin. idetv, Ep. idéecy; con- 
junct. dw, Epic idwp~c; part. idwv: all these forms are Homeric. The 
aor. 2. midd. has the same meaning, eidduny, in Hom., more frequently 
without the augment idépuny; infin. idéo0ar; conjunct. tdwpar; imperat. 
idov. See also ‘Opaw. 

2. to know: oidat, I know, to which we may add the part. eidac; 

infin. cidévar, Ep. tdevac and ‘duerv; imperat. tof; conjunct. cide, 

Ep. édéw also; optat. eideiny ; pluperf. jéev; fut. eicouar, but less 

frequently and mostly Epic eidjow. The aor. and perf. are supplied 
from yryvecKw. re 

Of the regular persons of oida, the 2. sing. and the three persons of 
the plur. oidapev, oidure, oidacr, occur but seldom, and, with regard to 

Attic usage, are disapproved of by the Atticists, while their places 

* See note on éAfoxa under “Ayw, and 
Buttm. Lexil. p. 136. &e. 

+ Those who attributed to eZiw as a 

present the two meanings of to see and to 
know were guilty of an inaccuracy: €ldw 
meant I see, I see into it ; the perf. ofda, 

I have seen into it, and consequently I 
know. 

¢ Properly the perf. 2. of e%5w with the 
augment thrown aside (like e%cw, fora, 
Ton. olka), but always used as a present, 
and consequently its pluperf. has the force 
of an imperfect. For the very remark- 
able analogy between the formation of this 
perf. and éoua see last note but one under 
Elko. 
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are supplied by syncopated forms: we will therefore first give the 

pure Attic usage of this verb in oida and its pluperf. éecv. 

ATTIC USAGE. 

Pres. S. oida D. P. oper 

oic8a ioroy lore 

oide(v) lorov ioaot(v). 

- Imperat. Conj. Optat. Infin. Part. 
tob., torw, &e. | elo@ eldeinv eldévae | eidwe,-via,-de. 

Imrerr. S. joey. Att. HOn, 
noerc, more generally jdeccOa; Att. hone, n more gen. 70n00a, 

joer; Att. #dev and jon, 

D. 

noetroy or OTOV, 

Hoewrny — horny, 

P. jdeev— Hoper, 

“oetre a NOTE; 

noecay — hoav.* 

For. cicopar, less frequently eidnow.+ 

Aor. (cidnoa), eidfjoat t 

Verbal adj. (neut.) ioréor. 

In both the Ion. and Dor. dialect we find the regular oidac, Od. a, 

337.; in the Att. sometimes oic@ac, Cratin. AB. 3. p. 1295. Piers. Moer. 

p- 283. Br. Aristoph. Fr. 143. Meineke Menandr. p. 122. The Ion. and 
Dor. use tduev for tover §; and the Epics for eidévac have iduevac and 

iouev as shortened from eidéwevar. ~They have the same shortening of 
the radical vowel in the conjunct. idéw (Il. £, 235. where however others 
read cidéw as a dissyllable) for cidé, and in the fem. part. idvia for 

eldvia. We find also eidere, 2. pl. conjunct. for etdnre, Od. u, 17., eidoper 

for cidéper, Il. a, 363. For dev the Epics have a lengthened form, by 

which the separation of the augment from the radical syllable is made 
more distinct (compare jjecy under Eiyuu, J go), and of which we find 2. 
pers. yeidecc, jeldnc; 3. pers. jelder, heldn, Il. x, 280. Od. 4, 206. Apoll. 

Rh. 2, 822., and Herodotus (1, 45.) has with the termination short jjewe 

for 70e.|| To these we must add a form as quoted in this verb only, 

* On these syncopated forms of the 
dual and plural see Piers, ad Moer. p. 174. 

+ Isocr. ad Demonic. 4. cuvedfoes ; 
5. «iSqoeis ; more frequently in the lonic 
dialect. 

¢ Hippocr. De Dec. Orn. 3. De Vict. 
Acut. 46. Aristot. Eth. 8, 3. Theophr. 
Procem, extr, 

§ The Ion. 73uev did not come from 
Youev ; general analogy requires just the 
converse : ZSuev and the infin. %Oueva be- 
long evidently to fw, and not to Yonu. 
See last note but one under evw, Zouxa, 

|| This shortened termination is cer- 
tainly remarkable in a dialect which in 
other cases adds vowels without reason or 
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noe for Rdecay, Apollon. Rh. 2, 65. and lengthened to jeidecy, ib. 4, 

1700. On the other hand Homer has (II. o, 405. Od. 6, 772.) the 3. 
pl. icay, in sound the same as the 3. plur. imperf. of cic; and it is to 

be explained in the same way, for it bears the same relation to the 
syncopated form yoay for decay, as icay from eipe does to iicay, 

joay. Lastly Homer uses both futures, less frequently however 

eidhow, Il. a, 546. The Epic infin. eidnoguer, Od. , 257. 
In order to distinguish correctly where forms of this verb belong to 

the one or the other meaning, we must observe that many ideas which 
really relate to internal knowledge, but which we express by the sense 
of seeing, are given by the Greeks to the verb cidévaz. So in particular, 
w¢ eidiic, tv’ eidire, in many combinations, where there is danger of our 

being influenced by custom to alter it to idne, tdnre, e. g. in Demosth. 

Mid. 23. (p. 539. Rsk.) “I will lay it before you, iy’ eidjre, dre wat 

ToUTwY Ty peyiorny ddeidwy dovvat dikny davhoerac:” and again at 24. 

(p- 541. init.): see other examples in Sturz. Lex. Xenoph. under cide 

6. To the above we may add also the verbal adj. ioréov, which is 
never used properly of seeing, though there are cases where we cannot 
translate it otherwise ; see Heind. ad Plat. Theet. 141. In the same 

way the Homeric conjunct. eidouey, which always stands for eidéper 

(as at Il. v, 327. Od. ¢, 257. where we should say “that we may see... 

let us see...”), would be more accurately translated by know; nor can 
there be any doubt that the only passage where cidfow according 

to the context might express the physical idea of seeing, Od. 2, 257., 
belongs, like all the other cases, to eidgvar; “thou wilt there know the 

most illustrious of the Pheeacians.” The later poets were the first, 

from misunderstanding perhaps the Homeric language, to use ¢tdw in 
the exact sense of ¢o see; ¢idopiec, as a present, Theocr. 2, 25., or they 

formed from the aorist ideiv a new future, dpa y’ idnod abray, ib. 3, 37. 
But there is one part of the verb which really belongs to ¢idw, video, 

viz. the Epic middle etdopar, ciodpny, used exactly as the Latin verbs 
appareo and videor, as at ll. $, 555. a, 228. pw, 103.; and by a particular 
deviation it is joined with a dative in the sense of éo be like to, cidépuevoc 
"Acdparrt, Il. €, 462. eloaro vic Ipedporo, 2, 791. 

As eid had originally the digamma, which we see in videre and the 
frequent hiatus in Homer before eidoc, ideiv, cidévar, &e., it had also 

the syllabic augment. This is the true explanation of the aor. eido,r, 
idety, in the common language; thus cidw, ——Ldor, ideiv, like Nei, 

analogy. Itis easy enough to conjecture be deduced, is very doubtful. The best 
that Herodot. wrote jeiSee; but the va- manuscripts have Heide, the others ede. 
rious reading #See, from which this must 
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éurov, Aureiy: and (after the total disappearance of thedigamma) by con- 
traction eidvy. This e is therefore different from that in the pres. eidw, 
where it was added to strengthen the radical syllable id- as in \eirw 
from \ur-. Hence in the Epic language the aor. eicdny oceurs with 

that augment ¢éecodpyyv. But Homer has also the particip. gece da pe- 
voc, Il. B, 22., and Pindar (Nem. 10, 28.) éedépevoc, for which it is 

necessary to suppose a theme ée/dw, as such an « is found in many 
verbs which had the digamma according to the analogy of é0é\w.* © 

Eixagw, I conjecture, is regular, except in sometimes 
taking the augment, contrary to the analogy of verbs in 3 _ 
thus elxaca, slxacpot, Att. yxarn, yxaopor. See Moer, 182. 
and compare Ruhnk. ad Tim. v. eixafwv. In Plato it is 
found thus augmented in good manuscripts. See the 
following. 

Eixw, I yield, is regular, and like other verbs in e does 
not take the augment: thus imperf. cixov; aor. 1. <iEa, 
where the place of the augment is supplied by the accent. 
The same is still visible in many compounds ; thus &reipye 
can only be the imperat. of &reipyw, the imperfect is amreipys. 
But wherever in the written text of Homer the augment 
can be known only by the accent, it necessarily depended 
on the Grammarians whether to express it or not: and some 
of these appear to have been induced by an Ionic analogy 
to omit it entirely, writing iJ, 2if¢, dadesxov 3 which last 
is the present reading of Il. , 305. in Wolf’s Homer, 
though he reads in every instance iZev and edige. See 
Etym. M. v. xabjoro. 
Homer has the fut. midd. Il. a, 294. Od. p, 117.; for at Il. 6, 62. 

troci~opey is the shortened conjunctive: in others we find the fut. act. 

as in Herodot. 7, 160. Xen. Hell. 5, 4, 45. Demosth. de Rhod. 197. 

ult.. On eixafoy see &4uivaboy under Aptyvw. 

Eixw. We never find the present of this verb in the 
sense of to be like to, to appear, but the perf. 2. Zoxat with 
the force of a present is used in its stead ; pluperf. éwxeuy, 

* Thus ¢ééAdoua, ééAmoma, eépyw, + In the three perfects, fo.na, &oara, 
éiokw. €opya, the o is the usual change from the 
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and in Homer (II. », 102.) once, 3. pl. gofxecayv ; perf. infin. 
Zoxévat, part. corxws, -via, -d¢, beside which Homer has 

once eioixvios, I]. o, 418. ‘The Attics preferred a sister- 

form of this part. cixwg (like Zoda, gosdes, eid@¢), particu- 

larly in its neuter cixés, although éo:x0¢ still remained 
always a good form. Homer has once <ixae, Il. 6, 254. 
and very frequently the fem. «ixvi«: the Ionics, but not 

Homer, always use ofxa, oixwg, oixdg. Fut. ef&m (Ari- 

stoph. Nub. 1001.). 

The same abbreviation which we find in eixwe takes place on account 
of the metre in other forms of this perfect; as eixey*, he is like (Ari- 

stoph. Av. 1298.), zpocexévac (Eccl. 1161.) ; hence this infinitive is 
now written so in Nub. 185. and Eurip. Bacch. 1273., although it is 
possible that in all these passages it might have been written in the 
usual way and pronounced thus to suit the verse. 

The Homeric cixe (Il. o, 520.) is imperf., and the only instance of 
the pres. or imperf. of gixw. 

Of the syncopated forms of this perfect we find Zovypey for éoixapev 
in Soph. and Eurip., gixroy 3. dual for gofkarov, Od. 6, 27., and éixrny 

3. dual pluperf. for éwxeirny, Il. a, 104. This perfect made a further 
transition (without however changing its meaning) to the passive 

form +, of which Homer has only the pluperf. jjicro, and without the 

augm. éixro, Il. ~, 107.{. The perf. giyyac is found in composition 
in the post-Homeric poets, but with an irregular augment: thus 
mpoohizae Eurip. Alc. 1066., tpoohixrac Hesych. §. 

radical vowel ¢, and the ¢ at the beginning 
is the syllabic augment instead of the re- 
duplication, like aya and some others ; 
thus efkw ouxa, epyw eopra, like dépxw 
dé5opxa, Again in the three pluperfects 
éo- would by the temp. augm. be jo-,which 

again by Attic and Ionic analogy would 
become éw-,.as xpdouat, lon. xpéwpan, 
vnés, Att. veds, and many others. 

* [Whether the perf. ela be a good 
Atticism or not, has been doubted; see 
Piers. ad Moer. p. 148. or Brunck Ari- 
stoph. Nub. 185.— Passow.] 

+ Compare the same thing in @yphyopa 
— eypnyopba. 

¢ Io order to understand clearly the 
augment of the pluperf. in these forms 
édxer and Hirro, we must recollect that 

this is not the way of writing them 
which existed in Homer’s time, Etkw is 
one of those verbs which had originally 
the digamma ; the. perfect therefore with 
the reduplication was FE-FOIKA, conse- 
quently ége: was in his language FE* OI- 
KEI, and éixto #ixro were FEFIKTO ~ 
EFEFIKTO; which forms, if substituted 
for the others, suit the verse in every in- 
stance, by merely throwing aside occa- 
sionally a separable vy, as in Il. y, 107. 

§ These forms appear to have arisen 
out of the old Epic #ixro by analogies 
imperfectly understood. For if it were 
wished to form at once from ew, 
without going through the perfect goa, 
a perf. pass. yuo, in order to resolve it 
into Hive, the leading analogy which 
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Lastly we have a complete deviation from the 3. plur. of the perf. 
in the Attic form et£acx, instancesof which are collected by Ruhnk. 

ad Tim. p. 98. We have already shown in the Grammar* the exact 
similarity between this form and teas, and in so doing have refuted 
the short-sighted and incorrect explanations which have been given of 

both. The surest way appears to be this, to suppose that as in other 
inflected forms a o sometimes appears and sometimes disappears be- 
tween the stem of the verb and the termination, so the 3. plur. -av7s, 

-aot had a more complete ending -cavri, -caory, of which these two 
forms are chance remains. + 

To this stem or root belong also ioxw, éioxw, which see in their 
places. 

Eidio, I envelope: fut. cidv'ow ; perf. pass. cihvpar; aor. 1. part, 
eidvobeic, Hom. 

regulates such cases would be destroyed 
without sufficient reason. Whilst a lan- 
guage still exists in its vigour and purity, 
it is easy and not uncommon for an old 
analogy to be inaccurately understood: 
but to spin out new analogies on mere 
theory could have been only done by the 
later;grammarian-poets. - 

* If we compare the different forms 
arising out of the two perfects Zouxa and 
ova, we shall find a very close analogy 
between them. From clkw, efSw, came 
Zoua, €oi5a; of the former a shortened 
form ofa is found in the Ionic dialect, 
of the latter ofa was in common use: 
the one has a part. eixés, the other elds. 
Of owe the pluperf. (with the augm. 
after the analogy of €oprd{w, éwprdcor) 
was égxe; but there existed also the 
regular pluperf. with merely the o: shor- 
tened, as is clear from the 3. pluperf. pass. 
Hixro (without the augm. éixro), which 
must come from a perf. éiyua:, pluperf. 
jitypny. In the same way from €éoida 
came the pluperf. (7ldew) der. By 
syncope from éoua were formed Eoryperv 
and éixrny; from olda—(0i5-c0a) oicba, 
Wuev, touev, tore; and in the pluperf. 

- from Fdev—jouer, Fore, oa. From 
this joay (for #5-cay) comes therefore the 
Homeric icay (for %-cav) by the mere 
omission of the augment: so that it is not 
necessary to suppose for this single word 
that Homer was acquainted with tonum, 

Post-Hom. ¢idkvoa, Com. ap. Athen. 7. p. 293. d. 

of which there is no other instance. 
lastly, 
Eoin — (ot into 1, elx-cacw) etkaow, 
oda — (ot into 1, %-caow) Yoaow : 

both Attic forms instead of the regular 
éoikacw, otSacw; and both terminating 
in ow, according to a mutual analogy, in 
which they differ from all other perfects. 
Whereas if this 3. plur. came from ton, 

why is it not accented like forao., and 
lengthened in the Ion. dialect like irré- 
act? . 

+ The great difference between the 
terminations of the principal and of the 
historic tenses * is this, that by the augment 
e and the consequent throwing back of the 
accent toward the beginning of the word, 
the terminations of the latter were short- 
ened; e.g. témr-ovtt (Dor. for -over), 
érumt-ov; and consequently from the hi- 
storie ending cay we may conclude that 
there was in the principal tenses the ending 
-caytt (-cdo1). In this remark I agree ex- 
actly with that acute philologist Landvoigt 
of Merseburg, who has thus resolved to my 
complete satisfaction a difficulty mentioned 
in my Grammar, in a note on the 3, plur. 
res. indic. of the verbs in; namely, that 

in the most ancient mode of inflexion the 
3. plur. of the pres. and imperf. ended 
thus, 710é-cavri, érife-cay. The o in the 
former cms a out, leaving T:Ogayri ti- 
0éac1, which were shortened to tidetox 
TiOéyTt, 

And 

a [Buttmann in his Grammar divides the tenses of the verb into principal, viz. pres. 
perf. and fut., and historic, viz. imperf. pluperf, and aor, — Ep.] 
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Eidvopa, I drag myself along, crawl along, Soph. The pass. édvo0ijvac, 
used in Homer with the single ¢, is distinct from the above, and means, 

1.) to compress or draw oneself up together, Il. w, 510. Od. 1, 433. 
2.) to be thrust or pushed, Il. , 393. The old Homeric language seems 
to have made a distinction between the forms beginning with «i and 
those with é, using the former in the sense of fo envelope, cover up, the 
latter in that of to compress and to push; but later poets confounded 
both forms and meanings. See Buttm. Lexil. p. 272. 

Efaa, efirw or ciara, fArw, and <iréw or <iaéw, J press 

together, shut in, envelope, roll up: all the remaining forms, 
which occur in the common language, come exclusively 
from the form in éw ; as, ciajow, elanpos, eianels. 

It would be a difficult task to settle which of the various ways of 
writing and pronouncing this verb. belonged to individual passages, 
as we find from the occasional remarks of the Grammarians that the 
same uncertainty prevailed among the ancients themselves. On these 

points, and on whatever concerns the meaning, see Buttm. Lexil. p. 253 
—271. The pronunciation with the aspirate was doubtless in this, as in 
many similar cases, confined principally to the Attics. In the older 

language the verb had the digamma, as is evident from many ac- 
companying marks and many Epic forms which will be mentioned. 

In ‘Homer, beside the pres. and imperf. cidcivy and the part. pass. 
eiNdpevoc, the rest of the formation comes from the simple stem or root 

EA-; as, the 3. pl. aor. 1. Z\cav, the infin. Zea, and (according to 
the analogy mentioned above in éesdpyevoc*) ééXoar; also the part. 
éXoac with the meaning of éo strike, on which, and on the relation 

which this verb bears to é\avvw, #Aaca, see art. 44. in Buttm. Lexil. 
Perf. pass. ZeApar, éeApévoc. 

To this verb and to the same simple stem or root belong, according 
to all analogy, the aor. pass. €a4\7v and the 3. pl. without augm. dev 
(il. x, 12.),. infin. adjjvat, GAjpevar, part. adreic, Gdév. Compare 

orédXw, éEorddny, and Kelpw, Exepoa, éxapnv. Here also the aspirate is° 
uncertain, and the editions and passages vary between the lenis and 
EaAny, adjvat, &e. 

- The imperf. ééXec in Pind. Pyth. 4, 414. (according to Boeckh’s 
undisputed emendation) and the pluperf. pass. éoAnro in Apollon. 3, 

* See the conclusion of Eidw. they join partly with dAéoua, partly with 
+ Some of the Grammarians, principally Aces, conferti, &c. ; but genuine gramma- 

the more modern, class these forms b tical tradition agrees with our statement. 
themselves under a theme AAHMI, whic See Buttm. Lexilogus. 

a2 
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471. are sister-forms of cider and ZeAro with the meaning of to press 
upon, disturb, which bear the same relation to EAQ, cidw, as rpopéw 
does to rpéuw, éxrdévnxa to kretvw, and other similar forms.* 

To this place belongs, according to the writing of the word, the 
unusual verb with the meaning of éo use or treat ill, xpocedety, as it 
was once written, or tpovceXety, as we find it in authorities on 
which we can depend. This latter pronunciation arose from the di- 

gamma which was originally between the o and «. There occur but 
two examples of it with the form of the present, viz. spovcehovper, 
Aristoph. Ran. 730., and zpovcedovpevoc, AEschyl. Prom. 435. For 

a full account of it see Buttm. Lexil. p. 494. 
Eivapra. See Mefpopar. 
Eipi, I am, a defective verb in ju, from a radical form EQ. Beside 

the pres. and an imperf. jy, it has only a fut. goopa, Poet. Eooopac ; 
the other tenses are supplied by: yiyvouac; verbal adj. éoréov. From 

the middle comes the 2. sing. imperat. oo, Epic and also Dor. éoa0 ; 
and the 1. sing. imperf. juny, rejected indeed by the Atticists, but 
found occasionally in the older writers, and more frequently in the 

later.t Its other persons are never met with in any of the better 
authors. The most surprising is ciaro for jvro, Od. v, 106., where 
however others read ¢iaro. 

The I. pers. sing. éupé was Dor. for eivéi: the 2. sing. pres. cic is 

only Ionic (Hom. and Herodot.), from which by leaving out the o 
came the common ¢i: éooi is Dor. and Ion., nor is it quite unknown 

‘to Attic poetry, Eur. Hel. 1246. The 3. pers. évré is Dor. for both 
ori and cioit. The 1. plur. eiyév is Ion. as eivéc is Dor. for éopév, from 
which comes the unusual poetical form éuév, Brunck. Soph. El. 21. 
The 3. plur. éaov is Epic for eiviy: the Dories have also govru 

In the Ionic dialect the part. the conj. and the optat. are formed 
from the theme EQ, by which the part. has the same irregular accent 
as the part. iwy from cipu, thus 

Optat. gouu: conj. éw: part. éwr. 

This participle has in some Dorie writers a particular feminine gacca. 
The conj. is sometimes in the Epics strengthened by the diphthong e, 

as elw, eine, etn (from which it is often confused with the optative), II. «, 
245. 0, 88. Od. 0, 448. p, 586.; peretw, Il. W,47.f. In the optative the 

* These two forms (ééAe, &e.) together Phryn. p. 152. Schef. ad Long. p. 423. 
with Boeckh’s derivation of them are ex- ¢ Compare Herm. de Legg. quibusd. 
amined fully in Buttm. Lexil. p. 63. subtil. Serm. Hom. 1. p. 16. Matth. Gr. 

+ This is a point which still requires Gramm. p.415. Schaef. Hes. Op. 538. 
critical examination: see Piers. ad Moer. 567. p. 238. Gnom. Gr. 
p- 172. Fisch. 2. p. 502. Lobeck ad 
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abridged forms civey, eire, are more rare than the others; eiper is 

found however in Plat. Rep. 8. p. 558. d., and has been restored by 
Bekker in some other passages: cire occurs in Od. ¢, 195., and the 
dual cirny is found, according to Bekker, in several passages of Plato. 

The 3. sing. of the imperat. jjrw for s7w is found frequently in the 

N. T., e.g. 1 Cor. xvi. 22., and once in Plat. Rep. 2. p. 361. ¢. which 
is the more striking as he so frequently uses srw. The 3. plur. has 
also an unusual sister-form (corresponding with the gen. plur. particip. ) 

évrwy, Plat. Leg. 9. p. 879. b. Ionic and Dor. édvrwy, édyrw. 

In the infin. we find in the old Ionic épev, guevar, Eupev, Eupevac ; 

the last is the most common in Homer. The Dorics use fev or jpec, 

both which are at the same time 1. pl. imperf.—also. ciyev, eipec, 

differing from 1. pl. pres. indic. only in the accent. 
The imperfect has numerous sister-forms : e.g. from the radical form 

EQ the 1. sing. gov for jr, Il. W, 643., but none of the other persons: 

Eokov, -e¢, -€,in Hom. is a mere imperf. as Il. n, 158., but in Herodot. a 

real iterative like the other forms in -oxoy: and lastly the true Ionic 
form according to the formation in ju, Za, ac, and 2. plur. gare; or 

lengthened jja, 3. sing. jev*, Il. w, 371.2 env occurs as 1. sing. in Il. 

A, 762. only, where it is most probably false for gov ; but as 3. sing. it 
is more common, and found in Ionic prose ; Homer has also sometimes 
iv, and in 2. sing. éjo0a for joOa: the 3. plur. Zcay for foay occurs 

both in the older and later Ionic, as well as in the Doric dialect. In 

Hes. ¢«, 825. and 9, 321. jv also appears to stand for jjcar, but it is 

there rather a peculiarity of syntax.t From the Ionic éa arose the 
old Attic 1. sing. 7 for 4v, which with regard to the extent of its 

usage requires still further critical examination.{ For the 3. sing. jv 
the Dorics have by a particular anomaly jc. Poetical fut. éocopac for 

Eoopat, &e.; and from the Dor. écodpar comes éoaeirar, II. 3,393. v,317. 

All the persons of the pres. indice. are enclitical except the 2. sing. 
el, which always retains the accent ; perhaps also eic, used enclitically 

by Wolf in Od. 6, 611. 
Ei, J go. The forms of this verb lead us to a root IQ, with its 

radical vowel « occasionally lengthened to «; and connected with 
which are many irregularities both of form and meaning. Only the 
following moods and tenses are in use : 

* This form has always the v, whether ¢ See Fisch. 2. p. 498, 499. Heind. ad 
before a vowel or consonant. Plat. Protag. 5. In which it is particu- 

+ As far asthisis supposed todependon _larly remarkable that Choerobose. (MS. 
prose authorities, it arises from entire mis- _ ap. Bekk, fol. 242. v. and 348. v.) proves 
understanding: see Sturz. Lex. Xen. 2.p. from Aristoph. Plut. 29. and Menander, 
47. Herodot. 5, 12. where the nom. which __ the usage of the 1. sing. jv. 
follows it is not a plural but two singulars. 

as 

= 
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| The middle voice of this verb is entirely rejected by some modern 
critics, as Elmsl. Soph. Cid. T. 1242. and L. Dindorf. Eurip. Supp 
699., who instead of it write teuac, tevrar, &e. See however Scheef. 

Plut. 4. p. 326.— Passow. | 
In meaning, this verb has the singular anomaly of its present having 

often the force of afuture. In Homer it stands sometimes as a present, 
sometimes as a future; but in Ionic prose and in the Attic writers it 
is, with a very few exceptions*, a real future, J shall go: nor does it 
again take the force of a present until in such late writers as Pausanias 
and Plutarch. This however can only be said in its full extent of the 
indicative mood ; the others are used sometimes as futures, sometimes 

they retain their natural meaning: and thus this verb supplies the 

place of some tenses of oxouac which are not much in use. 
Homer has an infin. ivey, and sometimes ipevat, for iévac: but eivac 

for iévac is doubtful, as rpooeivac in Hes. ¢, 351. may come from eipé, 

Iam.+ The 3. sing. opt. ein for toc occurs in Il. w, 139. Od. & 496. 
The conj. ctw for tw is quoted from the Doric writer Sophron in the 
Etym. M. p. 121, 29. and 423, 23. Homer has contracted the Ionic 

imperf. ijia, 3. sing. ijiev, jie, to He, Il. and in 1. plur. to joer, Od. : 
beside which we find the 3. plur. ijiov in the Od., the 3. sing. ‘tev, ‘te, 

the 3. dual irny, and the 3. plur. #jicay, which, though imperfects, have 

also the force of aorists. Lastly we find in the Epic poets a fut. midd. 
cioopac; and from the aor. midd. cicduny a 3. sing. cicaro, éeicaro, 

and a 3, dual éevodoOny, Il. 0, 415. 544.$ A peculiar form, the 

3. plur. pres. io. for taor, is found in Theogn. 716. 

Eizeiy, to say, an aorist: indic. «irov ; imperat. eixé§, 
compound zpéeze, &c. Besides these the forms of the aor. 1. 

cima were also in use; in the Attic language the most com- 
mon were cixas, elrare, cirarw, but these were constantly 

exchanged for the forms with the «, so that after all the 

speaker appears to have been generally guided by his ear. 
The most unusual are the 1. sing. efre||, which is rather 

* See these exceptions in Herm. de 
Zeschyl. Danaid. p.8. 

+ Two other passages quoted also 
in confirmation of it (Herodotus 5, 108. 
éschyl. Suppl. 300.), may be classed 
with that of Hesiod. 

t I deduce d:aejévos (Apollon. Rhod. 
2, 372.) rather from ely, Yeuou, than from 
Silnut. A perfect eiua: from that verb is 
not more surprising than efoaro, Kara- 
eloato, according to which it is formed. 

§ On the accentuation of this imperat. 
see the second note under “Epxoua:. It is 
used also for elfmere, like dye, particularly 

by Aristoph, see Elms], Ach. 328. Reisig 
Conj. p. 35, Demosth. Phil. 1. p. 43, 7. 
Cherson. p. 108, 13, 

|| Xen. Mem. 2, 2, 8. ott’ efra ofr’ 
émolnoa, the use of the aor. 1. is here 
evidently intentional. “Edecta xal —elmra,. 
Demosth. e. Euerg. p.1151. Bekk. and 
Philem. Ine. 51.a, Eurip. Cyel. 101. 

G 4 
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Ionic, and the 2. sing. imperat. efxov, which, with the opta- 

tive*, is perhaps the rarest of all. The part. efras, -aca, -av 
is peculiarly Ionic. ‘The Mipp., which however occurs 
only in the compound areimeiy (to refuse, to despair of) 
in the same sense as the active, has always the form of the 

Fut. axepotpcs, Posidipp. Epigr. 2. aor. l. arsciracbas. 

The 2. sing. imperat. etzoy has been accented always in the gram- 
mars and generally in the text of different writers thus, cixév ; but it 
is proved in Buttman’s Excurs. 1. on Plat. Meno p. 70. that this latter 

accentuation was unknown to the pure Greek writers. 
The generally acknowledged theme of this verb is EIQ, with the 

augm. ec; but then itis very unnatural for this augment to continue 
through all the moods, while it is never visible in évérw (see below). 

We certainly recognise the root EII- in the subst. éroc; but there is 
nothing to prevent the same root having been changed to EIII-. f 

According to this the verb has in common language no augment : 
originally it had the digamma, and hence in the Epics the syll. augm. 
éeerov. For the same reason the compounds have the hiatus, amoe- 
meiv: see Buttm. Lexil. p. 130. note. 

With this aorist <izety usage has joined, so as to form 
but one verb, the Ion. fut. é2¢w, Att. éo@, from the pres. 
elpw, which in the sense of J say is Epic; also the perf. 
e¥pyxa, perf. pass. e¥oyuos; and lastly the aor. pass. é2678yy, 
pronounced also 26424yy, but probably by those only who 
were not Attics.{ Verbal adj. gyros, syréog. ‘The fut. 3. 
(paulo-post fut.) eigjoopos, from eteypou, is used as a simple 
fut. pass. instead of Ay4joon018, which is found but seldom 
in Attic writers (Isocr. Philipp. init.). 

The pres, eipw occurs in Od. A, 137. : and thence undoubtedly comes 

* In Plat. Soph. p. 240. d. e%ma:mev has + This form is found written in various 
been restored from the best manuscripts. 
So has also efraey in Demosth. c. Ni- 
costr. p. 1254. This opt. is more frequent 
in Aristotle. There is also an instance of 
elrete. 

+ See Buttm. Lexil. p. 131. The oc- 
currence of érovo: (e. g. in Nicand. Ther. 
738.) shows enly the usage of a late gram- 
marian-poet. 

ways in the manuscript copies of the 
older writers: see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 
447. Bekker ad A®schin. 2,34. 124. But 
the best manuscripts have it not unfre- 
quently in its regular shape; see Plat. 
Gorg. 36. Thezt. 65. 
§ This fut. appears to have been used 

only in its participle. Thue. 8, 66. Plat. 
Phedr. 9. 

, 
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the fut. god. But the aor. pass. £6640nv points to a theme ‘PEQ, to 
which we. may refer the perf. cipnca also, on account of the syllable 

ec which stands instead of the reduplication.* The Ionians and the 
common prose language had also eiphOny or eipéOny (see Schweigh. 
Lex. Herod. in péev), in the same way as from ciAnppat, dueiAeypac 

crept into the non-Attic aorists eihi@Ony, dueckéxOnv. ft 
By some épéw also is considered a present, but in the Epic writers 

it is always either a future, or, if a present, it is used with the sense 

of to ask, instead of gpopar, which see.t Yet Hesiod (9, 38.) has a 
verb eipw produced to éw, in which eipetoa is the fixed traditionary 
reading, though the metre would admit cipoveac quite as well. 

yi was used as the present of this verb, but with 

certain limitations, which will be seen under it: in the com- 

pounds however we find sometimes eyopederv (which pro- 
perly means to harangue),e.g.amrayopevw, I forbid, areiroy, 
I forbade ; and sometimes Aézya, e. g. avTiAéyw, avretroy.§ 

The expression with caxéc, to speak ill of, was treated in this respect 
as a:compound; for instead of eizé pe caxéc, the present was ayopever 
pe KaKkowe. ; 

The Epics have also an imperat. €o7 ere, which is a sister-form with 
o inserted, as in Adoxw from dakety, toxw from cixw. 

The poetical verb évérw, or évvéxw, is shown in Buttm. Lexil. 

pp. 123. 131. to be no compound, but a strengthened form of the root 
or stem of eizeiy (EMII- évérw, like AAK— AAEK~, OPT— dpéyw). The 

imperf. (according to form) is éverov, tvverov: the aor. Evcoror, 
évioreiy, éviorw, évioroyue; imperat. Evore; fut. évivw and émorhow. 

Here the aorist as compared with the present is, by its long syllable, 

at variance with general analogy, but still not without example; see 

* This syllable «: is found instead of 
the reduplication in the perf. of several 
verbs beginning with a hquid, in which 
case the pluperf. is the same: thus 

eiAnga from AHBQ. See AauSdyw. 
elanxa from AHXQ. See Aayxdvw. 
elA0xa., etheyuat from Aéyo. 
eluaprat from pelpomat. 
+ We may indeed, as many do, form 

elpnxa from efpw, or even from the fut. 
épéw, as a new theme by means of the augm. 
€t; but by the method which I have fol- . 
lowed above, the perf. pass., the aor. pass., 
and the verbals pjua, pnrds, all agree to- 

’ gether; and the grand analogy of the lan- 
guage 1s in favour of this plan. 

¢ Struve has pointed out two passages 
in Hippocrates, viz. 3 yap av... épéw, 
I say, in Precept. p. 64., and ffpeov, they 
said, Epidem. 2. p. 691. If the syntax 
and reading of these passages are to be 
depended on (which I cannot take upon 
myself to assert positively), the two forms 
belong to the analogy of other Ionic pre- 
sents sprung from the future, as waxéo- 
or; and %peoy is then a proof that 
the augm. e: cannot be used in the way 
noticed in the preceding note. 

§ Not that arnyépevoa, avréAcéa, could 
not be used, but the compounds of elroy 
were far more common. 
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iomdpny under "Exopa. The circumflex over évcoreiv®* shows too that 
in old grammatical tradition this form was considered an aorist. The 
future was formed, as is frequently the case, from this aorist, and that 
in two analogous ways: for in évéw the o is dropped, as in the fut. of 

diddocw and addoxw.t From this future was formed again another 
present éviwrw in Pind. Pyth. 4, 358., which however must be dis- 

tinguished from the Homeric évizrw, to revile, which see hereafter. 
The preterites éveroy and évworov are always found without the 

augment, and where the metre would have required jjveroy, there 

évverov was introduced. The double » in évvérw is besides frequent 
in the Tragedians ; but vverov seems not to occur, generally speaking, 
in their writings. We have supposed this preterite to be, in form, an 
imperfect, like pny under ®npi: but in usage both are aorists, and the 
former is used in narration promiscuously with cizoy and Evror: 
compare nvda under Avdaw. Hence then we may explain the use of 
this form in the Hymn to Pan, 29., where évveroy, answering to the 

preceding tpretor, stands for évérovor. ‘That is to say, as the indicat. 

of the aor. has in general, beside its meaning of a preterite, that of 
doing a thing usually, so this imperf. converted by usage into an aorist 
has the same secondary meaning, exactly like ZcAvoy, Il. a, 218. 

The Grammarians deduce from évorety a twofold imperative, évcome 

and éviorec. If this latter be genuine, we must suppose évioreiy to be 
a compound {, perhaps of évé and oreiv, which would then correspond 

in form with ozeiy from éxw, and of which the imperat. would be orée, 

as from cxeiv, cxéc. See the Etym. M. v. émomey, Schol. Od. & 185. 
Some manuscripts have also évworec or éviorec (for the accent is un- 

certain) wherever the word stands at the end of the verse; on the 
other hand at Od. 6, 642. in the middle of the verse Zvo7e could be 

the only reading. I would observe however that the aor. Zvcemoy as 
a compound is contrary to analogy, for in that case it ought to be 
évéoroy, like éréoxov ; and further, that in the two passages of the Iliad, 
A, 186. &, 470., where the Cod. Ven. has in the text émorec, the scho- 

lium does not mention this reading, but has in the lemma (as far as 

* See Od. y. 93. Eurip. Suppl. 435. In 
Hes. 3. 369. the old accentuation must 
therefore be restored from the first edition. 
In Apollonius the modern editors have 
most arbitrarily rejected the circumflex ; 

_see Beck on Apoll. 1, 1333. and 3, 917. 
+ The same editors have given to Apol- 

lonius 2, 1165. from some manuscripts the 
non-Homeric form évéo, 
+The above observation is grounded on 

this circumstance, that we find in the com- 
mon dialects merely such monosyllabic im- 
peratives as Sés, dds, es, oxés, ppés, with 
their compounds. To prove &o7es to be 
no compound by comparing it with ¢(arés, 
wyés, in Hesychius, would throw that form 
into a most improbable dialect, which 
could only be justified by indications much 
surer than any we have to guide us. 
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the lemmata of Villoison are to be depended on) éo7e. I would not 

therefore recommend the adoption of this form with a view to strengthen 
the last syllable of the hexameter. 

Eipyo, I shut out, eipyvupa, I shut in, are distinguished 
from each other in their tenses merely by the breathing ; 
thus, eipSw, cipga: cipSw, cipfa. This verb, according to 
the analogy of verbs beginning with «, does not take the 
augment, which is supplied by the accent: see Elxw, I 
yield. For elpyaboy see "Apiva, &pivoboy. 

The Ionic form of this verb is tpyw, gota, &c.* ; which in the oldest 
language, as we shall see below, had the digamma, and consequently 
corresponded exactly with the same stem or root under péfw. The 

distinction of owt or in is not marked in Homer by the absence or 
presence of the aspirate; because in that early stage of the language 
the word had instead of the aspirate the digamma, the loss of which 

was supplied in the dialects by the one or other of the breathings ; in 
the Epic language, according to general tradition, by the lenis; con- 
sequently the sense of Od. & 411. was ¢o shut in, rac pév (the swine) 

tipa épéay xara #0ea. Originally therefore the meaning of the verb 
was undefined ; it meant nothing more than éo separate, shut off, and 
the context showed whether it was 7z or owt. But in the Ionic dialect 
of Herodotus the distinction is observed, e. g. 3, 136. rove Hépoac Epis 

@¢ Karackérove éévrac, and no doubt from old tradition: whence the 

same writer has épxrf for the Att. eipxrh, a prison. In the Attic and 

in the common language it was also a standing rule: see Eust. ad Od. 
a, 27. (p. 14, 25. Bas.), and the directions of an old grammarian in 
Hermann (at the end of De Em. Gr. Gr.) p. 337.+ Nor is amefpyew 
(with the exception of &@epxroc in the last note) ever found with a ¢; 
on the contrary, the compound with cara, the most usual in the sense 

* It is singular to find this form in 
Thucyd. 5, 11. where wepiépgavres is the 
reading of all the known manuscripts 
except one which has « ; for in all the 
other passages of this writer we find the 
diphthong. We may however compare 
with it &pepkros in Avschyl. Choeph. 444. 

+ This is also proved in various in- 

stances by the manuscripts: compare for 
example the passages in Sturz, Lex. 
Xenoph. and Brunck’s Index to Aristo- 
phanes, as well as Andoc. 4. p.31, 27. 
32, 36. There are however manuscripts 
which have efpyw without exception (see 

Bekker on Thue. 1, 35.): the reason of 
which was, that other grammarians as- 
cribed efpyw without distinction to the 
Attics, but efpyw to the kowots (see Etym. 
M. 377, 48.), as is indeed the case in 
many other words. And certainly &pep- 
KTos, shut out, quoted in the last note from 
Aischylus, leads to the same conclusion, 
If now we suppose (as was said before, 
and is certainly the more probable) that 
originally there was no distinction, but 
that one established itself by degrees, yet 
without ever becoming universal, all that 
can occur is satisfactorily explained. 
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of to shut in, is almost always written with the $; while in Thucyd. 1, 

76., where careipyery has the general sense of to constrain, keep down 
by force, the r stands without a various reading. Further, that the 
sense of shutting in is expressed by the pres. eipyvvps, is evident 
from the grammarian above mentioned, who observes that “ efpyw in 
the present is not used ;” for cipyw is a very-common present. 

As to the digamma, the same conclusion results from the Epic aug- 
ment in éepyor, éépyvv, and again from the Epic sister-form (with its 
superfluous ¢ in the present) éép yw, in the same language, from which 
is contracted the common eipyw.* The digamma is therefore very 
easily to be discerned in Od. &, 411. Tac pév a|pa zp|ac..., and in the 

Epic compound dzoépye. The Homeric perf. pass. zepypar, 3. plur. 
pluperf. éépyaro does indeed seem by its syllabic augment to have the 
same marks of the digamma: but there is one point opposed to it ; 
namely, that in both passages where it occurs the digamma with redu- 
plication is inadmissible, because in Od. x, 241. it is preceded by a 
consonant, in Il. e, 89. by a shortened diphthong. These two passages 
belong however to the numerous instances where the digamma has 
disappeared from our Homer. The forms épyarauz, épyaro, are much 

more striking, particularly in Od. 1, 221. x, 283., where they begin the 

verse, and where consequently a slight emendation is not to be thought 
of. Here then the syllable of reduplication has quite disappeared, 
which in cases of the true syllabic augment (as if revyarac were put 
for rerevyarac) is never the case. Hence in the history of the digamma, 
and its gradual disappearance, this verb would be a remarkable feature. 
The form épyarac supposes the theme épyw to have the common lenis, 

and is therefore a regular perfect, but without the temp. augm.: and 
this too contrary to Epic usage, but as it occurs in a syllable long by 
position it is free from suspicion. 

See ’Epiw. 

Eipw. See Eizeiv. 

Eipw, I string in a row: aor. 1. cipa (Herodot. 3, 87. éelpac, exse- 
rens) and épca (Hippocr. de Morb. 2, 33. duépoac). Perf. pass. in the 
Epic poets Zeppat, éeppévoc ; in Herodot. 4, 190. éppévoc. In the former 
the digamma is not obliterated ; for in the only two passages where the 
pluperf. éepro, and the perf. éeppévoy occur (Od. 0, 460. ¢, 296.), it is 

Eipiw. 

* Once in the text of our Homer we it not before the first €; compare II. 8, 
find elpyw (Il. y, 72.), THAE pe elpyovot, 825. évrbds éépyet. Bentley’s emendation 
but it is indisputably a false reading : for 
as elpyw is contracted from éépy, it can- 
not have had the digamma, which the 
hiatus before the verb shows to have been 
in the verse ; for éépy, i.e. E*EPI'Q, has 

of this passage is, therefore, certainly cor- 
rect, w éépyovat. 

+ The augment is occasionally omitted 
in syllables naturally long, as éyrve, €Axe, 
éAmero, &pxe, &rero. 
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preceded by the separable y. In Herodotus on the contrary we find the 
common form, but with the temp. augm. omitted, as is always the case 
in the Ionic dialect. Suidas quotes from some writer évewppévoc rédace, 
consequently with the augm. ec; although it may be taken for the un- 
changed diphthong of the present, as in the verbal subst. eipydc, on the 
aspirate of which see Buttm. Lexil. p. 300. For amdepoe see "Epoa. 

Eica. See ‘EQ, 2. 

*Eioxw. See “lox. 
EiwOa. See "Edw. 
"EA-. See Aipéw. 
"EA-. See Etdo. 

"Eaadtve, I drive: fut. 2rdocw with « short, Ep. 2aacow; 

aor. 1. jAaca, Poet. Zaaca, EAacoa; perf. Zavraxa, perf. 

pass. 2A7jAapor; aor. 1. pass. 7Addnv: verbal adj. éauros. 
In non- Attic writers the passive takes a o, as 2ajaracpas, 

jaracbyy, yauores. ‘The forms 2a, 2rdc, 2a, &c., infin. 
ergy, are in the Attic prose a future, according to the 
analogy of verbs whose futures end in -dow or -éow, and 
which form a new Attic future by rejecting the o and 
contracting the remaining termination, thus éadcw, éraaw, 
2am. See also last note under Aguw. —Mipp. 

The forms in -é, -gc, &e., occur also as presents from the simple 

theme é\4w. In prose however there is only one example, the 
imperat. awé\a, Xenoph. Cyr. 8, 3, 32. In poetry there are several ; 

eroy, Il. w, 696., edgy, Od. 0, 50., dg, Pind. Nem. 3, 129., écrodwy 

éda, Eurip. Here. 819. 
In Od. n, 86. is a 3. plur. pluperf pass. é\n\édaro, for which Wolf 

writes épnpédaro, the reading of the old editions. This latter has 

however by far the fewest manuscripts in its favour, and it seems to 

me clear that the true reading must be some form of é\aivw, as the 
expression is much the same as we find in v. 113. in Il. o, 564. and 

Od. ¢, 9. But the reading éAn\ddaro is likewise found in very few 

manuscripts, while by far the majority has é\nAédaro, and some 

éAndéaro. This last has been adopted by Alter; and when we con- 
sider that it is the regular Ionic form, according to the analogy of 
menréara for -avrat, and that it does not offend the metre, I cannot 

but think that it is the true reading of Homer. 

In the Epic language we find some participles proparoxytons, as 
éXnapevoc, ovveknrapevor, Arat. 176, like axnxépevoc (Il. o, 29.), 

€ 
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dikaxyhpevoc, and d&dadfjpevoc. See Herodian in Etym, M. v. dxa- 

xhpevoc and Thom. Mag. v. é\nAdpevoc- In Apollon. 2, 231. the modern 

editors have altered this accent, because it was not supported by a 
scholium, like the passage in Aratus. See note under ‘Axcayiw. 

"Eddopac and ééddouar*, J desire: a defective depon. used only in 
pres. and imperf. It is found once in a passive sense, Il. a, 494. 

Both forms are exclusively poetical. 

"Eaéyyo, Trefute: fut. Ew; perf. with redupl. 2ajrcyxa; 

perf. pass. eajreypou. 
’"EXeXilw, F turn round, tremble: fut. édedi~éw; aor. 1. édéAcka, aor. 

1. pass. éXeAlyOnv, midd. éXehiEdpevoc, &e. *ENEAuxro (ig r, 39.) isa 

syncopated aorist. See Buttm. Lexil. p. 287. 
EAEYO-, EAO-. See “Epyopat 

‘EXicow, -rrw, I wind: augm. ect ; perf. pass. efAvypac and £G- 

Auypat. In this last perf. three things are to be observed: 1.) that 
the simple augm. etAvypac was also in use; 2.) that the augm. ec does 
not take place with the reduplication; 3.) that the syllable_of redu- 
plication does not admit of the aspirate. ¢ 

"Eaxo, I draw: fut, 2€w; aor. 1. ciaga. It borrows 
also from a theme ‘EAKTQ, which is not used in the pres. 
or imperf., and even in the fut. 2,&@ is preferred: see 
Piers. ad Moer. p. 134. But in the aor. ciaxioa, erxtoas 

is far more common than ¢ia§a, and in the passive «fa- 
xu pat, elaxtobyy are the only forms in use.—Muipp. 

The regular imperf. cidxoy is never found in Hom. nor in Ionic 

prose, but always éAxov, é\xero. The particular inflexion éAchow, 

HAxnoa (with n as augment), dead, has in Homer the stronger 

meaning of to drag along. 
"Edrw, I encourage to hope: Od. B, 91. y, 380. But it is generally 

used in the midd. ¢dwopau, I hope; perf. éodra with the force of the 
pres. ; pluperf. éd\rew with the force of an imperfect: see zoccea and 
note under Eixw ; also the second note under “Ayyvvju, and a note in 
Buttm. Lexil. p. 202. The Epic forms are ééAwopac and éeArdpny: 
see “EXOopuar and note. 

* Like ecAmwouma, eépyw, ecidduevos, in prose: see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 30. 
éioxw, which in the older language had + In stating these rules we must how- 
the digamma. 

+ It is however to be observed that 
this diphthong is found also in the pre- 
sent, and even, though not frequently, 

ever remember the rarity of this form, 
and that I know only some instances of it 
quoted by Maittaire from Pausanias, 



"Eriw. See Eidbw, 

"Epéw, J vomit, has < in the inflexion and o in the pas- 

sive: it takes also the Attic reduplication. 
[ Akschylus has the fut. midd. 20301 in the sense of to 

vomit, while Xenoph. (Anab. 4, 8, 20.) has the imperf. 

act. in the same intrans. sense. | 

"Epvipuce. See Hptw. 

"Evaipo, I kill: fut. Enip@ 3 aor. 2. ijvapoy, Eurip.: infin. évapeiy. 

— Mipp. with aor. 1. évnpapny, Hom. [This verb is not a eCinpaend : 

see Buttm. Lexil. p. 119.] 
"Evatw. See Aiw 
ENETK-, ENEIK-. See ®épw. 

’Evérw. See Eireiv. 
"Evjvo0a, a perf. with the force of a present, found in the Epic 

writers in composition only, and in the third person ; used at the same 
time as aorist: thus érevhvobe, carevhvole, it lies or it lay thereon. As 

a theme we must suppose ENOQ, ENEOQ: see this more fully ex- 
plained in Buttm. Lexil. p. 110. &e. 

"EvOciv, ivOov. See ”Epyopat. 

*Evixrw, I reproach, has in Homer two forms of theaor. 2., viz. 

1.) évéviroy, for which two false readings évéverroy and (Il. y, 473.) 
évévioroyv have crept into the printed text of Homer, as I have shown 
in Buttm. Lexil. p. 123. &c. This form is the reduplicated aor, 2. 
with the radical vowel long, which we know from the subst. évimh 

was long in the root also. 2.) The 3. sing. jvirame, formed by a pe- 
culiar reduplication in the middle of the word, like #pdxaxoy, infin, 
épucaxéecy, from épixw. 

Homer has another sister-form évioow, which bears the same re- 

lation to évizrw as récow to réxrw. None of the forms, which are 

here placed together, ever stand absolutely in Homer with the meaning 
of to say, but they are sometimes used so with the sense of to re- 
proach; they must therefore be distinguished from évérw, évvowoyv, and 
the Pindaric évizrw (see under “Evérw); while the long « above men-- 
tioned makes it most probable that they belong to a particular family 
of verbs, of which a more accurate examination will be found in 

Buttm. Lexil. p. 123. &c. 
"Evvuju, or évviw, I put on, clothe, forms its tenses from a theme 

"EQ; thus fut. gow, Ep. éoow; aor. 1. éooa, infin. goac; fut. midd. 

égouar; aor. 1. midd. écodpny; perf. pass. ear eioa, eira, &e., 
whence 3. pl. pluperf. ciaro (Il. o, 596.), comp. émteipar, éxemévoc. 
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From the pass. gopat, ony (which never occurs in its simple form 

in the first person), come the 2. and 3. sing. of the pluperf. éca0, oro, 

and the compound jpdieopar, &c. The forms with the syllabic aug- — 
ment (which takes the aspirate), ééocaro (Il. x, 23., Od. &, 519.) and 
éeoro (II. ps, 464.), are Epic only. 

The Ionics have another form efvuyc; for éreévvcOa in Herodotus 

proves that the e in the Homeric eiyvoy (Il. Y, 135.) is not the 
augment. The temp. augm. is found neither in the imperf. nor the 

‘aorist: the perf. only has the augment «. Homer has not the temp. 

augm. in any tense, but the syllab. augm. only, which is to be ac- 
counted for by the digamma. 

The simple @vyvju is never used in prose, but principally the com- 
pound apdtévyvypne, which make its fut. dugéow, Att. dugid ; fut. midd. 
apocowac; and takes the augment in the preposition, judieca, infin. 
appécar, pass, hugieopar, Hudieca, hupicora, &c., infin. #upiecOa. 

Nor do the other compounds generally reject the vowel of the prepo- 
sition before the e, as ércécacOat. 

"Edder, €dAnuac. See under Edw. 

‘Eopratw, I celebrate, solemnize : fut. éoprace ; it takes 

the augm. in the second syllable ewpraZov, according to the 
analogy offzoixa, éwxew. See Efaw and note. 

’Exatw, Herodot. 3, 29. See ’Atw. 

"Eraupeiy, &c. See AYP-. 

"Ere/yw, I press ; pass. I hasten. For proof that this 
verb is no compound, see Buttm. Lexil. p. 118. 

"Exiotapos, I understand, depon. pass. with fut. midd. ; 
imperf. ymorapyy: fut. erioriycopor; aor. ymiorybyy; 

verbal adj. ériorytés. In the optat. the accent sometimes 
follows the regular conjugation of barytone verbs, e. g. 
ioraio, ioraito, iorasirbe, ioraswro; but the conj. is always 

iorépo, cuvuoryra, &c.* See Advayc: with note, and 

“Torn. 

This verb is distinguished from é¢iorapat, the proper compound of 
iorapa, by the 7, by the augment, and by the aorist retaining the 
of the formation before the 0. 

Instead of the 2. sing. érioraca the Attic poets have éxiorg (Asch. 
Eum. 86. 578.), the Ionics éxiory (Theogn. 1043. or 1085. Bekk. 

* Yet the Ionic conj. is émoréwuo, Herodot. 3, 134. 
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1081.) Gaisf. “See Buttm. on Soph. Phil. 798. The usual form in the 
imperf. is #réorw and in the imperat. éxiorw, e. g. Xen. Mem. 3, 4, 9. 

Cyr. 3, 2, 16. See Moer. 163. 182. Homer has the imperf. without the 
augm. éxioraro. The pres. and imperf. are conjugated like 7 orapeo. 

*ETIQ, évérw. See Eizeiy. M 

"Ex, I am employed or busy about anything : imperf, 
eirov, Poet. without augm. grov; fut. Byen 5 aor. @o7ov, 
infin. o7eiy, part. ory; compound ereoTroy, emo Tely, 

petacreoyv. The Sugthent is et, as tepieirev, Xen. Mem. 
2,9, 5. ‘This verb in its simple form is found only in 
Il, ¢, 321.*, but its compounds are used both in verse and 
in prose, wepiéra, Oiérw, &c. 

These aorists seldom occur except in poetry: though Ionic prose 
has frequently wepiéore, Herod. 1. 73., repioreiv, ib. 115., and the 
passive of the same compound zeprepOijvar, 5, 1. 6, 15., and meprée- 
o8ac for repegOhoecOar, 2, 115. 7, 119. 

_ Midd, 2rope:, I follow: imperf. cixduyy, and Poet. 

without augm. éréuyy; fut. Avouos, infin. 2berbas. The 

aorist has this peculiarity that the augment is aspirated, 
sorouny, Comp. édecropyy (Zo7rov Plat. Polit. p. 280. b., 

edéorero Kurip. Hipp. 1307.) +t, and as a proof that it is 
merely the augm. it disappears in the other-moods: infin, 
onméicba:, imperat. cod, ériorov Plat.’ Theat. p. 169.a., 

émiomeode Plat. Crit. p. 107. b. &c. The Ion. imperat. 
2. pers. is oréo, Ep. omeio, Il. x, 285. 

If torov orécOar and étcyov cyeivy be compared with érie ExAero 

and éxrdpny mrécOa, we see at once that the former arise from the 

‘same syncope as the latter. That is to say, the aspirate in érw and 
“EXQ, (éw) passed (as it doés in so many other words) into a o, which 
immediately attached itself fo the consonants following, therefore 

€-erov, é-cxov. This statement does not however militate against the 
insertion of a o according to another analogy in the root ‘Ell, and 
thus éordpny, éoréoOat, Eorwpar, Eovdpevoc, became anomalous aorists. 

* [Yet Homer has frequently wep) revxe” + A singular form is éréo7oyto in Pind, 
Enovow, e.g. in Il. 0, 555. aug’ ’Odvoja Pyth.4, 237. which can hardly be joined 
émov, Il. A, 483. and many other-similar with the Pindaric forms in the. note ey 
expressions, which Buttmann, it would lowing. 
seem, considered as compounds. — Ep. ] 

H 
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From these, and not from the éexdunyv belonging to the former analogy, 
came the indicative which passed into the common language, while 
the other moods icxéoOa:, &c., remained in the usage of the Epics 

(IL. ¢, 423. Od. p, 349. Il. pw, 395., &e.). But from the very cireum- 
stance of éoréunv being an aorist, the pres. ozerac which is a various 

reading for tpyera: at Od. 6, 826. ought not to be allowed to displace 
the present old and unobjectionable reading of the text.* 

"Epaw, I love, is used only in the pres. and imperf. ; 
having a regular passive 2p@mou, épdobos, Eompevoc, But 
the sister-form Zpapas, like iorapos, is a deponent syn- 
onymous with the active, and in the pres. solely poetical. 
The aor. pass. however, jpacOyy, fut. goacdjoconas, with 

an active sense, is used in prose; part. épac4eic. 

The Epic language has instead of jpacOny the midd. jpacauny, 
whence jjpdaccaro, Hom. épaocaro, Hes. and Pind. The perf. jjpacpar, 

Parthen. The 2. pers. pres. Epic with double «, gpacca: oecurs in 
Theocr. 1, 78. The Dor. conj. Zpara: for gpnrac is accented according 
to the analogy of barytone verbs, Pind. P. 4, 164. compare ériorapat 
and dvvaua Lastly épdacGe in an act. sense, Il. +, 208. is probably 
a false reading.+ 

*"Epéw is used only in its compounds, and with the re- 
gular aor. 1. e&epdco, xarepioat, to pour or shoot out, 

cuvepaoost, to pour or throw together. 
"Epyafouat, I labour, work, depon. midd.: fut. éoya- 

* See the note in Buttm, Schol. Od, ad 
h.l. Bekker in his critique on Wolf’s Ho- 
mer has ventured a conjecture that all those 
Epic moods, éorécOa, &c., have crept into 
Homer’s poems by false readings, because 
in every instance the verse would admit 
3 oromévow, dua orca, &c., and that 
the later Epics, in whose verse this is not 
always the case, imitated the false reading. 
This view of the subject is much strength- 
ened by the circumstance of the com- 
pounds being invariably written in Homer 
émomécbat, peTaordpevos, &c. However 
as the origin of such a reading, if there 
were no grounds for it in the language, is 
difficult to be conceived ; and (which is 
the most important point) these forms are 
as fixed in Pindar (0.8, 123. 9, 15. Isth. 4, 
40.) as they are in the Alexandrine poets, 

there seems to be no doubt of a twofold 
ancient usage: at the same time it seems 
hardly possible that such a distinction as 
that between simple and compound could 
have existed in Homer’s language. Bek- 
ker’s supposition therefore, if confined to 
Homer, has great probability. 

+ That is to say, the depon. pace is 
no more capable of resolution than fera- 
ae, Sivacbe, &c.; and épacbe can be 
only passive. The reading must therefore 
necessarily be éns tompivy ~ épdcacde. 
Passow however seems to think it may 

be defended by supposing a theme épdo- 
vo from which will come épara, Sap- 
pho Fr. 59. Theocr. 2, 149.] 

¢ Isocr. Phil. p. 110. b., as restored by 
Bekker. Aristot. de Gen. Animal. 3, 1. 
extr. 

- 
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cop.as; perf. eleyarpas, lon. Epyacpot. ‘The augm. is ss, 
[The Ion. and Att. generally use the perf. pass. sipyac pcs 
in the act. sense of the aor. midd. sipyacdpyy, Valck. 

Pheen. 1069. Lob. Soph. Aj. 21., but this tense is also 
found as a true passive, e.g. Ta goyarpéva, Herodot. 7, 53. 

compare Plat. Charm. p. 173. c. Xen. Mem. 3, 10, 9. 
Conviv. 5, 4. Cécon.: 19, 8., &c. And even the indic. of 

this perf. is found in a passive sense, at least in its com- 
pound areipyacros, Plat. Legg. 4. p.'710.d. The fut. pass. 
epyarbycouas is seldom found with a really passive mean- 
ing which it has in Sophoc. Tr. 1218., Isocr. Epist. 6. — 
Passow. | 
"Epyw. See Eipyw. 
"EPTQ and épdw. See ‘PéZw. 

’Epecivw. See "Epopat. 
"Epé0w, I excite, irritate, is used only in pres. and imperf., but we 

find in Mosch. 3, 85. the aor. with augm. ijpeforv. Its derivative 
épe0iZw is more used. 

‘Epeldw, I support by placing one thing against another : 
fut. épeiow, &c. It has the Att. redupl.; thus perf. act. 

épiperma, perf. pass. epyperopor; of this latter Homer has 

the 3. plur. épypéddéras for epyperrpéver eioi, Il. Y, 284. 

329. Od. 7, 86. 95.; for which Apollon. Rh. uses é¢7- 
petvroat. Homer has the augm. only in jp7peoro, but Hes. 
a. 362. has ypsicaro.—Munp. J support myself; epeidoue- 

vos, epeiocpevoc, &c. Hom. 

"Epelxw, I tear, break: imperf. jpemov; aor. 1. ypera. 
Midd. J tear my clothes in pieces. Pass. I am torn or 
broken ; perf. épypryyo:, Hippocr. 

To the intransitive sense of the pass. (e. g. Il. v, 441.) belongs the 
Epic aor. 2. act. ijpccoy, Il. p,295.* Compare the last paragraph of I'npdw. 

"Epeixw, I overthrow: fut. épeibw ; aor: 2. ipimov; aor. 1.. pass. 
apel@Ony ; perf. 2. with Att. reduplication épfpira ; perf. pass. épfpy- 

* As this aor. 2. occurs in no. other p. 194. whose admirable emendation of the 
passage, it is not to be wondered at if later © whole. fragment was not understood by his 
poets used it transitively: thus Euphor. neglecting in this verse to change KaAdy 
Fr. 40. and Alex. A‘tol.in Piers.ad Moer. into xaxdv; dia pev xaxdy Hpixev odcor, 
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por, and Ep. pluperf. 3. sing. épépurro for Aphpurro, Il. &, 15., but we 

find in Herodian Hist. 8,2. carephpecrro. : Fae 
In this verb as in the last the passive makes a transition to the in- 

transitive meaning éo fall over, fall down, and this, as being the imme- 

diate sense, belongs to the aor. 2. act. ijpurov, and the perf. épipura 

(see note under Tevyw), which however occur only in the poets.* In 
Pind. Ol. 2, 76. Boeckh has shown from the manuscripts and from 
Apollon. Synt. p. 277. that the part. aor. 2. pass. épirévrt, not épr 

wévrt, is the true reading. oe 
_TheEpic midd. 4ynpecWapny belongs unquestionably to this verb, 

although in this compound its sense is somewhat different : Homer has 
frequently avnpelavro, they have torn away, carried off, Il. v, 234. Od. 
6, 727. &e. and Hesiod, $, 990. has aveperpapévn, having carried off.+ 

"Epéxropa, I feed, graze, eat, occurs only in the pres. and imperf, 

- Later writers use épéxrw for épégw like ydtrrw for yhigw, dpérrw for 

dpépw, &e.; compare yAvgw. This form was long regarded with sus- 
picion in Pind. P. 4, 240. but has been satisfactorily defended by 

Boeckh. 

"Epicow, tro, I row: fut. éogow; aor. 1. fpeoa, Poet. 
jpecoa and zpecoa, Il. 1, 361. Od. a,'78. The compound 

Oijpeon occurs in Od. p, 444. €,351. From épéryg and 

épeTzog we may conclude that its characteristic letter was r. 
See Epuyyavw. : 

"Epev0w, I make red : fut. épevow ; aor. 1. infin. épetcar. Also épvbatvw, 

whence épuOaivero, he became red: purely Homeric forms. The subst. 
épv@nua comes from the formation in -jyow, which belonged to épv- 
Oaivw as it did to &duraivw, in which the termination -aivw is a mere 

extension of the original present, according to the analogy mentioned 

"Epevyw. 

* Of this aorist #psmov, which is fre- 
quent in the poets, we find one instance of 
a transitive meaning in the latest editions 
of Herodot. 9,70. But the old reading 

iperroy ought not to have been changed, 
even though the new reading had been 
favoured by manuscripts. . A fixed line of 
distinction between imperf. and aor. is not 
possible in these older remains of an- 
tiquity.. If Herodotus had intended to 
use the aor., we cannot but suppose that 
he would have said #penay, as he has 
épetpor at 1, 164. 
«4 There are no grounds for the theme 
4vepetrrw in the lexicons ; nor must we 
be misled by the usage of this word in 
some later writers (avnpehbacbe mévov, 

you have undertaken, Orph. Arg. 292.). 
In the old Epic usage there is nothing to 
lead us decidedly from épeirw. What- 
ever in the word avnpenpduny seems op- 
posed to the sense of épeiaw lies merely 
in the preposition avd and the midd. voice. 
The idea of a pur7 is in plata, in épelrw, 
and in évnpenpdunv. What is torn away, 
falls to the ground; hence the simple 
€pelmw and fpirov contain in themselves 
this collateral meaning : if we add to this 
pir or tearing the sense of dv in com- 

sition and the middle voice, we have 
perbduny, I have seized and carried up 

for myself, avery proper verb to express 
ae a transaction as the rape of Gany- 
mede, 
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in note under AioOavoua. On the other hand in the later form. 

épvOaivw, -aivw is a derivative termination from épvOpdc, as Nevcalyw is 

from \evxde with the regular flexion Aevkdvar, &e. And the Alexan- 

drine poets treated gpv0aivw in the same way, e. g. epuOnve, Apollon. 
Rh. 1, 791. Compare xepdaivw. 

"Epédw, I cover, crown: fut. gow; aor. 1. peda. 

Mipp. Eur. Bacch. 323.. Aristoph. Vesp. 1294. See also 
"Epérro. 

"Epéx0w, I torment, torture ; used only in pres. and imperf. 
"Epéw. See Eixety and "Epopat. 

"Epifw, I contend, dispute: fut. épiow, Epic épicow, Dor. épiéw, ke. 
This verb has in the Epics a middle synonymous with the active, Il. ¢, 

172. Od. 3, 80. Hes. $, 534., to which belongs the perf. pass. with Att. 
reduplication épfpiopac* ; while épdjoacba, Il. W, 792. probably does 
not belong to this verb, but comes from the pres. épcdaivw, according to 

the analogy laid down in note under Aio@avoua: only that épvdjoa- 
c$a in the passage above mentioned has the second syllable long; 
whence it has been written with double 6. ne 

"EPOMAI, J ask: fut. éojoopos; aor. ypounv, imper. 
2o00 (not Zp0v), Ep. 2c, opt. époiuny, conj. 2empos, infin. 
épérbas (not tper$as), part. épduevoc. [This aor. is in com. 
mon Attic use in all its moods, and the fut. is occasionally 
found in the best writers, Plat. Lys. p. 207. ¢. 211. d. 

Apol. p. 29.e. Xen. Hell. 4, 5, 6. but of the infin. pres, 
epeobou there are great doubts, and even in Homer it is 

most probably the aor. and ought to be accented as such. 
The other tenses are supplied by égwraw.—Passow. | Ionic 
prose has on the other hand a present e¥poyas, of which 

* T know not whether this perf. occurs properly rejected : and thence we must 
in any other passage beside the fragment 
of Hesiod ap. Clem. Alex. in Strom. p. 716. 
(603.) et in Cohort. p.63. (48.) or No. 
53. Gaisf.: but there, notwithstanding the 
faults of transcribers, its connexion with 
the context makes it unquestionable ; and 
by comparing the two quotations it most 
probably ran thus, Airds ‘yap mdvTwv 
BaciAreis kal kolpavds éorw, “Adavdrwv ré 
of obtis éphpioron Kpdros BADos.. 

+ This way of writing it Wolf has very 

conclude that the Greeks expressed this 
lengthening of the vowel, not by merely 
making it long (as from Yous épidos), but 
by the accent or ictus. This however 
does not appear to me grounded on suffi- 
cient analogy: and it is therefore worth 
remarking, that the old Grammurians, ac- 
cording to the Scholium in Heyne, had 
another reading epiChoac Oat, -Compare 
the double way of writing &l6xAos. and 
at(mAos in’ Buttm, — p- 53. ~_ 
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the imperf. cigéuyy with its other moods e¥pwpou, efperbou, 
&c., are, like the above, used as aorists: fut. elojoopou. 

We often meet with the accentuation épeo@a, which is considered as 
a present ; but as we nowhere find an indicative ¢popar, tperat, &c.; this 
is not conceivable. Now, as the manuscripts frequently give us the 
aoristic accentuation épécOa, éxepécOar, there is no doubt that this 
alone is the true way of writing it, and that the other arose from the 

grammatical custom of supposing a pres. €poxac. Compare jypdouny in 
éyeipw.* This supposition was very much supported by the actual 
existence of the Ionic pres. eipouat, which was considered to be a mere 
Ton. production of the common gpoyar. But if we examine carefully 
all that is quoted on the subject and the analogy of the language, there 
can be no doubt of the Ion. eipoyat being the true theme, and épeoOac 
the regular aor. from it (compare dyepécOar), which thus takes its 
natural augment 7pdunv. Now when we explain the Ion. cipero, &c., 
to be an imperf., it is not to be denied that we look to its exterior 
only, as with regard to the meaning there is no room for the exercise 
of any grammatical acuteness; because, as we see in the syntax, all 
these verbs belonging to the conversational narrative of the language 
stand very commonly in the imperfect, as éxéXeve, Hpwra, Evvere, and 

thence also én. In Homer too we find eipopas, ciperbar, cipwpar, &e., 

frequently enough; but sometimes we also meet with épwpeOa, epocro, 
épevo (for épeo), EpecOar. Of the accentuation égpéofac being used in 
his poems I nowhere find any mention; and, as the sense there is not 

more decisive than it is in Herodotus, we must consider the forms 

with ¢ and those with e to be in the Epic language the same, and 
therefore leave the accentuation of épec8a: untouched. Again at II. 
a, 513. ¢, 508. we must remain in doubt between the reading of 

eipero and ijpero; the best manuscripts are in favour of the former. 
Of this old verb therefore common prose has retained only the historic 
tense, which by the quantity of the stem and by the accent was pro 
nounced as an aor. 2., whilst the present could be dispensed with on 
account of épwrgr. 

Later writers, mistaking the aoristic meaning of épdyevoc, have used 
épnodpevoc, Paus. 4,12.+ The fut. in the Ion. form ciphoopa was 
liable to be confounded with the passive fut. eipfoopac under eizeity ; 
whence perhaps éeipyoopat was preferred. 

* That the Greek Grammarians sup- + In that pues however Bekker pro- 
posed gpeoOa: to be falsely accented is poses instead of épnaauevas 5¢ Expysev 
clear. from the Etym. M. v. Efpw and Ai- to read xpyoapevais. 
TécOa, however faulty these articles may 
be in other respects. 
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The Ionic insertion of the ¢« in ép¢ecOat, épéovro, &c., is found in 
Homer, and in érewedpevoc, Herodot. 3, 64., where those manuscripts 
which give érepduevoc are not deserving of attention. The Epic lan- 
guage had also in this formation the active épéw, Il. n, 128. Od. ¢, 
$1. A, 229. which must not be confounded with the future épéw from 
eipw, elxov: épéiouev is 1. plur. conj. pres. for épéwper, Il. a, 62, A 
lengthened present in the same language is épeed vw. Compare adcivw. 

"Epro, I creep along, go along: fut. tobe, &c. The 
augm. is «. It is used only in pres. and imperf. [The 
latter meaning was the prevailing one in the Doric writers, 
Valck. Adon. p. 400., but not unknown to the Attic tra- 
gedians, Brunck. Eurip. Hipp. 561. Metaph. in Eurip. 
Cycl. 422. — Passow. ] ) 
"Eze, I go forth or away: fut. éojow ; aor. 1. Appyoa ; 

perf. 72éyx0. 
"Epoat is an old aorist, of which we find in Hom. the compound azd- 

epoe, arotpoy, aroépoete, with the sense of to wash away, sweep away. 
Il. Z, 348. @, 283. 329. The present for this may be either 66 with 
a causative meaning, or EPAQ; see Buttm. Lexil. p. 156. &c. 

"Epuyyave, I eruct: fut. tpebSouos*; aor. ypuyov. 
The more simple theme épevyw does not occur in an active form; on 

the contrary Homer, Herodotus, and the non-Attie writers of a later 
period have épevyoua, from which the latter formed jjpevgauny. Homer 
has, like the Attics, jjpvyov. The meaning of this verb has modifica- 
tions which may be seen in the Lexicons, in which however sufficient 
attention is not paid to the difference of the forms. See Lobeck ad 
Phryn. pp. 63, 64. 

*Epv0aivw. See Epev0w. 

"Epixw, I hold back from: fut. épd§w; aor. 1. jpuge, 
fEschyl. Sept. 1075. Ep. gouge, Il. y, 113. 

The Epics have also a peculiar aor. 2, with the reduplication in the 
middle of the word, jpixaxcoy, Il. «, 321. Infin. épveaxéecy, Hom. 

Compare jvirarey under “Evizrw. 
"Epiw and cipiw, I draw, a verb used only by the Ionics and Epics, 

has v short in the inflexion. ’*Epiw has the fut. éovew, Ep. éptoow, but 
also épiw, Il. \, 454.; perf. pass. cipywa. The Poet. and Ion. ciptw 

* I have inserted this fut. without and it is by mere chance that I have not 
hesitation as it is the necessary result of been able to find any instance of its actual 
the analogies laid down in my grammar, occurrence. 

; H 4 
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forms cipiow, &c... The Midd. passes over to the meaning of fo save; 

see Buttm. Lexil. p. 303. &c., and in this meaning only we find a form 
without the ¢, viz. vopau* This verb is also used in Attic prose, 

and has in Attic poetry the v always long in the inflexion, é6pdcapnv. 
But in the Epic poets it is short even there, as picdpny, Il. 0, 29.5 

hence, when the metre requires it long, this form also ought to be 
written by them with oc: but the printed text has generally ¢jpvcaro, 

pvoaro, even where the syllable is required to be long. t 
In the passive form of this verb it is sometimes difficult, particularly 

amidst the difference of meanings, to distinguish the tenses correctly. 
The perf. pass. has necessarily by virtue of the reduplication, even if 

-it be formed from épéw, the syllable « as augment. To this tense 
belong, with some degree of certainty according to the sense, the forms 

cipuyra or eipvara, pluperf. eipuvro, eipvaro; ll. &, 75. o, 69. 0, 654. of 

the ships which have been or were drawn up on land. In the passage of _ 

Od. x,.90. it may be doubted whether cipiro be’ pluperf. or syncop. 
aorist.{ In either case there is this certain result, at least for the 
Epic language, that as the radical syllable of the syncop. aor. always 

corresponds with that of the perf. pass., the 1. sing. of this last tense 
was not formed with the o, but with the v long.§ 

In the sense of to save, watch over, we frequently find Zpve@ar, Epuro, 
‘ 

* Not that I mean by this expression, 
‘without the e¢,” that this form is the 
later of the two; I rather think there are 
good grounds for concluding it to be the 
older, and that the « was added after- 
wards as in SéAw, é0éAw. 

+ Because pucacda: with v long was 
usual in the Attic and common language, 
this quantity was supposed to be the 
ground of the Epic usage also, and ficd- 
unv to be an Epic shortening of the syl- 
lable. Again in éeptcac@a the earlier 
editors made a distinction between épica- 
cat, épiooac0a, to draw, and épycacbu, 
to save: See Buttm. Lexil. The justice 
of the conclusions which IL have drawn 
both there and here is evident ; and there 
is but one alternative, either to suppose 
with me a radical shortness through all 
the meanings, and to write the lengthened 
syllable in all instances with oo, or to 
explain pioduny to be a corruption (see’ 
Spitzner’s Prosody, p.68.), a mode of | 
proceeding which the moderate critic will 
never wish to encourage. That the differ- 
ence of quantity might have in time pro- 
duced a difference of meaning is certain ; 
.and Attic usage shows it to have done so: 
but that it was not so at an earlier period 

’ 

‘he has done at 6, 530. 

is proved by the verbals épijua, pict. 
mrodts, &c., having the meaning of to 
protect, while purnp, puuds, &c., have the 
meaning of todraw, That the Epic lan- 
guage belongs to that period is in itself 
probable ; the above-mentioned picduny 
gives.it critical certainty. 

¢ The passage runs thus, "Audivouos 
8 *Odvojos écicaro xvdadripowo ’Avrtos 
ditas, eipyto St pdovyavoy otb, Et més of 
elere Supdwy. Here elpvro appears to 
stand in exactly the same situation as at 
Od. x, 79. eipbacaro pdoyavoy df). But 
we may understand the times of the action 
thus, “‘ he rushed on Ulysses with the 
sword which he had drawn,” and then 
elpuro is the pluperf. of the same middle 
of which eikiouee is the aorist. If the 
post had wished to use the aor., he might 
ave said eiptooaro 5é tipos dtd, as indeed 

If this argument 
be not conclusive, it will at least show 
that this is a solitary instance of the syns 
cop. aor. elpuro as a middle with transitive 
sense for- eipdacato, whereas all other 
instances of those syncop. aorists have a 
completely passive meaning. 

§ Of elpvopar, eipdo@ny, as required by 
the grand analogy of verbs which shorten 

. 
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cipuro, &e., with v long; but they cannot be reckoned as perf. and 

pluperf. according to sense, nor, where there is no long syllable for, 
the augment, according to form. _ Aorists they could only be (i. e. syn- 

copated aor.) where they meant a saving or snatching away com- 
pleted in a moment; but the magerity of these paisiges are decisive for 
the duration of the action. Thus cipiro, tpiro, 2. pers. épico are plainly 
imperf., Il. w, 499. 8, 138. », 555. x, 507. in all which instances the 
sense is thou didst protect, he protected, exactly corresponding with the 
undoubted imperf. in Il. Z, 403. ofo¢ yap épvero “I\uoy “Exrwp. In the 

same way cipvyro, pyaro are used of protecting bolts, walls, guards, 

Il. p, 454. 0, 515. Od. p, 201.: and a similar meaning of duration is 
always found in the infin. cipvcOa, gpvoba, pica, e. g. Od. y; 268. 
t, 194. Il. 0, 141. It is clear therefore that all these forms belong to 

the syncope of the pres. and imperf.— eipvero ¢ipuro, épverba epvaBat. 
Nay, the indicative itself is used, not only by Apollon. 2, 1208. Epirat, 
he watches over, but by Homer also, in as much as the 3. plur. eipvarac 
in the passages of II]. a, 239. Od. 7, 463. stands in the sense of to watch 
over, observe, and consequently as it cannot in accordance with the 

above-quoted passages be explained from the meaning of the perfect, 
it can be only a present. : 

There remain some passages in which the sense of the aor. appears to 

suit better than that of the imperf., as Epuro, Il. «, 23. and 538. é66uro 

(lyric), Soph. Ed. T. 1352.: these however are sufficiently accounted 
for by the greater liberty taken in the older language i in the use of 
the historic tense. 

We have mentioned before in the last paragraph of the article on 
yévoua and in Buttm. Lexil. p.305. that in the Epic language the future 
of épvw becomes épiw again.* We must consider in the same light the 
middle épvecOau, Il. &, 422. 1, 248. v, 195.; for Homer when speaking 

of a hope or intention to do some certain thing, never puts the verb 

following in the present, but always in the fut. or aor.; as we may see 
by comparing Il. o, 174. x, 351.. where in a’similar combination and 

meaning we find as in other cases the aor. épvoacOar. 

There are still two other Hesiodic forms to be mentioned: 1.) «, 816. 

infin. ejpipevac with v short, for épvev, to draw; therefore exactly 

analogous to the formation in pu, like deuvdpevae for decxviva. 2.) 3, 

the vowel in the inflexion, I find no in- 
stance, Only in very late writers pfvaOnv 
is quoted from ftec@u, to save. See 
Stephan. Thesaur. 

* Some similar futures of verbs. in -€w 
and ~dhew will be found in the last note 

under Adu, with which these Epic fu- 
tures in -vw correspond - exactly ; thus 
épiw, fut. épvow, and dropping the ga, 
éptw— épvovot, Il, A, 454, tavbouct, 

Od. ¢, 174. Compare also odéw unde 
Saw. 
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304. Epuro likewise with v short, and with a passive sense, was watched, 

guarded. 

"Epyoua, I go, borrows from EAEYO@Q its fut. 2rcv- 
comet, its aor. Ep. jAvbov, Att. 7a4ov* (from which all the 

other moods are formed, imperat. 2092}, inf. 2adeiv, part. 

érbwy), its perf. 2ryavda; and verbal adj. ércuoréog (eTe- 

Aevoréos). 
The Epics lengthen the first and third syllable of this perf. thus, 

eiAfjov0at; and in plur. this form suffers the syncope eiAfjAovEper, I. 

t, 49. Od. y, 81. part. cikndovOwe, and once éAndovbwe, Od. o, 81. Of 

the pluperf. Homer has only the 3. sing. ciindovGe, Il. In Hephestion 
pp. 6, 7., quoted from some Comedian, we find two forms é\#\vper, 
éAffAvure, in which the Attics transferred, it would seem, to the lan- 

guage of the common people the same syncope which they applied to 

éAfrvOa, éXnrdGerv, but dropped the analogy of the perf. passive. 
The Dor. 7jvOov, évOeiv, for #AOor, éXOeiv, is analogous to Bévricros, 

givraroc, for BéXrioroc, pidraroc. 

It has been mentioned under «ius, J go, that in usage it 

is connected with this verb. ‘That is to say, instead of the 
collateral moods of the pres. of Zpyouar those of cius are 
generally used; instead of the imperf. 7pyéuxy the imperf. 
jew or ya; and instead of the fut. 2rciooucu the indicat. 
pres. efys: so that if we consider as the ground of our 
conjugation the almost universally prevailing usage, we 
shall join these two verbs together thus: pres. Zpyoucu, 
imper. %4:, conj. to, opt. Youus, infin. iévos, part. idv. Im- 

perf. yev or ya; perf. and pluperf. éayavda, éranrvbew; 
aor. 7Abov, 2adé, &c.; fut. efus, of which the other moods 

will be found under that verb. 

* This distinction of #Av@ov and 7AGov 
into Ep. and Att. is not quite accurate, as 
Homer has both forms; so has Pindar; 
but afterwards the latter became the one 
in general use. 

+ The 2. sing. imperat. act. of five verbs 
is an exception to the general analogy of 
accentuation; thus, elmé, éAdé, edpé in 
the common, and Aaé€é, idé in the Attic 
language. 

¢ In this word the first production only . 
is pure Epic, as in éuvquvxe. The ov is 

nothing more than the proper sound of 
this perfect, which without the Attic re- 
duplication would be #Aov@a, the ov being 
the analogous change from the ev which 
we see in €Aedcouat. The supposed per- 
fect #Av@a would therefore be contrary 
to analogy, and there can be no reason 
for introducing it into Hes. 8, 660. where 
the aor. is quité as good: the reading 
therefore of the old editions and of Gais- 
ford’s two manuscripts (Barocc. Medic.) 
should be restored to the text, #AdPoper. 

i oe eT oe oe 
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It is evident that the forms of eiue were preferred on account of their 
slightness (particularly in their numerous compounds) to the corre- 
sponding heavy-sounding forms of tpyeoOar and édOeir, in addition to 
which there was the ambiguity of jpxduny. Still however the latter 
were never entirely obsolete, but always introduced where they con- 
tributed to the perspicuity or fullness of the sentence. Thus we find 
mepipxero, Aristoph. Thesm. 504. ijpyero, Arat. 102, 118. édedcerac 

Soph. Cid. C. 1206. &e. See Elmsl. ad Eurip. Heracl. 210., Lobeck 
ad Phryn. pp. 37, 38. 

To this mixture of forms we must add, in adapting it to 
the custom of other languages, a mixture of the meanings 
go and come. ‘The forms of éa%eiv have a decided pre- 
ference for the meaning come, so that 7a$ev for instance 
very seldom occurs in the sense of going, going away* ; 
and those of efus are as seldom’ found in the sense of. 
comet. But %pyeo4as partakes almost equally of both 
meanings. In their compounds on the other hand, where 
the preposition generally defines the relation, all three 
themes have no distinction of meaning. t 

"EoOnpévoc, clad, clothed, a defective part. perf., properly Ionic, occur- 

* Instances of this meaning are the fol- 
lowing ; 4} @AOns, do not go (away), Soph. 
Phil, 1182. ei 2@or tis, Xen. Anab. 7, 
8, 9. although this may be interpreted as 
a coming to the distant place: oup6ou. 
Aeder €AOdvTi eis AcAdods dvakowdoat, 
3, 1, 5. that is iéva: eis A., nal erOdvra 
GVAKOW@d at, 

+ They principally occur only where 
the immediate context expresses a coming, 
as doooy tre, or odk Fre eis Thyde Thy 
xepav, Xen, Anab, 7, 7, 6. or in an anti- 
thesis as iévres ka) amidvtes. : 

¢ A more accurate examination will 
show that the distinction of the meanings 
go and ¢ome does not depend so much on 
the radical sense of the verb as on the 
ideas which we have of the time. The 
German and Latin with their cognate lan- 
guages express, for instance, the going to 
the place where the speaker is or to which 
the thought is directed by the verb to come, 
venio. In Greek %xeo6a: is both, as the 
particular relation come is announced by 
the context. The Aorist HAQov, as express- 
ing the moment when the action is com- 

pleted, looks to the point or place at which 
it is to arrive at last, for which we there- 
fore can only use the word come, “when 
he came,” be it thither or here. In the 
Future, he will go, and he will come, give 
indeed two different ideas of time, in as 
much as the latter again looks only to the 
place where the arrival is tobe. To ex- 
press this two forms are therefore neces- 
sary ; elo: means he will go, and for he 
will come the Greek language has recourse 
to the verb ijxw, I come (i.e. I am arrived, 
T am there) ; therefore tie:, he will come. 
In the compounds these distinctions gene- 
rally disappear, because the point or place 
of arrival is expressed by the preposition ; 
mpooépxerOa in all its tenses gives the 
idea of coming to us; its contrary émép- 
xeo8ar never has that sense: a&mjAGov 
expresses a point of time quite as well as 
HAGov, but it is always the moment of 
departure, consequently never a coming 
or arrival, What I have said may suffice 
to give a general idea of this subject ; 
particulars and exceptions will be seen by 
individual observation, 
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ring in Herodot. 6, 112., but found also, and with the augm. jo0npévoc, 

in Eurip. Hel. 1555. We meet with ijo@nro also in the sense of was. 

clad in, had on, in Elian. V. H. 12, 32. 13, 1. For some other instances. 

from the later writers see Stephan. Thesaur. - 

"Ecbiw, I eat, has from the old 20w a fut. Zonas or 
dota, and less frequently édéow; perf. 2. 2d7oxa ; perf. 
pass. ed7yderpar; aor. pass. 7d¢oOnv ; verbal adj. georreg, 
édeoréov, Plat. Crito, p. 47. b. Aor. act. i infin. 

dayely. 
The poets had also a shorter form 2 €a0w, whence éo8over, Il. w, 415., 

éc0wv,.476., which was used on account of the metre even by Attic 

poets; see the passages quoted from some Comic writers in Athen. 7. 

p- 277. f., 13. p. 596. b., 14. p. 645. a. The radical form ¢dw was also 
frequently used by the Epics and even by Hippocrates De Vet. Med. 9. 

towy texal rivwy. The infin. of this verb is by the Epics syncopated 
éduevac; and from an old perf. act. Zonda they have the particip. 2djdwe; 
they use also an imperf. édecxoy. The perf. 2. (with its change of 
vowel e to 0) was édhdoxa, which change was by the Epics transferred 
to the perf. pass., consequently instead of the usual 2d4deopac they have 

edqoopar, €dHdora, Od. x, 56. See Buttm. Lexil. pp. 137-140. 

From ®ATQ, which is not in use, the LXX frequently formed a fut. 

oayopar, 2. pers. payeoa, analogous to tdopar * 
"Eorere, eoroy, éordunyv. See Eimeiy and “Erw. 

‘Eoriaw, I receive as a guest, entertain at my table. 
The augm. is e. [ Pass. with fut. midd. (Plato de Repub. 
1. p. 345. c.), [am a guest, feast upon (anything, rwi), 
Lycophr. 1411. Casaub. Athen. 7. 1. Fh tee 

Evade. See ‘Avdavw. 

Edda, xabeido, I sleep : fut. eodhow; xabevdjnow ; imperf. 
with augm. etdov, xadetdov, but also ydd0v, xabyddov, and 

éxa§evdoy. Generally the compound is more used in prose 
than the simple. 

The forms with nv are more properly Attic; ; nvdev, Plat. Symp. p. 

* We can scarcely reckon as belonging the paraphrast of Dionys. de Aucupio 
to the Greek language solitary forms from  (Schneid. Oppian. p. 179.), and payeos 
the root AT- which are occasionally in the false Phocy ites; 145. 
found in the later writers, as pdyovot in 
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203. b. caOnidov, p. 217. e. 219. ¢.: xadeddov is found in Aristoph. Eccl: 

479. Av. 495.: éeaBevdoy is used by Xenoph. and most good writérs. 

Eipicxw, I find: fut. ebpyow; perf. edpnxa; aor. 2. 
edpov, imperat. eipé *, infin. ebpeiv; aor. 2. midd. edpourny ; 

perf. pass. edpyuos; aor. 1. pass. edpébny ; verb. adj. edperdc. 
In verbs beginning with ev the augm. yy is generally 
rather Attic : but in this verb ydpsoxov, ybpedqv are seldom 
found even in the Attics; the common way of writing 
them is eipioxov, edpov, ebpédyv, and the perf. is always 

edpyxa.— Mipp. 

Non-Attic writers, as the Alexandrine and others of a later period, 

form the aor. 2. midd. as an aor. 1., evpayny for evpduny: see the last 
paragraph under aipéw. Wolf. Lept. p. 216., Jacob. Anth. Poet. p. 
880., Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 139. 

Etyoua, I pray, depon. midd.: fut. edSoue1; aor. 1. 
nvEapyv. The augment follows the general analogy of 
verbs beginning with <v; compare ebpicxe. 

The 3. sing. syncop. aor. evxro for nbgaro occurs in an Epic frag- 
ment in Schol. Soph. CEd. C. 1375. The pluperf. nvyyny is in Soph. 

Tr. 610. 

Evo, I singe, roast: fut. ebow, lon. edwt; aor, 1. 
evca, Hom. In prose generally adetdw, ageton, and 7pev- 
pévoc, Aischyl. ap. Athen. 9. p. 375. e. 

In the dialects we find also 4gatw. In Aristophanes the reading is un- 

certain, but the better authorities are in favour of agevey. So we have 
agevoa in Simon. Fr. 136. and apedoare in Nicand. ap. Athen. 2. p. 61. a. 
The pronunciation with the lenis ejw and avw is known from single 

forms and derivations, among which are arevfxaow (Hesych.) in the 
sense of I dry up, avaivw, I dry, &c. But the forms which belong 

here must not be confounded with atw, I kindle (see that verb), as 

the radical idea is essentially different. 

"Exbw, I hate, used only in pres. and by the poetst ; 
hence areybavopou, Iam hateful; fut. arsybjrouo1. The 

* For the accentuation of this imperat. Fr. 296. Soph. Aj. 459. Phil. 510. 
see the second note under “Epxouat. Eurip. Med, 118. Androm, 212. but 

+ See the last note under ’Epva. the pass. €@ouat is more common. — 
¢ [The active voice isfoundin Acschyl. Passow.] 
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aor. 7x4duyv is Poet., but amryybouyy is more generally 
used. Perf. ar7yyOypo1, I am hated. We find also a perf. 
7xonpos, part. 7x4ypévog in Lycophr. 827. 

Some have wished to reject the above relation, which has always been 
supposed by grammarians to exist between the forms of this middle 
verb, and they adopt, beside arexOavopar, a present, answering to the 
active, 2 Oopat, aréyOopas, of which }yO6uny, drnxOduny would be im- 

perfect. Now the true relation of which we are in search must be 

grounded on the usage of the older writers. And first then dmny,90pnv, 
when standing in immediate connexion with the present, cannot be an 
imperfect ; it can only be an aorist. Thus in Od. &, 366. oida dr’ jx Oero 

maou Seoiowv, “that he has been hated,” consequently “is hated:” the 
same of drfyOero, Il. 4 300.: again, Savpalw dri, et pév reve boy aay- 

xO6pny, pépynre....ei dé r@ éxexovpynoa, &c. Xen. Anab. 5, 8,25. In the 
same way the conj. is plainly an aorist in Il. 6, 53. Tac dcarépoat, bray 
Tor aréxOwvrac rept knpi. “ destroy them, as soon as they have become 
hateful to thee.” Compare also the following passages in Plato’s Apo- 
logia: and first the present, p. 24. “I tell you everything without con- 

cealment, cairo oida oyeddy dre roicg abroic arexPdvopa, that I make 

myself hateful to you by these very things.” Again p.21., Socrates re- _ 
lates his going round to those who appeared to be wise, and his endea- 
vouring to convince one of them that he was not so, and then he adds, 
evrevOer ody rovry TedmwnXOdpny Kal ToAXOIc THY Tapdyrwy; and im- 

mediately afterwards cat évrav0a kdxeivy kal Adore TOXIC An XO6- 
pny. pera ravr ovv Hon epebiic 7a, aigBavépevoc pév...dre anmnxOa- 

vépnv, where the relative meaning of the imperfect and aorist is most 
evident. In Demosth. Olynth. 3, p. 34. “I say it not, iv’ adréxOwpai 
ris bpey,” it evidently refers to the immediate consequences of. the 
sentence ; and just afterwards in a general sense, “ for I am not so silly, 
Gore dwexOavecbar BovrecOar pndev wpereiv vouifwr.” But the passages 

where ijx0ero, dxxGero have been translated as imperfects, was hated, 
may very well be understood, like other aorists, in the sense of the plu- 
perf. had made himself hateful, had been hated, as Il. y, 454. Eurip. 
Hipp. 1402. Compare particularly Il. Z, 200. Notwithstanding this 
however we see the infin. dréy@ea0a1, not only in every instance as 

a proparoxytone, but we find expressly in Lex. Seg. 6, p. 423. 25. the 
gloss “AréxOeoOac> Aéyouor dé wore kal drexOavecba. Nor do I feel 
sufficient confidence to recommend the aoristic accentuation for Il. 9, 

83. Eurip. Med. 290. Thucyd. 1, 136. Plat. Rep. 1, p. 343. e. Lys. ¢. 
Andoc. p. 108, 2.; not so much because the sense is indecisive in favour 

of aorist or present (it generally is so in the infinitive), but because 
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I am waiting for manuscript examples of this accentuation.* Notwith- 
standing what has been said, we need not be surprised at finding the 

indic. pres. dréyOopuac in Eurip. Hipp. 1260. (compare aicfouac); for 
it is ascertained to be a false reading for ¢raxOouac: and the usage of 
Theocritus (dréxOera, 7,45.) is not of sufficient authority. 

"Exot, Ihave, hold: fut. €@ with the aspirate ; imperf. 
elyovt; aor. (as from {XQ), Zryov, imperat. oxé¢ (comp. 
mwapacxes), optat. cyolyy, conj. cx, ox%s, &c. (comp. 

rapdcyw, rapacyys, &c.), infin. xiv, part. cy@v. Pass. 

and midd. éyoues; imperf. ciyduyy; fut. midd. 2Sono ; 
aor, midd. zoyouynv§ (rapac you, mapacyécba:). Krom the 

aor. cxeiv comes a new fut. act. cy7ow ||, and fut. midd. 
oxjooue, whence perf. act. Zoxyxa, perf. pass. Zryypou, 
aor. pass. éoyéOny, verbal adj. éxrég and oyerds. 

From the aor. Zoyov comes also a new pres. Joya, which 
with its future «x7 is principally used when the more 
definite ideas of to hold firm, stop, seize on (which are 
contained in the less expressive Zyev), require force and 
elevation. ‘The aor. Zo yoy also (as the duration naturally 
implied in the idea of to have little suits the aorist) belongs 
rather to these more definite meanings, when they are sup- 
posed to be transitory, as sezzed, held on, &c. In its com- 

pounds 2yw has generally one of these more definite senses, 
whence also the aor. répecyov &c. is found much more 
commonly in these than any other meanings. 

Notwithstanding that the great difference of formation in the passive 
and middle aorist contributed necessarily to keep up a distinction be- 
tween their respective meanings, we still find cases of the aor. midd. 
used instead of the passive; the most common are exéofac in the 

* Bekker has never yet found it in any § [This aor. sometimes loses the augm. 
manuscript. The quotation of the above- 
mentioned verse of Eurip, in Plutarch with 
amex OeioOa: contains a trace of it; see 
Elmsley, who has written it dex 0éo0a. 

+ [Theognis has for the 2. sing. xe: 0a, 
1316. like cxhoewba below.— Passow. | 

¢ [Homer has the imperf. also without 
the augm. éxov. — Passow. ] 

in Hom. in its 3. sing. cxéro, Il. , 248. 
$, 345. We find also its imperat. cxod, 
infin. oxéoOa, part. oxduevos. — Pas- 
sow. | 

|| [We find a rare form of the 2. sing. 
fut. sxfhoec8a, Francke Hymn. Cer. 366. 
like €xe.o@a mentioned above. — Pas- 
sow. ] 
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sense of to be seized, held, Od., eexovro Herodot. 1, $1., caréoyxero Od. 
vy, 284. Hiurlp. Hipp. 27., caracydpevoc Pind: Pyth. 1, 16. Plat, Pheedr. 

p. 244., ovoxdpevoc Plat. Theet. p. 165. b. 
The way in which éoyoy comes from ¢yw may be seen bi comparing 

it with éoroy from éxw. In tox the « supplies the place of a redupli- 

cation, as we see fully exemplified in piuvw, yiyvopa, &c., where py, 
yv are the syncopated stem of those verbs as cy is of the one before 
us. This « would have the aspirate, as in ternue; but here again, as 

in yw itself, it passed on account of the y into the lenis, a change 

more frequent in the older times of the language: compare éo0%¢ from 
Evvupu, oro, vestis ; aOpdoc and &Opdoc ; AOvpw, Att. &Bipw. 

We find also the analogous imperat. cyé, and that in its simple 
form, in an oracle in Schol. Eurip. Pheen. 641. where however the 

reading is not certain. It is more frequent as a compound, rdpacye ; 

see Porson ad Eur. Hee. 836. Orest. 1330, Plat. Protag. p, 348. a. 
The language of poetry has from a theme ZXEOQ the forms 

eaxeOor, oxeBéey, oxéOwy, on which see apive. 

On ¢ixee, Herodot. 1, 118., for eiye, see fee under &fw, and com- 

pare ¢W0ce under £0w.—From the part. perf. cvvoxyw«ére, Il. B, 218., we 
may conclude that there was an old Epic part. éyw«a, of which the 

following seenis to be a satisfactory explanation. The simple perfect 
of éxw, with the usual change of vowel, would be dyxa (compare the 
subst, 6x); which reduplicated becomes, according to the common 

analogy, dxwxa. But since of two aspirates the second may be 
‘changed, it is very possible that this became éxwxa, particularly as 

such a change made the derivation from ¢yw more sensible to the ear. 
And it is clear from the Hesychian gloss cvvoxw yore, either that the 

old Grammarians explained the Homeric form in this way, or that both 

stood side by side as old various readings. That a reduplicated form 
of this kind did exist is certain at all events by the subst. dxwyf, as 

all similar verbal substantives (érw7h, ddwdh, édwdh, aywyh, akwKh) 

are connected with really reduplicated forms of their respective verbs. 
Compare also the exactly similar formation of otywxa under otxw. 

In the passage of Il. p, 340. the reading racat yap éxrwyaro (i.e. 
mv\ar) with the explanation “were shut” has very much in its favour, 

both from the sense and construction as well as from the antithesis 

at 3, 58, macau & diyvuvro tua. If with Wolf we adopt it, the only 
way of analogous explanation is this: ’Oyevc, a bolt, has its meaning 
from the verb éyw; and the supposition that éréyw rac rvXac meant 

to hold together, shut, is grounded on analogy, like éréyew ra dra, rhyv 
y\Gooay, &c. But as we have shown above that dxwya was the perf. 

act., so is @yua formed as correctly as Hypa with ayhoya, and with 
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the change of vowel continuing into the passive like dwpro. According 
to this érwxaro is the Ion. 3. plur. of the pluperf. pass. from éréyw.* 

The following compounds of gyw have other pecu- 
liarities : 

avéyw. When avéyer$a: in the midd. has the sense of 
to bear, its imperf. and aor. have a double augm., jveryouny, 

jver youn (avacyeobo), 

The simple augm. does however occur in this meaning of the verb, 
sometimes in the middle, as in dveoxdpny (Aristoph. Pac. 347.), some- 
times at the beginning, as in #vexdpueo0a, which excellent emendation of 

Kiister for the unmetrical jvecyduec0a (Aristoph. Lys. 507.) has been 
rejected through a mistake of Porson and others as not Greek. 

apméyw, I envelope: imperf. dumeiyov; fut. audego; 

aor. qumioyov, aumoyeiv. Mind. dumréyouos or ami 
oxvovpast, I have round me, have on me; fut. apoé§o- 

po; aor. Humic youny. 

Here too we find the double augment. In Aristoph. Thesm. 165. 
indeed, where juréoyero stands, the aor. is embarrassing, and probably 
the true reading was jymeiyero, which form of the imperf. has been 
restored from the manuscripts to Plat. Phado. p. 87. b., and occurs 

also in Lucian. Peregr. 15. 

A present apricyw has also been adopted, which considered in itself, 

like icxw and zx, is not only admissible, but actually does occur (see 
Elmsl. ad Eurip. Med. 277.). Still however ijumicxorv, which appears 

so frequently in the common language, is not the imperfect of it, as 
aprvoxeiy alone would suffice to informus. But instead of this another 
pres. aymuryxéw has been supposed, and supported not only by the gloss 

aprisxoupevoy in Hesychius, but also by the similar various reading 
in Aristoph. Av. 1090. That a form icyéw, aurieyéw should have ex- 
isted in the Attic dialect, and that aua/oywand a4prcoyovpac should have 

become completely confounded together, is most Aenpeetabios But inthe 
passage of Aristophanes there is an old reading apmtrxvovpevor, which 
is at once placed beyond a doubt by the parallel izicyvotpar: it is 
therefore evident that durioyovpar, froma mere misunderstanding of the 

aor. dumorxeiv, crept not only into some of the manuscripts of Aristo- 

* The reading emgxaro, from a sup- Derived from ofxouat it might be in itself 
posed pres. éwolyvuui, is quite untenable; defensible, but in the passage in question 
for as the simple ofyviva: means to open, it gives no idea recommended by its com- © 
this compound of it cannot mean to shut. _bining easily with the context. 

I 
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phanes, but into Hesychius also, where the gloss aymiwyeiy occurs just 
before.* Now that ijumicyov, aprcoyeiy, is really an aorist, we learn’ 

from the passages of Aristoph. and the following glosses of Hesych. 
Apmusyeiy, weptbadeiv. "Hurioyero (I. ipmioye), tepéoxe, weprébarer. 
"Hyrioxero, évedicaro, éddpnoe, weprebddXero (1. wepuebddero). And 

therefore it is clear that this form is not resolvable into ijya-—.oxor, 

apr—wxeivy, but into ijpr—oyor, ayreoxeiv; because instead of 

dium—eoxoy the augm. passed over to the preposition, jat—oxor. 

imioxveouc, I promise, Ion. (Hom. and Herod.) dzi- 
oxonot: fut. broryjoopor; aor. dreryxouny, imperat. omd- 

oxovt; perf. bréoynpar. 

"Evo, I cook: fut. ajow, &e. Verbal adj. és, or eby- 
roc, ebyréog. A remarkable form of the aor. is cvvyag 

the comic writer Timocles ap. Athen. 9. p. 407. e. 

We find in Herodotus (1, 48. 1, 118. 8, 26.) a resolution of ee for € 

in the 3. sing. imperfect of three verbs, eee, évetyee, Spdee, from 
éVw, évéxw, and w¢dor, which reciprocally confirm each other.t Some 
suppose a pres. ééw from which they may be formed, but except in 
évhow, dodjow, there are no traces whatever of such a theme, unless 

we imagine something in éYeiy, Hippoer. de Steril. 17. which to me 
seems to mean nothing of the kind; and in an aor. 2. (as we shall see 
wodoy is) a form in cov would be quite remote from all analogy. Com- _ 
pare the perf. é#0ce under "E6w. 

The formation of the verbal adj. é¢6é¢ dates from a time when the 
double letters and ~ were not yet introduced into the Attic writing ; 
consequently the root of @/w was then E®=—-: when to this root the 
termination roc was added, theo necessarily dropped out, as three conso- 
nants could not stand together, leaving é¢—rédc, which, by a change of the 

second consonant to make the root somewhat more visible, became ép0dc. 
"EQ, "EQ, IQ. The first “EQ has three leading senses, which form 

so many verbs: 1. I send; 2. I seat; 3. Iclothe. The second EQ is 

* The critic must not be misled by find- 
ing the reading @umoxovmevoy in Ari- 
stoph. in so excellent a manuscript as the 
Cod. Ravenn., when the internal analogy 
is so decisive. Besides it is clear that a 
form so strange to the common gramma- 
rian as @umloxvovuc, and which is ve- 
rified by such pure analogy, cannot have 
come into the manuscripts by chance or 
mistake ; consequently that the worst 
which has it, is in such a case of more 
weight than the best which has it not. 

+ An imperat. pass. drocxéOnr: has 
been hitherto the reading in Plat. Phedr. 
p- 235. d., but there are only weak grounds 
for it in the manuscripts. See Bekker. 

¢ The unanimity of the reading some- 
times of all, at other times of the majority, 
of the manuscripts as to these three forms 
is so convincing, that I am not only un- 
willing to meddle with them, but I even 
suspect that ére?yé re in Herodot. 1, 153. 

where te is injurious to the context, is a 
corruption of éze?yee, 
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the root of iui, Jam. The third, IQ is the root of ei, J go. As these 
two last will be found in their alphabetical places, we have here to 

treat only of the three derivates of ‘EQ. 

1. inp, I send, throw. 

The conjugation of this verb scarcely differs from that of riOnpc; 
whatever tenses the one forms from TIOEQ, the other borrows from 

‘IEQ. The stands, for instance, instead of the reduplication; in the Attic 

language it is long *, in the Epic generally short. When the short radical 
vowel « begins the word, it is capable of receiving the augment by chang- 
ing to e«. The simple verb is not of frequent occurrence, and a large 
proportion of the undermentioned forms occur only in the compounds. 

ACTIVE. 

Pres. inj, ine, tyor,— 8. pl. (igaor) idee or ici. Imper. te. Opt. 

ieinv. Conj. id. Infin. iévar.t Part. ieée. 

Imperf. inv and (from ‘IEQ) iovy. Comp. agiovy or jpiovy; 3. pl. 
Holecay. 

Fut. jjow. 

Perf. cixat (like ré0ecxa). Pluperf. evcecy. 

Aor. 1. ja, Ion. énxa. 

Aor. 2. jv, &e. (not used in sing. but its place supplied by aor. 1.), 
pl. guev, ére, Zoay, generally with augm. eiper, eire, cioay (Kxab- 

eipev, aveire, apeioay§). Imper. &c. Opt. einv; pl. cipev, cire, 

ciey for cinuev, &c. Conj.d. Infin. iva, Part. etc. The com- 

pounds follow the simple, e.g. agpeivar, age, agec, &c. Opt. pl. 
aveipev for aveinuer, &c. 

Pass. and Mipp. (compare T/Onp.) 

Pres. teat. 

Perf. cipac (as peOeipar, pebeioOar, pebelcOw), &e. Acagtpévoc, 

Apoll. Rh. 2, 372. belongs to the middle.of eis, tepac 
Aor. 1. pass. €0nv, generally with the augm. ef0nv (adeiOny, part. 

apeOeic, &c.; HpeiOn, Plut. Sylla 28.). 

* Tt may however be shortened in Att. 
poetry; see Lex, Seg. 6. p. 471, 10. Dobr. 
ad Aristéph. Plut. 75. 

+ [Instead of féva: Homer has i€ueva, 
Hesiod iguev: and in the imperf. Homer 
has fey 3. plur. for feoay, Il. wu, 33.— 
Passow. | 

+ For €wxa, dpéwxa, and the pass. 
&péwvrat in N.T. see the note on ayfo- 

xa under &yw. I will mention here a 
trace of the same form in Herodot. 2, 165. 
where the text has avéovra: és 7d pd- 

x mov, but the sense requires a perfect 
Gveivrat, they are given to, devoted to, 
vacant. What therefore was a mere con- 
jecture of Stephanus, dvéwvra, now de- 
serves our highest consideration, as the 
valuable Florentine Codex of Schweig- 
heeuser actually has this reading. 

§ In these forms of the aor. 2. act. and 
those of the aor. 2. pass. épeivro, &c., the 
accent is not thrown back to the beginning 
of the word, because the e arises from the 
augment, 

Es 
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Aor. 1. midd. §jxapnv, which in the indicative is used even in prose* ; 

The other moods do not occur. 
Aor. 2. midd. funy, generally with the augm. eipny, eloo, eiro 

(ddetro, épeivro).t Imper. ob (agod, xpood, rpdeabe, &e.). Opt. 

eipuny, €to, eiro, &c. Conj. pat. Infin. éoOar (rpoéoOar). Part. 

Epevoc (agpémevoc). 
Verbal adj. érdc, éréog (&peroc, &c.). 

Instances of the imperf. sing. in -ny are rare, and those which do 
occur are suspicious ; in the 2. and 3. sing. we generally find ‘ec, te 
(contracted like éréOecc), and in the 1. sing. was formed, at least in the 

Ion. and Att. dialect, an anomalous form in -ey, as mpote, Od. , 88. 
x, 100. p, 9. (Wolf's ed.) ; Ag¢éev, Plat. Euthyd. p. 293. a. Libanius 1, 

p- 793.; avéecy, Lucian Catapl. 4. 

On the Aétic conj. and optat., which imitate the regular conjugation 
of the barytone verbs in accent if not in form, as zpéwyat, mpdnrar, 
toro, mpdoroGe, &e., see the second paragraph of Avvaya:. We find in 

the active voice of this verb corresponding forms, but only in the 
present, e. g. agéoure, Plat. Apol. p. 29. d.; agin, Xen. Cyr. 8, 1, 2. 
(6.); but the genuineness of these two is doubtful. { The other dia- 
lectic forms of both moods correspond exactly with those of réOnpt, 

as agéw, adetw, for conj. 4p6; Hor for 3. sing. conj. 7, &c. 
From the ¢ of the pres. iéva: arose a new theme, ‘IQ, of which we 

find many forms, but always in the Ion. dialect, as avéec for dvinot, 

Herodot. 3, 109. Evvcoy frequently for Evviecay; Il. a, 273. Evvee, 

imperat. Theogn. 1240. Bekk. peréero or éperiero for pebiero, 
Herodot. 1, 12. and the augm. perf. weperipévoc frequently used 
for peBeyévoc: see also 3. pres. periee in Schweigh. Lex. Herodot. 

There are many other such forms which vary only in the accent, and 

consequently are not to be depended on.§ 

Lastly we have some Epic forms compounded with aya, which ac- 

cording to meaning can only belong here, and which have this pecu- 

mpoter is sometimes pres. sometimes im- * Examples may be found in Fisch. ad 
Well. 2. p. 484. where we must restore 
mpojKace. 

+ Xenoph. Hier. 7, 11. Eurip. Suppl. 
1199. 

$ Yet we find in the Attics instances of 
the regular form, as wapi@pev Plat. 
Phed. p. 90., &piijre Xen. Hell. 2, 4, 10. 
(16.), aquetev ib. 6, 4, 2. and 3., still with 
the various reading apfotey in both pas- 
sages. 

§ For instance &e? is from ‘IEQ, but 
éviet pres. of ‘IQ. Compare II. a, 326. 
with 336., 8, 752. with y, 118. where 

perfect. See Brunck on Sophocl. Gid. T. 
628. and Heyne on Il. ¢, 523. The impe- 
rat. ive in Theognis becomes suspicious 
when compared with the Homeric éuvie, 
Od. a, 271. and elsewhere ; while the 3. 
plur. gdmov is rendered doubtful by the 
various reading gvmev for tvviecay (see 
Heyne on Il. a, 273.). We have quoted 
these points to show the great uncertainty 
of the readings, not to recommend a uni- 
formity, which is impossible if we pay any 
regard to manuscripts, 
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liarity, that they take « instead of y in the future, and have the regular 

formation of the aor. 1. in ca instead of xa, as avécet, diveray, dvécat, 

Il. &, 209. ¢, 537. Od. o, 265. But this form appears to be used only 
where the preposition gives the idea of again, back: compare Il. (3, 276. 
&, 362. where advice, avixey have merely the sense of to stimulate. 

2. eiaa, I seated, placed; ja, I sit. ' 

Eica is a defective verb, of which the following forms are found 

with the meaning of to seat or place. 
Aor. eica, ac, ev, &e. Imper. cicov. Infin. goa, Eooar (épéooar). 

Part. Zoac, cioac.— MID. eiodpny. Imper. goat, éooar (Egeooar). 

Part. eodpevoc (égeorapevoc, Od. 7, 442.), eiodpevoc : 

some of which are liable to be confounded with similar forms of évvupu. 
Fut. midd. écopar, Ecoopar (épéooopac). 
Perf. pass. jar, &e., which see below. 

Of these forms eicauny only occurs in Attic prose in the sense of ¢o 
lay the foundation of, found, erect ; the others belong to the dialects 
and to poetry, particularly to the Epic. The defective parts of this 
verb are supplied by idpvw (which is complete in all its moods and 
tenses), and by xaiZw, a word of still more general occurrence. The 

indisputable connexion of this verb with {Zw and @Zeo8a has induced 
many grammarians to place the above forms under éfw, the pres. act. 
of which however is nowhere found. But in that case the augm. ec, 

which does not occur in éfépunv, would form in Attic prose a deviation 

for which there are no grounds. Now as jac seems to presuppose a 

radical form ‘EQ, it is more natural to leave all the above forms in this 

their simplest formation, distinguish them from &eoOar, (which we 

shall see presently to be a word in very limited use), and class this 
latter as a form belonging to iZw, iZeoOar. * 

The ec in eioa, ciodpny, is indisputably the augment, for we see it 
dropped in the other moods goat, &c., which double the ¢ on account of 
the metre in Epic poetry; hence the imperat. cicoy which occurs but 

once (Od. n, 163.) is very remarkable. In a later period however the 

ec of the augment certainly does become, and that too in prose, an in- 
tegral part of the word, in order to strengthen the syllable; whence 

* Tt might appear as if the fut. épéo- 
oeoOat(Il. t. 455.) could not be sepa- 
rated from €(ec@a, as the curse of Amyn- 
tor Mfmore yotvaow oiaw epéocerbat 

pirov viby *EE euédev yeya@ta is un- 
derstood by all commentators thus, ‘‘ that 
a son born of me may never sit on his 
knees,” and in this sense we find éé{ero 

at Il. ¢,506. But a much more evident 
comparison is furnished by Od. 7, 443. 
éut...’Odveceds TloAAdia yotvaow olow 
epecoduevos. The meaning of épécce- 
oa therefore in the above passage of the 
Iliad is “ he will never seat,” consequently 
: must not be separated from écacba, 
oat. 

E3 
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eioapevoc not only in Herodot. 1, 66. but also in Plut. Thes. ¢. 17. 
and many other passages. In Thucyd. 3, 58. écodpevoe is scarcely 
genuine, and the various reading écdpevoc is undoubtedly the true 

reading. Lastly we find in Od. &, 295. ééc¢caro with the syllabic 

augment*, like éeure, éeideov, éeApévoc, éeppévoc, &e. 

In Athen. 4, p. 142. is quoted from Phylarchus, a prose writer of 
the time of the Ptolemies, a fut. eicerat, he will seat himself, in which 

meaning none of the forms belonging to this verb are found else- 
where. It is probably an Alexandrian provincialism, written in the 
N. T. caiZeoe and xadfjoecbe. 

The following forms are in use with the meaning of fo sit: 
Pres. jpact, joa, Hora, &e., 3. pl. jvrat Seay 

Imperf. juny, joo, Horo, &e., 3. pl. jvro. Imperat. ijoo, joOw, &e. 

Infin. joOa. Part. jpevoe. 

In prose however the compound xa0npa with the same meaning is 

much more used, which takes no oa in the 3. sing. except when in the 

imperf. it has no augm., as— 

KaOnpar, 3. sing. caOnrar. 

éxaOjuny or kaOhpny, 3. sing. éxa0nro or cabijoro. 

Imper. xa6yoo. Opt. caboiuny, 3. sing. kaBorro. $ Conj. ca0wpar, -n, 

-nrat. Infin. cabjoba.§ Part. caOhpevoc. 

The defective tenses are supplied by éleoOac or iZeoOac with their 
compound. 

Instead of the 2. sing. in -cac and -co we find also the shortened 
forms of the compounds, viz. pres. ca 0n for ca0noac and imperat. ka0ovu 

for ki@noo, which however are not so good Attic as the others. 

Instead of jvrat, jvro, the Ion. have éarat, Zaro (the ending of the 

Ion. perf. pass.), and the Epics efarat, claro. In the compound the Ion. 
use, according to their general analogy, carnuat, xaréarat, for ca-. 

The same form ja: is also the true perf. of eioa, as used in the 

sense of idpupa: of inanimate objects, e. g. Herodot. 9, 57., Callim. Fr. 

122.: these passages, with the Ion. 3. pl. etarar, Lucian De Dea 
Syr. 31. prove decidedly that the reading of Od. v, 106. is etaro with 

* This writing ééooaro, with the lenis, 
to distinguish it from é€ooaTo the aor. 
of évvum, is an arbitrary proceeding of 
the Grammarians, and scarcely correct, 

as the syllabic augment takes the aspi- 
rate before aspirated vowels, as in édpay, 
enka. 

+ This form may be considered either 
as a perf. pass. (1 have been seated, or I 
have seated myself, consequently I sit), 
or as a separate formation in yz, like di- 

(nua: the former appears to me the 
more probable. Compare Kefua. 

¢ The accentuation of the opt. and conj. 
moods, from the rarity of their occurrence, 
is not to be depended on ; I have accented 
these according to the general analogy of 
barytone verbs. 

We must not overlook the difference 
of the accent in Kd@nua, KabjoOau, but 
compare the same appearance with the ob- 
servations made on it under Kequa. 
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the aspirate, not (as it is sometimes written) etaro the midd. of eipi. 
See also “IZw. : 

3. Evvupe, to put on, which see in its place. 
"EGper or Ewer. See “Aw, 3. 

Z. 

Za, I live, is contracted in 7, like dnbaw, rewaw, xpaw ; 
it is used by old writers principally in the pres. and im- 

perf., as Ge is in the remaining tenses: thus pres. [@, 
vs, $7; imperat. 64 (Herm. Soph. Ant. 1154.), or $7; 
opt. Swyy ; infin. Sj. Imperf. 2fwv, 2oy¢, 25y, &c. 

The forms with the y, particularly the imperf. éZnc, €£n, soon drew 

the usage aside to the formation in ju, so that @fyy as well as éZwy 
was used in the imperf., and #8 in the imperative. Herodian attempted 

indeed to defend the former against the latter (see Fr. 42. Herm. or p. 

460. Piers.), but he unwisely drew his proofs from éne, €fn. He quotes 

however ¢Zwy as the usage of Aristophanes, while Euripides, Plato, Xe- 

nophon, &c., have no other form; and the question is decided by the 

3. plur. which never occurs otherwise than é¢fwy.* Hence it is remark- 
able that the same Herodian (Fr. 43.), immediately after having pro- 
nounced the above opinion, rejects £76:, which is necessarily connected 

with ¢{nv. This imperat. occurs in the LXX, and sometimes in the 

Anthologia+; but 27 is found in Eurip. Iph. T. 699. and Fr. Phrixi, 
and in Soph. Fr. Danaés. 

Beside the pres. and imperf. there was in common use among the older 

writers a future, as foe (Aristoph. Plut. 263.), Cjoover (Plat. Rep. 5. 

* It is singular that Pierson (ad Moer. reading. All things considered I very 
p- 148.) was so far misled by Herodian’s 
authority as to reject contemptuously the 
very intelligible opinion of the gramma- 
rian in the Etym. M. p. 413, 8. (to which 
we may add Ib. p. 410, 49. &e. and Tho. 
M. v. é(wv), and to defend @yv, which is 
there much censured, as the true reading 
of Eurip. Alc. 651. where some Codd. 
certainly have it. It is anything but 
robable that transcribers should have 

introduced into so many passages of the 
old writers (wy, which sounds so dif- 
ferently from &(y, nay the contrary is the 
more probable. See Fischer, 1. p. 125. 
In Demosth. Timocr. 702, 2. we certainly 
find @mv without any known various 

much doubt whether Herodian ever gave it 
as his opinion that @(yv was used for (wv. 
Pierson first took it from a manuscript (see 
his note p. 460, and Lob. post Phryn. p. 
457.); but there is another manuscript in 
which @{wy is by no means rejected, and 
nothing more is stated than that &yy, 
which belongs to &(ys, €{n, is used by 
Demosthenes, : 

+ That is to say, in the Epig. Incert. 
242. where the first six hours of the day 
are allotted to labour, and then the 
seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth (ZH@I) are 

said, by a play on the letters, to bid us 
enjoy life. 

14 
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p- 465. d.), Zijoec (ib. 9. p. 591. ¢.), and Zicera (which is the common 

form in use among the later writers) in Dem. c. Aristog. I. p. 794, 19. 
In these last we find also the aor. 1. {naa and the perf. ¢fnxa. 

The Ion. and Dor. formed this verb with the vowel w, and that not 

merely as a lengthening of the theme in fw, Cwovrec, éfwov, but 
throughout the persons, thus Zwec, Gwe, Lwere, Cwovor, and also 

shortened to fdev, see Simonid. Gaisford. 231, 17. Herodot. 7, 46. 

Theodorid. Epig. 8, 7. Hence also a future tense, éréZwoe, which is 

now restored from the manuscripts to the text of Herodot. 1, 120.* 

Zéw, I seeth, boil, retains the ¢ in the inflexion. From the 

examples given by Stephens it appears that Géw, generally 
speaking at least, has an intransitive, and [éyyvums a trans- 
itive sense ; the other tenses have both meanings in com- 

mon. ‘The pass. takes o, e. g. ameGcopévoc, amobec Geis. 

Zevyvups, [join: fut. Se0Ew, &c. ; aor. 2. pass. eGoyyy. 
Zavups, I gird: fut. Gor, &c. ; perf. pass. arpa. — 

Mipp. Ga@vvupos, &e. | 

According to Suidas (v. séoworar) the older Attics had no o in the 
perfect. This he proves by the authority of Thucyd. 1, 6. dueZwpévor, 

where however all the Codd. have duefwopévo. Compare Lwfw. 

Zow. See Zaw. 

H, 

‘Héaw, Lam in the bloom and vigour of manhood, pubeo; 

jeacxw, Tam coming to manhood, pubesco. ‘The aor 76yca, 
I have arrived at manhood, belongs to the second form. 

See Moeris p. 180. with Pierson’s note. In the compound however 
the form in aw has the sense of to become, avnbay to become young again. 

When the o is followed by a syllable naturally long it is lengthened 
by the Epics to wo, and when it has the x subscript it becomes wor; 

thus iEmorrec for HEdrrec, HEwoyse for HEGp. 

‘Hyéopnou, Llead ; [consider as such: depon. midd. [The 

* This formation may be supposed to éwe(dpe: for éweSdper, (épeOpov for Bé- 
arise from the mere lengthening of (dw, pe@pov, it seems to point out to mea ra- 
(@, making (éw; but when I compare  dical identity in the verbs (jv and Bidva, 
Béoceobe (see Bidw) and Béouat with which accounts for their being so mixed 
(éew and jv, and the well-known forms up together in usage. 
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act. 7yéw is found only in its compounds, as repinyéo, 
Schef. Mel. p.114., but it is better to derive these from 
the adj. repsyyys, &c.; 1 doubt therefore whether zyéw 
was ever really in use. — Passow. | 

The Ion. and Dor. use, principally in the sense of to consider in a 
certain light, the perf. ijynjac instead of the pres.; it is common for 

instance in Herodotus, see Schweigh. Lex. Herod. v. fyyéeoOar; Fragm. 

Pythag. Gale p. 711. (&ynvrac); whence it came into the language of 
poetry, e. g. péy’ iynoa réde, Eurip. Phoe. 553. In prose it does not 
appear frequent until the later writers.* In the sense of to precede 
d&ynpac is found in Pind. Pyth. 4, 442. In a passive sense ra aynpéva 
is the same as ra vevomopéva, that which is usual, Orac. ap. Demosth. 

adv. Macart. p. 1072, 25. In two of the passages of Herodot. there is 
a remarkable various reading dyna (see Schweigh. ib. v. dyéecOar) ; 
and it is very possible that this form had the Ion. short a for n witha 
different breathing. 

"How, Idelight: but little used in the active. Pass. Jam 
delighted : fut. jr6jcop01; aor. 1. jo4yv. Compare ‘Avdavea, 

Homer has once the midd. #joaro for fo8n, Od. 1, 353. 

"Hééw, I strain, filter: fut. in general use 7ijoo, &e. 

But Galen quotes from Hippocrates joag from HOQ. 
"Hxw, I come, am arrived (see ‘Ixvéouos), has (in the 

older writers) only the present, the imperfect 7xov, and the 
future 7£w. 

The form é:jéa belongs to duarrw; but later writers have also from 
jjxw not only the aor. 1. #ga but a perf. jjca. See Lobeck ad Phryn. 
pp- 743, 744. 
*Hya. See ‘EQ, 2. 

"Hy, jv. See ®npi. 

*Hpio, I sink: fut. jpiow, &c. The regular perf. of this verb was 

jjvea ; to this was prefixed the reduplic. with the shortened ¢ in order 
to preserve the relation between the first and second syllable: but on 
account of the verse the first syllable was to be again made long, for 

* Schneider's remark in his Lexicon 374. d. (#yynoa for 7ye7,), and in Clito- 
must be taken in this limited sense. See phon 407. c¢. (iynoe). Better examples 
the word in Lucian Piscat. 14. Paus. 10, _ perhaps may be found in Plat. Tim. p. 19. 
6, 32. Some older examples would be  e. Legg. 8. p. 837. c. 
desirable. I find it also in Hipp. Min. p. 
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which purpose py was taken instead of yp, as in the instances of ama- 
Aapvoc from radaph, vovupvoc for vwyvpoc ; thus was formed an Epic 

perf. guvfuvKa, and its comp. trepvhpu«a, Il. x, 491. 

‘Hoodopnou, 7irrdouos, Tam inferior, am overcome, used 
in the pure language only in the passive form. Fut. qoo7- 
Oyoopo, occasionally xyrrjcouo, Lyc. c. Ergocl. 9., pro 

Polycr. 32. Verbal adj. arryréov. 
The Ion. formed from -dw a pass. Esagopar, Ecootpar, EcowOny, &e., 

Herodot. The later writers thought they might also form an active (¢0 
overcome), which Diodorus has occasionally (see Schefer on Ari- 
stoph. Plut. p. 525.). The only passage in which it occurs in any 
of the older writers (Iseus 11, 31. p. 86, 5.) has been corrected by the 
Breslau manuscript from roy pev hrrqy, rov O&€ vexdoOa to hrraoBa... 

vixgy. * 

0. 

Oarrw, I germinate: fut. Iarw, also Darajoopas ; 

perf. 2. ré6yaa, Dor. rébara. 

Hom. has not the pres. 34\Xw, but in its stead uses Snéw ; the Epic 
formation therefore is, Snéw, -how (Il. a, 236.), &e.; perf. réOnda, part. 

reOadvia ; with a rare aor. 2. Sade, Hymn. Pan. 33. The form SadXéo, 

wherever it occurs, is only a corruption of the Doric Sadéw. The later 
Epics, as Quint. Sm. 11, 96., have Sadéw. The pass. reOnAnpévoc in 

Hippocr. Insomn. 5. is remarkable. 
OAN—. See Ovickw. 

Oarre, I bury: fut. Javea; perf. rérdéba; aor. 2. pass. 
eradyy (but Herodotus has the aor. 1. ab4yv) ; perf. pass. 
rebappor, tebadbas. ‘The root of this verb was therefore 

* The conclusion that because we have 
hrTac0a: we must necessarily have nrTév 
is false: H7TGoOa is a neuter idea, HrTwy 
ejul twos, whence it can be joined only 
with the gen. 7TTG00at tos. The pas- 
sive form, as in many other verbs, took 
this meaning, 7rrhOnv like épo67Onv, 
éemAdyx ony, &c., and might therefore have 

an active voice in a causative sense, but 

not necessarily. The common reading 
in Isezeus condemns itself, If the orator 
had wished merely to contrast the ac- 
tive and passive, he must have said rdv 
uev wiKdoOa toy 5& vixdv, and it would 

have been a most unnatural mode of 
speaking to have brought in the verb 
nrrgy; evenif it had been in use. The 
neuter ideas ‘‘ to get the better, to win,” 
are here contrasted with “‘ to be worsted, 
to lose,” and it was therefore necessary 
to say Toy wey ATTATOm, Tw BE viKGv, 
exactly as had been said a little before 
by h érépa viKG mereival Ti Kal TH HTTy- 
Qcion : where mgy is taken in a judicial 
sense and stands absolutely, not having 
the opponent following it in the accusa- 
tive case, as when it means to conquer 
any one in battle. 
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@A®, as we see one or both of the aspirated letters in all 
the above forms. See below OA®. 

Thus we have re04¢0 in Lucian Dial. Mar. 9, 1. reOdgarac in 
Herodot. 6, 103. Compare Tpé¢w, with note. 

OA®-. Perf. used as a pres. ré0nra, [am astonished, where the second 
aspirated letter of the root is changed into the tenuis ; on the contrary 
in the aor. éragoy the first undergoes that change.* Compare Odrrw. 

OAQ, an Epic defective verb, of which the act. has the causative 

sense to give suck to, the midd. the immediate sense fo suck. Of the 
former we know nothing more than the aor. Sijoa:, and that only from 

Hesychius. Of the latter Hom. has the infin. pres. $jo0a:+ with the 
collateral meaning of to milk (Od. 6, 89.), and the aor. 1. midd. é04caro, 

he sucked (Il. w, 58.). [So é@heao, Callim. Jov. 48., and Sncdpevoc, 

Hymn. Cer. 236. But in Hymn. Apoll. 123. S4earo has the causative 

sense she gave suck to.— Passow. | 

See another Sdopua ia the following Oedopuac. 

Ozcdouas, [look at attentively, consider. Depon. Midd. 

The following different formations from this stem or root have been: 
preserved in the dialects : 

1.) Sdaouar in the following Doric forms; 9a'ye6a}t, Sophron ap. 
Apollon. de Pron. p. 359. a. Imperat. Saco, Nossidis Epigr. 8., Any- 
tes Epigr. 10. ao0e, the Megarean in Aristoph. Ach. 770. Fut. 
and aor. Sacdpevar, Theocr. 15, 23. Sacacbar, 2,'72. Saoa (imperat.) 

1, 149. And the Epic $noaiaro, Od. o, 191. 

2.) Sagopa: Doric, Pind. Pyth. 8,64. Inéopae Ion. whence én¢7ro, 

£Onedyro, Snedpevor, aor. €Onhoaro, &c., Hom. Herodot. 

3.) Yedouar Attic and common dialect. 
Of these three formations the first and second have in Homer always 

the sense of being astonished and admiring. The simple $a-oa ap- 
pears to be the oldest, whence Satya; and the second merely the com- 

mon lengthening of it, Sa-éouar, Ion. Sn-éoare From the oldest form 
arose the simple verbal subst., properly Saa, but soon changed into Séa, 
like pvaa into pvéa; and hence first came the form Sedoua, which 

* A perfect ré0apa with a causative 
meaning, I astonish, in Schweighzuser’s 
Athen. 6. p. 258. c. is suspected, because 
the manuscript has (contrary to the metre 
it is true) ré@ame. Now the aor. p. 
e0duSn in Hesych. supposes a_ theme, 
Sdubw ; perhaps therefore it ought to. be 
N TOU Blov ‘Lypérns BME gov Téaude, . 
instead of we Tod cod, 

+ This verb is contracted in 7 instead 
of a, See Zdw, 

¢ Thisis more of an Aolic than a Dorie 
contraction: here the o is swallowed up 
by the a preceding it, which consequently 
becomes long ; thus the part. yeAa@y for 
yerdwv, pucdvres for pvodovres, yeAaion 
for yeAdouwa, &e. 
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does not occur in Homer. In Herodotus we find indeed both forms, 
e. g. SnhoacIa and YejoacOa (Ion. for SeadcacOar), but this uncertainty 

would seem to arise more from traditionary corruptions of the text. 
He has also constantly recurring as various readings é0nctro and é0nijro, 
of which the latter is perhaps according to the analogy of some verbs 
in dw contracted by the Epics in y instead of a, as dpijac 2. sing. pres. 
and épiro 3. sing. imperf. of dpaw, épaprirny dual of déuapréw: verbal 

adj. Sanréc, Snnrdc, Seardc. Compare Zaw and OAQ. 

Ocivw, I beat. This pres. is constantly used by the Epic poets and 

Tragedians in both the act. and pass. voice. Beside this the Attic 
poets have a form Séveuv, Sévor, imper. Séve, conj. Sévw, frequent 
for instance in Aristophanes, and consequently belonging to the com- 
mon language of the time. But there is no instance of a pres. indie. ; 

for in Acharn. 564. the manuscripts give, and the context requires, 
the fut. Seveic. Hence our latest critics have shown that those forms 
are aorists, (excepting occasionally that the fut. Sev6, Sevév, ought to 

be restored,) and therefore that the infin. and part. must undoubtedly 
be accented Sevetvy, Sevmv.* All those passages certainly express a 
momentary beating, Seévery on the contrary (e. g. Seiverar, Aischyl. 
Pers. 30]. evoy, ib. 416. e0eve, Eurip. Here. 949. Sevvdpevoc, 

Hom.) continued blows, or the proper imperfect. Of the indic. of 

this aor. é0evoy no instance has yet been found. ‘The Epic language 
has the aor. 1. 20ecva, part. Seivac, Il. v, 481. Hence we can point to 

éOevve as evidently an imperf. at Il. x, 339., and as an aor. at ¢, 491. 

The perfects and the aor. pass. are wanting. 
Oértw. See ’EGédw. 

Ozpop.c1, J warm myself: used in prose in the present 
and imperfect only. 

Homer has, beside the above, a fut. Sépcojac and an aor. pass. 
(é0épnv) conj. Sepéw. The act. Sépw, I warm, stands in the lexicons 
without any good authority. 

Quite as defective is the derivative form of which we find in Homer 
only Séppere and Séppero. See Buttm. Lexil. p. 546. note. 

Oécoacbat, to beseech ; a defective aor. of which we find only Séocavro 

(Pind. N. 5, 18.), and part. Seaoapevoc, Hes. Fr. 23.: see Scheef. Schol. 
Par. Apollon. Rh. 1, 824. The verbal adj. would be Yeordc, from which 
come amrdQeoroc and zoAvdecroe, Hom. 

* Blomfield on A’schyl, Sept. 378. (he surprised at the € in an aor. 2. any more 
has made some mistakes) and Elmsley on _ than in @reyoy: it was necessary on ac- 
Eurip. Heracl. 272. We must not be count of @€avoy, 
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Ow, Trun: fut. midd. Yedoouo1* Hom., or Yevcotpos 
Dor. The other tenses are defective. Compare Tpéyw. 

For the imperf. é@cov Hom. has Séecxov. We find also an act. fut. 
Setow in Lycophr. 119. There are some forms from Séw, the root of 
riOnpu, which we must take care not to confound with those of Séw, I 
run: e. g. rpoéover (Il. a, 291.), the Ion. optat. Séoiro for the aor. 2. 

midd. Siro, and woriOe: for roridec, Theocr. 14, 45. 

See Oedopar. 

See OddrAw. 

OHII-. See OA®-. 

O7jo8a. See CAQ. 

Oryydvw, I touch: fut. VEoport; aor. 2. Ziyov. 
note under Aicdavouou. 

Beside Styyavw a pres. Siyw is generally adopted, of which Z6vyor 
would be at the same time imperf. and aor., and Séyev would be dif- 

ferent from Svyeiy (compare khvw). But there are not sufficient proofs 

of the indic. Séyw or of EOcyov as a decided imperfect. The accen- 

tuation of Siyew Svyeiv, and Siywy Svywy, is indeed generally con- 

founded in the manuscripts; but when for instance we read in Hesychius, 

Oiyew* Latoa, ipacda, axrecda, we see how little dependence is to 

Onéopar. 

Onréw. 

See 

be placed on these accents. If we were to accent in every passage of 
our text Svyciv, Svywy, as aorists, we should not find the sense disturbed 

in any one instance. ft 

Ordw, I contuse, bruise, crush: fut. Srdcow, &e, It 

has @ short in the inflexion, and in the pass. takes the c. 
The part. perf. pass. is reOAaypévoc, Theocr. 22, 45.; as in the Doric 

dialect all verbs ending in fw and some in dw, which have a short in 

* Six verbs in éw take ev in the fut. or 
in some derivative, viz, Séw, véw, wAéw, 

mvéw, pew, xéw; thus TAEboouaL, ervevoa, 
xedua, &c. And two in afw take au, viz. 
kalw, Kralw (Att. ndw, KAdw), fut. cadow, 
kAatoouat. 

+ In Eurip. Heracl. 652. the reading of 
the text was mpoc@lées, but it is now 
amended from the manuscripts to -e, 
[Passow has a fut. act. Stfw, but without 
example or remark, further than that Si- 
fouat is more general. ] 

+ Schneider in his Lexicon quotes &:- 
yev from Apollon. Rh. 4, 1013. as an im- 
perf. and Siyev from Aéschyl. Prom. 855. 
as a present: but the immediate context 
does not agree with this statement. If we 

look at the passages, we shall see a plain 
difference between these aorists and the 
sense of mueAfocero in the former and 
éxapay in the latter, which express a du- 
ration of the thought; nay in the passage 
of ASschylus we shall find them contrasted, 
*Enapay arap6et xepl Kal Srydv wd- 
vov. [There are a few other instances 
in the Tragedians, but none to be de- 
pended on; e. g. in Soph. Phil. 9. the 
Ald. ed. has mpoo@ryciv. compare also 
Aeschyl. Agam. 1049. Soph. Aj. 1410. 
Elmsl, and Herm. (Ed. C. 470. “Schef. 
Eurip. Or. p. 12. Greg. Cor. p. 990. 
Monk Eurip, Ale, 1136. Elmsl. Eurip. 
Bacch. 304. Wunderl. Obs. Critt. p. 151. 
— Passow.] 
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the inflexion, change to the other formation with the &; as couiZw, Dor. 

fut. couiEw* yedaw, éyéhaca, Dor. éyédaéa, &e. 

Oaibw, I press, squeeze: fut. XaAbvw; aor. 2. pass. 

ealoyy (like. rpiéw). «bok 

In Homer we find the fut. midd. SdiWerar, Od. p, 221. The pass. 
part. pres. SEdpevoe is in Dioscor. Epig. 37., and the part. perf. pass. 
reOAippévn in Leon. Tar. Epig. 70. 

Ovjcxw, I die: fut. Savodjuou; aor. 2. Zavov; perf. ré- 

6vyxa: compare Pé6ayxe and note under Baarw. Of this 
perf. the following syncopated forms are in common use: 
ribvawev, Tébvare, rebvaos, and 3. plur. pluperf. érébvdoay ; 

imp. Téva6i, opt. rebvaryy, infin. rebvavai, part. rebvews, 

gen. -@ros, fem. rebveou, neut. rebvews, but in Herodot. 1, 

112. re§vedg, which is perhaps preferable. From réévyxe 
arose also an Attic fut. revyEw or rebvyEouau (like éory§w 
or éor7Sou.01), the latter of which is not to be considered 
in the light of a passive, but as a fut. midd. with an active 

sense. Verbal adj. Svyrec. 

That the a in the infin. re0ydvac was short in the common language 
is evident from Aristoph. Ran, 1012: but we find in Aischyl. Agam. 
550. reOvavac which was perhaps a contraction of reOvaévar. The 
Epics have also reOvayev, and Homer reOvapevar. The Ion. and Hom, 
language has a perf. part. re0vnwc, -Groc (comp. SeCawe under Baivw, 

and éornwe under “Iornt), for which Homer has sometimes re@vndroc, 

and once reOvearu, as a trisyllable, Od. r, 331. For re8vnéroc there is 

also a frequent various reading reOvevroc, and for reOvndroc sometimes 
reOvetdroc. To preserve Homeric uniformity Heyne wrote all the 

above with «, whilst Wolf for the same purpose preferred 7: of the 
two the latter seems to have made the better choice ; but after maturely 

examining every part of the question, I think there are the strongest 
grounds both internal and external for the following as the Epic usage ; 
reOvnwe, teOvniia, reOvndroc and reOverwroe. 

In usage this verb is so mixed up with its compound adro0vjoxw, that 

the simple forms é0avov, Javeiv, Javodpa: are entirely poetical, while on 

the contrary the perf. ré0vnxca with its derivative forms scarcely ever 
occurs compounded with ard. Moreover of the perfect we find hardly 
any but syncopated forms: the part. re@vy«we is indeed interchanged 
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with reQvewe, yet so that of the latter the masculine only occurs in 
prose. The usage of prose is therefore the following: 

Syjoxew and amobyyjoxw* arébavov, amofaveiv, &c.; amo- 

Gavotte rebyynxa, erebvyxeiv: rébvapsr, TeIvavas, &c. ; 
rebyyxws and tebvews, Tebvyxvin, Tebvyxos. 

The part. Savy, oi Savdvrec, is however common in prose as an 

adj. in the sense of dead. . 
The infin. perf. re@vdayvac is used generally in its natural meaning : 

but not unfrequently it stands also for the aor. Saveir, e. g. in Plat. 
Crito (at the beginning), # rd wAotoy adixrat od det Adixopévov reOva- 

vat pe; and such is its meaning in the familiar hyperbolical expres- 

sion Toddaxic, pupraxic reEOvavac: whence it is clear that in some other 

passges we must not force it to mean ¢o be dead, as Plat. Crito 14. e 

déo. reOvavac oe. A wish to add force to the expression introduced 
the perfect, as a form of a more decided and more certain sound, in 
the place of the present. 

The same was the case with the fut. reOv4Ew or reOvnopar, of which 

we may first observe that the active form appears to be the older 
Attic: see Dawes, p.96., Buttm. notes on Plat. Gorg. p. 469. d., and 
Elmsl. ad Aristoph. Ach. 597. The fut. has evidently the meaning of 
the futurum exactum in the above passage of Plato, where reOynéerau 
(reOvngec) “he will be dead immediately” is a parallel case to such 
perfects as that mentioned above. But like the common fut. 3. of the 
passive (paulo-post fut.) this also passes over into a simple fut. with 
the idea of immediately or certainly. See Thom. Mag. in v. and the 
passages in Brunck ad Aristoph. Ach. 590., Fisch. ad Well. 3. p. 106.* 

The compound with card is likewise synonymous with the simple 
verb, but occurs only in the poets: and the forms of the aor. are 
never found but with the syncope, as carOaveiy, karOavor, &e.; hence 

in the Attic poets, who do not willingly omit the augment, the indic. 
(xar@ayve) seldom occurs (Esch. Agam. 1553.), while the other moods 

are frequent in Euripides and others. 
Oopéw, Sépvupar. See Opwoxw. 
Opacow. See Tapacow. 

“@pate, I break in pieces. ‘The passive takes «. The 
old perf. pass. ré4paupa1 has been restored by Bekker to 
Plat. Legg. 6. p. '757. e. (425, 7.) 

* An unwillingness to recognize the idea  re@vqtera, where we always contrast to 
of a ‘perfect in re@vjEoucn arises partly live with to die, whereas the true contrast 
from the custom of our language, particu- _is between to live and to be dead. 
larly from such expressions as Biwoera 7) 
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Opuxrw, I break in pieces: fut. Spivo; aor. 2. pass. 
erpidyy Compare Oarrw and Tpépw with note. 

[This verb seems to have been scarcely used in its sim- 
ple form and literal meaning by any good writers ; but in a 
metaphorical sense it is very common, particularly in the 
passive, as paraxio SYpumrrecbas, Xenoph.— Passow. | 

Opacxew, I leap: fut. Sopod.01, Ion. Yopéopou ; aor. 2. 
eOapoy, conj. Sop, infin. Dozetv. See Bé6ayxa and note 

under Baaarw. 

The pres. Sopéw, which is in all the lexicons, is scarcely to be found 
even in the later writers ; and where we do find it, axo8opovrrec is a 

false reading for dzo8opévrec or something similar: see Stephan. 

Thesaurus.* That Spéoxw and Sdpev are connected in usage was 
allowed by the old Grammarians: see Eustath.ad II. 3, 702. p. 246, 47. 

Basil. ob yap cimev éxOopdyvra aN ert &ro9pwoxovra. Compare also 
Herodot. 6, 134., where the aorists ixepOopéery, brepBopdyra, are used 

_of leaping over a wall, and then follows the present: cara9pwoxovra 

dé (by leaping down) roy pnpoy oracbijvat. 

Among the forms of this verb we may with safety class the perf. 
7é0opa, as it would not be easy to find an emendation more certain 
than this of Canter in a verse of Antimachus in Poll. 2, 4. 178. ‘Qe 

Eire KAdviog reBopvine opovdvriwy ef, “as if either the spine were 

‘dislocated....” instead of Souping.... 2. 

In the collateral sense of copulating (see Spwoxw and Yop<iy in He- 
sych.) the depon. $épvvjac is more common. 

eYd-. See Tigw. 

Ove, I sacrifice: fut. N0'cw; aor.1. dca; perf. rébixat, 
Cheerobosc. p. 1286., Draco pp. 45, 26. and 87, 25.; 
aor. 1. pass. érd'dyv, part. rufeis. — Mipp. 

Ovw, and a sister-form Sivw, have also the sense of J rage; and 
with this meaning we find a syncop. part. aor. midd. Sdmevoc in Pra- 

tinas ap. Athen. 14. p.617. d. according to the reading as now corrected. 

A, 

"Idéouos, I heal, depon. midd.: fut. iacouzos, lon, and Ep. 

* Even in Quint. Sm. 1, 542. Sope? + On this perf. compare Aéw with note, 
should be amended to the far more suitable and Avw with second note. 
poetical aor. Sdpev. 
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ijoopos; aor. 1. iacayyy. Pass. J am healed, used only in 
pres. imperf. and aor. 1. id6yy, Lon. i4éqv, Hippocr. De Arte, 
20. In the older writers from Homer’s time the s and @ are 
long through all the moods and tenses: in the later authors, 
particularly in the Anthologia, 1 became common. 

‘Tépdw, I sweat ; fut. iipwow, &c. This verb, like its contrary prydw, 
is contracted irregularly in w and @, instead of ov and o; thus idpéca, 
IL. 6, 27., idpwny, idjpior, idpHyrec, Hippoecr. This however seems to 
hold good of the Ionic dialect only, as in Xen. Hell. 4. 5, '7. the best 

editions now read idpotrri, not topo. 

‘Toptw, I place, build: fut. idipiow, &c.— Mivv. 
The aor. 1. pass. idpvOnyv, regular with v long, is recommended as 

exclusively the Attic form ; on the other hand idpvvOnv* (which sup- 
poses a theme in -tyvw, which occurs in Homer, and came into use 

again in a later period) is rejected by the Atticists: see Thom. M. in 
voce. It is found however, and sometimes.even without a various 

reading, in the best writers. See Lobeck ad Phryn. in voc. p. 37. 

note. Oudend. ad Thom. M. Fisch. 3. p. 108. 

"Iw, more generally xa4ifw, has in the active voice both 
the causative meaning to seat, place, and the immediate or 

neuter to sit. ‘The simple verb appears to occur only in 
the pres. and imperf.t (Hom. and Herodot. 8, 52. 71.); 
but of xa4ifw we find a fut. xa4i@, an aor. 1. éxabion, and 

perf. xexa4ixa. “The Middle has the sense of ¢o sit, and its 

future is generally xabsSjoopcs. 
With regard to the accentuation of this verb, we know that the 

vowels « and v when short can be augmented only by being made long, 

as ‘ikerevw, aor. ‘ikérevoa ; but where they are already long by position, 
the augment can be marked only by the difference of pronunciation 

and accent; thus in ‘Zw the imperat. pres. is iZe, the imperf. is 7Ze ; 

though from errors of transcription this rule is very frequently broken 
in the mantscripts, and consequently in the text of all writers. The 

* Instances occur where there is no v 
in the pres. of a verb, and yet it is found 
in the aor. 1. pass., as iSpvvOnv, dumvivOn 
under ‘Idpdw and Tvéw. In such cases it 
is not necessary to suppose an actual 
theme in -dvw. Compare iddvrara for 
iddrara, See also Telvw. 

+ [Passow has also a fut. iChow, Att. 
i@ ; and in the compound he has fut. xa- 
O¢jow, Dor. Kaditw, Att. a0ie ; aor. 1, 
exddioa, also Kabioa, Thuc. 6, 66.7, 82. 
Aristoph. Ran. 911. The Epic part. xa- 
Gicoas is used. by Homer.] 
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older Attics augmented xa6iZw in the middle also, ca6ife, caBioer.* 

See Buttm. Lexil. p. 122. Dindorf. ad Aristoph. Ran. 921. Bekk. 

Thuceyd. 6, 66. 7, 82. with the various readings. 

The later writers, from the time of Aristotle, have also a pres. 

iLavw, cabiSavw. 

With this verb is intimately connected the verb 2feo8as, 
xa$éfeo6o:, which never occurs in the older writers except 
in the aorist éGouyy, éxabeSouyy, I sat, I have sat down, 

xabeSouevoc, &c., and of which the fut. 2. is xabedodpos T 
(like payodpuou and riotpos). The defective tenses are sup- 
plied by <ioa, ifm, and idpiw, with the comp. xabeioa, &c. 

The general supposition is, that there are two synonymous verbal forms 
iZeoOa and &eoOa. In that case é{éuny must be an imperf.as well as 

iZdpunv ; whereas we can prove, not from the Homeric language, which 
is in this respect uncertain, but from Attic prose, that it is invariably 
a pure aorist. Plat. Meno. 26. p.89. cal 8) cal viv cig kaddv tpiv 
mapexabélero, @ peradaepev rig Cnrnoewc: in this construction the im- 

perf. is not to be thought of, and the sense runs plainly thus, “ he sat 
himself down by us,” &c. Again in Xen. Anab. 5, 8, 14. (6.) cal ad- 
roc more kabeldpuevoc ovxvov xpdvoy Kkaréuabovy avacrac poyic, not 

“ while I was seating myself,” nor “ while I was sitting,” but “ after 
having sat a considerable time,” &c. And in confirmation of this comes 
the strong inductive conclusion, which every one will draw for himself, 
that @Zero in the poets, and éxa6éZero in all writers, are regularly used in 

the narrative of the momentary action of sitting down, as is also ca@é- 
Swpar, &e. : those passages, therefore, where the context does not neces- 

sarily show this, must be understood in the same sense. And thus the 

few instances where the pres.«a0éZoyac is found become very suspicious.} 

* [Wolf always accents the imperf. «d- 
(ov, not xabiCoy, and his is indisputably 
the more correct way if we suppose the 
original form to be éxd@Cov: but Butt- 
mann does not allow this to hold good in 
all cases. — Passow.] ; 

+ [Diogen. Laert. has also a fut. xae- 

Shoowa. — Passow. | 
¢ In Lucian Solcee. 11. 7d ye phy 

KadéCecOar Tod KabiCew dievhvoxev. 
Here is a various reading Kadi{eo@a. 
Now when we find further on, 7d 5€ ka- 
Olgw rod KadéComar Apa vor done? piKpe 
Tin Biapépew ; elrep Td wey erepov SpHpuev 
(we do that to another), Td xabifew A€ya, 
7d 5& pdvous Huas adrods, Td KabeCerPat, 

— we must undoubtedly read here also 
Kabigouc and Kabi¢er@a: for it is clear 
that the point in discussion is the differ- 
ence between the midd. and act. voices, 
in the same way as KatadovActcbm and 
katadovAovy are spoken of just afterwards. 
But in the direction given by Thom. M. 
(p. 489.) Aéye ody KabeCouar, exabeCSunr, 
&e., xafé{ouat is evidently an interpola- 
tion, for among the preceding forms which 
are rejected there is no present: and in 
Lucian Philopseud. 27. the reading Ka- 
6€eras is uncertain. In Eurip. Heracl. 
33. ‘Ikéra: Kabe(dueo@a the augment is in 
the synaloepha, and the context requires 
either we are sitting (KaOhueda) or we 
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We can now then join together as the usage of common prose all the 
forms of this family of verbs which belong to the meanings ¢o sit and to 
seat, together with eioa and jar, whose immediate connexion with 

iZw and &ec0ar is shown in the note below : thus, Kabilw, I seat, place, 

éxabica, cai. Mrpv. xabiZopar, I seat myself, sit, fut. cadedovpar 

and ca0ifjoopar, aor. éxabefdéunyv. In the more remote meaning of the 

middle voice, I seat or place (for myself ), cause to be placed, are used 
cioduny and KaQeoduny, whence éyxaQetcaro, Eurip. Hipp. 31.: perf. 
KadOnua, properly J have seated myself, whence pres. J sit. Nor must 
we forget to mention with the above the usage of caOigw, I seat or 
place for myself ; as well as the general remark that the meanings 

I sit and I seat myself play into each other in many ways, and there- 
fore the distinction between them is not to be observed too strictly : 
compare a similar case in kpepavvupe. 

The meaning of J seat or place myself may also be understood pas- 

sively ; and so arose (£c0nv) éxabéoOny, cabecOnooua, forms which are 

frequent in the later writers but banished from the pure language.* 
On the Homeric é¢éocecOa see note on eica 2. under “EQ. 
“Inj, I send. See under ‘EQ 1. 

10tw, I go straight on: fut. idvow ; aor. 1. 1Ovea, &e., to which be- 

seated ourselves, consequently éxabe(oueba.. 
Again in Phoen. 73. and Helen. 1587. 
KabéCer’ is éxabéCero. Whether in a later 
period a usage was formed from this, ac- 
cording to which Ka@éCoua, as a present, 
was the same as KdOnua, I sit, I will not 
take upon myself to determine. We cer- 
tainly find in Pausan. 10, 5. init., in 

speaking of the official sitting of a board 
or council, ka@éQovra: ; and again the 
same expression, which I own surprises 
me, in a work probably of antiquity, the 
dialogue of Axiochus, p.371. ¢., where 
the various reading xaéi(oyvrat is of no 
assistance, the context requiring Kd@nvras. 
However the language of this dialogue, 
in which we find 7s for jo0a, mepiéoraas 
(see tornut), p.570. d., and dxf4@, p. 366. 
a., with many other unusual words and 

phrases, giyes ample scope for critical 
examination. 

I explain the point thus: The radical 
form of all these verbs was evidently ‘EAQ, 
as proved by édoduc, 50s, and sedeo. 
Now as éorduny and ecxdunyv come from 
érw and ’EXQ, so écdéuny comes from 
‘EAQ: and here even better than in éo7é- 
o@a: we can see the augment which in 
the common language had become equally 
fixed throughout all the moods, éodwua, 

K 

ECwum, ECduevos. To the above we may 
add the pres. fw, 1m, exactly like trxw 
to €rxov. In KabiQw, xaSé ero this origin 
naturally enough ceased to be heard any 
longer, and then were formed éxd@ioa, 
x00: KkadéCero received a new augment 
at the beginning: and as to the aoristic 
accentuation of the infin., there is still less 
reason for insisting on it in the case of 
xa0éCec@a: than in that of other aorists, 
which we have seen mistaken in a simi- 
lar manner. But it is now clear also that 
cica and uo, whose connexion with 
€(ec0a: we acknowledged (see p. 117.), 
and yet separated them from it on practical 
grounds, do not come from ‘EQ, but from 
this same ‘EAQ; that is to say fo was 
softened down from fiona, of which latter 
there are still remains in flora and in- 
cioa, eiodunv, both formed with that oldest 
of augments e, which being misunderstood 
in this case also was carried on to some 
forms to which it did not belong. 

* See Lobeck. ad Phryn. p.269. The 
reading mpocrati(joet there proposed for 
Zéschin. ec. Ctes. p. 77, 33. has been now 
adopted by Bekker from evident traces in 
the Codd. The conj. éo0 in Soph. Gd. 

_C. 195. was indeed still more improbable : 

2 
see Brunck and Reisig. 
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longs also in Homer and others éri0éw, with the «long. But iObvw is 
Ionic and Epic for c0ivw, I direct or guide straight forward; aor. 1. 

iOvva: also in the midd: i@dyero in the act. sense, Od. x, 8. 

‘Ixvéouou, more generally adixvéopou. I come, depon. 
midd.: fut. %Goue1; aor. ixouyy; perf. iyposr, adiypos, 

adiy bas. 
The Ion. 3. plur. perf. pass. arixara: in Herodotus is -teniav ibe as 

the only known instance of the ¢enwis in the stem being retained. But 
ixro in Hes. 9, 481. is a syncopated aorist: and to this belongs also 

ixpevoc and ixduevoc in Soph. Phil. 494. : see note in Buttm. edit. 
The Epic language has the pres. and imperf. of the active, ixw, ixoy, 

with the aor. i£ov ; on which last, as a mixture of the aor. 1. and 2., 

see édvaero, p. '73., and oice under ®épw. 

In the pres. ixw the. is long throughout, while in the aor. ikouny 

it is, according to the root, short, but becomes long by the augment ; 

consequently in ixduny, apixdpny it is long; in ixéoOa, tkwpa, &e., 

short: and accordingly in the Epic language the indicative ixopuny, 
from the augment being moveable, is both long and short. The form 
ixvoupar (Eorip: Or. 670. 679. &c.) has the « short. Another poetical 
present is ixayw, with « short and a long. 

The pres. ixvotdpac occurs in its simple form in particular senses only ; 
in Hom. to go through, travel from. one place to another, Od. 1, 128. o, 

338.: in the Attics, to go to as a suppliant (ixérnc), implore, and to be 

suitable to. The true pres. as to meaning is in the Epic language ikw 
and ixavw, in the Tragic principally ixayw, in prose agucvotpa. The 
aor. igor is solely Epic; but ixéuny and iZouacare common toall the poets. 

To these we may add jj«w, which is to be found in its alphabetical 

place, and which we there see is used by good writers in the pres. im- 

perf. and fut. only. This verb is connected with the above as one of its 

presents, but with this limitation, that it is used only in the sense of 

being already come to a place, but not long arrived there, with some 

other collateral meanings to be found in the lexicons. In a very early 
period however’ this form appears to have been confounded with ikw ; 

whence, as Eustathius (ad II. a, p. 82, 33.) expressly informs us, the 
Grammarians agreed that ‘kw was the only form used in Homer, and 
jjxw the only one in succeeding writers. But the more critical way of 
understanding it is that tkw and j«cw are properly but one word in 
different dialects, like oxirwy and oxyzwy.* The older poets (for this 

* That is to say, that in this verb the to et, as in wel0w miBeiv, passed over into i 
short syllable of the stem or root, as seen or 7; making therefore « ikw or #kw instead 
in the aorist (fxeiv) ixéoOa, instead of being of eticw, 
strengthened in the present by changing it 
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relates principally to them, including Pindar; see Boeckh ad Pind. 

Ol. 4, 11.) had the dialectic form ixw, which, like our come, was used 

of being already arrived at a place, e.g. in Il. o, 406.; but the lan- | 
guage of the succeeding period, i. e. the Ionic and Attic prose with 
Attic poetry, in which jxw had become established, limited the usage 

of the latter verb to that particular meaning, while the lengthened 
forms ikdvw, a¢ucvodpar, retained the more general sense of to come 
to, arrive at a place. In the future also the difference is pretty much 

the same: fw, ‘I shall come (to you) and be with you;’ a¢iZopa, 

‘I shall set out from hence and come to you.’ 

‘Taaoxopno, I appease, midd.: fut. iaccopas (Ep. inao- 
coos, Dor. iracFouo); aor. 1. iancouyy with @ short. 

The Epics have also itdopar (Il. 8, 550.) and tAapae (Hom. Hymn. 
20. Orph. Arg. 942.); while Aischylus has iAgouar, Suppl. 123. 134. 
The cof the radical syllable is long, but it is also shortened by the Epics. 

In the old language the active voice had the sense of to be gracious, 
kind, whence the Epies took an imperat. iAnOc (Od. y, 380. 7, 184. 
thafi, Theocr. 15, 143.) from ‘Anus, and a conj. and opt. from 

iAjkw.* 

‘Tpacowt, I whip: fut. iuacw (a); aor. 1. tpaca. 

ation of this fut. see “Appdrrw. 
On the form- 

‘Tpaw, I draw up (a rope or water): fut. injow, &c. The 
Att. infin. pres. is izzy: compare Siw, Saw.— Mipp. 

‘Ipeipw and ipetpopa I desire, wish for. The aor. opt. midd. is 
ipe(pacro (Il. &, 163.), and the aor. 1. pass. iuép0) (Herodot. 7, 44.). 

The ¢ is always long. 
See Iéropat. 

"Ionut, I know. [Of this verb we find only the Dor. pres. toape 
in Pind. and Theocr., the 2. sing. tonc, 3. sing. ioa7s, and 1. plur. 
totpev, Pind. N. 7, 21., and the part. tcac, Pind. 3, 52. The forms 

which only appear to belong to this verb, such as ioper, idpuev, toact, 

to, icay, will be found under Eiéw.— Passow. | 

"Ioxw. “Ioxev, he spoke, is a defective imperf. (Od. x, 31.), differing 
essentially from toxw or éioxw, I make or think like (which occurs only 

ew 

Inrapat. 

* We must compare these imperatives 
with or7@, Cornea, &c., and suppose that 
the pres. and aor. 1. took the causative 
sense to make gracious ; of which fAdouat, 
iAardunv, would then be the middle, I 
make gracious to me, appease. 

+ The characteristic oo of this verb may 

be doubted, for fudoow (Il. 0,17.) may be 
the conj. aor., as it is in Hesychius; nor 
do I know other authority for the pres. 
than inaccduevor in Archie Epig. 22. 
which was perhaps first made from the 
passage of Homer. 

x 3 
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in the pres. and imperf., Il. A, 798. ¢, 181. Od. 6, 279. v, 313.), and ~ 
arising from the insertion of the o in IK- the root of ¢ixw, like Xaoxw 
from axeiy, rirvoxw from revyw, &e. With respect to é-ioxw see 

note on "Eddopat, ééASopar. 

“Iornss: imperf. ioryy; fut. orjow; aor. 1. eoryre; 
perf. Zornxa; pluperf. éoryjxew, Att. eiorjxew. The aor. 

2. indic. Zoryy is seldom used before the time of Polybius: 
its other moods are found in Homer. Pass. forcépos; im- 
perf. iorapyy: fut. crabjoconor; aor. 1. éoradyy (a); perf. 
Zorapos; pluperf. éorapyy. Fut. midd. orjcoua1; aor. 1. 
éorycapyy; fut. 3. (paulo-post) éorygw old Att., and 
éory€ouo later, Elmsl. Aristoph. Ach. 597., like re$vyEa, 

rebvyEouc, from Svjoxw. Verbal adj. ordrés, craréos. 

The 2. and 8. sing. of the indice. pres. in -¢¢ and -¢ are found only in 
the later writers. The 3. plur. igraéo is the Attic form, ioréac: the 
Ionic, israyri the Doric. In the optat. is an abridged form of the dual 
and plural by dropping the », and in the 3. plur. changing -yneay into 
-ev, thus returning to the regular optat. of the barytone verbs ; as dual, 
iorairov, iorairny, plur. toraipey, ioraire, ioraiey: the same is found 

in the optat. of the aor. 2. as oraire for orainre ; but here the abridged 
form is not so usual as the other, while in the imperf. it is preferred by 
the Attics, who sometimes use it in the 3. plur. pres. In the imperf. 
we find an Epic 3. sing. ioraoxe (Od. 7, 574.) with a sister-form in -wy, 
-ac, -a, peculiar to the Ionic dialect and the later writers: Homer has 
also an aor. 2. ordoxoyv. In the aor. 2. imperat. instead of orc we 
have in the compounds zapdora, ardora*, as from a theme ZTAQ. In 
the infin. pres. are iordpev, iorapevat, with a short, for toravat, but in 

the aor. 2. the long vowel remains, as orijyev, orfpevar, Od. «, 414. II. 

p, 167. In the middle the fut. and aor. 1. are Homeric; the latter is 
also in common use: but an aor. 2. éordny is nowhere found in any of 

its moods or tenses. In the passive the Ion. 3. plur. is ioréara: for iorayre. 
In the conjunct. we find in the later writers the 2. and 3. sing. iorae, 

-q, instead of iorfe, -7, in which case they belong to the inferior form 

ioraw. The Epics for the 3. sing. ior have torjjio.. And as the conj. 
is a contracted form the Ionics resolve it, using for ioré and ora, ~iic, &C., 

ioréw, iorénc, &C., oréw, orénc, oréwper, &c. This resolution again the 

* The length of the a is sufficiently p. 81. that some Atticists considered this 
evident from two passages in Menand. ap. _ form inferior to the other. 
Suid. v. drdora. We see in Lex. Seguer. 
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Epics vary to suit the metre, using crew, orhnc, arin, orhnroy, &e., 

and oreiowey for oréwpev, orherov for orhnroy: but it is very difficult 

indeed to distinguish some of the above forms from those of the opta- 
tive. In the conjunct. and optat. of the passive voice of all verbs in put 
a formation has been introduced into the common language, by which 
they assimilate, sometimes in sound but always in accent, to the regu- 
lar conjugation (compare dvvaya): thus we find in all writers fora, 
torairo, torao9e, iorarvro; but in the conjunct. always ior@pa, ovve- 

‘orfrat, &e. See Abvaya and ’Exiorapac. 

The tenses of this verb, like those of déw, déw, and 

many others, are divided between the causative meaning of 
to place, and the intermediate one of to stand. In the 
active voice we find, with the meaning of to place, the 
pres. and imperf.ioryps, toryy; fut. orjow; aor. 1. Zoryca: 
whence therefore the whole of the passive voice has the 
sense of to be placed; and a middle (icrapos, orjoonat, 
éorycapyy), answering to the above tenses of the active, 
has the meaning of to place for oneself, cause to be placed 
or erected. : 

But the middle has also the pure reflective meaning of 
to place oneself, which however was felt more as an in- 
transitive, or as the imchoative belonging to the sense of ¢o 
stand, like the Latin consistere, to stop. Considered in 

this light the relation between ioryys and iorapou is that 
of causative and immediate. Now as the aor. 2. act. and 
the perf. of many verbs take the immediate sense (see note 
under Tevva, p. 238.), we have the meaning of the 

aor. 2. ory, constiti as aorist, I placed myself, stopped ; 
perf. 2oryxa, properly constiti as perfect, I have placed 

myself, stopped, and thence J stand ; 
so that this perf. in Greek supplies the place of the Latin 
stare, to stand, and the pluperf. éoryjxesw or cioryxesy the 

imperf. of the same. * 
To suit this present meaning of the perfect was formed 

* Tn the later and corrupted state of the and orhkovres, Alex. Aphrod. Probl. 1, 
language a pres. was formed from €ornxa, 49. And again another pres. éorhkw, 
viz, pe ake whence orfxere, 1 Cor. 16,13. — Posidippi Epigr. 15, 

K 4 
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also a proper future éor7yZw or éoryZouoi, I shall stand, 
which, though a passive form, is not to be regarded as pro- 
perly such (for in meaning it corresponds with the active), 
but as a fut. midd. with an active sense, like Davodpous, 

AryWouo, &e. . 
We see from the examples given by Elmsley, ad Acharn. 590., that 

the active form of this future is the older Attic. And in the com- 
pound (e. g. ageorhier, Xen. Anab. 2, 4, 5.) we may observe the same 

change which occurs in reOvféw to the future meaning belonging to 
the pres. in -apac. 

Of all the syncopated forms of this perfect the infin. 
éoravas * is most used, and éoryxévos perhaps not at all. 
Of the others are found principally éorapev, -aret, -dow" 
ZOTATAY* ETTWS, -@TH, GEN. -WTos. | 

In this abridged form the pluperf. has never its proper augment ec, 
but remains goracay: hence the two first persons, as being similar to 
the perfect, seldom occur in prose.{ Beside these syncopated forms 
the complete forms of %o7y«a are also in general use: éorainy, EordOt 
are perhaps exclusively poetical: while of the conj. are found only 
those persons which have an a, e. g. éor@pev, Plat. Gorg. 52. p. 468. b. 

épeor@o.y, Eurip. Bacch. 319. 
Instead of the regular perf. part. éornxwc, -via, -dc, gen. -droc, is 

used a syncopated form éorwe, éorHoa, Eotwc and éarédc (of the last we 
shall speak hereafter), gen. éor@roc. There is also an Ionic form 
EgTEWC, -woa, -we, gen. -Hroc, like reOvewe, &c. (see under Ovhoxw)s and 

Homer has frequently a gen. éorédroc, an accus. éorddra, and a nom. 

plur. éoradrec, as from éorawc; while another form éornoc§, from 

éornkwc by dropping the « (like rerAnw@e and others ; see under Baivw), 
is found in Hes. $, 519., and a gen. éorndroc, with a fem. éorniia in 

Apollon. Rhod. Again, like éorhwe for éornkwc, we have a singular 
form in Hom. éornze|| for éorqxare or Eorare, Il. 6, 243. 246. We find 

* For which Homer has éorduey and 
éorduevat. : 

+ For which Homer has also éornre, 
Il. 5, 243. 246. 

¢ In Andoc. 2, 8. xab€orare is pluperf., 
and at 1, 112. wapéorapev according to 
Bekker is the same. [Homer has €oré@rov 
as dual of both perf. and pluperf.; and 
éordrny, plur. torduev, orate, Eorioay 
as pluperfects. — Passow. | 

§ We*may gather from different parts 
of Buttmann’s Grammar the following 

formation : the regular part. was éornkdés, 
whence by dropping the « came éorfws : 
the Ionics changed the 7 into short a (see. 
under Balyw), whence éordws; while 
again in €orfws the length of the 7 passed 
on into the following vowel, making éove- 
@s, though the origin of this change was 
not visible in the nom. as it is in the gen. 
éorndros éoteGTos, like uerhopos weTéwpos. 
—Ed.] 

|| This reading, according to the correct 
criticism of the grammarian in the scho- 
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also for the syncopated 3. plur. gordo the Ion. resolved form éoréace 
in Herodot. 1, 200. 3, 62.; and without doubt the 2. pl. éoréare, mpo- 

eoréare, in Herodot. 5, 49., is genuine, notwithstanding the various 

reading zpoéorare has crept in from the common language: 

If we follow analogy the neut. part. of éorwc, contracted from éoradc, 
must be the same as the masc., and this is the reading of most of the 
manuscripts and editions wherever the word occurs. But the oldest 
and best manuscripts have generally the unanalogous éordc. Hence 
it is very probable that in this case the language of the Attics followed 
apparent analogy, and formed from éorwe the neuter éordc. Still the 
‘gen. and other cases are éordroc, &c.* 

There is also a perf. for the transitive meaning éoraxa I have placed, 
which belongs however to alater era.+ The older Attics used instead 
of the perfect, whether in a transitive or intransitive sense (for there 
is no proper form to express I have stood), either the aorists or a cir- 

cumlocution, turning the perf. act. for instance into the perf. passive, 
and instead of ed NéXexac saying ev AéAexraé oor, because éAeya was 

not in common use. 

In Homer we find ecracay (for the accent and breathing must be de- 
termined by criticism) in both a transitive and intransitive sense: the 
plainest instance is in Il. yw, 55. and 56. where it has the two meanings 

in two succeeding verses. In the description there given of the ditch 
round the Grecian camp we read, xpnpvol...Ecracay dpdorépwher, 
irepbev dé oxoddrecow ‘Okéow Hpfper, Tove eoracay viec Ayawy. Here 

the first is beyond a doubt goracay: for there is no other form to ex- 
press the imperf. they stood or were standing. It seemed therefore most 
natural to write the same in the second instance also, and to suppose 
that the old language used the perfect in both senses: and the context 
is much in favour of this, ‘which the Greeks had placed.” But 
there are other instances of eoracay in a transitive sense, as Il. 3, 525. 

Od. y, 182. ¢, 306., in all which it is evidently an aorist; whereas the 
pluperf. (which necessarily is and remains éoracay, if we deduce it in 
a transitive sense from the perfect have placed) cannot stand in these 
passages, particularly in Od. o, 306., without the greatest violence. But 

lium, has been admitted by Wolf into the 
text instead of Zornre, which was directly 

contrary to the sense. 
* See the unanimity of the best Codd., 

e.g. in Plat, Parmen. pp. 63, 15. 16. 64, 
2.12. Bekk. Compare also Plat. Tim. 
pp- 30, 7. 41, 6., &e. Thucyd.3, 9. 4, 10. 
Hence Bekker always reads éords, as 
does Hermann in Soph. Gd. T. 632. 
Compare Dind. Aristoph. Equ. 567. The 

other reading is defended in Alb. He- 
sych. 1, p. 503. 

+ In Polyb. 10, 20. stands epeordne 
according to which therefore, if we find 
in the same writer épéornxe in a trans. 
itive sense, it must be altered. See 
Fisch, 2. p. 368. Schef. ad Dionys. De 
Comp. 22. p. 331., and compare Reisk. 
ad Dem. Phil. 3. p. 117, 26. ¢Reisk. 
Appar. p,251.). 
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if eoracay be an aorist, it must be a shortened form of Zornoay: and 

this opinion of Aristarchus, which Wolf has followed in his last edition, 
appears to me undoubted, particularly when I compare it with a similar 
case in Hesiod, éxpece for éxpyoe* (see [iprpnpt). 

’Exioraya see in its alphabetical place. 
"Ioxw. See “Exw. 

TQ. See Eiyuu. 

K. 

KAA-, céxaopay, céxaduar. See Kaivupa. 

Kexadciy, -joecv. See Kfdw and XaZw. 

Kabatpw, I cleanse: fut. xaibepo ; aor. 1. éxc4npe (later 
éxabdpa also), infin. xa$épos, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 25. — 
Mipp. This verb is no compound ; see Buttm. Lexil. 
p. 119. 

KaoéZopat. 

Kabetouw. 

See “IZw. 

See Evdw. 
Ké0npa. See “Hypa 

Kadifw. See “Zw. 

Kaivupa, I am distinguished, excel: defective depon. without fut. or 

aor., and occurring only in pres. and imperf. There is however a syn- 

onymous perf. kéckacpar, Dor. xéxaduar; pluperf. éxexaopuny. That 
these forms are correctly classed under one verb both sense and con- 
struction plainly show. For as in Od. y, 282. we read éxaivuro pin’ 

avOpwrwv Nija kv€epyijoa, so at 3, 158. we find dunduciny éxéxaoro 

"OprviOac yvovac: and as at 3, 219. Oioc oH pe Dirokrhirng arexaivuto 

rééy, so at Il. &, 124. d¢ nrckiny éxéxacro”Eyyei. But cécaopac occurs 

without an accusative ; therefore, as a necessary result of the above 

comparison, it stands absolutely in the sense of to excel or be distin- 
guished in anything, as xexdoba irrocbyy, piOoror, ade * Kaxotor dddoroe 
kexaopéve, &C. For these expressions a present caZw has been supposed 
with the meaning of to equip, adorn; but the above comparison shows 
that caiyvpac might have been used in that absolute sense quite as well 

* An opposite case is found in Callim. 
L. P. 83. é€ord6n with a long ; if it is not 
a false reading for orden (€orhKer) ; for 
it is translated stabat, and we shall find 
that the sense gains by this correction, 
particularly in comparison with the un- 
suitable passive. [In the above passage 
from Il. uv, 55, 56. Passow differs in one 

point only from Buttmann: he reads 
with him the 3. plur. aor. 1. gordouy for 
éornoay in Il. B, 525. Od. y, 182. and 
o, 306., but he also reads it in both lines 
55. and 56. of Il. u., whereas Buttmann 
reads in the former of the two the plu- 
perf. €oracay with the force of an imper- 
fect. ] 
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as kéxaopa, and no doubt would have been if it had occurred more 
frequently. It is found however only three times, and in its simple form 
but once through the whole of Homer. We must. therefore join caéyupac 
with xéxaopat, to which and to the Doric cécaduar it bears exactly the 
same relation as paiyw* does to pacoare and éppddara. But com- 
pared with each other as pres. and perf. they are like our expressions 
I distinguish myself and I am distinguished: and the radical idea is 
undoubtedly that of shining, glittering+, as in the Pindarie passage 
éhéparre paldipor @pov kexadpévoc; for the shoulder was not adorned 

with ivory, but composed of it, of which therefore the poet could say, 
it shone with ivory, or in Latin candebat. To this verb, as to so many 

others in the middle voice, was joined the accusative of the person, or 

pera Toic, év roic, together with the dative of the thing; and sometimes 
(as in Od. 7, 82. 3, 725. Il. w, 546.4) this dative stood alone. 

Kaivo, I kill: fut. xév®; aor. 2. excdvov, infin. xdveiv. 
The perf. is wanting. In the passive the pres. and imperf. 
only are in use. 

This verb is a sister-form of xreivw, craveivy, to which it bears the 

same relation as mrddic to wdduc, or xPapaddc to xapuai. [It is very 
common both in the Poets and Tragedians, and found also in the best 
Attic writers. — Passow. ] 

Kaio, I burn (transit.), Att. xéw with a long and 

without contraction: imperf. gxaov, Att. zxdov; fut. 
xavow (compare OZw) ; aor. 1. pass. éxadbyv. Verbal adj. 
XAUOTOG, XAUTTEOS. 

In the passive voice the aor. 1.is the only tense in use by the Attics ; 
see Thom. M. v. carexavOn. Beside Homer and Herodotus none but 

the later writers have the aor. 2. pass. éxdny (a). 
The Epics have also an aor. 1. act. (without o in the termination) 

éxna § ; many forms of which fluctuate between y and e&, while a third 

* For \the terminations -yw and -vuus 
are essentially the same ; as in tlyw tiv- 
vu, KTelyw KTVU. 

+ [Passow supposes it to be probably 
from kalyw, Kreivw, consequently from a 
radical form KENQ in the sense of to over- 
power, conquer. | 

¢ The above account does not agree with 
the usage of Eurip. in Elect. 616., where 
the walls of the town @poupais néxaora 
dekiais te Sopupdpwy., Here kéxaorat 
evidently means are furnished, equipped, 

a deviation in every respect from the usage 
of Homer, of which it is a partial imitation. 

§ Some verbs form their aor. 1. in a 
instead of ca. In the common language 
there are only three, éxea (Ep. @yeva) 
from xéw, elma from eimeiy, jveyea from 
gpépw. The poets have also &na from 
kaw and éoceva from cedw. As these 
aorists go over into the middle voice 
also (€xedunv, eooetaro, &c.), the Epic 
forms GA€acat, dAevacOu, SaréacOa may 
be considered as belonging to the same. 
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with « has been retained by the Tragedians only, e. g. xéavrec Aischyl. 
Agam. 858., éxxéayrec Eurip. Rhes. 97.; but this last can scarcely be 
considered in any other light than as derived like the others from the old 
Epic language. The forms éxna, éxne, and the optat. 3 sing. cnac plur. 
knatev have no various reading with the e, as all the others have: e.g. 

infin. ‘aor. ketac and xia, Od. o, 97: imperat. ceiov and xijov, Od. o, 

176: conj. cefouey and xcyopey, Il. n, 333. and 337.: indic. midd. 3. 

plur. xefavro and xnayro, Il. 1, 88., and the same in the participles 
ketavrec, Od. u, 231. v, 26., Kevdpevoc, Il. 4, 234. Od. x, 2., 51. If we 

compare with this the exactly similar appearance in the Epic conjunc- 
tives of the form in pu,—those for instance from éorny, éEnr*, — it is 

evident that when the » before the other vowel had been shortened in 

the old language into e, it was again lengthened by the Epics into es, like 
Peiw, oreloper, &c., in the two verbs above mentioned. Now as insome 

of these forms the various reading does not appear, while in others it 
is supported by the greatest authority of the manuscripts (see Heyne 

on the passages of the Iliad quoted above), I have no doubt of the 
reading kelay7o, xeloper, xeiat, &c., in all those passages being the genuine 
one, i. e. having the oldest tradition in its favour.+ Compare a similar 
case of the text fluctuating between reOveviroc and reOyvnéroc. 

Some have also supposed a present céw and ckyw, on account of ca- 

raxetepey (var. reading caraxnépev), Il. n, 408. and éxnoy, Od. 4, 553, 

To place this cyw as an Lonicism by the side of the Attic caw cannot be 
satisfactory, as katw is the Ionicism like cXaiw, éhaia; nor is it easy to 

perceive what grounds there are for those forms, when we have Kae EY, 

Il. £, 397. and exawyv, Od. x, 336. As therefore in the one passage 

éxnov has been already expelled from the text by the reading of the 
manuscripts éxavoy, so in the other caraxatéey is undoubtedly the old 
reading, and the corruption was produced by confounding it with the 
forms of the aorist. 

That the iota subscript with which céw and éxna are written in many 
editions, new as well as old, rests entirely on a false opinion, is evident 

without further investigation. See Piers. ad Moer. p. 231. 

Kaaéw, I call: fut. xarzow, fut. midd, xaaéoopos (Ep. 

and Poet. xaréoow, xartoconai, Attic xarwt, xaDrOT LOL) 5 

* As oteiw for oréw, orhns for oréns; See Aristoph. Fr. 1133. and compare 
again orelowey for oréwpey orherov for 
orhntov, &c. See Balyw and “Iornut. 

+ The form with e is found once in 
Sophocl. El. 759. kelayres with the va- 
rious reading «fates, the alteration of 
which to xéayres-I cannot approve of. 

Piers. ad Moer. p, 321. 
¢ The fut. xaréow, or, as'the Attics 

spoke it, Kad@, is indisputably the fut. of 
the simple stem or root KAAQ, and the 
common pres. kaA€w arose out of that fut. 
as the Jonic pres. waxéoua: came from 
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aor. 1. éxaascoa (Poet. xaréooa); midd. éxarcoduyy 
(Poet. xarcooduny); perf. xéxanxa; perf. pass. xéxrnpos 
(I am called, named ), opt. xexaypry, xéxryo, &c.; aor. 1. 
pass. éxa7dyyv; fut. pass. xayfyjoouo; fut. 3. (paulo-post) 

xexarjoouot, I shall be called, named. Ion. and Hom. 
imperf. xarzeoxor. | 

From this verb came also by metathesis an Ionic sister-form cuAjoxw, 

used by Homer in pres. and imperf. only ; see note under KéAopar. On 
éxXeo or éxAéo see Kéw. This verb is the old Latin ealo, calare. 

Kapyw, [am weary: fut. xépodpor; aor. 2. Exdpov™, 
infin. xapciv; aor. 2. midd. éxepcuyy; perf. by metathesis 
xéxpyxa: on which see Pébayxe under Baaaraw, and xé- 
xayxa under Kaaéw, with the note underneath. 

Sophocles (Trach., 1215.) has the 2. sing. fut. cayez. In the Epic 
part. perf. the « is dropped as in Kexagnac, rerAnwe and others; thus — 
Kexpinwc, gen.-droc and -Groct, as in Hom. cexpnért, -Gra, and in accus. 

plur. -érac: see under Baiyw and “Iornpu; also yeyawe under Teévopar. 
The Epics have also very frequently the aor. 2. act. and midd. with 
the reduplication, which then remains in all the moods; thus \éAaBor, 

Netabey ; KéxkAXvO1, rexvOorro, &e., and in the verb before us Homer has 

the conj. Kexdpw, Kexdpnor, Kexapwor. 

Kaprro, I bend: fut. xapw, &c. In the perf. pass. 
when the 1. pers. has ww, one is naturally dropped, as 
xéxappar, xexapryos, &c. 

KarazpotteoOa Ion. (Archil. ap. Etym. M. v. xpotkrnc), xararpotée- 
ofa Att. (Aristoph. frequently ); a defective verb found only in the fut.}, 

paxécoua—odua. From KAAQ was 
formed xékAnwa by metathesis like ré- 
Tunka from Téuye, Kéxunka from Kduve : 
see also BéGAnka, under BaédAdAw. In- 
stances of this fut. may be seen in KaA¢i, 
Xen. Symp. 1, 15. Kadciode, Demosth. 
Lept. 5. mapaxadodytas, Xen. Hell. 6, 
8, 2. See this formation also under A€uw. 
Of the fut. kadéow the only instances 
which we find in the older writers are in 
ZEschin. ec. Timarch, p. 10. and Lycurg. 
c. Leocr. p. 150. émadéoeru. In Ari- 
stoph. Plut. 963. Brunck has mistaken 
the aorist for the future. “s 

* See axoy under Adxvw, érayov 
under Téuvw, 

+ I cannot think there are any grounds 
for xexun@ras in Thucyd. 3, 59. however 
supported it may be by the manuscripts 
against the various reading kxexunxéras, 
It can hardly have been introduced by the 
antiquated meaning (the dead) or by the 
solemn tone of the oration, as cexunkdres 
is used even by Euripides in the same 
sense. 

¢ Thus 0d karampoitcoOa %pn, He- 
rodot. 3, 36. Katampoitera, ib. 3, 156. 
Archil. Fr. 23. Aristoph. Nub. 1240. 
Vesp. 1396. Kampoltovra:, Herodot. 5, 
105. Aristoph, Vesp. 1366. Thesm. 566. 
Equ. 435. 
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and in such expressions as ov xarazpoiée, ‘thou shalt not have 
done it for nothing’ (i. e. not without being punished for it). A devi- 
ation to the aor. carazpoitac@a is very possible, but it occurs only in 
Themist. Or, 14. init.* In the Etym. M. we find also a verb rpoto- 
copat, I beg, quoted from Archilochus, from which comes zpotkrne in 
Homer: but the etymological connexion of the two is not clear.+ 

Kavaéac. See “Ayrupu. 

Kavxdoua, I talk big. Dep. midd. Pindar uses it with infin. 

Herodotus 7, 39. has the aorist. 

KA®- ; whence perf. part. cexaipnwe, -droc, breathing short and with 
difficulty, Il. «, 698. Od. «, 468. Of this root or stem we find no other 
trace except that Hesychius has xéxnge, ré0vnxe: probably with the 
sense of expirare. [This perf. seems to be formed from an obsolete 
theme cagéw, akin to karrw and kariw.— Passow. | 

Keipa, I lie, belongs to the stem or root KEIO or KEQ, and has 
only a pres., imperf., and fut. Pres. xeipat, cetoart, xeirar, &e., 3. plur. 

ketvrac: imperat. keioo, xeloOw, &c. ; optat. ceoiuny ; conj. kéewpac§, Ken, 

&e.; infin. ceioOar; part. xeiwevoc. Imperf. éxeiuny, Exevco, Exerro, &e. 

Fut. cetoopar. Comp. xardkerar, caraxecoat, &c.: but the infin. retains 

the accent on the extents of the stem or root, caraxeicOa. So also 
éxlxerar, &e. 

The forms of the optative and conjunctive, as well as the accent of 
the compound infinitive, might possibly recommend KEQ as the radical 
form of ceipac: but the whole formation of the verb, together with the 
derivatives xoirn, xoyugy, makes it far more probable that the « is the 

radical syllable and the forms with the « shortened from it. 
itself might certainly be considered as a syncopated form (like oipas, 
pvcOa), by virtue of which it would agree with the formation in pr; 

but it is better to take it altogether as an old perfect (I have laid my- 

Ketpac 

* Brunck thought indeed that he had Whereas to beg is, it is true, the correla- 
found in the Argument of the Antigone of 
Sophocles an aor. pass. kaTampowrOjvar in 
a different form and meaning ; butit is a 
mere error of transcription for katampy- 
oOFva. 

+ That is to say, mpoié had the general 
sense of a gift, as originally dos had in 
Latin ; thence mpoika, like dwpeav, with- 
out pay or reward, gratis. The verb from 
which this word is derived meant therefore 
to make a present of ; and thus karampolfer 
is a neat sarcasm, “ thou shalt not give me 
that for nothing,” i.e. I will give thee 
something in return, I will pay thee for it. 
The connexion is here plain and certain. 

tive of to make a present of, but on that 
very account not fit to be joined in the 
same idea, because language rather strives 
to make the distinction between such 
words clearly perceptible. Otherwise it 
would be easy enough to lave recourse to 
the idea of stretching out the hand as be- 
longing to both actions, 

$ Homer always uses Keioa, keto, but 
we find in the Hymn. Mere. 254. as 2. 
sing. kardeat. 

§ Whether xéwua was a genuine Attic 
form may be doubted. In an inscription 
in the Corp. Inscript. I. n. 102. p. 10. 
stands kelwyrat, 
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self down, consequently J lie,) with the redupl. dropped, by which the 

accent in the compound xardxerpar, karaxeioOae is accounted for in the 
most natural way, like cana, ka0jcOa. From the shortening of e 
to « arose naturally the change to the form in -éw, whence in Homer 

xéovrar, in Herodot. 1, 178. xéerar, and in Hippoer. de A. A. L. 9, 

p. 333. xnéeoOar. 

_ Instead of the 3. sing. cetrac Herodotus has xéeras, and later writers 
xéarac*: instead of the 3. plur. cetvrae Homer has xéovrat, and very 

frequently (according to Ionic analogy) xefdéira: and xéaras, the latter 
of which is found only in Homer and the later Ionics. In the 3. plur. 

imperf. Homer and the Ionics for éxewwro have xelaéro and Kéaro, with 

an iterative céoxero. Od. ¢,41. In the infin. pres. we find in Hippoer. 

kéeoOar for xetoOar. 

In Il. 7, 32. Od. 8, 102. Wolf has altered according to the Venet. 
manuscript the old reading of the text «ceirac (which as an indicat. 
would be certainly incorrect) to a conjunct. xjra. But this was un- 

necessary, as by an old usage xeipas, xeirar served for both conjunct. 
and indicat. Thus in Plat. Phado p. 84. e. py deaxeac is conjunct., 
and in p. 93. a. stands é£ dv ay ovyxéenrac with a various reading in the 

Ed. Bas. 2. cvyxeirar, which ought however to be accented otyxeirac: 
on the other hand, Bekker in Isoer. 7. Av7id. 278. has corrected from 

a good codex ézwe av... duaxeioOar to duaxeroOe, but he supposes the 
true reading to be dcaxéno6e. Compare a similar case in déy, dei, under 
Aéw.f 
Homer has also an infin. xecéwev, and part. kelwy, cewy (from KEIQ), 

as future, II. &, 340. Od. n, 342.; which undoubtedly come from the — 

fut. xéew contracted to xeéw and again shortened to xéw. That this 
form should pass into a desiderative was very natural, Od. %, 315. 

Compare a similar future in dijec, djoper, Shere, from a fut. daéw and 

a root AAQ. 

Keizo, I shear: fut. xep@; perf. pass. mebcnppeces 5 ; aor. 2. 
pass. éxdpyv.—Minp. 

The Epic language forms the fut. képow, aor. 1. exepoa. Pindar 
(Pyth. 4, 146.) has the aor. 1. pass. éxepOnv. 

Kelw. See dw, p. 56.; also Kalw and Ketpat 

* xéara is properly the Ion, 3, plur. 
shortened from xelara, but used as a 3. 
sing. by those later writers to whom the 
Ton. dialect was no longer natural. See 
Reitz ad Luc. de D. 8. 6. 

+ See Herm. ad Vig. not. 526. and De 
Metr. 1, p. 86. where “the very analogous 

form Kéerat for xénrat, like POlerat, iuei- 
pera, &c., is preferred for Homer: and it 
certainly appears to be an old reading ; for 
at Il. 7, 32. the small Schol. have the gloss 
Kéerat Gyr) rod Ketrat, which should be 
avtl Tov Kénrat. 
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Kedadéw, I sound, roar, is regular; but the Epic language has the 
participle as from a barytone verb, cekddwy, kedadovra: although it is 
used only as an adjective. [Passow has also cekddw, which he calls 

the original form of ceXadéw, and from which he derives the above 
participle. ] 

Kédd\w, I run in, land: fut. cédow; aor. 1. Exedoa. 

Kédopa, I command, exactly synonymous with xededw: fut. Kedf- 

gopat; aor. 1. keAnodpny, Pind. O. 13,113. The Homeric aor. éxexdd- 

pny, €xekhero, KexAopevoc, is most naturally considered as the aor. 2. of 
this verb with syncope and reduplication (according to the analogy 
mentioned under Kapyyw), and with the augm. like érégpadoy: it has 
also exactly the same meaning at Il. 7, 657. xécero 0 &dXove gevyé- 
pevat, he bade them fly. In most other passages however it means 
merely J call to, although there is generally the collateral idea of I 
exhort and command implied in it.* 

"ExXeo see under Kew. 
Kevréw, I prick, is regular. But Homer (Il. {, 337.) has the aor. 1. 

infin. xévoac from the stem KENT-— which shows itself in xovrde, a pole. 
The verbals xeoréc, pricked, and xévrwp, kévtpoy, are explained by the 

omission of v before o in the one case, and of o between y and 7 in the 

others. + 

Kepavyups, I mix, also xipvawt, xipyyps: fut. xepaoo, 

Att. ep; aor. 1. éxépdioa, aor. 1. midd. éxepacdpuyy. 
The other forms are affected by syncope or rather by the 
metathesis (which we may see exemplified in Bé6ayxe under 
Baaarw), jomed with a contraction into &: thus perf. 
HEXPAKO 5 perf. pass. xéxparo; aor. 1. pass. Expadyy: aor. 
1. midd. éxpacdpyyv; but there is also an aor. 1. pass, 
exepacOny, 

In the perfect pass. is found also kexépacpat, but only in a later period, 
to which belongs also Anacr. 29, 13. On the other hand, Homer uses 

* It is generally acknowledged that 
KéAw, of which Kade is properly the 
inf. aor. and xad@ the fut. (compare 
KataKTav®@), is the one original verbal 
stem, which afterwards branched off ac- 
cording to difference of meaning into three 
verbs, KéAoua, KaAew, and KAéw. 

+ If we examine this more closely we 
shall certainly find that the adopting a 
stem KENT- to unite the above-men- 
tioned forms is the most suitable plan ; 

better for instance than KENQ, which 
does not explain xeords satisfactorily, and 
than KEQ through which we cannot im- 
mediately get to xévrwp, &c. We must 
not however try to unite the ideas to prick, 
whence kevreiv, — to cleave, whence ked(w, 
—and to beat, whence in all languages 
comes the idea of to kill, erelve, Kalvw ; 
nay we must rather endeavour to keep 

them separate. 
$ Kepdvyvyyt and its sister-form ke- 
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the shortened form in the infin. aor. 1. act. érupijoat, Od. n, 164. For 

the Ionians have the » in céxpnpat, cpnOeic, &c, (KEPA, KPEA, KPH), 

but in the Attic and common language the 7 is changed on account of 
the p into a in this and other similar cases. 

The simple form cepdw is used by the poets: Homer has xcepovrac, 
KepaaaQe, keodwyro. Comicus ap. Athen. 2. p.48. a. xépa. Otherwise 

kep@ is the Att. future: see Hesych. 
[In the fut. and aor. Homer doubles the o of the regular form, 

making xepdoow, éxépacca.— Passow. | 

The Homeric conj. xépwvras, Il. 6, 260. is not to be traced back to a 

theme KEPQ, but more analogically to képapar, like dbvwyac conj. of 
dvvapac: compare also xpéwapar, conj. kpéuwpar, under Kpepayvupe. 

Lastly at Il. 1, 203. the text had until very lately the imperat. 
képarpe, but now has from better sources cépae: see under Aatw. 

Kepdaivw, I gain, is regular in the Attic language, and 
in the aor. takes the a like xo:Advau, Acuxdvos, and others: 

thus fut. xepddv@ ; aor. 1. infin. xepddvor, But the Ionics 
and many of the later writers form xepdyooncs, exépdyon. 

This Ionie formation is undoubtedly the older, and -aiyw was ori- 

ginally nothing more than one mode of lengthening the present, as in 
atraivw and similar verbs, so that the simple KEPAQ, -jow is the 

original stem, and 7d xépdoc the verbal subst., as the analogy which it 
brings with it confirms. But in a very early period some imagined 

that cepdaivw sounded like a derivation from xépdoe, like Xeveaiyw from 
Aevkde, &e., and they accordingly inflected all the tenses in the termi- 
nation -aivw. Herodotus has both inflexions; the older xepdjoecOat 

3, 72., éxépdnoay 4, 152., the other cepdavéoper, 8, 60, 3. This latter 

has in the Ion. dialect the aor. éxépdnva, Hom. Epig. 14, 6. 
In the Attic form the perf. has the unpleasant sound of kexépdayea ; 

hence others formed xexépdaxa (see Cherob. Bekk. p. 1285. and 
compare Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 34.), while others again deduced from 
the Ionic formation xexépdnca, and Bekker has now restored from 

the manuscripts tpooxexepdjxaor to Demosth. adv. Dionysod. (p. 1292. 
Reisk.). 

Kev0w, I envelope, hide: fut. cebow ; perf. (synonymous with pres.) 
xéxevOa; pluperf. (synon. with imperf.) éxexebOerv, Od. 4, 348.; aor. 2. 

pavviw are formed like other verbs in Again xipvdw, k{pynut are formed from 
pt (see “Aya, &yvuus) by changing the w  Kepdw by changing -dw into -ydw, -ynut, 
of the barytone form into -vyp: or -viw, and in some verbs changing the e of the 
only that when @ is preceded by a vowel, root into; thus Kepdw, Kipydw, Kipynus: 
the v is doubled, thus kepdw, kepayydut. compare Acua, and TlfAvnu: from meAdw. 

L 
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%cvOov and 3. sing. without the augm. cide, Od. y, 16., aor. 2. con). 
with the Ep. redupl. cexi0w, Od. Z, 303. Homer has also the aor. 1. 
conj. in the compound éxucebone, Od. 0, 263. Of the passive we find 
only the pres. and imperf. Sophocles repeatedly [and Aéschylus once ] 

use the active cevOw, and xéxevOa, as intrans., J am hidden.* 

Kéw. See Keipar and Kaiw; also Ajw under AA-. 

Kypdoucu, I feel care and anxiety, occurs in prose merely 
in pres. and imperf. 

The Epic language had at first an active in a causative sense, xfdw, 

I fill with care, fut. cndhow, Il. w, 240.; afterwards a perf. xéxnda, 

Tyrt. 3, 28. synonymous with the pres. cjdopuac. 

The middle with a short vowel in the inflected syllable is found in 
/Eschyl. Sept. 138. in the imperat. cjdecac: and the derivative verb 
éxnoéw has the same inflexion in II. £, 427. &cndecey as now corrected 

from akndno’: see Heyne. 

In Il. 9, 353. we find xexadnodpueda, which some commentators, 

looking only at its exterior, have classed with xéxadov, cexadnow (see 
XaZopa); but the sense when critically examined is opposed to that 

derivation +, and in favour of the old one from cydopar. And since the 

perf. xécnda is synonymous with the last-mentioned present, it is quite 
as agreeable to analogy to bave a future formed from the one as from 
the: other; and equally analogous is the shortening of the radical 

vowel required by the rhythm ; and which takes place in the a, because, 

as we see from the Doric cédopa (Pind.), a is properly the vowel of 
the root: in this case therefore it is the Ionic d, as rapn for xypa, 
apgrcbaréw for -nréw, &c. See also dpapvia under ’Apapioxw. t 

See UKedavvvpu. 

See Krydvw. 
See Kadéw. 

Kédvnpu. 

KIK-. 

KexAnorw. 

Kivéw, I move, is regular. 

* [See Sophocl. Aj. 634. El. 868, Cid. 
T. 968. Ant. ¥11., Aischyl. Sept. 590. 
Ed. 
Vig order to explain it in that way we 

must first understand xd¢ecOat Tivos 
(which in its common acceptation means 
to give way to any one) in the sense of to 
cease from pursuing anyone ; and then sup- 
pose that the two goddesses blame them- 
selves with a certain severity of expres- 
sion, because, when their friends are pur- 
sued by the enemy, they do not assist 
them against the pursuit of the other 

gods ; or we must take it without the in- 
terrogation (see Heyne), and understand 
odkért xd fecOal Twos in the sense of not 
deserting, and this said by those who, 
after having long deserted their friends, 
at last assist them. 

¢ I adopt this mode that I may not take 
kéxadov twice, once from xd¢w and once 
from «de, but that I may ground my ar- 
gument on two actually existing forms, 
Kkékadoyv for kexadiow from xdw, K é- 
«Oda for kexadhjooua from Khoo. 
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In the passive it has an Epic sister-form xivvpat, with ¢ long like 
the active. This form must not be classed with kiw (which will be 

found below), for that verb never gives the idea of continuous motion 
as xwupevoy most plainly does at Il. &, 173., where it is used of oil 

moved about or shaken: and in other places where xivuya is used of 
a crowd of combatants pressing on to battle, it does not express their 
moving forward, but only the tumult and bustle of their motion; 

compare Il. 6, 281. 332. 427. with Od. x, 556. I consider it therefore 

more correct to give it a root for itself, KIN-, qguatio. * 

Kipyup. See Kepavyupu. 

Kiyavw and Kiydvopa, I obtain, hit: fut. cyynoopar; aor. 2. Excxor, 

xixw, &e. These are the only tenses found in the Attic poets; but the 

Epic language has (beside a new aor. midd. éxcynoapny, -caro) a very 
common preterite, which according to form is an imperf. of KIXEQ, 
KIXHMI, without however this pres. ind. having been ever actually in 

use. Hence come éxiyerc (Od. w, 283.), 2. sing. imperf. for éxiyne, like 

érifouy, ériferc, with the plur. éxiynuev and dual éxcynrny, for éxixeper 

-xérnv ; to which we must add the moods of the present, as the opt, 
Kkexelny, Conj. (Kex@) Keyelw, infin. ceyfivar, part. keyefc, and the midd. 

Kexnpevoc ; in which formation in pu therefore the 7 is retained quite as 

far as it is in djvac and déiZnua. We find then (including the imperf. 

éxiyavoy) four historic forms, which, from the momentary meaning 
that the verb has in itself, can with difficulty in the Epic language be 
divided according to the sense into aorist and imperfect, and which 

therefore in the narrative are interchanged with each other principally 
for no other reason than the metre. With this corresponds the cir- 

cumstance, that the Epics have not the other moods of either kuyavw 
or Extxoy, but only those above quoted; consequently beyond the 
indicative they have no distinction between present and aorist. The 

earliest occurrence of the conj. kixw, kixnc, &e., is in the Tragedians 
(Soph. Aj. 657. Eurip. Suppl. 1069.). 

In all the above forms the Epics have the « short: and éxcyoy has 
this quantity in all the poets. But in «yavw both the principal syl- 

lables are different in the Epic and Attic poets, the former having the 

« short and the a long, the latter the « long and the a short. Now as 
Hesychius and other Glossographers have the glosses xvyxavewv, 

* Grammatical analogy also is in favour 
of it. For while cuvéw, from KY- éxvoa, 
retains the v short, «véw has the « long: 
in the same way klvuuat is remote from 
the analogy of (évvuui, (évvuus, because 
it is written almost invariably with a single 
v, and therefore (with ydvumar, Adguma, 

&c.) comes under the analogy of those 
verbs which affix merely -vua: to the stem 
or root. 

+ It was impossible therefore that Si- 
monides could say éxixe, a reading which 
Brunck (in Gnomicis) in Sim. Fr. 7. pre- 
ferred to épixe. 

2 
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éxiyxave, some moderns have explained that to be the true Attic way 

of writing this verb, and even introduced it already into the latest 

editions of the Tragedians. * 
The analogy of érvyoy rvyxavw, or that of ixduny ixcdavw (with t 

short), has been the cause of the general supposition that the stem of 
‘the verb is in kvyoy. Everything appears to me to lead to a form 
kixnpe (xe being a reduplication), with cxdvw as a sister-form, which 
in the present prevailed over the former. "Excyoy arose from éxixnyv 
by a shortening of the syllable, just as Evyvy did from Evviny ; and me- 

trical causes confused the one with the other. According to this sup- 
position the true stem or root is XE— or XA— (compare the note on 
riprAnp, TrEiwny ), from which came kyavw, like ¢0avw from ®OA-. 

There is a Doric aor. 1. éxcEa, moved away, pushed away, which 
Schneider in his Lexicon deduces from xiyw. There is certainly 

nothing to hinder this new aorist being formed from éxcyov; but the 

grounds which I have laid down in Schol. Od. A, 579. make me think 
it more eligible to give it a stem or root of its own KIKQ: and this 

last supposition is confirmed by a fragment of Simonides, although as 
it now stands unintelligible, éxcxixor dpouéor, Choerobose. ap. Bekk. 
p- 1185. and Herodian in Bandini Bibl. Laur. Med. (Greca) p. 146. 
See Blomf. ad Callim. pag. ult. t 

Kiypnar. See Xpdw. 

Kiw, J go; used only in pres. and imperf.; indeed the indic. pres. 
seldom or nevert occurs (xéerc, Aischyl. Ch. 676 ); the other moods of 

the present however, as the optat. kiouuu, part. wy, &c., together with 

the imperf., are in frequent use in Homer and the other poets. The 
part. pres. kuoy has the accent on the last syllable, like im», but is 

not therefore an aorist; and the verb itself is to be considered asa 

sister-form of ’1Q, eipu, I go. 

To be satisfied that éxcoy is an imperf. we have only to look at II. 

* See Monk and Matthie on Eurip. 
Hipp. 1434. (1442.). Hitherto however 
this reading has not been introduced into 
any passage of the Tragedians from manu- 
scripts, except that Vietorius has written 
it so on the margin of a copy in the Alcest, 
480. (495.). These critics appear to me 
therefore to have been very premature: 
for Hesych. and the others quote pecu- 
liarities from all writers. Now that Pho- 
tius and Suidas expressly quote xyxdvew 
from Solon; that Eustathius (on Od. 
p- 209, 32.) cites not merely Kiyxdve but 
also fyydvw, and that as “ more analogi- 
cal” — these two things appear to me much 

ore against than in favour of the intro- 

duction of it. The above supposition that 
ki— is a syllable of reduplication, agrees 
both with the fluctuation of the quantity 
(as the Epics had both wipatorw and i- 
gatckw) and with the form xiyxdve, 
which has its analogy in wiumwAnut. That 
mlumAnue and kixdyw were preferred to 

| mitAnut and kryxdyw (the two latter 
being also in use), corresponds with other 
euphonic observances. 

+ [Passow mentions (from kixw) a rare 
poet. aor. €xioy, infin. xixeiv, and a Dor. 
aor. 1. «ita, midd. éxiEduny.] 

¢ [Passow says that the indic. pres. is 
not used at all.] 
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B, 588. Z, 399.; and that cv is not an aor. we may be convinced by ‘ 

such passages as dpye Néxoode kwwy, Il. y, 447., see also x, 263. w, 328.: 
while in such as kXuoinvode kiwy...Séro, k, 148., we must remember the 

usage of the participles iy, &ywy, dépwy, stated in the construction 
of participles in the syntax ; according to which therefore that sentence 
is to be construed in the same way as éornae dépwy, Od. a, 127. 

On perexiadoy see dpbvaboy under ’Apiyvw and édwxaboy under 
Avwxkw. The verb xivupac see above under Kuvéw. 

Kaage, I sound, scream, &c.: fut. xreyEo* 5 aor. 1. 

exaayEa ; perf. x2xrxyya synonymous with the present ; 
whence the fut. xexadyEw and xexrcyEoua. 

See xexhayyviar, Xenoph. Ven. 3, 9. 6, 23. Conj. xexkayyw and 
fut. cechayZouar, Aristoph. Vesp. 929. 930. Both futures are quoted 

by Suidas. There are other presents formed from some tense of kraZw; 
for instance ck\ayyéw whence xr\ayyedvrt, Theocr. Epigr. 6., and kray- 
yavw, which however is doubtful+; see Schneid. ad Xen. Ven. 4, 5. 

In the Epic language this verb is also inflected with one y. In the 
oldest poets however this is found only in the perf. céxAn ya, used as 
a present, of which the part. masc. cexhnywe changes in its oblique cases 

to kexhiyyorroc, as though formed from a new present cexAhjyw (Hom.), Wei ac 
like é66/yovr« in Hes. a, 228.: see reppixovrac under ®picow. An aor. 2. ~mry- 
#ckXa yoy is found in Hymn. Pan. 14. and Eurip. Iph. A. 1062. in the «« Ae¢+ 
chorus. But the aor. 1. «haat belongs merely to the Doric inflexion Ged *+<4 

of cdefw. [The regular aor. 1. &Aayéa is used in a transit. sense in /a* by Kh 
Pind. Pyth. 4, 40. Compare Aischyl. Sept. 388. Agam. 48. The «..d¥¢o> 
presents kAdyw or kkayyw never occur.—Passow.] hivareen 

Kaaiw, I weep, Att. xAdew with « long and without con- 
traction: fut. xAadoopar§ (xAavootpos, Aristoph. Pac. 
1081.); aor. 1. Exaavoa.. The fut. xrajow, xrajow is 
less frequent. Verbal adj. xravordg and xaraurds, xAav- 

eréos.—Mipp. [Passow remarks that the middle voice’, 
is used by Adschylus Sept. 903., but otherwise seldom 

found in the older writers. ] 
The fut. active is used by the Dorics, as Theocr. 23, 24. An aor. 

“* Some verbs in ¢ have yy for their Ven. 6, 23. He has also kAayyalvw.] 
characteristic, as for instance xAd{w, mAd- ¢ This aor. was formerly quoted from 
(w, cadrmiCw. Archie Epigr. 28., but the true reading 

+ [Passow however makes no mention 4amoxAdytaca is now adopted by Jacobs. 
of KAayydvw being a suspected form, and § On the formation of this future see 
quotes it from Aischy!,Eum.126.and Xen. O¢w, 

L 3 . 
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éxdaey standing in the text of Theocr. 14, 32., but occurring nowhere 
else, has been altered by Hermann to éxAa’; and no doubt correctly, 

for that imperf. exactly suits the passage, as it does also 23, 17. in both 
which the description is that of a continuous weeping. 

Kado, I break: fut. xxdow (with a short); aor. 1. exAa- 

oa; aor. 1. pass. éxaacbyy; perf. pass. xéxracpos. ‘Thus 

the « is short in the inflexion ; and the passive takes co. 

In Anacr. Fr. 16. we find a syncopated aor. 2. part. azoxdde as from 
amoxkAnp, on which see eyvwr, &e., under Tryvwckw. > 

Kaslw, I shut, is regular: thus fut. xacicw,&c. But the 

perf. pass. is both xéxrempou and xéxAey.0 ; while the aor. 
1. pass. is 2xaeio$yy only. 

The Ionians pronounced this verb «Aniw, and formed it éxdjiea, 

kAnjioa, Kexdhipar without the o, but always éxAyio@nv. These forms 

had therefore, like the corresponding ones from riw, pnviw, &e., the t 

according to the rules of formation long; consequently those editions 
of Homer which have éxAffioce, kAniooa: are so far incorrect, and these 

forms, from being written thus, are erroneously given to cAniZw, which 

verb has, it is true, in the lexicons, the meaning of ¢o shut, but impro- 

perly so: for the old writers know xAnifw éxAjioa in no other sense 

than that of celebro, and kcAniw éxdAfjioa in that of claudo. Hence 

arose again an Attic form «Ayw, éxdyoa, which occurs frequently in the 
text, and still more frequently as a various reading in the manuscripts. 
Valckenaer’s (ad Pheeniss. 268.) opinion, that cAeéw must be older than 
KAyw, because in the earlier times the 7 was not yet come into use at 
Athens, is nothing to the point; for the question here is, not how it 
was written, but how it was spoken: now as «c\eiw was the general 
form in use at a later period, cAyw certainly appears to me, wherever 

it is found, to have great authority as a critical form of the oldest gram- 
marians, who knew that the earlier Attics spoke it so. This decision 
is however very difficult to be supported through all writers. And 

equally difficult is it in the case of kéxANecopar KexetpatKéxdypat 

See Thom. Mag. in voc. Theodosii Canones, p. 1020, 25. Cheerob. in 

Ind. Bekk. v. xécAequac: and among the moderns Elmsl. ad Eurip. 
Heracl. 729. Matth. ad Hecub. 482. Androm. 495. Schneid. v. crelw.* 

* [The article in Schneider runs thus: KekAnuévev tov éuroplwy. In Eur. Hel. 
KaAelw, -eiow, whence perf. pass. kexAet- 983. stands KexAzjueba: and in A®schyl. 
oneévos. According to the Etym. Mag. Suppl. 957. KerAemévos for rexAciopévos. 
kéxAcysar was used for KéxAciouat. In  —-Ed.] 

Demosth. Philipp. p. 22 Bekker reads 

ce 
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The Ionic 3. plur. cexAéarae (for cekdjarac from KcexAnipac) belongs 

to this verb quite as much as it does to cadéw when put for KexAjarac 
from KékAnpar: see aroxexdéaro, Herodot. 9, 50. and Kexdéara (from 

cahéw), 2, 164. 
The Dorians had a fut. eX a6 and‘an aor. éxAaéa formed from kragfw 

Dor. for c\niZw: compare Teddw and Oddw. 
There is one instance of a fut. 2. cAvé as used by the Comic poet Eu- 

polis according to a remarkable observation of Cheeroboscus (F.279. v.) 

in Bekker’s Excerpta. “Herodian,” it is there said, “tells us that there 

is no fut. 2. act.in use. Apollonius quotes some, but they are either 
invented by him, like guvyéy, dpaydy, or they are presents.” And 
then is added, “ solitary exceptions there are in éyye@ and in carakNuet 
from caraxdelw in Eupolis év Xpvo@ yéve. Ei pn ric abrny Karakuel.” 

_ Kaérro, I steal: fut. xrdbouou; perf. xéxroda*; perf. 
pass. xéxrcupor, Att. xéxrcpprccs: [ aor. 1. pass. exrepoyy ; | 

aor. 2. pass. éxAcmryy. | 

Kréwt, krelw, T celebrate; pass. khéopar, I am celebrated. In Il. w, 

202. éxdéo is the 2. sing. imperf. for. éxdéeo, like gobéo, airéo, éEnyéo. 
In Callim. Del. 40. éxAeo AfjXoc must at all events be accented like the 

above, éxXéo, in as much as either celebrabaris is poet. for vocabaris, or 

the poet thought himself at liberty to use the syncope thus, éxaXéeo, 
éxadéo, éxdéo. 

Kaivet, I bend: fut. xrivi; aor. 1. 2xrAiva; aor. 1. 
midd. éxawvapyy; aor. 1. pass. éxaivoyy and éxasdyy (7), both 
forms in Homer, but éxa/véqv§ exclusively Ep. and Poet.: 
much less frequent is the aor. 2. pass. and perhaps used 
only in the compounds as xaraxAivijvas, Plato and Aristoph. 
Evyxaraxaivels, Aristoph. Ach. 981. Perf. pass. xéxartpou, 

part. HEXATLEVOS. — Mipp. 

* It is certain that in the older language 
the o, which is supposed to be peculiar to 
the perf. 2. (perf. midd.), belonged to the 
erf. l.act.; but as itis not generally so 

in the language as now grammatically 
formed, we put down as deviations from 
the established analogy three perfects, 
viz, méumw -— wémoupa, KAeTTw — Ké- 

KAopa, tpémw —tétpopa. But this o 
never goes into the perf. passive. 

+ This form, which does not appear to 
have been ever in use, but which I have 

placed here merely on account of kAéouat, 
some have wished to bring back to the 

. text of Eurip. Ale. 449, (461.) and Iph, 
A. 1047. (1035.). See Matthie on the 
former passage. 

¢ On the formation of the perf. and 
aor. 1. pass., see Telvw, 

§ Examples however of «Aw@jvat may 
be found in Plutarch (see Stephan. The- 
saur.); andin A‘sop. Fab. 143. Heusing., 
but in this latter the reading is uncer- 
tain. 

L4 
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Knéw, I hear, a poetical verb, whose imperf. ZxAvoy is used as an 
aorist, and also in the present sense of to be in the habit of hearing; see 

above in”Evverov. Imperat. «Ave, kAvere, More commonly KAHL, KAdrE, 

like B76., yvGO., &c., and with Homeric reduplication cécAvOe, Kexdire 5 

see Kduyw. To this syncopated aorist belongs the adjectival part. 

pass. kipevoc synonymous with the verbal adj. «durée, celebrated. 
With regard to the aoristic usage of é«Avoy it is to be observed that 

the pres. indic. kAvw never occurs in Homer: Hesiod has it once, ¢, 

724,, the Tragedians frequently. 
KMA-. See Kapvo. 

Kyaw, I scrape, scratch, infin. xvév, but in the more ac- 

curate Att. writers xviy, like cpyv and Wij *, Pollux, '7, 196. ; 

fut.xvjow; aor. 1. 2xvyoa; of anaor. 2. éxvyy, asformed from 
xvijus, is found only a 3. sing. xv¥, and that but once, 11.2, 639. 

compare Herodot.'7, 139.— Minn. xvéicbos, Att. xvjobou, 

Plat. Gorg. p.494.c. Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 30. (Schneid. 3.) 
Kyacow, I sleep: fut. cvoow, &e. See Apudrrw: but examples of this 

verb are so rare that we cannot settle its inflexion with any grammatical 
certainty. In Apollon. 3, 690. the aor. 1. xaraxywoaca is found in 

many of the manuscripts, but the old reading caraxywacovea is likewise 
in the best manuscripts (see Brunck), so that nothing can be decided 
in favour of either. 

Koma, lon. xoiéw, Herodot. 2. 95. I cause to sleep, 

put to rest: fut. xopyow, &c. Pass. (and in the Epics 
midd. also) J sleep. [Homer has the pass. xoimconos with 
fut. xoijoonou, and the aor. xomyoacdos as well as xor- 
penSzvos; the former is used by the poets only. — Passow. ] 

Koaatw, punish: fut. xordow (Xen. Athen. 1,9.), and 
more frequently xorxcoouas (Xen. Anab. 2, 5, 13.); the 
apparently Attic forms of the fut. xor®, midd. xoradmort, — 
are used by Aristophanes (Equ. 459.), merely as a play on 
the word ; the participle of the fut. midd. xordpevog (not 
xorovmevoc) is the true reading of Aristoph. Vesp. 244., as 

logy can be laid down: for while in fi- * See also Gv from Zdw, xpjoGa from 
Xpdw, dabv, wewhv, &e. 

+ Most of the polysyllabic verbs in -i¢w 
prefer the Attic fit. to the other; but of 
those in -é¢w nothing like a decided ana- 

6d¢w the Attic fut. is very common, in 
&yopd(w and others it is a barbarism: see 
a Seguer. p. 331. and Maitt. pp. 47 
8. 
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we gather from Hesych. in voc. and from the explanation of 
the Scholiast. [This form is the more usual one in prose, 
instead of the poetical xorctw. In the present the Attics 
sometimes use the middle instead of the active; see 

Schneid. and Heind. Xen. Cyrop. 1, 2,'7. Plat. Menex. 
p- 240. d. Stallb. Protag. p.324.c. But in the fut. they 
never use the active xoaaow, Xen. Anab. 2, 5,13. Hellen. 
1,7, 20. Porson post Hemsterh. Plut. p. 5'75.—Passow. ] 

Koaotw, I mutilate: fut. xorcdow, &c. The pass. is 

formed both with and without o«; thus perf. pass. xx0- 
Aousos and xexdrovopar; aor. 1. pass. éxoroddyy and 
exorovucbyy. 

Schneider in Theophr. Caus. Plant. 2, 20. (15.) invariably reads xo- 

Aovabeioa, kohoveby on very slight authority : but the form without the 
o does occur in other writers (see Stephan. Thesaur. ), and kexodoupévoc 

in Philippi Epigr. 25. is undisputed. 

Kopigw, I bring: fut. xouicw, Att. -1, &c.—Muinp. xo- 
plGonos, I get: fut. xopitotinas, &c. See Aristoph. Av. 552. 

Koviw, I cover with dust: fut. xoviicw. This is the old 

and genuine form of the verb; whence the perf. pass. xe- 
xoviv.ar; and hence in the poets the only way of writing 

the aorist is éxévoe. The Attic form xoviSw, fut. xovid 
and xovi'cw, perf. pass. xexdvicpou, did not come into use 
until later.* 

Kérre, I hew, cut down: fut. xovw; perf. xéxoda ; 
aor. 2. pass. éxoryv.— Mipp. 

Homer has the perf. 2. in the sense of the present, cexorwe, Il. v, 60. 
Od. o, 334. 

* See the examples in Stephens, and 
compare the various readings. Brunck 
was therefore quite right in Theocr. 1, 30, 
in preferring the reading of the majority 
of the manuscripts ; as was Jacobs in He- 
gesippi Epigr. 3. (Anth. Vat. p. 164.) in 
suspecting the reading of the Vatican ma- 
nuscript Kexovnuéva to be, what is much 
more probable, and must at all events 
be preferred in the hexameter, -iméva. 
The assertion of Hemsterhuys (on Lucian 

Timon. 45.), that kexoviuévos and kexo- 
vioevos are both equally good, cannot, as 
applied there, be satisfactory: compare 
pnvlw. Whether, as some critics contend 

(see Valck. ad Theor. 1. c.), we ought in 
Thom. Mag. instead of Kal xexoviauévos 
kat Kexoviysevos to read Kal kexoviouévos 
Kk, «., and whether there be sufficient 
grounds for the rejection of xoméy in the 
sense of to cover with dust, require per- 
haps a closer investigation, 
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Kopévyuys, I satiate: fut. xopeeren ; aor. 1. éxdpeca. ‘The 

pass. takes o ; thus perf. xexdperpos; aor. 1. exoptobny.— 
Mipp. 

The Att. fut. must have been cop, for the Epic one is xopéw, Il. 3, 
379, v, 831. The Ionic dialect takes the » in the perf., as act. cexdpyka, 

pass. cexdpnuac; and the Epic language has also a perf. part. with act. 
form and pass. meaning, cexopnwc, Od. o, 372. See rerpnoc, in note 

under Tépvw. 
Kopvoow, I arm (with a helmet): fut. copifw; aor. 1. midd. éxopve- 

capny (in Hippoer. éxopvéauny), part. copvocduevoc, Il. r, 397.; perf. 

pass. cexdpvOua, part. cexopv0pévoc. 
Koréw, and more frequently in midd. coréopa, I feel enmity against: 

Ep. fut. corécoopar; Ep. aor. 1. midd. xoréooaro, part. korecoapevoc. 

This verb retains « in the formation, except in the Ep. perf. part. cexo- 

Tnwc, with the meaning of the pres. increased in force; thus cexornért 
Supp, Hom. The part. of the aor. 1. act. xorésaca occurs in Hymn. 

Cer. 254. The word is entirely poetical. 

K paw, I scream, croak: fut. xexpagopos; aor. 2. xpe- 
yov, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 337. But instead of this present 
the perf. xéxpaya (with the force of a pres.) is generally 

used, whence by syncope 1. plur. xéxpayuev (pluperf. 
éxéxpayyev), imperat. xéxpayGs, infin. xexpayévas, part. 

The 2. plur. imperat. of the perf. xéxpayere 
without syncope in Aristoph. Vesp. 415. is a very rare 

case ; for we find scarcely any instance of the imperative of a 
perf. unless where that perf. is used as a pres. like the one 
before us, and even then in most cases a syncopated form is 

preferred. Compare yéywve, and xey7jvere under Xdoxw. 
Kpaivw, I complete: fut. cpavé ; aor. 1. éxpnva, imperat. xpijvor, infin. 

kpjvat, Od.; aor. 1. pass. éepavOny, Pind. The Epic infin. fut. midd. 
in a pass. sense is xpavéeoOar, Il. 4, 622. In Eurip. Hippol. 1255. xé- 

kpayrat is 3. plur. perf.; nor do I find any instance of it as 3. sing. also. 
In the Epic language this verb is capable of being produced in all its 
tenses, as imperf. éxpaiacver, aor. 1. infin. kpnijvat, perf. pass. kexpaavrau* 

' mexpayws. 

* As the Epic aor. of patvw is épadvy- from xpealyw: in which this striking pe- 
@nv because that verb is contracted from _culiarity is to be observed ; that it is not 
gacivw, so is the remarkable production 
of the tenses of xpalyw the result of con- 
traction, and most probably of xpatyw 

the resolution of a contracted syllable, but 
a production by repeating the vowel or 
syllable, as @@s is contracted from dos 

a a es 
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Kpepavvips, Thang (any thing); pass. J am hanged ; 
midd. J hang myself: in addition to which comes a parti- 
cular form for the intransit., xpéwapas, Tam hanging. 
This last is conjugated like d0vapas with conj. xéuopos, 
opt. xpspainyy*, xp¢uciro. In the inflexion @ is short, as 

in the fut. xpeycow and aor. 1. éxpéuaca, and the pass. 

takeso. The Att. fut. is xpeud, -dc, -&, &c. The aor. 1. 

pass. éxpeucobyy is common to the passive (with a passive 
and middle sense) and to the intransitive ; but the fut. 
xpepac Ojoropc belongs wholly to epepcevvopes, as the in- 
transit. sense has its own future xpenyjoopos, I shall hang, 
be in a state of suspension. 

This distinction of forms and meanings is, generally speaking, ob- 
served by the Attic writers, although it must not be expected that they 

had analogy so constantly before their eyes, as never to deviate from it. 
_ Forms of the middle are found both in Homer and Hesiod. as éxpéuw, 

2. sing. aor. 1. for éxpépaco, Il. o, 18. 21. and the aor, 1. infin. cpepa- 
cac0a (with an accus.) to hang any thing on, Hes. «, 627. The pres. 
kpeudw is used by the later writers.— In the pure Attic language the 
only future is kpeue, -dce, &e., Epic kpepdw. 

In Aristoph. Vesp. 298. all the manuscripts have the eptat. pepo 
from xpépapa:, except the Venetian, which has cpépueoGe, naturally lead- 
ing us to kpéuaco$e. The other reading however is not to be rejected 
too hastily: compare papvotuny, peuvoiuny with the accentuation of 
the optat. and conjunct. under Aivaya. There must however have 

' been a uniformity in Aristophanes, and we find in Nub. 868. Acharn. 
944., at least as the text now stands, kpépaco, Kpépacro. 

An Attic sister-form of this verb in the pres. and imperf. is kph uvn py 
kphuvapar (the latter for cpguapac), which deviates from analogy by the 

in the radical syllable.| Hence this way of writing it may well appear 
doubtful, particularly as cpeuy- and xpipy- are found occasionally in the 
manuscripts.§ On the whole however they are in favour of the 7; and 
we find kpnyrdpevac (without any known various reading) in Aschyl. 
Sept. 231. kxaraxpnvapeva, Aristoph. Nub. 377. kpnpvdyrwy, Pind. 

and again produced to the Ep. pws : com- 
pare also Yakos, Séwkos and Sadcow in 
Buttm. Lexil. 

* On the accentuation of these forms 
see Atvapat. 

+ Stephens quotes it from two works 
falsely attributed to Aristotle ; Hist. Mirab. 
e.6.-and Gc. 2, 

¢ This verb is the only instance of the 
change of € to 7, Kpeudw and kpeudvyume 
to kphuynut: see note under Kepdvvumt. 

§ See Mincker ad Ant. Lib. 13. extr. 
Var. Lect. ad Eurip. El. 1217. Barnes. et 
Musgr. ad Eurip. Here, 520. Piers, ad 
Meer. v. Expewavvvev. 
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Pyth. 4, 43. the imperat. xpfuvn, Etym. M. in voc. and in fragments of 

Euripides there quoted (see Piers. ad Moer. v. xipvn). Eustathius also 
on Il. $, 19. (if any reliance is to be placed on it) expressly mentions 
the change of eto. And lastly in the subst. conprvdc (an overhanging 

precipice), which is of the same family, the 7 is undoubted. 

Kopi'vw *, I separate, judge: fut. xpiv®; aor. Zxpiva; perf. 
xéxpixa ; perf. pass. xéxpios; aor. 1. midd. éxpivdpny 5 aor. 

1. pass. éxp/dqv (7). In Homer is also a poet. part. aor. 
pass. xpivOelc, Il. v, 129. Od. 9,48. This verb has a 

middle voice, but only in the Epic language (xpivacdas 
aveizouc, to interpret, Il. ¢, 150.): it has however two 

compounds, depon. midd. 
aroxpivop.c, Lanswer ; broxpivouos, I explain, represent. 

Hence in good writers the passive form aroxpiOijvac is nothing more 
than a real passive of azoxpivw, J separate: but later writers used it for 
aroxpivac0ac: see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 108. The perf. 2. xéxpiva 

belongs to the later writers. 

Kpotw, I knock, push: perf. pass. xéxpoupait, and xé- 
xpovopos; aor. 1. pass. éxpovobyv.— Mipp. 

Kpirre, I conceal: fut. xpivo. The characteristic is 6. 
Pass. aor. 1. éxpidSyy; aor. 2. éxpubyy (G)—Mrpp. 

_ The aor. 2. act. écpvEov and the forms with the simple characteristic 
, as Expugoy, are found only in the later writers, Quintus, Nonnus, &c. 

See also Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 318. The Ep. imperf. cptrrackoy (see 
pixrackoy) is in Il. 3,272. The perf. pass. kéxpuppac in Od. 

Kraouot, Ion. xréoya1, Herodot., I get possession of, 
obtain: fut. xryjcopor; aor. 1. éxtrycapyy; perf. xéxrxpart, 
I possess, Hes. ¢, 439. Ion. éxrypycu, Il. 1, 402. perf. conj. 
xexTwpcl, y, nto, &c., perf. opt. xextyuny, xéxryo, xé- 

xryto, &c. ‘There is also another form of the perf. opt. 
xextwopny§ (like pepyopny from péuyypos), of which we 

* On the formation of the two perfects 
and the aor. 1. pass., see Telvw. 

+ Aristoph. Ach. 459. according to the 
manuscripts. 

+ The perf. néxrnum, like péuvnuar 
from uvdw, is formed with the regular re- 
duplication ; but &rnua follows the ana- 

logy of verbs beginning with two conso- 
nants (not mutes before liquids), which 
take € instead of the reduplication. This 
latter is properly Ionic, but used oecasion- 
ally by the Attics, as Plat. Menop. 97. e. 
etsepe. See Heindorf. ad Plat. Protag. 75. 
§ The w in this form may be thus ac- 
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find xexr&ueba, Eurip. Heracl. 283. Compare Il. , 361. 
Xen. Cyr. 1, 6, 3. 

In asomewhat later period we find the passive ra xrnOévra. [Indeed 
kradpat as a passive is rare, and generally confined to the very late 
writers, Schef. Schol. Par. Apollon. Rhod. 1, 695. Gnom. Gree. 
p- 145. sqq. Still however the aor. 1. pass. éxr#@n occurs in a passive 

sense in Thucyd. 1, 123. the fem. part. aor. crnOcioa in Eurip. Hec. 

453., and the perf. part. cecrnyévoc in Thucyd.7, 70. An active craw 
is never found. — Passow. ] 

Kreive, I kill: fut. xrevi, Ion. xrdv®; aor. 1. Zxreiva; 

aor. 2. Zxravov; perf. 2, éxrova. We have only to observe 
here that the aor. 1. is more common in prose than the 
aor. 2., and that the only perf. in use by the older writers 
is Zxrova. ‘The perf. pass. and aor. pass. were not used in 
the common language, but in their places the verb Syjoxw 
in a passive combination, rédvyjxev or dmébavey tm’ adrod. 

From the opinions of the Grammarians which have come down to 
us confused and corrupted (Thom. Mag. in dzécrova, Meer. in aré- 

krovey) we can extract nothing certain on the various forms of the 

perfect. The aor. 2. occurs in Xenophon more frequently, where 
however we must not forget the possible exchange of this verb with 

See Sturz. caraxreéveey. The perf. éxraxa, aéxraxa, 

always however accompanied with the various reading éxrayxa, was 
likewise in the written language from the time of Menander: see 
Meineke ad Men. p. 120. Scheef. ad Schol. Apollon. p. 147.* 

Kalvely, KAVELY. 

counted for. As the perfects with the 
sense of a present borrow more or less 
from that tense, the termination of the opt. 
pres. ofuny was affixed to kextnv-, which 
contained the stem of the verb, making 
Kextnotunv. This was changed according 
to Ionic custom (like vyds to vews) to 
kexteguny, and again contracted by the 
Attics to kextgunv. The form in -jjunv 
appears to have been preferred by the 
older Attics, that of -gunv to be peculiar 
to Euripides and Xenophon. 

* Of the two non-Attic forms éktayra 
was undoubtedly the more disagreeable to 
the ear, while the better-sounding &rara 

was recommended by the analogy of té- 
taxa. I would therefore, contrary to the 
opinion of the above-mentioned philolo- 
gists, acquit the language of Menander at 

. 

least of having used that form, and in a 
fragment of him preserved by Suidas de- 
fend the old reading (which is also that of 
the Ed. Mediol.) a@mexrdkact. The di- 
rection in Thom. Mag. ’Améxrova KdA- 
Avov 2 awéerewa, dmréxravoy St Gddxi- 
fov mdy7n is nonsense arising from re- 
peated mistakes. In that passage three 
perfects must have been mentioned, and 
nothing can be more suited to the point 
in question than, ’Amékrova ndAdAtoy } 
amréxtaka. dmréxraryka 5& addxpov mdy- 
7. That is to say, the strict Atticist pre- 
ferred the old Attic perfect to all others, 
even to the well-formed one of the later 
Attics ; but against the form which he saw 
and heard everywhere around him he 
cautioned his readers in the strongest lan- 
guage. Moeris, whom we may with the 
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There existed also a perf. éerdéynxa, formed like dedocnuévoc from o€- 
Xopae or pepdpnrac from pefpopar.* Wherever this form occurs in the 
older Attics it is corrupted; as in Plat. Apol. p. 38. c. the present 
reading taken from the best Codd. is awexrévare, and of Xen. Hier. 3, 
7., the various reading azexrovérag is in Stobzeus: but we must allow 

that it is used by the later writers, for we find it in Plut. Timol. 16. p. 137. 

in Parthen. 24. and in all three manuscripts of Aristot. Elench. 33, 2. 

The Epic language had the aor. 1. pass. both with and without the v 
(see KXivw and Teivw), éxra@ny and éxravOnv, of which the latter was 
again used in the later prose, as xrav@ijvac in Dio Cassius (see Lobeck 
ad Phryn. p. 36.), and xray@eic, Brunck Anal. Ainigm. 34. 

is ol. 3. plur. for écraé0noay, Il. d, 691. Od. 8, 537. 
Homer has the syncopated aorist, corresponding with the aor. 2., 

like c€ny, éyywy, &e. (see under Ivyv@cxw); thus éxray, -ac, -a, plur. 

éxrapev, &c., and 3. plur. xray for -acay; opt. crainy ; infin. craper, 

The Homeric conj. is créw for cro 
(like isréw for ioré; see “lornpe), whence xréwpey, Od. x, 216. To 

this we must add a corresponding aor. midd. with passive meaning, 
éxrapnyt, -o0, -ro (like é6\fpny from Badd), infin. craoOas, part. 

krapevoc ; all formed as from craw. Homer has also an Epic conj. 
pres. xreivwp, Od. 7, 490. 

The fut. in Homer is the common one xrev, but always in a resolved 
form xrevéw, -gerc, €et, in which the manuscripts agree in almost every 

instance: only the compound with xara takes, as universally, the change 
of vowel to a, as caraxravéovow, Il. 2, 409., caraxravéeobe, €, 481., con- 

sequently they are fut. midd. with a passive sense. To these we must 
add the simple form cai re kravéovra xarékra, Il. ¢, 309., where how- 

ever as regards the sense a doubt still prevails. Both old and modern 
commentators agree indeed that it is a future, translating it ‘“‘and he 

who wishes to slay is himself slain” (for the aor. caréxra is here used in 
the sense of to be accustomed to slay). But the context immediately 
preceding, Evvdc “Apne, requires much rather this sense, ,“ they slay and 

are slain” {; which leads us to conjecture that from xrayeiy arose a 

“Exradey 

krapevat for xrdvac; part. crac. 

greatest certainty restore from the manu- * From xrelyw we suppose a form KTo- 
scripts thus, “Amexrovey “AttiuK@s, deé- véw, like pépw and popéw (see Aguw), from 

which comes re Kraykey “EAAnvik@s, speaks more con- 
cisely to the same point. And lastly, 
Sextus, who (Adv. Gramm. 10.) says, xrel- 
vera pev A€yerat, Extaryka 5E ov A€ye- 
Tot, speaks not of the language of common 
life, but of that taught scientifically by the 
Grammarians. The only thing therefore 
which we learn from this passage also is, 
that éxtoryka was rejected. 

regularly éxrévnka. 
+ In all verbs which have in the perf. 

the augment instead of the reduplication, 
the indicative of this pass. aor. cannot be 
distinguished from the pluperf. dépuny, 
exTauny, epoiuny, éecodunr. 

$ [Orstill more literally, ‘« war is accus- 
tomed to slay the slayer.” — Ed.] 
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new present kravéw, by which the continuation of the action appears 
to have been expressed, just as it is by érirpazréovor in x, 421. 

An Attic sister-form of this verb for the pres. and imperf. in prose 
is erévvupe; for so this form is generally written in the text; but 

the manuscripts fluctuate between ¢ and «, y and vy.* 
Krilw, I found, build: fut. iow, &e. The part. pass. cripevog (like 

mrapevog under reravvyju, Sbpevoc, dpwapevoc; see éxrduny under 

Kreiyw), and the verb. adj. crirdéc, which occur in the compounds éiicri- 
pevoe, évcrcroc, come from the older form in éw, whence also repxriovec. 

Kruréw, I resound: fut. xrurhow, &c., is regular: but the Epics 
have the aor. 2. éxrizov (like érirvoy under mirvéw), in which indeed 

lies the true primitive form or stem of the verb, and the subst. cruoc 

as well as xruzéw are derivatives from it. 

Koaivdw and xvaiw, Troll (any thing). ‘The only forma- 
tion which occurs from these two verbs is fut. xvai’ow; 

aor. 1. éxvaioa, infin. xvarioas; aor. 1. pass. éxuatobyy ; 

perf. pass. xexdrrcuar.—Mipp. ‘To these we must add a 
lengthened present xvAivdé@t, which, in its present tense 

only, is the prevailing form in Attic prose. 
The two fuller forms of the present are used in preference to the 

other, when it is wished to express certain modifications of the sense 

implying a continuation of motion (see the lexicons) ; yet no fixed 
distinction can be laid down, and all three occur in the simple sense 

of to roll, push. Homer has exclusively the form cvA(vdw (of which he 

uses only pres. and imperf.) with the aor. écvAicOny. It is also probable 
that cvAivdw, fut. cvdvow, was the original form of this verb, and that 

kudiw, which is found in the later poets, arose merely from the fut. cvAiow. 

With the midd. cvdAw0eicba, to roll (neut.), correspond three other 

forms, 

aduvdciobar, cadivocioIa, cihivdeiobar, 

* Phrynichus in Lex, Seguer. 1. p. 29, 
7. prefers! writing krivuut and rejects the 
vv; but he has no grounds for doing so, 
If we suppose that this form came from a 
root without any v, there is nothing to 
lead us to a stem x«7t- or xrei— only to 
Kra— (Trav, &ra), and analogy would 
therefore require «rdvvum. But if it is 
formed from xreiw— as a stem, we have 
(like Sefxvuus) the completely analogous 
word Kreiy-vy: and as a diphthong be- 
fore vv is something unusual, it was to be 
expected that the pronunciation. would 

either drop one v or shorten the « to « 
The latter is the most current tradition ; 
but «refvuymce is found in the best manu- 
scripts, as for instanee almost invariably 
in the Cod. Clark. of Plato. Hence I con- 
jecture that this is also the opinion of 
Phrynichus, ad that éroxrwivat, which 
is now the reading there, is owing to the 
common corruption of ¢ for et. 

+ Of this force we find only the present, 
but it is probable that the formation in 
-how, which we see just below in the verbs 
similarly formed, was borrowed from this. 
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all used in the intransitive sense of ¢o roll, turn, or drive round ; and 

these we find inflected according to the form in éw; thus eihuwwdnuévy 
or #Awdnpévy, Plut. Agis 3., and in a passage quoted by Stephens 
éycexadwvonpévn. The form ddrwdeicOa is pre-eminently the Attic, 

and of this alone we find an active voice with the meaning of to make 
(a horse) voll, lead him out to roll on the exercise-ground, - 

; (aXioa) éEadioa, éhruxa, 

for these are the only forms which occur (see Piers. ad Meer. p. 51.), 
and they are evidently from d)évdw, ddiow. See all these forms de- 
tailed fully in Buttm. Lex. p. 396., &e. 

Kivéw, I kiss: (fut. xbow* ;) aor. 1. zxioa, like Buvéw, 

e6uca.t ‘The comp. xpocxuvéw, I salute, worship, is re- 

gular; but in verse it has also the aor. infin. rpooxdoas, 
e. g. in Soph. Phil. 657. Aristoph. Equ. 156. See Kuo. 

Kirre, I bow, bend forward, is regular: fut. xdbe ; 

perf. xexoda. 

The length of the v is not merely in the perfect (see for instance 
Epig. incert. 125.), but in the stem or root itself, as is plain from 
words of the same family, like cigoc; it must therefore remain long 
in syllables long by position, and consequently be written «dar, like 

néxpaya, tpaéa, and the like. 

Kvpéw, I meet with, an Ionic verb, used by the Attics for rvyyavw 

in poetry only}, is regular. But the poets made use also of the older 
barytone form with v long, cipw, which however is not very frequent. 
Thus we find the imperf. écvpovy, and in Soph. CEd. C. 1159. éxvpoyr, 
whence 3. sing. xipe, Il. J, 821.§ Fut. cipijow and Kipow; aor. 

éxvpnoa, infin. kiphoa, Hom. Epigr. 6, 6., part. cipnoac, Hes. €, 757.3 

and (from xipw) éxvpoa, infin. kipoar or kipoa, Hes. ¢, 693., part. 

kvpoac, Il. y, 23. The formation from xipw is more usual-in all the 

poets than that from cvpéw. The midd. cvpoya: is used as a deponent 
in Il. w, 530. 

* The fut. xuvfoowa depends entirely 
on the corrupted passage of Eurip. Cycl. 
171.: the comp. tpocxvvjcw (Plat. Rep. 
p- 469. a.) is no argument in favour of 
the simple form; for in the comp. we find 

mpocexivnoa as well as xpocéxvea, in the 
simple @voa only. In Aristoph. Thesm. 
915. xtow is conjunctive. 

+ The midd. xvoduevat, kissing or ca- 
ressing each other, isin Athen. 9. p. 394. d. 

¢ Kexupnidra in the second Alcibiades 
6. belongs to the orthography of Plato, 

which it would be so desirable to ascertain. 
§ The pres. act. xdpw has been also re- 

stored to some passages by criticism on 
which we may depend: see Herm. ad Soph. 
Aj.307. Matth. ad ag? Hipp. 741. with 
which I may reckon the passage in Aj. 
(314. Br.), where Hermann has left xupe?, 
but the reading of the Scholiast, xépo:, is 
more agreeable. Nor would I reject his 
historical information that the Attics used 
in the optat. xdpot rather than xupofm (or 
kupot). 
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Kéw and xvéw, Tam pregnant. The formation through 
all the moods and tenses is xvjow, &c. To these we 
may add an inchoative form xvicxw, and xvicxono, I 
conceive. 

To fix the usage between ciw and xvéw is difficult, because the 

forms which occur most frequently vary only in the accent, as kve 

Kvél, Kvovea kxvovoa, &c. In Plato however (where in all other 
instances of this kind the accent fluctuates in the manuscripts, and 
in Theet. p.151. b., we find both cvovra and xvodvra,) all the manu- 

scripts have in the following passages, cvovpev, Theeet. p. 210., cvodyre, 
Symp. 206. e., éxver, 209, c.; which seems to me to settle the question 

as far as regards this writer.* In the authors of a later period the 
only decisive forms which I have found are in favour of xiw + ; for 

instance, cvovra, Aristot. H. A. 7, 5. ra xvdpeva mwacdia, id. Probl. 

(see Stephens): rd 6€ kverat, ts in the womb, Poll. 5. 12. p. 73., Exve, 

fil. V. H. 5, 18.; while the accent in Aristotle and the later writers 
is pretty decisive in favour of this same form. Now as Homer has 
xvéovoay, Il. Y, 266. and éxve, r, 117. perhaps we may be safest in 

attributing xveiy to the older, and «vec» to the later writers. That is 
to say, the stem or root KY- with the meaning of to have in itself, is 
indisputably the old foundation of the verb, which in a very early 

period took the lengthened form of a present, cvéw, like orvyéw, 
kruréw, &c. To the simple stem belonged also, as in other verbs, an 

aor. 1. ékvoa with a causative meaning, to fructify, opEpoc...txvce 
yaiay, ZEschyl. Fr. Danaid. ap. Athen. 13. p. 600.: and with this is 
connected the Epic midd. cucapévn, troxvcapérvn, literally “ suffer- 
ing herself to be impregnated,” conceiving, which form, on account 
of its apparent affinity with cioa: (see Kuvvéw), is erroneously written 
with double o. To express the same meaning was afterwards formed 
a present xvioxouac (Aristot.); with which the active xvicxw as in- 
choative from xvéw was synonymous. t ; 

* In Hippocr. I find more than once Lexicon [and Passow follows him] takes 
kvéovoa (e.g. in De Superfetat.), which x«vioxw to be the causative of kuloxoua, 
I think may be reconciled with xe oc- consequently in the sense of to impreg- 
curring frequently in the same writer. nate; but all the passages in which the 

+ Macrob. De Verbo Greco cap. 5. ac- word occurs lead to the conclusion that 
knowledges both forms ; but they are not the active voice is synonymous with the 
easy to be recognised there on account of _ passive. See Poll. 4.extr. Schol. Theoer, 
an error of transcription in ¢ for v. 2,66. Stephan. Thesaur. Hippocr. De 

¢ Schneider in the Supplement to his Steril. 

M 
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A. 

Aayyavw, I receive by lot or fate: fut. ay§opor; aor. 
2. ZAayov, see note under Aicbavouos ; perf. elanye (like 
elanda from rapbavw), or Adroyya*, which the Atticists 

rejected: see Lucian Sole. 7. 

The fut. A#foac appears to have been rare: I find it in Plat. Repub. 

10. p.617.e. For Angoua the Ionics have Aa£ouar, Herodot. 7, 144. 

with a short according to the Ion. analogy of changing 7 into short a. 
In this verb the aor. with reduplication, Ackdywou, \ehaxyre, Hom., 

is not the same as the common aor. 2. but has the causative sense to 
make a person partaker of, as in Il. n, 80. 

Adlupa and AaZopnat, I lay hold on, take, an Ionic (Hom., Hippoer.) 
and poetic (Eurip.) defective deponent, used only in pres. and im- 

perfect. 

AAK-. 

Aapbavo, I take: fut. rayvouor; aor. 2. Zrnboyt, im- 
perat. race and adbé (see”Epyouou), infin, Acbelv, part. 
adbav; perf. elanda with e prefixed instead of reduplica- 

tion, like efaynya, elenxa,— Minn. aor. 2. ércbouyy, &c. 

See Adoxw. 

The regular augment of the perf. occurs however sometimes in the 

dramatic writers: in the perf. pass. for instance instead of eiAnppar, 
we find AéAnppa, AEschyl. Agam. 885. Eurip. Ion. 1113. Aristoph. 
Eccl. 1090. 

The Ionics have in the perf. act. \eAadEnxa, Herodot. 3, 42. 4, 79. 

8, 122. and (retaining the p of the pres.) a fut. AauWouar; perf. pass. 
hérLapprar, AehappOar; aor. 1. pass. éEdaupOnv (instead of édHPOnv), 

Herodot. and a verbal adj. Aaurréoc.[ The Dories likewise have 

AcAaEnca, and in pass. AéAappar, AekaQOa with a long for y. In the 

fut. they have also AaYovpar and AaYetpa. The Epics and Ionics 
have the aor. 2. A\d€eoxov, Hes. Fr. 61. and Herodot. 

* In order to bring this change of vowel 
into an acknowledged analogy, it is per- 
fectly allowable to suppose a change of the 
stem to AEIX-— on account of zév@os, 
mabety, mérovOa, 

+ Compare BAacrdyw @6Aacrov, Aary- 
xdvw @daxov, and see note under Aic6d- 
vouat. 

¢ The infin. dvarcAdupOa stands in 
the text of Hippocr. Offic. Med. 7. The 

gloss dévaAeAdpOa: in Erotian and He- 
sychius refers without doubt to it: but 
although this latter way of writing the 
perf. corresponds with the Ionicism (Aé- 
Aqupot, -épOat with short a for AéAnumat, 
as in AéAacuot, Adtoua, &c.), yet the 
former way agrees too well with the other 
forms, and (to mention one) with Aap- 
amréos, Herodot. 3, 127. extr., for us to 
hesitate a moment in retaining it. 
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Aaprw and rdprouou, I shine: fut. reubo and rdp- 
Wou.or, whence in comp. 2arapleobas, Herodot. 1, 80. 8, 
74.3; perf. Aéaapra, Eurip. Androm. 1025. ‘Tro. 1295. 

Aav§avw, less frequently ayfw* (Xenoph.), J lie hid, 
am concealed: fut. rjow; aor. 2. 2acbov, infin. rAabeiv; 
perf. 22.74, synonymous with the present. Midd. rav- 
bavonas, less frequently ajfouo:, J forget ; fut. ajoopon ; 
aor. 2, éradouny; perf. AcAynopau. 

Afoopat occurs in the sense of to be concealed, in Aristot. Analyt. 

Prior. 2, 21. Apollon. 3, 737. The passive Anodpevoc (obliviscendus) 

in Soph, El. 1248. is a lyric licence. The aor. 1. midd. édnodpny is 

frequently used by the later poets; see Mosch. 3, 63. Lobeck ad 
Phryn. p.719. Theocritus has the aor. 1. pass. éAjo0nv: he has also 
made a depon. pass. from the midd. in the infin. aor. \acOjper for 
Anobjjva, 2,46. The Dorics have also Aaoé for Afow, and in the 

midd. Nacetpae for Afoopat. 

For AéAnopa the Epics have \éAaopa with short Ionic a. Pindar 

Ol. 10, 4. uses the perf. act. ériAéd\aOa for the perf. pass. with the 
sense of I have forgotten. 

The Epic \eAabécOax is the same as AabéoOa according to the ana- 

logy of cexapw, &c. (see Kapryw), Il. w, 235. compared with r, 136.+ 
But the active form XeaGeiy is distinguished in usage from dabei, 

in as much as it is the exact causative of Aekafecbar, in the sense of 

to make to forget, Il. 0, 60. 8, 600.. Hymn. Ven. 40. Theocritus, in 

order to express this meaning in the present tense, merely changed 
the accent, and retained the reduplication, using rov éxXeAaOovra as a 

fixed epithet for Hades. } 
This same sense of causing to forget is expressed by the aor. 1. 

(which does not occur elsewhere) in Od. v, 85. érédnoev arayror: 
and undoubtedly that meaning belonged also to the pres. ér:AfOw, of 
which we find in Od. 6, 221. the neut. part. ém:AnOor, if we follow 

* [The old pres. Af@w, midd. A7O0- 
fat, is seldom used by the Attics, fre- 
quently by Homer, who on the other 
hand never uses Aav@dvw, though he has 
the imperf. of it three times and the im- 
perf. midd. once. — Passow. ] 

+ In Hes. 8, 471. 8rws AcAdOoiTO Te- 
kovdoa, for AdOot, is an Epic inaccuracy. 

¢ It is quite a mistake to compare this 
form with those presents of Theocritus 

formed from perfects (such as dedoixw, 
15, 58. &e.), not only because there is no 
perf. AéAG#a, but because AéAnOa has not 
this meaning. We may be sure that 
Theocr. had merely the Homeric éxAé- 
Aadov (Il. 8, 600.) in his mind, and from 
it formed this part. pres., forsaking the 
proper analogy, as was frequently done by 
the later poets who imitated Homer, 
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some of the Grammarians in accenting it thus instead of éxiAnOoy as 

an adjective.* In another passage Homer has for this sense a par- 
ticular present \nOayw, édnfaver, Od. n, 221. Of rare occurrence 

is the form Zchacac in Alceus ap. Hephest. Gaisf. p. 16. 
Adoxw, I sound, speak: fut. \axnow; fut. midd. Aaxhoopa, Ari- 

stoph. Fr. 383.; aor. 1. é\axnoa; aor. 2. zdGxov, infin. dxeiy, Il. ; 

aor. 2. midd. éAaxdéuny; perf. act. AéAXaxa synonymous with the 

present. ; 
That AAK- is the stem of this verb is evident from the aor. 2.: the 

o in the present is therefore inserted to strengthen it, as in icxw from 
eixkw, tirboxw from revxw. This however is only the Attic form; the 
Ionics use Anxéw and the Dorics Aakéw. But éddknoa, Aaxhoopat, 

which belong to the Attics, can according to analogy be formed only 
from the aor. 2. ~\axoy, Aaxeiv, and have therefore the a short, as 

appears also from Aaxhone, Aristoph. Pac. 382.+ 

The Epics have the Ionic » in the perf. also, X€Anca, but shorten it 

in AeAavia, like pepaxsvia and others; see dpapvia under ’Apapioxw. 
They have likewise the aor. 2. midd. with redupl., XeAdxovro, Hymn. 
Mere. 145. 

Adw. See Ao. 
AETX-. See Aayydavw. 

Aéyw, in the sense of to say, has no perf, act.t, and in 
the pass. the perf. aéaeyos and aor. 1. 2aéy4yv. But in 
the compounds, which have the meaning of to collect, to 
choose, the perf. is (tacya) cuvetroya, eEelroya, &c.; and 
this augment remains also most commonly in the passive, 
xarelrcypor§: with which is joined the aor. 2. pass. xare- 

* Through Aristarchus this is now be- émAnOw, together with the particular 
come the established reading. That this form An@dvw (see above), attached them- 
adj. occurs nowhere else would be no ob- 
jection to it, but there is nothing in the 
passage to render its adoption necessary. 
The common meaning too of the simple 
Andw may be considered as the causative 

of AnPopuat, I forget ; in as much as to for- 
et is “‘ to lose the consideration of an ob- 

ject,” but AfGew tid is “to withdraw 
oneself from the observation or considera- 

-tion of another.” This therefore has the 
causative idea from the object itself, but 
€AnGew from a third object. It is 
however conceivable that usage adopted 
different forms to express that difference, 
aid thus AeAa@eiv and the compound 

selves to this particular meaning. 
+ We may well therefore be surprised 

at SiaAaxhoaca in Nub. 410. of the same 
writer: unless perhaps we suppose that 
in this longer word the syllable was 
lengthened by a licence approaching 
nearly to the Epic.—[Passow has d:a- 
Aaxéw from Aakew Dor. for Ankéw, and 
quotes as his authority the above passage. ] 

¢ The perf. act. was in less general use 
than the other tenses, and where really 
wanted its place was frequently supplied 
by the perf. pass., as ed AéAexral co for 
€0 AéAexas. ; 
§ There is also the regular augment with 
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aéyyv. The depon. diardgyouou, I discourse, has also diei- 
Aeypot; but in the aor. 1. dseagybyv, for which Aristotle 

has dieadyyy, Top. 7, 4, 2. 8, 3,7. On the imperat. aé£eo 
see afere p.'7. and dpceo p. 193. 

In the old poetry the aorists of this family of verbs have another and 
a very different meaning: éA¢£a, I laid (any one) down to sleep, édetd- 
pny, I lay (myself) down to sleep ; and in a similar sense to this aor. 
midd. is used also the syncopated aor. éhéypny, EXexro, &c., with the 

imperat. Aé£o or AéEeo. The pres. and imperf. never occur with this 

meaning. On Aééar, NéEacOar, to lay, to lie, see Buttm. Lexil. p. 403. 

Beside the above, the syncop. aor. has also some of the meanings 
belonging to the ideas to reckon, to collect together, sometimes as a 
middle, in the sense of to choose oneself, offer oneself as a companion 
to others, wéprrog ékéypnv, Od. t, 335., sometimes quite as a depon. 

Aéxto 0 apiOudy, he counted the number, 6, 451. 

Acizw, I leave, fut. rehvw, has in the active voice in 

general use the aor. 2. 2airoyv, infin. Alreiv, and the perf. 2. 
AéAoura.— Mipp. 

The aor. 2. midd. éd:rduny, with a kind of passive meaning, I was 

left, I remained behind, is very common in the Epic poets, e. g. Od. 6, 

710. v, 286., and is found also in the later prose of Lucian ; see Scheef. 
ad Greg. p. 463. 

In the pure times of the language the aor. 1. édeufa belonged solely 
to Ae(Ew; it is occasionally however found as the aor. of Aeizw in the 
older writers, as in Aristoph. ap. Antiatt. Bekk. p. 106., Pythag. Aur. 
Carm. 70., but in the later writers it is more common; see Scheef. 

Gnom. Gree. p. 148. Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 713. For the pluperf. é\ecrro 
see yevueOa under Tevw In the formation of the aor. 1. pass. the ev 

of the present was shortened to v, as rebyw érbxOny, and sometimes in 

the dialects a change took place of e to s, as EhipOev, Callim. Cer. 94. 
See Ernesti on this passage, and Brunck on Apollon. Rhod. 1, 1325. 

Acixw'is regular. For AeXecxpdrec see Arypacba 

Aérw, I shell, peel, &c. This verb, like Baéra, réyo, 

rréxw, daéyw, Véyw, does not change the radical « in 
forming the aor. 2 pass., as, ébaéyqy, Barsmeis, &c. 

this meaning; e. g. EvAAcAeyuévos, Ari- Paneg. p.71. b. Bekker has adopted from 
stoph. Eccl. 58, and émAcdeyuévos from the best manuscript emeiAeyuevous. 
émA€yw is very common: yet in Isocr. 
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Acioow*, I see. The fut. Xevow and aor. 1. éAevoa are certainly not 
old forms, if indeed they are Greek, Reisig Comm. Critt. de Soph. 

Cid. C. 120. We find indeed é\evoac in Aschyl. Pers. 707., but the 

acknowledged reading is now the imperf. é\evocec. Again in Soph. 
(Ed. C. 1197. Aevone is a very probable emendation for Avons, but 

Tyrwhitt’s reading Nevoone is as good or better. 

Asiw, I stone. The pass. takes o. 
AHB-. See Aapbavw. 
Ajbw. See AarvOavw. 

Ankéw. See Adoxw. 

AHX-. See Aayyavo. 

Ataf, I bend (any thing). Pass. Z bend myself, turn aside: see Buttm. 

Lexil. p. 404. But the perf. AXeAénpar see in Araiopat. 

Aiyte Bide, the bow twanged, Il. 6, 125. For this form a pres. \iZw 
has been supposed, according to the analogy ¢ of rAGLw, Kralw, carrilw; 

but it nowhere occurs. + 
Athaiopar, I desire, long for ; formed from aw (see A&) by redupli- 

cation. It is used only in pres. and imperfect. But from Ado or 

ArA€w (ArAET* POovei, ExcOvpet, Hesych.) comes the perf. AedXéinpas, I 
strive, hasten, for \ediAnpac: see Buttm. Lexil. p. 406. 

Aicoopa, I beg, less frequently Xiropac: fut. Nécopar; aor. 1. édi- 

odpny; aor. 2. édirdunv. Homer has the Ep. imperf. Avooéoxero; of 
the aor. 1. the Ep. 1. pers. é\Acoanyv and the Ep. imperat. Niooar; and 
of the aor. 2. the infin. \iréoOac and optat. Airoiuny. This is one of the 
few verbs whose pure theme (from which comes the aor. 2.) is used 
also as a present: e. g. Aéropac, Hom. Hymn. 15., \urdpeoOa, Aristoph. 
Thesm. 313. 

Arxpdopat, I protrude the tongue. We mention this verb for the sake 
of observing that the Hesiodic participle XeAecypdrec bears the same 
relation to it as péuvea does to pveadobac; for the diphthong of the 

radical \eéyw entering into the participle seems to be founded on the 
natural inclination of the perfect for a long vowel. This participial 
form and two others very similar. 

mepuldrec, Hom., 

pepvlore, Antim. ap. Eust. ad Od. y, 401. p. 523, 46. Basil., 

AeXerxporec, Hes. 9, 826., 

* The difficulty of ascertaining whether in the later authors, and in the sense of 
the Greeks ever used a fut. Aedow is to give a superficial wound, graze, scratch, 
greatly increased by our finding the pre- consequently akin to the Homeric Alyonv. 
sent very commonly written in the manu- He forms Alyée from Alyyw, and connects 
scripts with a single o. it with Alya, Avyds.] 

t [Passow says that Aigw occurs only 
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appear to be remains of the earlier periods of the language, when 
analogies formed subsequently were not yet in existence. In virtue 
of their characteristic letters (¢ and yy) they are not analogous to the 
perf. 1. or perf. 2. (perf. midd.): and except in these participles the 
perfects themselves never occur: nor in the sentence does their con- 

nexion with the context resemble that of a verb, but rather of an ad- 

jective descriptive of the situation or continuous motion of an object. 
I am therefore inclined to consider them as old verbal adjectives 

formed something like participles perfect, instances of which we find 
in German and other languages.* For a-more particular account of 
this verb see Buttm. Lexil. p. 546. and note. 

Aotw, I wash: fut. rosicw. The Attic and even the 
Ionic dialect shorten, in the imperf. of the active and in 
the pres. and imperf. of the passive voice, all the forms 
which have ¢ and o in the termination, as in the imperf. 

rou for Zaove, and ércduev for zrctouev; in the pass. 
Aovpuos for Asoo, Acdrou for Aoverou, Aotobau for Aover box, 

&c. See Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 189. 
Homer has a 3. sing. aor. 2. Ade, Od. x, 361.; and in Hymn. Ap. 120. 

is a 3. plur. Adov +: from doéw he has an imperf. éXdevy, and an infin. 
aor. act. Nogooat, part. Nogooac, an aor. midd. Aoéooaro, infin. Nogcoa- 

oOa, part. Noecodpevoc, and a fut. midd. Nogcoopar, infin. NoéocecOar; 

in addition to which he uses all the common as well as the abridged 

forms. The most natural way therefore of treating this verb is to sup- 
pose that from the simple stem \éw came the lengthened one Aogw (com- 

pare Kvw, cvéw ), and from this by contraction the common dow, édovea. 

*"EXoveov, Hymn. Cer. 290., is a form of Novw again produced or resolved. 
With regard to those abridged forms, the accentuation of édodper, 

Aristoph. Plut. 657., of é\ovro, Herodot. 3, 125., and of éXotvro, Xen. 

Cyr. 4, 5. 4, lead us to suppose that they are contracted from dw, 
éXdopev, &c., which is confirmed by the infin. ody as quoted from 

Hippocr. in Galeni Gloss.; although in the works of Hippoer. it is 
always written Aovery. Accordingly we do not with some of the older 

grammarians reckon Aovpac among the examples of the syncope like 

* The Germans say ‘‘ the heavens are + [In Hes. ¢. 751. Schneider is correct 
(gestirnt) starred,” but they cannot say in having accented it Acéo@u: as the infin. 
“God (stirnte) starred the heavens.”— aor. midd.: and instead of Ade: (Scol. 21, 
[So our word frosted is formed like a 4. Br.) the true accentuation is Aoe?,— 
participle, without however the existence -Passow.] 
of a verb to frost. — Ep.] 
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oipat, but suppose the verb in common use to be a mixture of the con- 
tractions of the two old forms \dw and doéw.* 

This statement is fully confirmed by a further piece of information 
from Bekker’s labours on Aristophanes. In Nub. 838. the old reading 
is "Qomep reOvewrog Karadover pov Tov Piov, where the verb is the 2. sing. 

midd., “ thou squanderest my property in bathing ;” see the Scholia. 

Bruncek assisted the metre by the reading of a Paris manuscript, pov 
karahover, by which truth as well as error was glossed over. We know 

now that the former reading is in all the other manuscripts, particularly 
in the two best (Ravennas and Venetus) ; and by this Bekker discovered 

a sure trace of the true reading, caraddée. That is to say, in the indic. 
pass. the shorter form was the only current one in the old Attic dialect ; 
hence in the 2. sing. they did not use Aove, which is the same as the 

3. sing. indic. act., but preferred the shorter form; not however in the 
inharmonious contraction oi, but without the contraction \deu.+ 

The 2. and 3. sing. of the pres. act. also might certainly have been 
Aderc, Ader; but these persons were undoubtedly occupied by Aovw, 

which had already established itself in all the dialects in the 1. sing., 

* The Scholiast on Aristoph. Plut. 657. 
has both opinions; *EAodmey* &rd Tod 
Adw (the corrupted Adw of the first edi- 
tions has been erroneously altered to 
Aotw), 7) ard Tov edAovouey Kata ovy- 
korfv. But Plutarch (De Poesi Hom.) 
quotes Aodra and oliua as instances of 
the Attic usage Tod éfa:peiv 7a Bpaxéea. 

+ If those forms were abridged by syn- 
cope, then, according to general analogy, 
we should find between Aotvpwor—Aovrat 
and between éAovunv—édAodro the second 

persons Aovoat and ovo, nor would 
the imperat. Aotoo be defective. But 
these nowhere occur either in authors or 
grammarians: for Aotoat, which stands 
in some editions of Phrynichus (see Ed, 
Pauw. p. 80.), is a mere corruption of 
Aovra:. Lobeck has extracted the whole 
article from the first edition, according to 
which the forms disapproved of by Phry- 
nichus (and they are the common ones) 
are the following — éAovdunv, éAovov, 
érovero, Aovouat, Aovera, eAovducba, 
€Aovovto, AovecOat; to which are op- 
posed as pure Attic Aodo@a kal Aov- 
pot, Aovrat, eAovuny, eAovTo, éAdovucba, 
éAoovTo. Here Aove: is omitted in the 
first series between Aovouo and Aoverat, 
and is therefore silently approved of: 
while no notice is taken of Adec (which 
we have brought forward above), pro- 

bably because it was strange to the Gram- 
marians, who rejected it wherever it oc- 
curred in the way that it does in the be- 
fore-mentioned passage of Aristophanes. 
On the other hand édovov is expressly 
objected to; consequently the form re- 
commended in its stead, which is the very 
one we are in search of, whether it be 
douse or éAov. (from éAdov), has been 
omitted by mistake. Now the gloss of 
Hesychius, Aovd, Aodoa, will assist us in 
discovering it. Here Aod cannot be the 
imperat. act., because it is impossible that 

in a verb whose active and middle voices 
are so essentially different, it could be 
explained by the imperat. of the aor. 
middle. It is therefore the imperative of 
the pres. midd. (coutracted from Adov), 
which the Grammarians did not hesitate 
to explain by the imperat. aor., because 
in the imperative the difference of these 
tenses is but trifling, and in other in- 
stances very commonly overlooked by the 
Grammarians. This analogy shows us 
also with certainty the 2. sing. imperf. 
€Aov, which by a very conceivable over- 
sight was omitted in Phrynichus before 
édotro. The abridged form in the pas- 
sive voice is therefore, when completed, 
Aovpat, Adet, AodTa, Kc., éAovuny, dod, 
édovro,, &c., infin, AocdicGa, imperat, 
Aov. 
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as it did also in the optat. Aovouu, -ofuny, in the conj. Aovw, -ne, &e., 

in the part. Novwy, and probably also in the imperat. act. \ove. See 
note in the preceding page. 

Ase, Iloose : fut. Avew (5); aor. 1. ZAdo0; perf. AzrAdxa; 

perf. pass. A¢adpuou; pluperf. ércavuyy; aor. 1. pass. éau- 
Ony (8). 

This verb together with dvw and Sw shortens the v in the perf. 
act. and in the perf. and aor. pass.: see Cheeroboscus, p. 1286. Draco, 
pp. 45, 26. 87, 25. Compare also Avw and Ovw. 

In Od. o, 238. Homer has the 3. sing. optat. perf. pass. \éddro for 

Aedvorro ; where the v is lengthened by its absorbing the c of the op- 
tative ; and the accent on the antepenult., though not according to the 
directions of the Grainmarians, is yet agreeable to analogy, and cor- 

responds with dafvuro in Hom. and mfyvvro in Plato, as they are found 

accented in the great majority of the manuscripts. Again from an Epic 
syncop. aor. pass. é\vpuny (corresponding with the regular aor. 2. midd.), 
Homer has a 1. and 3. sing. Avpny, Avro, and 3. plur. Ndvro. An im- 

perat. syncop. aor. act. vO. (for Avsov) in Pind. ap. Etym. M. v. 
deOtpauCoc may perhaps have been formed merely on account of the 
play on etymology there mentioned; for which it was quite sufficient 
that the form, though not in use, should be strictly analogical. 

Aé, T wish, desire, a Doric defective verb, the only remains of an 

old theme AAQ, used only in the three persons of the sing. \6, Aijc, 

Aj, 3. plur. AGyri, optat. A€wyu, Hesych. infin. A#v ; compare Markl. 

Eurip. Suppl. 221. 

M. 

Maivou.cu, Iam mad, has a fut. midd. and an aor. 2. 
pass. guavyy, infin. pdivijves, part. pdveic. The perf. néuyva 
has the meaning of the present. But the aor. 1. act. 
Zunva, Aristoph. Thesm. 561., has the causative meaning to 
make mad, in which tense, and indeed in the present also, 

the compound éxpa/yw is more usual. 
The fut. 2. pass. pavfjooua is not Attic* ; see Mcer. and Thom. 

Mag. the perf. pass. pepaynpuac is used in Theocrit. 10, 31. in the same 
sense as the pres. paivopat. 

* [Passow says that the Attics use wa- say “I shall go mad.” He mentions also 
vicouu as a kind of exclamation, as we a fut. 2. wdvodua.] 
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Maiopa. See MAQ. 

MAK-~. See Mnxdopat. 

Marky is an Attic infin. mentioned by Phrynichus (in Lex. Seg. 

p-51.), Photius and Hesych. from padkiaw, J am frost-bitten. Perhaps 
the suspected form padkieiy in /El. N. A. 9, 4. should be padkiujy. See 
Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 82. 

Mavbave, I learn: aor. 2. Zncbov ; fut. pabjocoucs ; perf. 
ucuadyxa. See notes under Aaubavw and Aicbavoyon ; 
also ’Axayifw. The aor. pass. is wanting. 

The Dor. fut. 2. padetpac for pabotpa, Theoer. 2, 60. (like payov- 

pa, movpar, &c.) supposes a root MHOQ. 
Maréev. See Mdéprrw. 
Mdprapa, I contend, fight ; used only in pres. and imperf. which 

follow iorapae or dvvapac; thus infin. papvacba, part. papydapervoe, 

but the optat. is papvotuny, Od. dX, 512., imperf. a [But ~ 
épapvacOny, Il. , 301., is an aor. — Passow. | 

Méprrw, I seize: fut. wapw; aor. 1. guapa; part. perf. peuaproc, 

Hes. «, 206. To these must be added the Ep. aor. 2. with redupl. 
(Euaprov) péuaproy, Hes. a, 245. or with p dropped (éuazor), infin. 

paréev, Hes. a, 231. 304., optat. with redupl. peudroer, Hes. a, 252. 

Maprupéw (v short), Z bear witness (for or against a 
person or of a thing). Mapripouas (v long) depon. midd. 
I call as a witness. 

In this case the active papripw, which is not in use, must be con- 

sidered as the causative to paprupéw, L cause witness to be borne ; and 
papropoua the midd. of it, J cause witness to be borne for — call 
to witness. 

Maccw, Att. parrw, [ knead: fut. pagw; perf. péipiya, 

Aristoph. Equ. 55.; perf. pass. wénaypnas, ib. 57. Also 
aor. 2. pass. 

See also in note to Maéopas, p. 172., another paoow which has been 
erroneously supposed to exist. 

Mayouou, I fight: fut. payxéoouos and more generally 
payotpos (compare xabedodua: under"Ifw); aor. 1. éuca- 
xecapayy; perf. peuaynuot, Verbal adj. pwayeréog and 
PaNnTEOS. 

The perf. weuaynpa is in Isocr. Archid, p. 127. b. Another form of 

the perf. yepaxeopar, found in good manuscripts in Xenoph. Cyr. 7, 1, 
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14., would be recommended by analogy, but the context makes the 
common reading preferable, rév rpdo0ev Evppayecap’vwv. The form 

paxeréoy in Plato Sophist. p. 249. c. Rep. 2. p. 380. b. is supported 
by the authority of good manuscripts. 

When in Homer the metre requires a long syllable the reading 

fluctuates between eco and no, yet so that the text (at least as it is 
handed down to us) and a great majority of the manuscripts have in 
the fut. wayjoopa: and in the aor. payéocaro.* 

The Ionics had also in the pres. paygouat (payéorro, Il. a, 272. 
ouppraxéerat, Herodot. 7, 239.), which form therefore as to time is 

ambiguous, unless perhaps the Ionic prose used as a fut. payéoopac 
only: see Fisch. 3. p. 131., Schweigh. Lex. Herodot., and compare 
Il. 8, 366. not. Heyn. Homer has, on account of so many short syl- 

lables following each other, lengthened each of the vowels in the pres. 
part. payedpevoc and payeovpevoc. Compare ‘Peobuevoc. 

MA-—. To this stem or root belong three poetical verbs + : 
1. pépaa, I strive after, am eager, desire ; a perf. with the force of a 

pres., of which however we find in use only the 3. plur. pepdao, and 

the syncopated 1. plur. péuapev, 2. plur. péuare, 2. dual péparor, 

the 3. sing. imperat. peudrw, 3. plur. pluperf. péuacay, and the part. 
pepawe of which the fem. is pepavia, and the gen. pepadroc or pepad- 

roc, Il. 8, 818. Theocr. 25, 105., compare Hebawe and yeyawe.— The 
form pépaey in Theocr. 25, 64. is a false reading.t That all these 
forms are connected immediately with péyova, will be shown under 
Mévw. 

* See Heyne’s critical notes on Il. a, separate them. The identity of the first 
153. B, 801. y, 137. 254. and on a, 304. 

B, 377. y, 393. 0, 633. It would be 
a very hazardous step therefore to follow 
Aristarchus and Wolf in introducing the 
reading with the 7 in all the passages. 
Besides, if we wish to observe analogy, 
we should rather make the eoo the uni- 
versal reading, as some of the older critics 
have proposed: see Heyne on Il. a, 298. 
Compare the verb AtSouc: (for although 
aidéouct became the common form in a 
later period, it is still to be looked upon 
like waxéoua), of which the fut. aidéc- 
gouct is the only defensible form in Il. 
x, 419. while in Od. {, 388. it is opposed 
by aidfooua:: on this passage see Porson 
in Postseripto. 

+ The three verbs which we have here 

joined together on account of their having 
the same letters in the stem, are certainly 
so similar to each other in meaning also, 
that no one would take it on himself to 

verb with séuova, uévos, will be shown 
under Mévw; but then it does not unite 
so immediately with uaterOa, émidoacbat, 
udori~ (which evidently come from the 
physical idea of feeling), as grammatical 
and exegetic etymology require. We 
therefore place together, in pursuance of 
our present object, three verbs only, 
leaving to the philosophical philologist to 
extend the inquiry. 

¢ If wéuaey be a true reading, it is one 
example among many of the later poets 
having misunderstood the older ones, and 
attributed to them forms which they never 
used. At all events it cannot be a perf., 
but must be an imperf. or aor., like dé5a€ 
which is an aor. with reduplication. 
Brunck has with some probability pre- 
ferred péuove, but the context requires 
the imperf. (pluperf.) consequently pe- 
popes S€ piv ale épérOat, 
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2. popa, I desire, seek after: part. popevoc (Soph. Cid. C. 836.) 

contracted from paopuar; but the w generally prevails, as in the infin. 
pGo0a, Theogn. 769., the imperat. pweo, Epicharm. ap. Xen. Mem. 2, 
1, 20. formed as from pwopa Compare pyweo from prydopar py@pac 

under Mipyioxw, and Zaw: see also Toup. ad Suid. v. axpde. 
3. patoua, I feel, touch; seek for, desire. To this belong the fut. 

pacopa, aor. guacdpny, with a short; but occurring principally in the 
compounds, as infin. aor. érysdoacOa, Od. dr, 591., fut. érysdoceran, 

Il. 6, 190., aor. écepaooaro, Il. p, 564. For that the above present and 

this aor. answer exactly to each other, we may see by such passages 
as Od. u 441. and 446., confirmed by the analogy of dalw dacacbat, 

vaiw vacacba.* — Verb. adj. pagrdc. 

Me$uw, I am drunken, used only in pres. and imperf., 
takes its other tenses from the pass., as éuebiobyy, &c. : 

for the other tenses of the active, as éué4ica, &c., belong 

to pebicxw, I make drunken. t 

Mefpopa, I share, partake, obtain. The older poets have (beside 
this present, Il. «, 616. Theogn. 1228.) a 3. sing. Zupope. This is 

plainly an aorist in Il. a, 278. ovrof époine Eppope Tyste Paordeve, 

“ never yet has a king received such honour.” The later Epics use 
it in the same way, e.g. Apollon. 3, 4. Zupopec. And we might 
perhaps consider it as an aor. in all the Epic passages, even when by 
the context it has evidently the force of a present, “ he has obtained, 
he obtained, i.e. he has.” In other cases, however, it will be more 

natural to take it as a perf. (Zupopa for pépopa), e.g. in Od. ¢, 335. 
Nov & adc év redayeoar Sew@y EE Eupope ripe, “now she is a partaker 

of divine honours.” And this is confirmed by the Doric ’Eppdpayre- 
rerevxaot, Hesych. f 

This perf. 2. as well as the aor. 2. belong therefore, according to the 
analogy given in the note below §, to the immediate meaning, with which 
the midd. pefpopac was used in the present. The act. peipw (properly 
to divide, whence pépoc) had therefore the causative sense to give out 

ore 

* We find in the lexicons for udcacdac 
a present wdoow, fut. wdow; but there 
are no grounds for such a present, nor does 
any such exist. Mdoow, udtw, I knead, 
although, perhaps akin to it, is a different 
verb. 

+ In the well-known Alcaic fragment, 

instead of Nov xph pmeOdoney we must 
read peOicOnv, AZolic infin. for medy- 
oOFvat. ; 

¢ [Thus Passow has pelpouo; aor. 
upopov ; perf, €upopa. | 
§ In many primitive verbs the fut. and 

aor. 1. act. give the preference to the 
causative meaning: the aor. 2. and perf. 
act., particularly the perf. 2. (perf. midd.) 
prefer the immediate and indeed prin- 
cipally the intransitive. 

- 
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in shares, to allot, whence comes the perf, pass., which occurs only in 

the third person : 

einapuos, 3. pers. eiuaoros * (with the syllable «i instead 
of the reduplication like eanda, eYoynxa, &c.), it is allotted 
by fate, it is fated: part. cipappévog: 7 cimappévn (scil. 

poipa), that which is allotted to any one, his fate, destiny. 

Pluperf. eiuapro. Compare rérpwpou in Topeiv. 

In Apollonius, 1, 646. 973., we find in a similar sense pepdpnrar, and 
in 3, 1130. pepoppyévoc: the latter with the change of vowel to o re- 

tained in the perf. pass. as in jjopro, dwpro, the former according to the 
analogy of gépw gopéw (see under Aéuw), or of dedoxnuévoc and éxrovnka 

(see Kreivw). 

Méaaw, J am about to do a thing, intend to do it: fut. 

peaaryow; aor. 1. guzrarjoa, [have delayed doing it. The 
Attics add the temporal] augment to the syllabic one of the 
imperfect making yuerrov, like youvapyy, 7Covrcuny + see 
Bovaopo. 

Mé\rw, midd. pédropa, I sing, play. It has no perfect. 

Méaw, I am an olject of care or concern, I vex, go to 
the heart, is used in the active voice principally in the third 
person ; pres. wércs, wérovor; imperf. Zucrs; fut. weayjoes ; 
infin. pres. pzaeiv, fut. werjoew, &c., tis an olyect of care, 
&e. Pass. péropos, I am careful of, anxious about, more 
generally éwipéropos, -yropot, &c. } 

The personal use of the active is in its nature rare, according to 

which it means, for instance, to be the object of care, e. g. iva vepréporoe 
pédw, Eurip. Andr. 851. Now as this is most commonly said of im- 
personal objects, the third persons are naturally the most familiar; and 

thus arose the impersonal usage. 

* The aspirate on this word may be 
compared with that on €ornka, and on 
the presents fornus and trrauou, whence 
we may conclude that it was intended as 
a substitute for the reduplication; but 
this principle, like many others, was ob- 

served only partially. We find however a 
trace of its having extended in the dialects 
further than, might at first appear, by a 

The compound perapéder, tt repents, 

frequently recurring form in the Milesian 
Inscription in Chishull, p.67. apéoradrna, 
which supposes the existence of éoraAka. 
On the other hand the instances of eiuap- 
uévos with the lenis, which Schefer (Me- 
let. p. 22. and ad Soph, Cid. T. 1082.) has 
quoted from the later writers, are to be 
considered as mere sophistry of the later 
grammarians, 
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admits indeed of no other. The passive pédopar bears exactly the 
same relation to the imperf. péder, as déoprac does to det. 

The forms of the compound éripedhoopa, &c., are generally placed 
with ériedeio8ar, which is an exactly synonymous sister-form of ém- 
pédeoOac; but this latter is declared by the Atticists (see Moer. and 
Thom. Mag.) to be less pure than the former. Both are, however, 

of such frequent occurrence in our editions, that no one can decide 
which was the original reading of any separate passage. Still there is 
no doubt of éripéAeoOar being the older form, to which the inflexion 
of éxipedjoopat originally belonged. 

The perf. weuérnxé por has generally the meaning of, I have been 
considering about a thing, it has been an object of my care and thought, 
e.g. Xen. Mem. 3,6, 10. But the Epic language has a perf. 2. yéunXe, 
Dor. pépade, which has the same meaning as the present, 7 lies at my 
heart, is a source of care and anxiety to me : to which we must add the 
pluperf. peuhdec for éuenhdrec with the force of an imperf., II. 6, 614. 
The same perf. has, however, sometimes the personal meaning of the 

pass. péAowar; in the first place as a real perfect, ratra péundac, 
these things hast thou thought carefully about, invented, Hymn. Mere. 
437., and next equally as much like a present, pepundwe rivde, thinking 
carefully, anxiously about any thing, intent upon it, Il. «, 708. v, 297. 

The pass. péXopac is also used poetically for pédw, as pedéoOw cor, 
Od. x, 505., d pedopecOa, cui cure sumus, Eurip. Hipp. 60.,in which — 

sense we find also the perf. as a pres. and consequently the pluperf. as 
imperf., col pepéednro, tibi eure erat, Theocr. 17, 46., in which usage it 

has undergone also an Epic abridgement, as perf. péubdera, pluperf. 

pépbnrero, Il. 7, 343. ¢, 516. Hes. 3, 61.* like peonpEpia from ipépa. 

—[The aor. 1. pass. pedrnOijvac is sometimes used actively, to have 
taken care of, rapov, Soph. Aj. 1184., sometimes passively, to be taken 
care of, Epig. Ad. 112, 3.— Passow. ] 

Méudopos, I blame: fut. péurbou.cs. Depon. midd. with- 
out a perfect. 

[This verb occurs first in Hes. ¢, 188. and Theogn. 795. 871. ; but 

more frequently in Pindar and Herodotus: it is found also in the 

Attics, as Thucyd. 7,’77., Plato, and Isocrates. — Passow.] The Ionics 
and Tragedians use in a similar deponent sense the aor. 1. pass. 
épéppOny also. 

_* As no other forms occur than the 3, formed. But it is far more correct to 
sing. méu6AeTat, weu6Aero, a first person compare this with the similar perfects ué- 
Héu6Aouot has been supposed to exist as veo for uéuvnoo, and dphpeua. 
the present from which these might be 
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Mévw, I remain: Epic fut. pevéw, Attic contracted 
pesvid; aor. 1. Zuewa; perf. pepevyxa.* Verbal adj. peve- 
réoc, Plato Rep. 1. p. 328. b. 

The Ionie and poet. perfect péuova, I feel a strong desire, I am 

determined, I intend (Herodot. 6, 84. Il. ¢, 482. w, 657. &e.), belongs 

to a stem or family differing in meaning from the above pévw, as we 

see from its derivative rd pévoc, from which again is derived another 
Epic verb, peveaivw, pevénva having in its most common acceptation 

the same sense as pépova, e. g. Il. v, 628. 0, 565. Od. 6, 282. At the 
same time the analogy of yéyova yeyaaowv, &c., leads to one evident 

remark, that the relation between those two perfects is the same as 
between péyova and pepdaow, &c., which latter correspond also in 
meaning. All this must prevent us from placing pépyova, which could 
not be done without violence, among the forms of pévewv, to remain ; 

although Euripides, who uses pépove quite in the old sense at Iph. T. 

656. didupa pépove dpny, has the same word in another passage(Iph. A. 
1495.) for pévec; this latter is however merely an instance of Lyric 

caprice, without proving any thing as to the language. 

METIQ, or perinps, Ion. for peOinue ; of which we find among others 

the 3. pres. periec, Herodot. 6, 37. 59.; the 3. sing. imperf. midd. 

pertero (or éueriero) for peOiero, Herodot. 1, 12.; the infin. fut. midd. 

perhocoOa for peOnoecOar, Herodot.; and peperipévoc part. perf. pass. 

for pebeyuévoc, Herodot. According to the analogy of riOnpe the 
3. sing. pres. should be accented percet, and periec should be the 
imperf.; see Heyne on Il. 2, 523. where Wolf now reads in his last 
edition peQueic. Compare the simple “Inu. 

Myxaopat, I bleat, cry out: probably a depon. midd. 
like puxcopcs. i 

This verb has some simpler Epic forms; e. g. péunca with the force 
of a pres., whence part. peuncec, Il. x, 362., and fem. with the short Ion. 
a, pepdcvia, Il. 3, 435. And as this perf. had the sense of a present, 

an imperf. éuépnxoy (Od. +, 439.) was formed from it, like répuxa, érépu- 
xov, Hes. a, 76. 3,673. To this we must add the aor. Zuaxoy, of which 
however only the part. waxwy remains, Il. 7,469. Compare Od. x, 163. 
Thus this verb is strictly analogous to the Epic forms of pucdopat. 

* The verbs in ww (véuw, déuw, Bpguw, defective, and sometimes form them as 
Tpéuw) cannot follow the analogy of verbs from a verb in -€w, in which latter case 
which have A, u,v, p as their character- évw may be joined with them, as mepué- 
istic, further than the fut.and aor.; hence  vnxa, vevéunna, dé5unna, &e, 
in their other tenses they are sometimes 
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Mialvo, I stain, defile: fut. pave; aor. 1. euinva, Att. 
ia > , 

also éuiava, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 24. ; aor. 1. pass. eusay- 

6yv; perf. pass. wepiacpoat. 

At Il. 8, 146. prdvOny aipare pnpol, the verb is either the 3. dual or 

plural. The old Grammarians explained it to be for pravO4rny, but of 

such an abbreviation no other instance is to be found; the moderns 

have considered it to be for éusdvOnoay, but the 7 is so unusual in the 

abridged 3. plur., that no example of it can be adduced even in the 

dialects* ; compare érudOev, Erumev for -noav, or ebay, edpar, edvy, &e. 

I consider therefore pudvOnv to be the dual of a syncop. aor. pass. : 

(3..sing. éuéav-ro) 3. dual (éutdv-cOnv) éncdavOny, like d€xOar, dae, in 

both of which the o is dropped before the 0. 

Miyvups, or picywt, I mix: fut. pig, &c. Pass. aor. 
1. 2ulydny 5 aor. 2. gulyny; perf. péusypos, part. psprypevos, 

Plat. Legg. 12. p. 951. d. 

In the old Attic inscriptions the derivatives of this verb are very 
often written with «, as £ippeccra, which shows that the « (except in 

the aor. 2. pass.) is long. We must therefore write pigac. 

Mipyioxw, I remind, has from MNAQ a fut. pvyow 

and aor. 1. Zuvyra, &c., Il. a, 407. Pass. pipvjoxonos, L 

remember, also I mention; aor. 1. éuvyjobyy ; fut. pvyob7- 
coos; verbal adj. pyyores. The perf. pass. 22 vypas has 
the force of a present, J remember, whence imper. pépv700, 
optat. wenvyjyyy, Il. w, 745. Att. pepvoluyy and pepyopny, 

Herm. Soph. Cid. T. 49. (whence peunvdro, Xen. Cyr. 1, 
6, 3. contracted from the Ion. pepvewuny, pepvéwro, Il. 
wv, 361.), conj. pévvwpas, -y, -yros, &c.$ To this perf. 
belong the pluperf. éueuvyjyxy (whence Ion. 3. plur. éue- 
pvéaro for guéuvyvro, Herodot. 2, 104.), and the fut. 3. 

(paullo-post fut.) penvycoua:, Herod. 8, 62. 

* IT must not conceal that in a Cretan 
inscription in Chishull, p. 111., dveAeyny 
occurs as a plural; but asthe other Cretan 
inscriptions in the same collection have 
dteAeyev, it naturally throws great suspi- 
cion on the former, which however, whe- 
ther true or not, would be of very little 
authority in deciding on a Homeric form. 

+ [Mloyw is used by Homer and the 
Attics, and by Herodot. exclusively, par- 
ticularly in the pass. voice. The common 
pres. mlyvuut is never found in Hom. 
either act. or pass.: in the fut..he has the 
midd. mlfouar, and the pass. plyhooua, 
while Hes. has weultouc.— Passow.] 

¢ See Krdouo: with notes. 
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Ionic abbreviations are (uéuveac) péuvy 2. sing. indicat. for péuyn- 
oat, Hom., and pépveo imperat. for péuvnoo, Herodot. 5, 105.: compare 

pépwOderac under Médo. 
The radical form pv dopa, pydpar is in the above sense solely Ionic, 

in which dialect the a is changed into e, consequently we have 3. sing. 
pres. préerac (like ypéerae from ypdopac), and by the similar Ionic 

change of ao to ew (like ypdopa to ypéwpar), we have the part. pvew- 
pevoc: again by the Ionic lengthening of w to wo (like yedworrec, Ewor- 

rec, HEouwe HEwouue), we find the 3. plur. imperf. pyvwovro, Hom., the 

imperat. prweo, Apollon. Rh., and the part. pvwdpevoc, Od. The fut. 

of pyvdopac is pyjoopa, but we have also peuvhoopa, Herodot. 8, 62., 

and the aor. 1. midd. éuyncdpny, infin. prqoacbac with the sense of to 

remember, r.voc, Hom. In the meaning of to woo, pvaoba is used not 

only in Homer but also in the common language. 
Modiv. See Brworw. 
MY-. We will here place the following verbs by the side of each 

other, that it may be at once seen in what they correspond and in 
what they differ : ; ; 

Mvéw, I initiate into the mysteries, is regular. 

Méw (whence also xataptw, xapp0w), I shut, close, e. g. 
the lips, eyes, &c., and used both transit. and intransit. 
This verb is regular. Perf. péuidxa, Tam shut, Iam silent. 

Milo, I emit a sound by compressing the lips and breathing loud 
through the nose, I moan, grumble; aor. 1. tuvoa, Hippocr. (of the 

rumbling of the intestines; see Foes. and Schneider): but tuvéa, éré- 

pevéay are used by Homer as sounds of anger and reproach. This 
latter formation, with y as its characteristic, is common to many verbs 

which express the uttering of some sound or exclamation, as xpaZw, 
orevalw, rpilw, oinwlw, whence puypoc, orevaypdc, oipwypde, &e. 

Mofo, I suck: fut. poSjow, &c., from which inflexion first 
arose, it appears, in a later wera the pres. pugaw and puféw.* 

For the part. wsuuSore see Arypoomou. 

Miccw, pirrw, but more generally aronirrw, emungo: 
fut. pigw, &c.— Mivp. 

[The simple verb occurs only in the writings of the Grammarians 

* See Hemst. ad Lucian. Tim. 8. and 
Schneider’s Lexicon. That ui w is the 
older form appears certain not only from 
the glosses of Hesychius, who explains 
pote, EuvCev, wbCovor; but in Hippocr. 
m. &px. 8. we find pice: and guv ev, and 

in Xen. Anab. 4, 5, 27., where the text 
now has els 7d ordua aud (ew, it is evi- 
dent that this last form, which occurs no- 
where else, is corrupted by thé addition of 
a superfluous a, 
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and as the root of éopurrw, éripirrw, zpopurrw, and of the Lat. mungo, 

emungo.— Passow. | 

Moxdouos, I bellow, -roar: Dep. midd. 
From the simple stem of this verb the Epics have formed a perf. 

with the force of a pres. pépica, part. pepvewe, and an aor. Epixor. 
Compare Mykdopa. 

N. 

Naeraw, I dwell. This Epic verb is never contracted, nor, except 

in one instance, produced, but is almost invariably found in a purely 

resolved form, as vareraw, Od. t, 21., vaterder, Hes, 3, '775., vacerdovet, 

vaercovrec, Hom., Conj. vacerdwot, Hes. $, 370. The only instance of 

the regular production is in the imperf. vacerdacxoy, and of an irre- 
gular one in the fem. part. vacerdwoa.* 

Naiw, I dwell, forms its tenses with simple a. In the active, how- 
ever, we find only the aor. 1. (€véioa) évacoa with a causative meaning, 
to cause to inhabit, settle, or cause to be inhabited, colonize, found. The 

midd. and pass. fut. védccopae (Apoll. Rh. 2, 747.), the aor. 1. midd. 
évacoduny (arevacoaro, Hom.), and the aor. 1. pass. évaoOnv have the 

intransit. sense of éo settle in a place. The post-Homeric poets, how- 
ever, use the midd. évaccdpny in the sense of évacca also: see Brunck. 
ad Apollon. 1, 1356. The perf. vévacpac is not found before the 

later poets. See Schneider's Lexicon. 

The syncop. aor. carévacGe, you have settled yourselves, you dwell, 

(comp. Hesych. vacOac — oixijoac) in Aristoph. Vesp. 662. in the 
anapests would be remarkable, but. both the best manuscripts have 
carévao0ev, and the third person suits the passage very well. 

See also Naw, I flow. 

Naoow, I stop up, Ifill in and beat close together (as 
earth into a hole): fut. vaw, aor. 1. 2va&a: but the perf. 
pass. is vévacjou, and the verbal adj. varrds. t 

must have been some grounds for it. Com- * That this was the old traditionary 
pare the imperat. odw under Sé(w. form is clear from the observations of the - 

Grammarians in Schol. Il. y, 387. in the 
Etym. M. in voc., and particularly from 
Aristarchus having written vaserdwou 
(Schol. Il. ¢ 415.). Uncritically enough. 
For if we suppose that Homer, having 
used vaserdovo1, could not use vate- 
tdwoa, both analogy and the old way of 
writing lead us to vaterdovca, which the 
manuscripts have here and there, and 
which in Hymn. 17,6. is the only reading. 
And if this be the traditionary form, there 

+ The termination -alw, like -d¢w and 
-dyvuut, serves to strengthen the pres, 
where the a is short in the other tenses. 

¢ This verb, like &pvcow and some 
others, follows therefore in its act. voice 
the general analogy of verbs in -cow, with 
a palatic as its characteristic letter; but 
in the perf. pass. and verbal adj. its cha- 
racteristic seems to have been a labial: 
compare Baotd(w, Aird{w. See also 
“‘Apudtro. 
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The passive formation with the o, as above given, is most indis- 

putable in the verbal adj. vacréc. The perf. vévaoras, too, is undoubted 

in Aristoph. Eccl. 840., on which and some other suspected passages 
see the note to Néw 1. The only trace which I find of the regular form 
vévaxrat is in Suidas in voc., where it is quoted from Josephus. 

Ndw, I flow, an old verb, found only in pres. and imperf.; written 
also vaiw. See Schol. Od. 1, 222. On vow, &e., see Néw 2. 

Necxéw, I rebuke, dispute, retains ¢ in its inflexion, thus fut. veuéeow, 

&e. 

[Hom. and Hes. have also, when the metre requires it, an Ion. sister- 

form veccetw, whence 3. conj. vecceinor; imperf. veixevoy and verkeleocor ; 

fut. vexéoow ; aor. 1. veixecoa, &c.— Passow. | 

-Neigw. See Nédw. 

Néuo, I distribute allot: fut. ven@ and vepjow ; aor. 1. 
Everman; perf. veveunxa; aor. 1. pass. éveuybyy and évene- 

6yv.* Verbal adj. venynréoc. — Mvp. 

The fut. veujow is mentioned by Herodian (post Meer. et Phryn.) 

and Thom. Mag.; but I find it quoted only from the later writers, 

Longus p. 55. Schef. Eurip. Epist. 5. On the other hand vepeicOac 
is in Demosth. Mid. p. 579. infra. [The later writers have also an 
aor. 1. midd. éveunodpny, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 742.— Passow. ] 

Nédw: 3. sing. vébe, more generally cuvyédes, tt is 
overcast with clouds; or Zebs cuvvédss, covers the sky with 
clouds, Aristoph. Av. 1489. Perf. cuvvévodev. 

See Aristoph. ap. Suid. v. vvvévopev. The forms of the pres. are 
also written with the circumflex, as cvvvedei, -ovca: see Schneid. 
Lexicon. The pres. vefgw (with the explanation Bp¢yw) which the 
Grammarians connect with the above verb (see the Etymologica, and 
Eust. ad Il. a, 420.) is only another way of writing vigw, to snow, which 
the later writers used also of rain: see Stephens in Nigw.+ 

Néw, 1. LT heap up: aor. 1. evyoa, infin. vijoos, &c.; 

perf. pass. vévnpos or vévyopot, Verbal adj. vyrdg. 

The pres. véw is found only in Herodotus, reperéecy, 6, 80., exvéovat, 
4, 62.{ Homer has a lengthened form which fluctuates between vnéw 

* We find veunédow, Demosth. Neer. ing article: Népw, fut. vépw, perf. veé- 
1380. ult., and veuebeions, id. Phorm.  voda, same as vipw; a rare, nay a sus- 
956, 12. pected form, 

+ [Passow inhis lex. has the follow- + See, however, the following note. 

:. Oe ee 
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and vnvéw. The inflexion follows the former, as the imperf. vjeov, I. 
vy, 139., aor. 1. vhnoay, Od. 7, 64., infin. ynfica, 0, 321. Herodot. 2, 

107., aor. 1. infin. midd. vnjoacbar, Il. 1, 137. 

The perf. pass. without o see in Lex. Seguer. 1. p. 13, 24. Thucyd. 
7, 87. Xen. Anab. 5, 4, 27. The other form vévnopa seems to me to 
stand on good grounds in Aristoph. Nub. 1203., where with apoopijc 
vevnopévor is the various reading vevacpévor, which being untenable on 
account of the sense, could have arisen only from the true verb being 

written with the «. Nor is the reading less sure in Aristoph. Eccles. 
838., which I will quote at length: ‘Qe ai rparelai y cioly éxiveva- 

opévar Ayabey axavrwy kai wapeckevacpévat, KXivai re ovovpoy Kal 
daridwy vevacpevat Now the reading of érivevacpéva is quite as 
untenable as that of vevacpéva (looking at the sense) is certain; and 
Brunck’s emendation éruveynopéva is now confirmed by the quotation 

in Phryn. Seguer. p. 13. Ayabév ravrwy éexivévnra } rpawela: for the 

writing with,the o is supported here again by the false reading éxuve- 
vaop- and by the similarity of this case to that quoted above from the 
Nubes. Lastly we must examine the passage of Theocr. 9, 9. where 
vévaorat is used of a heap of skins, which, it is true, the derivation 

from vaoow appears to suit: but as the dialect of this poet requires 
vévakrat, it would seem, according to the direction of the scholium 
ceowpevrat, that in the passage in question it should be pronounced 
vévaoral, i. @. vevnorat. 

2. I spin: fut. vjow, &c.; in addition to which was 
formed, but at an early period, another pres. v74w (like 
ra7jdw, from rinwranyt, ITAEQ); and this became after- 
wards the common form. 

It is difficult to decide any thing on the usage of veiy and vfOev in 
good writers, as the verb occurs so seldom in those which have come 
down to us. We must therefore content ourselves with the observa- 
tion of the Antiatticist, NjOev, ob ovo veiy, and with what we gather 

from the glosses of the Grammarians, that the simpler form was 
peculiar to the older Ionics and Attics. And herein we find an 
irregularity of contraction ; for while the regular form is veiy, vei, 
Hes. ¢, 779., évet, Hesych., the other contractions are invariably quoted 
by all the Grammarians in w instead of ov; as »@ovv, Pollux 7, 32. 

10, 125., v@vra, Hesych., vopevoc, Phot.* The contraction to ov was 

* Photius has also N@vros, swpevov- position, which indeed is pretty certain, 
tos, belonging therefore to Néw 1. This that the meanings of to heap up (glo- 
agrees also very well with the sup- merare) and to spin are properly the 
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therefore studiously avoided, and from v#, vév the w was carried on 

through the tenses. 
The passive forms I find quoted always with the o ; but it is pos- 

sible that these came first into use with v70w, and that the old form 

for the meaning of to spin was vévnpat, to which we are also led by 
the verbals vyréc, vijua, &e. 

3. Iswim. None of the forms of the pres. are con- 
tracted by the Attics in this short verb except those in « 
(compare Agw, J bind); thus véw, véwy, véouev, &c., but 

Fut. vedoouor and vevootuos (like TAEW, 

TrAcvoouc); aor. 1. Evevoa, &c. 
vel, velv, &c. 

An Epic sister-form is vjyw, and the later prose writers use vixo- 

peat, a depon. midd. 
4. The poetical verb véecba, veicba, to go, more generally fo go 

away, return, is used in present and imperfect only: the pres. indice. 
has the force of a future, as véoua:, contr. vevpar, Epic 2. sing. vetac 
like puOeia, vetrac like pvOeirar 

Nigw, I wash, takes its tenses from virrw, an unusual 

verb in the older writers: fut. vabw; aor. 1. Zvrna, &e. ; 
perf. pass. vévipposr.— Mipp. 

The pres. vi{w is found frequently in Homer, also in Herodot. 2, 

172. Aristoph. Vesp. 608. Eurip. Iph. T. 1338. Plat. Symp. p. 175. a. 
All these writers form vilw, &c.: while the pres. vizrw occurs only 
in the later writers *, except in one single Homeric passage, Od. o, 
178. ; and this is the more remarkable, as in ten others the reading is 

vigev. See Damm. 

Niooopa, I go, return to. Two questions have been started respect- 

ing this verb, one as to its orthography and another as to its inflexion. 

With regard to the first, we find viooua, Il. W, 76., vetcecOe, Eurip. 

Pheen. 1240., aroviodueba, Apollon. Rh. 3, 899., and in each case the 

manuscripts fluctuate between ec, evoo, to, coo. The form velooopac 

is found in the best manuscripts (whence we infer that the vowel is 

same. Nor is this at variance with the spin, formed v@o., from veiv, to swim, 
émvéovot of Herodot. quoted at the be- 
ginning of No. 1.; for the Ionics con- 
stantly use this form, like all those from 
verbs in ew, without contraction. On the 
other hand we are warranted in supposing 
that the Attics from veiy to heap up, to 

veouvow, 
* Thom. Mag. admits both forms ; Kal 

éumre kal &nCev: for this is the reading 
of the manuscripts. The note of Hem- 
sterhuys, which exactly reverses the usage, 
Is Incorrect, 

nN 3 
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long independently of the oc), and its authenticity is further supported 

by the cognate forms véopat, vetopa, as well as by its being actually 
found in inscriptions of the purest times, Boeckh Pind. Ol. 3, 10. On 

the other hand usage was in favour of viccopa: (see Etym. M. p. 606, 
12.); and the Grammarians seem to have agreed in writing the pres. 
viccopat, the fut. vicouat, Eustath. Il. W, 76. Heyne Il. «, 381. There 

are other passages with the same doubtful orthography, as velocovrat, 
Hes. Op. 235., vecscopévwy, Theog. 71. Gaisf., both with the various 
reading voc.; and vicoovro, Scut. 469. This uncertainty of the 

reading leaves the second question equally undecided: for in the three 
‘passages first mentioned the sense is that of a future; but then, in the 
verbs which signify ¢o go, the present has frequently the force of the 
future, as in eipe and véopas, Il. v. 186. 0, 577.: thus in II. , 76. if 

we read vicowa we have the future, if viccopac we have the present 
with the meaning of a future: compare also the scholium in the pas- 
sage of ‘Euripides. On the gloss of Hesychius veioavro, until we 

know to what it refers, nothing can be said. 

Nigw, veiw. See Népw. 

Noéw, I think, has in the Ionic writers the same contraction and 

accentuation as Sodw; e. g. perf. vévwua; pluperf. évevouny, whence 
3. sing. évéywro for évevdnro, Herodot. 1,77. and the compound aor. 
1. part. évvwoac for évvonoac, ib. 1, 86. See the note on Bodw. 

Nucrdatw, I nod (as being sleepy), I sleep: fut. wordow 
and yoraEw *: but all the derivatives are formed with 
the palatic letter, as vwsraxr7ys, &c. 

hl 

=éw, I shave, scrape, retains ¢ in the inflexion, and 

takes o in the passive: thus fut. éow, Epic Eéocu. 
Eupéw, I shave, shear, has more commonly in the midd. 

Evpouo:; aor. 1. 2Eupauyyv; but the perfect is Gdpypos. 

The midd. form évpéopuar is Ionic ; but it occurs in Attic writers, as 

Evpovpevoy, Alexis ap. Athen. 13. p. 565. b. In the later writers the 
pres. Evpa4w was common, but the inflexion in -adow is never found. 
See Lobeck ad Phryn. p.205. Passow has also another later form 

Evpifw, EvpiGopar. 

* See Stephan. Thesaur, in xatayvord{w. Fisch. 2. p. 328. Asclep. Epig. 10. 
(eviorace). 
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Es, I shave smooth, polish: fut. Esc, &c. It takes 
o in the passive: Sicac4a:, aor. 1. midd. to polish for 
one’s self, for one’s own use, Xen. Cyr. 6, 2, 11. 

O. 

"Odizoy.0u, I lament, bewail ; depon. midd. with both 
trans. and intrans. sense. The act. appears to have never 
been in use. 

‘Odbccopa, Tam enraged with, I hate. Neither this pres. nor ddvw, 
60bfw, or ddbfoua appears to have been ever in use; but we find in 

Hom. an aor. 1. midd. (@dvcdpny) -ao, -aro and 3. plur. without the 
augm. ddvcarro, part. ddvecdpevoc ; also 3. sing. perf. pass. with the 
force of a pres. ddwdvora for ddvara, Od. ¢, 423. 

"Ofw, I send forth a (good or bad) smell: fut. 6jow; 
aor. 1. w@Syoa, Aristoph. Vesp. 1059. ; perf. with the force 
of the pres. 6dwda. Generally with gen. of the thing or 
part from which the smell proceeds. 

_ The inflexion 6Zéow, &Zeca is found in the Ionic (Hippocr. De 
Steril. 10. De Superfet. 10.) and the Jater writers. 

Oiyw, or olyvupt, I open: fut. oifw; aor. 1. géa, part. oifac: but 

the Epics generally separate the diphthong. in the augmented forms, 

as in the aor. 1. Wigev, Gigayv, and in the imperf. pass. wtyvurro. In 

prose the following compound is in use: 

avolyw, avolyvuyt. In the augmented tenses the syllabic 
augment is added to the temporal as in the imperf. 
zwvoyoes from oivoyodw, Eqvdave from &vdavw; thus imperf. 
avewyov; aor. 1. dvéwSa (infin avoifos), &c.; perf. 1. 
avewya; perf. 2. avéwya. ‘This last tense had from a very 
early period (Hippocr. &c.) an intransitive meaning, J 
stand open; which however was unknown to the Attics, 
who in this sense used the perf. pass. dvéwypas. See 
Lobeck ad Phryn. pp. 157, 158. 

In the dialects, as in Herodot., Theocr., &c., we find the aor. 1. with 

the regular augment davgéa; and in the later writers the act. ijroéa, 
pass. #votyny, &c., Fisch. II. pp. 36, 37. 

N 4 
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Oidéw, I swell. For this verb with the forms oidé, 
oidavw, oidalyw, we cannot lay down any fixed usage. We 
can only observe that the formation in -yow is the only one 
for all four forms; and that the two last are used also in 

a causative sense. See Stephens’ Thesaur. 

OinwSe, [bewail: fut. cipmEw * and cipmEoou ; aor. 1. 
opwka. 

Oloucs, J think: imperf. béuyy; fut. oijoouos; aor. 1. 
w7ony, infin, oinf%veu, part. oiyfeic. The 1. pers. sing. of 
both pres. and imperf. was also pronounced. in a syncopated 
form, cio, duyy. The 2. pers. sing. of the pres. ole, 
(like Povrs and éer) was not only the Attic form, but 
almost the only one in use in the common language. 

The old Grammarians (see Thom. Mag. in voc.) laid it down as a 
rule, that the form oia: was used only of things fixed and certain, 

consequently merely a milder expression for “I am convinced, I know 
well.” That is to say, oipat, guny was a kind of interjectional phrase 
introduced into a sentence without much stress laid upon it, like our 
expression “I believe,” which in different languages is used in courtesy 
to soften the harshness of a positive assertion ; and which frequently 
arises from a slight irony incorporated, as it were, into the tone of 

polished conversation. We can readily imagine that this must have 
been particularly natural to the Attic language: and the necessary 

result therefore was, that as soon as it was wished to give the word its 

proper force, it was generally pronounced at full length. If now we 
read this otoua, for example, in the two passages of Iszeus (pp. 50, 22. 

58, 14.) which are adduced in a note on Thom. Mag. as supposed 
instances of a contrary nature, we shall feel that the tone of the sen- 

tence loses by it. And the further we extend our observation the 
more we shall find the above rule verified. One thing however may 
fairly be presumed, that, in order to follow it up in all cases, we ought 

to have the reading more certain than it can possibly be made where 
the difference in the forms is so slight. 

The Epics make use also of the active oiw, but only in the present ; 
more frequently they separate the diphthong, otw, and in the middle 
always, dtoua, in which the « is long: and in this form, which has the 

* [Passow says that the Attic fut. is only in the Orac. Sibyll.: see Jac. Anim. 
oiudgomot, not oiuétw, which last occurs in Athen, p. 170. ] 
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midd. as well as the pass. aorist, we find only the regular inflexion ; e. g 
pres. dtouar, dieat, &c., part. diduevoc ; imperf. widuny; aor. 1. pass. wicOny, 

part. dicGeic ; aor. 1. midd. wicduny, whence in Hom. 3. sing. without 
the augment dicaro, and part. diodpevoc. This Epic form of the verb 
has the collateral meaning of to conjecture, to foresee ; in which sense 
we find it in the Ionic prose of Arrian, oic@é0. (Ind. 13, 5.), which 
however may also be written dic8Gou. From #icOny the later (not Attic) 
writers formed again an infin. aor. oic8jvac with the part. oic@efc: and 

Aratus has with the common formation an aor. ]. infin. midd. oijca- 

o@at, used by still later writers in prose: see Lobeck ad Phryn. p.719. 
Oixoua, I go, I am gone: imperf. (or aor.) oxdpuny, I went away ; 

fut. oixhoopar. : 

Although the radical meaning of this verb is, as we shall see in the 
next paragraph, simply ¢o go, yet an established usage has existed in 

the common language from Homer’s time, by which otyouat never 
means J am going, but always I am gone. We will first prove this by 
a number of decisive passages. At II. 0, 223. On "Evvociyatoc Olyerat 

cic Gia diay, after it had been before said dvve dé rovrov ivy. At «, 
472. xi Sh ror pévoc otxerae 6 mply éxeokxec ; see also &, 11. Again ék- 

négevy’, oixeTar ppovdoc, Aristoph. Acharn. 208. Idcov xpdvor oe 

pnrpd¢ otxovra rvoal ; how long has thy mother's breath been gone ? 

Eurip. Or. 440. ; compare also 844. In Xenophon we find many in- 

stances ; e. g. (addressing a dead body) otxy 01) arodurmy fpdc, Cyrop. 
7, 3, 8.; see also 5, 4,11. 6, 1,45. and Anab. 3,1, 32. This usage is 

continued in the imperf. @ydunyv, I was gone ; as Penelope says to her 
son, ov o° Er Eywye “OveoOar éEpapny, érel wxeo vyni Tlddovde, when I 
heard that thou wert gone to Pylos, Od. 7, 24. See also Pind. P. 4, 145. 
and Xen. Cyr. 3, 2,27. It may also be understood in the same sense 
when at the end of a spirited narrative a phrase is added with @yero ; 
e. g. Ovrw di) ovTog pev pyETO..... ot dé Mijoou rapyoay..... : this 

man was now gone, when the Medes came..... , Xen. Cyr. 4, 6, 5. 

In the majority of passages however this imperfect cannot without force 
be made to signify more than simply he went away, e. g. Xwopevoc & 
6 yépwy waduy @xETO, Il. a, 380. *Axovoavrec O€ of XadOaiot ratra.... 

pxovro otkade, Xen. Cyr. 3, 2, 14. compared with 8, 3, 28. 

That the original meaning of o’xeo8ac was simply ¢o go, without the 
addition of away, is clear not only from the sister-form oiyvéw, but from 
the compound éolyopa, I go to or towards, as well as from some pas- 
sages of Homer, in which the simple verb, but never in the pres. conj. 

(quere, is this accidental ?), is used in that original sense: e. g. cara 

orparoy wxero TavTH Orpivwy paxéoacba, Il. ¢, 495. and ’"Evyqpap 
pev ava orpardy wxero kipha Seoio, a, 53. with some similar passages. 
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Now that particular use of the present mentioned in the last paragraph 
may be explained, like many others, from the oral language: for 
whoever goes, is gone: whence “he is going thither” is much the same 

as “he is gone hence.” But all such original ideas lose by custom 
their exact meaning ; and so olyerac was used of one who had been 

gone a long time, who had been long arrived at some other place, or 
who had quite disappeared from the world. But as soon as the thing 
is no longer actually present, the difference between the person being 
then just going away, or being supposed to be on the road to his place 
of destination, is in most cases unimportant. Although therefore oye- 
ro, as imperf. of the common otxerar, meant, wherever it was necessary, 
and the context showed it, he was gone; yet it generally signified, 
agreeably to its origin, he went, went away. And the future had the 

same meaning ; e. g. éreday tiw TO Pdppakoy..... oixhoopa amy 
cic pakdpwy 4 Twa evdapoviac, Plat. Pheed. 115. d. 

‘From what has been said, a perf. of this verb is superfluous for gene- 

ral use ; it does however sometimes occur (e. g. @xnpar, Ion. otynpat, 
Herodot. 4, 136.), but in the common language in the compounds only, 
in which therefore wapotyouar and rapeynpat, Tappynpévoc are syno~ 
nymous; see Stephan. Thesaur. and Sturz. Lex. Xen.: and so is the 
other compound in Herodot. 4, 136. ai tpépar diotxnyrar, compared 
with Soph. Aj. 973. Alac dwotyera. In the older language the perf. 
is found in an active form also (gyn«a), which will therefore connect it 
with oixvéw: it is however rare, and in Homer occurs but once, viz. in 

Tapyxnkey, is past, Il. x, 252.; of more frequent occurrence is the form 

oixwxa*, which has exactly the common meaning of otyoua; e.g. 
otxwk’, dwda, Soph. Aj. 896., oixwxwc, Herodot. 8, 108., oixwxorac, 9, 

98. In this last writer oiywxee, 8, 126. and zaporyoxee, 8, 72. are evi- 

dently pluperfects with the force of an imperfect ; but at 1, 189. 4, 
127. 165. oixwxee is exactly the same as gyero in the common lan- 
guage, that is to say, used as an aorist, probably because the expres- 
sion, “ he was gone,” marked the momentary act of going away.+ [An 
Ion. 3. plur. pluperf. ér@xaro also occurs, but seldom. A regular fut. 

oifonac is found in some manuscripts in Herodot. 2, 29.—The pres. 

oixéopat, contracted by the Ionics to oixedpar, is met with only in 
Leon. Tar.; for the act. oixw there is no authority.-— Passow. | 

* The formation of this perf. corresponds 
exactly with that of dxwKa from éxw ; 
thus ofxw, perf. ofxa, with redupl. ofkw- 
xa. (for the : of the second syllable could be 
omitted for no other reason than because 
there was one in the first ; compare deidexTo 
from defeyvucc), and thence, by transpo- 

sition of the two palatic letters, ofywxa. 
ft It is certain that the common mean- 

ing of @xero may be explained in this 
same way, that is to say, as a pluperf., of- 
xerat having the force of a perf.: but 
the view which I have taken of it appears 
to me simpler. 
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Oiw. See Otoua and Pépw. 

’Oxéarrw, I land, has (beside the pres. and imperf.) only 
the aor. wxeiaa, infin. dxcivc, &c.: Tag vijag wxErrov, 

they stranded, &c., Herodot. 8, 84. 

‘Oricbave, I slip up or off from: fut. dar byjow; aor, 2. 

@Acboy, infin, orrcbeiv, part. drarcbwy. 

The form éd\toOaivw is not Attic: see Porson ad Pheeniss. 1398. 

Bast. Ep. Cr. p. 248. Isolated instances of its occurrence in the older 
writers (as in Plat. Lys. p. 216. c. compared with Cratyl. p. 427. b.) 
are but little to be depended on: in the later writers, as Lucian, &c., 
it is found very frequently.*—An aor. 1. #écOnoa is also used by the 
later writers; see Lobeck ad Phryn. p.’742. Passow has also a perf. 
&ricOnka. 

"Oarupat, I destroy, annihilate: fut. 6a@; aor. 1. 
@reca; perf. cAawaexa. Midd. J perish, am undone ; fut. 
orodmoas; aor. 2. wWacuyny; to which belongs the perf. 2. 
(perf. midd.) c~awarc. 

The intransitive forms ®\opuny and ddwda serve at the same time for 

passives (a4ro\wdévac bro Twvog : compare ‘Arofaveiy), whence the pro- 
per forms of the pass. are not used; none but writers of a very late 
period having ®AécOny, ddeoOjvar, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 732. 

Of the same era is also the fut. dAéowt, e. g. Long. 3, 17. doXé- 
owv, Lucian. Asin. 33. The examples quoted from Attic writers in 
Lobeck, p.'746., are not critically examined. 

From the perf. act. was formed an Epic sister-form of the present, 
odéxw§, of which (both in the act. and midd.) Homer has only the 
pres. and imperf.; the latter without the augment, odexoy, ddéKovTo. 

Compare éyéuncoy under Mnxdopac. 

In Il. 7, 135. stands the iterative imperf. dd\geoxey, which supposes 

an imperf. é\coy not quite agreeable to analogy. Heyne has adopted 
the reading @\eoxey, which would be the iterative aorist; but the 

* [According to Porson éA:c @dvw is the 
only form used by good writers, but 6A:- 
o@alyw is found in Aristoph. Equ. 494. 
and is therefore as pure Attic as the 
other: éA:c@éw on the contrary is not a 
genuine form. — Passow.] 

+ If we compare the analogy of &yvums, 
&c., with this verb, we shall see that the 
latter is a euphonic change for dAvuu, 

¢ [What can Buttmann mean by stating 
éA€éow to be the usage of the later writers 
only? We find it in Od. v, 399. Hes, e, 
178. and dAéoow, I], uw, 250.— Ed.] 
§ [Beside this Epie pres, we find dAAw, 

dAéw, dA€oKw, which are not Greek, dA- 
Avvéw, which is suspected, and dAAvw in 
Hesych. — Passow. } 
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iterative imperfect is the only tense to suit the passage, therefore the 
various reading dXéxeoxev ought to have been adopted long ago. 

The part. aor. midd. dAopevoc, beside its proper meaning (e. g. be o 
ddopevoy orévw, Eurip. Or. 1384.), is used as an adjective with the 
active sense of destructive, ddopévay "Epwviv, Phoen. 1036. In the 
Epic poets, who on account of the metre can have only ovo pevos, the 

adjectival usage is the only one, and generally in the active sense with 
pijvic, “Arn, &c.: but it has also the strictly passive meaning wretched, 

undone, ovropévne éneder, ric re Zeve AEov arxnvpa, Od. o, 273. 

(At Il. 9, 449. 6\Adoa is the regular pres. part. fem. “Odéooa is 
the Ep. aor. infin. in Hom. and Hes. — Passow. ] 

"Opvips, I swear: fut. opodpos, -ci, -ciros, &c., infin. 

6u.ciobas* ; the other tenses take an o in the inflexion, as 
aor. 1. doce ; perf duapmoxa; perf. pass. dnwporpat, 

part. 6uwpoopévog ; but in the remaining forms and in the 
aorist the Attics generally drop the o, as in 3. sing. perf. 
pass. ouapora, and aor. 1. pass. wucbyv.— The middle 
occurs in the compounds, e. g. érwporapny. 

From the o having been properly admitted into those forms only in 
which the three » followed each other, we see that it was done for the 
sake of euphony ; and consequently they never appear withoutit. But 
it was afterwards transferred to some of the other forms, perhaps how- 
ever not in the pure Attic writers. Thus in Demosth. c. Olymp. p. 1174, 

8. the reading has always been izopoGéyroc, and in Demosth. c. Leptin. 
p. 805. extr. dumporac has been restored from the best manuscript. + 

[Homer generally uses the aor. 1. without the augment, and fre- 

quently with double o, dpoooa, &c. In the simple verb he has the 

imperf. épvve as from dpuviw, but in the compound dazwprv, Od. f, 
377. In Herodot. 1, 153. is the Ionic part. pres. duovvrec as from 
6p40w. — Passow. ] 

"Opspyvips, I wipe off: fut. ouopSw; aor. 1. dpopEa ; 
aor. 1. midd. wpopSapyy, infin. ¢uopEacbas, &c. This verb 
is inflected according to the analogy of dyvups, delxvupa, 
&c.— Mipp. 

* This verb is formed according to the _perides ap. Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 725. 
analogy of &yvyu: compare also Aci- dmopocbelons; and in Eurip. Rhes. 816., 
kvupt, “OAAUML. without any necessity from the metre, 

+ In Andocides de Pace, p. 27, 43.,  duopoora. 
the text still has duoc@foerau ; in Hy- 
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’Ovivnys, Iam of use to, I help: (no imperf. act.*) fut. 
ovyow; aor. 1. @yyoa. Midd. évivano, [derive assistance, 
advantage ; fut. ovjoouos; aor. 2. dyyny, -y00, -yT0, &c., 
part. dvjevog (Od. 8, 33. w, 30.) ; but the other moods of 
this aorist have the «, as optat. dvaluyy, infin, overdo: ; and 
the indicative also borrowed this formation, but not until 

a later period, advayuny. 
On this peculiarity of the aorist see Lobeck ad Phryn. pp. 12, 13. 

Hence #vacde in Eurip. Herc. 1368., and occurring in that passage 
only, well deserves our consideration. For a further account of this 

aor. ®vapny and the similar one from dvopa, see the latter verb. The 

aor. pass. #v#Onv is also found (instead of évjuny) in Xen. Anab. 5, 5, 
2. Theocr. 15, 55. 

This is one of those verbs formed by the reduplication of the first 
syllable like dpapicxw, axayifw; only that in this case the vowel of 

the reduplication is: (as in yeyv@oxw, didwyu, &c.), and it is substituted 
for the vowel of the root, as the temp. augment 7 is in dkhxoa, &c. , 

thus dvaw (whence ovapny) dvivnut, like 4rad\X\w arirddXw, and dxrebw 

éxixrevw. There is however no instance of dvd, dvéw, or dvnue being 

used by any writer. 

The 3. sing. pres. act. dvivno. and the midd. évévaya are found in 
Homer, Plato, and others: but those forms in which there was any- 

thing displeasing to the ear were not used, and their places were 
supplied by the synonymous #dgedciv. This was the case for instance 
with the imperf. act.+ ; and for the same reason it might also seem 
very likely that the infin. act. dvivavac would have been avoided. 
This however cannot be asserted positively ; and there is even great 

probability in Matthie’s suspicion that dvivac in Plat. Rep. 10. p. 600. 
d. may be a corruption of this word. ¢ 

“Ovona, I think lightly of, reect with disdain, 2. sing. dvoca, 
3. plur. évovrat, imper. dvoco and dvoca0§, opt. dvoiuny, dvorro (com- 

pare dvvwpar, dvvaro, &c., under Avvapac) ; fut. dvdcopar, whence in 

Hom. the infin. with double o, édvdccecOac ; aor. 1. pass. wydcOnr ; 

* See Grammat. ap. Herm. de Em.Gr. —_ cannot prefer that aor. 2. act. (unknown in 
Gr. any other instance, and used here for the 

+ [The imperf. midd. however occurs common dvijoa,) to Matthia’s correction ; 
in Plato. The perf. &vnuct is also found, particularly as the imperf. is the only 
but rarely. — Passow. ] tense naturally suited to that passage. 

¢ The manuscripts fluctuate indeed be- § Tav pndey Kardvocco, Arat. 1142, 
tween dévivat, -ivat, -etvol, -fvot, and according to the Paris manuscript. 
Bekker has thence adopted évjva:; but I 
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aor. 1.midd. ®vocdsny, whence in Hom. the opt. dvocaiuny, -ato, -airo, 

and infin. with double o, dvdccac8at. 

From a comparison of the forms we see that this is exclusively an 
Ionic and Epic verb, a formation in px from the root or stem ONO. 
We must not therefore consider, as others frequently have done, ovopat, 
dvovra, dvorro, &c., as forms of the common barytone conjugation. 

The inflexion of this verb however is certainly nothing more than 
a lengthening of the simple root ON— by the insertion of the vowel o, 

to which we are led by two Homeric forms, viz. 
1. Aor. dvaro, Il. p, 25. This Homeric form is separated from the 

évaro of the later language belonging to dvivnu, not merely by its 
meaning, but, if accurately examined, by its form also ; only that this 
latter difference happens to be not marked by a difference of letters. 
That is to say, dvivnju, dvivaya is a formation in pe with the radical 
vowel a, ONA-—: @vapny therefore bears the same relation to it as éord- 

pny, if it were in use, would to icrapa:, or as éxrapyy actually does to 

ixrapat, and it is the aor. 2. midd. Whereas the formation of dvopat 
from ONO- is not to be unnecessarily confounded with the formation 

from ONA-, but is to be traced back, as in other similar cases, to the 

simple stem or root ON-.* According to this vdapny is the aor. 1. 

midd. of ONQ; or (which is the same thing) the aor. 2. @vduny, dve- 
to, &¢c., took the Ionic a, making &varo, like etparo, &e. 

2. Pres. ovveobe, Il. w, 241. Here the o of the radical syllable is 

lengthened, as in ovAdpuevoc. It stands therefore for dvecOe, and this 

again for dvo6e, which is singular ; as there was no metrical reason 
for forming this particular present from the simple stem.+ 

OTI-. See “Opdw. 

‘Orviw, I marry, cohabit with, loses in the inflexion the 

s; thus fut. érdow, &c., Aristoph. Acharn. 255. 

* [The radical idea of the old root 
ONO was perhaps to speak of a person in 
his absence, give him a good or bad cha- 
racter; whence bvoua (by some incor- 
rectly derived from véuw), a good or bad 
name ; and the same double meaning was 
originally in dveidos (likewise a derivative 
from this word), as in the Lat. honos: 
évivnut on the other hand belongs to a 
different root, and has no connexion with 
bvouat,— Passow. ] 

+ Both ancient and modern commenta- 

tors, mistaking the Epic language, were 
led by the explanation dynow Exere to 
place this form under dvivnu:. But 
grammatical analogy gains nothing by 

such an arrangement, for the pres. dve- 
o0e is as strange in connexion with the 
root ONA- as with ONO-. Yet Hesy- 
chius has the glosses OvA:aoGe (corrupted 
from ovvacbe), Otveobe, and Oivocde, 
all three with that false explanation ; for 
all evidently refer to the Homeric pas- 
sage. From this and from Aristarchus 
writing évécac0€ we see clearly how un- 
certain the reading was from the earliest 
times; and I have no doubt therefore 
that the old and genuine one was otvoa@e ; 
nay, this becomes a certainty by the oc- 
currence of the same phrase in the 2. sing. 
} bvooa...; Od. p, 378. therefore in 
plur. }} (dvoc9e) otvocGe....; 
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| [According to Piers. ad Moer. p. 278. and Porson on Od. 8, 798. 
the old and genuine form was driw; compare Schef. Schol. Par. 
Apoll. Rh. 1, 45.— Passow. ] 

‘Opaw, I see: imperf. with double augment éwpav (see 
avolyw under Olyw) ; perf. éwpaxa or éépaxa*; from the 
verb <iéw (which see) were borrowed the aor, 2. efdoyv, im- 
per. ide Att. id (see 2a9é under “Epyouas), opt. Loss, 
infin. ideiv, part. idwv. Midd. aor. 2. cidouyy, imper. idod 

(as an interjection id0d, ecce), infin. idéo60:; and from an 
unusual stem OIT... the fut. in the midd. form 6Woue: (I 
shall see). The perf. pass. is either é@papas (é0pop.cs), OF 
Oupor, olor, orto, &c., infin. @>$:; but in the aor. 1. 

pass. the Attics use only &p$yv, while the later writers 
formed this tense from épaw, as infin. épabjve:. Verbal 
adj. éparég and éparéosg, or érrég t and érréog. The midd. 

opaio Gos, idéo4cs is in the simple verbs solely poetical. 
The regular imperf. of dpdw is épwy, Ion. épeov from the Ion. pres. 

épéw, Herodot. 2, 148.; compare jjyreoy from ’Avrdw, and pyéerat, 

xpéerac under Mivqoxw. We find also an Epic 2. sing. pres. midd. 

dpijat or pnac (for dpay or dpdeac), as from dpynpa, Od. &, 343. If we 

adopt the latter accentuation we must suppose it formed as from a 
verb in pc; if the former (which is expressly mentioned by Eustath. 
p- 548,40. Basil.), we form épdear dpa like pvOéear pvOeiar, and we can 

* The general form of this perfect, as quireé€dédpaka. Now as all the passages 
handed down to us in all the writers both 
of the Attic and common dialect, is édpa- 
xa, But as in Aristoph. Plut. 98. 1046. 
Ay. 1572. and in Comic. ap. Athen. 1. p. 
15. 7. p. 279. a trisyllable was required, 
Dawes (Mise. p. 202. and 313.) intro- 
duced as an Attic form the Ion. épaxa. 
There were however other passages where 
this did not suit; these he altered arbi- 
trarily, substituting for instance in Ari- 
stoph, Thesm. 32, 33. édpas: and he 
supported his general principle by the 
analogy of édAwy and fAwxa, both Attic 
forms. Tyrwhitt however (ad Dawes. p. 
454.) quoted two passages of the Alexan- 
drine comic poet Machon, from Athen. 6, 
p-» 244. with éwpaxa, as My mapedpa- 
kev “Apxepav...and TiroAeuat’ édpa- 
ka mpatos..., both of which verses re- 

where Dawes wrote &paxa (except two 
totally corrupted in Athen, 2. p. 49.) be- 
come quite regular by adopting Tyrwhitt’s 
emendation, éépaxa has been considered 
an undoubted Attic form, and adopted in 
all the above-mentioned passages: see 
Porson ad Eurip. Pheen. 1367. Reisig ad 
Aristoph. p. 73. Meineke ad Menand. p. 
119, And in support of this reading the 
o is actually found én the Cod. Ravenn. of 
Aristoph. Plut. 1046. Thesm. 32, 33. At 
the same time it must be remembered 
that in other passages there is very strong 
traditional authority in favour of the old 
reading éépaxa, which must then be pro- 

nounced occasionally as a trisyllable, 
+ This same dézrés is also formed from 

omrdw, I roast, consequently for émrnrés, | 
as in Lat. assus for assatus. 
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easily see why the » was preferred to the a, a change not uncommon 
in the Epic language, as in zpooavofrny and the infinitives in -jpevac and 

-jiva. The 3. sing. imperf. midd. dpiro or épnro, having come down 
to us only as a various reading of Zenodotus for éparo, cannot certainly 
with any propriety be admitted into Homer’s text, as long as éparac and 
épaoOa: stand in other passages without a similar various reading. The 

other grammarians call this not an Ionic but a Doric form; which no doubt 
Zenodotus knew as well as they, otherwise he would have written opijv, 

6pi, Kousjro, &c. Whatever it is, we may be sure that it was a reading 

founded on old copies, which Zenodotus was unwilling to erase. To ac- 
count for it we have no occasion to have recourse to the formation in ju. 
We should rather say that the infin. in -éuevac being a sister-form of 
that in -e:y may be supposed to exist in the contracted shape also, and 

as there is no other Epic sister-form for -av and -ciy than that in -fpe- 
va., the natural supposition is that this belongs to the same contraction. 
There are instances enough in the Epic language of 7 used for ee, 
which is still further supported by a remark of Heraclides in Eustath.ad 
Od.'v, 287. p. 735, 15. Basil., that “the Dorians, whose dialect is used 

by the old Attics, said érAnv, eApny, for Exdeev, Eppeev.” At all events 

we must remember that a great portion of the Doric dialect is at the 
same time archaisms, and therefore not surprising in the Epic language. 
And the infin. in -jpevac is proved to be pure Doric by dpiOuhpevar 
in Tim. Locr.—The imperfect generally used by Homer is (always 
without the augment) the 3. sing. act. dpa, midd. dparo, and plur. 

Opoyro. 

[ Homer has used this verb both in a contracted and resolved shape, 
as 69H, dpac, dpa, Spay, dpwy, dpHoa, OpGpat, dparat, dpdoBaL, dpHpevoc, 

3. sing. opt. dpdro, 3. plur. dpyaro, Hom. Epig. 14, 20.; again dpdw, 
épaac, dpowy, dpdwea, 2. plur. opt. dpowre, for dpdorre, dp@re (II. 8, 347.), 
épaacba, &c.— Passow. | 

From the root OII- comes the Ion. perf. (2.) éxwa, never used by 

the Attic prose writers; and thence in the Od. we find the 3. sing. 

pluperf. érwre, in Herodot. drwzee, 1, 68. 5, 92, 6. 7, 208., but at 

3, 37. érwree is a pure perfect: compare éwOee under ”EOw. 
In the compounds éroWouar must be distinguished from ériopopar 

The former is the common fut. of éfop¢v occurring in II. &, 145. Od. n, 

324. ; the latter has the particular sense of ¢o select, choose, ll. 1, 167. 

Od. 3, 294., which égopgy never has. And it is a singular fact that of 
both forms we find an aor. 1. midd. (the simple being never used *), as 

* [Passow speaks of the aor. midd. £d. T. 1271. See Lobeck ad Phryn. 
a dunv being merely a rare form, whence ___p. 734.] 
the 3. plur. opt. &/awro in Herm, Soph. 
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for instance, éroWaro, from égopgy, in Pind. Fr. 58. Boeckh. ; and ém- 
waro, he chose, in an old Attic expression, for which see Piers. ad 

Meer. v. é6pngopor.* 4 
’Opéyw, I stretch out, reach out: fut. dpééw, &c. with accusative. 

Pass. and midd. J desire, with genitive ; e.g. aor. 1. infin. midd. 
dpéEacOa, Xen. Mem. 1, 2, 15., aor. 1. pass. &péxOny, ibid. 16. 

In the poets the midd. occurs also in its proper meaning, J stretch 
myself out, or with roociv, yepai, &e., I stretch out my feet, hands ; in 
which sense is found also the perf. pass. dowpeypau, 3. plur. dpwpéxa- 
rat, Il. x, 834., and 3. plur. pluperf. dpwpéxaro, Il. A, 26. 

"“Opvupet, I raise, excite, put in motion: fut. dpow; aor. 1. dpca, 
part. dpcac, and frequently in Hom. the Ionic aor. dpcacke for apce. 
Midd. dpyvupa, I raise myself, rise up ; imperf. opvipny ; aor. 2. apd- 
pny, or more frequently by syncope (#ppny), 3. sing. apro, imper. 
dpoo, Epic dpaeo (like aetoeo, Aébeo ft), contracted dpaev, Il., 3. sing. 
conj. dpnra:, Od., infin. dpOac§ for dpécOas; part. dppévoc for dpdpevoc: 

for an account of these syncopated forms see éyevro under Tefvopat. 
I know of no authority for the fut. midd. dpcopa, instead of which 

Homer has (from a fut. 2. dpotpac) the 3. sing. dpetrac (IL. v, 140.) ; 
but the various reading dpnrac as aor. 2. conj. may very well be pre- 
ferred to the future. 

With the above are joined two reduplicated forms: 
1. dpwpa, a perf. belonging to the immediate meaning of the middle, 

Lam risen up. Of this form Homer has only the 3. sing. dpwpe, conj. 
dpwpn ; pluperf. dpwpe and apwpe, Il. o, 498. 

2. (&popoy) &poperv, aor. 2. with redupl. according to the analogy of 
‘iipaper, ijxayev, &c.; see note on dyayeiy under “Ayw. Like ijpapey 

it has generally a causative meaning and is therefore the same as the 
aor. 1. ®poa: but like that perfect it has sometimes the immediate 
meaning ; and this was the foundation of an earlier opinion, according 

* The same phrase ought undoubtedly 
to be restored to Plat. Legg. 12. p. 947. c. 
in the following passage, “a hundred 
youths from the Gymnasia obs ay of 
mpoohkovres emidpwvrat,” where the com- 
mon reading is émdyovra, but the best 
manuscript has érépwvra, which is evi- 
dently a corruption of that old Attic and 
unusual form. 

+ [Homer forms his imper, from the verb 
in pt, dpvdG, Spvire, but the rest of the 
res. and the imperf, from dpvdw (---).— 
assow. | 

$ See &fere, p.7., ed0cero under Ada, 
and olce under Dépw. 

§ This perfectly regular form was for a 
long time ejected from II. 3, 474. by &p- 
Oo1, because bp0a was considered to be 
the perfect (see Heyne), the cause of the 
abbreviation being unknown. But Homer 
never uses the perf. dpuc, while he has 
the aor. Gpro, bpoo, dpuevos frequently. 
The true reading dp@a is now restored 
to the text from the most undoubted 
sources. 
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to which &pope was supposed to be a perfect with the quantities trans- 
posed, which idea seemed also supported by II. v, 78. Otrw viv cat 
pol wept dovpare xEipec Garro. Matpoocr, cal por pévoc dpope, vepbe 

dé roooly "Eoovpat. But as the aoristic meaning of this form is 
firmly established by analogy and usage, pope must be understood 
here as well as elsewhere to indicate the moment of his courage being 
first roused, and indeed in this passage #yép0n might have been joined - 

with the pres. and perf. quite as well as dpope. 
Beside the above Homer has from a perf. pass. dpwpeuar the 3. sing. 

épwperac (Od. 7, 377. 524.) and the conj. dépwpnrae (Il. vy, 271.). In 

the Epic language are three similar perfects dckjyepat, aphpepar 
épdpepac: and as from AXQ, jjcayoy came a perf. pass. jjaypat, SO 
from dpnpa and dpwpa were formed aphpyat, dpwpyar, and all three 

were smoothed off into their present shape according to the analogy 
of the formation in éw: thus the conj. dpwpnra is quite as agreeable 
to analogy as kéxrwpar, &e., is from Kéxrnpat. 

Another Homeric form is épéov7o (II. 3, 398. W, 212.), which is not 

quite according to analogy, particularly if supposed to be the same as 
&povro. But according to form it can be only an imperfect ; and if we 
examine the passages more closely we shall see that it belongs to a 
peculiar meaning. It is said of the Greeks, that "Avordyrec dpéovro ke- 
dacbéyrec kara vijac: here dpéovro being joined with the aor. cedao0évrec 

must mean they hastened, rushed ; and the same of the winds, roi 0 

dpéovro Hx Seoreoin vépea krovéovre wapoHev: see Hesych. &c. This 

is never the meaning of éprvvvro, &c. We must therefore suppose a 
separate verb dpéopac* derived from OPQ: and we find the pres. of 
such a verb in the epitaph on Hesiod given by Pausanias (9, 38.) “Ho«d- 
Sov, Tov mEtoroy év “EAAAO: Kddoe dpeirat, which must mean not arises, 

still less will arise, but rushes in every direction, is spread far and wide. 
Lastly, there is a‘ difficult form épovrac in Od. &, 104. éxi o avépec 

éaOXot bpovra, the herdsmen..... over the herds. Here the old Gram- 
marians, as the meaning of the verb is not clear, supposed a separate 
verb épopac with the meaning J take care of ; of which dpovro, at 
Od. y, 471. (where the same phrase recurs) would be imperfect.+ But 
at Il. , 112. we find in the same sense of an overlooker or superin- 
tending servant, éxl 0 dvip éoOd0c dpwpe. I know of no other way to 
reconcile these passages, but to suppose a separate verb dpouac synony- 

* [Passow has given this verb a place keep watch, Od. , 104. Others place the 
in his Lexicon, and supposes it to be syn- _—verb in this passage under OPQ, dpyum; 
onymous with dpyupa. | but neither dpw nor dpoua is ever found 

t [Passow has the following article: in actual usage, and the sense of the pas- 
“Opouat (from ovpos, dpdw), I watch, sage is contrary to it.] 

\ 

— ae I Rl i i 
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mous with dpéopar; then érdpopac will mean, J bestir or busy myself 
about anything: while in the third passage, where the metre would not 
admit of the same form, the pluperf. ézi..... dpwpet was substituted 
for it with the sense of, he had bestirred himself, had risen up (to 
accompany them). Thus in both passages the preposition éxi gives 

of itself the idea of guard or protection. , 

'Opicca, -rrw, Idig: fut. tpvgw, &c. ; perf. (with Attic 

reduplication) ép@pixva; pluperf. dpwpixveiv; perf. pass. 
épwpuyp.cu, Ken. Cyr. 7,5,'7. Mupp. e. g. aor, 1. infin. 
opvEacbes, Herodot. 1, 186. 

In the later writers the reduplication of the perfect was dropped and 
the temporal augment substituted for it, particularly in the pass. pv- 
ypat, of which we may see instances from the time of Polybius in 
Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 33. Whether we ought to suffer dpuxro, 1, 186. 
and @pv«rat, 2, 158. to remain in the text of Herodotus, when we find 

dpwpukro only a few lines afterwards in the former passage, I will not 
venture to decide. ; 

"Ocdpalvou.c:, I smell (something): fut. drdpycopou ; 
aor. Wrdpouyny: see note under Aicbdvouos. [It is joined 
with. accus. in Herodot. 1, 80.; in the later writers as 
félian, Lucian, &c., with genitive. — Passow. ] 

The pres. dogpao0a was also an Attic form, Antiphanes ap. Athen. 
p- 299. e., dogparar, Lucian. Piscat. 48. 

Instead of wcppduny we find, but less frequently, dcdpapny, whence - 
dadpavro, Herodot. 1, 80, 26.; see eidauny under Aipéw and cipduny 
from Eipioxw. The aor. 1. midd. dcdpnoduny came also into use 
among the later writers (Arat. Dios. 223. see Lobeck ad Phryn. p.741.), 
as did also from the regular inflexion other forms, e. g. aor. 1. pass. 
dogparvOjjva, verbal adj. do¢pavréc, &c., and that in Aristotle. 

[This verb was also used as a passive with the meaning of to be 
smelt, but only by the later medical writers, who have likewise the 
active dogpalvw ria ri, I give a person something to smell at, Lobeck 
ad Phryn. p. 468. But the presents, which have been erroneously 

derived from aorists, as do¢pw, doppopar, doppdw, doppéw, and the like, 
are not Greek. — Passow. | 

Ovdopevoc. See “Ov. 
Ovvecbe. See “Ovopa. 

Ovpéw, mingo : imperf. (with syllabic augment) éod- 

A onty fats bn Aeeed, Uflha pte rte wrdrd ORY Y * ts) Spam th. 
“ A ~, reer aa EY See o y od KX ; 
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pouy* ; fut. midd. odproopou 5 ; perf. act. zodpyxa. Beside 
the sah infin. odpeiv, Hes. ¢, '760., the common lan- 

guage used ovpiy, like Sy. t 
Otraw, I wound: fut. ovrhow; aor. 1. ovrnoa; aor. 1. pass. ovriOny. 

The following Epic forms belong to a syncopated aorist with a short 
(like éxray, ra; see Eyyvwy under Ivyvwoxw), as 3. pers. sing. ovrd, 

infin. ovrdpevac and obrdper, part. pass. ovrapevoc. Beside the above 

Homer has the pres. ovraw, with its aor. 1. ovraca, and perf. pass. 

ovracpat ; also the imperf. ovracke and obrhcaoke. 

"Odelaw, I owe, I ought, I must: fut. oderrrjow, &c. 

The aor. 2. @derov is used only as a wish, as wderov 
moryoo, Oh that I had done it! also with ee and ws: so 

DOSAEG . . 2s oy MHEAS. «~~ Oh that thou hadst .... +5 

that he had...., &e. 

There are some Ionic forms of the present which come immediately 
from dgethéw, as dberteovon, dpertedpevoc, Euseb. Philos. ap. Stob. 8. 44. 

p- 309. 
Homer uses 6¢é\Xw sometimes as a separate verb with the sense 

of I increase, enlarge, sometimes as synonymous with dgeihw. t 

The form &deXov, -ec, -e (the 1. and 2. pers. plur. were not in use) 

had no augment either in the Ion. dialect, in the whole range of Greek 
poetry (except what was strictly Attic), or in the later prose, e.g. dde- 
Aor, -ec, -€; and in this form as well as in the other the Epics doubled 

the \ whenever the metre required it, as Peddov, Here, OedAov, &e. 

But Hesiod has in a similar case dg@echov; Myxér’ Ererr’ Sherrov éyw 
méprrout pereivar, €, 172. EvOe poc..... &pereg dovva, Fragm, 

Melamp. ap. Tzetz. ad Lycophr. 682. And there is no doubt that the 
imperfect, however it may have been written, was the true old form of 
this wish, “it was my duty to have been there, I ought to have been 

there.” The common é¢eXoyv arose therefore entirely from a quick pro- 
nunciation of the above formula, and has the appearance only of anaor. 2. 

* This verb, like @0éw and avéoua, 
took the syllabic augment instead of the 
temporal; thus, mpoceovpovy, Demosth. 
ec. Conon. init., éveoupnkdras, Aristoph. 
Lys., _covpet, Lucian. Conviv. 35. Com- 
pare €ouca under Evkw, 

+ Odpiv is joined by the Grammarians 
Gaza and Chrysoloras (see Fisch. 1. p. 
127.) with wewfv and dubjy as an ac- 
knowledged form; we may therefore be 
sure that they had precedents for it from 
the older Grammarians, 

+ That this verb is sometimes written 
in Homer dpeirw (Il. A, 686. 688. 698.), 
and sometimes dpéArw (Il. 7. 200. Od. y, 
367, 3, 332. 462.), is an old mistake na- 
turally’ arising from tradition. Without 
wishing to prove the affinity of the two 
meanings, I have still no doubt of the 
Homeric form for both being dpéAdrw ; 
consequently the three verses in Il, A, 
ought properly to be written the same as 
the others, 
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Of 6¢eddw, I increase, there is in Homer an anomalous 3. sing. opt. 

6pédXrerer, Il. 7, 651. Od. B, 334. If we call this word a present, its 
irregularity will be quite unexampled. But by a closer examination of 
the verse in the former of the two passages we shall see that the sub- 
ject of it is not Hector but Jupiter, who was then in the act of making 
his decision. In this case then the aor. is the proper form, and it is 
the more natural one in the other passage. But the aor. of d¢eAXw 
can be no other than @devda, opt. dpefAerey ; and it is not at all im- 
probable that the Rhapsodists, who had but an obscure feeling of 

analogy, being reminded by this form of the meaning of d¢eidw, might 
have altered it to the clearer but less analogous é@éAXevev.* 

‘Odraicxavw, I am guilty (of a crime), incur (as a 
punishment): fut. odajow; perf. @dayxa; aor. wproy, 
infin. 6A<iv, part. 6>awv, Elmsl. Aristoph. Ach, 689. and 
Eurip. Heracl. 985. 

A pres. gw is nowhere found, and wherever d¢Xor occurs, it pre- 

supposes a juridical decision or something equivalent to have already 
taken place; while dgdtoxdvw}, wpdAicxavoy represents the investiga- 
tion as. still continuing, and in a metaphor borrowed from common 

life describes the situation of one who is constantly exposing himself 
to something unpleasant, as d¢Acockdver yédwra, he incurs laughter, 

makes himself ridiculous, and the like. Bekker was therefore quite 

right in accenting d@d¢iy for dpAerv according to the reading of the 
best manuscripts in Plat. Alcib. I. 35. (p. 121. b.): but with regard 
to dpdwy for 6¢Awv we must not decide too hastily : compare Ilégvwy. 
The aor. |. zpocopAjjoa (Alciphr. 3, 26.) belongs therefore to the later 
forms enumerated in Lobeck’s Parerg. c. 5. 

Among the Ionic resolutions in Herodotus, one of the most re- 

markable is that of the 3. pers. of the imperf. ce for « in three verbs, 
tee, évelyee, Ode, Herodot. 1, 48. 1, 118. 8, 26. See also é#0ee 

under "E6w. 
It is clear that ddor is properly the aor. of d¢etAw according to the 

analogy of iypero and 7\Oov ; and that the other forms for this parti- 

cular meaning were framed after it. 

* Tf all the above suppositions are cor- + Some verbs have a pres. both in -oxw 
rect, it will follow that there was an old and -dvw, as du6Alonw, du6AwKdvw: see 
verb dpédAdw, imperf. Speddrov, aor. 1. aAdocKave under "AAdcKw: but in dpAr- 
pera with a twofold meaning; 1. I oxdyw no other present is in use than 
increase: 2. I owe: of which the former the one thus doubly strengthened by com- 
became obsolete, and the latter took in  bining both terminations. 
the present the form of dpeirw. 

0 3 
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Il. 

Ilaigw, I sport, joke: fut. malEoua: and rosSotpaus ; 

whence the later writers formed an aor. 1. érasSa, perf. 
pass. réraryp.cu, &c.; but in the Ionic and pure Attic 
dialect the aor. 1. is always Zrasoa and the perf. pass. 
rérocpo™*, notwithstanding their similarity to the same 
tenses in 7aiw. : 

[This verb does not occur at all in the Iliad ; but in the Odyssey we 
find (beside the pres. and imperf.) the imperat. aor. raicare, Od. 9, 

251. On the other hand the later writers, as Plutarch, &c., have the 

regular Dor. aor. infin. ratéac; the aor. 1. pass. éraiy@ny ; perf. act. 
néraya, perf. pass. téravypa, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 240.— Passow. ] 

Ilaiw, I strike, is regular. The pass. takes o.—Mupp. 
as aor. 1. éraicaro, Xen. 

The Attics have another fut. za:mow, which is more in use than the 

regular one, Aristoph. Nub. 1125. Lys. 459. 

Tlaaaiw, I wrestle, struggle: fut. raralew; aor. 1. 
erarnnoa, whence 3. sing. opt. raayjce, Herodot. 8, 21. 
where however one manuscript has raaaioeiev. The pass. 
takes o. 

Tlaéarw, I shake, swing: aor. 1. @ryaa, Soph. El. 710. 
Pass. aor. 2. 
Homer has also the aor. 2. act. with the reduplication in the com- 

pound part. dureradwy: and the syncop. aor. 2. midd. rdAro, II. o, 
645. In Callimachus 1. 64. we find the aor. 1. midd. infin. rjAacOat. 

Ildouat, I acquire, occurs only in its aor. 1. éracdpny, infin. ra- 
cac0a; and perf. rérapact, 3. sing. pluperf. zéxaro. This verb was 
used exactly like crdopat, xéxrnuat. The aorist is found only in the 
poets; the perfect and pluperfect in prose also, e. g. in Xenophon. 

The aorist of this verb is sufficiently distinguished from the aorist 
of zaréoua, J eat, (although they are written the same,) by the a of 

the former being long while that of the latter is short. The perfect 
of the latter differs by having the o.f 

* See Me. ¢ Schneider in his Lexicon attempts to 
+ A false reading mérapypyo, as also unite these two verbs, but he does it by 

modvTdupov, is now banished from the etymological art, which ought to have no 
printed text. Compare the subst. ama, influence on grammatical treatment, 
KT] MG. . 
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Ilaccw, Att. rartw, I strew, sprinkle, besprinkle: 
fut. racw (~—); perf. pass. réxacpos.— Mipp. See 
TlAaoow and ‘Appyorrw. 

Some of the forms of this verb are written the same as those of waréopat. 

Ilacyo*, I suffer: fut. reicoucs as the fut. midd. of 
meidw ; perf. 2. wérov$a (from the stem ITLEN@- as seen 
in the subst. révoc) ; aor. 2. 2ra$ov. Verbal adj. rabyros. t 

Beside the above, we find the following old sister-forms ; in Od. p, 
555. a fem. perf. part. weraOvia, which supposes a perf. rérnOa ac- 
cording to the analogy of dpapvia and others under ’Apapécxw : and in 
Aischyl. Agam. 1635. in the Iambics the aor. 1. part. joa¢ (from an 

aor. trnoa). The fut. ryoopac is uncertain. t 

We find also in Homer a syncopated perf. réroo6e for rexdvOare, 
like éyphyop8e for ‘éypnydpare, by an imitation of the passive termi- 
nation: that is to say, as soon as in rexdy@0are the 0 preceded the r, it 
was changed to o (as iduev, tore) and the v was dropped, making 7é- 
moore; a transition was then made to a passive form rérooe. 

Ilaracocw, I strike, is regular: it was used by the 
Attics in the active voice only. See Tajocw. 

Ilaréw, I tread, is regular. The pres. pass. accidentally coincides 
with the following verb. 

Ilaréopat, I taste, eat, an Ion. depon. midd. : aor. 1. étacdpny, infin. 

racacOa; perf. réracpaz. That these forms belong to each other is 
proved by the identity of usage (e.g. Herodot. 1, 73. and 2, 47. 
éxdoavro and raréovra roy Kpe@y), as well as by the exact analogy 

of dareiobar, dadcacba. 

IIavw, I cause to cease, stop: fut. radow; aor. 1. 
travoa, &c.: there are no traces of a perfect. Midd. 
ravopo, I cease: fut. reratoouar§; perf. pass. réravpo, 
I have ceased, i.e. I no longer continue to do so; aor. 1. 
midd, éraveapyy; aor. 1. pass. éravdyy and éradobyy|l ; 

* Doederlein has a very good remark, ¢ It occurs here and there as a various 
that while from IIA@- is formed md-cxw _ reading, e. g. in Herodot. 9, 37. Xen. Cyr. 
by affixing the termination -cxw, the 7,3,10. See also Schweig. Ind. to Polyb. 
aspiration of the @, which disappears, is § [The regular fut. midd. is ratooua, 
thrown on the «, making mdéoxw, but the purer Attic writers prefer werat- 

+ The fut. ma@fow, which is quoted coum, Soph. Ant. 91, Piers. ad Meer. P- 
by the old Grammarians, rests on a false © 293.— Passow.] _ ; 
separation of ebmabhow, || [There is said to have been also an 

0 4 
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the former, Ionic and perhaps old Attic, is found in Hes. 
3, 533. Herodot. 1, 130.;. while the latter is preferred 
by Thucydides and the Attics who followed him.* 

The imperat. act. rate is very commonly used in the immediate 
sense for ravov: and there is one instance mentioned of the aor. 

éxavoa in this same sense, viz. Od. 6, 659. Mvnorijpec 0 dpvdie «ab- 

woay Kal ravoay aé0X\wy, but the excellent Cod. Vindob. 56. has My n- 

orfjpac, according to which the subject of the verb is the two chief 
suitors mentioned inthe verse before. By this emendation the connexion 
of the whole sentence becomes so much more natural, that it helps to 
prove the truth of the reading. Compare also the Ambrosian Scholium. 

IIzi6w, I persuade: fut. relow ; aor. 1. erica t ; perf. 
méreina, Pass. reifouos, I am persuaded, I believe, obey: 
fut. midd. reicouos; perf. pass. réreiopas, I have been 
convinced, therefore I believe firmly: aor. 1. éxeicOyy: to 
which we may add the perf. 2. xéroi$a, generally with the 
intransitive sense, J trust. ; 

In Il. B, 341. 6, 159. we find a syncop. 1. plur. pluperf. érériOpev 
for éxerifeywev. In this form, as in éxéxpaypev from Kpaw, eidhdov- 

Ouev from éX\jAvOa under "Epxoua, and several others, every thing be- 

tween the root and the termination is: dropped: and as some of these 
perfects (kéxpaya, wérou0a, &e.) have the force of a pres., they have 
also an imperative ending in’ @, xéxpayO, téreroO., Aschyl. Eum. 
602., in which latter the diphthong of the root is retained. 

Poetry has also (see.the Indexes of Aristoph. and Eurip.) the 

aor. 2. act.éx.Oov, iOwy, for Erevoa, &c., and an aor. 2. midd. érOduny, 

wiBov, riOécba, for éreicOnv, &c. The Epic language never uses the 
act. aor. without the redupl. réridov, rériOe, reriBoyu, &e.; but in 

the midd. it has the usual wi6éc0a. The reduplicated form of the 
midd. (at least in the only passage where it occurs) belongs as to 
meaning to réroia, e. g. rexiOou Ep adrod Supe, Il. x, 204.; as does 

the act. reriOoy, Pind. Isth. 4, 122.t 

From this aor. 2. arose again other active forms, as fut. reriOjow, and 
rihow, aor. 1. é/Onoa, and part. ri0joac; but with this difference, 

aor. érdnv, Choeroboseus A B.3. p. 1324. + [Of this tense Homer has only the 
— Passow.] opt. meloee, Od. &. 123. — Passow. | 

* Tt must be observed, however, that $ Boeckh says the same of the simple 
even in Thucydides (2, 77.5,91.100.) the aor. part. méév, Pyth. 3, 28. (50.), but 
reading mwav6jvat has been restored from _I cannot subscribe to his opinion. 
the best manuscripts. 
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that wer:Ojow has the meaning of to persuade, but riOnow, riOijoa, the 

intransitive sense of re(Oopac and zéro.0a, to obey or follow ; to trust to. 
Such is the distinction which must be observed if we follow our pre- 

sent Homeric text. But here our attention is at once arrested by the 
circumstance, that according to this rule rerouWwc and miOnoac would 

be used in many passages indifferently, without distinction of sense or 

metre. Now it should be observed, that zero:Owec, of which the esta- 

blished meaning has always been, trusting to, relying on, fretus, never 

occurs in any other sense; as vyvai, Navic, xelpecar, aXxi, Todwkelyar, 

mevo0we, &c.: while we cannot but feel, that in opposition to these 

the following two passages, gpeol Aevyahénor wiOnoac, Il. o, 119., and 

avadeings mOnoac, Hes. &, 357., express a very different idea, viz. 

obeying or yielding to; which sense the future of the same verb has also 
in the only passage where any part of it occurs beside the participle ; 
e. g. riOnoere, thou wilt obey, Od. ¢, 369. In the same way when at Il. 

6, 398. Tydeus, having slain all the Thebans (who lay in wait for him), 

excepting Meon, spares him alone, Sear repdeoor riOxjoac, it is quite 
clear that he does it ‘in obedience to the signs of the gods.” When, 
however, at £, 183., Bellerophon attacks and kills the terrible Chimera, 

and the same expression is used, Se@v repdecot riOnoac, the word can 
mean nothing more than trusting to, confiding in. But we find in the 

same sense at Il. , 256. speaking of the Trojans attacking the Grecian 
walls, Totrep 5) (i. e. of Jupiter,) reptecot rerorOdrec¢: which pas- 
sage alone makes it very probable that zerouJw¢ was also the original 

reading in the other, viz. 2,183. And this supposition is strengthened 

by Il. v, 369..Od. o, 315. where our text reads riOncac in the same 
sense of trusting to, but the manuscripts actually have the various 
reading wero. It is therefore very probable that through the 
affinity of the two readings, and the similarity of the expressions, both 
verbs were very early confounded together; and that wemo.Owc was also 
the original reading in Il. A, 235. p, 48. x, 107., and Hes. «, 669. 

etxw, I shear, comb; fut. ré&w, &c. Compare the Jon. dééw from 

deixvupu.— Mvp. In the Attic language the pres. rexréw was in use. * 
‘ ‘ 

* As the verb occurs but seldom, (in 
the former sense «efpe is more usual, in 
the latter wrevicew, ftatvev,). little can 
be said with any certainty on the use of 
its forms. Whether rék@ is ever found 
I know not, Stephens has wexduevov 

Theocr. 5, 98. Etym. M. vv. mécxos and 
meixw (p. 667, 40.), Etym. Gud. v. relkw 
(p. 456.). Aristophanes has wexreiv and 
mektovmevov: but whether méxrew or 
mexreiv is doubtful. In Pollux 7. ¢. 33, 
1. we find méerew as a pres. of mééato, 

dépua, but without giving the passage 
from which he has taken it. The Epics 
have melkw, méfw, &c.; and this is the 
only formation which occurs. That the 
old Grammarians also considered meixw 
as the pres. of wéfw, is clear from Schol. 

but through a misunderstanding the text 
of our editions has méxew. See Junger- 
mann’s note, Thus we see that the simple 
stem méxw was strengthened by the At- 
tics to wéxrw, which again was changed 
to mekT@, like plrtw to pirra@, 
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Ilevaw, Ihunger: fut. revyjow, &c. This verb, like 

dnbaw, Saw, &c., has both in the Attic and common dialect 
an 7, as infin. rey, debyv, &c. We find also Sys, OH, eon, 

mews, xpiyrou, divyre, so that in these forms the indic. 

and conj. are the same. | 
Ilepaw, I try, is regular, with a long, Ion. 7, in th 

inflexion. The passive as a deponent, with fut. middle, 
has the same sense ; but it means also to experience. 

The Epics use the aor. of the midd. as well as of the pass. in the 

‘sense of a deponent. The same poets have a form repalw with a 
frequentative meaning, to try, to prove, which again became common 

in the language of the later writers, while the Attics always used 
ewagy only. The passive with the ¢ belongs entirely to this later we¢pa- 
fw. The form wemreipayrac may come also from wepaivw. See Mepaw. 

Ilékw, wexréw. See Ieixw. 

Il<aaSw, I approach, is regular. The Attic fut. rerdy 

occurs sometimes in the poets. 
In the older language this verb has the causative meaning to bring 

near, carry or place near; whence the pass. reAaZopan, Ered aoOny takes 

the immediate sense, which the active has in the common language. 
Homer has we dw in the older meaning only, succeeding poets in both. 

The sister-form 7eA\dw* occurs as a present in Hymn. Bacch. 44. 
The poetical aor. étA d4Onv used by the Attics, and the 

verbal adj. dzAaroc which comes from it, and is found both in the 
Attics and the Epic poets, aresupposed to be formed by syncope: but the 
a is always long; whence it is clear that this is rather a transposition 
of sounds together with a contraction, like xéxpaxa from xepaw, ré- 
mpaxa from wepaw, &c. And in the same way we must explain in 

the Epics, 1. the perf. pass. rérAnpas werAnpévoc, Od. p, 108., and 
9. the aor. ry pny, wAijro+ ; that is to say, as syncopated forms from 
mevéhapat, éredapny, like éeranv under Kreivw. Here therefore a 

contraction takes place, as it does in the similar case of xéxpaxa (under 
Kepavvvpe), lon. into », Att.in a.{ We find also frequently érAdoOny, 
but this is indisputably through the common fault of corrupting the 0 

mTedaGY. 

* Wherever we find in the common contraction should take place in both dia- 
language a verb in -d¢{w, which is not 
admissible in the hexameter, the Epics 
generally use a sister-form in -dw. 

+ This aor. must not be confounded 
with érAjuny under TiwrAnu. 

t According to general analogy, this 

lects in; for the a in Kéxpaxa arises 
from the influence of the p. Perhaps, 
therefore, the Atticism in this verb was 
only to avoid a similarity with mAn@w, 
particularly in Ad@» mentioned at the 
top of the next page. 
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of the aor. 1. pass. into 68; for it cannot be supposed that beside 
érhaOny and éredaoOny a third form not required by any metre could 
have been also in use. See Brunck on Eurip. Hec. 880. 

The Tragedians have also a sister-form reAd0w, by adding -6w to 
the vowel of the stem or root, and this they again contract in the 
present (as in the last paragraph) into 7A 4@w with long a. 

A pres. th aw (for redaZw) is also supposed, on account of zpocé- 

mrage, Od. r, 583., and the particip. tpoorAdZoy, Il. pw, 285. And the 

Epic language furnishes sufficient grounds arising from metrical diffi- 

culty, to account for the syncope in these forms. But there are other 
points to be considered : particularly that these two would then be the 
only Homeric passages among a very large number, in which the active 
voice would have the later immediate meaning of to approach. Besides 
in these two passages the water and the waves are the subject, and the 

case is the same in a third passage, II. ¢, 269., where the wave that is 
approaching Achilles rXaZ’ dove kabvrepOev. Hence some of the com- 
mentators understand this last also to be for wé\aZe, although here the 

context makes it far less probable. In addition to this we must observe 
that the common 7AdZw, -dyéw occurs very frequently in Homer, and is 
used also of waves, in as much as they beat and drive ships from their 
course. It is therefore pretty certain that t\afw is the proper ex- 
pression for the beating of the waves, and was used intransitively as 
well as transitively, in as much as an object is met and moved by them, 

consequently moved from its place, or beaten and driven away ; whence 
therefore the common metaphorical sense of rAaZecOa, to wander about. 

Another Epic sister-form is made by changing -aw into -vdw, -ynput, 
and the « of the root into 4 as rehdw, widvnpu, Tidvapac: see Kipynpe 

from xepaw in note under Kepavvupr. 
Tlé\w and more frequently 7éAopar, J am, an old verb which remained 

in use among the Dorics (ede, 7éXy, Fragm. Pythag. Gale, p. 749. 
750.) and the poets. It has only pres, and imperf., which latter, when 
it retains the augment, suffers syncope; e. g. 3. sing. imperf. act. gre ; 
2. sing. imperf. midd. ér\eo, contr. érhev; 3. sing. ?rAero.* And here 
we find this peculiarity, that the imperfect passive has very commonly 
the meaning of the present, as Il. a, 418. 2, 434. 

To the gbove verb belong the Epic participles érurAdpuevoc, wepurdd- 

pevoct, in what appears to be the original meaning, J am employed 
about, prevail amongst, versor, and with the same syncope: as in Od. 
v, 60. (old age and death,) éx’ avOpmrovoe wéhovrac (éreméovrar), pre- 

* [Homer has also a 2. sing, imperf. + Euphorion indeed (ap. Tzetz. ad Ly- 
midd. weAéoxeo, Il. x, 433. and in Hes. cophr. 494.) has the simple mAduevos. 
Fr. 22, 4. is the 3. sing, meAéoxero, — 
Passow.] 
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vail among men, frequentant, versantur ; in which sense Homer else- 

where uses twAéopar, ErixwAéopat, which is therefore the only instance 
of the termination -éw having the change of vowel to w. 

IIéuxrw, I send: fut. répw; aor. 1. éreuba; perf. 
wérop.da.* In the passive Pindar and Herodotus have 
the aor. 1. part. weuc$eic, and Photius the part. perf. we- 
weppevoc. ‘The other tenses are generally supplied by 
OMOTTEAAW. 

IIENO-. See Hacxw. 

Tlévou.c1, Tam poor: in Hom. J labour, and transit. I 
prepare by labour, daira, &c. It is used only in pres. and 

. imperf. 

Ilexapeiy or Weropeiv—and Iérpwpa. See Iopeir. 
Iléroo8e. See Mdacyw. 
Tlérpwopa, &e. See Iopeir. 

Tlérrw. See Méoow. 

IIepaw, I go over, pass over or through: fut. Tepacw, 

Ion. repyow ; aor. 1. érépaoa, Ion. éxépyoa. This verb is 

regular, with a long, Ion. 7. 

Different from the above is an inflexion with a short, repacw, éé- 
paoa, and in the sense of fo sell ; but found only in the Epic poets, and 
without any trace of a present with the same meaning having been in 
use ; for rea, infin. rep¢y is in this sense a future. Hence comes the 
verb in common use ztutpdoxw with the subst. rpaovc. For further 
particulars we refer to that verb, only remarking here that the original 
identity of the two is undoubted. That is to say, the common meaning 
of zepay is to go over, and it governs as a transitive the accusative of 

the space to be passed, as repay riv Sadacoay; but it may also be 
taken causatively, to carry over + ; whence arose the meaning of éo sell, 
i. e. to carry over the sea or into another country for sale. And usage 
separated the formation, so that zepadow and its derivatives meant only 
to sell, while repacw, rephow retained only the sense of to pass over, 
with the single exeeption of zerepnuévoc in Homer, for which see 

Tlirpackw. 

* Like KéxAopa from KAértw, and proper sense ; for in the Hymn. Merc. 
Térpopa from tpémw; see note under 133. (see Hermann) the reading is not 
KAérro. sure; and epgy dda, Eurip. Hee. 53. 

+ I have not yet found any certain _ is like Batvew wd5a, for which see Balyw. 
instances of this meaning in its strict and 
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With these verbs we must compare a third, tepaivw, from répac, | 

an end, (consequently with the meaning of to complete,) which is 
regular and takes a long in the aor., érépava, Ion. érépnva. Perf. pass. 

rerépacpa, 3. sing. rerepayra, and on account of the metre reipaivw, 

mereipavra, Od. p, 37. Soph. Trach. 581.* 

Ilépdw, more generally répdou.01, pedo: aor. 2. sa, 
fut. rapdjoopos; perf. réropda. 

In Aristoph. Vesp. 394. azorapde is accented falsely. It must be 
amordpow as aor. 2. conj.; for this conjunctive, after the particles ov 
ph, has the force of a future, even when it is joined in a sentence with 

real futures. 
Tlép0w, I lay waste ¢ fut. répow ; aor. 1. erepoa ; aor. 2. eapabort 5 

infin. rpaOciy, poet. tpabéecv. Homer has also a fut. pass. répcopar, 
Il. w, 729., and a syncopated aor. (but only in the infin.) rép0a:, which 

is to be explained by érép0unyv, infin. rép6-Oq:, and dropping the 0 
mépOat, like déy@ar. The perf. act. rérop6a is post-Homeric. 
Tleceiv. See Iinrw. 

Ilécow, wértw, I cook: fut. raw, &c.; perf. pass. 
réreppot, infin. rexépdos. The pres. rérrw which cor- 

responds with this formation, is found in the later writers. 

That ILEII- is the simple stem or root is clear from some of the 
derivatives, as rérwy, aprordézoc: and the change from z to oo or rr 
is found also in évicow for évizrw: compare ¢dcca the fem. of gay, 

&c., as well as Koen. ad Greg. Aiol. 42., and Buttm. Lexilog. p. 126. 

Ileravyups, or reravviw, I spread wide, open: fut. ze- 
rac (é); aor. 1. érétdoa, Ep. réracca, &c. Perf. pass. 

by syncope rérrdou ; but aor. 1. pass. éreraobyy. 

The Att. fut. weré, &c., was generally preferred to werdow: see 
Thom. Mag. p. 61. and Meineke Menand. Incert. 190. The later 
writers took the liberty of using this form or the simple theme as a 
present, ¢. g. dvareréoa (for avarerayvica, Lucian. de Calumn. 21. 
The perf. pass. weréraopac occurs in its compound éxreréraora: in an 

oracle of Herodot. 1, 62., and in dvameréracra:, Lucian. Somn. 29. 

Out of the Attic dialect this verb was very naturally confounded with 
the following one, which is so nearly akin to it: see, for instance, 
éreraoOnv under that verb; Parmenides (Fragm. v. 18.) had a part. 

* [Hermann doubts the admissibility + In this aor. as in &pakoy from déprw, 
of this Epic form in an Attic poet, and the natural length of the middle syllable 
prefers reading wemelpara:, — Passow.] is removed by transposing the letters, 
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aor. dvarrdpevoc in an active sense, having opened ; and Zenodotus 

read at Il. a, 351. yeipac dvarrae. f 

For the form zirynp, mirvdw, see cepaw in note under Kepayvupe, 

and the end of the article on IleddZw. Schneider in his Lexicon 

quotes the following authorities for it; viz. rirva for éxirva, imperf. 
of zirvdw, Il. $,'7., tervdc, part. pres. of rirynut, Od. dr, 392., rirvay 3. 

plur. for éxirvnoay, Pind. Nem. 5,20. In Hes. Scut. 291. the reading 

of éxirvoy from zirvw is doubtful, and Gaisford reads érrdor. 

Schneider improperly confounds this verb with qirvéw, mirveiv, a 
sister-form of zirrw: see the latter. 

Tléropou, I fly, depon. midd.: fut. rerycoucsr, Hom. 

and Aristoph. Pac. '77. 1126., but in Attic prose generally 
rrjcowos; Syncop. aor, 2. érrouyy, infin. rréobas. * 
Jn addition to the above, which according to the Atti- 
cists are the only legitimate forms in Attic prose, we find 
also frequently a pres. frrapos with the aor. 1. érrapyy, 
infin. sraoc$as ; and in an active form the aor. 2rryy, infin. 
rivet, part. rras. 

See Lobeck ad Phryn. -p. 325. Lucian. Lexiph. extr. By these 
and other testimonies the pres. i77apaz, which is the common one in 

use among the later writers, becomes very suspicious as a form of the 
older language, although still found in some passages without any 
various reading: see Porson ad Medeam. 1. Lobeck ad Phryn. 1. ¢.+ 
The aor. x7 anv in the Ionic writers and old poets is unobjection- 
able and of frequent occurrence: see Porson on the passages quoted, 
and Hermann on Soph. Aj. 275.{: but in the prose of the older time 
it is very doubtful, as in many passages where it is the common read- 
ing, the manuscripts have xréo0at, tropevoc, &c. The form éxrny is 

old and genuine in the poets, although not so frequent; but in the 
later language it is very common. . 

Beside the above we find wérapar and rerdopaxr used in the later 
prose; in which they are free from all suspicion, as even the pass. aor. 

* [Passow adds the perf. act. rémrnka : 
on which see however the end of this 
article. ] 

+ Porson did not venture to reject the 
imperfect which occurs in Euripides, al- 
though he remarks that in both the pas- 
sages where it is found (Iph. A. 1608. and 
Fragm. Polyidi 1.) the aorist would be 
more accurate. Doubtless he was deterred 
by the somewhat bold alteration of dé- 

mraro for &pimrraro in the former of the 
two passages. But as Lucian will not 
once allow the form fmrato to be perot- 
xucdév, this emendation does not appear to 
me too bold. 

¢ Hermann’s opinion on Soph. Cd. T. 
17., that rréoOa: is an imperf., still wants 

* the necessary proofs: in the passage it- 
self the sense of the imperfect is by no 
means decisive. 
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éreraoOny (for éxréuny), notwithstanding its identity with the aor. 
pass. of rerévyvpu, occurs in it, e.g. Aristot. H. A. 9, 40. (9, 27, 5. 
Schneid.) and in Lucian. Rhet. Precept. 6. For the form xérapa: there 

~ is’older authority in the poets; for wérara: is found not only in 
Pindar, but also in the chorus and the anapeests of the dramatic poets* ; 

and Anacreon has the infin. réracOa and the 2. sing. réraccau.t 
Lastly come the forms with the change of vowel to o or w according 

to the analogy of ¢épw and gopéw, rpéuw and rpopéw, or orpépw and 

orpwgaw, Tpéxw and rpwxdaw, and others mentioned under Aguw; in 
which however it must be observed that this is the only verb with the 
formation in -aw which changes the vowel to o: for the principal form, 
used also by the Attic poets, is ror dopa: (worarat, ror@yrac), which in 
the Epics takes the formation in -éw, but only in a resolved shape, as 
mworéovrac; and when the metre requires, it has an w in the stem or root, 

as twr@vro. Of the further formation of this verb we find the Doric 

forms wrexdérapat, Eurip. Hippol.. 564., and érora6ny, Aristoph. Av. 
1338. Aristophanes has however the perfect rexdrnpat, not only in the 
Anapests (Nub. 319.), but also in the Iambies (Av. 1445.) ; whence 
Bekker’s opinion is very probable that this was the usual perfect of 7é- 
rowa in the Attic dialect: for I know of no authority for the active 
méxrnxat beyond grammatical tradition. If this supposition be cor- 
rect, the Attic prose usage of the above verb will be as follows: 

Iléropat, rrhoopat, érrouny, wer drnpar. 

TIET-. See Iizrw. 

TlevOoua. See vvOdvopac. 

Ilépvoy, érepvov, I slew ; the reduplicated and at the same time syn- 

copated aorist of PDENQ (whence ¢évoc), like éxexAépny from Kédopae. 

The participle is accented contrary to analogy régywy (Il. 7, 827. p, 
539.), and this is expressly mentioned by the Grammarians as a pecu- 
liarity ; see Etym. Mag. vv. Erepvov, Baroy, éwv.§ Of the aoristic 

* e.g. in Eurip. Ion. 90. and Aristoph. 
Ay. 573, 574. where Brunck, contrar 
to all ghe manuscripts, reads as Attic 7é- 
TETAL, 

+ Whatever may be our opinion of the 
odes of Anacreon, the 9th is clearly of too 
ure a period for us to endure such a bar- 
arism as metasat. Compare épacoa 

from €papai, and dvocco from bvouat. 
¢ The -perfects mémrraua, mémrnka, 

nénxtwka, TemTnws (see Terdvyyju, TMé- 
Towa, Tiimrw, and Tirhoow), formed from 
verbs coming from the root MIETQ, are 
to be explained by syncope as for wemé- 

Tauat, &c. These perfects, like xé«ern- 
fot and uéuynua, are exceptions to the 
general rule of verbs, beginning with two 
consonants, and forming their perfect with 
¢ instead of the reduplication. See note 
under Krdouat, 

§ I see clearly however that we cannot 
build much on this grammatical tradition, 
It is possible that the aoristic force of this 
participle, which is not evident at first 
sight even in the passages where it occurs, 
was not observed until its accentuation as 
a present had become firmly established. 
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meaning in all the Homeric forms belonging to éregvoy there can be 
no doubt; and the supposition of a pres. 7é¢vw, as shown also by the 
analogy of éxéxAero and éréppadoy, is perfectly untenable. * 

With this we must join the perf. pass. régapar, of which Homer has 
the 3. sing. tépara:, 3 plur. répayrar, infin. redacOa, and the 3. fut. 

(paulo-post fut.) rephoopar, wephoea, Il. v, 289. 0, 140. Od. x, 217. 

This wégapae bears exactly the same relation to the root ®EN- as ré- _ 
rapa: does to TEN- in reivw; while re@hoopua is formed from mrépapar 

like dedfoopar from dédenar, Aehdcouar from AéAvpar. The same future 
form comes also from the root ®A- in gaivw; and Lycophron has 

allowed himself to use, in the sense of hélled, the perf. part. repacpé- 

yoc, which belongs also to gaivw and gnpi. 

Tljyvopu and ryyviw, J fix: and in the later writers r7jo- 
cw, Att. rirrw; fut. r7Ewt; aor. 1. 2ry§a; aor. 1. pass. 

2xnx4yv ; but more generally aor. 2. érayny (a); aor. 1. 

midd. éryEauny: the perf. 2. rérnya has the sense of the 
pass. ryyvupos, Tam fixed, I stick firmt; pluperf. érery- 
yew: an aor. 2. midd. exnyéuyy occurs in AXsop. Fab. 146. 

Ern.— Mipp. 
IIyiew, L leap: fut. midd. rydjoopou. 

[liéfw, I press: fut. rigow; aor. 1. éxizoa, Herodot. 9, 

63. ; aor. 1. pass. érséobyy, infin. rieo$%va1, but in Hippoer. 

mieyOyjvos; perf. pass. merieo po, but in Hippocr. memleypol, 

infin, weriéy$as. ‘This verb therefore, like aprafw, railw, 

and others, partakes of two formations, the one with a 

lingual as its characteristic letter, the other with a pa- 

latic. 

There are some traces of a sister-form weléw, as we find in Homer 

wéCevy 3. plur. imperf. for ériefov, in Herodotus meevpevoc, and in 

Plut. Thes. 6. reeZotvroc. 

Tlipwanpys, J fill, infin. rymrdves, follows fornps in its 

pres. and imperf., imitating it even in the admission or 

rejection of the forms in -aw: fut. rayjow; aor. 1. Zrayoa; 

* [The earliest occurrence of the pres. + See “Ayvum, “Aka. 
mépyw seems to be in Oppian. Hal. 2, ¢ See aya under “Ayrum. 
133.— Passow.] 
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aor. 1. midd. érayoduyy; perf. pass. réranopas; aor. 1. 
pass. eranodyy. 
_ In the compounds of this and the following verb zip- 
mpnps, Whenever a » precedes the first +, it is dropped 

before the second, as éurimanfi, Il. }, 311.; but resumed 
when the augment intervenes, as éver/umaracay. — 

The poets observe or disregard the above rule according to the 
metre ; but the deviations from it which occur in prose, at least in the 

older writers, may be ascribed to the negligence of transcribers. See 

Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 95. 
The syncopated pass. aor. érAnpny, imper. wAfjoo, opt. retuny (like 

Przipny), &c., is one of the few aorists of this kind which are found 

also in Attic prose; e.g. in Aristoph. guwAnpevoc, éumdciuny.* In this 
last the diphthong of the optative « is remarkable, as the formation 
ryithavat, tiutrapat, &c., supposes a stem or root ITAA-. But in the 
same way py, which comes from xpdw, has in the opt. ypein.f The 

supposition most agreeable to analogy is, that IIAAQ was changed after 

the Iono-Doric manner to ITAEQ, whence therefore the Lat. pleo, 
To this we must add the Hesiodic (9, 880.) riyurAetoa for -Goar; for 

as in the Epic Ionicism, unlike to the later, aov in those verbal forms 
is changed to ev, the above participle supposes a present tyuméw. 

The immediate sense to be full belongs to tX7Aw. This verb, 
beside the pres. and imperf., has no other tense than the perf. rérAnOa 

synonymous with the present, Pherecr. in Lex. Seguer. 6. p. 330, 23. 
Antim. Theb. Fr. 12. Arat. 774. 

* An aor. 2. act. of this form, @rAnv decision of the old Grammarians, and de- 
like orny, appears also in the later lan- claring myself in favour of the former, I 
guage, but contrary to general analogy it 
has the same causative sense as 7iu- 
TAnut, nrnoa ; if indeed the reading avé- 
mAnuev in Alciphron 3, 46, be genuine. 

+ We have shown in the note on Bacio 
under BaéAAw, that there are no grounds 
in the analogy of this optative for anything 
but the pure diphthong a or «. I cannot 
therefore adopt wAzjunyv as proposed by 
Dawes, although in Aristoph. Ach. 236. 
the reading éumAjunv is supported by 
the Cod. Rav. instead of the common éu- 
mAelunv ; and in Lysistr. 235., where 
the opt. is required, the emendation first 

suggested by the common corrupted read- 
ing ¢umAhen is that judiciously adopted 
by Dawes, éumAj@ 7. In this case then, 
as in BAéio, BAfjo, 1 recognise a twofold 

would leave the old reading untouched in 
the passage of Ach, 236., but in Lys, 235. 
I would complete the emendation by read- 
ing €umArci? 4 Kvruk. 

$ This 7A7@w is very commonly sup- 
posed to be the radical form, principally 
on account of éwAfaOny ; but the suppo- 
sition is erroneous, as we may learn from 
comparing it with éxphaoOny and others. 
We should much rather say that A%- 
Ow and mph@w may be quite as well de- 
duced immediately from a radical form in 
-dw, as of0w and vf@w are from similar 
forms in -dw and -é#. For the actual 
usage of the pres. 7A7@w in the causative 
sense of miwmrAnut we have but a bad au- 

thority in Pseudo-Phocyl. 154. On the 
other hand we find a striking instance of 
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Tliprpyps, I burn (transit.), infin. rizarpeves, follows 

in the common language the analogy of rizwayps im every 
part of its formation, even to the dropping or retaining of 
the » before the z. 

Photius in Lex. v. céowrat quotes as one of the older Atticisms 

TET PN [LE VOC. 

The shortening of éxpnce to éxpece in Hes. $, 856. is remarkable. 
Compare the forms under II/uzAnu which lead to a formation in -éw.* 

In this verb the form zp70w is synonymous with ziprpnut, but 
found only in II. +, 589. évérpnOor. 

Ilivw, I drink : fut. lopos (like ops); aor. 2. eartov, 
infin. wieiv, &c., imper. rie (Od. 1, 347. Eurip. Cycl. 560.) 
solely poetical, the common term being wi%: (like «ato, 
P61, yu, &c.), Athen. 10. p. 446. B. The other tenses 

come from the root [10-, with variable quantity, as perf. 
réxwxat ; perf. pass. rérouou; aor. 1. pass. érddyy ; verbal 
adj. words, woréoc, whence the Lat. poto. 

The Ion. particip. rivedpevoc (like wueZedpevoc) for rivdpevoc, is 

found in Hippocr. de A. A. L. 22. 
A future in the shape of the fut. 2. rvodpar is of frequent occurrence 

from the time of Aristotle. We find indeed meioe in Xen. Symp. 
4, 7. but probably the old reading wieo0e ought to be restored : see also 

Schweigh. Athen. 5. p. 497. Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 31.—The « in zio- 

plac is long in Aristophanes, e. g. Equ. 1289. 1401. but in the other 
comedians it is short: see Athen. 10. p.446. e. 11. 783. e. (p. 221. 
Schweigh.) p. 471. a. 13. p.570. d.—A solitary instance of éopa 
(with « long) as a present for zivw is found in Pind. Ol. 6, 147. 

The syncop. infin. xiv or weiy, accented also wiv, reiv, occurs in 

Lucill. Epig. 28, 3. Meineke Euphor. Fr. 105. See Mus. Antiqu. 
Stud. p. 247. sqq. Herodian. Hermanni, § 47. 

the aor. aromAjjoau in a neuter sense in 
Herodot. 8, 96. ore aromAjou Tov 
xpnopudv : for nothing but a very impro- 
bable degree of violence can supply a 
subject to the verb, so as to give it the 
sense of to fulfil. So decisive however is 
the usage of the same aorist in its com- 
mon sense in all the other passages of He- 
rodotus (see Schweigh. Lex. Herod. for 
the simple verb and all its compounds), 
that this reading cannot but be looked on 

with the greatest suspicion. And may 
not the syncop. aor. mAjc@a, which we 
have seen abovelin the Attic usage, have 
belonged to Ionic prose also ? 

* The various reading éummpefs in 
Herodot. 8, 159. deserves also in this 
respect our attention. It may be an an- 
cient form and grounded perhaps on some 
old uncertainty in the actual usage. Com- 
pare 'npdw. 

+ Compare Béoecbe under Bidw. 
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ILiricxw, I give to drink: fut. ricw (Pind. Isthm. 6, 
108. with s long); aor. 1. rica. Compare Meso and 
Mebicxe. 

Ilixpacxw, I sell, lon. rimpjoxw, Herodot. It has in 
the common language neither fut. nor aor, active: the 
other forms are, perf. rérpdxa ; perf. pass. rérpapcu, infin, 
mempaobas; aor. 1. pass. erpadyy (x), lon. érpybyv, Herodot. 
Tn all these forms the Ionics changed the long « to %. 

In the common language the defective tenses were made up by azo- 
ddoopar, aredéunyv. The forms properly belonging to this verb are, in 

the old and Epic language, fut. repdow (with a short), Att. repé, 

infin. repay, repaay; aor. érépaca; of which the pres. wepdw, as 

we have seen above, is nowhere found with this meaning, but occurs 
only in the cognate sense of to go over, in which however it is in- 
flected with -dow, Ion. -jow. The above réxpaxa with the other 

forms came from the formation repiow (weréptixa) by the same meta- 
thesis which we have frequently seen, for instance in xepdvvupu, 
Keptiow, (xexéptixa) kéxpaxa, Lon. xéxpnka. 

The Homeric rerepnpévoc, Il. $, 58., formed from repdw, -now, and 

referring to érépaccey at v.40., would therefore be a particular devia- 
tion from the above; according to which it would stand for weze- 
papévoc with the a lengthened on account of the metre: but this me- 
trical necessity was much more likely to have suggested, according to 
the above analogy, and with the Ionic n, the form rerpnpévoc ; which 

without doubt is the true reading of the passage.* 
The pres. rurpyoxw does not occur in the Epic language, but in its 

stead is found wépynue (Compare dapvdw, daprnpu, under Aéuw). In 

the old language, therefore, the following is the established usage: 
répynpu, Tepaow (wEp@), éwépaoa, wéxpaca, &c. 

The Atticists lay it down as a rule that rerpdoopat, not xpa- 
Ojcopa, is used as the common future: and in reading the Attic 

writers we shall find that this rule holds good, in as much as the text 
has werpdcerac where there is not the slightest expression of certainty 

or quickness. And what is particularly confirmed by the rule is this, 
that although éxpa@ny is good Attic, yet rexpacOa is very frequently 
found, without any of the force of a perfect, instead of the mere aorist, 
e.g. éxnpute wexpacba, “he proclaimed that..... should be sold,” 

* It is true that in HeyneI find no va- — pnuevos, and under mempnitévos, and in 
riety of reading mentioned ; but in Seber’s each case the other form is expressly 
Index this verse is quoted under weme- referred to as a various reading. 

P 2 

\ ye 
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Xen. Hell. 6, 2,15. Tobrore i pév txriore ty emt rije évvarne mpuravelag * 

et O€ pup, OerGovoy dgeihety Kal Ta KThpara abroy texpaoOa, Andoc. de 

Myst. p.10, 18. These forms therefore bear the same relation to 

each other as reOvdvar does to reOvnkeoOar. See Ovjoxw. 

Ilirrw, J fall, with +s naturally long *, consequently the 
imperat, is accented wirre: the formation is from ITETQ2; 
e.g. fut. recotpai, lon. recéopas; aor. 2. 2recovt, mfin. 

meceiv; perf. réxtwxa, Attic part. rerrw@s, @ro¢. } 

The part. perf. is shortened by the Epic poets to werrewe, by the 

Attic to werrwc. The latter carries us back to the regular rexrwxwe, 
as the {eCpdrec of Sophocles comes from PeCpwxwc; but werrewe 

points to réxrnxa (compare reOvewc). And this is without doubt the 

original form (IIETQ zérrnxa, like déuw, dédunca), from which, by the 
change of vowel, came réxrwxa: see Buttm. Lexil. p. 137. 
We find also both aorists regularly formed from the simple stem or 

root IMETQ: viz. 

1. éreroy, aor. 2. in Pindar and other Doric writers. 

2. éxeoa, the regular aor. 1. As we shall see hereafter that in yéZw, 

a verb of the common popular dialect, the two aorists ?yeoa and éxeoor 
have been confounded together in daily usage; so in the verb before 
us the aor. 1. was not found, indeed, in the current language of the 

day, yet it appears to have remained always in the dialects; hence it 
occurs among others in the Alexandrine and occasionally in the later 

ones ; see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 724. Orph. Arg. 519. Among the 

older writers Euripides has it twice in the Chorus, zpocéreca, Tro. 

291., xécee, Alc. 471., in both which passages these forms have been 

rejected in the latest editions by a precipitate criticism. } 

* See Draco, p. 73, 18. 79, 21. Her- 
mann ad Eurip. Here. F. 1371.— Passow. ] 

+ Compare édtcero, p. 73. and ole 
under &épw. 

¢ That the common form should be - 
found in both passages even in the best 
manuscripts, as a various reading, is na- 
tural; but this can be no reason why 
any one should reject here, more than in 
other similar cases, the less usual form 
selected by the poet, unless it be from 
having fallen into the error (certainly a 
very pardonable one) of condemning it at 
once as a barbarism because it is found 
in the Alexandrine dialect: in which, to 
mention particulars, it appears to belong 
to the class of aorists ending in a instead 

of ov, as eda, efAa, ZAa6ay, and acknow- 
ledged to be barbarous. But they who 
classed it thus, did not at the same time 
consider, that while these latter forms 
have very little in the pure language har- 
monising with them, like ema, jveyra, 
the form &reoa on the other hand is the 
regular aor. 1., and with its future wecod- 
fat answers to mAevoa, mAevootua, and 
many others, in short to half the lan- 
guage. In this case therefore, where the 
anomalous ézecoy was in current use, the 
analogous but unusual éreca (od év xph- 
ge 70 &reca, Schol. Aristoph. Av. 840.) 
might very well remain as a not-discord- 
ant dialect in the Lyric poetry of the 
Tono-Atties, with quite as much reason 
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Iirvéw, ZL fall; aor. émirvoy, infin. mirveiy, part. mirvwy. Such 

appears to be the established formation of this verb by a comparison 

of some of the passages where it occurs ; and thus it comes under the 
analogy of orvyéw, éorvyoy and similar verbs, from the aorist of which 

arises a pres. in -éw: see Kruzéw. The accentuation however of rirvw 
for mirv@, of xirvoyrec, &c., not only occurs very frequently in the 
manuscripts and in the Grammarians, but sense and metre are by no 
means generally decisive between them. See Hermann on Eurip. 

Med. 53. (Ed. Elmsl. Lips. p. 340. sqq.) and Reisig on Soph. Cid. 
Col. 1754. (Enarr. p. ccx1.) The only cases where the aorist appears 
to me evident, are those where we find ézrvoy, émirve. Since how- 

ever this aorist does not contain the simple root, which is much more 

conspicuous in the Pindaric ézeroy (see Iérrw) ; the formation of the 

aor. éerov, pres. wirvw, has in its favour the analogy of the aor. édaxor, 
pres. daxvw. Ido not therefore by any means reject the supposition 

that zirvw and mirvéw might have existed together (like Buyéw and 
Bove, dvvéw and dvvw), without éxirvoy being therefore necessarily an 
imperfect; for éc\vov from kcdtw is used by the same ‘Tragedians as 

an aorist. And here in particular, where from zirvw arose a lengthened 

as the similarly analogous and equally 
unusual éreroy remained in the A®olo- 
Dorie dialect. Now it is at least worthy 
of remark, that this is the only one of all 
those Alexandrine aorists which tradition 
attributes to Euripides; and with regard 
to the correctness of the readings, if we 

had nothing else’ in support of them, we 
have this consideration, that while it was 

very conceivable and indeed almost una- 
voidable for @recov, méoot to have in- 
truded themselves as various readings, it 
was quite inconceivable that transcribers or 
correctors of the metre should have inter- 
polated &reoa and mécee. For who has 
ever seen an instance of Christian tran-- 
scribers having introduced into the trage- 
dians or any of the Attic writers those 
other forms ida, €Aa6av, which are so 
common in the LXX.? And this leads 
me back to the examination of another 
assage, which grammatical criticism 
as long lost sight of. In the well- 

known passage of Herodotus 6, 21., the 
text formerly had és Sdepva érecay 7d 
Séntpov. I much fear, that when érece 
was adopted from some. of the manu- 
scripts, the historian was deprived of an 
intended grammatical figure as well as of 
his dialect. Longinus (24, 1.) quotes this 

passage as an instance of a collective sin- 
gular used instead of a plural to elevate the 
diction. And certainly the expression, as 
it_now stands in Herodotus, fully answers 
that purpose, as does also a passage quoted 
just before from Demosthenes, 7) MeAoméy- 
vnoos &maca Siecorhee. But the pas- 
sage of Herodotus is so corrupted in Lon- 
ginus that it contradicts the reason for its 
being quoted: the manuscripts have ée- 
gay or recov of Sewuevor, It will per- 
haps be said that the whole sentence has 
been corrupted, by the attempts made to 
explain it, from érece 7d Sénrpov, which is 
now adopted as the text in Longinus also : 
this would be possible, if the reading had 
been only @recov; but how came the 
commentator or his corrupter by érecay? 
Let us now suppose that the old reading 
both in Herodotus and Longinus was 
érecay 7d Séntpoy, and we then discover 
the corruption in each writer; in the 
former @reoe, in the latter of Sedmevor. 
If aught were wanting to complete the 
proof of &reca being a genuine form, it 
would be found, I think, in the compa-- 
rison with the aorists éxeoa and @xecor, 
the confusion between which was not re- 
marked until very lately. s 

p 3 
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present irvé, it appears very natural that a distinction should have 

been made between the aor. éxirvoy, and the imperf. éxirvovy.* 

Tlérynye, Tirvaw. See Weravvupe 

ITIA-. See Iéw. 
TIAA-. See Iedafw and Tiurdnpe 

Talo, I cause to wander, turn from its course : fut. rhayéw ; aor. 1. 
trdayéa. Pass. rAaZopar, I am driven from my course, I wander 

about: fut. rrAdyEouar; aor. 1. érrayxOnv. See also Medalu. 

These tenses are formed as from a pres. TAATXQ;; or, which comes 
to the same, 7Aafw has yy for its characteristic letter, like chkaZw and 
carrilw. 

TIadocow, I form: fut. rraacw, &c. This verb, like 
TACTW, TTICTW, epéoow, Ppacow, and Pairre, has for its 

characteristic letter a lingual instead of a palatic, which is 

generally seen by ao in the inflexion instead of &, y, x, or 
x: see ‘Apusrrw. From the compounds ixvoradbog, xopo- 
maraboc the characteristic letter would seem to be 9. 

Ilaéxw, I plat, weave: fut. raé&w; aor. 1. midd. 
errcsapyy; perf. pass. rérasypat. ‘The aor. 2. pass. is 
generally éraaxyy, but Bekker has always found in the 
best manuscripts of Plato éraéxyy: see Baéra. 

Tlaéw, I sail: fut. rrcdoouou, or more generally rarcucod- 

pos; aor. 1. Eracuon; perf. réracuxa. The pass. takes o; 

thus, perf. pass. réracuocpor; aor. 1. pass. erarcdobyy. 

This verb was still found in the older Attic writers in a resolved 

form: at least the instance of érdeey (not érdee), in Xen. Hell. 6, 2, 

27. has great weight ; and in Thucyd. 4, 28. Bekker has followed the 

majority of the Codd. in retaining wAége. See note to Aéw, J want. 
There is an Ionic form of this verb t\@w +, infin. twery ; fut. 

mrAwow ; aor. 1. EtAwoa; perf. térhwxa. Euripides, who introduced this 

* In the passage of Soph. (Ed. Col. 
1732. I consider the sense of @ritve to be 
evidently that of an aorist, though Reisig 
doubts it; for the imperfect can hardly 
be compatible with the meaning of &ra- 
gos (cadebat insepultus). On the other 
hand he appears to me to be perfectly 
right in his opinion that mitydvrwy in 
Eurip. Supp. 691. is a present. But then 

Hermann can read only mitvotvrwv, of 
which he avails himself also in (apoo7tr- 
vovtes), Aéschyl. Pers. 461. If my view 
of the subject be adopted, no change is 
necessary. 

+ [Homer seems to have used tAdéw 
with its derivatives more in the sense of to 
swim, and wAé€w with the meaning of to 
sail, — Passow. } 
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perfect on the Attic stage (Hel. 539.), appears to have been ridiculed 
by Aristophanes (Thesm. 878.) for so doing. To this verb belongs 
also an Epic aor. 2. tdwy, -we, -w, -wpev, &e.; part. tAwe, TAGYTOC 5 

and its compounds érézhwyr, éxéxdwy, rapéxdwyv with their participles 
émutdoc, &e., Il. f, 191. See éyvwr, &e., under Tvyvwckw. 

TIA40w. See Tipardnpe. 

Tajoocw, Att. rajrre, I strike: fut. rajgw ; perf. 2. 

(sometimes in a pass. sense) réranya ; perf. pass. rérA7- 

ypots; aor. 2. pass. erajyny. 
Beside the active and passive of this verb we find in 

Homer the middle also (pypav ranEdpuevos); so that it is 
used in all its voices by the Epics and by them only. In 
the Attic dialect the place of the active was supplied by 
matacow, which again was not used by the older Attics in 
the passive. 

All this holds good of the simple verb only and of its 
proper meaning, in which however there is no compound 
in regular use. On the other hand éxra7jrrw and xara- 
mwayrTw, which mean in the active to strike with fear, in 
the passive to be struck with fear, are used in both those 
voices and have in the aor. 2. pass. the &; as, eEeradcyyy, 
HOTAT ANY TVAL. 

On the relative usage of tAfeow and rardcow as laid down above, 

see Valcken. ad Act. Apost. 12, 7. and the passage of Lysias there 
quoted, rdérepov xpdrepoy éxdhynv 7) érdraka, 4, p. 102, 9. 

The perfect however appears to have been an exception, which, as 

it could not be formed from zardcow so as to please the ear, was taken 
probably from the old Ionic dialect, and continued in constant use 
among the Attic writers with an active meaning in the form wérAnya: 
as in Aristoph. Av. 1350. 6¢ ay remrANnyYN Tov warépa veorroc wy.* In 

the later language the perf. wétAnya was used in a passive sense: see 

* See also Xen. Anab. 5,9, 5. This 
passage alone would however leave the 
oint still problematical. The old reading 

is Tov &vOpwrov memAnxéevat, a form for 
which there are nowhere any grounds; 
with a various reading memAnyéva, But 
from the context it would be much more 

natural to understand the accusative as 
the subject of the passive, a construction 
in which we cannot well use memAnyévat 
in Xenophon. I conjecture therefore that 
under memAnxévat is concealed the true 
reading wemA7x Oat, 

Pp 4 
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éaddwxa under ‘AXicxouac; Stephan. Thes. in v.; and Oudend. ad 

Thom. Mag. v. rexAnywe, p. 703. 

On éxAfhyny and éx\dynv compare what has been said on “Ayvupy, 
éaynv. We have only further to observe that Homer uses on account 

of the metre xarerAhyny, Il. y, 31. 

The Epics have also an aor. 2. act. and midd. but only with the 

reduplication, as ér\nyoyr, infin. rerAnyéperv, and rexAhyero, in the 

- game sense as éxAntar, érahtaro. 

From a rare sister-form rAjyvupt, Thucydides 4, 25. has éxxAjyvu- 

ofa. 

T\ivw (v), I wash: fut. ruvéw, contracted wdvv@ ; aor. 1. Exdvra ; 

perf. réxAv«ca ; perf. pass. téxAvpar ; aor. 1. pass. éxAvOny (v).* This 
verb is generally poetical. 

Ilvéw, poet. xveiw, J blow: fut. rvevow, later rveboopan, 
more generally rvevood}uor; aor. 1. Ervevoa, &c.; aor. 1. 

pass. éxvedoOyy. 

There is no instance of a perf. pass. formed according to the above 
formation ; the only one in use is the poetical zéxvipar, with the force 
of a present and the particular meaning of éo be inspired with wisdom, 
be wise, intelligent : hence perf. infin. rexrvtoOa, and 2. sing. pluperf. 
(with the force of an imperf.) zéxvvco, Od. , 210. By the same 
formation come the Epic syncopated aor. 2. dviro for avéxvuro; the 

aor. 1. pass. dumviv0n for aurvv0n (like ipivOnyv); and the imper. 
aor. 2. act. duavve for dvarvve, consequently from an aorist aurvvor 
used by the later Epics, as Quintus, &c.+ On the aor. 1. pass. 
éxvuvOny see Tivo. ‘ 

Ilviyw, I choke: fut. midd. (with transit. meaning) 
mvigouort or muEodue1, and in Lucian wvi€w; aor. 1. 
erviga, infin. wvifos. Passive, I am being choked: fut. 

* On the formation of the two perfects oe, Epicharm. ap. Athen. p. 60. With- 
and the aor. 1. pass. see Telvw. 

+ A more strict analogy would have 

given @rvuy, tumrvvit, to which aumvve 
bears the same relation as fle does to 
wiht, only that @moy is actually in use. 

¢ It has been stated rather hastily that 
the Doric mvgotua is the only acknow- 
Jedged future of this active verb. I find but 
one instance ofit, viz. in Stephan. Thesaur. 
h. v., but the passage is useless as a proof on 
account of its being in the Doric dialect, 

and from the uncertainty of the reading: 
ofov ai ute tp’ ereckAnndres muitel- 

out attempting to restore the whole of this 
tetrameter, I shall content myself with 
amending what the language and sense 
require, of wtear and a@meckAnkédres (oi 
G@meokA.): and I therefore understand it 
as Stephens does, “ you will poison 
(people) like dried mushrooms”: which 
passage is at Jeast an authority for the fut. 
middle; the probability of the Doric fu- 
ture mvitodjuo having been used in the 
Attie dialect is strengthened by ¢eviod- 
fot, mokoduat. Lucian however (Con- 
templ. 23.) has amomvites, 
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Tuyjoowos; aor. 2. erviyyy. The + is long except in the 
aor. 2. pass., Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 107. 

TlO-. See Iive. 

Ilo§éw, I long for, regret: Ionic and old Attic fut. o- 
§éow, more generally robyjow, Xen. Mem. 3, 11, 3., also 

mobzcouxs not only Ionic in Herodotus, but in Plato, e.g. 

Heind. Phedo, p. 98. a.; aor. 1. act. érobeoa, whence 3. 

plur. robecay, infin. ro$éoa1, Hom., and éro$yoa, Xen. and 

Isocr.; both forms of the aor. 1. are found in Herodot. 
3, 36. 9, 22.3; perf. mercbyxa ; perf. pass. rerobypmos ; aor. 

1. pass. érobécbyy. 
Ilovéw, I labour, suffer, is inflected regularly ; thus, 

fut. xrovyow, &c.: but when it signifies physical pain or 
suffering, it makes rovéow. 

Such is the statement of the Grammarians ; see Cherob. in Bekk. 

Anecd. in Ind.; where we find also quoted as an exception, weréynxa . 

rw oxédn, Aristoph. Pac. 820.: but the probability is that the perfect 

is always formed with the » (whatever be its meaning) as in roéw. 
The formation of rovéow, &c., is found in Hippocr. de Morb. 1, 15. 16. 

and three times in Lucian. Asin. 9. 

[In the oldest language we find only the depon. midd. rovéopar, 
-/oouar in an absolute sense: see Homer passim. — Passow. | 

Ilopety, to give, infin. of éxopoy, a defective aorist used by the poets. 
[The indicative without the augment is found frequently in Homer ;] 

the part. zop#y in ZEschyl. Prom. 954. ; the infin. ropeiv in Hesychius. 
In Pind. Pyth. 2, 105. is an infin. rexopeiv, but the majority of the 

manuscripts have werapeiv. According to the former reading the 
word is an infinitive of the above verb with reduplication: but there 
is in Hesychius an old explanation of werapeiv—évodcita, onpijvar, 

which appears to me to suit the sense of Pindar better; ostentare. 

See Beeckh. In this latter case it is therefore a solitary form of some - 
lost verb. * 

By the principle of the metathesis, as shown under Bé\\w and 
Kadéw, we find that to the stem or root of zopeiv (with the sense of 

to impart, allot,) belongs the perf. pass. rérpwpat, Lam allotted 

* Perhaps this verb might have arisen from the sense of the preposition mapd, as 
mdpa, it is there. 
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by fate, fated ; part. wexpwpévoc; whence 3. sing. pluperf. méxpwro, 

Hes. Th. 464. Compare Me/popat 

TlO-. See Hive. 
Tléroo0e. See Iaoxw. 
TIPA-. See Iurpacxw and Iipmrpnpe. 

IIpacow, Ep. and Ion. mpycow, Att. mparrw *, transit. 

I do, intransit. I am doing (well or ill), find myself im a 
certain state or situation: fut. rpd&w, Ion. pio ; pert. 
ainpayn; perf. 2. rémpaya ; perf. pass, rémpaypou, &c. In 
the older writers rérpaya was the only perfect ; afterwards 
arose the custom of using xérpeya in an intransitive sense 
only, rérpaye in a transitive. The « is naturally long. 

The above usage may be gathered from the direction of the At- 
ticists, who merely tell us that zérpaya is Attic, rémpaxa common 

Greek: see Piers. ad Meer. p. 293. Phryn. App. Soph. p. 60. But the 
latter is found only in a transitive sense: e.g. in Xen. Cyr. 7, 5, 42. 

Hell. 5, 2, 32. Anab. 5, 7,29. Menand. Incert. 75. (see Meineke, 

p- 221.), and asa rejected various reading in Aristoph. Equ. 683. 

Against this usage, therefore, the assertion of the Atticists is directed : 
and it is now uncertain in this as in many similar cases, with what 

writers the objectionable usage began, and when it is to be attributed 

to transcribers. + 
IiphOw. See Iiurpnpe. 

IIpiacbou, to buy, infin. of érpiapyy, a defective aorist 

(according to the analogy of erréuyy), used by the Attics 
instead of the obsolete aorist of wyéouost; imperat. rplace 

* [With the exception of the Trage- 
dians, who always use mpdoow, Herm. 
ad Soph, Phil. 1435. — Passow.] 

+ That the perfect in ~ya was the older 

form, is clear from the Epic poets gene- 
rally using the perfect 2. But as the 
perfect active, particularly in transitive 
verbs, was not much wanted in Greek, it 
is conceivable that the ear might have 
become accustomed to what was of 
most frequent occurrence, Karas mé- 
mporya, €d memparyéas, &e.; so that 
when it was wished to express the trans- 
itive sense in the perfect, they endea- 
voured to represent it by the other form, 
which is also agreeable to analogy. I do 
not think the above decision of the At- 

ticists sufficient to warrant our positively 
asserting that this form was not used by 
Xenophon. 

¢ This is the meaning of the direction 
of Phrynichus, which is quite free from 
corruptions, though Lobeck (p. 137.) has 
misunderstood it. The grammarian di- 
rects that nothing of @veto@a: should be 
used, asa form of mplac@a may stand in 
its place. At the time this was said, no 
one could misunderstand it, as a pres. 
wplauat was unheard of in the whole 
range of Greek literature, and émpid- 
Hnv was equally unknown as an imper- 
fect. The only thing intended was to 
guard against some forms of @vetaOa. 
The grammarian excludes therefore from 
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(Aristoph. Ach. 870.), or xpiw (id. Nub. 614.) ; opt. 
mpiaiuny ; COnj. plows; infin, rpiacbas; part. rpicpevos. 
See Lobeck ad Phryn. pp. 137. 360. 

IIpiw, I saw, gnash (the teeth): imperat. pie, Aristoph. 
Ran, 927. ‘The passive takes +; as, aor. 1. éwpio4yy; perf. 
TET PbO pols. : 

The ¢ is undoubtedly long throughout all the inflexions of zpéw: and 
with this the o in the passive agrees, according to the rule mentioned 

under dpdw*; so that it is not necessary on that account to have re- 

course to a present xpiZw, which, it appears, became very common at 
a later period.+ See also Buttm. Lexil. p. 485. 

TIpotcoopa. See Kararp. 
IIpoceX civ, Ilpovcedciv. See under Eidw. 

IIp@oas, an infin. aor. of rare occurrence and of a rather uncertain 

character, supposed to be a contraction from zpo@ca, and explained 

as an expression of the palestra in Lucian. Asin. 10. where (ib. 9.) 
we find also the imperat. érizpwooy as an emendation of rpwcac, and 
again of Straton. Epigr. 48., where the text has the part. zpwoac. 
Both Schneider and Passow derive it from zpow9éw ; fut. tpowOjow or 
-wow ; aor. 1. rpogwoa or éxpdwoa, contracted éxpwoa, infin. tpdcar, 

&e. . 
IIraiw, I stumble: fut. rraicw, &c. It takes o in the passive, as 

perf. érraccpar, &c. See “Apdw and pio. 

TITA-, MITE-. See Merdvvupu, Méropar, Wirrw, and Irhoow. 

Iirycow, I duck or drop the head from fear : fut. rr7ga, 
&c., is regular: perf. 2rryya. 

In Zschyl, Eum. 247. all the manuscripts have cararraxwy, which 
some have changed to carerraxwc, on account of the Hesychian gloss 
éxraxévat, kexpupévac. But the verse requires a short a; and an aor. 2. 

txraxoy is quite analogous, as the majority of the cognate words, rraxec, 
nraxec, &e., show « to be the characteristic letter of zrjaow. If, there- 

fore, the gloss of Hesychius be genuine, this is the Doric perf. 2. with 

the Attic style the whole aorist éwvnod- added, dkotw, Keredw, Aetw, Spatw, 
env, and even the perfect ééynua: in 
cases where the aorist émpidunvy would 
supply its place. Compare Herodian Ed, 
Piers. p. 453. 

* To the verbs mentioned under dpdw, 
as taking the o in the passive, may be 

marhalw, wralw, mplw, xpiw, Biw, tdbw, 
bo. 

+ See Pollux 7.c.26. The instance in 
Plat. Theag. p. 124. a. is of sufficient an- 
tiquity, notwithstanding the spuriousness 
of the dialogue. 
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a long for éxrnxa. Consequently the inflexion will run thus, rrjecw; 

fut. a7ybw; aor. 1. Exrnéa; aor. 2. Exraxoy; perf. érrnya and txrnyxa. 

We find in the poets other forms from a more simple stem or root 
TITAQ; asin Il. 9, 136. cararrhrny, 3. dual aor. 2. from éxrny (see 

éyvwy under Tvyvmoxw), and a part. perf. rerrnic (see Baivw), which 

is not to be confounded with werrewe under Ilizrw. All the above, 

and in particular. this reduplication (zex7—) comes from the root 

IIET-, as we have observed in a note at the end of Iéropa. 

IIricow, I stamp (grain): fut. rticw; perf. pass. érts- 
opotr. See ‘Apuorrw and adacca. 

TITO-. See Iérrw. 

IIripo, I make fearful: fut. rrvp@. Pass. rripopas, 

with aor. 2. érripyy, I become fearful, said particularly of 
horses ; infin, rrupijvas tov Davaroy. | 

IIriccw, [fold up: fut. rrda, &c., is regular.—Mrpp. 

[ [fold or wrap (anything) round me, with accus. Aristoph. 
Nub, 267.— Passow. ] 

IIr0w, I spit: fut. rricw. ‘The pass. takes o, as perf. 
CTTUC MO. 5 

[It is written also Yow, whence the Latin spwo. The v is long in 
pres. and imperf., but short in fut., &c.: see Graefe Mel. 124, 7., yet — 
in Theocr. 24, 19. and Apollon. Rhod. 2, 570. 4, 925. the v is short 

in the imperf., when the syllable following is short also; this is fre- 
quently the case in Nonnus. —Passow. ] 

1v0w, I cause to rot: fut. iow; aor. 1. éxrvoa, &e., Pass. J rot. The 

v is long throughout ; yet Callimachus (Fr. 313.) has allowed himself 
to use rice for zice with v short. Compare épece and éoracayr. \ 

Iluvbcvon.c, I inquire, learn by inquiry, depon. midd., 
forms its tenses from medGou01 *, which is still used by the 
Epic and Tragic poets; thus, fut. redcouort; aor. éru- 
Gony, [imper. rubod, but Ion. with change of accent ridev, 
Herodot. 3, 68., Epic opt. reridoro, infin, riberbar ; ] 

perf. réruocpot, 2, sing. rérioa:, Plat. Protag. p. 310. 

* Like avddvw, AavOdvw, AapEdyw, Awy- ad Eurip. Hippol. 1104. Aéschyl. Prom. 
xdve, pavOdyw, and others: see note 987. 
under Aic@dvowat. ¢ On the v of this perf. see note under 

+ Perhaps also wevootum, see Brunck Xéw. 

rae, See a 
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b., Epic rérucoa, Od. a, 494.; pluperf. érertopyp. 
Verbal adj. revorés, reveréog. | 

Ilupécow, Att. -rrw, Tam in a fever: fut. rupéEw; aor. 1. éxipeéa, 
&e., although it is derived from ruperdc. Compare épéoow. 

P. 

‘Paivw, I besprinkle, forms the following tenses regu- 
larly : fut. deve ; aor. 1. 226ava; perf. pass. Zopacpou. 

In the Epic language we observe two irregular forms; 1.) the aor. 1. 
imper. paocare, Od. v,150.; and 2.) the 3. plur. perf. pass. éppadarac*, 

Od. v, 354. pluperf. é6padaro, Il. p, 431. That is to say, from the 
simple stem or root PA- were formed one derivative with its full com- 
plement of tenses faivw, and another very defective PAZQ. + 

‘Parra, I sew: fut. saw, aor. 1. EpZaa ; aor. 2. pass. 
epsadyy. | 
[ Nonnus has an irregular aor. ¢jage, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 318. — 

Passow. | 
‘Péfw, Ido: fut. pééw; aor. 1. eipeta or EpeLa This word is the 

same as épdw, from which it is formed by transposing the two first 
letters ; tpdw, fut. Zogw, aor. 1. epéa; perf. topya; pluperf. éopyer. 

Of the passive we find only pexOjvat, as px Ony and zepypa are formed 
only from épyw, cipyw. Verbal adj. pexrdc, pexréoc. 

In order to form a correct judgment on the_connexion of these 
forms, we must first keep in view the mutual change, founded on 
general rules, of the middlet consonants y and 6, with which is con- 
nected that of y to ¢ occurring in other verbs, e. g. kpafw, xpayetv. 
The next thing to be observed is, that the forms épdw, ofa, with the 
subst. tpyoy, have the digamma in the old language, and that ‘the 

aspirate which is joined with the p was frequently in the dialects 
changed into the digamma, for instance in the Molic /pddoy, i.e. 
wrodon for podoy, a rose. We must therefore consider gpfa: as werxai, 

* Though there is neither 5 nor ¢ in the + According to Apollon. de Adv. p 
present to account for the 5 in this form, 600, 28. the fut. pay@ was used by the 
yet there are sufficient grounds for it in Attics with a long: on which see daivw, 
the o of &pacua; for this perf. may be ¢ [Consonants are divided into aspi- 
considered as the connecting link with a rated, as 8, $, x; smooth, as x, 7, 7; 
form in -d¢@, from which comes fdooare. and middle, as 8, , 5. 

“ 
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pébar as wrexai, eopya as weworga, in order to distinguish in them the 
same appearance as we find in dépkw, dpaxeiv, ddopKa. * 

‘PE-. See Eimeiy. 

‘Péw, I flow: fut. pedoouos, Theogn. 448. ; aor. 1. 2p. 

pevoa ; but these two forms are seldom found in the Attics 
(see Lobeck ad Phryn. p.'739.), who generally use the fut. 

6.11.1. puyoouos, the aor. 2. pass. (with an active sense) eppoyy, 
<u duevand the perf. ésé0yxa. ‘This fut. and perf. are formed from fr 
Kee“ the aorist. t 

We may easily conceive that a neuter idea like that of fo flow may be 
understood in an active as well as passive sense, and it is therefore un- 

necessary to have recourse to a theme PYHMI in order to form é6pony. 
The part. peovmevocg in an oracle in Herodot. 7, 140. idpre peod- 

pevoc, dropping with sweat, is merely a lengthening of the o in peopevoe, 

like payeodpevoc for payeouevoc; and the various reading peebpevoc, 

introduced into the passage without the slightest authority, is there- 
fore to be rejected. 

‘Pryvops, I break : fut. s4§ot, fut. midd. s7jFopou; aor. 

1. 2o4y€a, aor. 1. midd. eosuEduyy; aor. 2. pass, eopcyny. 

All the above have a transitive meaning, in which, how- 
ever, there occurs no perfect ; but we find in an intransi- 
tive sense a perf. 2. 2o,wya, I am broken, with the change 
of vowel from y to w: on which see note on &yjoxa under 
"Ayo, and éarwxa under ‘Arioxopnou. 

[In Homer we find an Epic imperf. pyyvvoxe for éppnyvv, Il. n, 141., 

and in Arat. Dios. 85. an Ion. 3. plur. pass. pnyvvaro. There is a 
sister-form of pyyvupe in Il. o, 571. pnoow, Att. pacow: this last, how- 

ever, is particularly used as an expression of the palestra, to throw to 
the ground, Jac. Ach. Tat. p. 821.— Passow. ] 

"Piyéw, I shudder: fut. pryjow; perf. with the force of a pres. 
&piya. On the irregular Epic part. éépiyovr: (Hes. Se. 228.), see 
KekAnyovroc under Kida, and meppixovrac under Dpiccow. [The 

word is solely poetical. — Passow. ] 

* Here the Teutonic languages offer nounced; therefore wright is pé«rns. 
us a comparison so palpable and unsought Compare Buttm. Lexil. p. 376. 
for, that we cannot but make use of it; + [A pres. féouae occurs also in the 
namely, in the English verb work, whence _ poets. — Passow.] 
the perf. wrought, and the subst. wright ; t See ”"Ayvum. 
in which the w before the r is not pro- 
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‘Piysw, I freeze: fut. pryoow, &c. This word, like 

idodw, is contracted into w and o instead of the regular ov 
and 0; e.g. infin. gry, Aristoph. Vesp. 446. Av. 935. 
(yet we find fryotv, Nub. 442.); dat. part. sryaévri, Ach. 
1145.; part. fem. sryou, Simonid. De Mul. 29.; opt. 
fryoyy, Brunck. Aristoph. Ach. 1146. Av. 935, Lucian 

De Luct. 11. Plut. Apoph. Lac. p. 233. a. Hippocr. De 
Sal. Diet. 1.; conj. gry, Plat. Gorg. p. 507. d. (p. 527. 
Heind.) with Buttm. notes. See also Piers. ad Meer. 
pp- 336. 339. All these are Attic forms. 

Pirrw, I throw: fut. pibw, &c.; aor. 2. pass. épplbryy. 
There are also two sister-forms pirtéw*, firrd, from the 

former of which comes the imperf. é24irreov, Herod. 8, 53. ; 

but the formation follows éfrrw. ‘The s is long by nature 
(whence fimre, pias), except in ep6idyy. 

In Homer we find an Epic imperf. pérracxoy, -ec, -e, like kpurrackor, 
the only two instances in Homer of a instead of ¢, except perhaps the 
doubtful dyvmocacke, Od. , 95. To these we must add dvacceiacke, 
Hymn. Apoll. 403. and poiZacxe, Hes. 3, 835. [A reduplicated infin. 
perf. pass. pepip8ac is found in Pind. Fr. 281.— Passow. ] 

‘PoiZaoxe, Epic imperf., with the force of an aorist, from porZéw : see 

the preceding paragraph. 
‘PY-. See ‘Péw. 

"Piowa See Eptw.~ 
‘POT. See ‘Phyvupe. 

‘Pwvvips or povviw, I strengthen : fut. poow, &e. (com- 

pare “Ayvupt, Kepavvupt, Zedvyups): perf. pass. Zpsap.cu (with 
the force of a pres.), Zam strong in health, [whence the 

pluperf. 222@uxy has the sense of an imperf., e. g. 2Zéeyro, 

Thucyd. 2, 8.]; imperat. poo, like vale, farewell : part. 

* [The form frurréw is found only in 
the pres. and imperf., and seems to bear 
the same relation to Jimrw as jactare does 
in Latin to jacere, i.e. it has the collate- 
ral idea of frequency, Herm, Soph. Aj. 
235. Antig. 131. It occurs first in He- 

rodot. 4, 94, 188. &c., afterwards in Xen. 
and other Attic writers. Elmsley ex- 
cludes it from the Tragedians, but with- 
out grounds; while Buttmann confines 
the distinction between purréw and plrrw 
to the Attic writers. — Passow.] 
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es6wpévog. ‘The aor. 1. pass. is the only tense which takes 
the o, as épp@o6np. 

‘Pwopa [an old Epic depon. midd.], J move with rapidity, rush, 
wave, Il. W, 367.; fut. pocopac; aor. 1. é6pwodpny, Il. w, 616. Od. v, 

. 3. Itis probably akin to péw, as tA@w is to rAEwW, Ywopae tO YEW. 
[Some, however, connect it with porvup, popn, propa, pon and the 

Lat. rwo.— Passow. ] 

2. 

Zaipw, I brush, sweep away : fut. cape; aor. 1. Fonpa, 
part. o7ypac, Soph. Ant. 409. No other tenses are in use. 

Another form capow, -wow, was used in the active and passive, but 

not by the Attics: see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 83. Whether perhaps 
the passive of it was used by the Attics to supply the defectiveness of 

caipw, I know not. Lycophron (389.) has capotpevoc. 

From the same stem or root, but with a different radical 

meaning, comes a perfect, with the force of a present, oé- 
onpa, I grin; part. ceonpws, -via, -cy, Theocr. 7, 19. 

Epic fem. cecdpuia, Hes. Sc. 268. 

Laarivw, I blow the trumpet: fut. carriyEw ; aor. 1. 
zcaamiyéa, Il. >, 388., but the later writers use caarica, 

éoaarmica, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 191. So also the old 
subst. was caarvyxr7s, the later one caarioryg. Compare 

TlacSw and Lupifw. 

Laow. See Ywolw. 

“Zaw, an old form for o7n6w, I sift, whence 3. plur. oéo1, Herodot. 

1. 200. 

{béwius, or o6evvow (Pind.), J extinguish: fut. o6éoa, 

less frequently o6yjoonc, Plat. Legg. '7. p. 805. c.; aor. 1. 
Zo6eou™*; the perf. Zo6yxa, and the syncopated aor. 2. 
Zo6yy, 1. plur. Zobymev, opt. cbelyv, infin. c6%vos have the 

intrans. sense of the passive. f Pass. c6évyu,cu, Tam extin- 

* The direction in Phryn. Appar. p.16. | [Passow, however, advises us not to be 
that the aor, 1. act. should be written with — too hasty in condemning it, on account of 
an 7, not with ¢, appears to be an error. the fut. e&ooum.] 
Aristophanes Plut. 668. has droo6éoas. + See note under Tedyw., 
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guished, I die away, dry up; perf. Zo6:epn01; aor. 1. 
eo6écdyv. ‘The passive therefore takes +. On the formation 
of Zo6yv see Eyvwy under Ivyywoxw: and on the intrans. 
sense of to6yy and %o6yxa see note under Tey. 

Strictly speaking, go€eopar and éc€écOnv have only the passive 
sense, to be extinguished ; but as in verbs of this kind the immediate 

sense comes so near to the passive, not only does o€éyyupae serve for 
a pres. to Eo€ny, toEnca, but also éobéoOny stands for éo€ny, only that 

this latter, or rather its compound azéo€ny, is by far the more common 

of the two. 

In the Doric dialect éo€ny takes an a, éc€ay, Theocr. 4, 39. 

=6w or «éoucu, [ revere, is found only in the present, 
and in the aor. 1. pass. éoédyv, I was filled with re- 

verence, Soph. ap. Hesych. whence part. fem. oed$cioa, 
-Plat. Pheedr. p. 254. b. 

[The act. oé€w, fut. cépw, is post-Homeric. — Passow. | 
Lelw, I shake: fut. ceiow; aor. 1. Ecaca, &e.; perf. pass. céoeropar; 

aor. 1. pass. éveioOnv. For the Epic imperf. dvacceiacke see pirrackoy 
under ‘Pizrw. 

Xevw, I drive: pass. and midd. I hasten. This verb, like those be- 

ginning with p, doubles the first consonant in the augmented tenses, 
and retains it even in the perfect instead of the reduplication; e. & 
imperf. éocevoy; imperf. pass. and midd. éocevduny; perf. pass. éo- 
ovpac*; aor. 1. pass. éoovOnv, Soph. Aj. 294. And having the o thus 

doubled, it has none in the termination of the aor. 1. act. or midd., as 

Zooeva (see ena under xalw), éooevapnv, part. cevduevoc, &c. The 
forms with one o are of less frequent occurrence ; éov0nv, Eurip., é&e- 

ov0y, Hom. In this as in other cases, the Epic dialect rejects the 
augment entirely ; as ceva, cede, cevaro. 

The perf. pass. rovpar, I am put in motion, has the meaning of, I 
am restless, eager for, as in Il. v, 79. Od. «, 484. in which sense the 

particip. éooipevoc (see aKNKXEMEVOS under Axaxifw) has the accentua- 

tion of a present, éoovpevoc rodépov, Il. w, 404. According to this the 
pluperf. éocvpnv would have the force of the imperfect; but it coin- 
cides in form with the syncop. aor. (see éxrdyny in note under Kreivw) 

as in 2. sing. goovo for éoovoo, in 3. sing. éoovro, Epic cro, part. 
ovpevoc; and the sense is therefore always that of an aorist. In the 

* On the change from the diphthong to the v of this perf. pass, see note unler Xéw, 

Q 
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second person of this pluperf. or aorist Zcvo (Il. 7, 585.), the o in the 

last syllable is rejected for the same euphonic reason as in Eoceva. 

We find also syncopated forms of the present; as 3. sing. sevrat, 
Soph. Trach. 645. but most commonly with a change of vowel, covpat, 
covra, /Eschyl. Ch. 636., covvra, Pers. 25., whence the imperatives 

used in common life, cot, run, quick, Aristoph. Vesp. 209., or aovao, 

covcdw, cove0e, and infin. covcOa.* [These forms are used only by 

the Attic poets. — Passow. ] 
And lastly to this place belongs the well-known Laconian azéeaova, 

he is gone, from Xen. Hellen. 1, 1, 23. explained to be an aor. 2, pass. 

for adrecotn. 

Zyrw, I make rotten or putrid. Pass, onropos, I rot, 

putrefy, mortify; aor. 2. éocaaryy; perf. act. (with the 
intrans. meaning of the pass.) céoyra. 

Sivopast, Ion. civéonoi, I harm, inure; a defective 
depon., used only in pres. and imperfect. The rare perf. 
céoippos is found in an inscription in a passive sense, 
[We find, however, in Herodot. 8, 31. the aor. 1. midd. éoivayro. 

The act. civw never occurs ; and, except in the above-mentioned perfect 

and in Orph. Arg. 212., civowat has never a passive sense.— Passow. | 

Lxarro, I dig: fut. cxavw: perf. pass. Zrxappos 3 aor. 

2, pass. eoxadyy. ‘The characteristic letter is therefore >. 

Sxedavyups, or -vvde, I disperse, scatter: fut. cxdace, 

Att. xed, -ds, -&, Aristoph. Vesp. 229. but found also 
in Herodot. 8,68. The passive takes o, as perf. éoxéda- 

opor; aor. 1. éoxedacbyy. 

Sister-forms of the above are oxidynpe (compare kipynu from Kkepay- 
vupt), oxédvapac; and in the Epic poets, dropping the o, cedavvupe, 
kidynp, like opuxpdc, puxpdc, &c. Apollonius and others have also 

kedaiw: see dalw. [Such a form as oxeddfw appears to have never 

occurred. — Passow. ] 

* As cevTa is indisputably a synco- {etyvuya. In case we adopt the syn- 
pated form, we class the others with it on 
account of the greater simplicity of the 
analogy; therefore cetw, covw* cevrai, 
cotta. Otherwise we may suppose a 
theme SOQ, particularly on account of 
cod; as then cotoo would be from odo- 
pot, contr. codua, like Cevyvvco from 

cope, getco will be quite regular, and 
gov, which occurs only as a kind of in- 
terjection (Aristoph. Vesp. 209.), will be 
a very natural abbreviation for such a 
usage. Compare a similar argument 
under Aotvw. 
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Dxiarw, or oxeagw, I dry any thing. But more fre- 
quently used in the pass. oxéarouos or cxerotprou, I become 
dry: fut. cxajoona:; to which we must add (with the 
same intransitive sense of the passive) the active forms, 
aor. 2. Zoxany, opt. oxralyy, infin. oxaqves; and perf. 
x 7 eoxaryxa. See note under Tedya. 

The active of this verb scarcely ever occurs in a causative sense ; 

nor do we find in the common language the aorist, which, according 

to analogy, would be zccevka. But in the Epie writers we find forms 
of an aorist EoxnXa, as opt. oxjdere, Il. Y, 191., conj. éveoxhArAn, Nicand. 

Th. 694. These lead us to a theme cxaddXw, which also exists, but 

which in the common language is a completely different verb from the 

above, signifying to scratch, scrape. So common, however, is the 

mutual change of the vowels a and ¢, that we may with full confidence 
suppose a theme oxaddw to have existed in the oid Ionic dialect with 

the former meaning, as we find the a in the optative oxAafny (although 
known to us only from aroox\ain in Hesychius), and we have there- 
fore here the metathesis EKAA-, ZKAA-, according to the analogy of 

BarrAw BEEAnKa, Kadéw KéxAnxa, and many others. 

Lxéirroucu, I look around me, consider, (a depon. midd.) 
is inflected regularly. ‘The Attics scarcely ever used the 
pres. and imperf., but generally cxor® or cxorctpos; on 
the contrary in the future always cxdouou, never cxorijcw 
or oxomyjcouc, as also in the aor. éoxeayyy, and in the 
perf. toxeupos, part, eoxeupévoc, Elmsl. Kurip. Heracl. 14:7. 
In this last-quoted passage it has its usual active significa- 

tion, but in Demosth. Mid. p. 576, 27. and Erot. p. 1403, 

21. it is used passively, although even in this writer its 
regular usage is active. Verbal adj. oxerréog. - 

The pres. and imperf. belong principally to the Epic language; e. g. 
oxérrero, Il. x, 361., imperat. oxérreo, Il. p, 652. Theogn. 1091., oxe- 
arépevoc, Apoll. Rhod. In the older Attics I have found cxerrdpueOa 
in Plat. Lach. p. 185. and zpovoxerrero in Thucyd. 8, 66. (see however 

the note below). In the later writers these tenses are found more 

frequently, as in Lucian, &c.* 

* The above account of the genuine Grammarians; but that the great rarity of 
Attic usage of this verb does not, it is the pres. oxémrea@a is not accidental, is 
true, rest on any statement of the old proved by the very frequent occurrence 

Q 
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An aor. 2. pass. éoxérnv is found in the LXX, as in Numb. 1, 19. 

éreoxérnoay, they were numbered. 

Zxoréw, or cxorodpa1, idem. It is used only in the 
pres. and imperf.: all the other tenses are supplied by 
oxérrouas ; which see. 

Lxorrw, I joke, make a joke of: fut. midd. cxwonct, 
Elmsl. Aristoph. Ach. 278. 844. [aor. 1. Zoxaba ; and in 
Aristoph. Nub. 296. Reisig has restored to the text the 
act. fut. cxwYw. Compare Comm. Crit. de Soph. Cid. C. 
398.— Passow. | 

Zpaw, lon. cpéw, I smear, anoint: fut. cpjow, Dor, 
cpacw; aor. 1. midd. éopyoapyy; aor. 1. pass. eopnx day; 

verbal adj. opyxres. ‘These two last are formed from a 
sister-form opyyw (fut. cu7n§w, aor. 1. ZopyEa, &c.), used 
by the Epics and in the later language; see Lobeck ad 
Phryn. p.253. The present is contracted to cp® and 
inflected in y, as opis, ou, &c., infin. copy; (see [Tevaw) 
nor do opés, cpév, &c., ever occur before the time of 

Lucian ; Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 61. 
Lotpa. See Ledw. 

Zraw, I draw: (fut. craow; aor. 1. Zoraca; perf. 
tomaxa ; perf. pass. toracpas; aor. 1. midd. toracapyy; 
aor. 1. pass. éoraodyy.] ‘The @ is short in all the tenses. 

Imrcivy, &e. See “Exw., 

Zrelpo, I sow: (fut. orep; aor. 1. Zorepa; perf. 2. 

tomopa; perf. pass. Zorappos; | aor. 2. pass. 2orapyy with 
a short. — Mrpp. 

of éoxevduny, oxdpoua, erxempot, ckoTd, 
okoTodma: (compounds as well as simple), 
coupled with the decided defectiveness 
of the forms of oxo7mety in -jow, and 
-jioat, of which J nowhere find any men- 

TEpov avtots mpovoréntero, There is no 
objection here to the imperfect as a tense, 

but, as the imperf. of a depon. in a pass. 
sense, it excites suspicion. If now we 
read mpotcxemro, the connexion is as 

$a j 

Lt - fi vt 
f - 

tion. Instances where oémroua for- 
mérly stood in the text may be seen in 
Sturz. Lex. Xenoph. in voce; these re- 
quire the particular examination of the 
critic. In the passage of Thucydides, all 
the manuscripts have 7a /nOnadueva mpd- 

| £ fo. G. 088 

correct, and perhaps more suited to the 
context thus, ‘‘and they considered be- 
forehand all that was to be brought for- 
ward :” and this sense Heilmannen gave 
it, although he did not contemplate any 
alteration in the reading. _ 
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=riviw, I pour out: fut. oreiow; aor. 1. Zoran; perf. 
Zomeima, Plut. Sertor. 14. ; perf. pass. Zoreir pou. 

[Homer has the Ionic imperf. orévoeoxe and the aoy, omeicacke, as 

also the Ep. 2. sing. conj. pres. orévdna0a, Od. 5, 591.— Passow. ] 

=ratw, I drop: fut. cra&w, &c. Compare Bacrafa, 
Aiorago. 

Sreibw, I tread, tread upon: [fut. oreibw; aor. 2. 
ZoriGov; | aor. 2. pass. zori€ny, Soph. Aj. 883. 

Xreiyw, I stride, march : fut. oreiEw ; aor. 1. Eoreéa ; aor. 2. Ecrixor. 
[The word is solely Poet. and Ion.] 

aréarw, I send: [fut. orea®, Ep. creadw; aor. 1. 

ZoTEIAa 5 aor. 1. midd. 2orerrapny 3 perf. ZOTAAKE 5 perf. 

pass. éoraapou; pluperf. éoraarpuyy ; | aor. 2. pass. éoraany; 
and in the poets aor. 1. éoraadyy, 

In Herodot. 7, 89. we find a 3. plur. pluperf. Sisvicklbdeetes which 
however is perhaps nothing more than an old error for éorddaro, 

occurring in Hes. Scut. 288. 

Zrevatw, I groan: fut. crevagw, &c. Compare >rafa, 
Bacrago, Aicrago. 

Zrévw, I sigh, is used only in pres. and imperf.* 
The poets (Aischyl. and Eurip.) use also a pass. orévopar, Epic 

oreivomct, in the sense of J am narrow, full. 

Sripye, I love, am contented with: fut. coin &e. ; 
perf. 2. Zrropya, Herodot. '7, 104. 

=reptw, I deprive, bereave: fut. crepyow, but also ore- 
perw, Scheef. Schol. Par. Apollon. Rh. 1, 850. Jacob. 
Anthol. Poet. pp. 680.'711. whence the infin. aor. orepé- 
cot, Od. v, 262. This verb is complete and regular in all 

its tenses in its compound a&roorepéw, which, beside the 
more general idea of to deprive, has oftener the more im- 
mediate sense of to take away; e.g. fut. aroorepyrw; 

aor. 1. ameorépnoa, &c.: pass. axoorepotipas; aor. 1. ame- 

* [Reisig conjectures that we should read a fut. oreve? in Soph, Cid. Col, 1710, 
— Passow. ] 

Q 3 
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orépydyy; with the fut. midd. darocrspyoouo. In the 
simple verb the pres. in general use is orepioxw, oTep7oa, 
orépyoa, &c.; and in the passive orepotpou or orepioxopcs, 

privor, I lose; fut. orepyjoonos; perf. eorépyuos ; aor. 1. 

eorepydyy. 
A particular form is orépopas with the meaning of [ 

am in the state of a person deprived of any thing, I am 
without it. [In prose this form is used only in pres. and 
imperf. — Passow. | 

We must not confound, as is too commonly done, this crépopae 

with orepovpac or orepioxouar. The meaning of orepduevoc is always 

deprived, that of crépecOar to be deprived ; so that these forms would 

be considered as an aorist of the principal verb, if the indie. pres. did 
not occur in the same full meaning in Xen. Symp. 4, 31. viv & érewdy 
tov wrepopiwy (of my foreign property) ocrépopa: Kal ra Eyyera ov 

kaprovpac: see also Anab. 3, 2, 2. 
The poets have also from orépouar the part. aor. 2. pass. orepeic, 

synonymous with orepdpevoc and orepnbele. 

Whether the simple verb crepé, crepotpar occurs as a pres. in the 

old Attic writers I cannot venture to assert positively in the present im- 

perfect state of our catalogues of Greek verbs. In Lucian and others 

it is, at least in the passive, not uncommon. But in Xen. Anab. 1, 9, 13. 

modhakie 0 jy idety Kal roddy kal yepy Kal ép0adpor OTEpoupevoug 

avOpwrove, the sense requires orepopévove, deprived. 

Homer seems to have inflected orepéw with the e, for he has the 
aor. 1. infin. orepéom, Od. v, 262. The fut. droorepeiobe for arooreph- 

cece, which occurs in the old Atticism (Andocid. Myster. extr.) is 

to be explained by the same inflexion. 

Xrevrar, 3. sing. pres. and orevro, 3. sing. imperf., Epic defective 

deponent. The above forms occur frequently in Homer in the sense 
of he gives to understand, promises, threatens : and we find the 3. plur. 
orevyra once in AEschyl. Pers. 49. in the same sense. At Od. dA, 584. 
orevro dé Supawy, in a description of Tantalus, Passow derives it from 
‘orn, and translates it in its literal sense, he stood, but Voss renders 
it, he strove, endeavoured. 

Zrnpite, I fix: fut. orale 5 aor. 1. eorypiSa, aor. 1. 
midd. éornpSdpyy ; perf. pass. éorjprypos ; pluperf. éorn- 
plypyy. Compare Baorago, Aiorado. 
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=rigw, I prick: fut. eriEw; aor. 1. 2o71Ea; perf. pass. 
éotiypas. See the preceding. 

Sropévvuus, I spread, strew, abbrev. cropyvps, and by 
metathesis orpéyvyys; so also in the formation*, fut. 
oropécw or otp@ow (Att. mapacrop®, Aristoph. Equ. 
484.); aor. 1. éorépeca or Zorpwou; in the other tenses 
the usual forms are perf. pass. Zorpwpas; aor. 1. pass. 

eorpwdyy; verbal adj. crpwrdc. ; 

Hippocrates uses xcaraoropecOjvac; see Foes. Gic. Hippocr.: and 

Hesychius explains éoropéoOn and éorophOn by éorpwOn.t 

=rpého, I turn (transit.); fut. erpeve; perf. 2. Zorpopa, 
Theognet. Conv. Athen. 3. p.104.¢. Lobeck ad Phryn. 

p- 578. perf. pass. Zorpappou (like rérpappros and redpop.- 
pot, with « instead of et); aor. 1. pass. éorpéddyy (compare 
"Expég$ev under Tpérw) ; aor. 2. 2orpadyy. 

The aor. 1. pass. éorpa@Onyv occurs in the Doric dialect of Theoer. 7, 
132. I know of no authority for a pres. orpapw ; compare rparw, 
tpagw. In Il. o, 546. orpéackor is 3. plur. aor. for éorpedar. 

Zruyéw, I fear, hate, is regular. The perf. drecriynxa 

has the force of a present, Herodot. 2, 47. 
From an obsolete stem ZTYTQ or ZTYZQ Homer has the aor. 2. 

gorvyov ; and an aor. 1. gorvéa, opt. orvéaiuu, Od. dA, 502., with the 

causative meaning of to make terrible ; which latter form is however 
again used by the later poets, e. g. by Apoll. Rh. 4, 512., in its original 

* sense. 

Zuplgw, Att. cupirrw, I pipe: fut. cvpifw, more fre- 

quently and purer Attic cupifouos, Non-Attic oupica, 
Dor. cupicdw; see Hemsterh. Aristoph. Plut. p. 229. 
The aor. 1. infin. cupioas is found in Lucian. Harmon. 2. 
Compare Bacrafw and Aisrago. 

Zipw, I draw, drag along. Pass. cipouor; aor. 2. 
ec bpny. 

* Compare “Ayvumt and Kepdvvuut, however the text has kardorpwyrto without 
+ Stephens in his Thesaurus quotes ka- any various reading. 

teatépnvTo from Herodot. 8, 53., where ¢ See note on rérpauyar under Tpérw. 

Qa 4 

Yatr 
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Zoato, Att. oharrw, [I cut the throat, slaughter, 
offer up in sacrifice: fut. cba&w; aor. 1. tohaka; perf. 
pass. Eodaypor; aor. 1. pass. eodaydyr, Herodot. 5, 5. 
and Pind.] but in the Attic writers generally aor. 2. 
eodayyy, part. oddyels. Compare Bacrafw, AicrdSo. 

Loararw, I deceive: [fut. e>&a ; aor. 1. Zora, infin. 
adijrcs; aor. 2. Zrdadrov, Pind.; perf. pass. Eodarpan ; | 
aor. 2. pass. exdaryy. 

Sddiyyw, I tie together, fasten together: fut. cdiyEo ; 
perf. pass. Zoosypou (but 3, sing. 2odsyxras), infin. Zodry- 

Eos, &e. 

> 0, I beat (as the pulse does), palpito: fut. pve, 
&e. Compare 2raflw, Yrifw, &e. 

xa, I drop, open: fut. cxaocw, &c. This verb has in the older 

language a pres. in -dw, as oydw, infin. oxgv: imperf. Zoxwy; see 
Lobeck ad Phryn. p.219.; but in the formation the a is always short. 

[Both the act. and midd. voices of this verb have a transit. and 
intransit. meaning ; in the former it seems connected with tyw, oxé0w, 
ioxw. An Alexandrian form éoyalocay for écxagoy is found in 

Lycophr. 21. — Passow. ] 
Lxeiv, Ecyor, EoyeBorv. See "Exo. 

Lwlw, I save: fut. dow, old Attic eww; aor. 1. éowoa; perf. pass. 

Att. céswpuat, otherwise generally céowopar; aor. 1. pass. éowOnv. — 
Mipp. 

The radical form is cadw, cawow, coming regularly from doc, salvus ; 

and as from odo¢ came oc, so by contraction from ocadw was formed 
cww, wow, séowpat, éowOny. The pres. cww * ower, &c., remained in 

the usage of the Epic poets; but ow, which sprung from it, was intro- . 
duced into the common language, and gave rise afterwards to céowopat. 

The rarity of the older form céowpar (on which see Suid. v. céoworat) 

arose from transcribers using the one then in common use.+ 
There is perhaps no instance whatever in the Epic writers of the pres. 

cwfw.t In the other tenses they use the resolved form only, as fut. 

* [Hence the part. cdovres, Od. 1, 430. ¢ The single occurrence of od wy in 
and the Ionic imperf. oweoxor, Il. 3,363. Oud. ¢, 490. is most likely a false reading 
Apoll. Rhod. has also odere, end the for cdwv, as we find at 1, 430, odovres : 

midd. odeo0at, — Passow. | and in Hes. €, 374, od(o is a rejected 
+ Bekker has in many cases restored reading, Among the Alexandrine Epics 

the old form from the manuscripts. Apollon. Rhod, has invariably ow, &c. 
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cawow; aor. 1. éodwoa; aor. 1. pass. éoawOny; fut. midd. cawcopac; 

and in the present beside cww, &c., a shortened form of it; as, conj. 

conc, ody, adwory, Il. 4, 393. 424. 681. But the resolved form is 

seldom found in the present in the Epic writers; caot, Theogn. 868. 

Bekk. and Callim. Del. 22., caoto.*, Tyrt. 2, 13. The imperative would 
therefore be caov, and the imperf. (écdovy) 3. sing. éodov, odov, and 
so the imperative is written in the manuscripts and in the text of the 
common editions in the following passages; Hom. Hymn. 12. (13.) 
Callim. Epigr. 35. Theodorid. Epigr. 4. Epigr. Adesp. 179. But Homer 
has écdw, cau, Il. ¢, 238. 7, 363. as the 3. sing. imperf., and odo, 

Od. v, 230. p, 595. as the imperat.; and so has Callimachus in his 

hymns: whence also the text of the first-quoted passages has been 

sometimes altered to caw. Besides it has been already mentioned 
under vaerdw, that this form is lengthened in the same anomalous 
manner as vaerdwoa; that is to say from éodov, cdov came éod, of ; 

which contraction, instead of being resolved into -ow according to 

general analogy, was changed to -aw. 
In an Attic inscription in Corp. Inser. Gr. T. 1. p. 107. no. 71. 

stands legibly ZOO, while the context requires the fut. owow: that 

form must therefore be read cww, which is the same old future as the 

Epie gpvover, ravvover, and which had therefore left its traces in the 

Attic language: see éxyeydovrae under Tévozas, and the end of the 
article on ’Epiw. 

T: 
TA~-. We thust suppose this stem or root on account of the old im- 

perative rij, take ! here ! (in French tiens /) to which belonged also 
a plural rire (Sophron. ap. Schol. Aristoph. Ach. 204.), formed ac- 
cording to the analogy of Ziv, &c. 

Akin to the above is another stem or root TAI-—+, from which 
Homer has a redupl. part. aor. 2. reraywy, seizing. 

That the supposition of a stem or root TA- for the formation of ré- 
raxa, &c., from reivw is grammatically unnecessary, although there 
may be etymological grounds for it, is shown under Teéyw. See also 
an account of all the above-mentioned forms in Buttm, Lexil. Art. 

Teraywr, p. 503. et sqq. 

TAT. See TA- (TAQ). 
Taréaw. See Trdw. 

* The false reading odovo1, and the — gave rise to the adoption of a form cdw. 
similar error of odor (amended by Bekker + Compare érudynv under Téuvw (ré- 
in the above-quoted passage of Theognis), TunKa). 
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Taviw, I stretch out, strain: fut. raviow; perf. pass. rerdvvopar ; 

aor. 1. pass. gravicOnv. The Epic fut. in -bw*, ravvover occurs in Od. 
¢, 174. In Il. p, 393. we find a 3. sing. pres. ravvrat, as formed from 
rdavupat The v is short in all the tenses, so that Homer, in order to 

lengthen it, doubles the o. 

Tapacocw, Att. rapaitrw, I disturb: fut. Tapaso t, &c. 

Its inflexion is regular. 
This verb has a sister-form of less frequent occurrence, 1.) in the 

Attics Sparrw with long a, whence the neut. part. rd Sparrov; the 
pres. was used in prose, the aor. 1. 20paéa, infin. S$pa%a: by the poets: 
2.) in the Epic writers the perf., with an intransit. sense, rérpnxa,-L 

am agitated, stormy. 
This 3parrw was formed from rapdrrw by transposing the first a 

with the p, and then contracting the two alphas into one long syllable: 

consequently the r before the p became aspirated, like réOpermoy, Soupa- 
Tov, ppovooc, &e. In rérpynxa the r was necessarily restored, and the 

n for a isacommon Ionicism. From this perfect the later writers formed 
a pres. rpnyw. See the Art. on rérpnya in Buttm. Lexil. p. 506. 

Tacoo, Att. rarrew, I set in order, arrange: fut. raga; 

perf. pass. réraypor; aor. 1. pass. éraydyv; aor. 2. (less 
frequent) érdyyv. Midd. raécoopos, &c.; aor. 1. éra&apyy. 

Tageiy and rapfva. See Oarrw and OA®-. 

Teivw, I stretch out, extend (any thing): fut. rev; aor. 
1. ereiva; perf. rérdxa; perf. pass. r2rayas; aor. 1. pass. 
erabyy. See TA-, and Taviw. 

This verb, with cXivw, xpivw, Kreivo, and mdbvw, drops the v in the 

perf. act., perf. pass., and aor. 1. pass., and takes the short vowel of the 

future; the two verbs in -eivw changing also the e toa. When we 
observe that Oar and dvOjvac belong, both in form and meaning, to 

p0iw and dbw (not P0ivw, divw), that idpivOny, érvbvOny must come from 

idptw, mvéw, there being no trace of a pres. in -yw for either, and that 

Paivw comes from BAQ, (0dr from ®OAQ, &c. &c., we may conclude 
that the above five verbs also (re(vw, &c.) came originally from roots 
which according to the more general analogy would be pure, and that 
another present was afterwards formed by the very common insertion 

of the ». But as in these five verbs the y is carried on to the future, 

- * See the end of the article on Sow, + [Thucyd. 7, 36. has the fut. midd. 
and the references there given. Tapdgoua in a passive sense, — Passow. } 
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which is not the case with the other anomalous verbs in -vw, and there 

exists also a plain analogy between these and other verbs which have 
for their characteristic letter A, jz, v, or p, particularly in the change of 

the vowel ¢ to a; it seems to me a more grammatical and more practi- 
cal arrangement to join them thus with each other and with the verbs in 
-vw, than to refer certain tenses to such themes as KPIQ, TAQ, &c., by 

which the number of verbal anomalies would be unnecessarily increased. 
Teipw, I rub out (attero), wear out, torment, is used only in pres. and 

imperf. Topeivy and Tépcouac must be considered as distinct stems or 

roots, which, although akin to each other, have been separated by 

usage. See both in their places. 
TEK-. See Tikro. 

Teagw, I finish, complete, fulfil: fut. rertow*, rerdw 

(Il. 3, 415.), and Att. reaw, Plat. Protag. p. 311. b.; in 

the passive also reAcipeve (Herodot. 3, 134.) is a future. 
See Aguw and Kaagw. Pass. rerdopou; fut. rerdoouas ; 
perf. rerércopor; aor. 1. pass. érerdoOyy. 

[ Homer has also the aor. 1. act. éréXeoa, éréXeoga, of which Hero- 

dotus uses the infin. reAéoar. We find also in Homer the Epic pres. 
teAetw both in the act. and pass. voice. — Passow. | 

Téaaw, an old verbt, occurring only in its compounds, 

which may be found in the Lexicons; e. g. avaréArw, émi- 

réarw, &c. It is reflected regularly according to the ana- 
logy of verbs having as their characteristic letter, a, 4, », or 
p; and in the passive has only the aor. 1.— Mipp. 

[ Passow gives the following inflexion: ré\Aw ; fut. reA@, AEol. réd- 
ow; aor. 1. erecta, Aol. Eredoa; perf. pass. réradac; pluperf. érerdd- 
pnv; aor. 1. éradOnv. Midd. réddopar; aor. 1. érecdapuny. | 

Ténvw, I cut: fut. rep; aor. 2. ereuov and zrapoy; 
pref. réruyxa t, perf. pass. rérunuos; aor. 1. pass. érurdyy: 
3. fut. rerpyoonos, whence éxterpajrecdov, Plat. De Rep. 
8. p. 564. c. § — Mipp. 

In Il. v, 707. réuee is a solitary instance of a pres. réuw; and so it is 

* [In Homer, where the metre re- Apoll. Rhod. 4, 156. in a passive sense. 
quires it, reAécow, — Passow. } See kexopyés under Kopévvust, and ke- 

t See the note on TAHvat. Kunds under Kduyvw, 
¢ The part. perf. rerunds is found in § See note, p. 39, 
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considered by Heyne: but Wolf and Passow read repei as a future. 
The common form however in both Epic and Ionic writers is rapvw: 
yet the aor. Zrapoy is found in the Attics, and was probably one of 

the older Atticisms, e. g. Thucyd. 1, 81. Eurip.-Hel. 1240. 

An Epic sister-form is rufyw; aor. 1. rpnga; aor. 2. érpayor ; aor. 
2. pass. érudayny. See also Térpor. 

Téprw, I delight: 

This verb is regular. 

. The pass. répropat, I am delighted, satiated, has in the cs ae lan- 

guage three varieties of the aorist ; viz. éréppOnv (Od. 9, 131.) ; éraprny 
(Il. 4, 779. whence the infin. raprijva, raprhpevar); and érapropuny 
(whence the conj. raprwyeba, Il. w, 636.) or with redupl. reraprépny, 

TETAPTETO, reraprwpecba, TETAPT OpEvoc. But the aor. 1. pass. is found — 

likewise in many passages of Homer with a change of vowel, e. g, 

rapoOn, Od. 7, 213., rappber, ¢, 99.: for this however there are not 

sufficient analogical grounds; and as there is still less foundation for 

imagining that these two forms were used indifferently for each other 
in the same poem, it is possible that the one with the change of vowel 
might have been an impure dialect foisted into Homer's text at some 

very early period. * 
Three times (Il. y, 441. &, 314. Od. $, 292.) Homer has rpareioper, 

which is aor. 2. conj. pass. for rparéwpev, rparopev, and formed ac- 

cording to the analogy of verbs in ju, that is like Sefopar for Séwpac 

from riOnpu, or oretopev for oréwpev from iornu. But in the above 
passages the verb comes from répzw, not from rpéxw, by the same 
metathesis as in éxpaQoy: see IépOw.+ 

Tépoopa, I become dry, depon. pass. ; aor. 2. pass. (érépony) infin. 
repoivat, reponpevar, Il. 7, 519. Od. 2, 98. The active voice does not 

occur in any ancient writer, but in its stead we find, in a causative 

sense, Tepoaivw, I make dry, dry up, (regularly inflected) whence , 
aor. 1. éréponva Il. 7, 529. 

At Il. x, 519. we find repojjvat, to become dry, and at v. 529. réponre, 

fut. répbw; aor. 1. erepba, &e. 

* Indeed the use of the two forms érép- 
pony and erdpmny, as there is no me- 
trical cause for it, is very remarkable, and 
is perhaps one of the numerous traces of 
these poems having passed though a va- 
riety of mouths, Probably therefore rdp- 
6 (for which indeed at Od. 7. 213. some 
have read tdprn) is a mixture of the 
two genuine old readings above-men- 
tioned. 

+ Heyne’s objection to the derivation 

from tpéxw, grounded on grammatical 
construction, is correct. To which we may 
add that Homer in such a sense (to turn 
oneself’ toward), never uses tpamivet but 

tpamecOat; while on the other hand we 
meet with the same expression tépreaOai 
pirdrnti at Od. €, 227. In the passage 
of Od. 3. 292. we must join edviGevre 
Aéxrpovde, like és Spévoy ite and the 

- like. 
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he made dry ; hence the two forms, thus standing in evident relation 

to each other, have been generally considered as infinitive and in- 
dicative of the same verb, with no other difference than that of sense. 

Now as réponve can be nothing but an aor. 1. act., repojjvac would 
then be the infinitive of the same tense, with an immediate or neuter 

meaning. But repofjpevac (Od. 2, 98.), which exactly corresponds 

with it, is clearly an aor. passive. * 
Nicander (Ther. 96. 693. 709.) has some forms of an aor. Erepoa 

for éréponva; and again in Theocr. 22, 63. I would, rather on account 

of the context, consider répoec to be a future than a present. If this 

be so, and these forms of Nicander, like others of the same poet, were 

not made by himself, they come probably from réfpw, I dry up (see 
the last note) ; fut. répow; aor. 1. érepoa. 

See TA-. 
Terevxijcba, to be armed, Od. x, 104., a perfect derived from the 

subst. revyea. Compare ’EoOnpévoc. 

See TIE-. 
Térpoyv, érerpor, I found, hitupon, attained: a defective aorist, of which 

we find no other tense than the conj. rérune, y, Od. 0, 15. The analogy 
of éxepvov and éxexAdpny appears to lead us to a theme TEMQ, which 
however being totally different in meaning from TEMQ the stem or root 
of réuvw, must be kept distinct from it, at least by the grammarian. 

[Of this latter root we find érérero in Orph. Arg. 366. which, as 

well as érerjov, Passow forms from an obsolete pres. rérpw. | 
Terpaivw. See Tirpdw. 

Terayor. 

Terinuac. 

Tedxw. ‘The two following cognate verbs must be kept 
distinct from each other. 

1. Tedxw, I prepare : a poetical word, regularly inflected, as fut. 

* It is true that there is no other in- 
stance of an aor. 2. pass. in ony; but 
this arises only from there being in the 
common language no verb with @ as its 
characteristic. This aorist is therefore 
quite regular; and consequently to sup- 
pose an intransitive active TEPZEQ, to 
which these infinitives might belong ac- 
cording to the analogy of popijva, poph- 
pevat, would be to increase unnecessarily 
the number of themes. Besides these 
forms must then be in the present, syno- 
nymous with tépoec@au, the meaning of 
which is “ to continue to get drier,” where- 
as in both the above passages the idea is 
that of “ being completely dry.” And the 
plan of the older Grammarians of joining 

téprecbar with refpew by means of a fu- 
ture and an aorist of this verb, according 
to the analogy of xelpw &xepoa (compare 
*AAétw), must be pronounced incorrect, 
because the o in tépaeo@a: is in the root 
through the Ionicism of po for p5, as 
shown by the derivative subst. rapids and 
rapods, and the Lat. torreo. Nor is there 

so immediate an agreement between the 
meanings of (réppw) répow, I dry up, 
and telpw, I rub off, which latter may in- 
deed have been pronounced in the A¢olic 
dialect réphw also (see Greg. Cor. in 
Eol. ii.), as to justify the grammarian in 
joining both verbs under the same in- 
flexion. 
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reviw; aor. 1. Erevta; perf. rérevya; perf. pass. rérvypac*; fut. 3. 

rereveouar; aor. 1. pass. érbyOny.+ Verbal adj. ruxrde or revxrdc. 

2. Tuyxavw, I happen, chance to be, hit upon: fat. 
TevSouor 5 aor. 2. eruyov; perf. rerixyxa. On the 

formation of these tenses from rtedyw, see notes under 

Iluv$dvopo: and Aicbdévoza:: and on the derivation of 

retiyyxa from érvyov (without having recourse to a new 
theme ruyéw), see "Axayitw and note. 

The meaning of rvyyave, érvxor is that of the passive of revyw with 
an intransitive immediate force. That is to say, rerbxOa very fre- 
quently means in the Epic poets to be fated, destined, brought on by 
circumstances, whence rerixrat is much the same as éori, for which was 

afterwards used ruyyave &y or rvyyxaver; and érvyx@y in Il. B, $20. 
(SavpaZopuev, otov érbyOn) had precisely the same meaning as éruxev 

in prose. Thus érvyé por rovro, this happened to me, was much the 

same as érvxOn por: compare II. A, 683. obvexa por TUxe ToAAA, because 

much had happened to me, with p, 704. peyadn dé 60n Mvdlovo érbyx On, 
was prepared for them, was their lot : and sometimes in this as in other 

cases the relation is reversed, érvyoy rovrov, I obtained that as my lot, 
whence comes the meaning of to obtain, light upon, find. In a similar 

way it is easy to distinguish in the two aorists of the same theme, 
érevga and érvxev, the causative and the immediate meaning becoming 

active and passive, (“I caused, prepared,” and “ it was prepared, was 
my lot”) a distinction which we see plainly in jjpenfa and ijperoy, in 

égvoa and eur tf, and in others: e. g. Seot axa whdea Erevgdy por (Od. 

a, 244.) and kaxa khdea érvyé por, like roye poe wodra. 

With this aor. 2. is connected also, according to the analogy given 
in the last note, the perf. act. from the same simple form, rérevya. 
This was the true Ionic perfect of rvyxavw, e. g. in Herodot. 3, 14. extr., 

which in a later period became frequent in the non-Attic writers, as in 

Aristot. Eth. 3, 14. Polyb. 1, 81: see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 395. Nay, 
the part. of this perfect occurs in Homer in a completely passive sense 

mépuxa, I am produced, I grow. * On the change of the diphthong to », 
see note under Xéw. 

+ See the end of Art. on Aciaw., 
+ Wherever the causative and the im- 

mediate meaning are expressed by different 
active forms, the perf. (whether perf. 1. 
or 2.) and the aor. 2, belong always to 
the immediate sense, as 

gio, picw, &pvoa, I produce, —épur, 

The same may be observed of éornyv 
and €ornka, of @duv and dé5uKa, of %o@nv 
and éo€na, of €oxAny and éoxAnka (in 
oKéhAw), of iprrov and épfpema. Again, 
by usage rérevxa belongs not to Tevxw,, 
but to tvyxdyw; and the Epics join 7é- 
Tpopa with Erpapor, 
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in Od. p, 423. Bode pivoto rerevxwe, “made of cow-hide:” of which 
similar instances may be seen in a note under ‘AXéoxoyat. For the perf. 
of revyw in an active sense, there is no genuine undisputed authority.* 

From érvxoy, ruxeiv, were formed (according to the analogy of 
iKaxor, dkayety, axkayhow, hKaxnoa: see Axayifw and note) a new aorist 

and perfect, precisely synonymous with those above-mentioned, viz. 
érvynoa and rervynxa, of which the aor. 1. remained in Epic usage, 

while the perfect became the Attic and common form. 

In the Ionic 3. plur. of rérvypac Homer has restored, on account of 
the metre, the diphthong of the present, making rerevyaray, Te- 
revxaro; but we find also, at least in the later prose, rerevypac (see 

Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 728.); whence arorerevypévoc, of a thing which 
has not answered the expectation, Lucian. Alex. 28.¢ And lastly in 
Homer, the fut. 3. is not formed with v, but written reredfopac; 

which future is used at Il. », 345. ¢, 585. in the neuter sense only of 

rérvypat, and therefore cannot be mistaken at ¢, 322. 
The same uncertainty which is found in the vowel of ruxrédc, revkrde, 

appears to have existed also in the aor. 1. pass.; at least in Anacr. 10. 
ro revyGev is the better accredited reading. Perhaps it was wished to 
distinguish érevy@nv with the proper sense of revyw, from ériyxOnv, 
which has in all other instances a neuter meaning. 

The Epic language has another aorist, always found in a redupli- 
cated shape, the aor. 2. rervxetv, Midd. reruxéoOar, and corresponding 

in meaning with revEa, revEacbar, to prepare: see Od. o, 94. Il. a, 467. 

The « comes from the Ionic dialect (see Aécouac), and is retained in 

’ 

this old form, which may be compared with xcexadeiy under XaZw. 

* Tn Il. v, 346. the reading of most of 
the manuscripts, and, until very lately, 
of the text also, was terevxaroy in the 
sense of to prepare. But as the perfect 
cannot possibly stand in that passage, 
the other reading tetedxetov, which the 
Scholiast also follows, has been adopted, 

This, however, is equally inadmissible. 
For whether it be considered as a pre- 
sent (which is contrary to Homer’s prac- 

‘ tice in the narrative), or as an imperfect 
with the termination of -roy for -rTnv, 
such a form as teredxw for redxw or Té- 
tevxov for érevxov is quite unheard of, 
and (which is decisive), not required by 
the metre. There is no doubt, therefore, 
that the reading of the Schol. Ven., ex- 
tracted from some old copies (éredxerov 
for érevxérnv), is the only true one. 
That is to say, as the termination in -rov 
of this imperfect, though not without pa- 

rallel cases (Il. «, 364. 0, 583.) in the 
old Epic poetry, was yet contrary to the 
common rules of grammar established at 
a later period ; the word was first altered 
to a supposed present teredxerov, and 
then to a perfect, which, as far as regarded 
formation, was a correct one. The pre- 
sent Scholium of this verse is most cor- 
rupt; that at Il. «, 364., attributed to the 
Alexandrines, and containing the Scho- 
liast’s opinion of this dual in all three pas- 
sages, reads indeed in the one before us 
TerevxeTov, but it can only be rendered 
consistent with itself by our reading there 
also ijpwecow éredxerov dytt Tov erev- 
Xo. 

+ See also Stephan. Thesaur. in &mo- 

tuyxdvw, and Lex. Seguer. (Antiatt.), 
p- 79., where the still more astonishing 
form amorerixntat is explained by dzro- 
TETEUKTO. 
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With this rervxécOa is joined in the same Epic language a new pre- 
sent rervoxopar, like X\doxw from daxeiv, toxw from eixw. At Il. 9, 

342, this form has plainly and without force the meaning of revyery, to 
prepare (fire); and so it was understood by the ancients, as the usage 
of Apollonius proves, who uses it (4, 248.) in the sense of “ to prepare 
the sacrifice.” The active voice is found in the Alexandrine poets, as 
in Arat. 418. Antim. Fr. 26. Lycophr. 1403. Opp. Hal. 2, 99. Com- 

pare Ruhnk. Epist. Crit. p. 38. At the same time this form belongs 
also to the other meaning, that of rvyyavw; for rirboxeaBai rivoc (il. 

v, 159.) to aim at any one, bears the same relation to rvxeiy rine, to 
hit any one, as arodidpacxer, he runs away (spoken of one who may still 

be caught), does to arédpa, he escaped, or as captare does to capere, 
and the like.* 

Téccae for rvyxety, see in its alphabetical place. 

Tyxw, I melt, soften (trans.): fut. r74Gw, &c. Pass. 
T7xopot, With aor. 2. éraxyy (&), and perf. réryxa, I melt 
(intrans.): see Zeya, &c., under "Ayvups, and note under 

Tedyo. 

TIE-, whence rerinuat, J am vexed, of which we find only the 2. 

dual rerinoOor, Il. 3, 447., and the part. rerunpévoc, Il. A, 555. In the 

same sense Homer uses also the active form rerinwe -drog, Il. 4, 30. A, 

554. Compare xexagnwec, Kexunuc, BeCapnwc, &c.: see also Pebawe 

under Baivw. 

Tlerw, I bring forth, pariot: fut. ré&w t, more generally 
réZouosr; aor. 2. Erexov; perf. réroxa, part. TeToxews, -via, 
-os, Hes. ¢, 593. 

* Modern critics have attempted to con- 
nect this verb with t:tafvw, by deducing 
the idea of taking aim from that of draw- 
ing tight the string of the bow, and be- 
cause at Il. & 41. b@ dxeogu TiTbTKETO 
is used of attaching the horses to the cha- 
riot, i.e. straining or drawing tight the 
traces. But independently of the two 
verbs (tiTalyw and tittcKw) being si- 
milar only in appearance, the similarity 
vanishes entirely between telyw and t- 
vbonw; nor can TiTvoKec Oa mip be ex- 
plained by means of this deduction with- 
out very unusual force; and as for the 
idea of the horses straining or stretching 
the traces, it does not correspond with 
any Greek or Latin expression whatever, 

for Homer uses titalvew Gpua in the 
sense of the horses drawing along the 
chariot. Trrdoxeo@a in the above pas- 
sage is therefore only a slight deviation 
from rebxew, with the sense of to set in 
order, make ready, and hence the Greek 
commentators unanimously explain it by 
erode, 

+ [Sometimes also, I beget, Eurip. 
Suppl. 1092., in which sense Homer very 
frequently uses the middle voice, Il. B, 
742.— Ed.] 

t Decisive authorities for this active 
form in the Iambic trimeter of the At- 
tics, will be found in Aristoph. Thesm. 
509, Eurip. Tro, 742, Aischyl. Prom. 
868. 
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_ The perf. pass. réreypac and aor. 1. pass. éréx@nv are found only in 
non-Attie writers, e. g. in Hippocr. De Superfet. 8. and Pausan. 3, 7. 
The same perfect, with change of vowel, réroypac oGeurs in Synes. 
Epist. 141. The middle voice, with the same meaning as the active, is 
poetical only; rixrerar, Aschyl. ap. Athen. p. 600. b., aor. 2. érexdpuny, 

réxero, rexeoOar, Hom. [The aor. 1. réfacOac is found in some editions 

of Hes. 9, 889., but perhaps the better reading is réfeoOa. The 

aor. 1. act érega is very rare, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 743.— Passow. ] 
A fut. infin. recetoOac (as from rexovpac) is found in Hymn. Ven. 

127., but I think recéoOac would suit the syntax of the passage quite 
as well, in which case rexeioOac might be an old correction. The form 

reteieoOe, Arat. 124., which must be explained by supposing a fut. 

retovpar, reelopar, is very suspicious.* 

Tiare, I pluck, tear up; fut. riA® ; aor. 1. Eriaa; perf. 
pass. rériAj.ou.— Mapp. ‘This verb is inflected like xpfyw. 

Tivo, rivyup. See Tiw. 

Tirpaw, I perforate: fut. rpjow; aor. 1. érpyra. We 

have also a sister-form Terpaivw, fut. rerpav®, aor. 1. éré- 

tpyva, Aristoph. Thesm. 18., but in Theophr. érérpava.t 
This latter verb, which is properly nothing more than a 
strengthened form of the other, became the general one in 
Attic usage. The perfects are however always taken from 
the radical form, thus perf. act. rérpyxa, perf. pass. ré- 
tpnpot, Herodot. 4, 158.— Mipp. 

The aor. érérpnva, formed contrary to the general rule of verbs in 
-aivw (see Kepdaivw), is an Ionicism which remained in the Attic lan- 

guage. Authorities from Theophrastus for érérpava may be seen in 
Stephan. Thesaur. The form rirpaivw, wherever found, is a corruption. 

Titpooxw, I wound: fut. tpdow, &c. Perf. part. pass. 
Tetpwpévas véec, wyured, Herodot. &, 18. 

The stem or root of rirpdoxw is in the verb ropeiv (as OOP— is the 
root of Ypwoxw, BOP— of B.Epworw), by the well-known metathesis 
detailed more at length under Baé)dXo, Ovfckw, and Kadéw, But as the 

* [Passow is of opinion that Buttmann Puer. c. 4. an Ionic form retphyw, which 
has not sufficient grounds for suspecting  Passow pronounces to be a false reading 
these two forms. ] for Terpaivw, 

+t We find also in Hippocr. De Nat. 

R 
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sense of the derivative verb has become more precise and limited than 
that of its original theme, they must be treated as two separate verbs. 
Homer has thé present in a more simple shape, rpww, rpwere ; but only 
once, and then in the general sense of to hurt or injure, Od. ¢, 293. 

Tirvocw. See Tedyw. 

Tiw. As usage has separated the two following verbs, 

it will be better to do the same. 
Tiw, I honour, is solely poetical, and quite regular ; e. g. fut. riow, 

aor. 1. éruca, &c.; perf. pass. rérepas, Il. v, 426. Od. v, 28., &e. 

Tivw, I pay or suffer (the penalty of an offence), forms, 
like the preceding, a fut. ricw ; aor. 1. Zrioa, &c.; perf. 
tétixa; but the Attics make the : short in all the tenses, 
and the pass. takes o, as perf. rériopas; aor. 1. eriobyy. 

Midd. rivonos, I punish (a person), avenge (a thing): fut. 
ricowor; aor. 1. erioamyy. 

According to the general analogy of verbs in -ivw, the Epics have 

the . long in rivw and all its tenses. The Atties, on the contrary, 
generally use it short: see, as instances of rivw, Aischyl. Prom. 112., 

Soph. CEd. Col. 1203., Eurip. Or. 7.; and of rica, Aristoph. Eccl. 45. 
Vesp. 1424. The of the present is also short in the Doric dialect of 

Pindar (Pyth. 2, 44.); in the early time of Solon (5, 31.), as well as 
in that of the later Epigrammatists, Jac. Anthol. Poet. p. 823. On the 
other hand, the fut. and its derivative tenses have the « long in Pind. 
Ol. 2, 106., in the Anapests of Aristoph. Eccl. 656. 663., in the Iambic 

Trimeter of Soph. Trach. 1113. Phil. 1041., and a lyric passage of 
Aj. 182.; see Reisig. Comm. Crit. de Soph. Cid. Col. p. 220. 
We find an Ionic sister-form of the pres. rivw in révyvps, rivvupas 

written -in the Attic poetry r/vuya: with « short, Eurip. Or. 313.* 

Tajvo, to bear or suffer, bear up manfully, venture, 
dare. Of this verb there is neither present nor imperfect: 
fut. rAjcouos; perf. reranxa ; aor. 2. ray, imper. TAI, 

opt. raaiyyvt, infin. raAyjvo, part. tAdas, TAdoa, TAG. 

Compare 2yvwy, &c., under Tiyvacxe. 
These forms are used both in poetry and prose, while the defective 

tenses are supplied from the verbs of similar meaning izopévw and 

* [Passow objects to the writing of this short in the Attic writers, like rivw.] 
form with vv, and prefers tiyvyu: in all + The conjunctive is not in use. 
cases, with the « long in the Epic, and | 
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avéxoua. Térdn«a is a regular perfect, and used as such in Aristoph. 
Plut. 280., but the poets have formed from it (with the force of a pre- 
sent) the following syncopated forms ; perf. plur. rérAaper, rérAare, . 
rerkadou, dual rérharoy; imper. rérhabi, rerdarw, &e.; opt. rerhainy* ; 

infin. rerAdvac (&), rerAdper and rerAGpevac; part. rerAywe, -droc ; plu- 

perf. plur. érérhapev, érérdare, érérdacov, dual érérdaroy, érerharny. 

The Epic language has also an unusual aor. 1. érd\aca, éradacoa Ff, Il. 
p, 166., whence conj. rqddcow, -nc, -n, Il. v, 829. 0, 164., and in a 

Jater period we find a fut. rakacow, Lycophr. 746. 
TM—. See Téuyw and Térpw. 
Tynyw. See Téurw. 

Topeiy (Hesych.), to pierce, stab: aor. 2. tropoy, a defective aorist, 

Il. A, 236., and (of less frequent occurrence) aor. 1. érépnoa, part. 
tophoac, Hymn. Mere. 119. A pres. ropéw is nowhere found. [There 
are also traces in Hesych. of a reduplicated aor. réropoy explained by 
Tp@oat.— Passow. | 

The same idea of piercing lies in rerophaw, a future with the mean- 
ing of to pierce (the ears), utter with a loud or shrill voice in Aristo- 
phanes (Pac. 381.), who has also in the same sense a present ropetw 
(Thesm. 986.). 

Téocac, Dor. réocace, an aor. part. synonymous with rvyeiv, Pind. 

Pyth. 3, 48.; compare Beeckh. var. lect. p. 456. Beside the above we 
find only the compound éxérogce, part. éxirdooac, Pind. Pyth. 4, 43. 
10, 52. 

Tpareiw. » See Téprw. 

Tparw. See Tpérw. 

Tpéuw, I tremble, is used only in the pres. and imperf. 
Tpérw, Iturn: fut. rpébo ; aor. 1. Erpea ; aor. 1. midd. 

erpeWapyy; aor. 1. pass. erpébbyy; aor. 2. Erpamoy; aor. 2. 
pass. erpamny; aor. 2. midd. érparduyy; perf. 2. rérpoda § 

* The conjunctive is not in use. 
+ There is no doubt of the verb TéAAw 

having had in the older language the 
meaning of to bear, traces of which we 
see in the Lat. tollo and tuli. Now tAj- 
vat tAalny have the same relation to 
TEAAW, aS OKAVaL oKAalnvy have to 

oKéA\Aw. In the course of time forms 
disappeared, and the meaning became 
modified, but was still quite perceptible in 
tAjvor and tollo. The simple meaning 
of to bear remained only in tuli. The 
present TeAAw disappeared entirely as a 
simple verb; in its compounds, in which 

R 2 

it has the aor. 1. @re:Aa, the original 
sense is most evident in émuréAAew. 

¢ As @upyopoy comes from pelpw, so is 
@ropov indisputably the aorist of a stem 
or root TEP~, which may be compared 
etymologically with refpw, although this 
latter cannot in its precise meaning be 
joined grammatically with ropeiy. Hesy- 
chius has preserved forms of the redupli- 
cated aorist téropoy (réropev, terdpn), 
but which are explained by tp@ca. See 
Titpéokw. 

§ See note under KAérrw. This re- 
tpopa is found in Aristoph, Nub. 858, .n 
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and id eyivgt perf. pass. rérpapyou.* —Mipp. Verbal 
adj. Tpemr ds, and with the sense of the middle voice 
tparyréog. With regard to the aorist, tpé¢rw is the only 

verb which prefers the aor. 2. to the aor. 1. in all three 
voices: still, however, the latter is used in each voice to 
express certain deviations of meaning ; but this is a subject 

for the Lexicons. Pi 

A very singular instance of the aor. 2. midd. in a Passive sense is 
found in Plat. Cratyl. p. 395. d. 4 warpic abrov.ddn averparero. 

In this verb, as in orpépw and rpégw, the a of the perf. pass. is not 
carried on to the aor. 1., excepting in the Ionic and Doric dialects+ : 
thus the Attics use érpépOny, rpepOijiva, rpepOeic, Xen. Ven. 12, 5., but 

Herodotus (4, 12. 9, 56.) has érpa@Ony, rpagbeic. At the same time 
it is difficult to form a decided judgment on this point, as Herodotus 
has not only a pres. rparw, but also (3, 155.) érirpawovra, and (4, 
202.) éxérpavle ; though in all these instances the reading is uncertain. f 
Compare orpégw. 

We find, in a multiplicity of verbs, as in BAacrdve, vyiyvopat, dap- 

Oavw, réropa, &c., certain tenses formed from the aor. 2. (see axayhow 
and note under AcayiZw): but in the verb before us, as well as in 
xretvw, we have instances of a present so formed, e. g. éxirparéovot, 
Il. «, 421. We must here bear in mind that rparéw, I tread (the 
grapes), is a very different verb. See rpamweéopev under Téprw. [We 
find also in Homer an imperat. perf. pass. rerpag6w, Il. ,273., an Epie 

8. sing. of the pluperf. pass. rérparro, and the Epic and Ionic 3. plur. 
of the perf. and pluperf. pass. rerpagara:, rerpaparo. — Passow. ] 

Andocid. Myster. p. 17, 13. Ald. and in 
Soph, Trach, 1009.; but it is probable 
that at a very early period, in order to 
avoid confusion with rérpoda from tpépa, 
it was changed to Térpapa, although from 
the uncertainty of the readings it is diffi- 
cult to ascertain with any degree of accu- 
tacy when this change took place. We 
find, for instance, in Demosth, pro Cor. 
324, 27.,in the same passage quoted hy 
Longin. 32., and in Asschin. ec. Timarch. 
p. 179. Ctesiph. p, 545. avarérpapa al- 
ways accompanied by the various reading 
dvat érpopa, which latter Reiske has 
adopted in his text. Again in Dinarch, 
c. Demosth. pp. 23. 73., and ¢, Philocl. 
p- 93. we find rérpapa, but without any 
yarious reading hitherto discovered. 

* This @ is peculiar to the three per- 

fects passive of tpérw, Tpépw, and orpéda : 
in KAérTw also usage fluctuates between 
KékAeupar and KékAaumat. See Etym. 
M. voc. émirerpdpara, and Not. Crit. 
ad Aristoph. Vesp. 57. et ad Athen. 9. 
p- 409. ec. 

t [Passow adds the Epic language of 
Homer, and quotes érpap@nv from Od. 
o, 80., but the reading seems to be un- 

_ certain. — Ed § 
¢ However singular it may appear that 

in the Ionic dialect the verb should be 
inflected tpdmw, rpépw, yet this is by far 
the most common mode of inflexion in 
our copies of Herodotus: see Schweigh. 
in émitp,: nay, in the two passages quoted 
above we find émtpépovra: and émé- 
Tpee in very excellent manuscripts, 
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Tpéde, Inourish: fut. toebw*; aor. 1. ebpeda ; perf. 2. 
tétpoda (see rérpoda and note under Tpérw); perf. pass. 
reOpouposr (see rérpayyor and note under Tpérw), infin. 
rebpadbost ; aor. 2. pass. erpadyy: verbal adj. Sperres. 

The stem or root of this verb had both the immediate sense to become 
fat, large, strong, and the causative one to make fat, &c. From this latter 
comes the common meaning; the former occurs in the Epic lan- 
guage, but only in the aor. 2. érpagoy and the perf. rérpoga, according 

to the rule laid down in the note under Tevyw : and undoubtedly these 
two forms had in that Epic language this intransitive meaning only, 
but in a later period the perfect took the causative sense also, as we 

see it in Soph. Cid. Col. 186., Alcea. Messen. Epigr. 18. (Anal. 1. 
p- 490.), and Polyb. 5, 74., while the aor. 2. (érpade, Il. ¢, 279. érpa- 

gérny, &, 555., tpapépuer for -eiv, n, 199.) became obsolete.t That is - 
to say, when in this, as in other similar verbs, that neuter meaning 

to become large, grow up, bégan to be expressed in the present by 
the passive voice (see Il. «, 143.), it soon spread to the aor. and perf. 
p sve: and thus we find, even as early as Homer, the forms érpdgn, 
érpdonuev, and érpagey or rpadger for érpagnoar.§ 

* Among the Jaws which regulate the 
Greek aspirates, we may observe the fol- 
lowing; that where two successive syl- 
lables begin each with an aspirate, one of 
the aspirates, generally the first, is changed 
to the tenuis of the same organ: and when 
by any formation the second disappears, 
the first is restored. ‘Thus, the root of 
this verb is @PE@-, whence tpépw, and 
again Spépw. 

+ Not rérpap@a, which belongs to 
tpérw, and which, though found in all 
the manuscripts in Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 24. 
(17.), must nevertheless be a corruption. 
TéOpapbe in Plat. Legg. init. is the cor- 
rect reading. Compare tTe@ép@a under 

TT. 
¢ [Yet, in Callim. Jov. 55. we find 

érpapes for éerpadpyns.— Passow. } 
§ Of the passages in which these pas- 

sive forms are now found, we must first 
reject Il. 8, 661., where the old reading 
TAnméaAcuos 8 eel oby todd’ evi peyd- 
pos étarheTows was first changed by 
Barnes to tpdpn év, to the injury of 
the rhythm, and at the same time in op- 
position to almost all the manuscripts ; 
for not one has tpdpn év in regular order, 
nor is there the least trace of such a read- 

ing in any of the Grammarians. There 
was evidently, therefore, in the text of 
Homer, as handed down to us, a discre- 
pancy between this passage and two 
others (7, 201. “Os tpdgpy ev Syuw, and 
A, 122. °Os tpdpn ev Ophen), which 
those Grammarians did not attempt to 
reconcile, and in which we ought to have 
followed their example. Nay, this dis- 
crepancy should rather have led us to 
conjeeture that the passive forms had 
crept into Homer’s text from the usage 
of a later period ; that the 3. plur. tpdpev, 
for instance, had taken the place of tpd- 
gov, and that the original reading of the 
two passages quoted above was“Os tpd- 
gev ev Shu, and “Os tpap’ évt Ophxn. 
This conjecture is much strengthened by 
the circumstance, that the remaining pas- 
sage, of which the emendation is not so 
easy (AAN duod as erpdpnmuev ev 
buetépoirt Séuooww, Il. W, 84.), abounds 
in variety of readings. One, in particular, 
of great weight in criticising Homer’s text 
as being a full quotation of the whole 
passage in Aéschines (c. Timarch. p. 21.), 
as this striking difference, ‘Qs dyuod 
erpapeuév mep & b 8 Surprising 
as this latter form is, we see at once 

kd 
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The present with the radical vowel a, rpagw, is exclusively Dorie, 
as in Pind. Pyth. 2, 82. 4, 205. Isthm. 8, 88. (7, 40. Boeckh.)* 

Tpéxo, Trun, forms its future like rpée (see note under 
that verb) ; thus fut. SeéGouos; aor. 1. 249¢Ga: but by far 
the more common future comes from a very different stem 
or root, fut. dpapotpost ; aor. 2. 2papov; perf. dedpapnxa. 

The forms ¢@pefa, SpéZoar, were almost obsolete: Homer has the 
aorist (see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 719.) ; and the future is still found as 
an old Atticism in Aristophanes, perafpéEouar (see Fischer ad Well. 3. 
p- 182., Herm. ad Nub. 1005.) and wep8péEar, Thesm. 657., at which 
passage the Scholiast thinks it necessary (so little was the word in 
use) to explain it. 

The present of this verb is found in the Doric writers with the a, 
tpaxw: see Beeckh on Pind. Pyth. 8, 34. 

The perf. dedpaynxat is formed from the aor. 2. édpapyoyr according 
to-the analogy described in note on dxay#ow under Axaxifw. The fut. 

that with the mere additional insertion 
of 5€ after ‘Qs required to connect it with 
the context, this was the old and genuine 
reading of the verse : instead of which some 
grammatical Diaskeuastes removed the ws 
from its natural place, where it answered 
to the corresponding “Os 8¢ kal do7éa, and 
sacrificed the mép which served to exalt 
the comparison, merely to introduce into 
the verse the regular érpdpyuev, grating 
as this érp...must have been to an Ionic 
ear by the harshness which it gave the 
metre. Now as far as regards this érpd- 
gewev, Boeckh (on Pind. Pyth. 4, 115.), is 
of opinion that the ancients saw in all 
these Homeric forms (tpdde, Tpapéuer, 
&c.), nothing more than a shortening of 
the 7. I agree with him in this opinion: 
but a correct idea of the true relation of 
this verb in Homer’s language can only 
be formed by our recollecting the mutual 
coincidence of meaning in érpape and 
tétpope, and the great leading analogy 
mentioned in a note under Melpoua:, and 
again more fully illustrated in a note 
under Tedxw. The form érpdpny is not 
Homeric, but érpadoy had the intransi- 
tive sense expressed afterwards by érpd- 
gnv only. Now, where the difference of 
form was so slight, it was very natural 
that any one, who did not carry in his 
mind the whole of Homer’s usage, should 
suppose the forms rtpdpe, tpapé-ryy, 
&e., to be merely a metrical shortening 

of the vowel, as in the conjunctives iuei- 

perat, vavTidAAera, &c.: and thus ézpd- 
euev was introduced where the old Rha- 
psodist had used €t pdgo ev, asalso from 
the 3. plur. érpapov was made érpader. 
I have no doubt, therefore, that the old 
reading of the above verse was, ‘Qs 3 
duod erpdpopéy mep ev dueréporor 56- 
pow. 

* In all three passages the forms in 
question are by some accented as aorists, 
Tpapeiv, tpapav: but we dare not so 
easily suppose érpapov to be used for 
€0pela. In all three passages the pre- 
sent is correct, in the last it is indispen- 
sable. 

+ This future in an active form is 
found in the comic writer Philetzrus ap. 
Athen. 10. p. 416. dwepSpaue: for such is 
the syntax of that whole passage that the 
Attic language does not allow it to be 
transferred altogether to the conjunctive 
(Bddw, Spduw) by a change of accent. 

¢ Sufficient authority for this perfect 
is collected in Fischer vol. 3. p. 183., to 
which may be added émidedpdunra, Xen. 

Cc. 15, 1. That the old Grammarians 
cite their proofs of Sedpéun.a from Me- 
nander or Philemon (see Lobeck ad 
Phryn. p. 619.), arose from the circum- 

stance that this perfect active, like that of 
so many other verbs, is of very rare oc- 
currence. 
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Spapotipae cannot be formed from it in the same way; for then it would 
end in -jooua like paOhoopa, yevjoopa, &c. It must be derived 

therefore from the theme itself, which, on account of the old perf. 

dédpopa (Od. «, 412. 2, 45.), is supposed to be APEMQ; from which, 
it is true, that future cannot be formed in the usual Attic manner of 

verbs having X, p, v, or p as their characteristic letter ; but a fixed ana- 

logy in the change of the vowel is not to be expected in these primi- 
tive verbs, the present of which was probably never in actual existence. 

Compare what has been said on Baddw and Aayyarw. 
The 3. sing. of a fut. dvadpayerac is found in Philipp. Thess. 

Epigr. 24, 4., for which it is probable the writer had some old Epic 
authority. 

Tpéw, I tremble, retains < in the inflexion: thus infin. 
tpetv; fut. rpéow; aor. 1. Erpeca. ‘This verb keeps all its 
forms resolved, except where they can be contracted in es: 
see Agw, I bind. 

[The Epic poets double the o, making (with the omission of the 
augment) the aor. rpéooe, rpéooay, &c. A poetical present is rpeiw. 
— Passow. ] 

Tpitw, I rub: fut. rpipw; aor. 1. pass. érpidbyy, Thuc. 
2,'77., but more frequently is used the aor. 2. érpiéyy (on 

which see Tpadw); perf. pass. rérpippou. 
[Homer has the aor. 1. act. of this verb in its compound dcarpivag, 

Il. A, 846. The fut. midd. rpépoyar is used in a paesiye | sense in 
Thucyd. 6, 18.— Passow. ] 

Tpigw, I twitter, chirp: fut. rplow and celabistecn. 
Aristoph. Plut. 1100.) rpiw; perf. with force of a pres. 
rétptya, like xéxpaya, rAZrAaxa, xéxrayya, &c. The pure 
characteristic letter of this verb is y. 

The Epics allowed themselves the liberty of pronouncing long the 
accented o in the oblique cases of the part. perf., as rerpeyérac for 
-yérac, Il. 8, 314. Compare yeyawe, -@roc, with note, p. 51. 

TPY®-. See Opirrw. 

Tovyw, I rub in pieces, wear out, consume, forms from 

Tpvxow (a present of rare occurrence) an aor. 1. érpdyarn; | 
aor. 1. pass. érpuywdyy; part. perf. pass. rerpuxwpévos, 
&c. The pres. pass. rpvxotres is found in Mimnerm. Fr. 2. 

R 4 
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Tpwye, I gnaw, eat: fut. rpwSouos; aor. 2. erpoyov ; 

aor. 2. pass. erpayyy. 

The a in this aorist would seem to lead us to a theme TPHTQ, a 

sister-form of rpwyw, like zrfoow and xrwoow. An aor. 1. in the com- 

pound xararpwéayrec is found in Timon Phlias. Fr. 7. 

Tvyxavw. See Tevyw. 

Tirta, I beat: fut. rive, &e.; aor. 2. pass. érorny.— 

Mipp. — Instead of the regular inflexions the Attics used 
a fut. rurr7ycw, a perf. pass, rerdrrypour, and a verbal adj. 
TUTTHTEOS. ; 

On the above deviation from the regular inflexion, see Thom. Mag. 
in voc. and Stephan. Thesaur. The fut. midd. rurrfoopac in Ari-. 
stoph. Nub. 1382. with a passive sense, may possibly be a mistake for 
turhoopar; as the old reading #04ce in Eurip. Med. 336. is now 

proved by the Codd. to have been a corruption from #cOfoa. The 
aor. 1. érupa, roWorv, &c., appears to have been in constant use from 

Homer’s time: the aor. 2. éruroy is seldom found, but it does occur 

in Eurip. Ion. 766. 

Tide, I smoke, burn: fut. Yoho *; aor. 1. Zuva ; perf. 

pass. réduppos or réGdpa8; aor. 2. pass. erodyy. 

a 

‘Yrurxvéopa. See "Exw. 

VYodaivw, I weave: fut. bdévH; aor. 1. Shyva, Att. 
bdava, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 26. perf. dgayxa. 

A very suspicious reduplicated perf. pass. i¢jdacpac is quoted by 
Suidas in voc., Phrynich. Seguer. p. 20, 3., Herodian 7. pov. déé. 44, 

25. The Grammarian in Suidas is puzzled how to account for the 7 

in the second syllable, whence I conjecture it to be a corruption of 

i¢bg¢aoraz, which is quoted in the Etym. M. in voe. as an old and 
rare form from Zenodotus. In all our Attic writers we find invari- 

ably t¢acpa. Homer has from the radical form t¢aw a sister-form 
bpdw, whence the 3. plur. b¢dwor, Od. n, 105. 

"Yw, I rain, make wet with rain; fut. iow; aor. 1. ioa. Pass. 

* On the formation of this future see Tpépw, Spé~w, and note. 
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Yona, I am rained upon, made wet with rain; fut. midd. (in the same 

sense) tcouat, Herodot. 2, 14., aor. 1. pass. toOnv, Herodot. 3, 10. 

®. 

@A-. See Snpi: also baivw and Iegvor. 
®AT-. See ’Ecfiv. 

Paivw, I bring to light, show: intrans. I shine. Pass. 

I am brought to light, Tappear. Act. daivw; fut. dave; 
aor. 1. 2pyva, infin dave; perf. rébayxa*; perf. 2. ré- 
dyva. Pass. daivowar; fut. davicouosr; aor. 1. épavdny ; 
aor. 2. édavyy, infin. davgver; perf. répacwasr. Midd. 
daivonor; fut. davodwor; aor. 1. infin. dyvacbou, Soph. 
The active voice has in the transitive sense the aor. 1. ; in 
the intransitive the pres. the imperf. and the perf. 2. The 
passive has (beside the meaning attributed to it above) the 
strict passive sense of daivw as a transitive verb, and in 

this sense it employs the aor. 1.; e.g. ra davbévra, the 
things announced or declared, Demosth. c. Theocr. 

p- 1325., dpoipa ehavdy, was announced, Xen. Hell. 6, 4, 

11., amehavdy, Lys. de Aristoph. Bon. p.155, 28.; but 
in the sense of to appear the aor. 2. pass. is used. In this 
last sense we find a double future, viz. the fut. midd. which 

is the more common, and the fut. pass. which is of rarer 
occurrence: the latter is found more frequently in verse, 
but it is met with in prose also, e.g. davyjcowro, Ise. 
de Philoct. p. 58, 33. avadavyjcovra:, Xen. Hell. 3, 5, 

11. ‘The perf. 2. of the active serves as a perf. to daivo- 
pos in this intransitive sense ; while the perf. pass. (beside 
its proper passive meaning, J have been announced) has 
also the neuter sense of J have appeared. And lastly we 
find a form of the middle voice (the aor. 1. infin. dyvacdas, 

Soph. Phil. 944.) in the transitive sense of the active, 
which is particularly common in the compound amropaive, 

* Dinarchus has droméporyxa twice. 
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This verb is contracted from the old gaevyw (Hom.), as aipw is from 
Hence in the Epic writers the radical syllable admits of being 

lengthened, as épadvOnv* and the comparative gadyrepoc, &c. This 
aor. 1. is used by Homer in the same sense as égavny. 

By deriving the verb from this same radical form the Attics pro- 
nounced the future gav® with the a long, that is to say they con- 

tracted it from gaevé. Apollonius (De Adv. p. 600, 28.) expressly 

mentions this quantity, and Bekker notices the same in Aristoph. Equ. 

300. where the words xai ce gav® (“~~”) have been arranged differ- 
ently in opposition to all the Codd. The coincidence of this verb with 
the same appearance in aipw makes the thing certain: still however 
in both verbs the usual quantity is not altered in the Attie writers: 
e. g. pavd, Soph. Aj. 1362., and gavotpat wherever it occurs. + : 

An aor. 2. act. and midd. of this verb is also quoted, but there is no 
certain authority for either. At Il. x, 299. the old editions certainly 
did read the 3. plur. gavoy {; but as many of the most undoubted 
forms of gavqva occur in Homer, it has been correctly altered to épa- 

vev, which is found in the best manuscripts. It is true that gaveocey 
(Il. X, 64.) appears to point to such an act. aorist; but this iterative 
may very well be formed from épdayny, as éoxe was from jy, ardoxe 

from gorny, &c. The forms xpovpavec (Soph. Phil. 1191.) and gavyc 
(Philem. Fr. inc. 52. b.) are more than suspicious from their transi- 
tive meaning: see Buttmann’s notes on Soph. Phil. And lastly in 
Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 34. instead of gavotuny the various reading pacvoiuny 
ought to have been long ago adopted. In Soph. Aj. 313. gdavoiny is 
the Attic optat. fut. of the active voice. 

At Od. & 502. we find the stem of this verb in its most simple form, 

the 3. sing. ¢de in the sense of the aorist, “ the morning broke,” which 

may be considered as the aor. 2. (Zaov, gaciv) from which came the 
pres. gacivw. But Aratus has taken the liberty of using this simple 
form as a present, Aexra gpdovoa, v. 607., where the sense of the 

aorist does not suit. And if we form from the same simple stem an 
analogous perf. act. and pass. we come to the Homeric fut. 3. repi- 
copar, Il. p, 155. (will have appeared, will have burst over), written pre- 
cisely the same as the fut. of BENQ. 

acipw. 

* See note under Kpaivw. 
+ Itissingular that Apollonius does not, 

as might have been expected, quote apa 
from a%pw as similar in quantity to gave, 
but fav@, of which the proofs are not so 
strong as they are of the two others. But 
perhaps the original word there was kpa- 
v@, which is very similar to palyw and 

aipw: or is fay correct, and did the p 
produce the same effect here as in xépa- 
Tos? 

¢ [Passow unhesitatingly condemns - 
this aorist as entirely obsolete ; see Pors. 
Eurip. Or. 1266., Buttm. Soph. Phil. 
1191., Meineke Menand. p. 416.— Ed.] 
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Dackw See Onpi. 

aickw or Pooxw (compare rpHca, rpatpa), I appear or break forth 
as the morning does; a verb occurring only in its compounds with da, 
éxi, and td (see the examples in Schneider’s Lexicon*), of which the 
inflexion (fut. gavew, aor. Zpavea) is known only from the Septuagint 
and New Testament, e. g. Sam. ii. 2, 32. Ephes. 5, 14., but it is sup- 
ported by the subst. irdpavorc, Herodot. 7, 36. 

The Epic verb zidatoxw, tupaicxopa, I show, give to understand, of 

which we find only the pres. and imperf., is distinct from gavoxw. 

Pzidou.c1, I spare, Depon. midd.: fut. defrouas; aor. 1. 
edacauyy, infin. deicacda:, Xen. Hell. 2, 3, 17. 

The Epic poets have the aor. 2. with reduplication, e. g. infin. re@idé- 
cIa, opt. repidoiuny, whence a fut. repudhoouar: compare ret cOhaow 

from werOeiy under Ie/6w, and axayhow with note under ‘AcayiZw. 

In Euseb. 10. p. 130. Valckenaér (ad Herodot. 8, 10.) has correctly 

amended ¢gAevpevor to pedetvpevor as from gedéopcr, Ion. for peidopar, 

like dpetAebpevoc in Euseb. and aipetpevoc in Hesiod. 

®EN-. See Iépvor. 

_ - bépbw, TI feed, nourish: perf. répop€a; pluperf. érepdpCery, Hymn. 

Merc. 105. Pass. [am nourished, rivéc, Hom. Hymn. 30, 4. The fut. 

and aor. are defective both in the act. and pass. 

iow, I bring or carry, forms its tenses from very dif- 

ferent stems or roots; thus, fut. ofew, to which we must 
add from the common language an imperative (used also 
by the Epic and Attic writers) with the force of a pres. or 
aor. clos, oloete, oicétw, oicdvrwyt, Od. x, 106. 481., 

Aristoph. Bat.482. Ach. 1099. 1101. 1122., Antim. Fr. 
10.: see 2d0cero, p. 73. From the stem ETKQ or 
ENETKQ come the aor, 1. jveyxa, aor. 2. qveyxov. In 
the first person of these two aorists and in the optative 
(évéyxoasps, eveyxere, and -o1ss, -o1) the usage is very fluc- 
tuating, as the Grammarians have observed.t Of the re- 
maining forms we find a preference given (the Attic usage 

* [Aw quépn Siapavorxoton, Hero- 
dot, 3. 86. Areripdonw, Dionys. 9, 63, 
"Emipadonew péyyos epvbpdy, Poet. Vet. 
de Herb. 25. ‘“Yroddécne: nu€épa, Diod. 
Sic. 13, 18.] 

+ To these must be added the Epic in- 
fin, oicéuev, oloéuevae (which occurs as 

an aorist in Od, y. 429. Il. y, 120., but as 
a fut. in Il. o, 191.), and otcew, which 
has the force of a present in Pind. Pyth. 
4, 181. 

¢ See Greg. Cor. in Att. 78. with the 
quotations there made by Koen.; and 
Phryn. Appar. p. 35, 24. 
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is sometimes exclusive), in the active voice to the infin. 

éveyxelv, the part. éveyxwy, éveyxovros, and the 2. sing. 
imper. éveyxe, all from the aor. 2.; while the others toge- 
ther with the whole of the middle are taken from the aor. 
1., €. g. Hveyxay, -xaTe, -xaTo, eveyxatu, -xaobas, -xcpLev0G, 

&c.: imperat. midd. Zveyxas. Perf. évjvoya; pass. evjve- - 
ypon, eviveyEas, evyiveyxras (e.g. Corp. Inscr. i. 76,4.) and 
evivextos; aor. 1. pass. 7véxbyy; fut. pass. évexSjoonou and 
oi byjoouo1: verbal adj. oicrds, oioréog (poet. depres). — 

Mipp. 

In the aorist the Ionics have jjvecca, con}. évetxw, infin. éveixar, &e., 

midd. jveKxapny, &c., and pass. évhvevypat, hvelxOnv. The most sim- 

ple theme which can be adopted for these forms is ETKQ, whence by 
redupl. ijveyxor, like tyayoy, adakety, &c.* The relation of the aor. 

1. to #veyxoy is the same as that of iza to eizoy as described at p.9. 

under <iAka. Let us now suppose ETKQ lengthened to ENEKQ 
(compare dpéyw dpyud, adrAKh adrébacOa), then évhvoya (see xé- 
kdoga under KiXérrw), évhyeypar and 7véxOnv are quite regular. The © 
Ionic jjvea appears to have been produced from ijveyca by a mere 
change of pronunciation, and the same formation was then extended by 

a false usage to other forms, e. g. to jrvelxOny, Evivevypat, and to the 
pres. ovveveikerac in Hes. Scut. 440.; still however we find the perf. 

évnveyxrac in old Attic inscriptions: see Corp. Insecr. Gree. to. 1. 
Inser. Att. no. 71. p. 116. 

The old aorist, of which the imper. oice and infin. oicéyev are the 
only remaining tenses, was mentioned at the beginning of this article 
and in the note there subjoined. If this oiee and the other imperatives 
quoted below be considered as isolated instances of an imperative fu- 
ture, such a supposition is at variance with all usage, for strictly speak- 
ing either all imperatives are futures, or none are so. Hence it is more 
agreeable to analogy to suppose a new theme arising out of the future 
from which these aorists may be formed ; compare deé/oeo, Aéteo, dp- 

ceo, Bhoeo, and édvcero, dvceo, p.'73. This aorist occurs also with 

the common termination of the aor. 1.; of which the surest instance 

is found in Herodotus, but with an unusual lengthening of the radical 
syllable, in the compound dygoa (1, 157.); and this lengthening is 
again found in another form, in which it is quite as extraordinary, avwi- 

* Compare also dvdyxn, which is evidently a reduplication from the stem &yxev. 
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oroc (6, 66.), both words having the same sense of sending (referre) 
- to consult an oracle.* Suspicious examples of the aorist oioa from 
succeeding writers, and genuine ones of a very late period may be seen 
in Lobeck Parerg. p. 733. We find in Lucian Parasit. 2. a solitary 
instance of the perf. pass. rpooteras, in which for the sake of perspicuity 
the o is left unchanged, and the augment therefore can only be 
recognised by means of the accent. 

The few forms coming immediately from ¢épw, which are in general 
use are the following; the imperf. égepoy like épepdpuny from dépopar; 
the syncopated Epic imper. gépre for gépere, Il. 4, 171.; the 3. sing. 
gépnor as from gépnus, Od. 7, 111.; the Ion. 3. sing. imperf. gépecke, 

and 3. plur. ¢épeoxor, Od. 1, 429. «, 108. ; and the poetical verbal adj. 

géproc. From ¢épw was formed gopéw t, like rpopéw from rpépw, dopéw 

from déuw; see last note, p.61.: but this latter has the more precise 

. sense of being in the habit of carrying, of wearing generally. Of this 
verb we find an Epic infin. pres. popfjpevac and gopyvac for gopeiv: 
compare yorpevar, kadhpevar, TOOhuevar, &c. See Ppéw below. 

Peiyo, I fly: fut. devEoucs and devEoduart; perf. wé- 
evya; aor. 2. Zbuyov. There is no passive voice. Verbal 
adj. deuxros, devxréos. 

The perf. pass. répuvypar is a passive in form only, as the Epics use 
the part. repvypévoc in the active sense of having escaped, Od. a, 18.§ 
On the v of this perf. see note under Xéw. 

The Epic language uses the verbal adj. guxréc: whence aduxroc 
came into the common dialect. 

For the Homeric part. repuZdrec see NeAerypdrec under Acypdopa 

* Reiz, Schneider in his Lexicon voc. 
&vwioros, and Lobeck, Parerg. p.733., con- 
sider both as corruptions and read dyvoi- 
oa, &vowros ; and certainly in Herodot. 
7, 149. we find the fut. dvoicew in a si- 
milar sense (referre ad populum ), without 
any various reading. Hermann on the 
contrary conjectures it to be an old 
Tonicism, and he has this in his favour; 

that Aretzus, who affects the Ionic dia- 
lect, has (2, 11.), dvwioros from davapé- 

pw, consequently an imitation of Herodo- 
tus. But errors are frequently found 
even in works of great antiquity; and as 
we meet with this incorrect form in this 
compound only, the mistake was perhaps 
caused by the similar sound of the other 
avedioros, unexpected, which is correctly 

formed from & and (otouat) diords, like 
avavupos, avapadros, &c. And why should 

not the gloss of Suidas, avoica, although 
explained only by the general expression 
kouloa, refer to the above. passage of 
Herodotus? Still, however, greater cer- 
tainty is requisite before we alter the text 
of Herodotus. 

+ Of this verb we find an instance (go- 
péoat) as early as Iseus; in the later 
authors it is more frequent. 

¢ [Gevgodua is properly Doric, but 
is found in Aristoph. Ach. 203., and else- 
where in that writer. Very late authors 
have a fut. 2. puvy@.— Passow. ] 

§ We may compare this participle with 
dedaxpuuévos; in both verbs the perf. 
pass. expresses the completion of an ac- 
tion belonging rather to the middle voice, 
having shed a flood of tears, having con- 
veyed himself toa place of safety. See 
also &AiThuevos. 
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Pyui, I say: dys, dyoi, &c., imper.. oa4:*, opt. datyy, 
conj. d@ (3. sing. dy, Hom.), infin. déves, part. dag; 
imperf. 27; fut. dyjow; aor. 1. Zoyoa. Of the midd. 
were used the following forms, viz. the infin. and part. 
pres. dacbos, danevoc; both used by Homer, the latter by 
the Attics also; and the imperf. édéuyy. Of the passive 
we find some perfect forms, as the part. redacpévos, Il. &, 

127., and the imperat. rehachw. Verbal adj. dards, da- 

réoc, and the Hesiodic dareidc. 

This verb is the only genuine instance of a dissyllable in -y« (begin- 
ning with a consonant) without the reduplication. The radical form 
is bAQ. The indicative present, with the exception of the 2. sing. is 

enclitic, i.e. throws back the accent on the word preceding. In the 
formation of this 2. sing. ¢yc¢ there is no ground for the « subscriptum, 

and the acute accent instead of the circumflex is unusual, but both are 

supported by very strong tradition. + 
This verb has a twofold meaning, viz. 1. the general idea of J say, 

and 2. the more precise one of J assert, maintain, assent, allow; with 

its converse ov gnu, I dissent, deny. The present dni has both senses; 

but the first is limited by the general usage of the pure Attic writers to 
the pres. and imperf. active through all their moods, the remaining 
tenses being supplied from the anomalous eizeiv. On the other hand 
the fut. and the aor. 1. are generally found in the second sense ; in 
which also the imperfect with the infin. and part. present, in order to 
avoid ambiguity, are generally expressed by gdaoxery (which does not 
otherwise occur in prose), and by the midd. ¢4c0az, papevoc ; &. g. Edy 
orovoacery, he said he was in haste, but tpacxe orovdaZey, he maintained 

that he....3 paoxwy, asserting, maintaining ; ob papevoc, denying. 

In the 2. sing. of the imperfect we generally find in the Attic writers 
épnoba ; see Thom..Mag. p.397.: the simple é¢n¢ becomes more fre- 
quent in the later authors ; see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 236. This env 
is commonly used as a complete aorist, synonymous with cizoy; and 

* The Grammarians are at variance 
on the accent of this form: see Schol. 
Aristoph. Equ. 22. Lobeck (ad Phryn. 
pp- 60. 172.), unhesitatingly rejects a0, 
but I prefer it to paGi, as this imperative 
is not enclitic like pnp. 

+ Matthie in his Grammar directs that 
the 2. sing. indice. should be written with- 

out the « subscriptum, like ferns, but the 
conjunctive with it. Passow however in 
his Lexicon says expressly 7js (not pfs 
or p7s): the latter ile restricts to the 2. 
sing. imperf. Ion. for @pns, Hom. See 
the Etym. M. voc. ¢7/s and Cheerobose. 
MS. ap. Bekk. p, 345. v.— Ed.] 
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to this imperfect we may add the infin. gaya, which is confined so 
entirely to express past time only (gdvac roy Iepexdéa, that Pericles 
has said), that as soon as an infin. pres. is wanted héyev or ddoxery 
is used.* The same holds good of the imperf. with the infin. and part. 
pres. of the middle voice. With regard to the statement of the Gram- 
marians that there was also a particular aor. 2. é@nv, which retained 

the 7 in the plural, and had ¢fva or gavac in the infinitive, it is en- 

tirely unfounded. If we find ¢ava: occasionally in the text of some 
authors, it is either an error of transcription, or if correct (as it is in 

Eubul. ap. Athen. p. 8. c.) it is a poetical licence like reOvavac. 
By apheresis the following forms have arisen from @npé in the lan- 

guage of common conversation ; ui, say J (inquam), in a quick repe- 
tition in Aristoph. Nub. 1145. Ran. 37.; and again in the imperf. jv 
o éya, said I, 4 8 bc, said he (for tony, én), in the conversational 

narrative of Aristoph. Equ. 640. and Plato ; to which belongs also the 
Epic 7, he spake, Il. a, 219. 

[In the Homeric usage we find the 1. plur. opt. pres. pater for oaé- 
npev; the 3. conj. dfn for op ; the imperf. giv, dic, of, for Epny, Edne, 

ton, and the 3. plur. tay, gay, for épacay ; also the imperat. midd. 
pao for gaao, Od. x, 168. o, 170.— Passow.] 

Pidavo +, I get before, anticipate: fut. ddycouos; aor. 
2. ebony, opt. Pbaiyv, conj. 64, infin. Ob%jvau, part. bac; 

perf. axa. ‘The aor. 2. is preferred by the Atticists to 
the aor. 1. 2d$céoa ; but this latter is used by the best Attic 
writers, e g. by Thucyd. 3, 49., and from the time of Xe- 
nophon is the more usual form of the two. 

The fut. pao is found only in the later writers, e. g. in Dio Chrys. 
12. p.195,; and an aor. 1. pass. £¢04e¢0nv occurs in Joseph. Ant. 8, 
6. A part. aor. midd. ¢0apevoc is used by the Epic poets synony- 

mous with @0dc, like gac, papevoc, from gnui. We find also a Dorie 
fut. 0aEw, aor. 1. €¢0ata. Tapap@atnor in Il. x, 346. is a lengthened 

aor. opt. not conj.; as the ac would be an unheard of diphthong in the 
conjunctive of e¢0nv, and the -o is admissible in lengthening the 
optative, though less usual than in the conjunctive. 

PDbZyyouc, I sound, depon. midd.; fut. pbéyEoucu; aor. 
1. ebdeyEauyy. The active >4éyyw never occurs. 

* However, in Plat. Hipp. Maj. p.289. in the Attic writers; and in the later 
9., pdvat is considered as a genuine pre- authors common; see Jacob. Anthol. 
sent. Poet. p. 884, — Passow. ] 

+ [The a is long in the Epic, but short 
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Picipw, I corrupt, is regular: thus, fut. d8ep@ (Epic 
dbésow, Il. v, 625.); perf. 2dbapxa; perf. 2. Ebbope ; 
perf. pass. %4apuo4; aor. 1. pass. éb8apyy; verbal adj. 
dbaproc. ‘The perf. 2. bbopa, d12b4oea, had originally, the 
intransitive sense, J am become corrupt, am destroyed, un- 
done ; this is its meaning at II. 0, 128., and it was so used 
by the Ionics and by all the later writers from Theophra- 
stus. The pure Attics on the contrary gave it a transitive 
sense, and used intransitively the pass. 2>4appo1, ebdapyy. 
See Lobeck ad Phryn. p.160. Still however we find the 
perf. 1. 2>$apexa in the early Attic writers: see the old 
instances collected in Piers. ad. Meer. p. 127. 

The fut. of the neuter meaning is generally p0aphoopa, for which 
the Ionies have the fut. 2. midd. (with the change of vowel to a), dua- 
~0apéopat, Herodot. 8, 108. 9, 42.* 

Hbivw and ¢0iw, I pass away, come to an end, perish. This verb is 
generally poetical, and the pres. ¢0iw with its imperf. #p@cov are exclu- 
sively Epic. The intransitive meaning (J pass away) is by much the 
prevailing one in the present tense, indeed there occurs no instance of 
0iw with the causative sense of J bring to an end, consume : for the im- 

perfect in Il. c, 446. gpévac €pOcev is to be understood intransitively, as 

is also ¢0iw at Od. 1, 368. dc xe SéAw POinc. The transitive meaning 
of @0ivw is found in Soph. El. 1414. and Theocr. 25, 122. In general 
this form has the neuter sense, in which it is used in prose also, still 

however only in certain expressions which do not proceed from the 
present. ‘The remaining forms, which the poets use in an intransitive 

sense, are taken from the midd. of $6iw, as the fut. ¢0écopas, the perf. 

épOcwar, and the pluperf. é¢0éunyv, which last form is at the same time 

(see éxrauny in note under Kreivyw) a syncopated aorist, e. g. in Eurip. 
Hipp. 839., Soph. G&d. T. 962. 970., and in this respect it has its own 
moods, as opt. pOipuny, (0i0), pOiro, Od. x, 51. A, 330+; conj. p0iw- 

par, shortened to pOiopat, POierar ; infin. POicOac; part. POipevoc. 

On the other hand the transitive meaning is established in the fut. 
act. and aor. 1. ¢0/cw, €¢Otca: see note under Meépoua, and com- 

pare éyfpaca under I'npdw. 

* AepOapéaro in Herodot. 8, 90. would 
be 3. plur. aor. 2. midd., of which tense 
however there is no other instance 
whatever. Some manuscripts have the 
imperfect, but we must adopt, with Her- 

mann, the pluperfect diepOdparo. 
+ In the latter passage the reading of 

the text was until lately $O¢?ro, arising 
from a false conception of the unusual 
form $67ro. 
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The quantity of the « (both in the present in -»w and in the tenses 
formed from iw) is the same as that of rivw, long in the Epic poets, 

but short in the Attic writers: e.g. compare $0i/vw, Od. A, 182. & 161, 

with Soph. Ant. 695., Eurip. Ale. 201.; and ¢@icw, &c., Il. 7, 461. 

x, 61., with Soph. Trach. 709., Aj. 1027. On the contrary the perf. 
pass., and consequently the syncop. aor. also, together with the de- 
rivatives @Oiowc, pOirdc, have always the « short. Compare the v short 

in AéAvpar and éAvOnv while it is long in Adw, dow. 

The neuter @0ivw came into more general use in the later writers, 
who formed for themselves a new inflexion in -jow: thus ¢Owyoavrec 

(having perished), Lucian. Parasit. 57., cara@Oivioacg cal ripwpndele 
aréOaverv, Plut. Cons. ad Ap., carepOcvnxdrec, Vit. Cicer. 14. 

In a verse thrice repeated (Od. «, 110. 133. n, 251.) "Ev@ adXox péev 
mwavrec arépOBov écOdol Eraipo, this reading arépOiOoy, as from a 
theme in -0w (compare apbvabor, p.22.), has always maintained its 
ground in the text against azép0c0er : and yet it is decidedly incorrect. 
The latter is found in the best sources; and in the Etym. M. p. 532, 

43, it is quoted as the established and only reading. If the former is 
supposed to be an imperfect, that tense does not suit persons suddenly 
perishing by shipwreck; if an aorist be required, nothing is more 
natural than é¢0.ev. The perf. é@O.uac (without o, and with ¢ short) 
is quite sufficient ground for an aorist 90/0». 

®,a2w, I love, is regular. 
The Epic language has from the stem of this verb an aorist in the 

middle voice with « long, épiAaro, imperat. gia. The analogy of 
Ti\Aw, Erika, enables us to form a correct opinion of this old form. 

In Hes. 3, 97. and Hom. Hymn. 25. (see Hermann on that passage) 
we find the conj. of this aorist ¢/\wyra corrupted in the text to 
gkevyrac ; while in Hymn. Cer. 117. Wolf has restored it from 

pidovrar, and v. 487. from ¢iA@vrat. 

drzyw, I burn, transit. : fut. 6aéEw. ‘The aor. 2. pass. 

is 2baéyyy: see note under Baégra. 

®déw, J am full to overflowing: used only in pres. and imperf. 
This verb is connected by Onomatopeia with ¢dtw, I overflow ; 

chatter: ava & épdve, Il. ¢, 361., prdcar, Aischyl. Prom. 504. : which 

was formed also ¢dvw, prvéa.* But odrvw, I singe, burn, is quite 

distinct from the above; of which we find zrepmpdver in Aristoph, 

* [Mavins tro pupla pad(wv, Nicand, Alex. 214.—- Schneid. Lex.] 

s 
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Nub. 395. with v long, instead of which Herodotus (5, 77.) has the 

diphthong wepureddevopévoc. 

Pobéw, Iterrify: fut. do6yow; aor. 1. edobyoa, hes 
aor. 1. midd. imperat. do6yoa:. Pass, dobéonos, L am ter- 

rified: [fut. midd. objcoua: and fut. pass. dobydjcopat, 
without any difference of meaning, Xen. Cyr. 1, 4, 19. 3, 
3, 30. 6,7, 15.3 aor. 1. pass. eobybyy; perf. pass. redo- 

bya. — Passow. | 
[The perf. pass. has particularly the sense of to be put to flight, to 

fly, Il. and Herodot. 9, '70. The aor. 1. midd. épo€ncduny belongs 

to the latest and worst period of the language; e.g. Anacr. 3, 11. — 
Passow. ] 

Popéw. See Dépw. : 

Prato, I say, point out: fut. deaocw; aor. 1. Fbpdoan ; 
perf. rébpaxa. Pass. (in Herodotus) J perceive, observe: 
imperf. édpatouyv, Herodot. 3, 154.3; aor. 1. spac dyy, 

part. doacbels, ib. 1, 84. 5, 92. 7, 46. 9, 19.5 perf. wé- 

pad prcu or réhpacpot, Midd. (in the Epic poets) J per- 
ceive, observe ; also I consider, reflect, consult, plan: fut. 
dpacopo; aor. 1. midd. épacrcpry. 

The active voice has in the Epic poets a reduplicated aorist méppa- 

doy (see Kaurw), or with the augment éxégpadoy (compare éxéxAero 
under Kédopat), Il. «, 127., particularly used in the 3. sing. réppade ; 
dual reppadérny, Hes. 3, 475.; infin. reppadéery and reppadéper, Od. 

n, 49. 7, 477.3; optat. weppaddo. The part. perf. pass. with a 0, and in 
a passive sense, occurs in Hes. «, 653. In a fragment in Athen. 11. 

p- 465. f. opadn is a false reading, instead of which there is a various 
reading opac0n. 

[The active of this verb is frequent in Xenophon ; otherwise it is 
not often found in prose: the middle occurs only in the ry poets 
and in an oracle in Herodotus, 3, 57.— Passow. ] 

Doicow, Att. dpérrw, (in the later writers dpéyvups 

also), I fill, stop up, place close together, fortify: fut. 
doagw; aor. 1. 2>paSa; aor. 1. pass. edpaybyy; aor. 1. 

midd. épagapyy; perf. pass. rédpayyos; aor. 2. pass. 
(in the compound) aredpayyy, Lucian. Dial. Mort. 28, 2. 

®piw, I suffer to pass: fut. dgjow. This verb is used 
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only in composition, e.g. éxdpéw, eiodpéw, Siadpew, I let 
out, in, through: in addition to which we find a decom- 

pound éremdpéw in Eurip. Here. Fur. 1267. and Seidl. 
Kurip. El. 1028.* Munn. J suffer to pass to myself, take 
to myself, admit; e. g. eicehpodpyv, Eurip. Tro. 647., to 
which belongs the fut. sicdpyjoerba1, Demosth. Cherson. 
p- 93, 18.: for the fut. act. (2edpyjce, cicdpijow, diadpyow, 

Aristoph. Vesp. 156. 892. Av. 193.) is in common use. 
The aor. 1. pass. éxdpyo$jvas occurs in Aélian. ap. Suid. 
in voc. 

The Grammarians mention also an imperat. cicgpec, Exppec, which 
belongs to the syncopated formation of riOu, KrvO, oxéc, from rivo, 

kdvw, éxw; but we know not any passage where it really occurs.+ 
*E£egpeiopey in Aristoph. Vesp. 125. is a very singular form.{ Whether 
the unusual present wippdvar belongs to gpéw, by a change of the 
radical vowel (compare devéw and wiuxdnpe), is uncertain: see 
Schneider in ’Eprig¢pnyc§, and on Aristot. H. A. 5, 5. Schef. on 

Gregor. p. 521. not.|| 

Ppiccw, Att. dpirrw, I shudder: fut. dpigw; aor. 1. 

zbpiSa ; perf. (its pure characteristic letter is x, as in the 
subst. dpixy) rédpixa. 

The Doric part. redpixovrac (Pind. Pyth. 4, 326.) is either a perfect 
formed according to the analogy of the present, like cexAjyorrec under 
KAdfw, and é6piyovre under ‘Pryéw, or it is a present from a form 
wegpixw. Compare also dveordxovoa, Archim., and see Greg. Cor. in 
ZEtol. 56. Maitt. p.239. 

* "Ereioppels is also quoted by Her- 
mann from Eurip. Phaéth. 2, 50. 

+ This form is mentioned by all the 
Grammarians and in Stephan. Thesaur. 
in voe., but I know not from what writer 
it is taken. The simple gpés is in the 

_ Etym. M. p. 740, 12. This compound 
surely could not have found its way into 
such general tradition (as there is no- 
thing elsewhere to lead to it), had it not 
been in actual use at some earlier period. 
I almost think that é¢pes must have been 
the original reading in Aristoph. Vesp. 
162, instead of &cepe, which cannot be 
the true one, 

¢ [Passow has ’Exppelw Poet. for ’Ex- 
ew. 

§ [In Schneider’s Lexicon we find ’Eu- 
tippnut, like €uppdrtw, I thrust in, in 
order to fill up an aperture, Aristot. H. A. 
5, 6. eumippdvar eis tov puKrijpa. But 
the word is suspicious. — Passow omits it 
altogether in his Lexicon.] 

|| &pé@ has been most improperly 
reckoned among the sister-forms of épw : 
for though it may be wished to class it ety- 
mologicaily with that verb, still its totally 

distinct meaning requires a grammatical 
treatment equally distinct. 

s 2 
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Dpiyw, roast: fut. dps§w; aor. 1. EdpvFa; aor. 1. 

pass. edpoybyy, infin. dpvybyjver, Hom. Epigr. 14, 4.5 aor. 
2. pass. edpiyyy, infin. dpiyyjvat. 

®YZ-. See Pevyw. 

Durdcow, Att. dvadrro, Iwatch: fut. dvadéw, &e. 
—Mipp. J stand on my guard, guard myself against, 
take heed of. © 

The imperative Nnor dé zpopvAaxGe (Hymn. Apoll. 538. ),in whatever 
way we explain it, is a very anomalous form. If we suppose it to be 

the perf. pass. for rpore@idayOe, the immediate context dédex0e dé PUN’ 
avOpwrwy, seems greatly in favour of. that supposition, particularly as 
the imperat. perf. was also in use, e. g. in Hes. ¢, 795. wepddAagw: but 
this form, as well as the whole of the middle voice, has always the 

definite sense of to be on one’s guard, and with the accus. to be on one’s 
guard against, watch against: whereas the simple meaning of watching 
over is expressed by the active only, ¢vAdoow, rpopvddooo : there is no 
reason, therefore, why we should adopt in this case the great anomaly 
of dropping the reduplication. Nor can it be the syncopated aorist ; 
because, as we have just said, the passage requires the common 

meaning of the active voice, and a tense which shall strictly express 

duration. As we are reduced, then, to the necessity of supposing it to 

be some anomalous form, it appears most reasonable to preserve a 
regularity in the meaning. I consider therefore zpopiAaxOe to be a syn- 
copated form of the pres. act. like gépre, consequently for zpopvAdo- 
cere, formed from the stem or root ®YAAK-, yet instead of the ter- 

mination -xre taking that of -x6¢, like dvwy6e.* 

Pipw, I mix, particularly by adding moisture ; whence, 
I knead; and in Homer, J wet, moisten, stain; it has in 

the older language a fut. dupow; aor. 1. 26upoa, &c.: but 
in prose it changes to the inflexion of -aw, as fut. dupaca, 
and in Hippocr. Diet. 2, 8, 10. dugyjow; aor. 1. ebvpacas 

aor. 1. midd. épupacdmyy (infin. dupdcac$as, Aristoph. 

Nub. 979.); aor. 1. pass. édupabyy (part. dupadcioa, Plat. 

Theat. p. 147. c.); see Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 205. In the 
perf. pass. both redvpapa: and wéhupuai:t were in use ; 

* In Xen. Cyr. 8, 6, 3. SiarepvAdeact: 3, 49. criticism has declared in favour of 
is a false reading for -Adxaot. mepupapévos : but the exclusive usage of 

+ Whether both were used in Attic me@upuévos in succeeding writers, e. g. in 
prose, is still a question, In Thucyd. Lucian, Plutarch, and others, leads us to 
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the latter in Homer and Xenophon ; compare Od. 1, 397. 

and Xen. Ages. 2, 14. 
Lucian has the aor. 2. pass. épipny (ovvavagupévrec, Epist. Saturn. 

28.): on the other hand the present gup&, duper appears not to have 

been in use, except perhaps among some of the later writers. The 
formation of ¢ipow always remained in the language of poetry ; and 
Pindar (Nem. 1, 104.) has also the fut. 3. (paullo-post) regpipoopar; 

which rather confirms than opposes the observation made in my Gram- 
mar, “that verbs with A, fy ¥, Or p, as their characteristic letter, seldom 

have a third future, if they are inflected regularly :” for gipw, by its 
inflexion in -ow, no longer preserves its analogy with those verbs. 

Pio, I beget*, is inflected regularly. But the perf. wé- 

 duxe and the aor. 2. @vv, infin. divas, part. dug (see 
note p. 53. and note p. 238.) have the immediate meaning 
of to spring up, be produced or begottent, to which belong 
also the pres. pass. ¢douou. and fut. midd. duconas, e.g. 
Xen. Cyr. 5, 2, 32. Japoog 88 Euddoeras. Compare Avw 

and the statement there made of this verb. 
The moods of é@uy correspond also with those of édvy. The conj. 

gvw (probably with v long) is found in Xenoph. Hier. 7, 3. oi¢ & ay 
éupin.--.-tpwe. The 3. sing. opt. gin occurs in Theocr.15, 94. If 
this optative had followed strictly the analogy of verbs in -pu, the 
optatives in -einy, -ainy, -ofny would have required the corresponding 

termination to be viny: but as this diphthong is never found before a 
consonant, the passive optative could not be -viuny, -viro, but became 

-bpny, -vro, and therefore to preserve conformity the active was written 
puny, not pvinv. Compare éxddvpey for éxdvinuer, p.73., and Buttm. 
Lexil. p. 425. with note. t 

Beside épvy, an aor. 2. pass. was formed with the same sense, viz. 

épvny, conj. dv, infin. dujvar, &c., which was in use as early as the 
time of Hippocrates, and among the later writers became the comm6n 
form. To this belongs also a fut. gujcopar, of which we find the infin. 

avaguheecOa in Lucian. Jup. Trag. 19. 

conjecture that there were older prece- 
dents for this latter. See Valck, ad Schol. 
Eurip. Phoen. 1201. 

. * [This verb is not confined to the 
above sense ; it has the general meaning 
of to produce, bring forth, and is used of 
plants, trees, the hair, the teeth, &c.; and 

eS 

in Porson. Eurip. Pheen. 34, of a mother. 
— Passow. | 

+ In the later writers dvs, of pivTes, is 
used in the causative sense ; see Bekker 
on Phot. Bibl. p. 17. a. (Appian.) 

¢ [Passow is however of opinion that 
pv ny still remains very doubtful.] 
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Instead of xepixacr we find in Homer the Epic reptacr, and instead 
of the part. mepukwe, -droc, the Epic TEPUWC, -@roc, fem. repuvia: on 

the omission of the x, see BeEawe, p.37., and on the length of the oblique 
cases see yeyauc, yeyaéroc with note p. 51., or TpéZw. In the pluperf. 
Homer always uses the mere reduplication without the augment; while 
Hesiod («, 151. a, 76. $, 152. 673.) has in a particular instance re- 

stored the augment, and formed a 3. plur. éréixoy (for éregixeoar) 

like the imperf. of a pres. repixw: see Mnxaopat. 
[Parmenides has ventured to use giv for diva; but the 3. plur. 

aor. 2. gv for vor is principally Epic. — Passow. ] 
Owoxw. See Pavorw. g: 

X. 

XaGopot, avayatouo*, I retire, retreat: depon. midd. 
The prose usage of this verb is known only from Xenophon, who has 

the imperf. avexaZdéuny, Anab. 4, 7, 7. and Cyr. 7, 1, 17. (24.); but 

he has also in the same sense an instance of the unusual active voice 
of this same verb, avaydaZovrec, Anab. 4, 1, 12. (16.). We find also 

&yxafe quoted from Soph. in Lex. Seguer. 6. p. 340. In the older 
language the active voice of this verb had also the causative sense of 
L cause to retire, drive back: see Pind. Nem. 10, 129. where the reading 
éxacoay is given, it must be confessed, by only one Codex, and yet 
both metre and sense leave no doubt of its being the true one. 

Homer has an aor. 2. xécadoy, and in the midd. a. 3. plur. cexadovro, 

with a fut. act. cecadjow formed from it. These forms came by an old. 
Ionicism (compare reruxeiv) from éyadoy, which usage has retained in 
this unchanged shape under the cognate verb yavdavw. Hence xexd- 
dovro (Il. 6, 497.) is precisely the same as éydoavro; but the active 
forms (Il. X, 334, Od. ¢, 153.) with the genitive have the sense of to 
deprive, in which lies the same causative sense as in dvayalw, I make 

a person yield or retire from any thing, expressed more simply in Latin © 

by cedere facio. On cexadhoopar see Kfdw. 

Xaivw. See Xdoxw. 

Xaipw, I rejoice: fut. yaipyjow ; aor. 2. (from the passive 
voice) éyaeyv; and from this aorist was formed again a 
perf. xeyapyxa or xeyapyucs, with the force of the present 
increased, J am rejoiced: compare ‘Avddvw ada, Oarrw 

rébyra, Krydomas xéxyda, Tcibouos wéroiba. On the for- 

* [There is no instance of the simple x¢¢w in the active voice, — Passow.] 
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mation of the perfect from the aorist see axayyow and 
note p. 12. 

The perfect cexdapnxa is found in Aristoph. Vesp. 764.; the part. 
Kexapnkwe, rejoiced, is of frequent occurrence in Herodotus, and with- 

out the « (keyapnéra, &c.) in the Epic poets: the perf. pass. ceyapnpac 
occurs likewise in Aristoph. Vesp. 389. and its part. cexapnpévoc in 
Hom. Hymn. 6,10. Both the futures formed with reduplication from 
these perfects are found also in Homer, e. g. ceyapnoéper, Il. 0, 98., 
Kexapijoerat, Od. , 266. 

Of the regular inflexion, we find in the poets (from an Epic aor. 1. 
midd. éxnpapnv) the 3. sing. xfiparo, Il. &, 270.: compare Jacob. Anthol. 
Poet. p. 262. and (from a reduplicated aor. 2. midd. cexapduny) the 3. 
plur. xexdpovro with the optatives xexaporo, Keyapoiaro, Il. and Od. 
The part. perf. cexappévoc, rejoiced, occurs in Eurip. Or. 1122. El. 1077. 

and other tragedies of the same writer. The verbal adj. is yaprdc. 

The aor. 1. éxaipnoa is found in the later writers, e.g. in Plut. 

Lucull. 25.* The fut. yaphoouac which occurs in the LXX., although 
formed analogically from éydapny, like axayjow from ijcayoy (see note 
p-12.), is decidedly a form to be rejected: see Thom. Mag. [The 
pres. midd. ya/poyac was a notorious barbarism, Aristoph. Fr. 291.: 
nor were xapéw, xapéw, Or xapw ever in use. — Passow. ] 

Xaaraw, I loosen, relax: fut. yarcow, Dor. yundgo, 

&c. This verb has a short in the inflexion, and takes « in 

the passive; e. g. perf. pass, xeyaracpas. 

Xavddvw, I contain: fut. yeicopa: (Od. o, 17.); aor. éxador; perf. 
(synonymous with the present) céxavda, This future is generally 

placed by mistake with a theme XEIQ, although it is evident that 
xeloopae bears exactly the same relation to txadoy as welcopar to 

It comes therefore from the root XANA-, with a change of 

See Buttm. Lexil. p. 181. 
txabor. 

the radical vowel. 

Xaoxw, I open (intrans), open my mouth, gape: im- 
perf. EXOT HOY. This verb borrows from yaivw (which is 

* Lobeck (ad Phryn. p. 740.) is wrong 
in speaking of this reading as suspicious. 
The expression od xapfoes, ‘ you shall 
have cause to rue it,” was so common, 

that the transition to the aorist became 
quite natural, and it is at the same time 
very conceivable that ob éxdpn would 

have given a somewhat different meaning. 
Hence I cannot but think it a question 
worth considering, whether the earlier 
writers would not have used the same ex- 
pression in this case, and whether Plu- 
tarch had not some precedent for his use 
of it. 

s 4 
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not used by any of the older writers) a fut. yavotjpor*, an 
aor. Eyavov, and a perf. (synonymous with the pres.) 

xéxnvat, Iam open, have my mouth open. 

Lucian (Dial. Mort. 6, 3.) is the earliest writer in which we find 

any instance of the pres. yaivw.t 
In the passage of Aristoph. Ach. 133. ipetc d€ rpeobedeobe cal Kexh- 

vare, Herodian found xexhvere written (see Choerobose. in Bekk. 

Anecd. III. p. 1287. where “Opycoty is a corruption ), which he considers 
to be an inflexion of the indicative for -are. For that some of the 
older authors preferred writing the perf. act. of the verb with ¢, is 
clear from Apollon. Synt. 1, 10. (p. 37, 9. Be.) : see also Avfjvoba and 

note, p.25. In the Attic language, indeed, this inflexion is inadmis- 
sible, but for that very reason the reading of Herodian is most probably 

the true one, misunderstood by the Grammarians above mentioned. 
Keyfhvere is the imperative, which mood is most suitable to the context 
of that passage; and the rarity of its occurrence misled the com- 
mentators : see kexpayere under KpdZw. 

Xéfw, caco: fut. yeootpou; perf. xéyoda; aor. Zyera and 
eyerov; perf. pass. xéverpos (part. xeyverpévov, Aristoph. 
Ach. 11835.) : 

I have some doubt whether the aor. Zxeov be a genuine form; and 
I may say the same of the infin. yeoeiv which is found in Aristoph. 
Thesm. 570. As the word is only a vulgar term, individual forms do 
not occur often enough to enable us to speak of the two aorists with 
any degree of certainty. In the Attic language they appear to be con- 
founded, as they are in eizeiy and éveyxeiy; compare éxeooy and éreaa, 

and see édvcero, pp. 73, 74. Aristophanes (Eccles. 320. Nub. 174.) has 

the part. aor. ]. yéoac, caraxéoayre; but the form yéearro (Equ. 1057.) 

proves as little in favour of the aor. I. as it does of the middle voice 
of this verb, for it is used in that passage in a play on the word. 

Xeioopa. See Xavddvw. 

Xéo, I pour: fut. xo; xis, xet; fut. midd. yéouau; 

aor. 1. Zyex (see Exya under Kaiw), imper. yéov, year, 

* [Buttmann, in his Lexil, p.181., sup- + [According to Ap. Dyse. there was 
poses another fut. xfoouat, of which the also a perf. xéxayxa.— Passow.] 
3. sing. xhoerat may be read in a cor- $ The mention by Chrysoloras in his 
rupted passage of Hom Hymn, Ven. Grammar that xalyw was not in use, 
253.] shows that the older Grammarians had 

before taught the same, 
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conj. v2, infin. yéas; aor. 1. midd. éyeduyy ; perf. xexdxea ; 
perf. pass. x¢yipos; aor. 1. pass. éy047v.*— Minn. 

The forms yevow, éyevoa appear to have never occurred +, but are 
only supposed to have existed from the derivative yevja and the short- 

ness of the v in kéyvxa, &c. That yéw is fut. as well as pres. was first 
remarked by Elmsley, and proved by the following examples: xapa re 
yap cov bvyxéw.... pavei re... ., Eurip. Thes. Fr. 1., ob caropitecc 

kal... pupoy éxcyeic, Aristoph. Pac. 169., ...rapaxéwy Epxopar, Plat. 

Com. ap. Athen. p. 665. ec. To which we may add yedpevor (said of 
pouring out the libation) cal évaywivra, Iseeus 6. p. 61.: which pas- 

sages had been previously explained sometimes as harshness of syntax, 
at others as harshness of contraction. And thus éyyeo in Jerem. VI. 

11. and Act. Apost. II. 17., which has been hitherto cited as a bar- 
barous form of the biblical writers, differs only in accent from the 

pure Attic éyxéw. f 
The Epic language has an aor. éxeva, conj. yew (xetwour, Il. n, 86.), 

midd. éyevapny; and at Od. GB, 222. Il. n, 336. we read yevw, yevouer, 

which may be the conj. aor. supplying in Homer's usage the place of 
the future, quite as well as the Epic fut. yedw answering to the Attic 
fut. xéw (compare dhw, kelwy, kéwy, oww); both which views are in 

syntax fundamentally the same. Again daxpvor yew, Eurip. El. 181. 
(where I proposed on a former occasion to read the false form yetdow) 
is, as far as regards the verb, quite correct. Xevw in that passage is 
not the present (it never occurs as a present even in the Epic language, 
the metre being satisfied by yelw: see Od. «, 10. Hes. 3, 83.), but it is 

the Epic future of Homer which suits the lyric stanza, and may be 
joined with xpovow in the preceding verse, without offending against 
pédec in the following one. 

The Epic language has also the syncop. aor. pass. éydpny, Exuro, 
xipevoc (to be poured out), formed after the perfect. 

* Some verbs change the diphthong ev 
of the radical syllable in the perf. pass. to 
v3; eg. Teixw Térvyuat, pelyw medu- 
yuévos, cebw Zoovuot, mwevOouar wérv-~ 
ouat. Xéw, as one of the verbs in -éw 
which take ev in the inflexion, follows 
the same analogy. In all these perfects 
the v is short. 

+ Whatever appearance there was in 

Homer of these forms, has now been 
changed on the best authority to the Epic 
formation mentioned in the following pa- 
ragraph of the text. 

¢ Elmsley very correctly compares this 
future with teAé€w, whose fut. reAéow, by 
the Ionic omission of the o, becomes again 
TeAéw, Attic TeA@ ; the only difference is, 
that the shorter word did not admit the 
contraction in @, ov, as it does in the pre- 
sent. But that xéw, xéow was the ori- 
ginal formation is shown by the aorist 
€x€6nv, which remained in common use 
to quite a late period: an additional 
cause for the other formation without the 
o, was the coincidence of the fut. and aor. 
of xéw with those of xéw. 

2 
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On the aor, 1. pass, éyé0nv, xe0%var, which was very common in the 

later writers, see the preceding note, and Lobeck ad Phryn. p, 731. 
XAAA-, whence an Ionic perf. céyAada*, of which Pindar (OL 9, 3 

Pyth. 4, 319.) has the part. ceyAadwe, gen. KexAddovroc, swelling : 
compare zegpixovrac under ®picow. [We find also in Pind. Fr. 48. a 

perf. infin. xeyAddev for keyAadévar.— Passow. | 

Xow, I heap up (generally, a mound of earth): fut. 
xoow, &c.; infin. pres. xotv, part. yév. The passive takes 
o, e.g. perf. xéywopos; aor. 1. eywodyy, infin. ywoORvou. 

The above formation is frequent in Herodotus, while the pres. ywv- 
vupe belongs to the later writers. Xwoua: may be found in its alpha- 

betical place. 
Xpatopeiv, to help, infin. of a defective aorist éypacpor, from which 

again came a fut. yparopjow and aor. 1. éxpaiopnoa: compare iO 

and note p.12. See also Buttm. Lexil. pp. 541.—548. 

Xpaw. To this stem belong many verbs with particular 
meanings; all those, however, which are used in prose 

may be easily traced to the same idea, commodare, to give, 

lend.t All have the inflexion with the y, e. g. ypyjoo, 
&c., and that even in the Doric dialect. The contracted 
forms take also 7 as the vowel of contraction, as in Jaw, 
xvaw, opaw, &c., while this peculiarity is also-to be re- 
marked, that the Ionic dialect here takes & as the vowel of 
contraction, as in xvév, opdaros, &c., Herodot. 9,110. We 
will now describe five forms which are used in prose. 

1. Xpdw, I give an oracle, foretell: fut. xpiow ; aor. 1. 
Zypyoa. Pass. xpaouos; fut. midd. ypyjoouou; perf. pass. 

* If we suppose a present from which 
to form this perfect, it must be xAjdw 

(like Af@w mérAnéa) ; which is con- 
nected with xA:34, but not with Kaxrdiw, 
a term signifying sound’; nor is it akin to 
KAd(w, partly because "the stem of this 
latter has yy, partly because analogy 

gives us the change of x to « (in Kenddev 
and the like), but not the converse of x to 
x which would be required in this case, 
[ Passow, however, forms this perfect from 
a present xAd(w, Dor. xA7¢w, which he 
makes exactly synonymous with its com- 
pound kayxAd{w (Pind, Ol. 7, 2. Kay- 

xAdoiwa), supposing both to mean the 
bursting forth of water from a spring or 
any confined place, or the bubbling of boil- 
ing water. | 

+ Some other old deviations of meaning 
in this verb come from the idea of to lay 
hold on: see xpdw, émixpdw, xpadw, and 
xpaivw, in Schneider’s Lexicon ; where, 
however, there are no striking peculiari- 
ties of deviation. It appears “to me evi- 
dent that all these and the meaning of 
to give, &c., come etymologically from 
xelp, xepds. 
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xéypnopasr; aor. 1. pass. éypyodyv. ‘Thus the passive takes 
o. See also ypyfw. 

In the Attic tragedians we find the present and imperfect contracted 
in 7; thus yp7 is 3. sing. pres. for ypg¢, Herm. Soph. El. 35., ééxpn is 
3. sing. imperf., Soph. Gid. C. 87. On the other hand Herodotus has 
frequently the 2. sing. ypdc, 3. sing. xpq, and in the infin. yp@v; and 

- he is followed by the later writers, as Lucian, &c. In the Ionic dialect 

xpaw is sometimes changed to xpéw, whence the part. pres. ypéouca, 
Herodot. 7, 111.; and in the Epic poetry it becomes xpefw, whence 
the part. xpetwv, Od. %, 79. 

In many passages of Herodotus all the manuscripts have the perfect 
passive with the o: in others the o is wanting: see Schweigh. Lex. 

Herodot. It is easily seen that uniformity must be preserved by 
_ adopting it in all cases ; céypnuar belongs to ypyo8a only. — . 

In the middle voice the meaning of this verb approaches very nearly 
to that of the common xpioOa, as in the expression ypioOa parrely, 

which appears to be exactly the same as xpijo8ac payrixy in Xenophon ; 
sometimes however it stands absolutely, as ypijoOac repi rodéuou: so 
that xpqy, to foretell, answers correctly to xpijcbat, to consult an oracle. 

See Od. $, 79. 81. x, 492. 

2. Xpdouos, use, depon. midd. : fut. xpyorouos; aor. 1. 
éypyrapyy ; perf. (without «) xéypypos. ‘The present and 
imperf. are contracted in y instead of the regular a, thus 

XphHpcu, ye%, xpyra1, infin. ypjobu1, &c., Lobeck ad Phryn. 

p- 61. Kéyonpos is sometimes used in the strict sense of a 
perfect, e. g. in Xen. Cyr. 3, 1, 30. (24.) 6 morrduig aden 

xexpypévog: but it has generally the sense of the present, 

as in Xen. Equ. 4, 5. xexpijrbas raig oraaic, and in most - 

instances the force is increased, [am always pernite 3 and 
therefore J have.* Verbal adj. ypyores, Aerrey, Plat. 
Gorg. 136. 

In the Epic language cexpijoOac has the meaning of to be in need 
of +; hence in Homer and Hesiod xeypnpévoc is used as an adjective in 
the sense of needy. Tivoc xéxpnoGe ; Theocr. 26,18. Fut. cexphoeray 
id. 16, 73. Compare xp# and the note under XpfZw. 

* See ‘Avidvw dada, OdrArdAw TéOnrAa, the Epic poets, but there are instances of 
Khdoua Kéxnda, MelOouar wérorba, it in the Attic also, e. g. in Elms!, Eurip, 

t [This meaning properly belongs to Heracl. 801.— Passow.] 
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In the unusual case of a passive tense being formed from this middle 
verb (compare (idZopac), the aorist has the o (as in ypdw, I foretell), 
ai vijec.... éxphoOnoay, Herodot. 7, 144., again, caraypnobqva, to be 

put to death (from caraypijc0ai riva), Herodot. 9, 120., with which the 
verbal adjective agrees. 

In this verb the forms of the Ionic dialect are difficult to be ascer- 
tained with any degree of certainty: for sometimes the passages and 
manuscripts of Herodotus give the contractions ypdra, xpadoQa, 
xpacOw, &c.; at other times the a is changed to « in the same forms, 

as xpéerar, xpéeoOac: in some passages we find ypéwyra, in others 

xpéovra.* In the imperative Herodotus (1, 115.) has, according to 

all the manuscripts, xpéw, while Hippocrates frequently uses xpéo 
shortened from ypéeo, like éxXéo, which see under KXéw. 

3. Kiypyps, I lend: fut. yejow; aor. 1. Eypyoa, &e. 5. 

Midd. xiypayos, I borrow. 

It has been correctly remarked, that ypioac in Herodotus means 

simply to give, grant (see Herodot. 7, 38. and Schweigh. in Lex.). 

But a present ypdw never occurs in this sense; we place, therefore, the 
present xixpnpe instead of it, although in the instances where it occurs 
in Demosthenes and others, it has the proper meaning of to lend. 
The aor. 1. midd. éxpnoduny was avoided by the Attic writers in this 

sense: see Antiatt. Bekk. p. 116. 

infin. pres. xb y paver. 

4. Xoy, (oportet) it is necessary ; an impersonal verb : 
opt. xpely, conj. yey, infin. xpyjvosr, part. (7d) ypewr. 

Imperf. éyp%v, or in prose xpi. Fut. xpyoe. 

The indicative of this verb may be considered as the 3. sing of ypaw 
—xpn, with the tone or accent shortened. The participle also comes 

exactly, according to analogy, from ypdor, like vadc, Ion. vndc, Att, 

vewc (compare the subst. xpéwe and the neut. part, reOvewc): but it 
has the anomalous accent of iwy and the Ionic éwy. It is indeclinable ; 

that is to say, it occurred so seldom in any construction requiring other 

* All the above-mentioned forms are text. Whoever examines the passages 
undoubtedly pure Ionic ; and this uncer- 
tainty of usage is not otherwise than sur- 
prising, even in a dialect. That the same 
writer should have had a twofold usage 
in the same form, is an unreasonable sup- 
position. Undoubtedly, therefore, the 
variation in the_forms of this verb in He- 
rodotus arose entirely from the uncertainty 
of tradition, and from the different Gram- 

marians who employed themselves on the 

and their various readings with the help 
of Schweighwuser’s Lexicon Herodot., 
will find it most probable that Herodotus 
always contracted in a the forms which 
were grounded on ae, while those in ao 
were changed to ew. ‘I’o decide between 
ew and eo is much more difficult. There 
can be, however, no hesitation in rejecting 
from the text of Herodotus such forms as 
xpicba and éxphro. 
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than the nominative or accusative case, that the other cases became 

obsolete. It is found sometimes as a genitive, e. g. in Eurip. Hippol. 

1256., Here. Fur. 21., Joseph. Ant. 8, 284., but there is ‘perhaps no 
instance of its being used as a dative, ro ypewr. 

In the other three moods (opt., conj., and infin.) this verb follows 
the formation of verbs in ju, retaining, however, the n in the infinitive, 

and « instead of a in the optative, as in a similar case under IéuaAnpe. 

We find twice in Euripides (Hecub. 258., Here. Fur. 828.) 7d 

xpiv which Thom. Mag. in voc. affirms to be a poetical infinitive; there- 

fore contracted for ypjv. At the same time it is not to be denied that 
the participle ypewy, which is preferred by some critics, and which may 
be pronounced as a monosyllable, would suit both passages better. 

The imperfect, whether it followed the conjugation of contracted 

verbs or of those in yu, would be éxypy: therefore éxpiy or xpijv (the 
- only forms ever used) are to be compared with the 3. sing. jv, Ion. 

énv, from eiué. But the accent of the augmented form is so strikingly 

anomalous that we should be forced to consider it incorrect, did not 

the vain attempts of the Grammarians to explain it show (see Eustath, 
ad Od. x, 60.) that it was founded firmly on tradition.* 

In the older language this verb had also the meaning of opus est, 
one has need, I have need ; and in this sense it was afterwards used 

or rather misused personally ; e. g. 6 pic, of which thou hast need, 
Cratin. ap. Suid. v. xp; ob xpycba, thou hast no need, Megarensis ap. 
Aristoph. Acharn. 778.; compare Agw. From this verb Herodotus (3, 
117.) has a middle voice with a similar meaning in the form ypnicxo- 
pea. Compare xéxpnuac above, and note on XpfZw below. 

5.Ardypn, is sufficient. This verb has the anomaly of 
the preceding one in this 3. sing. pres. indic. only, inas- 
much as it is shortened from a&roxp7¥ ; in all its other forms 
it follows regularly ypaw, &c.: thus 3. plur. aroypiow ; 
infin. pres. aroyp¥y; imperf. axréxpy ; fut. aroypyoes; aor. 
1. aréypycey, &c. Mvp. aroxypipou, Ihave enough ; infin. 
amoxpiobu:. In this voice it is inflected like ypdopes, 2. 

The Ionics have also the regular 3. sing. pres. indic. aroypg. In 
the same or a similar sense Herodotus has other compounds, carayp¢, 

exxphoe, eléxypyoe, AvTexXpnce. 

This verb is not an impersonal, although, like other personal verbs, it 

* Perhaps the shorter form xpiv had the augmented one was made by degrees 
become so general in common life, that to conform to it. 

é 
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is sometimes used impersonally ; on the contrary, in many instances its 
subject stands plainly before it, and hence it has the plural aroxpéat: 

but as things or objects in the third person are its most natural subject, 
the other persons became obsolete ; yet not entirely ; see Epicharmus 
in Heindorf’s Note on Plat. Gorg. 131. cic éyay azoypéw, I alone am 
sufficient. See a similar appearance in Médw, where however the 1. 
and 2. person have remained in use somewhat more than in this verb. 
A solitary irregularity occurs in the middle voice in areypéero ( Herodot. 

8, 14.) used impersonally for aréypa ; compare péAerar for péder.* 

Xp7fw, I desire, wish.t The Attics use it in present 

and imperfect only. 

In the Ionic dialect it is ypniZw : whence the more precise Gram- 
marians write the common form xp7jZw, like grrw: see Greg. Cor. in 

Ion. 42. The Ionics have also other tenses, as ypyicw, éxpihioa 
(Herodot. 7, 38. 5, 20. 65.), because in this form no confusion can 

possibly be made with the tenses of ypaw. But in the printed text all 
these are constantly written with 7 in Herodotus also. Xpffw in the 

sense of xp¢v, to foretell, see in Schneid. Lex. t 

Xpiw, I besmear, anoint: fut. ypicw, &c. ; perf. pass. 
xéypropot; but the perf. part. (without the «) xeypsipdvog 
is found in Com. ap. Athen. 13. p. 557. f. —Mupp. 

This verb has also the meaning of ¢o sting, as spoken of insects and 

the like; on which Phrynichus (Appar. p. 46.) gives the following rule, 
that in this latter serise the perfect passive is written KeypioOau, in the 

former kexpeicOa. In this last incorrect form (although in that writer 
the diphthong « is expressly named) we must look for nothing more 
than the correct form ceypioac ; and the direction given by Phrynichus 
must necessarily be extended thus: ypiw, éxpioa, xpioat, xexpioba, I 
anoint : xpiw, expioca, xpicat, kexploOa, I sting. 

Xpovvups or Xpwtw, I colour: fut. xyowrw, &c. 

* Such an irregularity could arise only 
from the original meaning of the expres- 
sion being entirely forgotten. In these 
compounds the active xpdw is used ex- 
actly in its true sense. The thing supplies 
us with what we need; in damoxpé, 
€xxp& it supplies us to the extent of our 
need ; in avrixp& it supplies us by acting 
in opposition to our need. The similarity 
of the German expression to the Greek 
illustrates this in a most striking manner: 
in German darreichen means to reach 

(any thing) forward, offer; hinreichen, to 
reach or extend to any certain point, and 
also to be sufficient. 

+ This meaning arises from those forms 
of xpdw which have the meaning of I 
need, in which sense, however, the verb 
xph@ itself occurs in the later writers 
only: see Stephan. Thesaur. 

¢ [Schneider quotes xp in this sense 
from A2schyl. Choeph. 338., Soph. Gd. C. 
1246., Eurip. Hel. 523.] 
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In Eurip. Phen. 1619. we find xpwZw and in Med. 497. xéxpwopat, 

but in both passages with the meaning of to touch, and the collateral 
idea of a polluting touch. Perhaps in the old Attic language this was 
the only meaning of xpwZw, and xéxpwopae belonged to this present 
only : for according to the analogy of Zwvvupe and cwfw, we might 

expect the perfect passive of ypwrvvvue in the old Attic to be céxypwpar, 
which appears merely as the various reading of céypwopat, e. g. in 
Aristot. De Color. 3. But in Eth. Nicom. 2, 3. all the manuscripts 
have éyxexpwopévoc. 

Xwvvupu. See Xdw. 
Xwopua, I am angry, depon. midd. : fut. xwoopar; aor. 1. éxwodpnr. 

Xwpéw, I yield, go: fut. midd. xwpyooue, but some- 
times also ywpyow: see Poppo Obs. Crit. in Thucyd. 
p- 149. and Buttmann’s Notes in the Auctarium ad Plat. 
Theet, 117. Ed. 2. 

W. 

Paiw, I touch: fut. Yaiow, &c.; perf. pass. Abavoepou; 
aor. 1. pass. eWatobyy. 

[It is generally joined with the genitive, sometimes with the da- 
tive, whether with an accusative depends on Soph. Ant. 858. 962. — 
Passow. | 

Paw, IT rub: fut. Vico, &c., like xvaw, cnaw; see also 
IIsivaw. The passive fluctuates between the formation 
with and without the o; as, perf. Aypc, ee aor. 1. 
eWybyy, ebjobny. 

See Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 254. The sister-form W#xw (compare 
opaw, onhxw) has the more precise sense of to rub down (a horse) ; to 
rub in pieces; to the latter of which belongs xcaré{nycrac in Soph. 

Trach. 698. 

byw, I blame, reproach : fut. véEw, &c. ; perf. Avoya ; 
aor. 2. pass. 2béyyy (see Baérw). 

Weidw, I deceive, cheat: fut. Yeiow, &c.; perf. pass. 
eWevopou; aor. 1. pass. eWedobyv. Munn. I deceive, lie: 
oux eWstoavts Tas ameaas, they did not make their threats 

false, made them good, Herodot. 6, 32. 
é 
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Wixyw. See aw. 

Piyw, I cool: fut. WwEw; aor. 1. pass. aloydyy; aor. 2. 

pass. abuyyy, and élvyxv, Lobeck ad Phryn. p. 318. 

Q. 

‘062, I push: fut. oOjow and dow. All the other tenses are formed 
from Q0Q, and with the syllabic augment, e. g. imperf. éwOovy ; aor. 1. 
éwoa, infin. ocar; perf. wka; perf. pass. Ewopar; aor. 1. pass. éwoOnv, 
Pors. Eurip. Med. 336., Plat. Tim. p. 79. e.— Minn. Yi 

"Qvéouo, I buy, depon. midd.: fut. wrvjcouo, &c. This 

verb has also the syllabic augment, e. g. imperf. géwvodpyy; 
aor. 1. éwyvyrapyy, infin. dvjcacbor: but instead of this 

aorist the pure Attic writers used éxpidpny, rpiacbat. 

[ This verb was seldom or never used as a passive in the sense of to 
be sold, yet we find in Plat. Pheed. p. 69. b. the part. avovpeva, where 
Heindorf’s reading ®vovpefa appears to be unnecessary. The pluperf. 
éwynro occurs in Aristoph. Fr. 1175. On the aor. 1. pass. infin. éwyn- 

Ojvac and wynOijvac see Markl. Lys. p. 720. Iszeus De Philoct. Hered. 
19. A part. perf. act. éwvnxwe is quoted by the Grammarians from 
Lysias. — Passow. ] 
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N.B.— The following Index is intended to assist the Student, where 
the alphabetical arrangement of the work may fail him: consequently 
those forms only will be found here, which do not begin with the 
same letter or syllable as the verbs to which they respectively belong. 
Nor has it been thought necessary to mention all the persons, moods, 
participles, &c., which occur in the work; in most cases the 1. pers. 
sing. of the indicative (if that form be in use) will be found a sufficient 
guide to all the other moods and persons of any particular tense. 
The references are to pages. 

A. 

‘Ayéopat, 7. 
_ ayia, 1. 

a&ynpar, dynua, 121. 
ayhoxa, 6, 7 
aywvsopevor, 7. 
ayvwooacke, ayvwooe- 

oxe, 4. 223. 
ayopacw, 152. note. 
ayopever, 89. 
dyxale, 262. 
deca, 24. . 
adov, ddjow, 24. 
decor, 36. 
aixec, 11. 

aipebpevoc, 10. 
aipw, 10. 250. 
acaxnpar, 9. 12. 
axadxwy, 6. note. 
axeiopar, 13. 
akjKxoa, 138. 
akhyepar, 12. 
a&daArAnpar, 9. 
ddaXkor, 6. note, 15. 
firacbar, 18. 
aX¢ic, 83. 

aréxw, 15. 
adev, adév, 83. 
aréoOa, 18. 
aXerar, 18. 
arX7HOw, 15. 

adjrexa, 15. 
adjrepa, 14. 
adjvat, aXhpevar, 83. 
aAnra 18. 
aduvdeicbat, 159. 
aréivdw, adiow, 160. 
aXdoiny, dX4@, 16. 
adoro, 18. 
ddoo, adro, 18. 
dpeva, 36. 
apretmarov, 198. 
aprioxyw, 118. 
diprvve, aurvevOn, 216. 
apoley, 177. note. 
apoetw, 113. 
apgrevvupu, 96. 
dpdiécw, augd, 96. 
avabébpuyxa, 46. 
avabnodpeva, 38. 
avabmoxopat, 42. 

‘|avabparrw, 45. note. 
avabpdéeer, 46. 
avabpoxév, 46. 
dvayvyvwokw, 54. 
avadpaperat, 247, 
avada@y, 64. 
avarehappbat, 

note. 

avaXroc, 14. 
avanreréracrat, 205. 

162. 

avarer@oa, 205. 

a 

avacceiacke, 223. 
avarédiw, 235. 
avarérpapa, dvarérpo- 

ga, 244. note. 
avagavycovra, 249. 
avaguhcecoOa, 261. 
avaxdalopa, avayalor- 

rec, 262. 

avebiwy, 42, 43. 
avéyvwoa, 54. 
aveipev, aveire, 115. 
avetirnroc, 86. note. 
avéovra, 115. 
avérdnper, 209. note. 
avéoayu, 117. 
avéce, aveoay, 25. 117. 
aveordakovoa, 259. 
averpatero, 244. 
avexalouny, 262. 
avéxw, &e., 113. 
avéyya, 5. note, 183. 
avéyypat, avéwryor, 183. 
avéwyrat, 115. 
avéyia, avéwya, 183. 
avnbay, 120. 
avaxev, 117. 
avhynra, 23. 
avivoba, 6. note, 25, 
ayvnpewapny, 100. 
avnoet, 117. 

- |\aveet, avier, 116. note. 

e 
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drexOavopa, 109. 
aréxOopat, 110. 
drexpéero, 270. 
aréxpn, dréxpnoer, 269. 
drewabévroc, 6. 
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erw Karo, 112. 
erexaro, 186. 
epaacde, 98. 
épacoa, épaccaro, 98. 
éparat, 98. 
epyw, 91. 221. 
épow, 221. 
epéecbau, épéovro, 103. 
epetopev, 103. 
epeta, 221. 
épépirro, 100. 
épecca, 100. 
épevpevor, 10. 
epevsouat, 103. 
épéw, 88, 89. 103. 
épnpécarar, 99. 
epnpédaro, 93. 
éphipecca, 

Ephpewrat, 99. 
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‘epnpira, 99, 100. 
ephipropar, 101. 
epnoapuevoc, 102. 
epnrau, 98. 

emdevoa, exhevoOny,214. epdhioacbat, 101. 
epcljoacba, 101. note. 
epirevrt, 100. 
eppévoc, 92. 
épéa, Epéa, 91, 92. 221. 
eptw, 221. 
eppayny, 222. 
eppacara, éppadaro,221. 
Eppacpa, 221. 
éppeta, 221. 
eppevoa, 222. 
eppnOnr, 88. 
eppimreoy, 74, note, 
épponka, eppiny, 222. 
éppuvoapny, 104. 
eppuro, 105. 
eppwya, 5. note, 6. 222. 
éppwpar, 2238. 
Eppwoapny,  €ppwodnr, 

224, 
époa, 92. 
epvecOa, 105. 
épukakéecy, 95. 103. 
Epuro, 105, 106. 
epxarau, Epxaro, 92. 
epxOnv, 221. 
epvw, pres. and fut. 103. 

105. note. 
épa, 88. 
ée, 115. 

éoayeiparo, 3. 
Eva, 95. .117. 
éodpevoc, 117, 118. 
oar, 85. 

ns 233. 
ecbay, 225. 
éobeoa, 224. 
éo€éoOny, éobeopar, 225. 

éphpecopat, eonka, éoEny, 224. 
évewwa, 225, 

Ephipry par, eprjpyspar, 99. évepdooaro, 172. 
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éoépOny, 225. 
éonAdaro, 18. note. 
éonpa, 224, 
EcOa, 116. 
ZoOnyv, 131. 
Eo6, 131. note. 
éoivarro, 226. 
éoxa pear, éoxagny, 226. 
éoxedaoOny, éoxédacpat, 

226. 
EoKe ppt, 277. 
éoxerny, 278. 
éoxeapny, 277. 
éoxnha, 227. 
ZoxAnxa, éoxAnv, 227. 

_ Eaxov, 85. 
éoxwwWa, 228. 
éopnéa, éopnoapny, é- 

opnyOny, 228. 
évopau, 95. 117. 
éoovpat, 85. 
éoraka, 228. 
éomapny, EoTappat, 228. 
éonaca, eonacOny, é-\é 

oracpat, 228. 
eorecka, 229. 
éoreipay 228. 
éomevoa, éoreropat, 229, 

A 

torere, 89. 
Eom duny, 97. 
Eoroy, 97. 
éomopa, 228. 
éooa, éoodpny, 95. 
Evoau, 17%. 
éooeira, 85. 
Eooéopat, 122. 
éoveva, eooevayiny, éo- 

cevov, eooevouny, 225. 
E090, 84. 
éooo, 96. 
Evoopat, 85. 
Evoovpat, 322. 
eoouOny, & éooupar, 225. 
éooupny, 158. note, 225. 
Ecow, 95. 
éEcowOny, 122. 
éoraddoaro, 

229. 
éoradka, torahpa, €é- 

Ul 

éoradaro,|é 

éoraper, Eordavat, 136. 
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éordaAny, Erapory, 235. 
eravucOny, 234. 
ératauny, 234. 

aradOny, 
229. 

ésracay, toracay, 137. erdprny, éraprOuny, 
éoreiXa, éorethapuny, 236. 

229. éragny, 122. 
éoresba, 229. éraxOny, 234. 
éorépnoa, éorepnOny, é- eretha, érechapinv, 235. 

orépnua, 230. erewa, 234. 
éornKa, 134. érexduny, 241. 
éorhxw, 135. note. érexov, 240. 
éorhiw, éarhtoua, 184. érédeca, érédeooa, ére- 

136. | déaOnv, 235. 
éornprea, canner érehoa, 235. 

230. Erepov, 235. 
éreéa, 241. 
Erepoa, 237. 
érépony, éréponva, 236. 
Erepta, éréppOny, 236. 
érerahpny, 235. 
érérhaper, 248. 

éordpeca, éoroptoOn, Erer pov, érérpero, 237. 
éoropnOn, 231. érérpnva, 241. 

COT papapiett, éorpagny, trevéa, 238. 

EoTpagOny, earpépOny, erevXeror, 239. note. 

éarpopa, 231. ErebyOny, 239. 
éoTpwoa, éarpwOnr, g- éréxOny, 2 241. 

oTpwpet, 231. eT HAyOr, erparyny, 236. 
éoruca, & eorvyoy, 231. érpnOny, 235. 
Eorwe, 136. Erpnga, 236. 
éovOny, 225. éropyea, Eropoy, 243. 
éobpny, 231. Erpayoy, erpayny, 248. 
Eopayny, Eopaypar, 232. txpagoy, érpagny, 245, 
éopador, éaparny, é- ErpégOny, 244. 

oparpar, 232. Erpnoa, 241. 
eopaca, éopaxOny, 232. érpibny, érpigOny, 247. 
éopnda, 232. érpbgny, 128. 
Eoprypat, 232. érvOny, 128. 
éoxalocay, 232. érbxnoa, 329. 
eoxeOor, 22. 112. érbyOny, 3 éruxor, 238. 

éornoa, 134. 
éoribor, éori€ny, 229. 
éoreypat, 231. 
EarTLXov, 229. 
éoro, 96. 
Eoropya, 229: 

éoxov, 111. evador, 24. 
Eoxwr, 232. ‘edKTO, 109. 
Eow, 95. evpa, evpapiny, evpor, 9. 

| 109. 
épadyOny, 250. 

éawoa, EawOny, 232. 
erayny, 234. 
érdOny, 234. epayorv, 108. 
erakny, 240. égdpny, 254. 
éradaca, eradacoa, 243. tpavoa, 251. 
éradOny, 235. égetvro, 116. 



Epepor, 253. 
epeomouny, 97. 
epeooat, épecoat, 117, 
épéocecOa, 117. note. 
épécoopuat, 117. 
épeoraxer, 137. note. 
epeoraou, 136. 
epinrar, 29. 
épaxa, épbaca, 255. 
EpOapKa, EpBappar, 256. 
ép0aca, épOacOny, 255. 
epOny, 255. 
épOipny, 159. note. 
EpOvov, 256. 
EpOopa, 5. note, 256. 
Ep0dc, 1 
Eile, Efile, 80. 

. égiorapar, 96. 
épopay, 192. 
éxadoy, 263. 
éxavoy, 264. 
éxapny, 263. 
éxaccar, 262. 
éxea, 264. 
éxéOnv, 266. 
éxeroOa, 111. note. 
Exeoa, éxecor, 212. 264. 
éxnpapuny, 263. 
éxpioOnoay, 268. 
éxvOnr, Exdpny, 265. 
‘éxwodpny, 271 
éxwaOny, 266. 
évee, 77. 114. 
Epevopat, 

271. si 
ednpa, evnopa, eWi- 
a RE edhoOny, 271. 
évoya, 271. 
éduyny, edoxny, éeo- 
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éWevaOnr, 

ZwOa, ew0ee, (ge 
éwOovy, 272. 
éwka, 272. 
Ewxa, 6. note, 115. note. 
éyxery, 80, 81. note, 82. 

note. 

éodrrecy, 94. 
Ewpev, E@per, 36. 

INDEX. 

éwy, 74. 
éwy, 84. 
éwvnOyvar, 272. 
éwynkwc, 272. 
éwvnoapévny, 6. 272. 
éwvnodpny, éwvovpny,| ti 

éwvnro, 272. 
éwpaka, Ewpapa, 191, 
edpyety, 221. 
éwpraloy, 96. 
éwoOny, Ewopat, 272, 
“ 

H. 
"H, 116. 
vf] for ton, 255. 
7 for jv, 85. 
ja, 85. 
ja, 86. 106. 
nydaacbe, 2. 
jyayor, 6. 

HyacOny, yyaoduny, 
Hyacoaro, 2. 

yyeua, 2. 

nryerne, hyyerOne, 3. 
Hyybor, hyyonoa, 74. 
iryewpa, 74. 
Hyelporvro, 3. 
nyepéeoOa, 3. 
nyepéOouar, yepéOov- 

Tat, HyEpeOovTo, Hye- 
peOecOa, 3. 

itynda, 1. 

Type, 7 
thypopny, 74. 
noe, 77, 78. 82. note. 
noecauny, 8. 
oeoay, 79. 
yoéaOny, noeopar, 8. 
neéoOny, ‘108. 
ne, 87. 
ihewde, Heidecy, 78, 79. 
neion, 77 
nev, 86. 
ev, 85. 

nepéOovra, 10. 
inv, 85. 
iiypny, 82. note. 
hhixro, 81. note, 82. note. 
jHiov, 87. 

ipEporoy, 20. 
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ijtoay, 79. 87. 
jixa, 7. note. 
hea, 121, 
Ka, 115. 
eapny, 116. 
Kaa, pKao pa, 80. 
nKaxouny, 12. 
iixaxov, 6. note, 12. 
yKhKoev, 13. 
ijkovka, ijKovopat, HKov- 

oOnyv, 13. 
HKkpodoo, HKpo@, 13. 
fixkw, 121. 182. 
HArAaOnY, 93. 
HAaXKkor, 15. 
HArAapny, 18. 
Hany, 93. 
HAdave, 14, 
HAreula, HrEiPOny, 14. 
nrebauny, 14, 
HAevaro, 15. 
HAHOny, 138. 
prLvonpévy, 160. 
HrALoKouny, 16. 
Hrcroy, 17. 
iAknoa, 94, 
DAaYNY, HAA Ony, 18. 
ijorpa, 14. 
HArApny, 18. 
Hrovr, 15. 

jrAvea, 19. 
HAgor, 20. 
Hrwka, 16, 17. 

| prAopny, 13. 
jrwy, 16, 17. 

fipOdwea, jjpbdAwoa, 20, 

Hype, iipny, 118, 
ijpny, 84. 
Hyl, 255. 
HpreixeTo, hpréoxero, 

113. 
iprioxov, hymexouny, 

113. 
iiprdaxoy, 21. 
npdleca,  ypecdny, 

Hpglecpar, 22, 96, 
ijpwr, 20. 
ay for pny, 255. 
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AvadwKa, hvadwoa, 23. 
jvapov, 95. 
iivoavoy, 24. 
Hveyka, 9. 251. 
jveyxor, 6. note, 9. 252. 
7véOny, 8. 
jveca, hvetyOnyv, 252. 
qvecxopny, 113. 
hvexa, Hveoa, 8. 
qvecxopny, 113. 
nvéxOny, 252. 
jryyjpa, 8. 
yynvapny, 23. 
nvynoa, 8. 
7v0or, 106. 
yvimare, 95. 
jvoka, hvotyny, 183. 
vor, hvopuny, 26. 
jvreov, 25. 
jvwyor, iyvwea, 26, 27. 
nea, 11. 
yea, 121. 
Hea, née, 4. %. 

neapny, iéav, 7. 
nopev, 87. 
nradgoy, 6. note, 28. 
jjpapory, 6. note, 30. 
Fpacpat, hpacOny, Hhpa- 

capny, Hpaccaro, 98. 
jparo, 10. 
npeOny, 9. 
npeicaro, 99. 
jjpeov, 89. note. 
iipeca, hpecoa, 100. 
Hpeca, hpecauny, iipe- 

copa, npéoOny, 31. 
ijpero, 102. 
fipnka, ijpnpar, 9. 
Henpery, 30. 
Hphpecaro, 99. 

 fpnea, 9. 
7pOnv, 30. 
jipixoy, 99. 
jpiroyv, 99, 100. ~ 

jplorapev, 32. 
jprayny, ijpraga, 33. 
ippynka, Hppnoa, 103. 
nooa, 30, 
jpvyorv, 103. 

INDEX. 

qpixaxoy, 95. 103. 
jie for jv, 85. 
joa, 8. 
noay, 78, 79. 82. note. 
joac, 121. 
joaro, 121. 
noda, 85. 
yo0avopuny, 11. 
noOnpévoc, 108. 

ony, hoOjcopar, 121. 
joOnro, 108. 

noOdpuny, 11. 
jo, 116. 
OHEY, 78. 82. note. 
how, 115. 
yore, Horo, 78. 
noxuppar, 12. 
yrw, 85. 

ti-yuar, 109% 
nuda, 33. 
nooov, 108. 
nvédpny, 109. 
hioa, 35. 
jipaca, 35. 
npetOn, 115. 
Hgevpévoc, 109. 
noiev, 116. 
jolovy, hpiecay, 115. 
iipvoa, 35. 
xa, 6, 7. 
nx GéoOny, 36. 
HxOnpa, 110. 
Hx Odpny, 110. 

0. 
Oagopar, Séopar, 123. 
Seiopat, 236. 
Séouro, 125. 
Séppero, 124. 
Setow, Jevooua, 125. 
Snéopar, 128. 
Sijoat, Snoaiaro, Snoa- 

pevoc, Shoaro, Sij- 
cba, 123. 

Sépvupar, 128. 
Sopotpar, 128. 
Sparrw, Sparrov, Spazat, 

234. 
SpéEopa, 246. 

Spébw, 245. 
Sipevoc, 128. 
Siw, 248. 

I. 
"Tao, 86. 
iypa, 132. 
idéw, 77, 78. 
idpev, tdpevar, 77, 78. 

82. note. 
tov, 77, 191. 
idvia, 78. 

te, 87. 
tena, 115. 
tepar, 87. 
ispas, iéuny, 86. 
tev, 87. 
teao (ieco), 86. 
iZe, 80. 
idivw, 132. 
ixavw, 132. 
ixro, ikpevoc, 182. 
‘iperv, ipevat, 87. 
idvrwy, 86. 
irrapa, 206. 
ioay, 79. 82. note. 
ioao., 78. 82. note. 
tot, 77, 78. 
iow, 87. 
iopev, 78. 82. note. 
ioracke, 184. 
ioréoy, 78, 79. 
iorov, 78. 
toxw, 111. 
irnr, 87. 
irnréc, 86. 
irov, irwy, 86. 
iwy, 86. 

K. 

Kadedodpar, 130, 131. 
kaOcipev, 115. 
cabenret, 9. 
cabeoOhoopar, 131. 
KaOnpuar, 118. 
KahwvoetoBar, 159. 
caraba, 37. 
carabaive, 38. 
carabpdéaca, 41. 



kara€pdéee, 41. 46. 
carabpwiaca, 41, 
karayeic, 6. 

karadapBey, 57. 
carabpwokwy, 128. 
Karakaléuey, KaraKecé- 
 pev, karaxnépuev, 140. 
karakerat, 142. note. 
kardkeyar, 142. 
karaknépev, 140. 
karakuyyvas, 151. 
Karak, 151. 
Karakvwoaca, Kara- 

kvwaoovoa, 152. 
Karaxpnuvapevar, 155. 
karaxravéovowy, 158. 
Kkaradover, 168. 

-cardkayrec, 7. 
kararthayjvar, 215. 
KkaramAnrrw, 215. 
kararraxwy, 219. 
Karanryrny, 220. 
kardoow, 6. 
karaoropecOjvar, 231. 
karaoyxopevoc, 112. 

Kararpwlavrec, 248.. 

karagOivicac, 257. 

karayéoarvTi, 264, ~ 
karaypg, 269. 
KaraxpijoGa, Karaxpn- 

objvar, 268. 
Kareayeic, kareayy, 5. 
xarediayrec, 6. 
Karedoow, 6. 
caréara, 118. 
caréCpwia, 41. note. 
Kareynpa, 52. 
karedapOny, 57. 
caredujrnoa, 67. 
kareikeypat, 165. 
Kareipyeyy, 92. 
karexavOny, 139. 
karexra, 158. 
xarévac0e, 178. 
Karevyvobe, 95. 
karexdhyny, 216. 
Kkarerrakwe, 219. 
karepaoa, 98. 
karepyperrro, 100. 

INDEX. 

|waréoyero, 112. 
|xarepOuvnkdrec, 257. 
karéWnxrat, 271. 
Karnpa, 118. 
Karnvadwoa, 24. 
cariéa, 5. 
carOaveiv, 127. 
cavatace, 5. 

kavow, 139. 
kéaytec, 140. 

céara, 143. note. 
Kedavyuju, kedaiw, 226, 
néerau, kéecOar, 143. 
état, Kecapevoc, 140. 
xelavtec, 140. note. 
keeper, Ketwy, 143. 
kelwvrat, 142. note. 
kexadnodpeba, 146. 162. 
xéxadpat, 138. 
xéxadov, 262. 
kexapw, 141. 
kéxappat, 143. 
Kéxaopat, 138. 
kexagnwc, 37. 142. 
kexépaopar, 144, 
Keképoaxa, —_ kexépOnka, 

Kexépoayka, 145. 
céxnoa, 5. note, 146. 
Kéxnoe, 142. 
kéxdayya, 149. [note. 
KéxAappar 151. 244, 
xéxdacpar, 150. 
kexdéara 151. 
Kékreypat, — KEKAELOpLat, 

150. [ note. 
kéxAeupar, 151. 244, 
KéxAnya, 149. 
kexAqipat, 151. 
KéxAnka, 141. 
kéxAnpas, 150. 
KéxArprar, 115. 
Kexdopuevoc, 144. 

KéxXopa, 151. 
céxAvO, 152. 
xéxpna, 141. 
kexpnoc, 87. 141. 
kexopnwe, 154. 
céxoga, 1538. 
cexpaayra, 154. 
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kéxpaya, 154, 
kéxpaxa, 202. 211. 
kexpaéouar, 154. 
Kéxpayx Or, 200. 
xéxpnxa, 211, 
Kéxpnpat, 145. 
kéxpeka, Kéxpypar, 156. 
cexv0w, 146. 
kévoa, 144, 
kéovrat, 148. 
cépa, 145. 
Képace, Képarpe, 145. 
cepaow, 144, 
képow, 143. 
Kep@, 144. 
Képwyrat, Kep@vrac, 145. 
kéoxero, 148. 
xéxavea, 2638. 
Kexapnka,  Kkexapnpar, 

263. 
KeXapnoeuey, KExapijce- 

Tal, ; 
Kexapnuc, 37. 262. 
Kexappévoc, Kexapdopuny, 

263. 
Kéxeopat, 264, 
Kéxnva, 264. 
kéxAada, 266. 
Kéxoda, 264. 
Kéxpnopat,  Kexpnuat, 

267. 
Kéxpwopa, 271. 
kéxuKa, Kéxupar, 265. 
Kéxwopat, 266. 
Kha, kjov, 140. 
Kira, 143. 
keyxaveiy, 147. 
xidvnju, 226. 
kipyvnpu, 144, 
kixelny, Kuyiivat, 147. 
kixpnpt, 268. 
kixw, 147. 
ckrdakoé, 151. 
khavoopa, 149. 
KhnOhjoopar, 141. 
kAnifw, 150. 
kAniw, 150. 
Kyo, 150. 
kdu@, 151. 
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Kode, KoA@par, 152. 
kparaivw, 154. 
kpavéeoOar, 154. 
Kpepow, kpeu@, 155. 
Kpnivat, 154. 
kpnOeic, 145. 
Kphpynpu, 155. 
Kpijvov, 154 
Kpurrackoy, 223. 
krainy, xrapev, 158. 
kravat, 53. note, 158. 
kravéovra, krav0jjvat, 

xkrao0a, 158. 
Kréw, kréwpev, 158. 
krivvupt, 159. 
xv0e, 146. 

AS 

Aafciy, 163. 
Aakhow, 164. 
Adpopar, 162, 163. 
AdEouar, 162. 
Aacevpa, 163. 

AacOjpev, 163. 
Aace, 163. 
Aapotpa, aVpedpa, 

162. 
AEtre, 3. 
AeAaEnca, 162. 
AéAabor, 6. note, 163. 
AéXaka, AeXaxovro, 164. 
AéAappar, AeragOar, 

162. 
AEAapra, 163. 
AEAacpa, 163. 
Aehaxwor, 162. 
Aéheypar, 164. 
Aederxpdrec, 166. 

AéAnOa, 163. 
AéAnxa, 164. 
AéAnppar, 162. 
AEAnopas, 163. 
Aehinua, 166. 
AéEdoyxa, 162. 
AéAoura, 165. 
AeAvaonar, 169. 208. 
AéAvro, 169. 
A€Ear, A€LacOar, 165. 

INDEX. 

AnParvw, 164. 
AjOw, AHPopar, 163. 
AjEopar, 162. 
Ajow, Ahoonat, 163. 
hogacopar,  dde, 

167. 
Avpny, AdTO, ADO, 169. 

M 
MaOijoopat, 170. 
paxwy, 175. 
pavncopa, 169. 
paréecy, 170. 
paoopar, 172. 
peOciuar, 115. 175. 
peBiero, 116. 175. 
pedrnOivar, 174. 
pépaa, 171. 175. 
pépaypar, 170. 
pepakvia, 38. 
pépare, 174. 
pépaper, 171. 
peparvnpa, 169. 
pépaprov, 170. 
pépaya, 170. 
pepawe, 171. 

péubdera, 174. 
pépbdwxa, 39. note, 44. 
pepeérnke, 174. 
pespéynka, 175. 
peperpévoc, 116. 175. 

péunca, 175. 
pépnre, 174. 
péunva, 5. note, 169. 
peplacua, 12. note. 
pépynpa, 176. 
pepodrvopat, 12. note. 
pépova, 175. 
pepopnra, 173. 
pepoppévoc, 173. 
pepulore, 166. 
pépuxa, 178. 
peveaivw, pevénva, 175. 
perabpétopar, 246. 

perapeédrer, 1738. 
peraoruy, 97. 
pereiw, 84, 

perexiabor, 149. 
Aébeo, Abo, 7, 165. ipernoecOa, 175. 

door, 

peries, periero, 116,175. 
pvdopat, 176, 177. 
prvacba, 177. 
PVEETAL, LYEWMEVOC, 177. 
pevhow, 176. 
pevwovro, 177. 
porotpat, 39. note, 44. 
popa, 172. 

N. 

Ndooopa, 178. 
veiat, veirat, 181. 
veiceoOe, 181. 
vévakxrat, 179. 
vévacpa, 178. 
vévnpa, vévnopat, 179, © 

180. 
vévispat, 181. 
vévopa, 179. note. 
vévwpa, 182. 
vevpa, 181. 
vevoopa, 181. 
vheov, -180. 
vnbw, vow, 180. 
vaxw, vixopa, 181. 
vicoovro, 182. 
VWMEVOC, VOVTA, VOOUW, 

180. 

rH 
Zivycarakduveic, 151. 

Evyxéw, 265. 
EvdNeheypévoc, 

note. 

EvpbdAnpeva, 39. 
EvpbdAHrny, 89. 
Evppecxra, 176. 
Evme, Evry, 116. 

O. 
"Odwéda, 183. 
ddwodvora, 1838. 
6féow, 1838. 
oida, 78. 82. note. 
oinoacBa, 185. 
oixa, 77. note, 81, 82. 

note. 

oipar, 184, 
oicOhjcopa, 252. 
oiow, 251. 

165. 

otxwKa, 112. 



oxwyxa, 112. 
ddEke okey, dr bpEvoc, 188. 
ddwAa, 5. note, 187. 
dpovrrec, 188. 
dpempoxa, 188. 
oveaQe, Ovocbe, 190. 
éyrwy, imperat., 85. 
érvow, 190. 
orwra, 192. 
érwree, 77. 192. 
épsira, 193, 194. 
dpéovro, 194. 
opnra, 18. note, 193. 
op0ar, dppévog, 193. 
épovra, 194, 
époaoke, 193. 
épceo, 7. 193. 
‘Opoev, 198. 
dpwpa, 6. note, 193. 
dpwpeypar, 194. 
dpwpepar, 194. 
dpwpvypa, 195. 
dogpayro, 9. 195. 
ov, imperat., 116. 
obddpevoc, 188. 
ovveacbe, 190. 
dpriow, éprgiv, 197. 
OX, 112. 
dxwka, 112. 186. note. 

oWopat, 191. 

II. 
TlaAro, 198. 

mapabéCapat, 37. 
mapaxadovvrac, 

note. 

rapaora, 134. 
mwapacye, 112. 
rapaoxw, 111. 
rapapbainar, 255. 
mapaxéwy, 265. 
maporycopat, 205. 
mapexabélero, 130. 

mapétrAwy, 215. 

maphyyer, 2, 3. 
map@pev, 116. note. 
mapolxopat, TAPWOKNKEV, 

Trapyynpar, 186. 
racacbar, 199. 

141. 

INDEX. 

raracow, 215. 

wety, weiv, 210. 
retcopat, 199. 

teh abw, 208. 
wéEw, 201. 
weraQvia, 199, 
rérappar, 198, note. 
menapety, 217, 
réracpat, 199. 
wérenca, 200. 
wereipavrat, 202. 205. 
mwereipara, 205. note. 

rérevoOu,réreropar, 200. 
rérep pat, 205. 
mwereppevoc, 204. 
werépacua, 205. 

werepnpévoc, 204, 211. 
rérepOar, 205. 
néxnya, 5. note, 208. 
mwérna, 199. 
werleypat, merleopat, 

mwerriexOat, 208. 
wérOorv, 200. 251. 
mwérreypar, 214. 
méwhevka, métdevopar, 

214. 
mwéwAnya, 

215; 
wétAnyor, 6. note, 216. 
wérAnpa Terdnpéevoc, 

202. 
rérrnopa, 209. 
wérdwxa, 214. 

rérvupa, Téervvoo, 216. 
méroWa, 5. note, 200, 

201. 
wérropat, 210. 
réroppa, 151. 204. 
mwérov0a, 199. 
méropoa, 205. 
memopetv, 217. 
wérrop0a, 205. 
réroo0e, 76. note. 199. 
werdrapar, merdrnpar, 
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nrérxpaya, 218. 
wérpaxa, 202. 211. 
rérpapa, mrerpacbat, 

mrexpacopat, 211. 

weTANY pat, 
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nérpaya, 218. 
mwerpnpévoc, 210. 
wérpiopar, 219. 
wérpwpat, 217. 
mérrapat, 2005. 

note. 

menrewe, 212. 
mwénrnyka, 207. 
mextnwc, 37. 207. note, 

220. 
wéxrw, 205. 
mwéxtwKa, 6. note, 207. 

note, 212. 
mwenrwc, 212. 
werrvOouro, 

220. 
mrérwka, 210. 
TEPAW, TEPATW, 

mepaay, 211. 
mepodeiaac, 59. 
mepetrev, 97. 
meptero, 9. 
weptépiayrec, 91. note. 

meptéore, 97. 
meprepOfjvat, 

ceo0at, 

207. 

TWETU[LAL, 

TEPGY, 

meprepOh- 
mepreWeoOat, 

mwepinyéw, 12]. 
mepinpxero, 107. 
wepOpétar, 246. 
meprvéety, 179. 
wepirepAevopEevoc, 258. 
wepiTrdpevoc, 203. 

mepiorety, 97. 
mepiprvet, 257. 
wépynu, 211. 
mwep@, 211. 
wéoele, Tecoupat, 212. 
rerapar, réeracOar, 206, 

207. 
mweraoat, 207. note. 
wer, 205. 
mevOopat, mevoopet, 220. 
mepayKa, 249. 
repapar, 208. 
repaopat, 12, 249, 
mepacpévoc, 208. 249. 

254 
wegdc0w, 254. 

a . 
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megnva, 5. note, 249. 
mepyoopa, 208, 250. 
TEPOn Tomar, wEpiooi ny, 

meproéecOar, 251. 
mégopba, 251. 
mégpaypa, 258. 
Téppadpar, Treppacpar, 

258. 
mégpadoy, 258. 
Tegpika, Tedppixovrac, 

repvacr, 262. 
wepulorec, 166. 

repupoopat, 261. 
TEPUWC, 262. 

ridacba, 198. 
ahew, 208. 

mhoac, 199. 
Thoow, Thrrw, 208. 
meiobe, 210. 
meélevy,  melevpevoc, 

11. 74. note. 
muelovyvroc, 208. 
mex Ojvar, 208. 
miOr, 210. 
wiOnow, 200, 201. 
mikynpu, 203. 
wiv, wiv, 210. 
mevevpevoc, 11. 

miopar, meovpa, 210, 
mimpackw, 204. 
mwiow, 211. 
mwitva, mirvay, mrvac, 

206. 
mirvaw, witve, wirvnpt, 

206. 
mirvew for rixrw, 218. 
mipavocw, 251, 
miuppavar, 259. 
trayéw, 203. 214. 
TrAASW, TAAOW, 2038. 
mreipnyv, 209. 
mheiv, 70, 66. 
mAEvoouat, Tevoovpat, 

214. 
mrAhyvupt, 216. 
mwAnjoo, 209. 
mrjow, 208. 
mwrijro, 202, 

» INDEX. 

TrWc, TABYTOC, 215. 
mrAWw, 214, 
TohkuTdappwr, 198. note. 
Tordopat,  moTéovTat, 

207. 
moréoc, 210. 

wortOe, 125. 
moroc, 210. 
mpadeiy, 205. 
mpabhjoopar, 211. 
mpiacba, 218. 
mpiw, rpiwua, 219. 
mpdba, mpoborrec, 37. 

mpdeabe, rpoecbar, 116. 
Tpoeoreare, mpotarare, 

137. 
mpoéwoa, 219, 
mpdnra 116. 
mponxacde, 116. 
mpovgarvec, 250. 
™ponyxa, y 

mpoVéove, 125. 
mpoter, 116. note. 
mpotev, 116. 
mpotccopat, 142. 
mpootora 253. 
mpoov, 116. 
mpocapyaera, 30. 
mpoodeerat, 65. 
mpoosexevar, 81, 
mpoceivat, 87. 
mpocensiy, 84. 
mpoceovpovr, 196. note. 
mpootreca, 212. 
mpocérrae, 203. 

e* fae 

mpoonixrat, mpooniéat, 

mpooniay, 7. 
mpoabiéec, 125. note. 

rpookali noe, 131.note. 
mpookekeponxacr, 145. 
mpookvvew, 160. 
mpocopryjoa, 197. 
mpoorraloy, 203. 
mpovoeneir, 84. 
mpovokerrero, 227, 228. 

note. 

Tpopvrdcow, Tpopvda- 
x9, 260 

mpow8éw, 219, 
mpdwpat, 116. 
TpoWoa, TPWOAt, T™pw= 

cac, 219. 
arécOa, 97. 206. 
rrnoopatnropevoc, 206, 
Twreopar, 204, 

Pi 

‘Pacow, 222. 
peobpevoc, 222. 
pepipOar, 223. 
pevooua, 222. 
pnOjcopa, 88. 
phoow, 222. 
pnrdc, 88. 
potlaoke, 223. 
punoopar, 222. 
pvodpny, 104. 

a 

Lavi, ccov, caovor, 233. 
cadw, cawow, 232, 233. 
capdw, 224. 
caw, 233. 
sawow, cavoopu, 233. 
obéow, cbjooua, 224. 
ceoapvia, 224. 
céceropar, 225, 
ctonra, 5. note, 226. 
oéonpa, 224. 
céoupar, 12. note, 226. 
céowpa, céowopat, 232. 
cevrat, 226. note. 
onpac, 224. 
oxad\d\w, 227. 
oxidynp, 226. 
oxAjoopat, oxdalny, 

oxAyjvat, 227. 
oon, cone, 233. 
Gov, cvvpat, sovcba, 

coves, covc0w, cov- 
go, 226. 

cowow, 2338. 
OTELV, OTELO, OT EO, OTE- 

o0at, orov, oxwy, 97. 
ora0ncopa, 134. 
orainy, oraiper, 73. 134. 
oraoKkoy, 134. 



oreiopev, 236. 
oreiw, 73. 135. 
orevrat, 230. 
oréw, 73. 134. 
ornnc, 73. 135. 
ornkere, ornxovrec, 135. 

note, 
orijperv, ornpevat, 134. 
orn TW, orncopat, 134. 
OTPUVYULL, 231. 
ovyyvons 53, 54. 
ovykénrar,  ovyKerar 

143. 
oupbaddEdpevoc, 74, 

note. 
oupbeCavar, 38. 
oUpEVOC, 225, 

- ouppayéerar, 171. 
ouvaiyony, avvatkrny, 

11. 
ouvavauptyrec, 261. 
auvednoetc, 78. 
ovveidoxa, 164. 
ovvednrapevoar, 93. 
ovveveixerar, 252. 
ouvepaca, 98. 
ovvipvac, 114. 
ovynxac, 7. 
ouv VEEL, 

179, - 
ovvoxwkére, 112. 
ovoxopevoc, 112, 
oxé, 112. 
oxebeiv, oxeBéav, 22. 

112. 
oxeiy, 97. 111. 

oxnoeoba, 111. note. 
owrgy, 43. 
coo, 224, 
oww, 232. 

\ 

a 

Taddoow, 243. 
raprwpeOa, raprijpvat, 

236 
TapgOn, rappOer, 236. 
ré0ada, 122. 
re0agOw, 123. 
reGéXnka, 76. 

, 

TvVVEVODEY, 

INDEX. 

réOnda, 122. 
réOnra, 123. 
reOKaypévoc, 125. 

TeOAyupevn, 126. 
réOvapev, 126. 
reOvniw, reOvijopat, 

126, 127. 
réBopa, 128. 
réOpappar, 245. 
réOpagpbe, 245. note. 
réOuppar, 248. 
réxero, 241. 
réd\Aw, 243. note. 
rétacOa, réEecOar, 241. 
rééw, réZopar, 240. 
réraypat, 234, 
reraywr, 233. 
réraxa, 233, 234. 
réradpa, 235. 
rérapat, 208. 234. 
reravvopa, 234. 
reraprépuny, 236. 
réraga, 122. 
réreypat, 241. 
reréXeopat, 235, 
rérevypat, 239. 
rerevionat, 238, 239. 

rérevya, 238. 
TeTEVXaTaL, 

239. 
TETEVXATOV, TETEVKETOY, 

239. note. 
rerevyjoOc, 237. 
rérnxa, 5. note, 240. 
rerinpat, TETINMEVOC, 

240. 
rerinoOor, 240. 
rerique, 37. 240. 

réripat, Tércopar, 242. 
rérAnka, 243. 
rerAquic, 87. 2438. 
TET HN 237. 
rérpnKa, rérpnpat, 235. 
TET HNC, 237. 
TETHN TOA, 235. 
retpnwe, 37. 235. note. 
rérpov, 237. 
réroypat, 241. 

- 

TETEVXATO, 

réroxa, 240. 
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TeTopyow, Téropor, 243. 
TéTpappat,  TéTparro, 

244, 
réTpaga, TEeTpaparat, TE- 

Tpagaro, 244. 
rérpag~Oau, 245. note, 
rerpapiw, 244. 
TETPAXUYHEVOS, 12. note. 
rérpyKa, rérpnpa, 241, 
Terpnva, 241. note. 
rérpnxa, 234, 
TéTpLYG, TETPLY@TAC, 

247. 
rérpyupar, 247. 
rérpopa, 151. 243. 245. 
TEeTpuxwpévoc, 247. 

TeTpwpévoc, 241. 

rérvypat, 238. 
TETUKELY, TeTuKéoOat, 

239. 
rervxnka, 238, 239. 
rérvx9a, 238. 
revx0ev, 7d, 239. 
Til Tire, 238. 

riraive, 240. note. 
Tirvokw, TiTbaKopat, 240, 
Tha, 242. 

Tpiyw, 236. 
ropevw, 243. 
tpareiomev, 236. 
tpavréw, 244, 
Tparéwpev, 236. 
rparw, 244. 
Tpar@pev, 236. 
rpapOsic 244. 
rpaxw, 246. 
tpeiw, 247. 
Tptoce, rpéacay, 247. 
tpéow, 247. 
rpepOivar, 244. 
tpjow, 241. 
rpwow, 241. 
Tpww, 242, 

oe 
‘Yraneteo, 15. 
brepvfjpuca, 122. 
iwepCadXéev, 74. note. 
irépCacar, 38. 
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_ trepdpape, 246. note. 
brepVopwr, 128. 
imeoxouny, 114. 
imioxveopat, 114. 
umdecxoy, 80. 
dmgelcoper, 80. 
broxpivopa, 156. 
bropdb_evroc, 188. 

bropoaGcionc, 188. 
brooxéOnri, 114. 
trocxnjoopa, 113. 
tropwoxet, 251. note. 

®. 
Dayo, dayopar, 108. 
pas, paciy, pasivw, 250. 
Gah, painy, 254... 
gatper, 255. 
papevoc, 254. 
gay, 255. - 
gavat, 254, 255. 
paovoa, 250. 
pac, pacIar, packw, 254. 
pépecke, épnor, pépre, 

253. 

onn, 255. 
onpl, 89. 254. 
giv, 255. 
er pa pevoc, batw, 

255. 
p0aphoopa, 256. 
pOetro, 256. note. 
o0Epcw, Plepo, 256. 
POijcopar, P00, 255. 
prcipevor (false read- 

ing), 251. 
gopéw, 253. 
gpadn (false reading), 

258. 
* 

/ @ =INDEX.~ 

pupacw, puphaw, 260. 

X. 

|Xaivw, xavovpar, 264. 
xapnoopa, 263. 
xeOijvar, 266. 
xsiopat, 263. 
Xedpevor, fut., 265. 
xevu, fut., 265. 
xebw aor. 1. conjunct., 

260... 
xnparo, 263. 

‘lxparat, xpaoAa, 268. 
xpéerar, 268. 
xpeiwy, 267. 
Xpew, 268. 
i ee 269. 
xpase, 2 
XUpEevoc, ae 

xwobiva, 266. 
xooopar, 271. 
xoow, 266. 

:2 
WViw, 220. 

Q. 

FQ, 115. 
wdvoduny, 183. 
&leoa, &Lynoa, 183. 
onOny, 184. 
wiyvuyro, 183. 
@iga, 183. 

doh 
@Wt- widpny, Wicdpunr, 

oOnyv, 185. 
@reoa, o\EcOnv, 187. 
orioOnka, odicOnoa, 

187. 

THE END. 

Lonpon: 
Printed by A. SporriswoopE, 

New-Street-Square. 

oddpny, 187. 
wpa, 116. 
opny, 184. 
Gppar, 191. 
opyrve, 188. 
®popéa, 188. 
Gpooa, opdoOny, 188. 
oputa, 184. 
ovapny, from i 

189. 
wvapny, from évopas, 

190. 
&rnoa, 189. P Bey 
vooOny, ovorauny, 189. 
adouny, 184. 
ota, 183. 
wpsov, 191. 
wpero, 18. note, 193. 
apéexOny, 193. 
eppny, 158. note, 198. 
opvipny, 193. 
wpovro, 194. 
Gpope, 6. note, 193. 
Gpvypat, 195. 
wpuipet, 193. 
wpoa, 53. 193. 
wpro, 18. note, 51. note. 
dpwr, 191, 
doppopny, | wogpapny, 

woponoapny, 195. 
ow, 272. 
Wperov, Gpeddov, Wpet- 

dor, 196. 
wpba, &pOny, 191. 
®odee, 77. 114. 197. 
Gopdya, wpror, 197. 
exnpa, 186. 
@xopny, 185, 186. 
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